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SUMMARY 

This thesis presents the results of analysis of the chronological evidence for the 

mesolithic–neolithic transition in the midlands and north of England. Over 600 

pre-existing radiocarbon dates have been assessed as part of this analysis. Data 

have been collected from 40 historic environment records as well as published 

sources. Those which are robustly associated with late mesolithic or early 

neolithic material culture have been incorporated in Bayesian chronological 

models. These models estimate the currency of late mesolithic and early neolithic 

activity in different regions of the study area. In addition this thesis explores the 

chronological currency of different aspect of early neolithic material culture in 

regions across England, Scotland, Wales and Ireland. 

 

By comparing estimates for the end of the mesolithic with estimates for the start 

of the neolithic, this thesis provides new evidence for processes which may have 

been at work during the mesolithic–neolithic transition. This thesis demonstrates 

that aspects of late mesolithic cultural were present across England and Wales, 

most probably in the 41st century cal BC when early neolithic material is first 

present in south-east England. I demonstrate that mesolithic material culture 

continued to be used in England after this time, most probably for 100–300 

years. The latest evidence for mesolithic material culture occurs at the time when 

the neolithic appears across much of the country.  

 

The earliest neolithic appears in many areas considered in this thesis in 3850–

3750 cal BC. This said, there are some distinct regional trends for the slightly 

earlier or later appearance of neolithic material culture or practices. In all, across 

England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales, the appearance of early neolithic material 

culture took 200–400 years. This chronological pattering suggests that a variety 

of processes were important in the appearance of neolithic material culture and 

practices across England. 
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PRELIMS 

 

HER numbers are given an alpha-numeric code (see below) to ensure each 

number is a unique identifier. Primary Record Numbers (PRN) are quoted in the 

text out of preference unless an event or other number was deemed more 

appropriate. 

 

HER/SMR ABBREVIATIONS 

 

NY-north Yorkshire 

WY-west Yorkshire 

TEE-Tees  

NHU-Northumberland 

NEW-Newcastle 

DUR-Durham 

LAN-Lancaster 

CHE-Cheshire 

CUM-Cumbria 

MAN-Manchester 

WOR-Worcester 

WAR-Warwickshire 

STA-Staffordshire 

HER-Herefordshire 

BLA- the Black Country  

COV-Coventry 

SHR-Shropshire 

OXF-Oxfordshire 

TYN-Tyne and Wear 
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CHAPTER ONE. INTRODUCTION 
 

This thesis analyses the chronology of the mesolithic–neolithic transition in the 

midlands and north of England (fig. 1.1). Over 600 radiocarbon dates are 

examined and discussed in the regional chapters and appendices.  

 

This thesis, begun in 2007, was designed to complement the causewayed 

enclosures dating project sponsored by English Heritage and the Arts and 

Humanities Research Council, and already underway at that time (Whittle et al. 

2011b). At the time I began this thesis, Bayliss & Whittle (2007; Whittle et al. 

2008) had begun to offer robust foundations for a timetable for the development 

of neolithic practices in Britain with their Bayesian chronological models for five 

long barrows from southern England. This thesis, and the causewayed enclosure 

dating project (Whittle et al. 2011b), develop the Bayesian approaches already 

successfully applied to the chronologies of individual sites, to address processes 

of change at the scale of both the site and region. 

 

AIMS 

This thesis aimed to assess the available chronological evidence for people 

using late mesolithic material culture and practices and people using early 

neolithic material culture and practices. It then analyses this evidence using a 

Bayesian statistical framework to provide a robust timetable for transition in the 

midlands and north of England.  

 

Beyond a timetable, this thesis aimed to explore the nature of transition by 

suggesting patterns in the timings (including possible intervals or overlaps) and 

tempos of the latest mesolithic and earliest neolithic material culture and 

practices. This project, and the causewayed enclosure dating project (Whittle et 

al. 2011b), aimed to analyse sites in their regional contexts in order to look at 

wider geographical processes of change through time. 
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THE STUDY REGION 

The study region for this project was designed to complement those regions 

covered by Whittle et al. (2011b) in southern Britain, Ireland, the Isle of Man, 

Scotland south of the Great Glen and south Wales. This thesis examined the 

HER regions of the east midlands (chapter four), Yorkshire and Humberside 

(chapter five), the north-east (chapter six), the north-west (chapter seven) and 

the west midlands (chapter eight). In these regional chapters, evidence for 

change at the level of the local and the short-term is discussed, while in chapter 

nine, these regions are presented in the context of the thesis study region as a 

whole, and with reference to other parts of Britain (Whittle et al. 2011b). 

 

THE DATA 

Data were collected at the 40 HER/SMRs which comprise the midlands and north 

of England. A search of National Trust HER records was also undertaken 

(Salkeld pers. comm. 2008). A combination of physical data searches and 

database searches were undertaken.  

 

Several national digital datasets and related specialist datasets were consulted. 

These included specialist radiocarbon databases (e.g. the Archaeological Data 

Service hosted Council for British Archaeology  “Archaeological site index to 

radiocarbon dates from Great Britain and Ireland”). Extensive use was made of 

inventories of grey literature (e.g. the Archaeological Investigations Project; 

PastScape; the Archaeological Data Service; the Royal Commission on the 

Ancient and Historical Monuments of Wales hosted Coflein database). A search 

of the English Heritage scientific dating service files was undertaken. 

 

Related specialist datasets were very kindly made available by key researchers 

(e.g. faunal data by Albarella pers. comm. 2009; plant macrofossil data by Hall 

pers. comm. 2008; cave data by Chamberlain pers. comm. 2008; radiocarbon 

data from Wales by Burrow pers. comm. 2009; evidence for human skeletal 
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remains was derived from King 2004). A search of the T. C. M. Brewster archive 

held at the National Monuments Record was undertaken.  

 

Numerous commercial and academic researchers made site-specific grey 

literature available on request (see acknowledgements). 

 

THE STRUCTURE OF THIS PROJECT 

Chapter two provides an introduction to the main contemporary themes 

concerning the mesolithic–neolithic transition in Britain. It includes a discussion of 

the limitations of temporal terms and a brief critical assessment of approaches to 

writing about time that might be relevant to British mesolithic–neolithic transition 

studies.  

 

Chapter three considers relevant chronological concerns, including an 

introduction to the Bayesian statistical approaches used in this thesis and an 

exploration of why “scatter matters”.  

 

Chapters four–eight present background to the different regions, site models of 

available radiocarbon dates, regional site currency models for late mesolithic and 

early neolithic sites, and analysis of the currency of late mesolithic and early 

neolithic material culture from the regions. For each chapter, appendices outline 

in greater detail considerations relevant to the construction of site models and the 

regional neolithic currency model. These appendices also provide a discussion of 

radiocarbon dates which are poorly associated with diagnostic late mesolithic or 

early neolithic material culture as well as other pertinent issues.  

 

Chapter nine provides a synthesis of evidence for transition in the regions. It 

presents models for the chronology of material culture. There is a discussion of 

models of transition for the regions studied here, and a comparison with evidence 

presented by Whittle et al. (2011b).  
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Appendix A considers the chronology of human skeletal remains from caves 

that cannot be well associated with diagnostic mesolithic or neolithic material 

culture.  

 

Appendix B considers the chronology of English and Welsh late mesolithic 

microliths from outside the study area, and provides a context for the (limited) 

available evidence discussed in chapter five.  

 

Appendix C provides an assessment of radiocarbon dates associated with late 

mesolithic and early neolithic evidence from Wales and provides a context for 

data discussed in chapter seven and chapter eight.  

 

Appendix D is a transcript of papers from the Armstrong archive held by 

Sheffield Museums, relevant to sites discussed in chapter four.  

 

Appendix E provides details of the pretreatment and processing of samples 

discussed in the thesis. 

 

Output from models is presented by chapter in tables and in graphs. After 

publication, the thesis and associated databases will be deposited with the ADS.  

 

CHRONOLOGY AS THE BASIS FOR INTERPRETATION 

Chronology should provide one of the primary axes against which archaeological 

data are organised, patterns suggested and models of explanation assembled. In 

lieu of independent chronometric techniques, prehistorians developed typological 

schemes based on similarities between material culture and sites in order to 

structure their narratives (e.g. Childe 1931; Piggott 1954; chapter two).  

 

Radiocarbon dating provides a chronological structure independent of 

archaeological interpretation, but the development of the technique did not have 

the predicted impact (e.g. Renfrew 1974; 1976). The method did not provide 
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‘absolute’ chronological order, partly because calibrated radiocarbon dates 

produce probability distributions, which were difficult to present and interpret 

(Whittle 1988). Until recently then, in Britain, prehistorians did not generally have 

the means to produce temporally differentiated narratives (Whittle 1988, 12). 

Because archaeologists sometimes regarded chronological phasing as 

impossible, in some cases chronological structure came to be seen as something 

to be imposed on data (Kinnes 1988; chapter two).  

 

Until the development of Bayesian statistical analysis techniques (Buck et al. 

1991; 1992; 1994b), there were no adequate methods to present and interpret 

the multiple date ranges produced from radiocarbon assemblages (though see 

Ottaway 1973; Buck et al. 1991; Reece 1994 for discussion).  

 

It was with the development of software to implement Bayesian statistical 

treatments (Bronk Ramsey 1995) that sophisticated chronological analysis began 

to become available to archaeologists. 

 

Bayesian modelling integrates chronometric data and frameworks of 

archaeological knowledge about the ordering of events in time (chapter three). 

As a result of this process, estimates for events can become more precise, and 

explicit estimates can be made for events or durations which are not directly 

dated (Bayliss et al. 2007b; Buck et al. 1996; Bronk Ramsey 1995; Steier & Rom 

2000; Bayliss et al. 20011c; chapter three).  

 

THE RESULTS OF THIS THESIS 

The patterns that begin to emerge in this thesis include specific regional trends; 

they are considered in detail with reference to patterns from other parts of 

England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland in chapter nine (Whittle et al. 2011b).  

 

Whittle et al. (2011b, xi) set the scene for the introduction of early neolithic 

material culture in southern England. Here causewayed “…enclosures appeared 
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up to 300 years after the first Neolithic things and practices were 

established…most probably from the second half of the 42nd–41st century cal BC. 

The process of the spread of the Neolithic in Britain is shown to have been 

gradual and regionalised, taking over two centuries…”. 

 

In the 41st century cal BC, the earliest neolithic material culture is present in 

south-east England. This thesis demonstrates that at this time, in the 41st century 

cal BC, populations were using late mesolithic rod microliths at sites located 

across England and Wales (appendix c; chapter nine). In the Yorkshire 

Pennines and north York moors (chapter five) people were using late mesolithic 

material culture at least until the second half of the 40th century cal BC. In this 

part of the world, there is most probably an overlap with the earliest populations 

using neolithic material culture (chapter five).  

 

There are very few radiocarbon data well associated with late mesolithic material 

culture to provide a tempo for transition. This should be a research priority for the 

future, in line with current best practice; mesolithic site chronologies must be 

explored with multiple, single entity, short-lived samples, well associated with the 

archaeological event in question, and presented within a Bayesian model 

reflecting appropriate prior information (chapter three).  

 

The evidence for the survival of late mesolithic traditions in some regions after 

the appearance of early neolithic material culture (chapter five) means that we 

need to critically engage with the survival of late mesolithic material culture. As 

well as an emphasis on the processes at work in the introduction of neolithic 

material culture and practices, we need to ask why some people continued with 

some aspects of mesolithic lifeways.  

 

Late mesolithic material culture was still current at sites in close proximity to 

places where some people were already exploiting early neolithic lifeways. This 

emphasises the importance of robust association of material culture with 
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radiocarbon results. There is no such thing as a ‘mesolithic date’ or a ‘neolithic 

date’; to provide a chronology for transition dated samples must be well 

associated with diagnostic mesolithic or neolithic material culture or practices.  

 

There is evidence for diversity in the appearance of the earliest neolithic material 

culture in the regions studied in this thesis. In the east midlands (chapter four), 

the region in this thesis with the best sample of early neolithic activity, the earliest 

neolithic sites may not conform to common site definitions such as ‘long 

barrows’. In other regions, the earliest neolithic evidence might include the 

neolithic ‘package’ and more common site types, such as pit sites (chapter six). 

In both the north-east and the north-west, we may have evidence for precocious 

‘pioneer’ neolithic populations, after which, in both regions, there may be gaps (of 

different durations) before neolithic practices ‘took off’ and became regionally 

well established (chapter six, chapter seven).  

 

In most regions discussed here, the earliest neolithic evidence probably appears 

in the late 39th or 38th century cal BC. In some regions there is evidence for 

neolithic material culture and practices at earlier dates (chapter seven), which 

may suggest complex transition processes. In other areas (chapter six, chapter 

eight) the earliest established neolithic evidence may have been later than 3700 

cal BC and thus later than in much of Britain. 

 

The initial patterns in the appearance of the earliest neolithic evidence across 

this study area, and the evidence presented by Whittle et al. (2011b), suggest an 

early neolithic which is importantly different from early neolithic models recently 

presented; from the chronological evidence there is evidence for both inter- 

regional variation in the processes of transition, and processes of change which 

appears to have influenced lifeways at a much wider-scale. Previous models of 

late mesolithic and early neolithic groups and the chronology of transition studies 

are discussed in chapter two.  
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CHAPTER TWO. THE LATE MESOLITHIC AND EARLY NEOLITHIC IN BRITAIN. APPROACHES 

TO THE CHRONOLOGY OF TRANSITION 

 

“…to assume that we have ‘dated’ Mount Carmel by calling it simply ‘Levallois-

Mousterian’ is meaningless, as the latter is not a term with primarily chronological 

meaning” 

Braidwood (1946; quoted in Daniel 1967, 271; my emphasis). 

 

“…archaeologists are now beginning to abandon the use of terms like ‘Middle 

Bronze Age’, at any rate to distinguish periods of time, and are being driven to 

give dates in actual years, or at any rate centuries B.C. This is all to the good, if 

only because the use of a common system of chronology emphasises that 

prehistory is nothing more than the backwards extension of history, and that the 

aims of the archaeologist and the historian are ultimately identical…”  

Atkinson (1979, 87; my emphasis). 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Late mesolithic and early neolithic populations in Britain have been thought of in 

very different ways. Mesolithic populations were mobile (Wickham-Jones 2005). 

They exploited complex hunter-gatherer-fisher lifeways (Rowley-Conwy 1983), 

which probably included the manipulation or management of the environment 

around them (Mellars 1976b), and of wild animal and plant resources (Mithen 

1990; Milner 2009).  

 

Late mesolithic material culture included miniature, geometric microliths (Clark 

1934; Jacobi 1978b), which were probably used for a range of purposes in 

composite tools (Clarke 1976). People using late mesolithic material culture in 

England and Wales are defined as not being farmers. They did not use neolithic 

material culture such as pottery, ground stone axes or leaf-shaped arrowheads 

(though an example from south Wales might indicate some populations had 

limited access to polished axes; David & Walker 2004; cf. Cooney 2000a). They 
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did not construct complex man-made monuments of stone and earth (though 

they may have erected ‘monumental’ post settings; Allen & Gardiner 2002). They 

did not raise a range of domestic plants and animals (though they probably had 

‘domesticated’ dogs; Clutton-Brock & Noe-Nygaard 1990). These populations are 

often presented as insular, with divergent lithic traditions from those on the near 

continent and Ireland (cf. Jacobi 1976; Thomas 2008, 64; Kador 2010). 

 

British neolithic populations have been presented as distinct from populations 

using mesolithic material culture in a number of ways (e.g. Warren 2005). 

Neolithic populations had access to a range of domestic plants and animals, 

pottery, polished stone axes, and leaf-shaped arrowheads. These groups built 

monuments of stone, earth and wood (Bradley 2002a). In Britain, the appearance 

of novel neolithic material culture has been suggested as associated with shifts in 

the ways people thought about the world around them, as well as influencing how 

people lived their lives (e.g. Thomas 1999; Edmonds 1999; Whittle 2003).  

 

Neolithic material culture appeared earlier on the nearby areas of the continent 

(Whittle 1996). The north-west Europe continental chronological evidence for 

early neolithic material culture has not yet been subject to formal statistical 

modelling (an initial example by Cassen et al. 2009 is detailed in Whittle et al. 

2011a, 914). In Germany, populations using Linearbandkeramik (LBK) material 

culture, including pottery, plant and animal domesticates and longhouses, were 

present in c5500 cal BC east of the Rhine, and after c5300 cal BC west of the 

Rhine (e.g. Hartz et al. 2007; Louwe Kooijmans 2007, 306).  

 

In the Paris basin, Rubané/LBK neolithic material culture probably first appeared 

from c5100 cal BC (e.g. Allard 2007; cf. Dubouloz 2003). In Brittany, longhouses 

may appear as part of a westward spread from the Paris Basin. Here early 

monuments are present on the coast. These and other neolithic traits may be 

perhaps present from the early 5th millennium. Monuments on the Normandy 

coast may not be as early (e.g. Scarre 2002; 2007; Scarre 2011).  
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In southern Scandinavia, Ertebølle hunter-gatherer groups were exposed to the 

material culture of farming groups probably from the earlier 5th millennium 

(Larsson 2007, 603; Hartz et al. 2007; Price 2000; Andersen 2000; Fischer 2002; 

Fischer 1982; Klassen 2002). Here too a lag occurred before the ‘full’ uptake of 

agriculture.  

 

Formal chronological modelling may show further temporal structure in the 

appearance of these early neolithic traditions in the north-west of Europe. It was 

only after these varying processes of transition and change had begun on the 

continent that Britain and Ireland begin to ‘go over’ (Whittle & Cummings 2007). 

 

The earliest evidence for neolithic material culture and practices from Britain has 

been recovered from southern England, in the greater Thames estuary, in 4320–

3980 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 4150–4000 cal BC 68.2% probable; start 

Thames estuary; Bayliss et al. 2011b, 731). Causewayed enclosures first appear 

in southern England in 3770–3690 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3740–3700 cal 

BC 68.2% probable; start S British enclosures; Bayliss et al. 2011b, 683), after 

the initial establishment of the neolithic, which probably occurred a generation or 

two before 3700 cal BC. Further evidence of a complex relationship between 

processes going on in Britain and those on the continent is evident in the lag 

between the earlier appearance of causewayed enclosures on the continent and 

the appearance of these monuments in Britain (Whittle et al. 2011a). 

 

The nature of the introduction of neolithic material culture (Sheridan 2010b), or 

the process of ‘becoming neolithic’ (Thomas 1999), or ‘going over’ (Whittle 

2007b), has been the subject of renewed debate in recent years. This debate has 

focused on the extent of indigenous mesolithic involvement in the transition, and 

the rate at which transition occurred (Whittle & Cummings 2007; see below). 

Recently contentious aspects of early neolithic lifeways include the degree of 

sedentism (e.g. Whittle 1997; Rowley-Conwy 2004) and the role of neolithic post-
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and-slot-built structures (Thomas 1996b; Rowley-Conwy 2004), the contribution 

of domestic plant resources to subsistence strategies (e.g. Jones & Rowley-

Conwy 2007; Robinson 2000), and the contributions of marine resources to 

subsistence strategies (e.g. Richards et al. 2003b; Milner et al. 2004). 

!

TERMINOLOGY OF TRANSITION MODELS 

Childe (e.g. 1940) regarded the mesolithic–neolithic transition as a social 

‘revolution’, in terms of disjunctions between lifeways. Despite changes in 

interpretation of the nature of the ‘mesolithic’ or ‘neolithic’, the differences in the 

archaeological records are often still presented in terms of ‘revolutionary’ 

transformation (Thomas 1999; Pluciennik 1998, 73).  

 

The etymologies of the terms ‘mesolithic’ and ‘neolithic’, as well as terms 

employed for ‘the transition’ between them, are integral to the narratives we 

create (Milner & Woodman 2005). The descriptions ‘mesolithic’ and ‘neolithic’ 

derive from schemes used to order the currency of artefacts (Thomsen in 

Rowley-Conwy 1984, 130). In contemporary British studies, the definitions of 

‘mesolithic’ and ‘neolithic’ can include reference to types of material culture and 

subsistence strategies and lifeways.  

 

As the meanings of the terms ‘mesolithic’ and ‘neolithic’ have shifted, so has the 

research emphasis in archaeology (fig. 2.1). At the same time, how we envisage 

the processes of transition and the groups of people responsible for transition 

has also changed (Bradley 1984, 11). As descriptions, ‘mesolithic’ and ‘neolithic’ 

should be “…old, imperfect terminology for the sake of [facilitating] 

communication…” (Zvelebil 2002, 128; cf. Pluciennik 2002, 117). However, as 

concepts the British ‘mesolithic’ or ‘neolithic’ have “…taken on a life that has 

dislocated them…This…has led to a situation where different theoretical 

approaches are felt to be appropriate…” (Pollard 2008b, 9). 
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In some respects the different emphases on the definitions of the ‘mesolithic’ and 

‘neolithic’ have led to discussions about the nature of transition which are at 

“cross purpose” (Thomas 1999, 13). While classifying societies as ‘mesolithic’ or 

‘neolithic’ (Latour 1993), could be seen as a scholarly undertaking in itself, it 

seems more useful to emphasise these terms’ descriptive qualities. This thesis 

employs the terms ‘mesolithic’ and ‘neolithic’ using the lower case, to emphasise 

the use of these terms as adjectives, not proper nouns (cf. Kador 2007). 

 

Mesolithic definitions and material culture 

Westropp (18661) first defined the ‘mesolithic’2 in terms of lithic typology and later 

on the basis of subsistence (Westropp 1872). In later works, such as J. G. D. 

Clark’s (1932; 1934), mesolithic cultures such as the Maglemosian were defined 

by lithic assemblages. In Britain, Jacobi (1978b) identified 13 microlith forms (fig. 

2.2a–b). Switsur & Jacobi (1979) suggested that the frequency of different forms 

reflected spatial and temporal variation in mesolithic traditions. Three early 

mesolithic microlith typological groupings may represent change over time — 

Star Carr type, Deepcar type and Horsham type (Reynier 1998, 175).  

 

Later mesolithic microliths tend towards geometric and miniature forms (Butler 

2005, 98), with ‘rod’ and ‘scalene’ microliths often suggested as examples of later 

mesolithic material culture (Butler 2005, 98; cf. Jacobi 2005; 2004, 362). 

Research undertaken for this thesis indicates a complex chronology for these 

artefacts, which includes a demonstrable late currency for rod and scalene types 

(chapter five; appendix B).  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
 The first published reference to the ‘mesolithic’ appears in the report of a paper delivered on 

behalf of Westropp (1866) to the Anthropological Society. This is before the more thorough 
working of his thesis (Westropp 1872; Rowley-Conwy 1996; Zvelebil 1998; Daniel 1967, 260), in 
which Westropp avoids mention of the term ‘mesolithic’ (or other period nomenclature) in favour 
of a series of ‘stages’. It is possible that Westropp’s use of the term may have been influenced by 
Worsaae’s developed stone age chronology (first outlined in 1861), which included a period 
between the palaeolithic and neolithic (Gräslund 1987, 38). 
2
 As the period between the Palæolithic and the Kainolithic (an alternative Greek for ‘new stone 

age’).  
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In Britain, much of the evidence for a mesolithic presence is recovered from lithic 

scatters (English Heritage 2000); stratified deposits or features are significantly 

rarer, with plant macrofossils and faunal remains rarer still (e.g. Hall & Huntley 

2007; Huntley & Stallibrass 1995). Emerging evidence for early mesolithic 

structures in Britain (e.g. Howick (Waddington 2007); East Barns (Gooder 2007); 

and Star Carr (Milner pers. comm. 2010); and evidence from Ireland 

(Woodman1985)), illustrate the potential wealth of data that may yet to be  

recognised (Taylor & Gray Jones 2009). Late mesolithic structures may yet be 

recognised. Late British mesolithic negative features most usually comprise pits 

or postholes. This is in contrast to some examples from late mesolithic north-

west Europe, which include stone-built hut rings and stake-built structures (e.g. 

Grøn 2003, 688; see chapter five).  

 

Neolithic definitions and material culture 

Lubbock may have first used the term ‘neolithic’ for the later stone age, in papers 

delivered between 1861–4 and in the Natural History Review. 3 Lubbock (1865, 

3) recognised the ‘Neolithic’ by the presence of polished stone implements. 

 

Childe (1940) identified the neolithic through the introduction of domesticated 

plants and animals. This revolution led the development of ‘social complexity’ 

(Green 1999). Zvelebil (1998) ascribes to Childe (1925) the concept of the 

neolithic ‘package’, though the exact history of the use of the term “package” is 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3
 Lubbock produced a series of essays dealing with early prehistoric sites and material culture 

(Lubbock 1878, v). In these he divided prehistory into the ‘Palæolithic’, the ‘Neolithic’, the ‘Bronze’ 
and the ‘Iron’ ages (Lubbock [1865] 1878). Lubbock most probably coined the term ‘neolithic’, as 
early as 1861 or 1862 when he presented papers on ‘The Danish Shell-middens’ (1861) and ‘The 
Swiss Lake-dwellings’ (1862; cf. Lubbock 1865, v). These were regarded as neolithic by Lubbock 
(1878) in his Pre-historic times syntheses. From 1865, and through to the posthumous 1913, 
seventh edition of Prehistoric times, no recognition of the ‘mesolithic’ is present in these work 
(Lubbock [1865] 1913).  
 
The possibility that Westropp attended one of Lubbock’s 1861 or 1862 lectures, and that this 
influenced his 1866 paper, cannot be excluded, despite his alternative terminology for the latest 
stone age/neolithic. Westropp dedicated his 1872 synthesis to Lubbock, and he used Lubbock’s 
term ‘neolithic’ (which might suggest he came to be familiar with Lubbock’s work after 1866). 
Further evidence of Lubbock’s influence on Westropp includes the use of near identical 
illustrations, for example of arrowheads and Bann flakes (e.g. Westropp’s 1872, 57; figures 10–
13, appear to be copies of Lubbock’s 1878 [1865], 106; figures 119–22). 
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unclear; Sherratt (1989) makes no mention of Childe’s use of the term. Whittle 

2011 pers. comm.) has suggested that the term originated in an undergraduate 

essay of Chippendale’s. The definition of the ‘neolithic package’ of material 

culture has been influential in the history of transition studies (see below). 

 

The British neolithic is today commonly defined in portable material terms by the 

“…disappearance of microlithic stone tools…[and] introduction of pottery and a 

range of new lithic artefacts, including polished flint and stone axes” (Thomas 

2008, 74-5; fig. 2.3). Man-made monumental structures of stone, earth and wood 

were constructed in the neolithic. Rectangular or square post-and-slot-built 

structures are constructed. The most common negative features are pits or pit 

clusters.  

 

Chronology and periodisation 

The late mesolithic might be defined as the period after Britain was separated 

from the continent, and thus might be estimated as the period after "…c7000 and 

c 6000 BC…" (Milner & Mithen 2009, 54). In this thesis, evidence is considered 

from mesolithic sites with radiocarbon dates from the late 5th or 4th millennium cal 

BC. 

 

Various chronological divisions of the neolithic have been made (fig. 2.4). Cleal 

(2004) suggested a four-part division based on pottery typologies (including a 

potential aceramic earliest/contact/pioneer neolithic). Other researchers stress a 

division between the early and late neolithic around 3400/3300 cal BC (Whittle 

2009, 81). For the purpose, the early neolithic is regarded as ending in 3350 cal 

BC (see chapter three).  

 

The classificatory approach taken here 

In this thesis, sites with a range of different types of late microliths and 

radiocarbon dates are discussed. Neolithic material culture is defined by 
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domesticated animals, pottery4, leaf-shaped arrowheads, polished stone axes, 

monuments and post-and-slot-built structures. The currencies of these site types 

and types of portable material culture are explored using Bayesian modelling 

(chapter three). This analysis means that it is possible to unpack the neolithic 

‘package’, and to explore temporal patterns in the appearance of site and 

material culture types across the study area. Such an approach allows for 

variability in cultural traditions, instead of a preconceived approach to the 

currency of a package of material culture. This unpacking allows us to examine 

the nature of the transitions that occurred in different locations in more specific 

detail.  

 

It is possible that some people in the study area may be described as ‘neolithic’, 

by dint of their use of cattle resources (chapter eight), before we have evidence 

for other aspects of neolithic material culture in the region. In some parts of the 

study area, in contrast to the patterns apparent in Whittle et al. (2011b), people 

appear to construct monuments before they engage with other neolithic site 

types (chapter four). In yet other areas, the earliest people using neolithic 

material culture were doing so before the last use of mesolithic material culture in 

the same region (chapter five). In another part of the study area, the earliest 

neolithic evidence is much earlier than the rest of the neolithic evidence from the 

region, and could be interpreted as the result of a ‘pioneer’ population (chapter 

seven). Elsewhere, a regionally early neolithic presence may indicate that river 

valleys provided important routes for the introduction of early neolithic material 

culture, and that there was a slight lag before the neolithic ‘took off’ across the 

region (chapter six). 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4
 In Britain, three generic divisions may be made between early Neolithic pottery forms — 

Carinated bowl pottery, Plain wares and Decorated wares (Gibson 2002; 2006; Cleal 2004). In 
this project, terms used from the original reports are employed by preference. Mention will 
therefore be made both to ‘Grimston ware’ and ‘Carinated bowl’, which are regarded here as part 
of the same tradition (cf. Smith 1974, 106; Piggott 1954 114–7; Herne 1988). Regional variations 
of Plain ware, such as Towthorpe ware are also recognised. In formal modelling of early neolithic 
portable material culture currencies, the main divisions employed are Carinated bowls, Plain ware 
and Decorated wares (Whittle 1977; Piggott 1954). Some mention will be made to Peterborough 
wares, which are generally regarded as appearing after the early neolithic. 
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Because we can begin to engage critically with variability over time and space, 

the limitations of our current ‘cultural’ concepts are highlighted (Zvelebil 2002). 

There was no fixed ‘Mesolithic’ or ‘Neolithic’ state; the processes of transition 

were at least to some degree, spatially and temporally transgressive, and it is this 

recognition that will allow us to move beyond simplistic ‘acculturation’ and 

‘colonisation’ models (cf. Gronenborn 2007).  

 

HISTORIOGRAPHY OF TRANSITION MODELS 

Conceptualisations of ‘the transition’ have tended towards simplified models. In 

such models acculturation has been presented as “…the most economical 

situation, that of direct continuity from the indigenous population” (Whittle 1977, 

99). In contrast, colonisation models have emphasised the transplantation of 

material culture and populations: “…the key points [are:]…a widespread, 

relatively rapid, diaspora-like colonisation, shortly after 4000 cal BC, by small, 

[Carinated bowl]-using groups of farmers from the Continent…” (Sheridan 2007, 

466). 

 

Models of colonisation have been favoured historically. Piggott (1954, 369) 

presented a model where the “…first Neolithic colonists of Britain 

encountered…a Mesolithic population likely to have been very small numerically, 

probably largely moving in seasonal migrations, having semi-permanent 

camps…It is difficult to detect signs of contact…”. Of the primary neolithic 

“…Windmill Hill is perhaps the clearest example of a virtual transference of north 

French early Neolithic traditions…”. In the secondary neolithic Piggott suggests 

more variability, with evidence for “…local development from mixed 

sources…”.including ‘indigenous’ populations.  

 

Clark’s (1966, 176; my emphasis) analysis of transition presented material 

culture as evidence for rapid and ‘wholesale’ change; the “…farming economy 

and the whole complex of technology, practices and ideas that made up our 
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Neolithic culture must have been introduced from overseas”. Importantly, Clark’s 

(1966, 188) model demanded that other ‘invasions’ or ‘minor incursions’ had to 

be demonstrated through archaeological evidence. By emphasising this, Clark 

allowed for varying trajectories of development, which might include indigenous 

contributions. Unfortunately, Clark’s (1966, 173) suggestions that reliance should 

be placed on evidence based models, that “…a sense of proportion…” should be 

maintained, and that we should be neither wholly preoccupied with invaders, nor 

with the ‘nostalgia of a Celtic fringe’, have not always been heeded. 

 

Case’s (1969) detailed consideration of the processes that could account for 

neolithic material culture in Britain is more closely argued than many. Case’s 

model suggested that a series of individual continental scouts were followed by 

initially small, communal population movements. In his model, these populations 

maintained continuing, seasonal, small-scale contact with continental 

populations. Case’s paper explored the logistics of the initial colonisation — e.g. 

vessel types that might have been employed, movements’ timings and so on. 

Case’s paper is unusual and important in its attempt to problematise the 

processes of transition. 

 

Ammerman & Cavalli-Sforza (1971; 1984) located the British mesolithic–neolithic 

transition against the backdrop of long-term, continent-wide neolithisation. 5 They 

suggest a rate of spread, on average, of 25km per generation, with the spread 

resulting from population increase and ‘demic diffusion’. This work was important 

because it attempted to situate neolithisation in spatially and temporally variable 

terms — albeit on a wide-ranging scale. 6 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5
 Even though the methods and intellectual approach cannot be universally accepted now, the 

paper was important in attempting to systematically quantify processes of transition.  
6
 In chronometric terms the study is very much of its time, prior to the realisation of the 

importance of statistical scatter (chapter three), and with an uncritical approach to the 
taphonomy of samples (Ammerman & Cavalli-Sforza 1971, 677; cf. Waterbolk 1971). 
Unfortunately similar approaches still exist in the literature (e.g. Collard et al. 2010; see chapter 
three). 
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Whittle (1977) suggested a limited mesolithic population was involved in the 

emergence of the neolithic in southern England. He suggested pulses of 

migrants, including initial ‘pioneering’ phases, most probably from nearby 

continent areas. Whittle (1977, 241) emphasised that these migrations could 

have had significant social importance on the dynamics of neolithic settler 

populations — with declines in elder generations’ traditional influence, disruptions 

to marriage patterns, and consequent disruptions to communities and so on.  

 

The 1980s saw a general reaction against simplistic colonisation models (e.g. 

papers in Bradley & Gardiner 1984; Bradley 1984, 7; 11). These important 

critiques emphasised that the ways transition was conceived often included 

simplistic models of mesolithic hunter-gatherers, neolithic farmers, and the kinds 

of societies in which they lived (e.g. Bradley 1984). Attempts at reworking both of 

the process of transition and the nature of the ‘revolution’ reached their most 

developed expressions in Thomas’ work (1991; 1999; see below). 

 

An important part of this period of review was the emphasis on the ‘view from the 

mesolithic’. Zvelebil & Rowley-Conwy (1984) presented a radical re-imagining of 

the adoption of domestic resources. They emphasised the complexity of foraging 

strategies and countered the assumption that farming is always more ‘advanced’ 

than foraging. Zvelebil & Rowley-Conwy (1984; 1986) defined forager-farmer 

interactions in terms of availability, substitution and consolidation phases. By 

emphasising processes of change between these different stages, Zvelebil & 

Rowley-Conwy (1984, 104) suggested variation in the extent and intensity of the 

adoption of farming practices, and differences in the timescales of transitions in 

different areas of north-west Europe.  

 

During this phase of critical examination, Kinnes (1988, 2) observed that the 

absence of chronological sequence in Britain had led to two approaches to the 

period; with either the approach that “…phasing is impossible and Neolithic 

answers must be sought for other questions, or phasing must be imposed, 
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however sparse, intractable or variable the evidence. Whatever, the desire for 

chronological structure is implicit…”. It is possible to differentiate later 

approaches to transition in Britain in the broad terms outlined by Kinnes (1988); 

between approaches which pay insufficient attention to ‘phasing’ and chronology 

generally and replace chronological structure with a search for ‘Neolithic 

answers’, and approaches which impose a chronological structure without due 

regard to the available evidence (see below). 

 

Thomas’ (1988) early work was explicit in its reworking of colonisation models — 

in the title “Neolithic explanations revisited: the Mesolithic–neolithic transitions in 

Britain and southern Scandinavia”. Thomas references, and reworks, Case’s 

(1969) “Neolithic explanations”. Thomas (1988; 1991) argued for a move away 

from simple inference from material culture; “…abrupt boundaries in the 

distributions of artefact types provided no indication of the intensity of social 

interaction across these boundaries…”. (Thomas 2004a, 115). Yet Thomas 

(Richard & Thomas 1984; Thomas 1999) also indicated that assemblages of 

material culture could be ‘read’. Thomas (2004a, 115) also argued that mesolithic 

Britain was not demonstrably isolated from continental populations, with the 

results of a blurring of boundaries and that “…while at any given time there may 

have been particular populations who were formally ‘Mesolithic’ or ‘Neolithic’, 

foragers or farmers, it is highly likely that single persons continually crossed back 

and forth over any boundary (spatial or conceptual) that existed between the 

two”. 

 

Thomas (1999, 7) suggested that the classification of ‘neolithic’ groups as ‘mixed 

farming’ societies was insufficient to account for changes apparent in the 

archaeological record. He argued that “[i]nstead, we should address the way that 

people inhabit a landscape, and the extent to which new material and symbolic 

media transform…existence, at the level of everyday tasks, routine movements, 

and habitual activities” (Thomas 2007, 424; 2008, 81). Thomas argued that the 

fundamental transformation was in the way mesolithic groups ‘became’ neolithic. 
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In this sense, this approach continued previous ‘revolutionary’ interpretations of 

transition (Pluciennik 1998). 

 

Rowley-Conwy (2004) robustly disputed reinterpretations of transition such as 

those presented by Thomas (e.g. 1999). Rowley-Conwy (2004) suggested that 

on the available British evidence, many later 20th–early 21st century approaches 

could not be substantiated. He presented a number of ‘unsubstantiated axioms’. 

These, he argued, had become established and not sufficiently contexted. He 

suggested that these axioms including that later mesolithic people intensified 

food production, that mobile neolithic groups subsisted on wild resources, and 

that transition was ‘seamless’. Instead, Rowley-Conwy suggested transition must 

have disrupted forager lifeways, included migration, and been ‘traumatic’. In 

contrast to more high-level theoretical treatments (e.g. Thomas 1999), Rowley-

Conwy (2004, 106–7) presented a broad-brush exploration of more logistical 

aspects of processes and rates of change.  

 

Sheridan (1986; 2002; 2003a; 2003b; 2004; 2007; 2010a; 2010b) also argues 

against acculturation models. She vocally subscribes to a model of transition 

which begins with strands of continental immigrants arriving at locations across 

Britain. Sheridan (2003a, 5) suggests similarities between material culture from 

British sites and material culture traditions on the continent. She especially 

emphases parallels in pottery assemblages (fig. 2.5), which she argues indicates 

colonisation, along at least three successful routes (fig. 2.6). Sheridan’s model 

includes contact between the terminal mesolithic people at Ferriter’s Cove and 

people with access to domesticated cattle, which are not native to Ireland (Pailler 

& Sheridan 2009, 33). She suggests a second strand of colonisation took place 

from Brittany along the Irish Sea to Scotland and Ireland. In Sheridan’s model 

third strand of colonisation moved along the east coast of England to the north-

east of England and Scotland, and fourth, slightly later strand of colonisation 

went from north-west France to south-west England.  
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Sheridan (2010a, 885) supplies direct evidence for her strands. She suggests 

that immigrants, moving along the Atlantic fringe from the Morbihan area, brought 

with them the neolithic pottery, and erected early neolithic tombs, as at 

Achnacreebeag. At Crathes, she argues that continental immigrants, who had 

moved along the east coast of Britain, built the first Scottish communal ‘houses’. 

As Kinnes (2004) noted, Sheridan (2010b, 99) emphasises that the precise 

continental origins of these strands of neolithisation, and specifically the 

‘Carinated bowl neolithic’, have yet to be located.  

 

The end of the 20th century saw carbon and nitrogen stable isotope evidence 

rallied to suggest that transition was wide ranging. It included a relatively sudden 

revolution in diet which brought with it an abandonment of marine resources (e.g. 

Richards & Hedges 1999; Richards et al. 2003b; Schulting & Richards 2002a; 

fig. 2.7; see below). Schulting (1998; 2000) suggested that this hitherto 

unrealised aspect of the ‘revolution’, which might take the form of a set of social 

prohibitions. The chronological interpretations which are part of these models are 

discussed in detail below. 

 

The palaeodietary evidence as presented by Richards, Hedges and Schulting 

had a high impact because it suggested distinct differences between mesolithic 

and neolithic populations’ diets, but also because their model contrasted 

markedly with the gradualist chronology indicated by some acculturation models 

(e.g. Armit & Finlayson 1992, 671).  

 

Some of the interpretations of isotopic evidence presented from data available at 

that time for dietary change are problematic (Milner et al. 2004). Generally, 

limitations in this evidence include the problem of interpretation of nitrogen and 

carbon isotope signals, which is made more difficult in many cases by the 

absence from many sites of contemporary faunal reference material.  
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As Milner et al. (2004) note, the mesolithic population analysed by Schulting & 

Richards (2002a) represented an MNI of three 5th millennium individuals from 

Oronsay, and three 6th–4th millennium results from Wales and England. This 

sample may not represent late mesolithic dietary breadth across the country over 

some two thousand years. More evidence for diversity in terms of late mesolithic 

diets than was addressed by Richards et al. (2003b) may be more realistic (e.g. 

Davies 1999; appendix EM1; cf. Woodman & McCarthy 2003 in an Irish 

context). 

 

Initially, as well as a move away from marine resources, the neolithic changes in 

diet were presented as including the use of domesticated terrestrial fauna (e.g. 

Schulting & Richards 2002a). Nitrogen and carbon isotopes cannot establish the 

domestic or wild status of food resources.  

 

We do not have enough plant or animal remains from early neolithic contexts to 

establish whether there was a shift to domesticated resources. Early neolithic 

faunal remains from the study area are generally rare (Albarella 2009), and only 

rarely recovered from non-monumental contexts such as pits (e.g. at Wath 

Quarry (Jaques et al. 2001)). Where animal remains are recovered, their 

deposition often appears to be mediated by complex cultural concerns (e.g. Ray 

& Thomas 2003; Richards 1990; Milner 2010), making interpretations in terms of 

food economies challenging.  

 

Assessing the degree of reliance on domesticated plant resources is difficult 

because of the relatively rare preservation of assemblages of plant macrofossils 

(excluding charcoals). The low number of cereal grains means that many 

different taphnomic pathways could contribute to such a pattern (Moffet et al. 

1989; Thomas 1996b; Robinson 2000; Jones 2000; Jones & Rowley-Conwy 

2007; Bogaard & Jones 2007).  

 

Recently, the generally elevated nitrogen levels in neolithic human populations 
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(Hedges & Reynard 2007) have been attributed to diets including cereals with 

enriched nitrogen levels as a result of the manuring of stands in ‘garden’ plots 

(Bogaard 2005; Bogaard et al. 2007; Schulting et al. 2010). Given requirements 

for manure and intensively worked plots, it remains unclear if the pattern of 

generally elevated !15N, for populations across Britain (and Europe), could be 

achieved through predominant sourcing of dietary protein from cereals. While 

cereal isotopes may have been enriched as a result of manuring, this does not 

resolve the problems we have in estimating the contribution of cereals to early 

neolithic diets. Contributions from other isotopically complex foodwebs, for 

example the consumption of freshwater resources, should not be excluded 

(Dürrwächter et al. 2006; Oelze et al. 2011; Hedges & Reynard 2007). 

 

Rather than emphasising polarising models of ‘migration’ or ‘acculturation’, some 

researchers have emphasised the need to recognise more complex or ‘blurred’ 

models of transition (e.g. Robb & Miracle 2007; Garrow & Sturt 2011; Whittle 

2009, 86; Whittle et al. 2011a; Lukes & Zvelebil 2008). 

 

Partially because many models have under-problematised the complexities of 

processes of transition (cf. Case 1969; Zvelebil & Rowley-Conwy 1984), they 

have been insufficiently concerned with the time duration and tempo of transition. 

Many models do not even explicitly recognise that the mesolithic–neolithic 

transition in the Britain was at least to some degree both spatially and temporally 

transgressive (Pluciennik 2002). As we shall see below, much of the discussion 

surrounding transition in the archaeological record associated with the 

mesolithic–neolithic transition, has presented it in terms of a rapid change at 

‘c4000 cal BC’. Many studies have not critically engaged with either the existing 

chronological evidence, or the rate of change invoked, or establishing explicitly 

what this would mean in terms of human lifespans and populations.  

 

TIMESCALES OF TRANSITION MODELS 
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Chronology and material culture definitions and associations are intimately linked 

in models of transition. Piggott’s (1954, 16) colonisation took a “few centuries”, 

but within this was the possibility for “events”, such as the arrival of Beaker-

producing people in the late neolithic. Piggott’s first response to radiocarbon 

dating was to dismiss the results, because they did not substantiate his “short” 

chronology material culture scheme (Waterbolk 1960; Piggott 1959, 290; fig. 

2.8).  

 

Waterbolk (1971) emphasised the importance of the association between the 

material used for radiocarbon measurement and the archaeological event of 

interest. This is especially true in terms of any transition. In the case of the 

mesolithic–neolithic transition, a 5th or 4th millennium result alone cannot be 

enough to establish the presence of populations using ‘mesolithic’ or ‘neolithic’ 

material culture. As early as 1960, Waterbolk (1960, 16) adroitly recognised 

“…how extremely careful the archaeologist should be when correlating charcoals 

with archaeological phenomena…”. Any result must be well associated with 

diagnostic material culture to suggest it dates the presence of ‘mesolithic’ or 

‘neolithic’ material. 

 

Kinnes & Thorpe (1986) were among the first to critically approach ‘transition’ 

radiocarbon data. They discussed the relationships of radiocarbon dates with 

their parent contexts and sequences as the basis of an important critique of the 

apparently early chronology from Briar Hill causewayed enclosure (chapter 

four). 

 

Whittle (1988) problematised the limitations of scientific dating in terms of 

transition narratives. This included (Whittle 1988, 15) an emphasis on the 

importance of association between the ‘dated event’ and the ‘archaeological 

event’ (see chapter three). Importantly Whittle (1990b, 218) was open to the 

prospect that the transition might vary regionally, and that considerations of 

different processes and tempos of transition may have occurred (Whittle 1990b, 
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216). If these processes included initial infill by neolithic populations around 

existing mesolithic populations, association of radiocarbon results with diagnostic 

material culture would be critically important (Whittle 1990a).  

 

Reviews of date assemblages and their impact on narratives of the mesolithic–

neolithic transition have been surprisingly few (Zvelebil & Rowley-Conwy 1986; 

Ashmore 1999).  Williams (1989, 511) presented an early assessment of 

radiocarbon data, which was influential (e.g. Schulting 2000), though her criteria 

could now be adapted with some qualifications with the development of Bayesian 

statistical modelling. 

 

Chronology took on a new importance in the narratives suggested by stable 

isotope researchers at the turn of the last century. These researchers, as noted 

above, suggested “…a sudden and marked dietary shift associated with the 

onset of the Neolithic period in Britain, arguing against a gradual uptake of 

domestic plants and animals into Mesolithic society. Marine foods…seem to have 

been comprehensively abandoned from the beginning of the Neolithic…” 

(Richards et al. 2003b, 366; my emphasis; Richards & Schulting 2003).  

 

Schulting (2000, 32) suggested, on the basis of a review of radiocarbon data 

associated with early neolithic material culture, that the start of the neolithic was 

of a relatively compressed duration — occurring (everywhere) around 4000 cal 

BC. This, Schulting argued, excluded gradualist acculturation models (e.g. Armit 

& Finlayson 1992; cf. Schutling & Richards 2002a). This thesis contributed to 

reappraisals of the temporality of the appearance of early neolithic material 

culture (e.g. Schulting 2000; Thomas 2003), and the nature of transition (Rowley-

Conwy 2004; Sheridan 2003a; 2004; 2010b; Thomas 2004a; 2007).  

 

The data from stable isotope models was often accompanied by rather uncritical 

interpretation of radiocarbon data (Richards et al. 2003b), without reference to 

the statistical treatment of radiocarbon data then well established by 
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chronological researchers (e.g. Buck et al. 1996; Bronk Ramsey 1995; 1998; 

2001). In many cases (e.g. Rowley-Conwy 2004; Sheridan 2003; 2004; 2010; 

Thomas 2004a; 2007) it is difficult to decouple reaction to stable isotope models 

and the debate which it inspired, from researchers’ established positions. These 

approaches included a tendency to produce essentializing models. For example 

Thomas (2004a, 126; my emphasis) states that “[o]nly two scenarios could 

explain the suddenness of the Neolithic transition: either a colossal movement of 

population from the continent, swift and thorough enough to entirely displace the 

indigenous foragers within a couple of generations, or an equally sudden 

adoption of the Neolithic cultural repertoire on the part of Mesolithic 

communities”. 

 

Thomas’ approach does not sufficiently address evidence for the chronology of 

transition or the processes that it might indicate. He (2007, 427; my emphasis; 

fig. 2.9) suggested an indigenous acculturation model because otherwise it is 

surprising that “…if Neolithic communities [have] been established on…northern 

coasts of continental Europe for…centuries, they should all have decided 

simultaneously to migrate to Britain in the period around 4000 cal BC”. Thomas 

(2007, 426; my emphasis) argues transition was “…both swift and thorough, 

there being no mixed assemblages combining pottery with microliths…”.7 By 

‘around 4000 cal BC’ Thomas (2007, 434) actually means the first 400 years of 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7
 Thomas’ failure to deconstruct what he means by ‘mixed deposits’ is important. There are 

deposits (e.g. Schulting 2000, 32) containing pottery and microliths, but these artefacts are 
usually regarded as representing different time periods, and qualifying formation processes rallied 
to explain these ‘mixed’ deposits.  
 
Demonstrable examples of ‘freshly’ deposited in situ microliths are exceptionally rare, both 
nationally and in Europe. British examples where microliths might have been articulated indicating 
in situ deposition include Seamer Carr (David 1998) and Fir Tree Field (Green pers. comm. 
2010). Internationally, evidence for microliths hafted as composite arrowheads is exceptionally 
rare (e.g. Larsson & Sjöström 2010, 7).  
 
Identifying in situ mesolithic–neolithic deposits might therefore be difficult as conceptually these 
classes are distinct, and everywhere identifying mesolithic in situ assemblages is difficult. In 
addition to the difficulties defining ‘mixed’ deposits (see chapter seven: Holbeck Park), there is a 
tension in Thomas’ requirement for mixed microlith and pottery deposits to demonstrate a 
protracted ‘contact’ period between mesolithic and neolithic groups, as he (Thomas 2007, 424) 
states that “[s]imply owning a pig or a handful of grain would not make a community Neolithic…”   
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the 4th millennium. Earlier, Thomas (2004a, 126) suggested mesolithic societies 

‘became’ neolithic in the two centuries after 4000 BC.  

 

On the ‘colonist’ side of the debate, Sheridan’s (2007, 456; my emphasis; fig. 

2.9) strands allow for some spatial and temporal variability, but she also has a 

somewhat inconsistent treatment of the chronological evidence for transition. In a 

recent review article she noted that ‘traditional’ Carinated bowls in Britain are 

“…strikingly homogenous…” with their  “…widespread contemporaneous…” use 

in the first centuries of the 4th millennium. Carinated bowls are “…reliably dated 

to between c. 3950/3900 and 3700 cal BC in northern Britain…” (Sheridan 2007, 

441). Elsewhere, early Carinated bowl is attributed to the first three centuries of 

the fourth millennium (Sheridan 2007, 443). By the end of the same 

reassessment “…the dating evidence confirms…the strikingly homogenous 

‘traditional CB’ pottery…was in widespread contemporaneous use from the 

fortieth or thirty-ninth century cal BC” (Sheridan 2007, 456; my emphasis). In this 

case Sheridan’s proposal of ‘contemporaneity’, results from ever-more selective 

use of date ranges8 and the presentation of a period of up to 300 years as 

contemporaneous; in terms of human lifespans, this duration is by no means 

contemporaneous.9  

 

On the basis of her informal assessment of radiocarbon results, and her 

interpretation of material culture types, Sheridan correlates similarities in material 

culture with larger-scale narratives of process. This approach can sometimes 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8
 All other things being equal (as we shall see in chapter three), there is no reason to prefer part 

of a radiocarbon date range over any other part of it. To select any bit of it as a ‘preferential’ or 
‘better’ answer (beyond different probability expressions at 95.4% or 68.2%) is a highly selective 
and mathematically problematic reading. 
9
 A generation is here regarded as 25 years and a lifespan 70 years (cf. Whittle et al. 2011c; 

appendix A; table A1.3). 
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divorce material culture from its context of discovery10 (e.g. Pailler & Sheridan 

2009; for a similar approach to the interpretation of ‘Breton-style’ closed 

chambers and simple passage tombs in Britain and Ireland see Sheridan 2010b; 

Sheridan 2007, 443; 469; see below). 

 

This lack of concern with chronological evidence allows writers to argue for rapid 

change to support their chosen model, and means that they can deal selectively 

with the spatial or temporal specificity of the archaeological record. These 

examples indicate limited willingness to, as Kinnes (1988, 2) put it, define and 

review information sets “…towards a realisation of the structure which must 

exist…”. In Kinnes’ (1988) terms we might suggest such approaches impose 

structure on the data — the interpretation of a rapid change — and providing 

‘neolithic answers’ — of the author’s chosen intellectual tradition — because 

detailed chronological ‘phasing’ is regarded as impossible. 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10

 For example, Sheridan interprets sherds from Achnacreebeag as critical evidence for the 
processes of transition. Achnacreebeag is a chambered cairn in Argyll. It comprised two burial 
chambers; a round cairn containing a single chamber and a later passage grave. No material 
culture was recovered from the earliest phase of Achnacreebeag, the closed inner chamber. The 
diagnostic vessel Sheridan associates with continental Late ‘Castellic’ examples, 
(Achnacreebeag SF2) was recovered from the second phase of monument use — from the 
earlier infilling of the passage grave (Ritchie 1970, 35). This suggests the vessel is either not 
associated with the earliest monumental activity on the site, or that it is redeposited from the 
earliest activity, or perhaps an ‘heirloom’ already old when it was interred 
 
The material culture from the earlier phase of the passage grave is described as “..several sherds 
of Neolithic vessels [SF1–4]…a pano-convex knife and a pressure-flaked flint…” (Ritchie 1970, 
35). The sherds from SF1 are described as belonging to “…the Western Neolithic or Neolithic A 
family of pottery…It is almost certainly from a plain round-based bowl…” (Henshall in Ritchie 
1970, 39). The sherds from SF2 were “…a distinct class of Becharra-type carinated bowl…” 
(Henshall in Ritchie 1970, 40). This is the vessel Sheridan identifies as Late Castellic. Sherds 
from SF3 and SF4, are described described as “…more comparable in fabric to small Food 
Vessels rather than the late Neolithic impressed-ware bowls…” (Henshall in Ritchie 1970, 41). 
 
Prior to Sheridan’s reappraisal, vessel of the type of SF2, had been variously ascribed to non-
passage-tomb chambered cairns or ‘Clyde’ tombs. Sheridan (2000, 4) notes these vessels had 
been described as the ‘Beacharra’ western Scotland tradition (Piggott 1954). Case (1961, 189; 
my emphasis) regarded them as ‘Ballyalton bowls’, a tradition of varying character, examples of 
which he notes “…would not look strange, at first sight, in a north-west continental assemblage.” 
Sheridan (2000, 4) states that from the passage were excavated a ‘classic’ Carinated bowl, and a 
possible Food vessel of early bronze age date. Sheridan does not appear to formulate a narrative 
for an apparently chronologically mixed pottery assemblage, including the a single vessel from 
which she attributes to some of the earliest neolithic people in Britain.  
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As Milner et al. (2004) had to counsel for a more cautious reading of the 

evidence for a rapid and widespread abandonment of marine resources, so the 

interpretation of a ‘rapid’ and ‘wide-ranging change’ ‘c4000 cal BC’ needs to be 

qualified against the available evidence. Many of the inconsistencies in early 21st 

century readings of chronological data derive from visual interpretation of 

radiocarbon data, which can often include tendencies to selective or partial 

reading of data (see chapter three).  

 

In contrast, some projects in the first decade of the 21st century have begun to 

employ Bayesian statistics as a means to critically engage with neolithic 

chronologies (e.g. Bayliss et al. 2007c; for method see Buck et al. 1992; 1996; 

Bronk Ramsey 1995; 1998; 2001; 2009a; 2009b). These approaches offer 

robust, quantifiable and probabilistic means to analyse chronological data and 

relative material culture schemes. These analyses can also afford more precision 

(Bayliss & Whittle 2007) and, consequently, a picture of variation across time and 

space (fig. 2.10). Bayesian approaches are regarded as best practice by 

radiocarbon (Bronk Ramsey 2009b) and statistical (Bayliss & Bronk Ramsey 

2004; Buck & Millard 2004) specialists and provide a means for detailed analysis 

of chronological data without recourse to summary statistics (Collard et al. 2010; 

chapter three).  

 

The most developed archaeological application of Bayesian chronological 

analysis for mesolithic or neolithic studies is found in Whittle et al. (2011b), who 

detail early neolithic evidence from southern England, Ireland and parts of Wales 

and Scotland and the Isle of Man. While Whittle et al. (2011b) have begun to 

define a timetable for the neolithic (cf. Bayliss & Whittle 2007), in many quarters 

there remains an assumption that the precision afforded for complex neolithic 

monuments or sites, cannot be achieved on data from mesolithic features (e.g. 

Schulting 2011). As this thesis demonstrates, significant improvements in 

precision can be produced by the application of Bayesian statistics to mesolithic 

(or other) sites which do not have complex vertical stratigraphy (chapter three; 
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chapter five; appendix B). These improvements have important consequences 

for transition models (chapter nine).  

 

Sheridan’s (2010b; Pailler & Sheridan 2009, 48) initial reaction to the output from 

Bayesian models has been to re-emphasise the centrality of material culture, 

which in her reading indicates the origins and timing of the earliest British 

neolithic strands of immigration.  

 

Sheridan’s (2010b, 91) reading of the timing of her strands of immigration is 

difficult to isolate from her well-established (e.g. 1986; 2002; 2003a; 2003b; 

2004; 2007; 2010a) model for the introduction of early neolithic material culture to 

Britain. For example, Sheridan (2010b, 91) notes that the sites of Magheraboy, 

White Horse Stone, Coldrum and Yabsley Street produced “…dates for 

construction or use as early as the 40th century BC…”, probably before the long 

barrow sites of Hazelton, Ascott-under-Wychwood, Fussell’s Lodge, West Kennet 

and both Wayland’s Smithy phase I and II (Bayliss & Whittle 2007; Whittle 

1991a). She therefore argues that these early results support her model of the 

tempo of the strands of immigration.  

 

The Whittle et al. (2011b) project, which situates White Horse Stone, Coldrum 

and Yabsley Street in a Bayesian framework suggests that the neolithic material 

culture and practices were established in southern England, in the Thames 

estuary, from the 41st century cal BC. Excepting the evidence from 

Magheraboy11, this early evidence includes Carinated bowl, the Sussex flint 

mines, long barrows, and other early long cairns, and linear monuments (though 

not ‘classic’ cursus monuments). Plain bowl, polished stone axes, and 

domesticated cereals and animals were present across south-east England by 

the 39–38th centuries cal BC. Early evidence is present in the Cotswolds by the 

39th century cal BC. By the 38th century, the rate of spread appears to have 

changed, with an acceleration or ‘surge’ (in Whittle et al.’s (2011b) terms) in the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11

 Which may have been constructed in the 40
th
 century cal BC (cf. Bayliss et al. 2011b, 806). 
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appearance of neolithic material culture across southern Britain, in southern 

Wales and the Marches, Ireland, the Isle of Man and in Scotland up to the Great 

Glen (Bayliss et al. 2011b, 801–3).  

 

According to Whittle et al.’s (2011b) study region, the earliest neolithic in Britain, 

as suggested by the radiocarbon evidence, is not that which Sheridan (2010b) 

suggests, based on her material culture analysis. Within the Whittle et al. (2011b) 

model a complex pattern may be beginning to appear. The appearance of early 

neolithic evidence does not follow a strictly directional spatial cline. There is a 

concentration of early neolithic activity in south-east England; but, for example, 

the earliest evidence for neolithic activity appears in the Cotswolds (Bayliss et al. 

2011b, 835; start Cotswold Neolithic) slightly earlier than in the surrounding 

regions which have been analysed.  

 

It could be possible to critique the Whittle et al. (2011b) model by suggesting that 

it does not sample the very first neolithic colonist stepping onto a Scottish shore 

complete with Achnecreebeag/Late Castellic bowl and other neolithic material, as 

in Sheridan’s model (2010b; fig. 2.6). However, this model did analyse all the 

available data and the Bayesian modelling process estimates the start of activity 

explicitly assuming that the sample available is unlikely to include the very first 

evidence from a phase of activity.12 While the available sample of radiocarbon 

measurements is not random or evenly spread over the country, commercial 

archaeology has contributed to an “essentially arbitrary” (Bradley 2010, 

unpaginated) and wide-ranging sample. As Sheridan (2007, 442–3) has noted, 

this includes “…a significant number of Early Neolithic finds…[with] over 40 new 

sites [since Kinnes’ 1985 review] yielding early Carinated Bowl pottery and/or 

material radiocarbon dated to the first three centuries of the fourth 

millennium…from Scotland …”. While samples are not evenly represented 

across Britain or Ireland, the data might be broadly representative. Targeted work 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
12

 In the OxCal v4.1 program, the uniform Phase model allows for Outlier parameters to be 
detected — this identifies atypically early data, which would warrant further analysis (a case study 
of this is present in the data considered in chapter six).  
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looking for early neolithic evidence from the islands of the Irish Sea will help to 

refine the pattern (Garrow pers. comm. 2011).  

 

In terms of Sheridan’s argument, which identifies the very first neolithic sites 

using material culture typologies, it is worth returning to Whittle (1988, 16, 

quoting Cahen & Gilot 1983) — “…so-called typological chronology is imprisoned 

in tautological reasoning since it is the very characteristics of the objects which 

are being classified which serve to determine their succession through time…In 

the absence of these (independent) [radiocarbon] criteria…the chronological 

ordering of material rests on assumptions, indeed on intuitions, 

whose…foundations remain unverifiable”. It was on these, material culture, terms 

that Piggott (1959, 289) initially rejected the nascent mid-twentieth century 

radiocarbon dates as “…archaeologically unacceptable…”, in his case stating 

that the “…Durrington Walls radio-carbon date…is roughly a millennium too 

high!”. As Bradley & Gardiner (1984, 2) have observed “…radiocarbon dates are 

always more useful than those derived from typological studies…” — only 

multiple, short-lived, single entity radiocarbon samples of known taphonomy, well 

associated with the material culture which Sheridan has identified as 

representing the earliest regional neolithic will resolve the matter. 

 

WRITING ABOUT TIME AND WRITING ABOUT THE TIMESCALE OF TRANSITION: SOME 

CONSIDERATIONS 

Events, flattened time and directionality 

As archaeologists dealing with high-level models of transition have often been 

insufficiently concerned with the tempo and timing of events, the process of 

‘doing’ archaeology may contribute to insufficiently temporally differentiated 

archaeological narratives. 

 

Archaeologists organise data in temporal schemes underpinned by material 

culture typologies, the physical relationships between deposits and features on 

sites (cf. Rowley-Conwy 1984; Harris 1989), scientific dates and other 
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considerations. Within stratigraphic schemes, archaeologists sometimes use the 

concept of the ‘context’ as analogous to an ‘archaeological event’ or a ‘single 

action’ (Museum of London Archaeology Service 1994, 1.2). In these schemes 

the ‘event’ is often only conceived of in chronologically imprecise and abstract 

terms. Contexts may represent short-lived durations, but these durations may not 

be conceived of in terms of units of actual calendar time (Papaconstantinou 

2006; cf. Patrik 1985). The processes of recording these physical units as 

proxies for change over time can include a process of abstraction (Shanks & 

Tillley 1987, 128), while the archaeological record can become an anchronistic 

point in “…the flow of events…” (Hodder 2004, 47; Robb 2008).  

 

Because of the ways we record temporal evidence, there is a danger that the 

processes that went on are flattened or divorced, and that the uncertainties of 

being alive in the past are excluded from our narratives (Olivier 2004; Ingold 

2000, 205). Writers concerned with injecting a temporal dimension into 

prehistoric narratives have been influenced by anthropological considerations of 

time and the passage of time, especially Gell (1992a) and Ingold (2000; cf. 

Whittle et al. 2011c). 

 

Gell (1992a, 315; cf. Ingold 2000; cf. Bloch 1976, 282) emphasised that an 

understanding of the passage of time was present in all human societies, though 

events and sequences might be rationalised in very culturally distinct ways (e.g. 

Sinha et al. 2011). Several recent studies have used multi-temporal narratives 

emphasising materiality or landscape approaches to underline the importance of 

temporality in past societies (cf. Whittle et al. 2011c). Archaeological examples 

that emphasise the various temporalities of material culture include those by 

Holtorf (1998), Bradley (1998a; 1991; 2002b) and Gosden & Lock (1998). Olivier 

(2004) has emphasised the importance of a multi-temporal ‘rhythm’ in 

descriptions of landscape or material culture assemblages. Witmore (2007, 216) 

employed the concept of ‘percolating time’ to disengage from a ‘flattened’ or 

finished past.  
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Other approaches which have emphasised time and temporality have considered 

specifically archaeological concerns (e.g. Bailey 1981; 2007 2008; Peebles 1991; 

Bintliff 1991a–b; 2005; Lucas 2005; 2008; Beck et al. 2007).  

 

Bailey (1981) advocated an approach of ‘time perspectivism’, which suggested 

that archaeological data from different times would require different explanatory 

models (Bailey 1981, 103). This ‘perspectivism’ has been critiqued by 

researchers who regarded his approach as a form of ‘temporal determinism’ 

(Shanks & Tilley 1987, 120; Thomas 1996a, 36). Bailey’s approach has recently 

been reformulated (Bailey 2007; Bailey 2008), but it continues to be critiqued 

because it suggests that the study of small-scale phenomena, or chronological 

precision cannot be achieved for the ‘deep past’ (Whittle et al. 2011c, 3). 

 

In contrast to Bailey’s approach, other archaeologists, influenced by the Annales 

school, have highlighted concerns with narratives generated for different ‘types’ 

of archaeologies — “…[t]o the extent that [prehistory] continues to ignore history, 

it deprives itself of its anchor in the present. To the extent that it chooses 

relativism and solipsism and abandons a standard of judgement for its products, 

it risks becoming totally irrelevant…” (Peebles 1991, 121).  

 

More recently, researchers like Lucas (2008) and Beck et al. (2007) have 

suggested alternative, high-level explorations of archaeological temporal terms. 

Lucas (2008; cf. 2005) has discussed how archaeologists conceive of 

assemblages and palimpsests, and how these groupings of things or events 

feature in narratives. Beck et al. (2007; cf. Sewell 2005) have discussed ‘events’ 

as ruptures in the social order which result in a rearticulation or transformation.  

 

How we associate events and change evident in the archaeological record is 

essential for models of transition. Narratives which relate groups of events as 
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linear can have a tendency to ‘directionality ’13 — associating groups of events 

even if they were unrelated (Trigger 2006, 560). Thomas (2004b, 225) suggests 

that the presentation of human development as directional and irreversible may 

derive from specific Western historical conditions, which exacerbate tendencies 

to directionality in archaeological narratives. Chronological structure is only the 

beginning in writing complex, subtle and regional narratives; correlation does not 

indicate causation. 

 

Directional narratives may be relatively broad-brush and “[w]e should be 

suspicious of attempts to identify a single, pan-European causal motor [e.g. 

Ammerman & Cavalli-Sforza 1971]…the Neolithic might be quite different in its 

composition at different times…in different places” (Thomas 2007, 424). When 

the first few centuries of the 4th millennium are presented as ‘contemporary’ or 

‘synchronous’ (e.g. Richards et al. 2003b; Sheridan 2003a; 2004; 2007; 2010b; 

Thomas 2004a; 2007), because of insufficient consideration of chronological 

evidence, we flatten evidence and telescope changes, and run the risk of writing 

directional narratives which conflate events and processes. Describing 

assemblages of ‘events’, which may have been occurring over centuries at the 

start of the 4th millennium, as synchronous and directly associated is misleading, 

unless a model is presented at the crudest scale of narrative.14  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13

 Directionality is what archaeologists implicitly, or explicitly, suggest when they connect points 
located in space and time and suggest relationships between them. For example Thomas (2008, 
67; my emphasis) includes directional arguments when observing that “…what is remarkable…is 
not simply that colossal timber uprights were being raised during the Mesolithic [for example at 
Stonehenge car park], but…these structures have been found on sites that would much later be 
locations of Neolithic ceremonial activity…”. At the same temporal precision, one might argue it is 
remarkable that at Lismore Fields, Buxton (see chapter four), the locations of neolithic post-and-
slot-built ‘ceremonial’ structures persisted in importance into the Roman period. Whittle (1990a, 
103) cautioned against such interpretations 20 years ago.  
14

 In recent historical terms this is analogous to arguing that the Act of Union of England and 
Scotland (AD 1707), the Jacobite rising and Culloden (AD 1716; AD 1746), Cook’s first Pacific 
expedition (AD 1768–1771), the effective abolition of slavery in Britain (AD 1772), the American 
War of Independence (AD 1775), the French Revolution (AD 1789), the Battle of Trafalgar (AD 
1805) and Napoleonic wars, the Industrial Revolution, the 19

th
 century European wars of empires, 

and the First and Second World Wars, represented rapid, associated and homogenous change. 
While it is possible to argue relationships between these events, consideration at this temporal 
scale will have important effects on the narratives generated (cf. Sewell 2005). 
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To meaningfully engage with complex processes, and move beyond simplified, 

monolithic narratives, archaeologists need to allow for variability in the early 

prehistoric archaeological record over time and space (fig. 2.10). Even in related 

processes, change may not happen ‘everywhere’ ‘at once’. Chronometric data 

provide a means to independently both verify sequence and provide precision. 

Perhaps as importantly, chronological data from across a region allows a means 

of comparison. By comparing evidence for change, and the rate of change, we 

can begin to instil a dynamism in our narratives, which may avoid the tendency to 

describe the archaeological record as inevitably formed, or to imply that the 

people we study were timeless or "continuously going on" (Ingold 2000, 205). 

 

This project uses Bayesian statistics to provide a critical review of the available 

data for the mesolithic–neolithic transition in the north and midlands of England. 

This method provides the beginnings of critical engagement with variability in 

evidence for transition.  By engaging with the timing and tempo of archaeological 

events and processes we can begin to move beyond ‘flattened’, ‘directional’ and 

temporally abstract models of transition (cf. Whittle et al. 2011c). 

 

Methodological considerations which underpin the Bayesian statistical analysis of 

the chronological evidence for transition used in this thesis are described in 

chapter three.!!!
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CHAPTER THREE. CHRONOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

 

“Some archæologists and geologists of merit have endeavoured to arrive at 

positive dates, or an exact estimate of the minimum of time assignable to the 

later age of stone…Such computations of past time must be regarded as 

tentative in the present state of our knowledge, and much collateral evidence will 

be required to confirm them… 

 

Between the newer or recent division of the stone period and the older 

division…there was evidently a vast interval of time — a gap in the history of the 

past, into which many monuments of intermediate date will one day have to be 

intercalated” 

(Lyell 1863, 372–3). 

 

“As the decades of the mid-twentieth century develop, we certainly will no longer 

have need of any relative chronological devices to date the past”  

(Daniel 1967, 282). 

 

INTRODUCTION 

As Whittle (1988, 12) noted, “…sound chronology lies behind all explanation …”. 

Until recently, in models of the mesolithic–neolithic transition, the underlying 

timetable for transition, or chronological structure, often received less critical 

consideration than the ‘Neolithic answers’ proposed as reasons for transition 

(Kinnes 1988; chapter two). Claims for the ‘earliest’ sites had been important in 

transition narratives (cf. Kinnes & Thorpe 1986), but these claims have often 

been made on consideration of individual sites or very few radiocarbon data 

(Schulting 2000; Richards & Hedges 1999), without sufficient regarded for 

developments in the treatment of assemblages of radiocarbon data (see below; 

Buck et al. 1991; 1992; 1996; Bayliss & Bronk Ramsey 2004). Aside from the 

mathematical considerations, these statements about individual sites appeared 

cold comfort against a swathe of undifferentiated data (cf. Pettitt & Pike 2001).  
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More recently, developed chronological treatments of data have produced 

models of the chronology of neolithic long barrows (Bayliss & Whittle 2007), and 

causewayed enclosures and other early neolithic evidence in southern Britain, 

south Wales, Scotland south of the Great Glen, the Isle of Man, and Ireland 

(Whittle et al. 2011b). These analyses have applied Bayesian statistical models 

of radiocarbon data to provide explicit, quantified and probabilistic estimates for 

events of archaeological interest on individual sites. The application of these 

techniques to sites across a region allows, for the first time, the beginnings of a 

timetable for the appearance of early neolithic material culture and practices 

(Whittle et al. 2011b).  

 

This thesis has applied Bayesian statistical modelling to late mesolithic and early 

neolithic sites from the midlands and north of England. This chapter presents the 

principles underpinning the Bayesian modelling used in this thesis. 

 

RADIOCARBON MEASUREMENT 

Radiocarbon dating relies on the measurement of the radioactive (unstable) 

carbon isotope (14C). Radiocarbon isotopes are produced in the upper 

atmosphere when bombardment by cosmic rays result in various sub-atomic 

transformations. Radiocarbon production is dependent on variation in cosmic 

rays, which are themselves dependent on, amongst other things, the number and 

intensity of solar flares. To use the proportion of radiocarbon in a sample as a 

proxy for the passage of time, measurements need to be calibrated to account 

for this variability. To produce accurate radiocarbon measurements for events 

dated samples need to be well associated with the event in question. 

Radiocarbon dates also need to measure radiocarbon isotopes which are 

present in samples as a result of well understood, in vivo pathways. 

 

Radiocarbon, along with 13C and 12C stable isotopes, is absorbed into plants 

through photosynthesis, and then into the tissues of organisms up the food chain. 
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The proportions of carbon isotopes in organisms’ tissues occur because of 

differences in naturally available quantities in different ecosystems (e.g. southern 

versus northern hemisphere; marine versus terrestrial), but also because of 

isotopic fractionation — the differential uptake of isotopes in relation to each 

other because of their atomic masses.  

 

In a sample that has ceased to accumulate carbon, the proportion of radioactive 

isotopes decreases over time as radiocarbon isotopes decay. The proportion in a 

sample indicates the passage of time since the point — the radiocarbon ‘event’1 

— when isotopes cease accumulating in the sample (fig. 3.1). The ratio of 14C in 

an unknown age sample to that in a modern standard is multiplied by the half-life 

to determine the age. Readers are directed to Aitken (1999) or Bowman (1990) 

for further details of the principles and measurement techniques of radiocarbon 

dating. 

 

The introduction of radiocarbon dating and developments in the measurement 

technique have resulted in significant changes in the ways that archaeologists 

have conducted their research. Important developments in the application of 

radiocarbon dating to archaeology have included the first application of the 

method (Arnold & Libby 1951); the recognition of the need for calibration 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
 A ‘zeroing’ radiocarbon event, or a point in time when metabolic carbon exchange ceases, is 

essential to accurate dating. Addition of other carbon (either infinitely old as commonly present in 
some conservation products such as PVA, or with a high percentage of radiocarbon as in modern 
material, e.g. cigarette ash) to a sample represents contamination. Robust chronologies are built 
on samples in which radiocarbon accumulation is well understood in ‘closed systems’ (i.e. not 
subject to diagenesis, contamination or complex in vivo 

14
C sources, which might include complex 

lake or marine systems). Complex carbon cycle systems can result in inbuilt age offsets in 
samples, such as ‘marine reservoir’ or ‘hardwater’ offsets. A bone sample from a person who 
consumes significant quantities of marine fish would include a marine reservoir offset because of 
the old carbon age offset of the fish (Stuiver & Braziunas 1993). Short-lived entities make ideal 
samples because they represent carbon accumulated in simple systems, i.e. over a short 
duration, ideally a single season.  
 
In this thesis, I regard the ‘radiocarbon event’ as the cessation of carbon exchange derived from 
metabolic processes. An organism therefore could comprise tissues associated with various 
different radiocarbon ‘events’. The different ‘events’ could include the formation of teeth in 
childhood and the in vivo renewal of bones. Tree rings could reflect individual annual radiocarbon 
‘events’. This definition of a radiocarbon ‘event’ delineates a temporal unit which in itself 
comprises many different individual atomic decay events.  
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(Renfrew 1974); the extension of the calibration curve into the Pleistocene 

(Reimer et al. 2009); the development of AMS measurement (cf. Bronk Ramsey 

2008b, 258); and the use of Bayesian statistics (Buck et al. 1992; 1996; Buck & 

Blackwell 2004; Bayliss & Bronk Ramsey 2004; Bayliss & Whittle 2007). 

Archaeological Bayesian chronometric modelling was first introduced 20 years 

ago (Buck et al. 1991; 1992; 1994a–b) and has reached its most developed 

expression with the creation of British neolithic site and regional chronologies 

(Bayliss & Whittle 2007; Whittle et al. 2011b). 

 

The introduction of the precision afforded by Bayesian statistical analysis has 

been hailed by the technique’s advocates as a ‘revolution’ in understanding 

(Bayliss 2009; Bronk Ramsey 2009). Because Bayesian statistical analysis can 

result in more precise estimates for archaeological events, it has become 

possible to write eventful prehistories. This has led some researchers to question 

the appropriateness of the very term ‘prehistory’ (Whittle et al. 2011a, 914). 

 

In the 1970s the use of radiocarbon led to the recognition that prehistory had 

gone on for longer than had been previously realised (Renfrew 1974); the 

potential for differentiating prehistoric narratives provided by Bayesian statistical 

analysis could have an equally profound impact. The Bayesian approach allows 

explicit, quantified, probabilistic estimates of the real points in time when ‘stuff 

happened’. When this project was begun, the full implications of the use of 

Bayesian statistical analysis — the ability to produce explicit, formal, precise 

estimates for events of interest — had not yet been fully recognised by 

archaeological practitioners outside the scientific dating community, though there 

are clear signs that the situation may now be rapidly changing. 

 

Bayesian statistics can create more precise chronological models by revising the 

probability distributions of calibrated radiocarbon date ranges. Radiocarbon 
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measurements are generated by counting proxies2 for 14C isotopes or direct 

counting3 of 14C and other carbon isotopes (Bayliss et al. 2008). A number of 

inter- and intra-laboratory procedures ensure accurate measurements and error 

terms are generated (Scott 2003).4 Because of these processes we can be sure 

that radiocarbon measurements are accurate and that calibrated date ranges 

include the real points in time when metabolic carbon accumulation ceased (the 

‘radiocarbon event’). Quoting appropriate error terms is essential to radiocarbon 

age calculation and archaeological interpretation; imprecise measurements could 

give an indication of ‘false contemporaneity’ but overly precise measurement 

may be inaccurate. 

 

Error, calibration and relatedness 

Because radiocarbon measurements have error terms, calibrated dates produce 

ranges, not numerical values. Using the intercept method (Stuiver & Reimer 

1986), a single calibrated date range is produced (fig. 3.2), which corresponds 

with the earliest and latest points that the radiocarbon measurement and its error 

term intercept with the calibration curve. At some point within this range the 

radiocarbon ‘event’ occurred.5  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2
 In gas proportional counting proxies for the electrons are given off as a result of radiocarbon 

decays. In liquid scintillation spectrometry photons are given off as a result of radiocarbon decays 
interacting with the scintillate.   
3
 Separated by atomic mass and measured individually. The development of AMS technology 

now means that very small sample sizes are required. 
4
 The accuracy of results can be assessed by the use of the second generation of synthetic 

known-age samples, ‘real-life’ known-age samples such as those from the Mary Rose or 
dendrochronologically dated wood, and as well as specialised samples such as material close to 
background 

14
C levels. These samples test pretreatment, measurement and error calculations to 

ensure that accurate measurements are produced and realistic error terms are quoted, in short, 
that measurements are reproducible between laboratories and that they are not systematically 
biased.  
5
 From the range alone it is not possible to further speculate that an ‘event’ occurred in one part 

of the range or another. It is incorrect to select any part of this range preferentially to any other 

part. For example, 5000±40 BP calibrates using the intercept method (Stuiver & Reimer 1986) to 

3950–3670 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 3910–3710 cal BC 68.2% confidence). It may be 
misleading to quote this result as ‘c. 3900’, ‘c. 3800’, ‘c. 3700’ or ‘c. 3600’. 
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Calibrating results using the probability method (Stuiver & Reimer 1993) 

produces a probability distribution that a radiocarbon ‘event’ occurred at different 

points in time. These probabilities can be expressed graphically (fig. 3.3).  

 

All radiocarbon results are unique measurements; even true replicate6 samples 

will produce different results. Calibrating these results will produce different age 

ranges for the same radiocarbon ‘event’ and, if accurate, measurements will 

scatter around the real date of the radiocarbon ‘event’ (fig. 3.4).  

 

Calibration curves 

The IntCal04 (Reimer et al. 2004) calibration curve is used in this project.7 The 

relevant curve portion (4700–3300 BC8) is constructed with data from five 

laboratories9 (fig. 3.5). The curve represents fluctuations in atmospheric 14C in 

known-age samples independently dated by dendrochronology. Between 3903–

3202 BC10 Groningen’s European oak measurements provide a mixture of 

annual and two or three year sample resolution (de Jong et al. 1986; 1989). For 

parts of the calibration curve relevant to the British late mesolithic11 samples with 

bandwidths of 10 years were measured by 14C (Stuiver et al. 1998; Pearson et al. 

1993).  

 

The curve’s bandwidth is generated by the error terms of the constituent results 

(derived from the laboratories’ error estimates) and these results’ processing in 

curve construction (Buck & Blackwell 2004; Reimer et al.  2004b; Reimer et al. 

2009, 1118). The construction of IntCal04 included the use of a random walk 

statistical model which allows for changes in the curve from year to year (full 

details of the data are presented in Reimer et al. 2004; while Buck & Blackwell 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6
 i.e. material from the same plant or animal tissue. 

7
 There is no difference for the period of interest for this thesis between this and IntCal 09, which 

was produced after this thesis was started (Reimer et al. 2009). 
8
 By convention, ‘cal BC’ refers to radiocarbon dates ranges which have been calibrated, ‘BC’ 

refers to ‘real points’ in time (Mook 1986). 
9
 Washington, Belfast, Groningen, Heidelberg, and Pretoria. 

10
 i.e. the range cited in the details of the curve as ‘5853–5152 BP’. 

11
 e.g. the range cited in the details of the curve as ‘6500–6000 BP’. 
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2004 describe the random walk model). This potential for yearly change 

represented one of the major developments from the preceding IntCal98 curve 

(Buck & Blackwell 2004). Because of the random walk model, in theory calibrated 

date ranges could achieve an accurate optimum precision of a year or so. In 

practice, imprecision comes in rounding errors on the dates themselves used in 

the curve and other uncertainties in curve construction. For this project I follow 

the protocol initially outlined by Stuiver & Polach (1977; but adapted for the 

increased precision available in later datasets Millard pers. comm. 2011) 

rounding out by 10 years when the error term is greater than or equal to 25 

years, and rounding out by 5 years when the error term is less than or equal to 

25 years.  

 

Calibration curve shape 

Many archaeologists understand that the shape of the calibration curve gives rise 

to ‘radiocarbon plateaux’ (e.g. Day & Mellars 1994), affecting radiocarbon date 

ranges’ precision. “Plateaux” or “smearing” (Baillie 1991) can result in ranges for 

calibrated radiocarbon dates of c300–400 years at 95.4%. Smearing can result 

from the shape of the calibration curve. It can occur even in areas which include 

relatively steep portions because of bracketing by less precise areas. The shape 

of the curve can also result in bimodal distributions. Without other dates and/or 

archaeological prior information it may not be possible to revise bimodal 

distributions. In rare cases, bimodality may result in unstable Bayesian models 

that are not able to converge adequately on any particular part of the curve (fig. 

3.8).  

 

Within the 5th–4th millennia cal BC there are several relatively steep curve 

portions which without replicate measurements or Bayesian modelling will 

produce precise date ranges (fig. 3.5–7). 12 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
12

 Of particular note are the real points in time BC which correspond to the calibration curve for 
the 37

th
 century cal BC and the first half of the 40

th
 century cal BC (fig. 3.5–3.7).  
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Associations with dated events 

Waterbolk (1971, 15) emphasised the importance of the relationship between 

what I term here as the ‘radiocarbon event’ and an ‘archaeological event’. He 

stated that there “… is great variation in the degree of certainty…[with] which 

measured C-14 samples are associated with…archaeological material they are 

intended to date”. Taphonomy and deposit formation must be considered in any 

assessment of the relationship between a radiocarbon date range and an 

archaeological event. A radiocarbon result produced on material poorly 

associated with an archaeological event may be an accurate measurement of the 

14C content of a sample, but it may not produce an accurate date range for the 

archaeological ‘event’ it is intended to date.  

 

In 1988, Whittle, with explicit reference to the British neolithic, lamented 

insufficiently critical approaches to the interpretation of radiocarbon dates. 

Despite this, one of Waterbolk’s most important observations — the importance 

in qualifying the relationship between dated sample and archaeological event of 

interest — has been singularly under appreciated by archaeologists. In transition 

studies, this means that many archaeologists have assumed a 5th millennium 

result reflects ‘mesolithic’ activity and a 4th millennium result reflects ‘neolithic’ 

activity without any critical assessment of the relationship between the dated 

sample and the archaeological event in question.  

 

Many recent ‘Bayesian analyses’ are rearticulations of Waterbolk’s emphasis on 

the importance of understanding the relationships between archaeological 

‘events’ and radiocarbon ‘events’ (Bayliss et al. 2007b, 5). In understanding the 

chronology of the appearance of new material culture, an association must be 

demonstrated; that a result produces an early 4th millennium date range does not 

equate the result with neolithic activity.  

 

SCATTER MATTERS 
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If measurements are produced on material from a single phase or site, they are 

often related. Similarly, if different radiocarbon results are well associated with a 

material culture type the results are probably, to some degree, related 

measurements. The appearance of a new material culture type is the 

archaeologically visible indication of related cultural processes, even if the nature 

of these processes is the subject of archaeological inquiry. The same is true of 

geographically widespread environmental processes or ‘events’. Indications of 

relatedness from archaeological phases or typologies express underlying order in 

the distribution in time of radiocarbon results. 

 

As true replicate results scatter around the point in time they measure (fig. 3.4), 

so measurements of activity from a related archaeological phase will scatter 

around when the real points in time when this phase started and ended (Steier & 

Rom 2000). The proportional effect of scatter will depend on data numbers, the 

shape of the relevant part of the calibration curve, the real duration of activity 

which the results represent, and other factors including measurement precision. 

Given other considerations, scatter will be proportionally greater for shorter 

durations of archaeological activity than for assemblages that represent a longer 

period (fig. 3.16).  

 

Unless scatter is accounted for, an impression of false imprecision will be 

produced around an archaeological ‘event’ or ‘phase’. This is true whether the 

phase of activity occurs on a site, or the phase relates to the use of a type of 

material culture. Assemblages of error terms on groups of related results are the 

results of measurement processes. These error terms are not expressions of 

inherent archaeological uncertainty. If not accounted for, multiple error terms will 

be included in an assessment of when an event or phase occurred. A standard 

protocol for assessing whether true replicates are statistically consistent was 
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produced by Ward & Wilson (1978). Taking a weighted mean prior to calibration 

accounts for scatter on multiple true replicate radiocarbon results13. 

 

Scatter matters; without accounting for it, events or phases dated by radiocarbon 

will appear to start earlier, end later and go on for longer than they did in reality 

(Bayliss et al. 2007b).  

 

Archaeological ‘event’ assemblages: representation and interpretation of 

spatial proxies for temporal relationships 

Archaeologists record spatially defined units (such as contexts, negative 

features, standing monuments and so on) and their relationships (in the form of 

matrices, sequences, plans and elevations) as proxies for temporal change (fig. 

3.9). Interpretations of relatedness between archaeological features are some 

times made even if there are no direct physical relationships, because of 

proximity in plan, or shared alignment or forms of features. This process of 

interpretation or ‘phasing’ provides a model of chronological development for a 

site. 

 

On complex sites matrices can represent many archaeological ‘events’ and 

relationships in multiple, highly ordered sequences (fig. 3.10). Examples might 

include urban archaeological sites or prehistoric monuments.  

 

Processes of interpretation, recording and further analysis produce 

archaeological models for past activity. Such reasoning and processes may be 

very obvious on highly stratigraphically structured sites, but these practices also 

occur on apparently ‘simple’ sites where ubiquitous archaeological temporal 

models, such as phase plans, belie their fundamental importance in processes of 

archaeological inference. Archaeological evidence is interpreted and recorded 

spatially, never existing as unadulterated ‘fact’ (Andrews et al. 2000), and, even 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13

 In the text, it is this calculation that is employed if results are ‘statistically consistent’ (Ward & 
Wilson 1978; Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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on apparently ‘simple’ sites, often including latent models for site development 

over time. These are examples of prior information which can be used to revise 

chronologies. 

 

BAYESIAN REASONING AND RADIOCARBON DATING 

Bayesian statistical analysis takes its name from the theorem produced by 

Thomas Bayes and published posthumously (1763). The theorem emphasises 

the need to revise the probability of an outcome, given the likelihood of that 

outcome, in a specific prior condition (fig. 3.11; Bayes 1763).  

 

If one measurement exists for a radiocarbon ‘event’, interpretation of its 

calibrated range should make the implicitly Bayesian “…a priori 

assumption…[that] in the absence of any other information to the contrary, all 

calendar ages for the event being dated are equally likely” (Bowman 1994, 841; 

my emphasis).  

 

As soon as several related data exist they may inform each other. In Bayesian 

analysis a revised ‘posterior density estimate’ can be produced to reflect both the 

radiocarbon results (standardised likelihoods) and the relationships we interpret 

between the dates (the prior information). Posterior density estimates are output 

from models informed by archaeological interpretations, with all their inherent 

limitations (e.g. Andrews et al. 2000), but they are also explicit, quantified and 

probabilistic.14 As expressions of the current state of knowledge, they can be 

revised and developed with new data and prior beliefs (Bayliss et al. 2007b).  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14

 By convention posterior density estimates are quoted in italics e.g. 4100–3950 cal BC. Prior 

parameters in this thesis are posterior density estimates which are then used as in further 

calculations. In OxCal v4 these Prior are saved with “_” between spaces in the parameter 

name. Thus “OxA_642” is the Prior generated from the posterior density estimate of “OxA-642”. 

In analysis in chapter nine Prior files from Whittle et al. (2011b) are also used. These 

posteriors were produced using OxCal v3 and do not have “_” in spaces in parameter names.  
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In these models, as well as revising existing data, it is possible to estimate 

events of archaeological interest for which there is no direct dating evidence, 

such as for example the establishment of a settlement or the duration of its 

occupation. It is also possible to engage critically with data, for example to 

calculate the probability that one posterior density estimate occurred before 

another (e.g. table 4.4). 

 

This thesis uses OxCal v4.1 to model radiocarbon dates (Bronk Ramsey 2001; 

2009a-b). The program uses a form of Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)15 

sampling and implements the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. Readers are 

directed to Bronk Ramsey (2009b, references therein and 

http://c14.arch.ox.ac.uk/oxcalhelp/hlp_contents.html) for details of the algorithm 

and program construction. 

 

In figures the structures of models are defined by the large square brackets16 

shown in figures and the Command Query Language 2 (CQL2) keywords (Bronk 

Ramsey 2009b; fig. 3.12). In the text, parameters or groups taken from models 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
15

 MCMC sampling produces a representative sample of possible solutions for a model (the data 
given the archaeological prior beliefs) submitted to the program. After the program samples the 
possible solutions, it should converge on a particular set of distributions for each parameter in the 
model (a posterior density estimate). Each posterior is presented as a graph including an outline 
(the original calibrated range) and a solid graph (the posterior density estimate). If the 
convergence falls below the critical threshold (95%), the program increases the number of passes 
it makes. A very low convergence may indicate the prior information cannot be resolved with the 
data or that the relevant portion of curve is multimodal (Bayliss pers. comm. 2010; Bayliss et al. 
2007f, 95). The number of passes the model makes can be specified as part of the program; an 
increased number of passes can help to ensure that the solutions are representative. A complex 
model could be expected to make 1,000, 000 passes.  
 
As well as the convergence data the program produces agreement indices for each parameter 
and each model as a whole. These indices express the agreement of the data with its position in 
the model (Bronk Ramsey 1995). The threshold for acceptable agreement is 60%. Values lower 
than this indicate a tension between the position in the model and the radiocarbon result. In such 
cases the measurement could be a statistical outlier, or there could be issues with the 
radiocarbon measurement, but it may be that the association between the dated material and the 
archaeological event of interest has been misinterpreted.  
16

 When models are too large to be shown on a single page, subsections of a model are exported 
and shown separately. The exported subsection of the model will be indicated on the parent 
figure. The exported subsection will be shown in a figure, along with the large square brackets 
indicating the subsection’s location within the parent model’s structure. This is to emphasise that 
the model subsection is exported for the purposes of the graphics and that it is calculated within 
the overall parent model (fig. 3.13). 
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are presented using the OxCal CQL2 keywords in the Courier font (e.g. Phase) 

to differentiate from similar archaeologically meaningful terms (cf. Garrow 2007, 

see below).  

 

The nature of dated samples  

Radiocarbon results produced on a number of different materials are analysed 

for this thesis. Quality assurance17 methods for bone results ensure that 

contaminants are removed, dated material is not diagenetically altered and dated 

collagen does not include diet-derived offsets (Hedges & van Klinken 1992, 284; 

de Niro 1985; van Klinken 1999). Cremated bone can be dated (Lanting et al. 

2001) though the ‘radiocarbon event’ may in some cases represent the cremation 

rather than the death of the individual (van Strydonk et al. 2009). AMS 

technology allows the dating of internal charred food residues from pottery 

vessels (Hedges et al. 1992a). The nature of the material comprising charred 

interior residues on pottery vessels is still an active avenue of research (Kirke in 

prep.). 

 

Model construction  

The process of Bayesian model building is iterative. Archaeological questions are 

formulated, data are modelled, results are assessed, and further analysis and 

modelling are undertaken. The process continues until a stable model is 

produced (Bayliss et al. 2007b; Bayliss & Bronk Ramsey 2004). The models 

presented in chapters four–nine are the end results of these processes of 

analysis. 

 

The basis of model construction is the nature of the dated material and the 

association with the archaeological event of interest. Material which is of intrinsic 

interest in itself — such as domesticated plant macrofossils or faunal remains in 

early neolithic contexts — can give robust evidence for the presence of these 

ecofacts even if taphonomy is poorly understood. Short-lived material which was 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
17

These now include % collagen, C:N ratios, !
15

N, and !
13

C. 
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deposited as a result of activity on a site may date the formation of contexts 

associated with that activity. In other cases, even if dated material was deposited 

at the time of context formation, inbuilt offsets (such as an ‘old wood effect’, a 

marine offset and so on) may mean that a radiocarbon date range is not an 

accurate date range for the formation of the context. Bulk charcoal samples may 

include material of different radiocarbon ages from different archaeological 

events, which might include an ‘old wood’ offset (Ashmore 1999).  

 

Information that might indicate that radiocarbon sample materials were not well 

associated with the formation of their parent deposits could include the condition 

of material culture from a deposit, the nature of the material culture assemblage 

from a deposit, and the inconsistency of multiple radiocarbon results if they exist.  

 

Another important aspect of model construction is the relationships between 

different radiocarbon measurements. Stratigraphic relationships are highly 

‘informative’ forms of prior information because they prescribe a relative order to 

radiocarbon results (Bayliss et al. 2007b). The importance of stratigraphic 

sequences in Bayesian modelling has received considerable attention in the 

archaeological literature (e.g. Knight et al. forthcoming a).  

 

There is a common misconception that Bayesian modelling can only be used on 

sites with complex vertical stratigraphy (e.g. Cunliffe 2005, 652–54). For 

example, Bickle & Hofmann (2007, 1031) state that “Bayesian modeling…yielded 

very precise biographies for British Neolithic long barrows…[but relies] on vertical 

stratigraphy to narrow down date ranges…absent on LBK cemeteries”. This 

misrepresents the nature of Bayesian modeling. Any prior information that relates 

to radiocarbon results should be used to inform Bayesian models. Indeed, one of 

the earliest examples applied a Bayesian model using material culture typology 

to refine chronologies (Needham et al. 1998; cf. Buck & Litton 1995; cf. Bayliss et 

al. forthcoming). 
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Scatter matters: uninformative prior beliefs 

Stratigraphic sequences are examples of very detailed archaeological knowledge 

about relationships between a series of ‘archaeological events’. Often 

archaeologists have other sources of information about the relationships between 

‘archaeological events’. Archaeologists commonly related evidence from sites in 

archaeological phases. ‘Phasing’ of an archaeological site is an important aspect 

of reasoning and representation (fig. 3.14). Features from the same phase are 

represent related activity. Radiocarbon results produced on short-lived samples 

well associated with archaeological activity from the same archaeological phase 

may be related, even if the dates do not measure the same radiocarbon ‘event’, 

or their parent features are not directly, stratigraphically related (Buck et al. 

1996). 

 

An OxCal Phase18 is a related group of events that is otherwise unordered. If an 

OxCal Phase is defined by Boundary the data within the grouping are given a 

uniform statistical distribution (Buck et al. 1992; fig. 3.15). Activity represented by 

radiocarbon dates within a Phase is assumed to have started, to have gone on 

relatively constantly over a period of time, and then to have ended. This 

distribution allows the model to process statistical scatter associated with an 

assemblage of radiocarbon results. In all cases presented in this thesis, 

radiocarbon data are assumed to represent events that were uniformly 

distributed. Research into statistical distribution models may allow sensitivity 

analyses investigating the assumptions of uniform distribution in the future 

(Karlsberg 2006; Buck 2004). 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18

 Confusingly the CQL2 and earlier versions of the code produced by Bronk Ramsey (e.g. 1995) 
include terms that might be taken as having archaeologically distinct meanings. This has led on 
occasion to confusion in the literature when archaeologists misinterpret the use of the 

chronometric (OxCal) term ‘Phase’ (e.g. Garrow 2007) for the archaeological interpretive term. 
The two terms have distinct definitions though there are parallels between the definition of the 

OxCal  ‘Phase’ and what archaeologists understand as a ‘phase’ (defined by Harris (1989, 158) 
as a “…grouping between an individual unit of stratification and a period: several units of 
stratification make up a phase and several phases compose a period”).  
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Boundary parameters are estimates for the real points in time when a Phase 

group began and ended. These Boundary estimates assume that it is 

improbable that the first dated event from a site represents the earliest activity on 

the site. Boundary parameters are calculated from the number of data in a 

group and the duration over which activity in a group occurred. When events 

represented in a group occurred over a relatively short-lived period of time, the 

assumption of relatedness will be more informative; there will, all other things 

being equal, be more statistical scatter if radiocarbon events sample an 

archaeological phase that was actually short-lived (fig. 3.1619).  

 

The prior belief that relates events in an OxCal Phase is termed ‘uninformative’ 

(Bayliss et al. 2007b) because it is regarded as a relatively neutral assumption; 

these models will not be as ‘informative’ as models which include site-specific 

information about the order of the ‘archaeological events’ measured by 

radiocarbon dates (see below). It is the use of these ‘uninformative’ prior 

information types which is one of the common recent features of Bayesian 

statistical analyses (Bronk Ramsey 2008b; Bayliss 2009).  

 

These ‘uninformative’ models can be important because without accounting for 

scatter, the imprecision of dating methods will ‘smear’ events (Baillie 1991), and 

obfuscate and neuter accounts of the past (Olivier 2004). As a consequence, 

narratives will be crudely rendered and prehistory may be presented, incorrectly, 

as temporally undifferentiated or ‘fuzzy’ (fig. 3.17)20. With no independent means 

of verifying the longevity of such activity, archaeological phases could take on 

atemporal and enduring qualities. In these cases, the radiocarbon date ranges 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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 This image was generated by simulations of archaeological events in the late 39
th
, and 39

th
–

37
th
 centuries BC. The upper graph represents a phase of some 200 years, the lower graph a 

phase of 10 years. The red lines represent the real dates when the phase began and ended. 
20

Some of the radiocarbon data produced on Mary Rose pig remains are presented here. These 
radiocarbon ‘events’ are all directly associated with the sealed ‘context’, the archaeological ‘event’ 
represented by the Mary Rose wreck. The pigs were butchered for consumption on the ship, 
which sank in AD 1545. These data are generated as part of the laboratory inter-comparisons to 
ensure accurate measurement and error estimates (Brock et al. 2007). The data scatter around 
AD 1545, which is the known date of the death of the pigs (Brock pers. comm. 2008). 
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could be misinterpreted as archaeologically meaningful, rather than recognised 

to be a product of radiocarbon measurement process. 

 

Scatter matters: informative prior beliefs 

‘Informative prior beliefs’ significantly influence models’ outputs (Bayliss et al. 

2007b). Informative prior beliefs provide information about the order of 

‘archaeological events’ dated by radiocarbon; examples of the order of 

archaeological events could include the sequence of deposits in a feature; the 

sequence of deposits in a sediment profile; or the sequence of tree rings in a 

timber.  

 

When using prior information to produce models it is vital that the relationship 

between the ‘archaeological event’ and the ‘radiocarbon event’ is well understood 

(Waterbolk 1971). If the relationships between the radiocarbon dates and the 

stratigraphy are not well established, the resultant model could apply incorrect 

constraints to the radiocarbon data and the output could thus also be incorrect.  

 

Fig. 3.18 presents an assemblage of radiocarbon result simulations from 

calendar years between 3690 BC and 3630 BC. These simulated distributions 

are unconstrained by any association. Fig. 3.19 presents the data within a 

bounded Phase.21 Some statistical scatter has been processed. The start 

estimate produced from a model using a simple bounded Phase is 3800–3670 

cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3770–3690 cal BC 68.2% probable; Start bounded 

phase; fig. 3.21). The end estimate of this activity is 3640–3520 cal BC (95.4% 

probable; or 3640–3580 cal BC 68.2% probable; End bounded phase; fig. 3.21). 

These estimates are accurate — they include the real start and end dates for 

activity. 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
21

 The data are all short-lived, single entity measurements, associated through their deposition at 
the burial monument, an archaeological phase of activity that began, continued and ended within 
a finite period (Buck et al. 1992). Without a statement of relatedness concerning the radiocarbon 
dates, we are effectively stating that we regard them as unrelated and independent, an 
interpretation often explicitly contradicted in site narratives. 
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Fig. 3.20 presents the data using prior information derived from the site 

stratigraphy.22 The stratigraphic model is more constrained and the resultant 

posterior density estimates are more precise; the estimate for the start of activity 

is 3750–3660 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3720–3680 cal BC 68.2% probable; 

Start stratigraphic sequence; fig. 3.21). The estimate for the end of activity is 

3660–3610 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3650–3620 cal BC 68.2% probable; End 

stratigraphic sequence; fig. 3.21). These estimates are accurate — they include 

the real start and end dates for activity. The highly informative nature of a 

stratigraphic model is clear. 

 

Applications of the program 

As well as accounting for statistical scatter and refining posterior density 

estimates, OxCal allows the user to estimate events of archaeological interest for 

which there may be no direct evidence. For example, it is possible to estimate an 

Interval between Dates or Phases, or the Span or duration of a specified 

group of events. It is possible to question probabilistically the Order in which 

posterior density estimates occurred.  

 

The transition calibration curve 

This thesis will provide Bayesian chronological models for individual sites. I will 

also present chronologies for late mesolithic and early neolithic portable material 

culture at wider geographical scales than the site. To investigate the appearance 

of neolithic material culture beyond the scale of the site, we need to define the 

study period, in order to ensure that the sample of radiocarbon results is 

comparable across regions. Because start Boundary parameters are estimated 

from the data from the model, and the real duration that they sample, the choice 

of end point for a regional model may affect the precision of the estimate for the 

start point (Buck et al. 1992; Steier & Rom 2000; Bayliss et al. 2011c, 24).  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
22

 In the simulated model derived from Hazelton North (Meadows et al. 2007; Bayliss et al. 
2007b). 
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As part of this thesis simulations were carried out to test the impact of the choice 

of end point on estimates of early neolithic start parameters. Eight hundred 

simulated models were produced with different arbitrary end points for the study 

period. Each simulation consisted of a Phase of R_Simulate events defined by 

Boundary parameters.  

 

Ten models were produced for each decade in the 37th, 38th, 39th, 40th, 41st, 42nd, 

43rd, and 44th centuries BC.23 For example for the start date 3710 BC, ten models 

were produced. One model was simulated to end in 3150 BC, one in 3200 BC, 

one in 3250 BC, one in 3300 BC, one in 3350 BC, one in 3400 BC, one in 3450 

BC, one in 3500 BC, one in 3550 BC and one in 3600 BC. For each model, 31 

uniformly distributed R_Simulate parameters were located in a Phase 

bracketed between a start Boundary and end Boundary. These three units 

were then nested in a Sequence so that the Phase occurred after the start 

Boundary but before the end Boundary. The differing estimates for the ‘start’ 

Boundary and the effect of shifting the end of the Phase can be compared.  

 

The transition calibration curve: simulation output 

Figs. 3.22–3 show the ranges of the start Boundary parameters at 68.2% and 

95.4% for the ten simulation models for each decade in the 37th, 38th, 39th, 40th, 

41st, 42nd, 43rd, and 44th centuries BC. The posterior ‘start’ Boundary ranges 

include the point in time when the respective phases were simulated to begin in 

line with statistical expectations.24 

 

Figs. 3.24–3.34 illustrate the effect of varying the Phase duration on the 

bandwidths of the Boundary posterior density estimates. These graphs are 

summarised in figs. 3.35–3.45, which plot the bandwidth of these posterior 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
23

 e.g. In the 37
th
 century, 10 Phase models with shifting ‘end’ Boundary parameters were 

produced each for start dates models beginning in 3600, 3610, 3620, 3630, 3640, 3650, 3660, 
3670, 3680, and 3690. 
24

 i.e. at 95.4% 1/20 were outside the quoted range, a 68.2% probable nearly 1/3  were outside 
the quoted range. 
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density estimates against their simulated start dates. It is apparent that the 

choice of end date influences posterior density estimate ranges, even though 

these results are accurate to within statistical expectations. There is no automatic 

relationship between the duration of the phase and the precision of the posterior 

density estimates (figs. 3.35–3.45). The bandwidth of the parameters appears 

rather to be informed by the specific part of the calibration curve which they 

sample.  

 

Some posterior density estimates for start Boundary parameters are well 

reproduced regardless of which end point for the phase is chosen (fig. 3.46). 

Some groups of ranges include a very limited spike of higher probability (against 

the background of other parameter ranges), indicating the start of the simulated 

phase (fig. 3.47). All the posteriors in some groups show relatively accurate 

spikes of higher probability independent of when the phase ended (fig. 3.48). 

Some groups of posterior density estimates show variability in their most 

elevated probabilities of when the phases began, depending on when the phase 

ended (fig. 3.49). Occasionally there is a tendency for bimodality which does not 

reflect the simulated start point of the phase (fig. 3.50). Importantly, there are 

several occasions where individual ranges include elevated probability away from 

the simulated start of the phase (fig. 3.51–5). While these examples were the 

exception, they demonstrate the importance of sensitivity analysis, which 

explores the temporal definition of the ends of Phase groups that go on for 

several centuries (chapter nine). Despite the variability the results are all 

accurate to within statistical expectations. 

 

Limits to interpretations of date assemblages 

We have seen that even within a Bayesian treatment of data the effect of the 

calibration curve must be considered when discussing output either of calibrated 

dates or posterior density estimates. All considerations of data distributions, 

including inferences about population size, rates of change and so on, need to 
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ensure that they do not interpret patterns resulting from the shape of the 

calibration curve as patterns in archaeological data (cf. chapter nine).  

 

A worked example will illustrate the effect of the calibration curve shape on an 

assemblage of results. Other recent examples take limited account of the shape 

of the calibration on radiocarbon data or the impact of statistical scatter (e.g. 

Brown 2007). Recently, a study by Collard et al. (2010) used radiocarbon data 

from the transition period, to suggest changes in population size and the nature 

of transition. Collard et al. (2010, 867) state that they “…used 14C date densities 

as a guide to changes in the size of the human population of Britain between 

8000 and 4000 cal BP…[B]ecause the number of site phases in a given time 

period can be expected to relate monotonically to population size, changes in 

summed probability distributions of calibrated 14C dates derived from different 

site phases serve as a proxy for changes in population size”. 

 

There are several concerns with the approach outlined by Collard et al. (2010). 

Collard et al. (2010) produce a summed datum from each site to ‘represent’ the 

chronology of each site. As noted above, this approach may be regarded as 

problematic because it does not deal with statistical scatter and the summed 

result will be misleadingly imprecise (Steier & Rom 2000); as Millard (2009) has 

noted, “…summed probabilities, cannot inform us about the start, end or duration 

of the period those dates come from”.  

 

In the case of Collard et al.’s (2010) thesis, the production of summed 

probabilities may not be the most problematic aspect of the approach; their 

interpretation of the output of summed models may misrepresent changes in the 

shape of the calibration curve as evidence for cultural changes. Collard et al. 

(2010, 867) state “[t]he summed probability distribution derived from the one-

date-per-site phase set of dates suggests that population size was low until about 

6000 cal BP [about 4050 cal BC]…Between 6000 and 5610 cal BP [3660 cal BC] 

there was a sharp increase in population size. This was followed by a decrease 
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that lasted until about 4400 cal BP [2450 cal BC]. After 4400 cal BP, population 

size increased again”.  

 

I have produced a simulated Sum range (fig. 3.56) for the period after 4000 cal 

BC. As with Collard et al.’s (2010) model, there is a low probability until c4000 cal 

BC after which the probability rapidly rises and is elevated until c3640 cal BC 

when the probability drops. What does this summed probability distribution 

represent? Collard et al. (2010) would interpret this probability as indicative of 

population (fig. 3.56). Following Collard et al. (2010), we might argue, from the 

simulated Sum distribution, that there was an increase in population after 4000 

cal BC until c 3640 cal BC when it decreased.  

 

Equating the distribution shown in the Sum range in fig. 3.56 with changes in the 

frequency of the date assemblage would, however, be wrong.25 We know that the 

probability of the Sum range in fig. 3.56 does not reflect the frequency of the 

dates because the R_Simulate data (and consequentially the Sum statistic) 

were produced on known-age data of a known distribution. I used data to 

produce this statistic that were uniformly distributed, there are no patterns in this 

data, no changes in frequencies of radiocarbon dates; one R_Simulate with a 

standard error of ±35 was modelled every five years between 3950 cal BC and 

3565 cal BC (table 3.1). These data represent a ‘steady state’, with no increase 

in data density at the points in time suggested above. Any changes in the 

probability distribution of the Sum range derive from changes in the shape of the 

calibration curve; describing the shape of the Sum range simply describes a proxy 

for the shape of the calibration curve. This is not meaningful in terms of any 

archaeological patterns relating to human populations or culture. 

 

I have plotted the results of the simulations I used and the Sum distribution they 

produced on the calibration curve (fig. 3.57). The increase in probability in the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
25

 I also suggest that it may be wrong to equate numbers of radiocarbon dates with population 
size; radiocarbon date numbers may reflect patterns in excavation and/or post excavation work. 
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Sum statistic after 4000 cal BC is coeval with a part of the curve that is relatively 

steep. The elevated probability after this (running until c3640 cal BC) is coeval 

with relatively steep parts of the curve bracketed by relatively flat parts of the 

curve. This ‘wiggly’ curve smears lots of R_Simulate data, which are in reality 

distributed over a wide range of time, and produces elevated probability in the 

Sum statistic. Finally, the relatively steep part of the curve that goes on for a 

considerable period after c3640 cal BC is coeval with a decline in probability in 

the Sum statistic.  

 

If we subscribed to the approach of Collard et al. (2010), we might equate the 

shape of the Sum statistic with population size; this cannot be substantiated by 

archaeological data. The shape of the Sum distribution and the distribution and 

shapes of the R_Simulate data are primarily structured by the shape of the 

calibration curve (table 3.1). If this were a ‘real’ archaeological example, to infer 

that the data “…serve as a proxy for changes in population size…” (Collard et al. 

2010, 867) would be wrong.  

 

SUMMARY 

The production of chronologies requires a robust association between dated 

radiocarbon ‘events’ and archaeological ‘events’. This was explicitly noted by 

Waterbolk (1971) but has been under-recognised by archaeologists. Dates that 

cannot be associated with demonstrable mesolithic or neolithic material culture 

cannot be used as indicative of either of these traditions — an early fourth 

millennium date is not sufficient to demonstrate the presence of neolithic people. 

 

Statistical scatter has important implications (especially) for prehistoric 

narratives. Known-age examples, such as the Mary Rose assemblage, 

demonstrate that scatter is proportionally greater on shorter archaeological 

phases.  
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Association by ‘vertical’ stratigraphy is only one example of archaeological 

Bayesian prior information. Statistical scatter needs to be accounted for when 

analysing radiocarbon dates from archaeological ‘phases’. The appearance of 

material representing related processes may be spatially and temporally 

transgressive; without considerations of scatter, interpretations will be neutered.  

 

All other things considered, the shape of the calibration curve exerts the greatest 

influence on radiocarbon data assemblages; the shape of the curve must be 

considered in archaeological interpretations.  

 

Without accounting for statistical scatter, describing distributions of 14C data 

simply describes the calibration curve (Collard et al. 2010; cf. Schulting 2010; cf. 

A. Brown 2007; fig. 3.57). Radiocarbon data alone may not be proxies for any 

phenomena other than the shape of the calibration curve (cf. Collard et al. 2010). 

Summary statistics that do not account for statistical scatter obfuscate patterns 

resulting from human behaviour (Collard et al. 2010).  

 

Chapters four – eight detail the output of Bayesian statistical models of the 

available evidence for late mesolithic and early neolithic material culture and 

practices in the midlands and north of England. 

 

The next chapter, chapter four, details evidence from the region with the most 

chronometric evidence in this thesis for early neolithic activity, the east midlands. 
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CHAPTER FOUR. THE EAST MIDLANDS 

 

“Lincolnshire has been described by eminent archaeologists as a ‘No Mans 

Land’. Sir Cyril Fox, described it to me as ‘an archaeological desert’…[in contrast 

to] the Yorkshire Wolds [which] were being systematically worked and excavated 

by Canon Greenwell…[and] Derbyshire to the west, where the Batemans were 

busy digging in the 19th century…and to the south…the rich archaeological 

region of East Anglia, with its galaxy of distinguished pre-historians…It is striking 

that Lincolnshire should stand out as largely unknown territory. The material must 

be here…”  

(Baker 1985, 6). 

 

REGION 

The east midlands is comprised of the HER regions of Derbyshire, Leicester city, 

Leicestershire and Rutland, Lincoln city, Lincolnshire, Nottingham city, 

Nottinghamshire, and Northamptonshire. Sites mentioned in the text are 

illustrated in fig 4.1. Radiocarbon results discussed in the chapter are shown in 

table 4.1.1 There are no radiocarbon results from the east midlands well 

associated with late mesolithic material culture.  

 

GEOGRAPHY 

The east midlands are defined to the west by the Peak uplands, with the Wash 

and Fens to the south. Excepting north Lincolnshire (chapter six), the east 

midlands HER regions are defined to the north by the Humber. Major rivers 

include the Trent and its tributaries; to the south the Nene and Welland drain the 

region. The limestone uplands of the Peak District and the Lincolnshire Wolds 

are the locations of important early neolithic sites discussed in this thesis.  

 

                                                

1
 Table 4.1 shows radiocarbon results associated with diagnostic neolithic material culture from 

the east midlands. Radiocarbon results from the 5
th
 or 4

th
 millennium which cannot be 

demonstrably associated with diagnostic material culture, and other results of interest to the 
project are shown in table EM1. 
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RESEARCHERS 

Notable antiquarians working the in east midlands include the barrow-digging 

Batemans active in Derbyshire, and pioneering researchers on the Peaks caves 

(e.g. Dawkins & Mello 1879). Buckley (1924b; see chapter five), Armstrong 

(1932) and Dudley (1949), better known for their Yorkshire work, also collected in 

the east midlands (Myers 2000c). Manby (1963a) produced the first systematic 

east midlands resource assessment. Lithic collection increased through the 20th 

century (Myers 2000c, 15), especially as a result of the work of local societies 

(e.g. Evison 1988). 

 

Difficult soil conditions (Clay 1989; Hart 1981), has made the identification of 

early prehistoric sites in the region challenging. Several nationally important early 

neolithic sites are known. Of these, the Lismore Fields publication is forthcoming 

(Garton pers. comm. 2010). Interpretation of Briar Hill causewayed enclosure is 

challenged by excavation and recording methodologies (see below). Major 

landscape projects include those undertaken at Willington Quarry (Beamish 

2009) and Raunds (Harding & Healy 2007).  

 

Recent regional reviews include the research frameworks (Cooper 2006; Knight 

et al. forthcoming a), while Knight & Howard (2004) provide a valuable synthesis.  

 

ARCHAEOLOGY 

Numerous lithic scatters have been excavated and recorded. Regional surface 

collection programmes have been productive (Myers 2000c, 15–16). Amongst 

Manby’s (1963a) important regional observations was the recognition of 

mesolithic open-air sites. Sizeable late mesolithic assemblages exist, as at 

Newton Cliffs (SK825727; Garton et al. 1989). 

 

Mesolithic and early neolithic lithics were recovered from Brixworth (SP735680–

750720; Martin & Hall 1980). At Elkington (SP636769), Saville (1981a) analysed 
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an assemblage including microburins and microliths.2 At Chalk Lane, 

Northampton (SP749605; Williams & Shaw 1981), features produced microliths, 

a sherd of early neolithic pottery, and later material. At Elton (SK211596; 

Musgrave & Tingle 1991), microliths were recovered from colluvium. Evidence for 

‘middle’3 mesolithic regional variation has been suggested from Horsham-type 

industries (Myers 2000c; Saville 1981b; Phillips 2000). 

 

A degree of geographical bias is evident in lithic recovery (Myers 2000c). Hart 

(1981, 25–6) suggested that the apparent absence of lithics in certain regions 

reflected excavation strategies.4 Hall (1985), in contrast, suggested that 

preferences for geographical regions represented genuine cultural choices.  

 

Mesolithic features may be located at Unstone (SK372770; Courtney 1977) and 

several other east midlands sites (Jackson 1976; Saville 1976). Late mesolithic 

lithic assemblages were excavated from treethrows at Lordsmill Street 

(Foundations Archaeology 1999b).  

 

Unusually, 5th millennium organic evidence, including human skeletal remains, 

was recovered at Staythorpe Power Station (SK765535; Davies 1999; appendix 

EM1).  

 

Mother Grundy’s Parlour (SK53587426) and other Derbyshire caves have 

produced early mesolithic evidence (Armstrong 1925; 1956; Jenkinson 1984; 

appendix A).  

 

At Risby Warren, rods and other geometric microliths were recovered 

(SE91951300; Dudley 1949; 37). Pottery from the site included Mortlake (Riley 

1957, 46) and Plain wares (Healy 1993, 114).  

                                                

2
 Which include microliths which I suggest might be characterised as rods or backed blades (e.g. 

Saville 1981a, 6, microliths 129; 145; 146). 
3
 Horsham is here termed ‘middle’ mesolithic following Jacobi’s work on the Weald (1978b; 1981). 

4
 A theme contextualized in national terms by Clay (1989). 
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Grimston ware was recovered at Aston (SK4222229118; Reaney 1968; 70, 80–

81), probably Liffs Low (SK1512657591; Garton 1991, 11), and from a ‘ritual pit’ 

at Skendleby (TF42877110; Phillips 1935b, 78–9).5 Mildenhall-style pottery was 

recovered from a pit underlying Hognaston barrow (SK2444251519; Collis 1996, 

144). At Tattershall Thorpe, a pit produced Mildenhall-style sherds, and those 

which may have been influenced by Grimston traditions (TF2362460763; Healy 

1993, 114). Mildenhall sherds were recovered at Wigber Low (SK20405141) and, 

I suggest, possibly at Ashtonhill (Vine 1982, 21; 321).  

 

At Grantham, Lincolnshire, a neolithic ‘A’ bowl was recovered (Phillips 1935a, 

347). 6  At Holme Pierrepoint, ‘classic’ Grimston and Grimston-style sherds were 

recovered (SK6196638302; Guilbert 1999, 18; 2009, 101–5).  Carinated sherds 

have been found from Astonhill and Green Low chambered tomb (Vine 1982, 21; 

321). Garton et al. (1989) recovered decorated sherds at Newton Cliffs. Other 

early neolithic pottery has been recovered from Great Ponton (SK92462974; 

Phillips 1935a), Langford (SK823574; Holt et al. 2001), Oakham (SK867095; 

Clay et al. 1998), Husbands Bosworth (SP640823; Beamish 2003, 138), and 

Lockington (Hughes 2000).  

 

Numerous axes have been recovered (cf. Cooper 2006), the most common 

examples being of group VI (Clay 2000). The group XX source is located in the 

region near Charnwood (Clough & Cummins 1988).  

 

Many long barrows are located on the chalk of the Lincoln Wolds (see below). 

The only certain long barrow from Northamptonshire, at Redlands, produced 

inhumations and cremations (SP9638271562; Keevil 1992; Harding & Healy 

2007). Aerial photography indicates potential long barrows in Nottinghamshire 

                                                

5
 Later excavation identified Ebbsfleet and Mortlake ware from the site (Evans & Simpson 

1986,126; see below). 
6
 Piggott’s (1931) terminology. In this case Piggott is reported to have observed similarities 

‘Abingdon ware’ (Gibson 1986; Case 1956). 
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and Leicestershire (Loveday 1980; Loveday & Petchey 1982). Round barrows 

traditionally regarded as late neolithic or bronze age have revealed (Barnatt 

1987, 393) elements at Aston (Loveday 2000; Reaney 1968), Swarkeston 

(SK365295; Greenfield 1960), and Liffs Low (Barnatt 1996a; Collis 1996). Green 

Low was demonstrated to be a chambered round cairn (SK23155804; Manby 

1965). A concentration of long barrows is located around Buxton (see below). 

 

Causewayed enclosures have been excavated in the region, and are much better 

known than to the north. Eight causewayed enclosures are known at: Uffington 

(TF 0540 0800), Barholm (TF09031030), South Rauceby (TF034448), Briar Hill 

(SP7355759376), Dallington (SP72546350), Southwick (TL04069295), and 

Husbands Bosworth (SP640823; Clay 2000). Possible examples exist at 

Gardom’s Edge (SK2720072900) and Cratcliffew Rocks (Ainsworth & Barnatt 

1998). A possible causewayed barrow exists at Thorpe (Harding 1987, 225). 

Ring ditch sites with early neolithic components include Tansor (TL05709017; 

Chapman 1997) and Aldwincle (SP99638031; Jackson 1976). At Raunds 

(Harding & Healy 2007), neolithic mortuary sites were revealed at Irthlingborough 

(SP963725) and West Cotton (SP976725). A ring ditch complex was excavated 

at Grendon (SP873617; Gibson & McCormick 1985). 

 

Cursus monuments are recorded in Derbyshire, primarily from aerial photography 

(Loveday 1989; Harding 1987, 110–118). Various interventions have been made 

on the ‘Findern7’ cursus and in the surrounding area (SK315288 – SK320389; 

Wheeler 1970; Gibson & Loveday 1989; Knight 1998; Oxford Archaeology 2006). 

Loveday (1989, 78–9) recovered Grimston-style vessels from Barford cursus 

(SP288623). 

 

Early neolithic pits have been excavated at several sites. These include Holme 

Pierrepont site 5 (SK6196638302; Guilbert 1999) where features are located 

                                                

7
 The cursus on this site has as many as four names reflecting the different interventions (see 

below). 
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within a ring ditch, and Lismore Fields (SK05087318; Garton 1991) where post-

and-slot-built structures and other feature groups are located. Other sites with 

early neolithic pits include Aston-on-Trent (SK2444251519; Reaney 1968; 

Gibson & Loveday 1989), Holme Dyke, Gonalston (SK679474; Elliott & Knight 

1999), Willington (SK2775027250; Brightman 2009; Beamish 2009), and 

Tattershall Thorpe (TF2362460763; Chowne et al. 1993). At Tansor 

(TL05709017; Chapman 1997) pit features are located in proximity to a 

rectangular enclosure and ditches. These, with barrows, are the major source of 

neolithic portable material culture. 

 

PALAEO-ENVIRONMENTAL REMAINS 

Monckton (2003a) has reviewed domesticated early neolithic charred plant 

remains from the region. Cereal grains were recovered from Lismore Fields 

(SK05087318; Garton pers. comm. 2009; Thomas 1999; Whittle 1997), and in 

neolithic deposits at Briar Hill (SP7355759376; Bamford 1985). At Deeping St 

Nicholas, pre-bronze age barrow contexts included hazel nutshell, sloe and 

barley (TF1713; Murphy 1994, 75–6). Cereals have been reported from 

Skendleby long barrow (TF42947088).8 Neolithic water-logged plant-macrofossils 

include those from Raunds long barrow (SP9638271562; Harding & Healy 2007) 

At Hemington Fields an early 4th millennium fish-trap or weir was excavated 

(SK4568330247; Clay & Salisbury 1990).  

 

An unusual ?late mesolithic bilateral, barbed, antler harpoon was recovered from 

Thrumpton (Knight & Howard 2004, 38). Only 13 “neolithic period sites” with 

faunal remains are known from central England (Albarella 2009, table 3.1). Finds 

include an antler macehead and boars’ tusks from Liffs Low (SK153577; 

Bateman 1848).  

 

                                                

8
 The ecofacts are reported by May (1976, 49), though the source of this data is not evident; no 

macrofossil report is included in the excavation report, though charcoals are identified (Evans & 
Simpson 1991, 21). 
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Several sites have produced important pollen sequences (e.g. Tallis 1964a–b; 

Tallis & Switsur 1973).  Possible ‘mesolithic’ landscape modification and 

clearance has been recognised in Derbyshire (Hicks 1972; Wiltshire & Edwards 

1993; cf. Williams 1985).  

 

EAST MIDLANDS MESOLITHIC MODELS  

Various recent east midlands mesolithic reviews exist (Bishop 2000; Knox 2000; 

Membury 2000; Myers 2000a &  c; Phillips 2000; Cooper 2006). The most recent 

(Knight et al. forthcoming b) is heavily indebted to national models of later 

mesolithic lifeways. Mesolithic models for the region are often discussed with 

reference to models developed in bracketing regions (Myers 2000c) — the 

Pennines, the Cambridge Fens, the Yorkshire uplands, or the Vale of Pickering 

(chapter 2). Mesolithic populations are presented as ‘complex’ mobile foragers 

who moved through the environment exploiting seasonally available resources 

(Knight et al. forthcoming b). 

 

Myers (2000c, 12) emphasizes that regional discoveries have been neglected by 

national syntheses despite a huge increase in the identification of mesolithic sites 

in the region; since Wymer’s (1977) survey, east midlands mesolithic ‘sites’ have 

increased by 325% (Myers 2000c, 16).  

 

Mesolithic lithics have been recovered from a variety of environments; Myers 

(2000c) has stressed the importance of the location of mesolithic material in 

specific prominent sites — on uplands in Derbyshire, on the Lincolnshire Fen 

edge, and at locations with advantageous views along the Nene and Welland. In 

low-land river valleys and wetland areas, free-draining sand islands and ridges 

are often the location of meoslithic evidence (Knight et al. forthcoming b). 

Characterization of these lithic scatters by excavation has been limited (Cooper 

2006). Early mesolithic groups are presented as complex hunter-gatherers with 

tool kits adept for hunting and butchering forest species, as at Star Carr (Knight 

et al. forthcoming b). The use of smaller, geometric microlith forms by late 
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mesolithic populations in the east mildlands is seen as indicative of the use of 

more complex hunting weapons than in the early mesolithic (Knight et al. 

forthcoming b). From Jacobi’s work, Myers (2000b) emphasizes that late 

mesolithic microlith styles might indicate ‘style zones’ or sub-regional territories 

— these interpretations are based on national comparison between 

assemblages, rather than developed east midlands regional styles (Knight et al. 

forthcoming b). The location of mesolithic sites near rivers and wetlands, and on 

elevated areas including the Wolds, has implications for the continuity of hunter-

gatherer traditions after early neolithic material culture is present in the region 

(see below). 

 

A few researchers have attempted regional mesolithic models based on lithic 

provenances. Myers suggested (2000b, 7) that changes in late mesolithic raw 

material exploitation reflected changes in social organization; in the late 

mesolithic transportation of black Derbyshire cherts as unmodified slabs or 

nodules to knapping locations might reflect specialized, unpredictable task 

requirements and more mobile populations (Manby 1963a, 11).  

 

In national theoretical approaches to mesolithic studies, an important east 

midlands researcher, Myers’ (1989) was influential in problematising the chaîne 

opératoire.9 Myers’ emphasis on process and manufacture in the landscape can 

be related to recent approaches (e.g. Conneller 2005) which privilege lithic 

production in encultured landscapes (cf. Warren 2007). 

 

EAST MIDLANDS NEOLITHIC MODELS 

Recent reviews of neolithic evidence for the east midlands include Bishop (2000), 

Myers (2000b–c), Membury (2000), Clay (2000), Chapman (2000), and Cooper 

(2006). The most recent synthesis (Knight et al. forthcoming c) discusses the 

early neolithic in terms of nationally important themes — continuity with hunter-

gatherer traditions, sedentism and the development of agriculture, differences in 

                                                

9
 Though the majority of his data came from the Pennines uplands, not the east midlands. 
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settlement patterns and landscape exploitation, the development of monuments, 

and portable material culture traditions.10 Important regional themes include 

better understanding of exchange networks including the distributions of the 

Charnwood group XX axe sources, and the significance of rivers as resources 

and as the sites of monuments.  

 

Barnatt (1996c, 43) has developed a model of early neolithic lifeways from the 

regional evidence. This model presents neolithic populations as seasonally 

mobile, moving between uplands and lowlands. Barnatt (1996c, 50; cf. Whittle 

1997; Thomas 1991) suggests “…earlier neolithic occupation can be seen in the 

context of a continuation of the same seasonal round that had occurred for many 

generations; but now this included grazing domesticates…”. This pattern of 

mobility, Barnatt (1996c, 51) suggests would have included complex population 

interactions, including the use of the same pasture by different groups in a 

system of shared tenure. Barnatt (1996c, 46) envisages landscapes redolent with 

significance for neolithic people, with monuments as articulations of groups’ 

rights over areas. 

 

Lismore Fields can be presented as a microcosm of recent models of neolithic 

lifeways. Here discussion focuses on degrees of sedentism, the role of 

settlement architecture as expressions of individual and group identity, provision 

and storage of domesticated resources, and subsistence strategies. This site has 

been used as evidence to argue various geographically wide ranging approaches 

to transition, even though it is not yet fully published (e.g. Thomas 1996b; 

Robinson 2000, 88; Barnatt 1996c; Jones 2000, 83). In contrast, east midlands 

researchers stress that Lismore might represent a very specific type of neolithic 

occupation; “...there is no reason to assume that there were not significant 

regional differences in farming practice, particularly when upland and lowland 

                                                

10
 It is perhaps notable that the theme of the chronology of the mesolithic–neolithic transition only 

features in this synthesis as a priority in the mesolithic part of the regional updated research 
agenda, with potentially important implications for commercial organizations working on sites 
which are predominantly classified as ‘neolithic’. 
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situations are compared” (Clay 2000, 2, my emphasis).  

 

The most frequent sources of early neolithic evidence, pits, have received limited 

synthetic attention in the region, though discourse on pit sites in nearby East 

Anglia can be read as a mini-historiography of neolithic studies (e.g. Clark 1960; 

Evans et al. 1999; Garrow 2006). Important implications from recently excavated 

sites with lots of pits, have yet to be drawn into national debates (Beamish 2009, 

113; see below).  

 

EAST MIDLANDS NEOLITHIC RADIOCARBON RESULTS 

No radiocarbon results well associated with diagnostic late mesolithic material 

culture have been identified from the region.11  

 

Fig. 4.2 shows the structure for the east midlands neolithic site currency model. 

Details of the samples included in the model are given in table 4.1, along with 

summaries of the chronological interpretation for each radiocarbon result. 

Readers are directed to table 4.1 as information to accompany the reading of the 

text and figures. Fig. 4.2 shows in detail the model for Lismore Fields (with 

durations of activity calculated from the model shown in fig. 4.3). In fig. 4.2 two 

diagrams detailing parts of the regional site currency model are identified.  The 

model has been produced from an interpretation of the relative chronological 

sequence of radiocarbon measurements from sites.  

 

In order to build these models, an assessment was made of the association 

between the date and the deposit from which the dated material was recovered 

(cf. Waterbolk 1971; Ashmore 1999). This assessment includes interpretation of 

the nature of the dated material (e.g. inbuilt offsets, bulk samples from single or 

multiple contexts, material of intrinsic interest and so on), and taphonomic and 

                                                

11
 See appendix EM1 for selected data considered, but not included in the discussion presented 

here, because they are not regarded as sufficiently well associated with late mesolithic or early 
neolithic material culture. 
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other deposit formation processes that resulted in the deposition of dated 

material in its burial environment.  

  

The Phase groupings in the model relate results according to the type of the site 

they were recovered from. These groupings of pits, barrows, and other early 

neolithic monuments allow the calculation of parameters associated with the 

currency of these different types of sites.  

 

Neolithic settlement on the Derbyshire Wye 

LISMORE FIELDS, BUXTON, DERBYSHIRE (APPENDIX EM2) SK05087318  

Lismore Fields is located at 300mOD, on the boundary between the lower 

carboniferous limestone, and the upper carboniferous shale, sandstone, and 

gritstone deposits. Lismore is cradled by uplands, and defined by tributaries of 

the Wye (fig. 4.4–5).12 Burbage Edge, Edgemoor, and Black Edge Moors 

surround the site on three sides. Moorland long barrows were located at Harrod 

Low (SK098805), The Tong (SK116769), Tideslow (SK149779), Gospel Hillocks 

(SK086714 )13, and Five Wells (SK124711)14. Trent Peak Archaeology Trust 

                                                

12
 Details of another early neolithic post-and-slot-built structure excavated by Archaeological 

Research Services Ltd at Curzon Lodge have recently been made public, though too late to be 
included in this project. Curzon Lodge is c25km south-east of Lismore, on hills south-west of 
Matlock. Immediately to the north-east of the site is the steep sided Griffe Grange Valley. The 
stream which flows through the Griffe Grange Valley confluences with the Derwent at Matlock. 
Upstream along the Derwent joins with the Derbyshire Wye — further upstream of the Wye is 
Lismore at Buxton. 
13

 Pace Barnatt (1996b, 86) there are two barrows known from Gospel Hillocks. 
14

 At Gospel Hills long barrow, Lukis (Ward 1899) excavated a burial associated with a polished 
neolithic axe. Harrod Low and Perryfoot were located in the ‘Peak forest’ (Bray 1783, 239, quoted 
in Addy 1908, 123). Harrod Low consists of a linear mound and flanking ditches (DER HER 
11603). Perryfoot, excavated in the 19

th
 century, was a long barrow (some 50/54mx18m: DER 

HER 11607), containing two crouched inhumations, red and roe deer, pig, and dog bone. On 
morphological grounds the Tong may be neolithic (Barnatt 1996b, 86). Five Wells is a chambered 
tomb, in a commanding upland position. Grimston and Mortlake wares, arrowheads, a plano-
convex knife, and human skeletal remains were recovered here in the 19

th
 century. These 

monuments on Taddington and Wormhill Moors flank the Wye to its north and south. This long 
barrow concentration is in contrast to Burbage Edge Moor, to the west of Lismore, on which no 
barrows have been identified From Lismore, at dawn the sun would rise in the east over the long 
barrows. Burbage Edge Moor would be one of the first hilltops in the landscape to be illuminated 
(fig. 4.5). At dawn, the hilltops to the east of the site, which accommodate the extant long 
barrows, would be shrouded in darkness. The sun would set in the ‘empty’ western hills, where 
the Wye springs are located. 
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undertook several seasons’ excavation at Lismore. They excavated features 

including seven circular or semi-circular ditches, two circular or semi-circular 

postpit alignments, two rectangular post-and-slot-built structures, an east-west 

alignment of large postpits, and numerous discrete features (Garton 1991; fig. 

1.2; fig. 4.6–7). 

 

Hayden (2006, 48) recently emphasised the variation in the longitudinal 

orientation of British early neolithic structures. Davies (2009, 63) suggests the 

Lismore buildings are examples of several British neolithic post-and-slot-built 

structures that could be orientated with rivers. Davies (2009) notes that the 

Lismore location provides access to a range of landscapes, including the river 

itself, with different resource potential. However, today the landscape position of 

Lismore itself is not obviously prominent; “…positioning the long houses only a 

few hundred metres away could have provided much better views of the wider 

landscapes…instead they were built in an area of lower visibility 

where…views…were upstream” (Davies 2009, 8; fig. 4.5). 

 

Lismore chronology (appendix EM2) 

I have chosen to present the site data from the site in its own phase because of 

the regionally unique dates from the post-and-slot-built structures. The posterior 

density estimates from pits from Lismore are cross-referenced into the regional 

currency phase for early neolithic pits (fig. 4.11). These posteriors are therefore 

also effective in the calculations associated with early neolithic pit traditions in the 

east midlands.  

 

Details of the radiocarbon results from the site were supplied by Garton (pers. 

comm. 2009). Results were produced on material from building I and building II, 

as well as from isolated pits, and pits that form alignments or are otherwise 

associated. Most of the radiocarbon results were produced on material from 

building I (n=6), and this structure’s use is probably the most robust aspect of the 

site’s chronology (Reynolds 1995). The chronology of other feature groups is less 
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well understood — only two short-lived results were produced on material from 

building II, and I suggest only two short-lived results produce accurate date 

ranges for the infilling of neolithic pits on the site. Results apparently including 

residual material (UB-3294, HAR-6500) indicate that the chronology of activity at 

the site is probably more complex than is currently understood by the model 

presented here.  

 

The start of neolithic activity from building I is estimated as 3890–3660 cal BC 

(95.4% probable; or 3820–3700 cal BC 68.2% probable; Start building I; fig. 4.2). 

The end of activity from building I is 3670–3310 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 

3640–3480 cal BC 68.2% probable; End building I; fig. 4.2). It is not known that 

any samples derive from material from the structure itself. There could be an 

offset between the construction of the structure and its latest use, and the results 

should be regarded as estimates for building I’s use (Reynolds 1995).  

 

The duration of use of building I is 0–360 years (95.4% probable; or 60–250 

years 68.2% probable; duration building I; fig. 4.3). The use of building I sampled 

here could have been very short-lived; all the results are statistically consistent 

(T’=2.5; T’5%=9.5; !=4; OxA-2434, -2436, -2437, -2438; UB-3290). Building I 

was most probably first used in the last half of the 38th century cal BC, or the first 

half of the 37th century cal BC.  

 

As sampled here, use of building II began in 3650–3390 cal BC (95.4% probable; 

or 3640–3490 cal BC 68.2% probable; first building II; fig. 4.2). The chronology 

of building II is poorly sampled by only two likelihoods — a more complex history 

of use is possible. 

 

Pit digging and deposition traditions at Lismore occurred in 3720–3290 cal BC 

(95.4% probable; or 3610–3390 cal BC 68.2% probable; UB-3296; fig. 4.2), and 

3660–3390 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3650–3550 cal BC 61.3% probable, or 

3530–3500 cal BC 6.9% probable; UB-3377; fig 4.2). The chronology of this 
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phase of activity is relatively poorly sampled compared with the number of pits on 

the site. The results suggested as short-lived are statistically consistent (UB-

3296, -3277; T’=0.0; T’5%=3.8; !=1), and could represent the same point in time. 

 

Both results from the linear pit alignment are regarded here as termini post quos 

for the linear pit alignment construction (3710–3370 cal BC 95.4% probable; or 

3660–3500 cal BC 68.2% probable; UB-3293; 3660–3490 cal BC 83.0% 

probable, or 3450–3370 cal BC 12.4% probable; or 3640–3520 cal BC 68.2% 

probable; UB-3378; fig. 4.2). Results from the linear pit alignment are statistically 

consistent, and if they were produced on short-lived material, might represent the 

same actual ages (T’=0.0; T’5%=3.8; !=1; UB-3293, -3378).  

The first dated event from the site is estimated as 3910–3670 cal BC (95.4% 

probable; or 3840–3710 cal BC; first Lismore; fig. 4.2). The last15 dated event 

associated with the early neolithic activity is estimated as 3480–3200 cal BC 

(95.4% probable; or 3410–3280 cal BC 68.2% probable; last all lismore; fig. 

4.11f). As currently modelled, the duration of activity at Lismore went on for 270–

630 years (95.4% probable; or 340–530 years 68.2% probable; duration Lismore; 

fig. 4.12). 

 

Plant species 

Wheat was present at Lismore in 3800–3630 cal BC (94.6% probable, or 3560–

3540 cal BC 0.8% probable; or 3730–3640 cal BC 68.2% probable; OxA-2434; 

fig. 4.2) and in 3800–3620 cal BC (90.7% probable or 3590–3530 cal BC 4.7% 

probable; or 3730–3630 cal BC 68.2% probable; OxA-2438; fig. 4.2). Flax seeds 

were present on the site in 3810–3630 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3740–3650 

                                                

15
 In the OxCal v4.1 program, Last parameters are not calculated from dates included in models 

using the After function. If dates have been included using the After function because they 

were produced on unspeciated charcoal of uncertain maturity, but in actuality these dates were 

produced on short-lived material. These dates actually need to contribute to the Last 

parameter. To fix this I calculate separately the Last possible dated event from all the 

demonstrably short-lived R_Date parameters and all the R_Date parameters included in a 

model using the After function (e.g. fig. 4.11f). 
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cal BC 68.2% probable; OxA-2436; fig. 4.2). The flax had been fused together 

when burnt. Fairweather & Ralston (1993, 320) have noted that wild flax is 

unlikely to be recovered in domestic contexts as it is a poor competitor in cereal 

plots, and it seems probable that the recovery from Lismore represents a 

cultigen. 

 

Deposition of material culture 

Deposition of a fragment of a group IV axe and a Carinated bowl occurred in pit 

[0270]. A terminus post quem for the infilling and deposition of material in the 

feature is estimated here as 3720–3260 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3640–3400 

cal BC 68.2% probable; UB-3297; fig. 4.2).  

 

A date for deposition of flakes of struck quartz, Plain bowl pottery, and emmer 

and wheat grains in pit BLF [0316] is 3720–3290 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 

3610–3390 cal BC; UB-3296; fig. 4.2).  

 

A date for the infilling of pit [0021], 3660–3390 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3650–

3500 cal BC 68.2% probable; UB-3377; fig. 4.2), provides an estimate of 

deposition of the shouldered bowl sherds in the feature. 

 

Buried remains: east midlands early neolithic pits  

Trent Valley pits 

Holme Pierrepont is located on the Trent’s middle reaches, below 20mOD. 

Further up the river valley, at below 35mOD, Aston-on-Trent is located on the 

flood plain. In the Trent’s middle reaches, it is joined by the major tributaries of 

the Derwent and Dove, which connects the region with the barrows of Yorkshire 

(chapter 6; Knight & Howard 2004, 4; 5).  

 

ASTON-ON-TRENT, DERBYSHIRE SK4222229118 

Within the Aston monumental landscape are a cursus, ring ditches and round 

barrows (fig. 4.8). Similar evidence for developed monument complexes is 
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common at other river terrace locations in England (e.g. Barclay et al. 2003b; 

Loveday 2006). Reaney (1968, 70) excavated small gullies, two pits, and a 

‘hearth’.16 The ‘hearth’ (overlain by a bronze age mound) contained a rare east 

midlands assemblage; Reaney (1968, 77) recovered c400 charred cereal grains. 

Meadows (pers. comm. 2009) recently confirmed the excess, undated material 

as Triticum dicoccum. The ‘hearth’ edges were scorched demonstrating material 

was burnt in situ. From the top of the ‘hearth’, Carinated bowl fragments “c 14 

inches in diameter” were recovered (Reaney 1968, 71). Flints, largely blades, a 

leaf-shaped arrowhead and a scraper, were recovered from the pre"barrow 

surface and from the mound body.  

 

The ‘hearth’ was “4 ft. by 3ft. and about 1 ft. deep” (Reaney 1968, 71). The 

quoted dimensions would indicate a sizable conflagration. I estimate the volume 

of the feature might be 3.6m3 or c324 litres, equivalent to a rough estimate of one 

cereal grain item per litre.17 In contrast, at Yarnton (Robinson 2000), 7000 litres 

were processed and 28 items of emmer or indeterminate wheat grains were 

recovered. Even sites with larger assemblages of early neolithic cereals, like 

Hambledon and Lismore, appear to have a low density in contrast to Aston (cf. 

Mercer & Healy 2008; Garton pers. comm. 2009). Cereals are more usually 

recovered in early neolithic contexts in concentrations of individual grains per 

litre, or assemblages less than ten grains per feature (Hall & Huntley 2007, table 

3; Bogaard & Jones 2007, fig. 2a; Moffett et al. 1989; cf. Robinson 2000; Jones 

2000).  

 

The rarity of early neolithic cereals has led to their reading as precious resources 

(Thomas 1996b). In such readings we might expect parching to have been 

carefully regulated. Whether Reaney’s assemblage was 400, 300 or even 100 

grains, it is sizable by early neolithic scales, and underlines the tension of the 

                                                

16
 I have not been able to locate plans from the excavation, so the features’ distributions are 

uncertain. 
17

 It seems unlikely that the grain was extracted by systematic sieving and thus this is highly likely 
to be an under-estimate. 
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interpretation of the feature as a ‘hearth’. The high concentration at Aston seems 

incongruous with utilitarian processing. I suggest these remains result from 

deliberate burning of the grain, rather than cereal processing using fire. 

 

The site’s Carinated assemblage is also substantial. Reaney (1968, 77) 

numbered ‘about’ 100 sherds. Some Carinated sherds came from the ‘hearth’ 

(though individual sherds are not attributed to features). Longworth (in Reaney 

1968, 81) identified one Ebbsfleet sherd. From the same landscape, work by 

Gibson & Loveday (1989, 34) recovered Carinated bowl from features at the 

centre of another ring ditch, to the south of Reaney’s (fig. 4.8). This feature was 

cut by the cursus (Gibson & Loveday 1989, 36).  

 

A result was produced on bulk emmer grains from Reaney’s Aston hearth.  This 

probably accurately estimates emmer presence at the site in 3780–3220 cal BC 

(95.4% probable; or 3640–3360 cal BC 68.2% probable; BM-271; fig. 4.11a). 

This result also provides a stratigraphic terminus post quem for the deposition of 

Carinated bowl, though it seems possible that the pottery and grain were 

deliberately deposited together and that the result also dates the deposition of 

Carinated bowl.  

 

HOLME PIERREPONT (SITE 5), NOTTINGHAMSHIRE SK6196638302 

At Holme Pierrepont, crop-marks indicated as many as 10 ring ditches (Guilbert 

1999). Excavation in advance of gravel extraction revealed monuments including 

two concentric ring ditches. Finds included bronze age Food Vessels and 

Collared Urns. One ring ditch which was partially quarried away, described five 

sub-oval postpits and an amorphous hollow (Guilbert 2009, 44; fig. 4.10). Limited 

material culture was recovered from the ring ditch, and excavation was 

challenged by “miserable” conditions (Guilbert 2009, 81).  

 

Pit [18] contained hazel nutshells, 13 Grimston ware sherds and 38 pieces of 

flint. There is no evidence for placement or 'structured deposition' of material 
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culture in the feature. Other features within the ditch contained fragmentary pot 

and flint.  

 

Four radiocarbon results from pit [18] are statistically consistent (OxA-8488–91; 

T’=0.8; T’5%=7.8; !=3), indicating they could be of the same age. Guilbert (2009) 

suggests the features within the ring ditch infilled quickly. The nature of the 

material culture indicates the sherds may have been subject to more complex 

biographies. Of the pottery from pit [18] only two of the 13 sherds are 

‘unweathered’ (Guilbert 2009, 81). The rest may have been exposed in situ, or 

elsewhere, prior to deposition. 

 

The results are best understood as dating the pit infilling and deposition of 

material culture. These results could span 10–150 years (95.4% probable; or 50–

130 years 68.2% probable; duration Holme Pierrepont; fig. 4.12). An estimate for 

deposition may be provided by the first dated event from the feature in 3820–

3680 cal (88.9% probable, or 3920–3870 cal BC 6.5% probable; or 3800–3730 

cal BC 68.2% probable; first Holme Pierrepont; fig 4.11a). 

 

Other pit sites 

HOGNASTON, DERBYSHIRE SK2444251519 

Under the Hognaston barrow, a pit contained Mildenhall-style sherds and flints. 

The pottery had been placed or dumped in the pit’s north-eastern quarter. Some 

of the sherds had broken in situ. The pottery represented two vessels (Manby in 

Collis 1996, 160). A dated short-lived charred plant assemblage included 

Gramineae, moss, and Tilia sp. charcoal. The result is presented as an estimate 

for pit infilling and assemblage deposition in 3820–3630 cal BC (92.9% probable, 

or 3910–3870 cal BC 1.8% probable, or 3560–3540 cal BC 0.8% probable; or 

3770–3600 cal BC 68.2% probable; BM-2421; fig 4.11a). 

 

TATTERSHALL THORPE, LINCOLNSHIRE TF2362460763 
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At Tattershall Thorpe, features including pits, postholes and hearths were 

identified as neolithic on the basis of material culture, location in plan (fig. 4.13), 

and radiocarbon dates (Chowne et al. 1993, 87).  

 

The excavated area was truncated, with recognition of anthropogenic features 

further obscured by the presence of periglacial features. From a group of pits 

forming an ‘L’ shaped alignment (according to Chowne et al. 1993, plate VI) a 

conjoining core and flake were recovered. North of this, in ‘foundation trench’ 

[18], were several postholes. No demonstrably neolithic material culture was 

recovered from these features, but a radiocarbon measurement on unspeciated 

charcoal of uncertain maturity (HAR-4639) produced a 4th millennium result. 

Because of proximity in plan, the excavator suggested that two hearths, without 

diagnostic material culture, might also be neolithic. 

 

HAR-4638 was produced on charred hazel nutshells and charcoal from feature 

[5], which also produced over 100 pieces of flint, including two pieces of leaf-

shaped arrowheads (Healy 1993, table 49). Pit [5] pottery is undecorated, with 

the exception of a single line on sherd P13, which led to its classification by 

Healy (1993, 112) as Mildenhall-style. Healy suggested cultural affinities between 

the Tattershall Thorpe and Broome Heath pottery (Wainwright 1974), and that 

the site reflects southern Decorated styles rather than Yorkshire pottery 

traditions. Tattershall Thorpe might therefore be seen as part of an eastern pit 

digging tradition, which reached its most complex forms at sites like Kilverstone 

(Garrow 2006) and Hurst Fen (Clark 1960).  

 

A terminus post quem for the infilling of pit [5], including deposition of Mildenhall-

style pottery and flint, is 3710–3370 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 3650–3520 cal 

BC 68.2% confidence; HAR-4638). Based on the presence of conjoining lithics 
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this result might provide a terminus post quem for the infilling of at least one 

other pit.18 

 

Millwood Brook and Derbyshire mortuary practices  

The Millwood Brook meanders along Creswell Gorge, eventually joining the Trent 

near Miserthorpe, where regionally important mesolithic lithic finds have been 

recorded. Creswell Gorge is formed on the narrow band of limestone, which runs 

south from Durham to the Derbyshire-Nottinghamshire border. The brook flowed 

south of Whitwell long cairn, which has now been quarried away. Upstream, 2km 

west of Whitwell long cairn, the brook divides into two streams which flow 

through Markland and Hollinhill Grips.  

 

‘Grip’ is probably old Scandinavian — griff meaning deep hollow or valley (Mills 

2003, 216). These landscape features are characteristic of Derbyshire 

magnesian limestone gorges; they are “[i]ncised river corridors, characterised by 

steep rocky cliffs, woodlands and grazed meadow” (Davies et al. 2004, 3). Within 

the grips, numerous caves have formed as the soft limestone cliffs are subject to 

biological weathering.19 Though the cliff and cave appearance must have 

changed significantly since the early neolithic, the three caves excavated by 

Armstrong (see below) might still have been narrow crevices with restricted 

access.  

 

Other Derbyshire caves, with evidence for mesolithic and neolithic activity, are 

located nearby and include Ash Tree Cave (SK514761), the Creswell Crags 

complex (including Mother Grundy’s Parlour (SK53587426), Pin Hole 

(SK533741) and Robin Hood’s Caves (SK53417419)), Langwith Bassett Cave 

(SK51796949), Lob Wells Shelter (SK5314980354), Dead Man’s Cave 

(SK535829) and Thorpe Common rock shelter (SK529794; chapter 6). Though 

                                                

18
 Other results from the site are not associated with any diagnostic material culture and cannot 

be included in the east midlands currency model (table EM1). 
19

 In the early 20
th
 century yew was active in cliff regression (Jackson & Sheldon 1949, 45). 
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some of these caves have produced 5th or 4th millennium cal BC radiocarbon 

data, only the Markland Grip results have potentially good association with 

diagnostic early neolithic material culture.20 

 

WHITWELL LONG CAIRN, DERBYSHIRE SK5319374798 

Whitwell long cairn was located c80mOD, on an undulating limestone 

topography, just below the crest of a hill (Sutherland & Wall 1990, 26; appendix 

EM3). At its widest, the monument was 40mx12m (fig. 4.14). Excavated in 1988–

9, Whitwell assumed some importance in the mesolithic–neolithic transition 

debate, with a set of apparently early radiocarbon date ranges (Thomas 2004a; 

Richards 2003; Richards & Hedges 1999; Schulting 2000).21  

 

Whitwell comprised a multi-period mortuary monument (fig. 4.15). Phases one 

and two consisted of two post-built linear mortuary structures on different 

orientations.22 Multiple linear burial structures on different alignments are unusual 

in early neolithic monuments. More typical are single linear mortuary structures, 

which may be refurbished along the same alignment, as at Wayland’s Smithy I 

(Daniel 1950; Whittle 1991a; Whittle et al. 2007b). The monument’s south-

eastern extent had been removed by quarrying prior to excavation. 

 

The northern-western mortuary structure became the short end of a trapezoidal 

cairn, which was aligned north-east–south-west. Between two postpits was an 

assemblage of disarticulated human remains and 14 out of the 15 leaf-shaped 

arrowheads recovered from the site. This deposit may have been revisited or 

manipulated, as many “… [arrowheads] had been broken and joining fragments 

                                                

20
 Other results from cave sites are discussed in appendix A. 

21
 The history of chronological work at the site is complex because of conservation with PVA of 

some of the skeletal remains, and problems processing samples (appendix EM3). 
22

 Here phasing may not indicate development over time: “The first mortuary structure [the 
disarticulated mortuary deposit and postpits (phase 1)] and the paired pits and single inhumation 
[phase 2] sealed beneath the stage 1 oval cairn should perhaps be viewed as so nearly 
contemporary as to negate any preferential phasing. It is appreciated, also, that the inclusion of 
the pair of pits and adjacent single inhumation in a single phase (phase 2: linear mortuary zone 
and single inhumation) may well conflate two distinct structural phases. The term ‘phase’ is thus 
used here principally to aid clarity of description”. (Vyner & Wall forthcoming). 
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were found in varying parts of the deposit…” (Vyner & Wall forthcoming). The 

eastern postpit was D-shaped, with no evidence for a postpipe. The skeletal 

material’s compact plan suggests the assemblage may have been contained 

within a structure associated with the postpits. The mortuary deposit area was 

later remodeled, with the central part overlain by limestone slabs, and further 

skeletal material deposited on top of these slabs.  Radiocarbon results were 

made on skeletal material from below and above the slabs. A further 

concentration of skeletal remains from the mortuary structure could not definitely 

be associated with either the pre- or post-slab phase of deposition. At the 

structure’s east end, four flints, three potsherds, and a cut-marked cow tibia led 

Vyner & Wall to suggest specialised activity. To the north of this structure, three 

pits may be associated with the earlier phase of activity.  

 

The other early mortuary structure, loosely aligned east-west, became the 

location of an oval cairn. Here the inhumation of a crouched woman had been 

placed asymmetrically between two sub-circular pits (Vyner & Wall forthcoming 

for further discussion). A mollusc assemblage from the skull indicated that the 

“…inhumation deposit and its container may not have been immediately 

enclosed within the oval cairn…” (Vyner & Wall forthcoming); this early structure 

may have been an excarnation platform. ‘Associated’ with this burial were a 

bovine tooth and a hare/rabbit bone; the processes which resulted in the 

introduction of this material are poorly understood. The hare/rabbit bone is not 

regarded as ‘neolithic’; these remains might result from the much later use of the 

site indicated by some radiocarbon results from the site (appendix EM3). A pig 

bone recovered from the stony oval cairn matrix was dated to 2140–1970 cal BC 

(95.4% confidence; OxA-12758, -12759 T’=0.0; T’5%=3.8; !=1; 3675±25BP).  

 

Finally, a trapezoidal cairn covered the oval cairn and the area of the wooden 

mortuary structure which contained the disarticulated burial deposit.  
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The trapezoidal cairn included a passage connecting the north-east of the oval 

cairn and the east end of the wooden mortuary structure. Within the passage, 

two scoops had been cut near the eastern end of the disarticulated mortuary 

structure. These scoops contained burnt limestone and charcoal. The scoops 

were oval, 0.20m deep, and 0.4x0.2m in diameter. They were equally spaced 

between the passage walls, suggesting to the excavators that the features had 

been located after the passage and trapezoidal cairn construction.  

 

Pig, Ovicaprid, Bovid, bones from a range of small mammals, and bird bones 

were recovered from the monument (Vyner & Wall forthcoming). The bone 

assemblage was relatively small and Collins (in Vyner & Wall forthcoming) 

concluded “…there is no evidence to suggest that animal remains were 

deliberately deposited at the cairn as part of ritual or burial practices”. 

 

At least 900 human skeletal fragments were recovered (Vyner & Wall 

forthcoming). An MNI produced on cranial fragments and teeth estimated 11 or 

12 adults/juveniles and four children (Vyner & Wall forthcoming). The bleached, 

cracked and gnawed conditions of the bones might have suggested the exposure 

of the collective burial assemblage (Sutherland & Wall 1990, 16), though at least 

some elements were semi-articulated (Sutherland & Wall 1990, 17). Pathology 

included a 12-year-old child’s skull with a perforation over the left eye, which 

either represented an abscess, myeloma or trepanation (Sutherland & Wall 1990, 

17; Witkin & Chamberlain in Vyner & Wall forthcoming). 

 

The pottery assemblage of six vessels of Carinated bowl and Towthorpe ware is 

“…small but significant” (Vyner & Wall forthcoming) and “…notable for the variety 

of its bowl forms and fabrics” (Vyner & Wall forthcoming). Refitting sherds of 

vessel 1 were recovered from either end of the single inhumation. 

 

From the site 110 pieces of flint and chert were recovered, consisting of 49 

flakes, 21 blade fragments and 11 arrowheads. No examples of Cheshire plain 
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flint were recovered, and Garton (in Vyner & Wall forthcoming) suggests the flint 

derived from eastern glacial till deposits. A possible microlith or notched-blade, 

and a thin end-scraper were recovered from pre-monument levels. A small 

cluster of flint and early neolithic sherds (vessels 3 and 5) was recovered from 

outside the extent of the earliest phase of the round cairn (Vyner & Wall 

forthcoming).  

 

Leaf- and lozenge-shaped arrowheads were recovered from the collective 

inhumation. These included examples broken as if on impact. Arrowhead tip 

WQ618 was “…found in association with a pelvis in the main burial area…” 

(Sutherland & Wold 1990, 22) and refits with a fragment recovered from the ditch 

at the rear of the burial area where further fragments of pelvis were recovered. Of 

the lozenge-shaped arrowhead fragments, WQ 212 and 213, Sutherland & Wold 

(1990, 22) observe that the “…very fine working and long tip suggest this was a 

social and ceremonial rather than utilitarian item. It is closely comparable to finds 

from Callis Wold…and Liffs Low…”. The presence of these artefacts in mortuary 

deposits could indicate some interpersonal violence, perhaps including some 

ritualised elements (Sutherland & Wold 1990, 22; Smith & Brickley 2009, 110-

111; cf. Parker Pearson et al. 2006; Schulting 2006). Garton (Vyner & Wall 

forthcoming; Sutherland & Wold 1990, 22), however notes “…the arrowheads at 

Whitwell cannot be demonstrated to have come in with the bodies, rather than 

being deliberately placed grave goods, or deposited as part of a suite of burial 

accompaniments …”. 

 

Garton (Vyner & Wall forthcoming) also notes the presence of a kite-shaped 

arrowhead in the linear assemblage. These are uncommon in burials, and were 

thought to be late neolithic. A curved bifacial flint knife was also recovered from 

the trapezoidal cairn. Two partial arrowheads were recovered from western pit 

[194] from the linear mortuary structure.  

 

Thirty-two radiocarbon results are available from Whitwell. The site archive 
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report, including a Bayesian statistical model, has recently been produced 

(Marshall et al. undated). A revised version of this model is presented here (fig. 

4.16; appendix EM3). 

 

The start of the phase of collective burial from below the stone pavement 

occurred in 3780–3700 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3770–3720 cal BC 68.2% 

probable; first below slabs; fig. 4.16). This phase went on for 20–100 years 

(95.4% probable; or 30–80 years (68.2% probable; below slabs; fig. 4.12). An 

estimate for slab placement is 3710–3650 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3690–

3660 cal BC 68.2% probable; slabs 1–4; fig. 4.16). The first date of the 

stratigraphically unrelated skeletal remains is 3760–3660 cal BC (95.4% 

probable; or 3720–3660 cal BC 68.2% probable; first unrelated; fig. 4.16). The 

duration of the unrelated phase is 40–160 years (95.4% probable; or 50–120 

years 68.2% probable; span unrelated; fig. 4.12). The death of the single 

individual under the round cairn occurred in 3770–3670 cal BC (95.4% probable; 

or 3760–3690 cal BC 68.2% probable; W92A 957; fig. 4.16). The end of burial 

activity occurred 3630–3560 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3630–3590 cal BC 

68.2% probable; End Whitwell; fig. 4.16). The total duration of activity at the site 

lasted for 80–190 years (95.4% probable; or 100–170 years 68.2% probable; 

Whitwell activity; fig. 4.12).  

 

MARKLAND GRIP, DERBYSHIRE SK510751 

Two results exist on human skeletal remains from Markland Grip ‘sepulchral 

cave’ (OxA-4447, -4448). Armstrong23 excavated three caves in the grip in 1924 

(Chamberlain & Williams 2001). From the Armstrong archive, it is not apparent 

which of the Markland Grip caves was his ‘sepulchral cave’ (appendix D; fig. 

4.17), though a recent survey of the grips identifies a sepulchral cave (Davies et 

al. 2004, 45).  

                                                

23
 A. L. Armstrong excavated numerous cave sites in the British north midlands, particularly 

Derbyshire, and in central Africa, including what was then southern Rhodesia. Notable in 
Armstrong’s work was excavation at Grimes Graves, where a possibly modern ‘Venus’ figurine 
and phallus may have been planted in shaft 15 (Piggott 1986, 190). 
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The Markland Grip cave entrance had been walled over. Behind this, another 

dry-stone wall divided the cave. Remains of five humans were recovered from 

behind this second wall. Two statistically consistent results produced on two 

human jaw bones (T’=0.0; T’5%=3.8; !=1; OxA-4447, -4448) indicate that at least 

some of the individuals could have died at the same time. The jaws were not 

directly associated with any material culture, but behind them four small 

fragments of probable Plain bowl were recovered from a crevice in the wall. 

Deposition of human skeletal material and bowl fragments might have occurred 

as part of post mortem rites, which included sealing the cave. In this scenario, 

the radiocarbon results could estimate the date of all these sepulchral rites 

(Hedges et al. 1996, 399–400; 3700–3360 cal BC 95.4% probable; or 3640–3500 

cal BC 52.4% probable, or 3430–3380 cal BC 15.8% probable; OxA-4447; or 

3700–3350 cal BC 95.4% probable; or 3640–3500 cal BC 50.0% probable, or 

3440–3380 cal BC 18.2% probable; OxA-4448; fig. 4.11b). 

 

Markland Grip is one of only a few English and Welsh cave sites (appendix A) 

from which I argue diagnostic early neolithic material culture is well associated 

with radiocarbon results. The dry-stone walling could also parallel neolithic 

techniques from long barrows, particularly the Cotswolds-Severn group. Another 

Cotswold-Severn parallel might be the Parc le Breos Cwm site and Cathole Cave 

(Whittle & Wysocki 1998). Here the long cairn was constructed of dry-stone 

walls, and orientated along a dry river valley, towards the caves on the other side 

of the valley, amongst which is Cathole Cave. This said, the association of the 

pottery with the skeletal remains and the walling cannot be established 

unequivocally (Chamberlain & Williams 2000). 

 

Lincolnshire long barrows  

The Lincolnshire long barrows are situated on the Wolds chalk, which runs south-

west from the Humber to Skegness, north of the Wash (fig. 4.18; Jones 1998). 

The superficial similarity of this chalk landscape to that of the Wessex 
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monuments has been noted (Field 2006, 106). A northern concentration of 

barrows comprises Ash Holt, Hills Borough, Ash Hill and Hoe Hill. To the south 

are Burgh-on-Bain, Tathwell, Beacon Plantation, Spellow Hills, Deadmen’s 

Graves and Giants Hills 1 and 2. Outliers from these concentrations are Tathwell 

and Walmsgate (May 1976, 45). Giants Hills 1 and 2 are the southernmost 

Lincolnshire Wolds long barrows — on the chalk and lower greensand interface. 

  

At least four long barrows (Giants Hills 1 and 2, two of the Deadmen’s Graves 

barrows, and Spellow Hills) and two round barrows are located near Skendleby 

village. Deadmen’s Graves are located at 50mOD. Giants Hills 1 at 60m, and 

Spellow Hill just above 90mOD. Giant Hills 1 and Spellow Hills barrows are 

located on slight spurs overlooking the valley. Spellow Hill is immediately north-

west of a depression, from which a stream rises and drains to the south-west, 

past Giants Hills 1 and 2. Giants Hills 1 is c1.8km from Deadmen’s Graves. 

However, the intervening high ground which divides two watersheds means 

Giants Hills 1 and Deadmen’s Graves would not have been intervisible. In 

contrast, the longitudinal orientation of Giants Hills 1, with the river valley, might 

indicate an association with Spellow Hill.  

 

Ash Hill and Hoe Hill barrows are located c31km north-west of the Giants Hills 

sites, near Swinhope. The barrows are on either side of a valley; Hoe Hill is on a 

slight spur below 90mOD. Ash Hill is located between the 80 and 90m contours. 

The barrows seem preferentially situated on the higher ground surrounding the 

river, though they are not at the highest elevations available in the vicinity. The 

barrows are located c1km apart, and without reference to vegetation cover, they 

could have been intervisible.  

 

GIANTS HILLS 2, LINCOLNSHIRE TF42947088 
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Giants Hills 2 (appendix EM4; fig. 4.19–21) mortuary structure comprises early 

central postpits, a façade trench, long ditches, and a mound24. Fourteen 

radiocarbon results exist from the monument, including the stratigraphically 

earliest features (fig. 4.19), and much later ditch fills (appendix EM4). The 

original report identified dated charcoals to genus level, and this information has 

been included in the model. Samples which probably included an “old wood” 

offset are presented as termini post quos. Samples originate from the façade, 

from a later postpit, from bone from the mortuary deposit, from antler suggested 

to be associated with ditch digging, and from the monument ditch fills.  

 

The barrow façade had been burnt. Charcoal from the façade trench was 

interpreted as material from the façade’s posts or brushwood used to fire it 

(Evans & Simpson 1991, 41). An estimate of the date of the construction of the 

façade trench or its firing is 3960–3750 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3880–3790 

cal BC 68.2% probable; OxA-642; fig. 4.20). Given that the other charcoals 

recovered from the trench were oak, the Crataegus sp. charcoal may be 

brushwood from the firing of the façade. If this result did derive from material 

used to burn the façade trench it could be that the earliest activity associated with 

the façade trench construction is not sampled by the radiocarbon results.  

 

From the façade trench,15 sherds of Plain neolithic pottery, one flint flake, and 

bone including a domestic pig tibia were recovered. The short-lived result on the 

façade trench probably dates activity associated with the last use of this part of 

the monument, and probably also provides a currency for the early neolithic 

material culture recovered from the façade trench.  

 

After the façade was a phase associated with mortuary deposits and mound 

construction (Evans & Simpson 1991, 7–8). Two postpits formed a mortuary 

structure. A terminus post quem from the northern postpit is 3980–3630 cal BC 

(93.5% probable, or 3570–3530 cal BC 1.9% probable; or 3940–3870 cal BC 

                                                

24
 Details of the stratigraphic associations from the site are summarised in table 4.2. 
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15.7% probable, or 3810–3650 cal BC 52.5% probable; CAR-822; fig. 4.20). 

Plain ware sherds were also recovered from this postpit and this estimate 

provides a terminus post quem for their deposition.  

 

An assemblage of skeletal material was deposited between the two posts in the 

central mortuary area. The material represents at least three individuals — an 

adult, possibly male, over forty years; a mid–late adolescent, possibly female; 

and at least one other adult. Statistically consistent results date two skulls from 

the burial deposit in this mortuary area (T’=1.1; T’5%=3.8; !=1; OxA-639 and -

640).  

 

The bone assemblage, which was very compact, consisted of two skulls, a 

bundle of four long bones, several fragmentary vertebrae and ribs, two pelvic 

fragments, a humerus and a scapula. This led the excavators to speculate that 

the material may have been deposited in a perishable container. Most of the long 

bone ends were absent. No bones appeared to be parts of articulated skeletons. 

Molluscan, beetle or small carnivore damage could indicate that the assemblage 

was not a ‘sealed’ deposit (Evans & Simpson 1991, 16). Other damage, including 

some by a large carnivore, could be consistent with pre-depositional exposure. It 

is possible that there is an unknown interval between the dates of deaths of the 

individuals and their deposition in the mortuary area. The results are therefore 

included in the model as termini post quos. 

 

Overlying the mortuary deposit was an earth and chalk rubble mound. The 

mound had been constructed in a series of bays defined by fences. In the best-

preserved area of the mound, its edge had been constructed from two or three 

courses of chalk dry-stone walling. From the mound body were recovered five 

red deer antlers and a domesticated cow femur. Some of the antler tines 

suggested their use as digging tools probably in construction of the monument. 
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The mound was defined by two phases of ditch digging. At the western end of 

the site, a ditch had been deliberately backfilled soon after excavation. The main 

ditch had an asymmetric plan, which incorporated the earlier ditch (Evans & 

Simpson 1991, 18). The main ditch surrounded the entirety of the mound, and 

varied in depth, width and profile.  

 

The first short-lived event from the monument is estimated as 3960–3750 cal BC 

(95.4% probable; or 3880–3790 cal BC 68.2% probable; OxA-642; fig. 4.20). 

This result from the façade trench may date the façade trench’s construction, use 

or firing. The first dated event from the phase of use of the mortuary area, ditch 

excavation and mound building is estimated as 3840–3640 cal BC (95.4% 

probable; or 3780–3660 cal BC 68.2% probable; first ditch digging; fig. 4.20).  

 

The interval between the short-lived façade date (OxA-642) and the first event 

from the later mortuary deposit phase (first ditch digging; fig. 4.20) is 0–230 

years (95.4% probable; or 40–170 years 68.2% probable; façade 

trench_mortuary; fig. 4.21). The last event associated with ditch digging and 

monument construction is estimated as 3620–3370 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 

3590–3490 cal BC 45.8% probable, or 3460–3380 cal BC 22.4% probable; last 

ditch digging; fig. 4.20). The duration of neolithic activity after the façade trench 

is estimated as 70–420 years (95.4% probable; or 130–330 years 68.2% 

probable; duration ditch digging; fig. 4.12). 

 

GIANTS HILLS 1, LINCOLNSHIRE TF42877110  

Two radiocarbon dates were produced on antler from Giants Hills 1 (fig. 4.18; 

Evans & Simpson 1986, 128). The results are statistically consistent (T’=0.2; 

T’5%=3.8; !=1; BM=191, -192), indicating that the antler used for digging could 

have been shed in the same season.  

 

These results estimate that excavation associated with long barrow construction 

occurred in the second half of the 4th millennium cal BC (fig. 4.1). It is not known 
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from which features the antlers used for radiocarbon dating were recovered. The 

deer antlers recovered from the barrow listed by Phillips (1935b, 47; 65) are 

associated with “Neolithic A pottery” (Piggott in Phillips 1935b, 78–9) from the 

lower part of the revetment/façade ditch, and from the ditch surrounding the 

barrow. These features are potentially the earliest monument’s construction. 

From higher deposits within the ditch, Beaker pottery and faunal remains were 

recovered, indicating that later populations had used Giants Hills 1.  

 

The results from Giants Hills 1 (BM-191 3520–2630 cal BC 95.4% confidence, 

3360–2890 cal BC 68.2% confidence; BM-192 3490–2490 cal BC 95.4% 

confidence, 3270–2760 cal BC 68.2% confidence) are towards the end of the 

early neolithic range, and later than others from the region associated with 

regional early neolithic long barrows. In initial runs during model construction, the 

results from Giants Hills 1 had poor agreement with the other early results from 

the region. Because of the ambiguity associating these results with 

archaeological activity, and the possibility that they derive from later cultural 

activity, they are included in the regional model as Outlier parameters (fig. 

4.11b). 

 

ULCEBY LONG BARROW, LINCOLNSHIRE TF42357164 

Eight kilometres north-west of Giants Hills 1, towards the valley head, is Ulceby 

long barrow. Jones (1998, 106) identified the degraded mound and encircling 

ditch during his aerial photographic study of Lincolnshire monuments. The 

barrow is aligned (as the Giants Hills monuments are) east-west with the valley 

contours. The barrow extends some 125m by 30m. In 1989 quarrying led to a 

limited archaeological evaluation. From this work an antler pick was recovered 

and dated to 3540–3340 cal BC (81.6% probable; 3640–3560 cal BC 13.8% 

probable; or 3520–3360 cal BC 68.2% probable; BM-2750; fig. 4.11b). This 

result may date activity associated with the construction of the monument. 

Interpretation of the barrow can only be limited; other than the scheduling record, 
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no other information has been lodged with the HER (Thornton pers. comm. 

2010).  

 

ASH HILL, LINCOLNSHIRE TF2085196040 

Ash Hill was a ditch-defined, roughly trapezoidal mound (Phillips & Probert 

1989a; Phillips & Walker 1989). Two results were produced on animal bone 

fragments from the southern ditch. HAR-9450 was produced on material from the 

basal fill of the ditch. HAR-9449 was produced on material from a secondary fill. 

These results are not statistically consistent (T’=4.8; T’5%=3.8; !=1). Though the 

taphonomy of the dated fragments is uncertain, the results are consistent with 

the samples’ stratigraphic depth; the older result was produced from skeletal 

remains from the lower deposit. The lower sample dates to 3930–3630 cal BC 

(93.7% probable, or 3560–3530 cal BC 1.7% probable; or 3810–3650 cal BC 

68.2% probable; HAR-9450). The upper sample dates to 3650–3260 cal BC 

(94.8% probable, or 3240–3220 cal BC 0.6% probable; or 3630–3590 cal BC 

7.7% probable, or 3530–3350 cal BC 60.5% probable; HAR-9450; fig. 4.11b).25 

 

HOE HILL, LINCOLNSHIRE TF2148795302 

A single radiocarbon result exists from Hoe Hill long barrow (HAR-6400). The 

result was produced on a bovine vertebra from one of the earliest ditch siltings 

(Phillips & Probert 1989b, 18; Phillips & Walker 1989). 26 This result may date 

ditch infilling in 3920–3520 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3810–3630 cal BC 68.2% 

probable; HAR-6400; fig. 4.11b).  

 

Nene Valley, Northamptonshire (appendix EM5)  

                                                

25
 A further result, produced on human skeletal remains, from an area to the north-west of the 

mound terminal produces a migration period date range (HAR-6399).  
26

 Presumably level SS1 as no other cattle bone was apparently recovered. 
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Harding & Healy (2007) presented prehistoric results from excavations in 

advance of road, housing and gravel extraction at Raunds27. Because of the 

Raunds project’s scope, Thomas (1996b) has suggested it uncovered a 

landscape ‘typical’ of 5th–4th millennia Britain. So Thomas argued for example, 

that the absence of post-and-slot or other structures, demonstrated a 

representative absence of ‘houses’ in east midland valleys.  

 

A 40km2 area of the middle Nene valley was investigated, providing unique 

insight into alluvial landscape development (Harding & Healy 2007, 1). The study 

sampled the boulder clay plateau, and sands and gravels of the valley sides 

(Harding & Healy 2007, 1; 4). 

 

Channel system hydrology has changed significantly since the 5th and 4th 

millennia cal BC; the Raunds project recorded numerous palaeochannels, 

including one running roughly south-west–north-east, parallel to the 

contemporary Nene. On the southern side of this palaeochannel was a 

concentration of neolithic monuments (fig. 4.22). At the southern-most extent, a 

turf mound included a neolithic component. North-east of this was a later long 

enclosure, seemingly orientated with the turf mound. On a different orientation, 

running east-south-east–west-north-west, was a neolithic long mound. North-

west of this group was a complex of round barrows and ring ditches. To the west 

was the Cotton ‘henge’ — a double concentric ditched monument. The later ring 

ditches and barrows were orientated with the turf mound and long enclosure. A 

long barrow is c1.75km south-west of the turf mound. Its longitudinal axis runs 

south-east–north-west, aligned with the river channel.  

 

All the monuments described here are located on the valley floor at 30mOD. 

Between the long barrow and turf mound is the avenue. This monument runs 

                                                

27
 The Raunds publication combines the results of ‘rescue’ work undertaken in the 1970s and 

early post-PPG16 developer-funded excavations. It has been classed as a “landscape” project, 
but occurred before the more explicitly theoretically-informed projects such as the Terminal 5 
excavations (e.g. Barrett 2006). 
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east-south-east — west-north-west, and appears aligned with the long mound. A 

hoard of flint axes was recovered near a tributary in this part of the valley 

(Harding & Healy 2007, 5).  

 

Bayesian analysis was used to investigate the Raunds landscape development 

(Bayliss et al. 2007c, 38–39). These models are adapted here. Radiocarbon 

results from Raunds calibrating to the mid 34th century cal BC are included in the 

model (fig. 4.11d) because of mathematical considerations (for the purpose of 

ensuring a fully uniform bounded phase effectively sampling the late early 

neolithic; chapter three). These results, and the absence of early neolithic 

material culture from these sites, indicate that these monuments probably do not 

belong to the earliest neolithic activity in the region (see below). The results are 

briefly presented below and in table 4.1; readers are directed to the publication 

for further discussion.  

 

The Nene connects several monuments discussed in this thesis. Upriver, c26km 

south-west of Redlands long barrow, is Briar Hill causewayed enclosure. 

Grendon ring ditch is c13km south-west. At the first major confluence 

downstream, c9km north-east, is Aldwincle ring ditch, and then c21km north-east 

is Tansor ring ditch. 

 

Several of the Raunds dated samples were selected from assemblages 

containing cereal grains (table 4.1). Campbell (forthcoming, 653) stated that the 

case for cereal grains in early neolithic deposits from Raunds remained 

inconclusive, with “…no real evidence of any agricultural activity…” relating to the 

neolithic monuments. 

 

The Raunds early neolithic monuments 

RAUNDS LONG BARROW, NORTHAMPTONSHIRE (APPENDIX EM5) SP9638271562 

Excavation of Raunds long barrow revealed a monument modified over its 

lifecycle (fig 4.23–4). The monument was c50m long by 10m wide, and 
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orientated north-east–south-west. The mound survived to c0.6m. A palisade ditch 

encircled the mound on three sides. At the mound’s distal end was a small, 

stone-lined cist.  

 

Radiocarbon results were produced on human skeletal material recovered from 

the cist (OxA-5632, -5633). Radiocarbon dates sample the lower ditch fills (Healy 

et al. 2007, 82) and evidence for wood-working which may date monument 

construction (last context 226; fig. 4.11b). Originally the cist and a ‘pre-barrow’ 

pit were phased as primary barrow features (P. Bradley in Harding & Healy 2007, 

76). Post-excavation analysis of the radiocarbon results gave cause to re-

examine this when it became apparent that results on material from the cist were 

later than results on material from the ditch fills. 

 

Results on evidence for wood-working activity in ditch context 226 are statistically 

consistent (T’=7.2; T’5%=7.8; !=3; OxA-6405, -6406, -3003). The last dated 

event from this deposit might provide an estimate for the subsequent ditch filling 

in 3710–3490 cal BC (90.6% probable, or 3460–3380 cal BC 4.9% probable; or 

3660–3530 cal BC 68.2% probable; last context 266; fig. 4.11b). Skeletal 

remains from the cist were statistically consistent, and dated to 3710–3520 cal 

BC (95.4% probable; or 3700–3620 cal BC 42.3% probable, or 3590–3530 cal 

BC 25.9%; long bone from cist; T’=0.0;T’5%=3.8;!=1; fig. 4.11b). The nature of 

the bone led the excavators to suggest that it might not have been put ‘fresh’ into 

the cist, but might have been curated. The posterior density estimate from the 

cist may therefore provide a terminus post quem for the monument construction.  

 

The first dated event associated with the barrow use is estimated as 3820–3660 

cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3790–3700 cal BC 68.2% probable; first build 

Raunds long barrow; fig. 4.11b). The last dated event from the primary barrow 

use is 3710–3490 cal BC (90.6% probable, or 3460–3380 cal BC 4.9% probable; 

or 3660–3530 cal BC 68.2% probable; last primary use Raunds long barrow; fig. 
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4.11b). The chronological precision of this model is not as constrained as the 

Raunds turf and long mounds.28 

 

STANWICK (WEST COTTON) LONG MOUND, NORTHAMPTONSHIRE (APPENDIX EM5) 

SP9638271562 

The long mound measured 135m by 13–18m (Chapman et al. in Harding & Healy 

2007, 54; figs. 4.25–6).  It was orientated east–west. The earliest features from 

this area were pre-mound treethrows29. There were at least eight of these 

underlying the monument. One of these (F2073) contained a mesolithic lithic 

assemblage including a blade core, 14 flakes, nine blades and a microlith 

(Chapman et al. in Harding & Healy 2007, 54). A pre-mound pit [F5488], 

containing at least one fragment of neolithic bowl pottery, may be the earliest 

demonstrably neolithic activity at the site. A date on oak charcoal (UB-3329) 

provided a terminus post quem for pit infilling, pottery deposition, and 

construction of the western and central parts of the overlying mound in 4730–

4460 cal BC (94.4% probable; or 4690–4540 cal BC 68.2% probable; UB-3329; 

fig. 4.11c).   

 

A series of parallel stake alignments under the mound may form part of the 

process of laying out the monument. Micromorphological analysis suggested that 

the mound had been constructed from two distinct bodies of earth (Chapman et 

al. in Harding & Healy 2007, 58), and the stratigraphy indicated at least one 

phase of refurbishment. The mound was extended from its original 90m length at 

the eastern end. After the mound formation, a small gully was dug surrounding 

                                                

28
 A ‘pre-mound pit’ F239, located in the centre of the barrow mound plan, was demonstrated to 

have been mis-phased by the radiocarbon and material culture which it produced. A mixed range 
of material culture, including a late Beaker sherd, a possible early mesolithic edge blunted 
microlith, and a deer humerus which was dated to 910–780 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 840–

800 cal BC 68.2 % confidence; 2655±55BP; OxA-5551), were recovered from layers within the 

pit. This material indicates that the feature cannot belong to the earliest phase of barrow activity 
— and indicates problems phasing the features from the monument. 
29

 Recorded as stratigraphically underlying the mound, pit F5484 produced an assemblage of 
statistically consistent results which were too late for their recorded position (Healy et al. 2007, 
41; T’=0.5; T’5%=6.0; !=2). These results have not been included in the model calculations — it 

is suggested that these features were mis-phased (Healy et al. 2007). 
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most of the mound. A number of gullies were dug into the mound’s body and 

stake alignments erected. The monument was flanked by quarry pits, from which 

material may have been excavated for mound construction. 

 

From the mound body was recovered a fragment of oak sapwood which provides 

a terminus post quem for the features cut into the mound. The first use of the 

long mound is estimated as 3880–3710 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3850–3760 

cal BC 68.2% probable; first use long mound; fig. 4.11c). At some point before 

this estimate, material (including a probable neolithic Plain bowl sherd) was 

incorporated into the mound (P27, Tomalin forthcoming, 551). 

 

Two statistically consistent results were produced on material from gully F938 

(OxA-7939, -7951: T’=3.2; T’5%=3.8; !=1), which had been cut into the mound. 

Two other results from this gully are considerably later (UB-3320, -3324).  

UB-3324 was produced on material excavated in a trial trench, and it is 

suggested that the relationship might have been misassociated, and the result 

could relate to later activity. Result UB-3320 is significantly later than the 

remaining results from the gully. On the basis that consistent results OxA-7939, 

and OxA-7951 may date the context from which they were recovered, the much 

later result (UB-3320) is excluded from the model. The other results from the 

monument are modeled as presented in fig. 4.11c. The end of neolithic activity at 

the long mound is estimated here as occurring in 3810–3650 cal BC (95.4% 

probable; or 3780–3690 cal BC 68.2% probable; last use long mound; fig. 

4.11c). 

 

The results from the nearby quarry pits are statistically consistent (T’=0.1; 

T’5%=3.8; !=1; OxA-7943, -7944). These results therefore estimate that the 

quarry pits’ infilling occurred in 3650–3500 cal BC (89.8% probable, or 3430–

3380 cal BC 5.6% probable; or 3640–3520 cal BC 68.2% probable; OxA-7943) 

and 3650–3490 cal BC (85.2% probable, or 3440–3380 cal BC 10.2%; or 3640–

3520 cal BC 68.2% probable; OxA-7944; fig. 4.11c). These results may also 
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estimate the date of deposition of Ebbsfleet ware in the northern quarry pit 

(Tomalin forthcoming, 552), and the deposition of Mildenhall ware from the 

southern quarry pit (P29; Tomalin forthcoming, 552). 

 

RAUNDS TURF MOUND, NORTHAMPTONSHIRE SP9760672560 

The Raunds turf mound is a two-phase monument (fig. 4.27) comprising a sub-

square, unditched mound, which was later extended with a ditched sub-circular 

southern mound (Chapman et al. in Harding & Healy 2007, 67). The pre-mound 

surface yielded a quantity of struck flint. Underlying the mound extension was pit 

F6047, which contained an assemblage of antler, a Beaker or Grooved ware 

sherd, and a wooden artefact.  

 

Three small pits and postholes were also preserved underneath the second 

mound. Two statistically consistent results produced from pit F6047, underlying 

the later southern mound, are too late for this thesis (OxA-8017 (a double 

precision run) and -7947; T’=1.4; T’5%=6.0; !=2). The relationship of the pit to 

the northern mound is uncertain. Another pit unrelated to the other features 

produced a radiocarbon date too late for this thesis (OxA-3056). The feature also 

produced hazel nutshell and Grooved ware.  

 

South of the area where the centre of the extension would subsequently be built, 

was a treethrow containing over 20 pieces of struck flint, including two leaf-

shaped arrowheads (Chapman et al. in Harding & Healy 2007, 67). 

 

From the older, northern mound body lithics, including four microliths, were 

recovered. Pottery, including possible early neolithic fragments, and later Beaker 

and Roman sherds, was recovered from the upper part of the mound (Chapman 

et al. in Harding & Healy 2007, 68). The presence of the later material culture 

was explained by later activity including the excavation of a pit D and two 

medieval plough furrows, which cut the mound (fig. 4.27). Gullies were cut south-

west–north-east into the monument. These gullies might also have been cut into 
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the later mound, though this relationship does not appear to have been 

demonstrated stratigraphically (fig. 3.18, Chapman et al. in Harding & Healy 

2007, 68 and fig. 3.19 Chapman et al. in Harding & Healy 2007, 69). The gullies 

had stake alignments driven into them. F603, a block of oak, may be the tip of 

one such stake. These stakes, or wattling, which were burnt in situ, would have 

semi-enclosed the mound top (Chapman et al. in Harding & Healy 2007, 72). 

Three conjoining quartz and sand tempered sherds of a possible neolithic bowl 

were recovered from F603 (Chapman et al. in Harding & Healy 2007, 72). It is 

the presence of this material culture that suggests that the mound was used in 

the early neolithic. 

 

Four results produced from gully cuts on top of the stratigraphically older, 

northern mound (gully F6303 – UB-3317, -3314, OxA-7865; gully F6366 — OxA-

7865; T’=6.7; T’5%=7.8; !=3) are statistically consistent, indicating that the 

material infilling the gully could represent the same point in time. UB-3317 was a 

stake c80mm30 in diameter. UB-3314 may also be a measurement on this stake. 

OxA-7945 and -7865 are charred hazel roots, which may indicate in situ burning.  

 

The earliest estimate of activity from the gullies on top of the mound is 3850–

3670 cal BC (92.0% probable, or 3910-3870 cal BC 3.4% probable; or 3790–

3710 cal BC 68.2% probable; build northern mound; fig. 4.11d). The last event in 

this phase is 3730–3520 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3700–3610 cal BC 61.4% 

probable, or 3560–3540 cal BC 6.9% probable; last all raunds turf mound early 

neolithic; fig. 4.11f). This may provide a terminus post quem for the deposition of 

three sherds of possible neolithic bowl in context 6302, F6303. The duration of 

this was 0–260 years (95.4% probable; or 40–190 years 68.2% probable; span 

northern mound gullies; fig. 4.12).  

                                                

30
 Campbell (in Healy et al. 2007, 42) records that the oak stake was estimated as 80mm 

diameter. This sample probably has limited inbuilt offset. C. Tyers (pers. comm. 2010) estimates 
the age range as between 8–50 years, with the likelihood that the overall distribution is skewed 
towards the lower end of the range (assuming that the stake is round, with a c40mm radius, and 
that a ‘normal’ oak timber/stem yearly growth-rate falls between 0.8mm and 5.0mm per year). 
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The results from the older mound gullies provide a terminus ante quem for the 

monument construction. The date of the actual construction of the mound is 

uncertain, but even if the gullies cut into it were closely associated with the 

mound construction (i.e. there was no significant interval) this monument may be 

early in the history of the Raunds monuments.  

 

STANWICK AVENUE, NORTHAMPTONSHIRE SP9709571650 

The avenue comprised two 60m long, parallel alignments of slots, pits and 

hollows, running south-west–north-east (fig. 4.28). The south-western end was 

cut by a segmented ring ditch. Possibly contemporaneous with the parallel 

ditches was an entrance at the south-western end formed by two inturned ditch 

terminals (the relationships between the linear ditches and the entrances are 

obscured by the later ring ditch). The north-eastern extent of the alignment is 

truncated by later features. The ditches may terminate at postholes (one of which 

is F87904) or the ditches may have continued further to the north-east. 

 

Four results on material recovered from the fills of features which made up the 

avenue are not statistically consistent (T’=29.8; T’5%=7.8; !=3). Two of the 

results were produced on oak charcoal (GU-5318, -5319). Two results were 

produced on short-lived material, hazel nutshells (OxA-7868) and charred tubers 

(OxA-7867). Two of the results originated from different parts of slot F87575 

(F87566, F87647: GU-5319, -5318). One result originated from one of the small 

hollows (F87501; OxA-7868). These three results were produced on features 

which formed part of the southern alignment, and are statistically consistent 

(T’=2.6; T’5%=6.0; !=2). 

 

OxA-7868 was produced from the north-eastern part of the southern alignment. 

This feature was machined out prior to recording (Chapman et al. in Harding & 

Healy 2007, 67). This result is considerably earlier than the other results from the 

southern ditch sections. It is regarded as residual from earlier activity on the site 
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and modeled as an Outlier. The consistency of GU-5318, -5319 (which could 

have an inbuilt old wood offset), with OxA-7868 indicates that these results might 

represent archaeological events related to the avenue’s use. For this reason, the 

results GU-5318, -5319, have been included in the model. 

 

The chronology of the northern alignment has not been established by the 

radiocarbon dates and the constituent features could represent different phases 

of activity.  

 

If the avenue features were infilled at the same time, the last dated event would 

be a terminus post quem for this of 3820–3620 cal BC (91.2% probable, or 

3760–3650 cal BC 4.2% probable; or 3760–3650 cal BC 68.2% probable; last 

avenue; fig. 4.11d).  

 

Long enclosure 

Two radiocarbon results were produced from the primary fill of the long 

enclosure. The results were statistically consistent (T’=0.6; T’5%=3.8; Healy et al. 

2007, 94). The result on the antler probably provides an estimated date for the 

excavation of the enclosure. The monument continues traditions of neolithic long 

monument construction at Raunds.  

 

Causewayed ring ditch 

Three early radiocarbon results (two from the primary fill and one from a recut) 

from a causewayed ditch were statistically consistent (T’=0.3; T’5%=6.0; !=2; 

Healy et al.  2007, 98–103). The backfill overlying the earliest silts was very clean 

— containing only a single flint blade. Possible neolithic sherds, flints and a 

possible leaf-shaped arrowhead were recovered from the recut fills. The potential 

early neolithic material associated with this monument would not appear to be in 

situ in the context from which they were recovered. 

 

Barrow 5 cremation F47087 
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Between the inner and outer ditches of round barrow 5 at Raunds was a 

cremation pit. The burial contained the remains of an adult and highly burnt 

charcoal. The charcoal was radiocarbon dated and may date the cremation.  

 

Barrow 6 pit F3390 

Remains of a 25-year-old man, and another individual, were excavated from a pit 

underneath the primary Beaker grave in barrow 5. The remains were 

disarticulated, and directly dated to the later 4th millennium. A single crumb of 

pottery from the feature was not diagnostic. 

 

Neolithic middle Trent activity  

WILLINGTON CURSUS, DERBYSHIRE SK315288-SK320389 

At Willington, a cursus was first identified as the ‘Twyford’ cursus (St. Joseph 

1966, 59). Several interventions have been made on the cursus. Wheeler’s 

(1970, 7) work exposed naturally silted ditches and no material culture. Trent 

Peak Archaeology Trust’s excavation recovered Mortlake and Fengate sherds, 

and a chisel arrowhead 30–50cm from the ditch base. Oxford Archaeology 

(2006) sampled the western extent of the ditches, and recorded a discrete 

charcoal-rich deposit (6206) in the northern ditch. A result on short-lived charcoal 

from (6206) provided a terminus ante quem for ditch digging (3350–3210 cal BC 

95.4% probable; or 3340–3250 cal BC 68.2% probable; KIA-26768; fig. 4.11e; 

Oxford Archaeology 2006). 

 

WILLINGTON QUARRY, DERBYSHIRE SK2775027250 

Extensive excavation by University of Leicester Archaeology Service at 

Willington Quarry sampled evidence for early neolithic activity, and landscape 

development — particularly changes in hydrology (appendix EM6). 

 

Several features from the site produced early or middle neolithic pottery. Early 

neolithic lithics were also recovered. A poorly understood early and late 

mesolithic presence was suggested from stray lithic finds. Burnt mounds and a 
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ring ditch testify to the area’s importance in later prehistory (fig. 4.29). Eleven 

radiocarbon results produced from material from the site are discussed here (fig. 

4.31–5); results associated with later archaeological activity on the site were also 

produced.  

 

A chronological model adapted from Marshall et al. (2009, 68) is presented here. 

Radiocarbon results relevant to this thesis were produced on material from two 

areas of the excavation. Six results were produced on material from features 

from zone 6, and three results produced on material from zone 2. The dated 

material from zone 6 was recovered from pits and treethrows, which contained 

early neolithic material culture. The dated material from zone 2 is probably 

associated with the deposition of early neolithic pottery, which is preserved in 

horizons underlying a burnt mound. 

 

Alluviation and environmental background  

Alluviation in some channels started after 3490–3100 cal BC31 (95.4% 

confidence; or 3370–3130 cal BC 68.2% confidence; OxA-15044; 4556±34BP; 

Marshall et al. 2009, 68), and before this, channel migration was probably active. 

Beamish (2009, 20) describes the locale in the early neolithic as “…one of 

stream channels and gravel islands; a landscape of low gravel rises, separated 

by troughs, some of which carried active streams…”. 

 

Site zone 2 (fig. 4.30–1) 

Site zone 2 is described as a gravel island, on which burnt mound I and other 

features were constructed (Beamish 2009). 

 

Group 2550/01: activity under burnt mound I  

Plain bowl, Mildenhall and Peterborough wares were recovered from a gravelly-

clay spread on the apex of the zone 2 gravel ridge (Beamish 2009, 39).  A 

                                                

31
 This terminus post quem for alluviation greatly simplifies the location’s complex hydrological 

history (Beamish 2009, 20). 
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radiocarbon date on residue adhering to a Plain bowl sherd dates its use to 

3590–3520 cal BC 79.5% probable (or 3670–3690 cal BC 15.9% probable; or 

3570–3530 cal BC 63.4% probable, or 3650–3640 cal BC 4.8% probable; OxA-

14481; fig. 4.35). The result provides a terminus post quem for the overlying 

layers in group 2550/02 (fig. 4.30). The presence of Peterborough ware in the 

spread could result from late neolithic use of the area, but research (not least by 

Marshall et al. 2009) increasingly suggests Peterborough wares might be 

associated with activity in the second half of the 4th millennium.  

 

Two radiocarbon results were produced on charcoal samples recovered from the 

south-east quadrant excavated through the pre-burnt mound deposit. The results 

were consistent (T’=3.2; T’5%=3.8; !=1; OxA-5046 4607±35BP, 3500–3340 cal 

BC 95.4% confidence, or 3500–3350 cal BC 68.2% confidence; SUERC-7605 

4695±35BP, 3640–3360 cal BC 95.4% confidence, or 3630–3370 cal BC 68.2% 

confidence), indicating that they could both sample the same radiocarbon event 

— archaeological activity of some unknown nature on top of the island. These 

results provide stratigraphic termini ante quos for the deposition of the neolithic 

Plain bowl sherd dated by OxA-14481 (fig. 4.30; Beamish 2009, 39). They 

provide termini post quos for the formation of the overlying burnt mound. The 

radiocarbon chronology of the burnt mound is significantly later (Beamish 2009), 

with the exception of one result, SUERC-7606 (4695±35BP), which appears to 

be residual from activity on the site in the second half of the fourth millennium 

(see appendix EM6)32.   

 

                                                

32
 To the east of the group 2550/01, other radiocarbon dates were produced on deposits 

associated with Peterborough ware (i.e. groups 2508, 2509, 2504, and 2541). These results are 
too late for the purposes of this study, but indicate that Peterborough sub-styles were deposited 
on the ‘island’ in the second half of the 4

th
 millennium cal BC (Marshall et al. 2009). 

 
North of group 2550/01 a group of postholes and slots (group 2503) produced a range of 
radiocarbon results, including later 4

th
 and later 3

rd
 millennium results. No diagnostic material 

culture was directly associated with these features. A shifting focus of prehistoric activity appears 
to have occurred on the gravel ridge. Human presence is first sampled on the apex of the ridge, 
where subsequent activity associated with the burnt mound construction might have mixed with 
residual material.  
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Site zone 6 (fig. 4.32) 

Group 803  

Two statistically consistent (T’=1.3; T’5%=3.8; !=1; GrA-31799, OxA-15899) 

radiocarbon dates were produced on a deposit from pit [459], a pit which formed 

an apparent pair with pit [480]. Pit [459] contained Mortlake ware sherds, 17 

nutshells, six sloe stones, and a possible cereal grain (Monckton 2009). GrA-

31799 measured Prunus spinosa (sloe) charcoal, and the result estimates pit 

[459]’s infilling in 3640–3490 cal BC (79.7% probable, or 3460–3380 cal BC 

68.2% probable; GrA-31799. 3660–3510 cal BC 95.4% probable; or 3570–3520 

cal BC 68.2% probable; OxA-15899). The results probably provide a date of 

deposition of the Mortlake ware.33 The other pit [480] containing 48 hazel 

nutshells and a grass seed (Beamish 2009, 117). 

 

Group 809 

Group 809 included a crescentic treethrow [487], to the north of group 803. 

Mortlake or Fengate ware and flints were recovered from the fill (390). Charred 

residue from a Mortlake/Fengate sherd measured its use in 3520–3420 cal BC 

(89.9% probable, or 3380–3350 cal BC 5.5% probable; or 3500–3450 cal BC 

68.2% probable; OxA-15047) and dates the infilling of the treethrow to this point 

in time. 

 

Group 802 

Group 802 comprised a treethrow and spread (fig. 4.32). Within the treethrow’s 

root area were “…two small and shallow adjacent deposits…”, (279) and (292) 

(Beamish 2009, 22). From (279) Plain and Peterborough sherds, flint and 

charcoal were recovered. Two statistically consistent replicate results were 

produced on Prunus spinosa charcoal from [291] (T’=3.3; T’5%=3.8; !=1; OxA-

15127 OxA-15128). A weighted mean was taken prior to calibration, and 

                                                

33
 Though the assemblage could represent a mixed or derived/residual deposit. Such scenarios 

have been argued for, at Eton rowing lake, as the result of middening practices, and complex 
patterns of material deposition (e.g. Lamdin-Whymark 2008, 46; T. Allen pers. comm. 2009; 
Healy 1988; Garrow 2006; appendix EM6). 
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estimates the formation of context (279) in 3520–3420 cal BC (92.3% probability 

or 3390–3360 cal BC 3.1% probable; or 3500–3440 cal BC 68.2% confidence; 

[291] <25>; fig. 4.35).  

 

Another result from the fill is significantly earlier (3720–3630 cal BC 91.7% 

probable, or 3560–3530 cal BC 3.0% probable, or 3760–3740 cal BC 0.7% 

probable; or 3700–3640 cal BC 68.2% probable; SUERC-7607; fig. 4.35). The 

later results are interpreted as an estimate for the infilling of [279], the other as a 

terminus post quem for the feature’s infilling (see below) and the deposition of 

Plain and Peterborough wares. A traditional reading of the assemblage might 

associate the earlier result with the deposition of Plain ware, and the later results 

with the deposition of Peterborough ware.  

 

To the west and south-west of these pits was an amorphous feature [299], from 

which neolithic pottery and evidence for in situ burning were recovered. This 

feature was interpreted as a root void or part of another treethrow. Charcoal 

dated the in situ burning to 3630–3370 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3540–3490 

cal BC 38.8% probable, or 3670–3400 cal BC 29.4% probable; OxA-15116; fig. 

4.35) and possibly estimates the treethrow’s infilling (see below). Pottery from 

group 802 features were not identified to context, so it is not possible to 

associate this radiocarbon date with the Plain, Mildenhall, Ebbsfleet-style or 

Mortlake sherds which were recovered from the group (Marsden & Woodward 

2009, 26). 

 

Interpreting treethrows is complex because of the taphonomic processes 

responsible for material deposition (Beamish 2009, 138; 142; fig. 4.33; see 
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appendix EM6).34  

 

MERCIA MARINA, WILLINGTON SK30102959 

Excavation north of Willington cursus, at Willington Marina, revealed several of 

phases of prehistoric activity (Brightman 2009; fig. 4.36). Mesolithic lithics were 

recovered from treethrow F1063, and probably as residual components in other 

features. Early neolithic material culture was recovered from several features 

including two clusters of ‘midden pits’. Cluster 1 comprised three pits, of which 

two contained early neolithic pottery. Pit F1285 was sub-oval, 370x280mm and 

80mm deep. The dark brown silty-sand fill produced 10 Plain bowl body sherds. 

The vessel was highly burnished, grass-wiped and tempered with crushed 

quartz. The feature was interpreted as associated with structure 2; a triangular 

structure superficially similar to others recovered by Archaeological Research 

Services Ltd in the north-east (e.g. Bolam Lake; chapter 6). A five litre sample 

from pit F1285, produced charcoal, uncharred seeds and roots. Two statistically 

consistent radiocarbon results (T’=0.2; T’5%=3.8; !=1) estimate the deposition of 

material (including early neolithic Plain bowl) in the feature (NZA-30287 3640–

3500 cal BC 77.1% probable, or 3430–3380 cal BC 18.3% probable; or 3640–

3510 cal BC 64.3% probable, or 3400–3380 cal BC 4.0% probable. NZA-30288; 

3650–3510 cal BC 87.7% probable, or 3420–3380 cal BC 7.7% probable; or 

3640–3520 cal BC 68.2% probable; fig. 4.11a).  

 

Other features on the site, including seven ‘midden’ pits, produced early neolithic 

material culture, but radiocarbon results and the presence of later neolithic 

material culture in these features suggest it was redeposited.  

 

                                                

34
 Material may be moved down a profile as the tree falls (‘drag down’ Beamish 2009, 142), or as 

roots decompose and form voids. People might exploit treethrows for shelter, or deliberately 
deposit material in voids (Evans et al. 1999). Consequently, it is possible that material 
representing a range of activities and a range of ages, could become mixed in treethrows. Recent 
writers (e.g. Barclay et al. 2003a; Allen et al. 2003; Lamdin-Whymark 2008), have suggested that 
the practice of deposition of material culture in treethrows was one that originated in the 
‘mesolithic’, and should be regarded as a continued tradition between then and the ‘neolithic’.  
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Northamptonshire ring ditches  

Three ring ditches on the Nene include evidence for an early neolithic 

component. Aldwincle, Grendon and Tansor are glossed as ‘neolithic mortuary 

monuments’ (Chapman unpublished, 6). Such definitions may be misleading for 

early phases of activity, where poor chronological resolution could mean that 

distinct practices are conflated. Aldwincle and Grendon were excavated in 

advance of gravel extraction. I do not regard all the 4th millennium radiocarbon 

results from these sites as robustly associated with early neolithic material 

culture and these results are discussed in appendix EM1.  

 

TANSOR CROSSROADS, NORTHAMPTONSHIRE TL05709017 

Two mounds were excavated at Tansor. One was shown to have early 

prehistoric origins (Chapman 1997). The other was a medieval windmill mound. 

A third mound was outside the extent of excavation. 

 

Mesolithic flints were recovered from the pre-mound soil, which was cut by a 

central pit containing Mortlake ware. In the central area there was also a pit 

complex and a mortuary deposit. Subsequently, a mound was constructed, and 

encircling ditches dug.  

 

Charcoals from the central pit (Beta-84660), the later ditch (Beta-84662) and 

another pit (Beta-84659) were dated. A terminus post quem for the infilling of the 

Mortlake pit is 3670–3340 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3640–3560 cal BC 24.8% 

probable, or 3540–3490 cal BC 14.4% probable, or 3460–3370 cal BC 29.1% 

probable; Beta-84660; fig. 4.11a). A terminus post quem for the small, central pit 

is 2210–1740 (cal BC 95.4% confidence; or 2130–1880 cal BC 68.2% 

confidence; Beta-84659). A result from the stratigraphically later enclosing ditch 

was residual (Chapman 1997, 11; Beta-84662; 5650–5270 cal BC, 95.4% 

confidence; or 5630–5480 cal BC 68.2% confidence). The interpretation of an 

early neolithic mortuary area rests on the association between the Mortlake pit 

and the burial area, which given the evidence for later activity on the site, I 
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suggest is not robustly demonstrated. The earlier chronologies of this site, and 

those of Aldwincle and Grendon are not well understood (appendix EM1).  

 

Northamptonshire interrupted ditch enclosures  

In contrast to other regions detailed in this thesis, the east midlands has 

examples of several causewayed enclosures (Oswald et al. 2001). Probable sites 

include Dallington, Southwick, Husbands Bosworth, Uffington, Upton, Great 

Wilbraham, Etton, Northborough, Haddenham, Cardington, and Barholm and 

Stowe (Harding & Healy 2007, 277). Whittle et al. (2011b) have included the 

chronology of Briar Hill in their analysis of the chronology of the early neolithic in 

southern Britain. The model presented here includes an alternative reading of the 

prior information. 

 

Briar Hill and Dallington both demonstrate multi-period activity. Dallington, on a 

major Nene tributary, is c5km north of Briar Hill (fig. 4.37). At Dallington, a 

possible central henge is located in the enclosure. At Briar Hill, a later neolithic 

structure is south of the central enclosure.35 Harding & Healy (2007, 279) 

suggested Dallington and Briar Hill might be “…topographically and ecotonally 

liminal…occupying the boundary between an ‘upland’ zone, where long barrows 

were less rare than farther east and monuments tended to be scattered out away 

from the main watercourses…and a river-focused zone to the east…” . 

 

BRIAR HILL, NORTHAMPTONSHIRE (APPENDIX EM7) SP7355759376 

Briar Hill’s slopes are defined to the south by the Nene (fig. 4.37). The site is on 

a promontory, the contours falling away to the south-west, and more gently to the 

north-east. In an open landscape, lines of sight are possible from Briar Hill over 

the entire valley. The site is located between 75–85mOD, some 650m from the 

                                                

35
 This is superficially similar in scale and plan to Parker Pearson et al.’s (2006) Durrington Walls 

‘houses’. Other features within the inner ditch include bronze age cremations and a Saxon 
grubenhaus. 
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river. The underlying geology is Northampton sand and upper lias clay, resulting 

in poor bone survival. 

 

The site was recognised as a crop-mark (Wilson 1975), and excavated in rescue 

conditions in the 1970s (Bamford 1985). Three circuits of interrupted ditches 

dominate the site (fig. 4.38). Running tangentially along the outer ditch’s north-

east edge was a linear posthole alignment. 

 

The causewayed ditches include evidence for a complex series of recuts, 

interpretation of which was made challenging by the excavation and recording 

strategy. A complex pattern of banks was presented by the excavator from fill 

patterns within the ditches (Bamford 1985, fig. 20) — the outer and inner ditches 

were suggested to have internal banks, and the spiral ditch to have an external 

bank. A possible entrance was suggested to the east of the site (excavation area 

C2, pullout plan; fig. 4.38). Differing percentages of ditch circuits were 

excavated; less work was undertaken on the outer ditches in the south-east and 

north-west quarters of the site.  

 

There are differences in the plans of ditch segments in different circuits; to the 

east and north of the inner spiral arm segments are short and sub-circular in 

plan. The inner and outer ditch segments are much more elongated — possibly 

reflecting various phases of intercutting which resulted in more continuous 

enclosure. I suggest below that the nature of the ditches comprising the different 

circuits, and the location of the posited banks, and the centres of the ditch circuits 

might indicate the phased development of the site, with the inner and outer 

ditches potentially associated. Bamford (1985) read the monument as a single-

phase construction. Ken Connor’s excellent reconstruction illustrates the site 

after all three circuits had been dug (fig. 4.39, from Chapman undated, 58). 

However, it seems more probable that the different circuits were excavated 

sequentially, with the ‘inner’ and ‘outer’ ditches perhaps part of the same phase.  
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Because of her interpretation of the monument development, Bamford did not 

explicitly recognise one of the most important stratigraphic relationships on the 

site, that between the inner and middle ditch circuits. A phased development of 

the site is suggested by the superimposition of pit alignments in features [39], 

[40] and [50] in the site’s north, and in features [129] and [124] to the site’s south 

(fig. 4.38). Only one of the two features which could have demonstrated the 

relationship between the ‘inner’ and ‘spiral’ arm circuits was excavated. The 

published sections do not make clear the relationship between the inner and 

‘spiral arm’ circuits. 

 

Pottery from earlier contexts at Briar Hill was dominated by Mildenhall ware, with 

Mortlake/Fengate wares and later Beakers amongst other prehistoric material 

from the site (Bamford 1985, appendix 7). Diagnostic early neolithic lithics 

included axe fragments from group VI, I, VII and XX (Bamford 1985, 92). 

Neolithic pottery derived from the dated contexts 124E(3), 128E(4), 199D(4), 

248B(3), 137, 145, 155 (Bamford 1985, appendix 7.2). 

 

At initial sight, the radiocarbon results from Briar Hill appear in an “…almost 

random radiocarbon sequence…” (Kinnes & Thorpe 1986, 223). A number of 

issues make interpretation difficult but it is possible to suggest a model of the 

chronological data from the site. The model presented here associates results by 

ditch (as in Healy et al. 2011), and it also incorporates the information about the 

phasing of samples derived from the original excavator’s report (Bamford 1985).  

 

Bamford’s (1985) phasing, when applied to the data grouped by ditch segment, 

illustrates the results are not “almost random” but are temporally structured. 

Bamford’s (1985, 40) radiocarbon sampling policy may have overcome issues of 

redeposition; material to be dated was selected from definite dumps or 

accumulations of charred remains. While results may provide estimates for the 

neolithic chronology of the site development generally, the complex sequence of 
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recutting means that I am less confident in using estimates from the model as 

estimates for the currency of material culture from the site.  

 

Fig. 4.40 shows Bamford’s ditch phasing. Table 4.3 details the key aspects of 

the monument’s phasing; this is somewhere between a detailed phase plan and 

a stratigraphic matrix. Contexts which produced material measured by 

radiocarbon dates are highlighted (fig. 4.41–4.42).  

 

As Kinnes & Thorpe (1986) noted, the original site phasing was highly complex, 

comprising some 14 ‘phases’. Seven of these were applied to the initial 

enclosure’s construction and renovation. Bamford appeared aware of some of 

the limitations in her recording methodology (Bamford 1985, 6), and that 

particular problems were encountered in identifying evidence for recutting — 

“[s]ome recuts were…seen only in section or were postulated after excavation to 

explain anomalies in the stratigraphy which only became apparent on more 

detailed analysis” (Bamford 1985, 31, my emphasis).  

 

Briar Hill samples (full discussion appendix EM7) 

Results have been presented here as if they date the deposit from which they 

were recovered, unless the results were produced mainly on oak charcoal or 

unidentified charcoal.36 After initial processing of the model, two results were 

found to have poor agreement with their stratigraphic position. HAR-4110 was 

too late for its stratigraphic position in the inner ditch’s first recut and is presented 

as an Outlier.37 HAR-4092 is also too early for its position in the final recut of 

the inner ditch. Results underlying it are much later; this result is suggested to be 

residual from earlier activity using the After function. The model presented here 

                                                

36
 Results HAR-4072, -2282, -5217, -4073, -4067, -4089, 2625, -4057, -4065 were included as 

termini post quos on this basis. 
37

 It is suggested that this result may be too young because the sample was measured using the 
miniature gas counter. At this time, Harwell encountered some problems processing small 
samples using the miniature gas counter (Otlet et al. 1983). In some cases radon gas present in 
some counter samples may have led to erroneously young measurements. The measurement 
process and erroneously young date range of the sample for its stratigraphic position indicate 
HAR-4110 may have been affected by this processing.  
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is speculative (see appendix EM7, figs. 4.44–5), the exact nature of dated 

materials is not known, nor is there a good understanding of the dated samples’ 

taphonomies, and should be treated with due caution. 

 

Results were produced on material from fills from the three causewayed ditches, 

from features within the monument, and from later cremations cut into one of the 

ditches. Two results were produced on features that may predate the monument 

complex as a whole. The majority of these results were produced on material 

from the inner ditch. Four of these results were produced on material from the 

final recut of the inner ditch, and the phase of activity associated with infilling of 

the final recut is probably robust. The chronology of other aspects of the 

monument is very poorly understood.    

 

The inner ditch is the only feature with sufficient results to allow an assessment 

of internal consistency. Two results derive from the first major recut fills, of which 

HAR-5271 may date the formation of the fill to 3700–3370 cal BC (95.4% 

probable; or 3640–3450 cal BC 68.2% probable; fig. 4.11e). This result may also 

provide a terminus ante quem for the digging of the inner ditch circuit. Four 

results from final recut fills estimate that this began infilling in 3550–3340 cal BC 

(93.4% probable, or 3630–3600 cal BC 2.0% probable; or 3520–3430 cal BC 

60.8% probable, or 3390–3360 cal BC 7.4% probable; first inner ditch TAQ dig 

ditch; fig. 4.11e).  

 

Both the results from the outer ditch are regarded as termini post quos; the fills of 

this ditch remain effectively undated. From the inner spiral arm, three results may 

be accurate estimates for the formation of their parent contexts. While excess 

material from HAR-5216a and HAR-5216b contained oak heartwood of 

indeterminate maturity, the consistency of these results may indicate they do not 

include significant inbuilt offset. HAR-5216a/b derives from Bamford’s ‘primary 

construction’ phase and may indicate the context formed in 3350–2870 cal BC 
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(95.4% probable; or 3270–3240 cal BC 3.4% probable, or 3110–2890 cal BC 

64.8% probable; HAR-5216; fig. 4.44). 

 

The last result from the inner ditch final recut phase is estimated as 3460–3020 

cal BC cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3380–3320 cal BC 13.3% probable, or 3280–

3090 cal BC 54.9% probable; last inner ditch; fig. 4.11e). 

 

Briar Hill discussion 

As presented in fig. 4.44, the data show structure that could be in agreement 

with the model of phased infilling as presented by Bamford. Several of the data 

associated with fills of the recut and later activity could be of the same actual age 

(HAR-4075, -3208, -4071, -5217 are statistically consistent; T’=4.6; T’5%=7.8; 

!=3). From this phase HAR-4066 is significantly later. 

 

The concentration of later results from pits cutting the later inner ditch deposits 

(HAR-4089, 4067, -4073, -2284/2389) confirms this ditch at least was open or 

marked for some considerable period.38  

 

Though the spiral arm is currently poorly dated, the existing estimates for the first 

activity from these features may support the interpretation of the ditch 

morphologies, to suggest that the spiral arm circuit was the latest circuit dug. The 

inner and spiral arm chronologies are discussed in more details in appendix 

EM7. Only the material associated with the inner ditch, from before the final 

recut, is included in the regional neolithic currency model.  

 

                                                

38
 Later activity sampled by radiocarbon from the inner ditch includes a number of pit features. 

Three results were produced from features within the causewayed enclosure. One of these 
features was a three-sided rectangular structure (HAR-2607). The fills of these features yielded 
finds including Grooved ware and an isosceles triangle microlith. A number of features from this 
area of the site are phased to the late neolithic because of their proximity to the structure, and are 
dated by HAR-2625 and -4057. 
 
Material from later activity including bronze age cremations (HAR-4058 and -4065), and a Saxon 
grubenhaus (HAR-223) was also dated (not included in any models).  
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From the contexts regarded as potentially early neolithic (based on their 

stratigraphic positions), Bamford (1985, appendix 7.2) noted that early neolithic 

bowl sherds were recovered from the contexts which also produced HAR-4075 

and terminus post quem HAR-2282 (see below). HAR-4075 may date the 

presence of early neolithic bowl pottery in 3620–3330 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 

3510–3360 cal BC 68.2% probable; HER-4075; fig. 4.44). However, the 

taphonomy of these samples is not regarded here as sufficiently robust to include 

these posterior density estimates in the regional material culture currency model.  

 

CONCLUSION: EAST MIDLANDS TRANSITION CHRONOLOGY 

None of the results from the east midlands are well associated with mesolithic 

material culture. While researchers have claimed antecedents of neolithic 

practices in mesolithic lifeways, robust chronometric evidence for late mesolithic 

peoples is regionally elusive.39 This absence contrasts with over half a century of 

systematic mesolithic east midlands research (e.g. Manby 1963a).  

 

Key posterior density estimates associated with early neolithic material culture 

are shown in fig. 4.46. These results are compared with those from other study 

areas of this project, and other selected relevant data in chapter nine. Only 

Whitwell and Giants Hills 2 have assemblages of radiocarbon results that may 

date the range of early neolithic activity at individual monuments. Results from 

the other long burial monuments tend to sample single ‘events’ within these 

monuments’ construction and use. There are four other long barrows in the 

region with radiocarbon results which are considered to represent in situ early 

neolithic activity.   

 

                                                

39
 Radiocarbon results could date the deposition of a lithic assemblage in treethrow F62126 at 

Raunds, but neither the nature of the material culture, nor the association of the radiocarbon 
result with the deposition event, can be categorically demonstrated. See appendix EM1. The 
recognition of in situ mesolithic deposits, associated with organic remains, is recognised as a 
research priority (Myers 2000c). 
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Though the radiocarbon results from the Briar Hill causewayed enclosure do not 

provide a representative sample of the monument’s development, the chronology 

of the formation of deposits in the inner ditch final recut is relatively well 

understood. 

 

Results from Markland Grip probably represent one of the more persuasive 

examples of neolithic cave burial traditions. Results from the two post-and-slot-

built structures at Lismore are almost as rare. The chronologies of early neolithic 

monuments at Raunds include some contradictory evidence, but may indicate 

unusual early neolithic constructions. The Raunds avenue alignment may provide 

the most robust evidence for neolithic activity at the site. While the Raunds turf 

mound appears to have undergone later alteration, and some of the evidence 

appears contradictory to the archaeological observations, a picture of the 

northern mound’s use in the early neolithic can be suggested.  

 

Negative features, including pits, appear to be concentrated on particular 

locations in the landscape, notably in the Trent valley. Excluding the features 

from Lismore, seven pit sites produced early neolithic radiocarbon dates. Of 

these, Willington Quarry and Mercia Marina are located in close proximity, along 

with other evidence for early neolithic activity at Willington cursus. From the pit 

data, the scale of the Aston assemblage, and the concentration of activity and 

landscape modification at Willington Quarry, are regionally unusual in terms of 

early neolithic evidence.  

 

The regional currency model estimates the start of neolithic traditions and 

practices in the east midlands in 3990–3800 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3930–

3820 cal BC 68.2% probable; Start EM neo; fig. 4.11a–f).  

 

The first activity associated with pit digging and the post-and-slot-built structures 

from Lismore occurred in 3910–3670 cal BC (95.4% probable) most probably in 

3840–3710 cal BC (68.2% probable; first Lismore; fig. 4.11a). The last dated 
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event associated with early neolithic activity at Lismore ended in 3480–3200 cal 

BC (95.4% probable; or 3410–3280 cal BC 68.2% probable; last all Lismore; fig. 

4.11f).  

 

The first dated event associated with deposition of early neolithic material culture 

in pits in the east midlands occurred in 3920–3700 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 

3800–3730 cal BC 68.2% probable; first em pits; fig. 4.11a). The last dated event 

associated with deposition of early neolithic material culture in pits in the east 

midlands occurred in 3460–3220 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3430–3330 cal BC 

68.2% probable; last all pits; fig. 4.11f).  

 

The first dated event well associated with the use of long barrows in the east 

midlands is estimated as 3960–3770 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3890–3790 cal 

BC 68.2% probable; first em barrows; fig. 4.11b). The last dated event 

associated with the early neolithic use of these barrows is estimated in this model 

as 3460–3190 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3420–3280 cal BC 68.2% probable; 

last all barrows; fig. 4.11f).  

 

As currently modelled, early neolithic pit digging in the east midlands went on for 

270–570 years (95.4% probable; or 310–450 years 68.2% probable; duration em 

pits; fig. 4.12). Activity associated with early neolithic long barrows went on for 

330–710 years (95.4% probable; or 400–590 years 68.2% probable; duration 

barrows; fig. 4.12).  

  

The probability of the order of selected posterior density estimates is shown in 

table 4.4 and fig. 4.46. It is 87.3% probable that first barrows occurred before 

first pits (fig 4.11; table 4.4). From the current sample, it is after activity 

associated with monumental structures that pit digging traditions appear in the 

region. This is in contrast to the pattern noted in Whittle et al. (2011a) in southern 

Britain. It is slightly more probable that the first dated event associated with 

activity at Lismore Fields occurred before the infilling of the Holme Pierrepont pit 
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(it is 57.1% probable that first holme pierrepont occurred before first lismore; fig 

4.46; table 4.4). Given the available data, it is not possible to establish the order 

of these events further. 

 

Interestingly, given the proximity of the early neolithic burial practices in the 

Cresswell area, the deposition of human skeletal remains occurred in Markland 

Grip after the end of early neolithic activity at Whitwell long cairn (it is 100.0% 

probable that last trapezoidal cairn occurred before the deaths of the individuals 

interred in Markland Grip (OxA-4447) fig. 4.46; table 4.4). 

  

Fig. 4.47 shows key parameters from early neolithic east midlands monuments 

and features plotted on the calibration curve. The majority of these parameters 

are relatively imprecise. The first dated event associated with deposition of early 

neolithic material in pits derives from results from Holme Pierrepont (fig. 4.47), 

and most probably occurred in the first three-quarters of the 38th century cal BC. 

This feature is well dated, and the date ranges are probably accurate estimates 

for the deposition of material culture in the feature.  

 

The first dated event associated with barrow use derives from the estimate for 

the firing or use of the façade structure at Giants Hills 2 (OxA-642; fig. 4.47), 

which probably occurred in the 39th or very early 38th century cal BC. This result 

is produced on material which probably has a functional association with the 

deposit from which it was recovered (i.e. the firing of the façade, or material used 

in its construction).  

 

The Raunds long barrow (Start long barrow; fig. 4.11b) and the early result from 

Ash Hill (HAR-9450; fig. 4.11b) may substantiate the results from Giants Hills; 

results from these sites are also relatively early estimates associated with use of 

barrows from the region. A sensitivity analysis to test the effects of the early 

result from the Giants Hills façade (OxA-642) on the estimate for the first dated 

event was run. This model is not presented here; it simply presented the result 
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OxA-642 as a terminus post quem for the later activity — the rest of the model 

structure was identical to that shown in figs 4.11a-e.  

 

From this sensitivity analysis, the estimate for the first dated event associated 

with barrow use in the region is estimated as 3930–3740 cal BC (95.4% 

probable; or 3860–3760 cal BC 68.2% probable; sensitive first em barrows; no 

figure). This can be compared to the parameter from the preferred model, which 

includes the early Giants Hills 2 result: 3960–3770 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 

3890–3790 cal BC 68.2% probable; first em barrows; fig. 4.11b).  

 

If the Giants Hills early result is excluded, the range estimating the start of barrow 

use in the region is shifted 30 years later. The earliest activity at Giants Hills may 

have occurred just over a generation before the next earliest barrow use in the 

region; while the activity at Giants Hills 2 is earlier than the other barrow activity 

in the region, it does not seem significantly out of keeping with the trend in the 

other data.  

 

A number of parameters associated with the start of early neolithic activity at east 

midlands sites fall in the first quarter of the 4th millennium cal BC. At 68.2% 

probability, it is probable that the first dated event associated with deposits made 

in the Raunds avenue ditches occurred before 3750 cal BC (first avenue; fig. 

4.46). The Giants Hill 2 long barrow façade trench was most probably fired 

before 3750 cal BC (OxA-642; fig. 4.46). It is also probable that some early 

neolithic activity took place on top of the Raunds long mound (though as noted 

above, the chronology of this monument is poorly understood).  

 

By 3700 cal BC, at 68.2% probability, the early neolithic mortuary activity at 

Giants Hills 2 had begun, and the deposition of early neolithic material culture 

had occurred in the Holme Pierrepont pit (first holme pierrepont; fig. 4.46). The 

northern Raunds turf mound had been constructed (build northern mound; fig. 

4.46), and the Raunds long barrow had been built (first build raunds longbarrow; 
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fig. 4.46). The deposition of the earliest collective burial at Whitwell had 

occurred, below the slabs (first below slabs; fig. 4.46).  

 

By 3650 cal BC, at 68.2% probability, the first dated event associated with 

Lismore building I had occurred (first building I; fig. 4.46). By this date, the 

individual buried in the Whitwell single inhumation had died (W92A 957; fig. 

4.46). At the Ash Hill (HAR 9450; fig. 4.46) and Hoe Hill (HAR 6400; fig. 4.46) 

barrows and bovine bones date to before 3650 cal BC (though it is unclear if 

these bones represent domesticated animals).  

 

After 3650 cal BC, at 68.2% probability, burial deposits were made in Markland 

Grip cave (OxA-4447; fig. 4.46), the grain-rich pit assemblage was deposited at 

Aston (BM-271; fig. 4.46), and material was being deposited in first major recut 

in the inner ditch at Briar Hill (first inner ditch TAQ dig ditch; fig. 4.46). Digging at 

Ulceby occurred after 3650 cal BC (BM-2750; fig. 4.46). In the Willington 

landscape, deposits in pits were made at Mercia Marina (NZA-30288; fig. 4.46) 

and in zones 2 (first zone 2; fig. 4.46) and 6 (first zone 6; fig. 4.46) at Willington 

Quarry. At 68.2% probability, after 3350 cal BC, a deliberate deposit was made in 

the northern ditch at Willington cursus (KIA 26768; fig. 4.46).  

 

At Raunds, also after 3350 cal BC, at 68.2% probability, deposits occurred in pits 

in the vicinity of the later barrows 5 (UB 3310; fig. 4.46) and 6 (OxA 3054; fig. 

4.46) in the causewayed ring ditch (OxA 3055; fig. 4.46) and in the long 

enclosure (UB 3312; fig. 4.46). 

 

In the one hundred and seventy years between 3870 and 3700 cal BC, the first 

pit digging and building of structures had probably occurred at Lismore, the 

Raunds northern turf mound had been built, and more conventional long 

mortuary structures established at Whitwell, and Raunds long barrow. The Giants 

Hills 2 façade may also be part of this early (pre-3750 cal BC) east midlands 

neolithic activity — certainly at Giants Hills 2, an early neolithic monument was 
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modified and used by 3650 cal BC (first ditch digging; at 68.2% probability fig. 

4.46), and construction may have been begun by 3700 cal BC (start earlier neo 

mortuary; at 68.2% probability fig. 4.46). Deposits had probably been made in 

the Holme Pierrepont pit. This feature currently appears unusually early amongst 

east midlands dated pit deposits — deposits in the Aston pit, the Mercia Marina 

features, and the pits at Willington Quarry zones 2 and 6 all most probably 

occurred after 3650 cal BC. 

 

The diversity of early monuments is striking — of the more ‘classic’ long barrow 

forms Giants Hills 2 and Raunds long barrow are early — pre 3700 cal BC. 

However, other forms, notably the double linear mortuary deposits of the 

Whitwell cairn also occurred pre-3700 cal BC. The diverse (and chronologically, 

relatively poorly understood) monuments of Raunds — the avenue, long mound, 

and turf mound — are currently understood as part of the earliest neolithic 

manifestations in the Nene valley. The latest recut of the inner ditch at Briar Hill 

most probably infilled after 3650 cal BC (fig. 4.46), though this gives no 

indication of the first excavation of the inner ditch, or the other features from the 

site. It is possible that features from the causewayed enclosure were excavated 

at an earlier point in time. 

  

The shape of these posteriors density estimates are influenced by the shape of 

the calibration curve (fig. 4.47); results from Giants Hills façade trench and the 

first event from Raunds avenue are relatively precise (fig. 4.46), because of their 

location on a peak. The apparent concentration of activity around 3750 cal BC, 

derives in part, from a micro-plateau, bracketed 50 years either side by other 

micro-plateaux (fig. 4.47). The area of steep curve around 3650 cal BC means 

that posteriors cluster pre- or post-3650 cal BC — this structure might provide a 
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convenient differentiation for the east midlands between its earliest (pre-3650 cal 

BC) neolithic and subsequent activity.40 

 

The available dataset shows no obvious spatial patterning; the early results from 

Raunds are located to the very south of the region on the Nene, but Giants Hills 

2, which is also early, is located on the Lincolnshire Wolds, to the north of the 

region on uplands. Early neolithic activity at Lismore is located in uplands to the 

very north-west of the region.  

 

Post-3650 cal BC activity is equally widely distributed, but may include a 

concentration on the Trent, with pit digging occurring at Aston, Willington Quarry, 

and Mercia Marina. The continued use of Briar Hill (or perhaps the last flourish 

apparent in the formation of the deposits in the final recut) may indicate different 

articulations of identity or traditions at sites along the midlands river valleys.  

 

Around the Nene and Welland are causewayed enclosures, including Briar Hill. 

However, along the Trent, after 3650 cal BC long monuments, pits and probable 

middens indicate a different pattern of development. On the Nene, sites such as 

at Tansor — where pits were infilled after 3560 cal BC — may have been the 

basis of later augmentation, including ring ditches. In contrast to this diversity 

along river valleys, later activity at barrow sites like Ulceby indicates the 

continued importance of these monuments and the Wolds.  

 

Some regional chronologies (Lismore Fields, Markland Grip, Willington and 

Raunds landscapes) are of national importance. At Lismore, nationally rare post-

and-slot-built structures were built in landscapes which also contain mortuary 

monuments. The temporal relationship between these structures and the 

mortuary monuments is not known.  

                                                

40
 Though it must be stressed that this calendar date is probably an entirely arbitrary point in time 

derived from the shape of the calibration curve — without significance in itself for the 
development of the earlier neolithic in the east midlands. 
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Portable material culture currency 

Posterior density estimates well associated with portable material culture from 

the model presented in fig. 4.11a-e are shown in fig. 4.49a-e.  

 

Excluding the cattle bone UB-3308, and the cereal results from Aston (BM-271), 

the only result with a functional association with portable material culture is OxA-

14481, on the residue adhering to a Plain bowl from Willington Quarry.  

 

The most robust estimates are for the currency of Plain ware, Carinated bowl and 

cereals (table 4.5). Ten priors associated with the chronology of cereals and flax 

exist from five sites (fig. 4.49a). In the east midlands, 38 priors are associated 

with Plain ware, from eight sites (fig. 4.49b). For Carinated bowl, 28 priors have 

been produced from four sites in the region (fig. 4.49c).  

 

Portable material culture model considerations 

Posteriors from the model presented in fig. 4.11a-e are exported to form priors in 

the calcualations presented in fig. 4.49a-e; data are grouped according to their 

associations with portable material culture (table 4.1; table 4.6). The results from 

Briar Hill are not included as it is these associations are not felt sufficiently robust 

(Bamford 1985). The First and Last parameters associated with portable 

material types shown in fig. 4.49a-e are calculated in fig. 4.50. 

 

Portable material culture model results 

The only short-lived result associated with domestic pig bones is OxA-642 from 

the Giants Hills long barrow. The posterior density estimate 3960–3750 cal BC 

(95.4% probable; or 3880–3790 cal BC 68.2% probable; OxA_642; fig. 4.49a) 

may date the deposition of domestic pig bone or provide a terminus post quem 

for the deposition of the pig bone. This pig bone was deposited before the start of 

the mortuary activity associated with the digging of the overlying mound, which 

occurred in 3890–3660 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3830–3710 cal BC 68.2% 
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probable; start earlier neo mortuary; fig. 4.20). While the taphonomy of this 

particular element may be poorly understood, the material sealing the façade 

trench, and the well dated subsequent phase, means we can have a degree of 

assurance in the early currency of the pig bone (and other material culture from 

the façade trench). 

 

The first dated event associated with the use of Plain bowl in the east midlands is 

estimated as 3950–3790 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3900–3810 cal BC 68.2% 

probable; first all Plain bowl; fig. 4.50). The last dated event associated with the 

use of Plain ware in the east midlands is estimated as 3490–3280 cal BC (95.4% 

probable; or 3450–3350 cal BC 68.2% probable; last all Plain bowl; fig. 4.50).  

The duration of the use of Plain bowl in the east midlands is estimated as 350–

610 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 400–530 cal BC 68.2% probable; span all Plain 

bowl; fig. 4.51).  

 

The first dated event associated with the deposition of Carinated bowl in the east 

midlands is estimated as 3840–3720 cal BC (87.8% probable, or 3920–3860 cal 

BC 7.6% probable; or 3800–3750 cal BC 68.2% probable; first CB; fig. 4.49c). 

The last dated event associated with the deposition of Carinated bowl in the east 

midlands is estimated as 3620–3240 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3530–3330 cal 

BC 68.2% probable; last all CB; fig. 4.50). The duration of use of Carinated bowl 

in the east midlands is estimated as 150–570 years (95.4% probable; or 240–460 

years 68.2% probable; span CB; fig. 4.51).  

 

The only demonstrably short-lived result associated with the use of Mildenhall 

ware from the east midlands is estimated as 3820–3630 cal BC (92.9% probable, 

or 3900–3870 cal BC 1.7% probable, or 3560–3540 cal BC 0.8% probable; or 

3760–3650 cal BC 68.2% probable; BM_2421; fig. 4.49d). The result from 

Tattershall Thorpe is included in the model as a terminus post quem because of 

the nature of the dated material. This provides the latest result associated with 

Mildenhall-style pottery, estimated as 3710–3490 cal BC (79.7% probable, or 
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3470–3370 cal BC 15.7% probable; or 3660–3510 cal BC 66.3% probable, or 

3400–3380 cal BC 1.9% probable; HAR-4638; fig. 4.49d).  

 

The first dated event associated with the use of polished stone axes is estimated 

as 3820–3660 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3780–3710 cal BC 68.2% probable; 

first polished axe; fig. 4.49e). The last dated event associated with the use of 

polished stone axes in the east Midlands is estimated as 3640–3300 cal BC 

(95.4% probable; or 3560–3370 cal BC 68.2% probable; fig. 4.50). Parameters 

associated with axes from the east Midlands spanned a duration of 90–470 years 

(95.4% probable; or 80–380 years 68.2% probable; span axes; fig.4.51).  

 

The first dated event sampled in this thesis associated with the use of 

Peterborough ware in the east midlands is estimated as 3650–3540 cal BC 

(95.4% probable; or 3640–3570 cal BC 68.2% probable; first PeterboroughWare; 

fig. 4.49d). The last dated event associated with the use of Peterborough ware in 

the east midlands is estimated here as 3490–3350 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 

3460–3370 cal BC 68.2% probable; last all Peterborough ware; fig. 4.50). The 

duration of the use of Peterborough ware in the east midlands is estimated as 

90–280 years (95.4% probable; or 140–240 years 68.2% probable; span 

Peterborough ware; fig. 4.51).  

 

The first dated event associated with the presence of cereal grains in the east 

midlands is estimated as 3930–3770 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3890–3790 cal 

BC 68.2% probable; first all cereals; fig. 4.50). The last dated event for early 

neolithic cereal grains in the east midlands is estimated here as 3570–3220 cal 

BC (95.4% probable; or 3500–3340 cal BC 68.2% probable; last all cereals; fig. 

4.50). The parameter span cereals  (fig. 4.51) samples the span of parameters 

included in fig. 4.49a as 260–630 years (95.4% probable; or 340–520 years; 

span cereal; fig. 4.51). This parameter only samples the use of cereals until the 

end of the early neolithic as defined in this thesis (chapter three); cereals 
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continued to be used after the early neolithic (see chapter nine for further 

consideration of the chronology of cereal exploitation in the early neolithic).  

 

The result presented here on probable domesticated cow bone does not fall into 

the early neolithic (UB_3308; fig. 4.11). Other results on cattle bones which are 

not identified to species (from Ash Hill and Hoe Hill long barrows) are not 

presented here, because the nature of the dated material is uncertain. 

 

Portable material culture order of parameters 

The current sample of data suggests that the pig bone deposited at Giants Hills 

2, Plain ware and cereals may have appeared regionally before the presence of 

Carinated bowl and polished stone axes (fig. 4.52). Of these, Plain bowl may 

have been the earliest; it is 66.3% probable that first_all_Plain_bowl was present 

in the region before the pig bone from Giants Hills 2 (OxA_642), and 64.4% 

probable that first_all_Plain_bowl was present before cereals (first_all_cereals; 

table 4.7). The estimates for the earliest appearance of Plain bowl and the pig 

bone are not independent in this model; they both include early estimates 

calculated from the Giants Hills 2 site, but the estimate for the date of the first 

appearance of cereals does not include data from Giants Hills 2.  

 

The similarity in the estimates for  

i. the first appearance of cereals (3930–3770 cal BC 95.4% probable; or 

3880–3790 cal BC 68.2% probable; first_all_cereals; fig. 4.52),  

ii. and the related estimates for the first appearance of Plain bowl (3950–

3790 cal BC 95.4% probable; or 3890–3810 cal BC 68.2% probable; 

first_all_Plain_bowl; fig. 4.52)  

iii. and the Giants Hills 2 pig bone (3960–3750 cal BC 95.4% probable; or 

3880–3790 cal BC 68.2% probable; OxA_642; fig. 4.52),  

may indicate that these things appear as part of a related process of the 

introduction of early neolithic things and practices in the region most probably in 

the 39th century cal BC.  
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From the data presented here, Carinated bowl probably does not appear in the 

region until after Plain bowl (fig. 4.52); it is 91.0% probable that 

first_all_Plain_bowl occurred before first_CB (table 4.7). As presented in fig. 

4.49c, the first dated event associated with Carinated bowl is 3840–3720 cal BC 

(87.7% probable, or 3920–3860 cal BC 7.7% probable; or 3800–3750 cal BC 

68.2% probable; first_CB; fig. 4.52). Carinated bowl most probably does not 

appear until the first half the 38th century cal BC.  

 

The appearance of Carinated bowl after Plain bowl runs counter to many 

interpretations of early neolithic pottery chronologies (cf. Gibson 2002). It is 

possible that the limited posterior density estimates associated with Carinated 

bowl presented in fig. 4.49c do not sample the earliest appearance of these 

things in the region. Alternatively, there may be regional variability in the 

appearance of early neolithic pottery types (cf. Cleal 2004). The regional sample 

of all early neolithic portable material culture is perhaps too small to allow a 

robust interpretation of the currency of these pottery typologies, and this pattern 

is explored in the context of the appearance of Plain bowl and Carinated bowl 

across the midlands and north of England as a whole (chapter nine).  

 

Polished stone axes appear in 3830–3660 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3790–

3710 cal BC 68.2% probable; first_polished_axe; fig. 4.52). From the currently 

available evidence, as well as most probably being later than Plain bowl, cereals, 

and the pig bone from Giants Hills 2, it is most probable (73.4% probable) that 

polished stone axes appear in the region after Carinated bowl (first_CB; fig. 

4.52; table 4.7).  
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The estimates for portable material culture presented here are based on limited 

data. They are considered with reference data from other regions in chapter 

nine.  

  

East midlands discussion 

Currently the earliest neolithic sites within the region are probably the façade 

trench at Giants Hills 2 and the Raunds avenue. Early neolithic pits are dug in 

several river valleys in the region. Fig. 4.2 shows the distribution of the majority 

of sites discussed here along the Trent and Nene. It could be suggested either 

that the earliest regional neolithic was introduced from the east of the region — 

where most of the burial monuments are located — and/or spread along river 

valleys within the region, but at present there appears no clear directional pattern 

to the data.  

 

It may be that the current estimate for the early appearance of monumental 

structures within the region partially reflects their high visibility, and consequential 

high sampling. Given these monuments’ visibility, we might expect their sample 

to be more representative of their currency. In contrast, the nature of pit deposits 

might mean that their chronology is under sampled. Some pits located in close 

proximity — as at Mercia Marina — could represent the repeated comings and 

goings of seasonal occupation, or more settled occupation. There is variability 

within pit deposits, with apparently ‘mundane’ deposition, and more unusual 

examples as at Ashton-on-Trent. Selection of deposited material may have been 

made by individuals for specific purposes, but these traditions appear as part of 

geographically wide-spread practices. At Holme Pierrepont, Tansor and other 

locations, pits may have been marked, and these locations subsequently 

invested with different meanings. ‘Mundane’ include ‘typical’ early neolithic 

portable material culture; their surviving dimensions and fills are often ephemeral.  
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At Aston, pit deposition represented rather different concerns, perhaps reflecting 

an important landscape — which may already have included monuments when 

the cereal-rich pit deposit was made. Certainly, just down the Trent, neolithic 

people were repeatedly revisiting Willington. Here material was deposited in pits 

and treethrows, and probably only after this more ‘routine’ neolithic did the area 

become the location of ring ditches and cursus monuments. While neolithic 

people were depositing pottery, charcoal, and wild plant resources (including sloe 

and hazel nutshells), at Willington they may have been actively modifying their 

landscape. Middens may have been constructed at conspicuous places within 

the landscape.  

 

There may be parallels between the activities at Willington and Aston; at both 

locations early neolithic people appear to have been modifying the landscape 

and to have engaged, to varying degrees, in conspicuous consumption practices. 

At Willington this may have involved middening and making deposits in 

treethrows and pits. At Aston it involved the destruction of significant quantities of 

cereal grain and deposition of other early neolithic material culture (cf. Bradley & 

Chambers 2007; Richards 1990; Chapman et al. 2010; Pollard 1999, 82). 

 

The earliest neolithic evidence along the Nene may represent distinct concerns 

at specific locations, or places that were advantageous, or had been exploited by 

populations in the past, as at Raunds. The differences apparent between major 

river valleys outlined here demonstrate that it is possible that very different 

patterns of change, and perhaps competition, existed in the earliest regional 

neolithic. Evidence from Raunds (fig. 4.48) demonstrates that we cannot see 

these places as ‘blank slates’ prior to the appearance of neolithic material 

culture. However, such distributions cannot demonstrate continuity between 

populations — it is possible that such distributions result from culturally different 

populations making using riverine geographies and resources.  
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Perhaps imbuing them with the powerful presence of monuments was a means 

to demonstrate control, belonging or ownership. At Raunds, monuments can be 

seen as part of a broad neolithic aesthetic tradition of long monuments on low-

lying river terraces (Barclay et al. 2003a, 234; Last 1999). However, the early 

date of these sites also suggests locally negotiated rites and responses in times 

after the earliest neolithic introductions, but while there is still flux or competition 

as to the appropriate way to create monuments. In this guise, monuments might 

express locally mediated power relations, or locally appropriate or innovative 

practices.  

 

Because places on river valleys were locations where encounters occurred, they 

could have been sites where group identities were explicitly articulated, or 

perhaps enforced. As Harding & Healy (2007, 276) suggest, the Raunds 

monuments indicate larger-scale social organization; the long mound “…would 

have had a similar labour requirement to the outer circuit of Briar Hill…”.  

 

Membership of early neolithic river communities might have been defined as 

much by what people did not do, as what they did. The apparent contrasts 

between the linear monuments at Raunds, the apparent absence of cursus 

monuments in the Nene (Malim 1999), and the northern limit to causewayed 

enclosures with the Welland might indicate the nature of group membership at 

different places in the region. 

 

At Lismore, the location of post-and-slot-built structures suggests that early 

neolithic people may have selected occupation sites with a specific set of criteria. 

The plans and location (not to mention the aesthetic traditions in organic 

material, evidence for which is not preserved) of buildings I and II indicate that 

they were constructed in an early neolithic aesthetic tradition — a visual 

language that could had already been established by people in other parts of the 

country (Whittle et al. 2011b). Lismore may have been as important in its role in 

maintaining traditions, and as a place to where people got together, perhaps for 
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the tangible resources the location offered. 

 

The similarities of the structures at Lismore with others in country, suggest 

populations that were more literate in neolithic traditions, or perhaps more 

conservative that the populations that created the earliest monuments along the 

Nene at Raunds. Perhaps at Lismore we see a more wholesale ‘transplantation’ 

of early neolithic practices, while along the Nene we see more contingent, local 

and experimental reactions to neolithic material culture. Analysis on the small 

scale of practices at different parts of east midlands river valleys, over the first 

two hundred years of the 4th millennium, suggests local diversity in the earliest 

regional neolithic.  

 

Later ring ditches along the Nene and Trent may have early neolithic 

antecedents. If central pits indicate neolithic traditions, ring ditches may 

represent later landscape development and maturation of neolithic practices 

expressing attachment to place, and physical marking of landscape. Perhaps 

patterns of seasonal movement (involving game drives, herding routes, or 

marriage-meets) combined with oral histories, and well-trodden pathways or river 

navigations, provided a means of ‘remembering’ these places.  

 

In contrast to the complexities of the river valleys, the barrows of the uplands in 

the Lincolnshire Wolds and Derbyshire peaks might be seen as fairly 

conservative traditions. Barrows were repeatedly located on the Lincolnshire 

chalk. This lasted from the earliest regional examples of neolithic activity at 

Giants Hills 2 most probably before 3800 cal BC, to the latest examples, as at 

Ulceby, some time after 3550 cal BC (both at 68.2% probability; fig. 4.46). 

Perhaps the people who created these monuments held shared, well established 

rationales as to why the area was special. Or perhaps the traditions governing 

the treatment of certain people’s remains were more powerfully held, or were the 

expression of a relatively conservative (or smaller-scale) group of people. 
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Perhaps appropriate rites at lowlands monuments were more contentious, more 

subject to negotiation than the burial traditions of the uplands. 

  

In contrast to the Wolds barrows, the early neolithic practices at Whitwell can be 

seen as a geographical outlier of early neolithic monumental burial traditions. 

Here the double burial deposits on different alignments also appear unusual in 

early neolithic traditions (fig. 4.46). At Markland we also see the unusual survival 

of the remains of people associated with neolithic material culture in a cave. The 

spatial proximity of Markland and Whitwell might indicate that there was a 

relationship in the practices of deposition of the dead at sites along the brook 

which articulated wider concerns. These sites could equally indicate changes in 

particular traditions at certain times. Perhaps the beck connected places of 

deposition along an axis of (riverine) mortuary rites appropriate to different 

peoples’ social identities.41 Perhaps the people who were buried in the caves and 

cairns near Whitwell were articulating different concerns in their burial rites from 

those articulated on the Wolds and elsewhere. 

 

In the early neolithic evidence from the east midlands there is indication of 

shared super-regional, early neolithic aesthetic concerns — in some monuments, 

in post-and-slot-built structures, and in pit deposition. At the same time there are 

sites which may reflect more regional concerns — the Raunds turf and long 

mounds, the complexes at Aston and Willington, and in elements of long 

monument morphology in the region. While there are examples of prescribed 

traditions and practices in the earliest neolithic of the region, there are also, from 

the earliest currently available evidence, examples of practices which are less 

familiar archaeologically, and which may represent innovations by populations in 

the east midlands.   

                                                

41
 As I note in appendix A there seems to be a high proportion of mature adult males deliberately 

deposited in (an admittedly small sample of) caves in the early 4
th
 millennium cal BC (rather than 

as the result of taphonomies which could include scavenger or accidental deposition). It is 
possible that the appropriate treatment of other individuals might include the placement of things 
related to the individual, or parts of their bodies in secondary burial practices (Dowd 2008).  
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The parameters presented here are compared with data from other regions in 

chapter nine. The next chapter, chapter five, considers the evidence for 

transition, and relevant chronometric data from Yorkshire and Humberside.  
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CHAPTER FIVE. YORKSHIRE AND HUMBERSIDE 

 

“On the moorland hills round Marsden…remains can still be found of a 

remarkable stone industry. Remarkable in several ways…chiefly for the small 

size of the implements made…on the spot…the sites chosen as workshops or as 

camping grounds were comparatively small…situated on the tops and upper 

slopes of hills or ridges…1250 feet above sea-level”  

(Buckley 1924b, 5). 

 

REGION  

Yorkshire and Humberside comprises the HER regions of York city, Humberside 

(‘Humber’ Archaeology HER), north-east Lincolnshire, north Lincolnshire, north 

York Moors National Park, north Yorkshire, south Yorkshire, west Yorkshire and 

the Yorkshire Dales (fig. 5.1; fig. 5.2; fig. 5.3).1  

 

GEOGRAPHY 

Yorkshire and Humberside in defined to the north by the North York Moors. The 

Pennine uplands are located in the west of the region. To the east are the 

Yorkshire Wolds, and beyond, is the North Sea to the east. Running north-south 

through the centre of the region is the Vale of York. To the south of the region 

are the Humber levels (van der Noort & Davies 1993). South of the region are the 

Lincolnshire Wolds. Major rivers include the Ouse, Wharfe, Swale, Nidd and 

Derwent. 

 

RESEARCHERS 

Notable barrow diggers included Greenwell (1877), the Mortimers (Mortimer 

1905), Bateman (1848) and lately Brewster (1984; Brewster & Finney 1995). 

These researchers excavated numerous monuments on the Yorkshire Wolds. 

Brewster was a prolific excavator of multi-period barrows for the Ministry of 

                                                
1
 Fourth and fifth millennium data which cannot be demonstrably associated with material culture 

are detailed in appendix YH1. 
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Works including Whitegrounds, Raisthorpe, Garton Slack, Kemp Howe, and 

Wetwang Slack (see below). 

  

Early lithic collectors included Raistrick (1933a; fig. 5.5) and Buckley2 (undated, 

1924a, 1924b; fig. 5.4 and fig. 5.6), Marsden, Wrigley and Law (Petch 1924), 

Cowling (1946), and the Elgees (1933). An active flint collecting tradition 

continues into the 21th century (fig. 5.4). The management of ‘amateur’ 

collectors’ work presents an on-going problem for the curators of early prehistoric 

resource in the region. This is especially so for well known, lithic-rich areas, and 

has necessitated several ‘rescue’ excavations of vulnerable resources at March 

Hill on the Pennines, and at South Haw on the North York Moors (see below).  

 

Newbigin (1937) and Manby (e.g. Manby et al. 2003b) produced nationally 

important, regionally based, pottery syntheses. 

 

ARCHAEOLOGY 

Manby et al. (2003c) have produced the most recent regional neolithic synthesis. 

Spikins (2010) has produced a west Yorkshire mesolithic regional review. Vyner 

(2008) recently reviewed the neolithic in west Yorkshire. Keighley (1981a–b) 

produced earlier reviews of the mesolithic and neolithic in west Yorkshire. 

 

Important late mesolithic upland sites have been subject to fairly continuous work 

since the 19th century (Spikins 2002; Walker 1956; Radley et al. 1974; Coggins et 

al. 1989). The North York Moors and western Pennines sites provided some of 

the first British chronometric data associated with mesolithic material culture 

(excepting Star Carr; Godwin & Willis 1959). These sites were particularly 

important in earlier work providing chronological order for late mesolithic material 

culture (e. g. Switsur & Jacobi 1975).  Some of the microlith-dominated sites 

                                                
2
 Buckley was an archetypal renaissance man (fig. 5.6). As well as being a trained barrister, 

Buckley’s career included serving as an intelligence officer in World War I. Buckley’s collecting 
interests included English glass, Chinese ceramics, and medieval East Asian antiquities. His 
interests in flints developed when neolithic flints were unearthed in the course of entrenching in 
the First World War.  
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have been classed in typological terms (e.g. Mellars’ (1976a) ‘Type A’ sites), and 

examples dominated by specific microlith types may indicate specialised 

assemblages (Buckley 1924a; Keighley 1981).  

 

Important early prehistoric material was recovered from Pennine caves by Tot 

Lord and Raistrick (Branigan & Dearne 1991; Gilks 1989; Chamberlain 1996; fig. 

5.5) and other early researchers.  

 

Several sites with pits containing early neolithic material culture have been 

excavated (e.g. Tavener 1996). Henges, cursuses, standing stones and rock art 

pepper the region. Examples of causewayed enclosures are less certain; Newton 

Kyme double-circuited segmented ditch is a candidate (Harding 1987, 310). 

There are numerous early neolithic barrows in north and east Yorkshire and 

Humberside (e.g. Manby 1979). The range of early prehistoric mortuary 

structures in the region is striking (Manby 1988, 43; Barnatt & Collis 1996). Even 

the variation in apparently linked phenomena, such as long barrow façade trench 

plans, is marked. Round barrows from this region may have affinities with 

‘crematorium’ barrows in the north-east (chapter six). Sites at Willerby Wold, 

Heslerton, Raisthorpe, Ayton East/Seamer moor, and Mortimer’s Barrow 27 had 

been burnt. Sizeable postpits are present as part of the primary structures at 

Seamer Moor, Raisthorpe, and Garton Slack 37.  

 

Neolithic features which might represent evidence of structures are rare, and 

sometimes unconvincing. Putative features from Driffield could suggest 

occupation or a possible structure (Humber Archaeology Unit undated; 

HUM1727). Darvill (1996) suggested that features under Kemp Knowe were 

indicative of a house; though the features may be associated with mortuary 

activity. Neolithic ‘occupation’ deposits are reported at Almonbury, Castle Hill 

(Varley 1973).  Lithics including flakes, scrapers, a leaf-shaped arrowhead, and 

group VI and group XV axe fragments from Castle Hill, Denby, were interpreted 

as evidence of neolithic occupation (Gilks 1974). A neolithic ‘structure’, and in 
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situ lithic working were excavated at Holderness (Gilks 1974, 7; Radley 1968, 

242).  

 

Hanging Grimston, produced three Carinated bowls (Manby 1988, 46). Vessels 

from this site include Greenwell’s (1877) type ‘fossil’ (cf. Piggott 1931; Newbigin 

1937, 190; Herne 1988). Grimston ware was recovered from barrows including 

Whitegrounds, Esh’s Round barrow/Greenwell’s XLIX, and Heslerton VI (Hicks 

1969; NY3581), and from pit assemblages at Leven, Marton-le-Moor, and Low 

Caythorpe (Huntley pers. comm. 2009).  

 

Plain bowl is recovered from sites across the region (fig. 5.7–10). Towthorpe 

vessels may represent a regional tradition of Plain bowl. These vessels have 

straighter sides, no carination, slightly rolled, ‘T’-shaped rim cross-sections, 

occasional vertical decoration on rim exteriors, and round-bottomed bases 

(Manby 1988). Towthorpe sherds have been recovered in the Grimston ware 

dominated pit assemblages at Carnaby Top (Manby 1988, 51) and Cowlam, 

barrow 57 (Greenwell 1877; Manby 1979). Manby3 et al. (2003b, 36) note that 

Towthorpe ware as a Plain ware appears later than Carinated bowls.  

 

Group VI and VII axes occur frequently.4 Carbonated mudstone is the source for 

group XXVI polished stone axes (Clough & Cummins 1988, 180). Flint examples 

were produced on the Wold and till flints (Manby 1979, 49). Spratt (1993, 73) 

estimated only one!seventh of the  axes from the region were produced on local 

Wold sources. 

 

Early neolithic animal bones, when recovered, are mainly excavated from 

barrows. Antler picks are associated with ditch excavation. Pig bone was 

recovered from Rudston Barrow 62, possibly from Ganton Barrow 23, and from 

                                                
3
 Manby is a major proponent of the ‘Towthorpe’ typology; other researchers less often make the 

distinction. 
4
 So numerous were axes in the region that a ‘Bridlington’ type was suggested. Subsequent 

petrological studies indicated Cornish, Group I origins (Manby 1979, 68). 
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Heslerton Barrow 5 (Manby 1988, 56). Cattle bones were exhumed from barrows 

including Willerby Wold, Rudston 62, Kilham, Hanging Grimston, and Garton 

Slack C57 (Manby 1988).  

 

Sites which are usually regarded as evidence of later prehistoric activity include 

North York Moors rock art (Bradley 1997; Spratt 1993, 84–6) and round cairns 

(Oswald et al. 2005, 9), though these could include earlier elements. 

 

PALAEOENVIRONMENTAL EVIDENCE   

‘Mesolithic’ plant macrofossils have been recovered from Blubberhouse Moor 

(Davies 1966), Star Carr (Dark 1998; Corner 1950; Clark 1954; Lane 1998), 

White Gill (Dimbleby 1988), Highcliffe Nab (Huntley 1996a; 1997, Ripon Quarry 

(Howard et al. 2000), and West Beck (Carrott et al. 1996).  

 

‘Neolithic’ macrofossils are more frequently recovered than ‘mesolithic’ 

assemblages. Charcoals dominate assemblages, with charred plant macrofossils 

from pits next most common. Assemblages associated with early neolithic activity 

include those recovered from the A1 Walshford-Dishforth (Huntley 1993), Bell Hill 

(Snelling 2001), Caythorpe (Huntley 1996b), Leven (Hall et al. 1994), the A1(M) 

link road (Holden & Hastie 2001), Nosterfields (Holden 1997), Thornborough 

(Hastie 2000), Wath Quarry (Jaques et al. 2001), Sewerby Cottage (Huntley 

2001), and Heslerton (Allen 1986).5  

 

Upland geochemistry has led to considerable emphasis on palynology. Seminal 

studies include those by Godwin (1934; Clark & Godwin 1956) and Walker 

(1955a–b). Numerous palynological datasets provide evidence for regional 

environmental succession models (e.g. Smith 1958; Beckett 1981; Bush & Ellis 

1987; Hall et al. 2003b; Smith 2002; Simmons & Cundill 1974; Bartley et al. 

1990; Jones 1977; Simmons 1969; Piggott & Piggott 1963; Gearey et al. 2006; 

                                                
5
 The pit excavated at Rothwell, Leeds, produced Grimston ware, which may date to the early 

neolithic, i.e. c “4200-3800 cal BC” (Vyner 2008, 3); it did not produce a radiocarbon date of 
“4200-3800 cal BC” (pace Vyner 2008, 3; J. Dodd WY HER pers. comm. 2009). 
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Simmons et al. 1989; Gosden 1968; Cloutman 1988; Tooley et al. 1982), and for 

possible human environmental modification or management (e.g. Simmons 1969; 

Tinsley 1975; Atherden 1976; Simmons & Innes 1988; Hunt et al. 1984; Oldfield 

et al. 2003; Day & Mellars 1994). Sea-level variation and environmental change 

are subjects of ongoing research (Innes & Barlow pers. comm. 2009; Long et al. 

1998; Gaunt & Tooley 1974). Innes (et al. 2003a–b) recognise ‘neolithic’ cereal 

pollen in the region. Palynological evidence for neolithic activity was also 

recovered at Kilham long barrow (Evans & Dimbleby 1976) and Pits Plantation 

(Chapman & Ellis 2001). 

 

MESOLITHIC MODELS 

Late mesolithic models for Yorkshire and Humberside and relevant national 

models are considered here in some detail because of the importance of regional 

evidence (Manby et al. 2003a). Sites with late mesolithic chronological data from 

the region include those from the Marsden Moors and from South Haw. These 

are uplands moor sites which overlook river valleys and have produced high 

concentrations of lithic evidence that suggest a frequent mesolithic presence on 

these moors. 

 

Mobility 

With explicit reference to early mesolithic sites in Yorkshire, Clark (1972; fig. 

5.11), presented a model of mobile mesolithic groups moving between winter 

base or aggregation camps, and upland summer hunting camps, in search 

seasonally available resources. Mellars (1976a) suggested it would be possible 

to identify hunting camps by high microlith proportions and base camps by more 

mixed assemblages. Jacobi (1978a–b; Legge & Rowley-Conwy 1988) proposed 

examples of early mesolithic base and hunting camps and emphasised the 

importance to mesolithic populations of hunting red deer. Binford (1982) 

suggested site-types might include residential, hunting, kill, observation, and 

transient/‘overnight’ sites. Within such narratives, sites which will be examined 
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here on Marsden Moor and at South Haw could be read as small-scale, 

seasonally occupied sites for hunting deer or ‘overnight’ sites.  

 

Jochim (1991, 315; my emphasis) critiqued models which over-emphasised 

seasonal resource scheduling;  “…many ethnographers describe seasonal 

rounds, giving little attention to differences among individuals or families. 

Such…descriptions have shaped archaeological expectations…We…expect to 

determine…winter base camps, without giving consideration to the possibility that 

there may be many different patterns simultaneously expressed”. The usefulness 

of resource scheduling as a model has been more recently critiqued by Carter’s 

(2001) work. This emphasised variation in deer populations, including their 

mobility, resulting from environmental change and even limited human hunting or 

herd management. Milner (2009) provides a useful review of key themes (fig. 

5.16) in mesolithic subsistence models. Any mesolithic model should include the 

recognition of cross-cultural variability in hunting, herding or other human-animal 

interaction. These strategies would also probably have been subject to complex 

social understandings and symbolism and may have been subject to change (cf. 

Warren 2007, 315–6; Brinch Petersen & Meiklejohn 2003).  

 

Despite these critiques, current models for Yorkshire and Humberside mesolithic 

populations and life-ways often owe much to Clark and a narrative of seasonal 

mobility. Clark’s models have recently been revised to suggest that mesolithic 

people may have exploited wider territories and been more mobile than he had 

suggested (Donahue & Lovis 2003; Donahue & Lovis 2006; fig. 5.12). 

 

Mobility patterns within the region can be suggested from raw material sources 

for tools. Preston (pers. comm. 2011) concludes that at least in the early 

mesolithic, models of movement between the Pennines and the Yorkshire Wolds 

are robust, and that there is some evidence for movement between the Pennine 

uplands and to the west (Preston pers. comm. 2011; cf. Cherry 2009; chapter 

six). 
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Settlement patterns, landscapes and lifeways 

Spikins (2000a, 106; fig. 5.13) critiqued approaches to mesolithic ‘settlement’ 

distributions and associated ‘social structures’, noting these concepts had 

become engrained ‘categories’ akin to occupation ‘rules’. Such reappraisals 

mean that uncritical definition of ‘uplands’ sites as ‘hunting’ centres, and 

‘lowlands’ sites as base camps are increasingly unacceptable. 

 

Problematisation of the evidence and understanding of ‘mesolithic sites’ has led 

to an emphasis on the study of ‘the landscape’ (Conneller 2005). The emphasis 

on the landscape has directly informed recent excavation methodologies on the 

Pennines (West Yorkshire Mesolithic project 1996. Project design; Waddington 

pers. comm. 2009). These approaches emphasise a wider scale of study as a 

means to contextualise mesolithic data (Spikins 2002; 200b). These approaches 

may still be epistemologically restrictive, with a shift in scale from the ‘site’ to 

‘landscape’ insufficient to deconstruct typologically driven interpretations of  

‘contemporaneity’. 

 

Despite recognition of the need to move beyond functionalist interpretations of 

occupation, mesolithic models tread an uneasy line between stress on 

subsistence models (hunter-gatherer seasonal mobility), contemporary or historic 

analogies (cf. Jordan 2009), chronologically relatively undifferentiated evidence 

from lithic typologies, and the limited available data. Sometimes, even amongst 

the most critical researchers traditional interpretations may still tend to prevail. 

For example, at March Hill, the “…patterns of resource exploitation must have a 

dominant role... Traditional interpretations for the use of the uplands in terms of 

red deer hunting …seem…simplistic…A more integrated exploitation of 

resources incorporating a range of game resources and plant resources, 

specifically hazelnuts, seems more likely…” (Spikins 1995, 13–14; my emphasis; 

fig. 5.13).  
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The density of sites in the Marsden area has been identified as the highest 

density of known uplands mesolithic sites in the world (Preston forthcoming, cited 

by Spikins 2010). The concentrations of mesolithic sites in the Pennines, and on 

the North York Moors around South Haw, undoubtedly survive as a result of an 

absence of modern development, but the density is such that it may not reflect 

the generic presence of mesolithic people across the British landscape. Despite 

the density of evidence from these sites, the currently available models do not 

situate mesolithic lifeways in any developed temporal context (Spikins 2002, 78). 

 

Mesolithic occupation site organisation 

Until recently in Britain (Waddington 2007) models of what mesolithic occupation 

sites might have looked like resulted from earlier work heavily influenced by 

ethnographic examples (e.g. Binford 1982), or from continental sites (fig. 5.14; 

e.g. Grøn 2003). Stone tent-rings, probably associated with early mesolithic 

activity, have been excavated on Myrvatnet and Fløyrlivatn lakes, south-west 

Norway (Bang-Andersen 2003). An early mesolithic stake-built structure with 

sunken features has been excavated at Mount Sandel (Woodman 1985). 

Middle/late mesolithic sunken dwellings were excavated at Timmerås, south-

western Sweden (Hernek 2003). In Denmark (Konglemose/Ertebølle) sunken 

dwellings with organic floor layers, cooking pits, and postholes, have been 

excavated (Sørensen 1995; Jensen 2003). These features have been suggested 

as late mesolithic Danish house ‘types’ (Jensen 2003, 230). Currently the only 

known mesolithic occupation structures from England, Scotland and Ireland are 

considerably earlier than the late mesolithic evidence considered in this thesis. 

 

March Hill reconstructions suggest late mesolithic people inhabited a denuded 

landscape (Spikins 2002, 79), with scrubby cover towards the valley bottom (fig. 

5.13). Spikins (undated, 29) suggested the late mesolithic occupation might 

represent very small-scale, seasonally mobile hunters’ camps, akin to Binford’s 

(1982) ‘over-night’ sites; “… lithic scatters are evidence of so-called ‘upland 

hunting camps’…Groups stayed long enough on the hillside to make fires with 
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hearths…while watching for game…processing animal or plant foods 

or…‘retooling’…basic questions such as seasonality and frequency of use and 

the social context or role in the settlement system remain unanswered”. 

 

Marsden microliths 

British mesolithic studies are inexorably linked with Marsden; it was from material 

recovered here that Buckley distinguished between ‘narrow’ and ‘broad’ blade 

‘pygmy’ flints (Buckley 1924a-b; 1925; undated; Raistrick 1933a, 150; fig. 2.2b). 

Informed by Buckley’s work on Marsden Moor, Clark (1932) produced the relative 

chronological foundations for British mesolithic studies. Jacobi (1978b, 19) 

suggested that the appearance of later mesolithic microlith forms might indicate 

geographic differences in late mesolithic occupation: “…south-eastern Britain 

may have been relatively less favourable to hunting groups than western…or 

northern Britain, for the later part of the Mesolithic — hence the low apparent 

representation of find-spots demonstrably later than 5000 [BC]…” . 

 

Clarke (1976; Milner 2009, 69; fig. 5.15) critiqued interpretation of microliths as 

predominantly associated with hunting. However, despite revisionist challenges 

(Finlay 2000; 2003a, 88; 2009), interpretations persist of microlith-rich locations 

in the region as hunting sites (sometimes supported with anthropological 

examples, e.g. Donahue & Lovis 2006, 253).  

 

Mesolithic landscape enculturation 

Beyond hunting, microlith use and deposition could indicate patterns of 

landscape exploitation. Microlith caches might have been deposited at places as 

resources for the future (Conneller 2005). Microlith deposition might have 

contributed to, and reflected, the importance of places regarded as special 

(Lamdin-Whymark 2008, 178). Microlith production by groups, at particular 

places might have been important in the assessments of tools’ values, which 

may have changed — dependent on raw materials, activities undertaken, and so 

on  (Finlay 2003b). Production sites, especially places with evidence for frequent 
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mesolithic presence (like sites on the Marsden Moors), may be influenced by the 

values associated with tools and the value of things produced through tool use. 

 

Barton et al. (1995, 111–2; fig. 5.16) explored the concept of mesolithic 

‘persistent places’. These might include preferential hunting locations, as 

suggested at Waun Fignen Felen, an upland site repeatedly visited by mesolithic 

people as part of “…a long term stability in the way the uplands developed…”. 

Barton’s site is not presented simply as a functional ‘camp’ (cf. Mellars 1976a), 

but as an actively constituted place — which has parallels with March Hill. 

Repeated presence at sites could have helped create resource networks. This 

could have included the physical presence of tool caches, or landscape 

management to attract game or exploit plant resources. These locations might 

also be sites where other people might be encountered at specific times of the 

year. In this case preferred locations might be places where debts could be 

honoured, stories and skills learnt and passed on (Pollard 2000, 128). Making 

lithic tools, together, might be part of a communal, aesthetically informed 

strategy; part of processes of ‘cultural performance’ (Lechtman 1977, 12).  

 

Suggestions that mesolithic middens served as ‘monuments’ have not been 

entirely persuasive (Warren 2000; 2007), and while 5th or earlier monumental 

post-structures exist (e.g. Allen & Gardiner 2002; Clark & Foreman forthcoming; 

appendix EM2), absence of diagnostic material culture from such features 

means that these are probably systematically underestimated. Therefore despite 

important suggestions by researchers (Jordan 2001; 2009; Barton et al. 1995; 

Pollard 2000; Bradley 2000) that some persistent places probably held social 

significance for mesolithic people, limited British evidence for the marking of 

places means that selection of appropriate models remains challenging 

(Conneller 2005, 43; Jordan 2001, 40).  

 

It seems likely that in mobile societies journeying, wayfaring, and tracking 

(especially when associated with certain tasks) would have been important 
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(Warren 2000, 102), requiring specialist skills and knowledge unevenly 

distributed through societies. Perhaps people, especially youngsters, had to earn 

the right to go to on particular trips, which may in themselves have acted as rites 

of passage. These might have included foraging trips and visits to cult centres 

that were “…inaccessible and could be reached only by those who knew where 

to find them, others were closely associated with the wider pattern of movement 

about the country. Some cult places served an entire community, whilst others 

were located along the routes by which people travelled at different times of the 

year. They might be visited by groups who followed the same paths or fished in 

the same lakes…” (Bradley 2000, 5–6). 

 

Even if the moors of Marsden were hunting sites, in the ‘traditional’ Clark model, 

the scale of evidence indicates that, to paraphrase Bradley (2000, 41), these 

locales were probably ones that came to be of special significance. 

 

YORKSHIRE AND HUMBERSIDE NEOLITHIC MODELS  

Detailed material culture studies (e.g. Kinnes & Longworth 1985; Manby 1979; 

Gibson 1986; fig. 5.17) have been developed from Yorkshire and Humberside 

evidence, but early neolithic models have predominantly followed national 

models (chapter 2; cf. Manby et al. 2003b). This contrasts with regionally 

specific narratives for late neolithic or early bronze age evidence (e.g. Harding 

1997). Given the wealth of early neolithic evidence, the lack of developed 

transition models is surprising.  

 

“The age of long-barrows and stone axes”  

The density of barrows in the Wolds, and the concentrations of antiquarian 

activity on them, has long contributed to the impression that Wolds sites were 

important places, probably associated with sizeable populations, permanently 

settled and practising agriculture (cf. Elgee & Elgee 1933). Into the late 20th 

century ideas of sedentism, monumentality and agriculture are strongly 

interwoven. 
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Yorkshire was seen by Piggott (1954, 102) as the centre of secondary neolithic 

expansion. To Piggott, the pottery in the region indicated closer alignment with 

East Sussex than Wessex (cf. Gibson & Woods 1997, 63). At the same time, 

evidence for regional sub-styles (manifest in Towthorpe and Heslerton wares 

(Piggott 1954, 114–7)), indicated a developing local identity.  

 

Variability in the monument record for the region has been noted (Manby et al. 

2003b, 98). There is a contrast between the neolithic monuments surviving in the 

east of Yorkshire, and in the Pennine coal measure uplands, where monuments 

are relatively uncommon. In west Yorkshire, recent commercial fieldwork appears 

to begin to redress (Vyner 2008) the impression that all neolithic remains are rare 

(Keighley 1981b), with the majority of this evidence deriving from negative 

features.  

 

The most recent regional synthesis emphasises traditional material culture types, 

including the discussion of neolithic barrows, pots, domesticates, and polished 

stone axes. Whilst there is the recognition that “[t]he term ‘Neolithic’ continues to 

change its connotations …” (Manby et al. 2003b, 35), the concentration of 

barrows and pottery evidence means that the Yorkshire and Humberside 

neolithic has a developed regional identity, which at least in some archaeologists’ 

minds, is still predominantly understood as “…a time for early agriculture” (Manby 

et al. 2003b, 35). 

 

YORKSHIRE AND HUMBERSIDE LATE MESOLITHIC SITES ASSOCIATED WITH RADIOCARBON 

RESULTS 

Marsden Moor sites, west Yorkshire 

The Marsden Moor sites straddle a crest dividing the West Yorkshire HER region 

from the Greater Manchester HER region, and just north of Derby HER region. 

On Marsden Moor there are prominent rocky outcrops, and spring sources, with 
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fine views and evocative names such as Devil’s Footprint Stones, Cock Crowing 

Stones, and Pots and Pans Stones.  

 

The location of mesolithic sites on the Pennine ridge might account both for their 

survival and their location. Buckley (undated) first recognised this place as a 

pinch-point  — a natural east–west route across the uplands at their narrowest. 

Twentieth century researchers’ views of seasonal mobility (Clark 1972; Donahue 

& Lovis 2003, 2006; Jacobi 1978b; Legge & Rowley-Conwy 1988) have 

emphasized movement from eastern lowland Yorkshire to the Pennine uplands. 

This can be contrasted with other possible ‘routeways’ including movement 

north–south along the uplands, or movement from the north-west lowlands to the 

Yorkshire and Humberside lowlands over the Pennine uplands (Stonehouse 

1988; Preston forthcoming).  

 

March Hill is located on millstone grit, at the northern extent of Close Moss, 

above 440mOD (fig. 5.18). Overlooking March Haigh reservoir, March Hill is 

defined to north and south by streams. The highest point is an area of steep 

scarp known as March Hill Top. Several concentrations of mesolithic activity are 

located near March Hill and these include the low hills to the north known as 

Dean Clough. To the east at Readycon Dean (Buckley 1925, 47; Stonehouse 

1988, 6; fig. 5.19) Buckley recovered 31 Lincolnshire flint microliths, aligned over 

c2m — as if “…teeth of a rather large two handed saw”. To the south, 

interdigitating streams define the slopes of Dan Clough and Lominot where 

further mesolithic lithic concentrations are located. Buckley (1924b, 5) noted “… 

in this [Marsden] district…sites chosen as workshops or as camping grounds 

were comparatively small and well defined, situated on the tops and upper slopes 

of hills or ridges...”. 

 

Since the 19th century (e.g. Law & Horsfall 1882), March Hill’s reputation as the 

“…Mecca of all true flint addicts…[has led to it being] torn to pieces in a most 

sacrilegious way…” (local collector J. L. Turner cited in Spikins 1998, 3). Petch 
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(1924) recorded four ‘workshop sites’ on March Hill. Stonehouse (1988, 6) noted 

numerous ‘mesolithic’ locations in the vicinity. The sites discussed here are only 

a fraction of the Marsden and Saddleworth resource. In addition, broad blade 

assemblages have been noted around Dan Clough, Tom Clough, and at Lominot 

(Scaife undated). Stonehouse identified at least five mesolithic ‘sites’ on Dean 

Clough, at least eight ‘sites’ on ‘March Hill south’, six ‘sites’ on ‘March Hill west’, 

and at least 19 sites on Lominot (Scaife undated). Importantly, the late mesolithic 

sites on the central Pennines discussed here do not show a spatial overlap with 

the early neolithic sites which have produced well associated radiocarbon dates 

discussed below (fig. 5.1–3).  

 

Buckley (1924b) excavated and collected at March Hill (fig. 5.20; fig. 2.2) and 

Lominot. Stonehouse (1999) recorded lithic scatters here. Recent work over four 

seasons by West Yorkshire Archaeology Service responded to imminent 

disturbance of deposits by amateur diggings. Work included auger surveys at 

March Hill Carr, test-pitting and excavation on Lominot, and excavation at March 

Hill Carr (trench A) and Top (trench B; Spikins 1998; fig. 5.21). The frequencies 

of amateur diggings on March Hill are unknown, but the site is well-known, and 

the mid-1990s West Yorkshire Archaeology Service work encountered 

considerable disturbance and damage to archaeological deposits, which are only 

protected by shallow overlying peat deposits. Spikins (2002) produced a popular 

publication, and the West Yorkshire Archaeology Service assessment reports are 

available (http://www.arch.wyjs.org.uk/mh/graphics/moreinfo).  

 

Buckley (1925; fig. 2.2) had nominated the scalene triangle lithics from the 

region the ‘March Hill industry’. Rod-dominated assemblages excavated by the 

West Yorkshire Archaeology Service in their trench B demonstrate that there is 

more than one ‘March Hill industry’. Scalene microlithic dominated sites (March 

Hill Carr) and rod microlith dominated sites (March Hill Carr) are located in close 

proximity. 
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Switsur & Jacobi (1975; 1979) suggested there were differences between ‘rod’ 

and ‘scalene’ dominated sites; rods were often manufactured on flint (not chert), 

with sites located above 300m in the Pennines and Cleveland hills; scalenes 

were recovered from lower altitudes and manufactured on chert.  

 

YORKSHIRE AND HUMBERSIDE LATE MESOLITHIC RADIOCARBON DATA 

Thirty-two radiocarbon dates are well associated with ‘mesolithic’ material culture 

from Yorkshire and Humberside (fig. 5.22a–b; table 5.1). The March Hill data 

dominate the available regional evidence.  

 

Central Pennines mesolithic radiocarbon dates  

ROCHER MOSS, STANDEDGE MOOR SE0293108762 

Radiocarbon results from Rocher Moss and Dunford Bridge are accorded only 

the briefest of mentions by Switsur & Jacobi (1975). Buckley’s notebooks record 

at least two sites on ‘Rocher Moss’ (WY4007; Petch 1924). Rocher Moss is south 

of Saddleworth, and north-west of the prolific mesolithic sites at Pule Hill, on the 

south-central Pennines. Law & Horsfall (1882) recovered c200 lithics from the 

moss. Buckley, and Stonehouse undertook considerable work at Pule Hill 

(WY2856). At ‘Pule Hill Base’ Stonehouse (WY5564; West Yorkshire HER 

record) recovered “…9,442…flints of mesolithic date (also three barbed and 

tanged arrowheads from upper layers…”. From ‘Pule Bents’ (WY28) Jacobi and 

Stonehouse recovered an assemblage including “…94 rods, 3 scalene microliths, 

1 obliquely blunted point, 1 point, 1 impact spall, 7 flakes” mainly on flint.   

 

At Rocher Moss South 2, a hearth and 35 rod microliths, but no scalene triangles 

were excavated (Switsur & Jacobi 1975). Details about the site are not well 
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recorded.6 A single radiocarbon sample was produced from a hearth on Rocher 

Moss. The potential for an inbuilt offset in the dated sample means that the result 

is presented as a terminus post quem for rod production in 5000–4440 cal BC 

(94.9% probable; or 4420–4400 cal BC 0.5% probable; or 4840–4540 cal BC 

68.2% probable; Q-1190; fig. 5.22a).  

 

DUNFORD BRIDGE B, THURLSTONE MOOR SE137010 

Dunford Bridge b (Radley et al. 1974; Switsur & West 1975; fig. 5.23–4) lies on a 

gritstone promontory, south-west of March Hill and Rocher Moss (fig. 5.25). 

Nineteen rod microliths were recovered from the site, which centered on a small 

hearth. This was interpreted as “…a temporary camp site in a dry, sheltered 

hollow, perhaps in an area of light woodland. The group could scarcely have 

been larger than a single family, and the duration of the settlement not more than 

a few days”. Radley et al. (1974, 7) remarked on the absence of triangular 

microliths.  

 

A radiocarbon date was produced on charcoal of uncertain species and maturity, 

recovered at 23cm deep from within the hearth (Radley et al. 1974; Switsur & 

Jacobi 1975). A terminus post quem for the hearth firing and associated microlith 

                                                
6
 The only details I have been able to discover for the site are the two sentences from Switsur & 

Jacobi (1975, 33). It is possible the site referred to as ‘Rocher Moss’ in Switsur & Jacobi (1975) is 
a site located on Pule Hill (on which both Stonehouse and Jacobi probably worked), or that 
material recovered by Buckley from the rod-dominated ‘Rocher Moss site I’ (Radley et al. 1974, 1) 
was dated. (Switsur & Jacobi (1975) appear to cite an erroneous source for this result — 
‘Stonehouse 1956’. The journal they cite was begun in 1972. The 1956 date they cite is before 
Stonehouse began his fieldwork in 1967 (Manby 1999, 2; Stonehouse 1999, 3). Variations on the 
date for the journal have been checked to exclude typographic errors and drawn a blank. All 
Stonehouse’s publications in the journal (Yorkshire Archaeological Journal: Prehistory Research 
Section Bulletin) cited in the Nature article have been checked to no avail. Neither of 
Stonehouse’s important review articles (published in 1988, and posthumously in 1999) makes 
reference to this result, though he cited a wide range of other results (Stonehouse 1999, 5). 
According to the West Yorkshire HER (WY2856) record, Stonehouse knew nothing of a date from 
Rocher Moss, though this may be in conflict with an article published by Stonehouse (1980).  
 
I suggest the dated material could derive from Jacobi’s unrecorded and unpublished work on Pule 
Hill (Switsur & Jacobi 1979, 63). A note in West Yorkshire HER, from one of the Pule Hill sites, 
suggests that the material might derive from Jacobi’s (unpublished) work; “Jacobi mentions two 
14

C dates, but Dr. Stonehouse knew nothing of these” (WY2856). The picture is further 
complicated because Jacobi apparently only located sites at Pule Hill in the 1980s after the 
radiocarbon results from ‘Rocher Moss’ had been cited in the Nature article of 1975.   
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use is 4360–3990 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 4340–4160 cal BC 52.2% 

probable, or 4130–4070 cal BC 16.1% probable; Q-799; fig. 5.22a). 

 

DAN CLOUGH, MARSDEN MOOR SE0065812715 

At Dan Clough, a hearth and paved area were excavated, and scalene triangles 

recovered (Smith-Deenen pers. comm. 2009; Stonehouse 1999, 5; fig. 5.26). 

From the hearth, Jacobi submitted oak charcoal samples providing a terminus 

post quem for its firing and associated lithic use of 4720–4460 cal BC (95.4% 

probable; or 4690–4540 cal BC 68.2%; GrN-12278; fig. 5.22a).  

 

DEAN CLOUGH, MARSDEN MOOR SD99491289 

At Dean Clough, Stonehouse (1986) recorded and excavated a lithic scatter. 

Artefacts included scalene triangles, microburins, waste flakes and cores. 

Stonehouse (1986, 2) suggested several concentrations of burning might 

represent features, though these were not recorded in plan. There are superficial 

similarities between activity here and evidence for March Hill Carr (trench A) 

scalene triangle production.  

 

Stonehouse (1986) did not recognise the possibility of a palimpsest, and 

suggested the features, lithics, and radiocarbon result formed a 

contemporaneous phase of activity. The association between radiocarbon result 

and any scalene triangle production is not robust as the radiocarbon date was 

produced on charcoal bulked from several grid squares. This result therefore 

may provide a terminus post quem for lithic working in 4800–4230 cal BC (94.5% 

confidence; or 4690–4340 cal BC 68.2% confidence; Q-1299). Because it is not 

well associated with any well understood archaeological event, the result is 

excluded in the model as an Outlier (fig. 5.22a).  

 

LOMINOT IV, MARSDEN MOOR SE0070312527 

Charcoal of uncertain species and maturity probably recovered by Buckley from 

Lominot IV, was dated by Switsur & Jacobi (1975, 33). Jacobi (Switsur & Jacobi 
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1975, 33) designated Lominot IV a ‘March Hill-type’, scalene-dominated site and 

the result, Q-1189 (4770–4230 cal BC 95.4% probable; or 4590–4330 cal BC 

68.2%; fig. 5.22a), may provide a terminus post quem for scalene microlith 

working. 

 

MARCH HILL RADIOCARBON DATA, MARSDEN MOOR, WEST YORKSHIRE SE00761286 

A history of semi-systematic study (Law & Horsfall 1882; Petch 1924; Buckley 

1924a, 1924b; Clark 1932, 32) and continued amateur collection, led to the West 

Yorkshire Mesolithic project (West Yorkshire Archaeology Service 1996) on 

March Hill. Many details presented here are produced from the unpublished 

excavation reports (http://www.arch.wyas.org.uk/mh/graphics/moreinfo; Spikins 

1995; 1996a; 1996b; 1998; undated), from the West Yorkshire HER (Dodds pers. 

comm. 2009) and from the EH scientific dating file (Bayliss pers. comm. 2009). 

 

A series of test-pits and auguring defined lithic scatters on March Hill (Conneller 

undated a); as a result two trenches were excavated. Trench A exposed lithics 

and debitage around four hearths. Excavated in Trench B was a hearth that had 

been fired at least twice, and produced a burnt rod microlith and a partially burnt 

core. A debitage scatter centred on the hearth.  

 

Trench A, March Hill Carr 

From Trench A were recovered 2381 lithic artefacts. All the diagnostic material 

was late mesolithic, though a number of larger flakes might be residual from an 

earlier presence on the site (Conneller undated a, 6). Ninety-one microliths and 

seven microburins were recovered. The recognition of burins marked out the 

sites out from others in the vicinity. These were common at both Carr and Top 

sites (Conneller undated a, 36). Fifty-one scalene triangles were recovered from 

the March Hill Carr site (Conneller undated a, 35). The assemblage had been 

produced on a range of raw material and included several refitting clusters. The 

extent of the scatter went beyond the limit of excavation (Conneller undated b). 
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Of the first four hearths excavated in trench A, one hearth was suggested as a 

‘cooking pit’ (Conneller undated a, 10). 

 

Trench B, March Hill Top 

Test pits targeted March Hill Top in 1994–5. The excavation produced evidence 

for ephemeral occupation centred on a single hearth. Fourteen rod microliths, 

one burin and two microburins were recovered. The hearth was fired at least 

twice; it had been partially recut and cleaned out before the final firing. 

Recovered from the hearth was debitage which suggested in situ lithic working 

(Conneller undated a, 19).  

 

More limited raw materials were represented at the Top site in contrast to the 

Carr site. Dark chert seems to be absent at the March Hill Top site, as were 

some forms of flint (Conneller undated a). The changes in lithic sources may 

indicate a circumscription of territory, fewer people present at the Top, a shorter 

phase of occupation, disrupted contacts with other groups, or other factors. 

Because of the absence of certain cherts, Conneller (undated a) suggests that 

people at the Top might not have travelled west of the Pennines. 

 

March Hill environmental evidence  

March Hill reconstruction drawings (Spikins 2002, 75–9) suggest decreases in 

tree coverage into the mesolithic. However, this reconstruction for this period is 

speculative. Evidence from other locations suggests slightly earlier upland 

disturbance (e. g. a terminus post quem for clearance at North Gill is 5760±90BP 

(Simmons & Innes 1996)), but extrapolation is problematic, given complex, 

localized patterns of disturbance and succession (Innes et al. 2003a–b; Simmons 

& Innes 1987; Simmons & Innes 1996; Innes & Blackford 2003). In the later 5th 

millennium, the moors could have comprised a mosaic environment including 

alder-hazel carr, developed deciduous forest, and open uplands (cf. Simmons 

1995, 15), but it is important to note that the pollen register for upper tree limits 

will be imprecise (Simmons et al. 1990, 25). Attribution of such changes to late 
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mesolithic peoples presents further challenges. Much later radiocarbon dated 

palynology sequences demonstrate the creation of open scrub at the site 

(Spikins 2002). 

 

March Hill radiocarbon dates 

Twenty-two March Hill results exist (table 5.1; appendix YH2). Switsur & West 

(1975) produced one result on charcoals from a hearth. This feature’s location is 

uncertain, though it has been suggested that it could have been in proximity to 

West Yorkshire Archaeology Service trench A (Spikins pers. comm. 2009). Other 

radiocarbon dates were produced on material excavated from West Yorkshire 

Archaeology Service trenches A and B (Spikins 2002).  

 

Two results each were produced on material from trench A, hearths 1, 2, 3, and 

4. Results from hearth 4 are directly associated with processing flint with fire. 

Hearths 1 and 2 are at the centre of a refitting lithic scatter, suggesting these 

hearths may be associated with knapping activity. Hearth 3 contained a scalene 

triangle, and was surrounded by a scalene microlith assemblage; the hearth 3 

results probably date scalene use and manufacture.  

 

Seven results were produced on material from trench B, hearth 1. Stratified 

deposits indicated at least two firings. It is not clear from the archive whether 

both burning events were sampled, and if so, which results sampled which event. 

At least one phase of activity associated with the hearth use, estimates rod 

production: a rod and core, burnt in situ were recovered from the hearth, and 

rods and knapping debris surrounded the hearth.  

 

Four results were produced on a stakehole, which cut into a shallow depression 

[10] (WYMP_019_2_09) on Lominot.7 The measurements date activity in the 

vicinity of the stake (appendix YH2). 

                                                
7
 Trench C was put into the Lominot area down slope from March Hill, which might have been in 

proximity to Buckley’s Lominot sites. 
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March Hill results 

The stakehole (WYMP_019_2_09) is the earliest March Hill dated feature (fig. 

5.22b). The statistically consistent results (T’=1.1; T’5%=7.8; "=3) provide termini 

post quos for its infilling of 4990–4740 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 4940–4800 cal 

BC 68.2% probable; last March Hill stake; fig. 5.22b). The lithic technology 

recovered on Lominot includes earlier obliquely blunted points and late mesolithic 

technology (Spikins 2002, 31). There is no direct association between this 

feature and specific lithic tools, but it suggests 5th millennium structures, possibly 

associated with hillside occupation at this time. 

 

Trench A hearths were used in the 47th–48th centuries cal BC. The results are 

discussed in detail in appendix YH2. The duplicate results from the hearths are 

all statistically consistent (appendix YH2). Hearth 1 was fired 4730–4620 cal BC 

(95.4% probable; or 4720–4680 cal BC 68.2% probable; UB-4050; fig. 5.22b). 

Hearth 2 was fired 4740–4610 cal BC (94.5% probable; or 4720–4680 cal BC 

68.2%; OxA-6297; fig. 5.22b). Hearth 3 was fired 4690–4500 cal BC (95.4% 

probable; or 4680–4540 cal BC 68.2%; OxA-6298; fig. 5.22b). Hearth 4 was fired 

4750–4610 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 4720–4680 cal BC 68.2%; OxA-6300; 

fig. 5.22b). All trench A results, and indeed Switsur & West’s, are statistically 

consistent, and they could all measure the same point in time (T’=9.9, 

T’5%=18.3, "=10). Equally these features could represent a frequently revisited 

location over a relatively short time-period, perhaps seasonally.  

 

The trench B hearth 1 was the latest activity sampled by West Yorkshire 

Archaeology Service. The first dated event associated with the use of this hearth 

is estimated as 4230–4000 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 4170–4040 cal BC 68.2% 

probable; first TrB; fig. 5.22a). The last dated event with the use of this feature is 

estimated as 4050–3960 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 4040–3970 cal BC 68.2% 

probable; last TrB; fig. 5.22a). The duration of activity associated with this 

feature is estimated as 0–230 years (95.4% probable; or 10–160 years 68.2% 
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probable; duration TrB; fig. 5.27).  The results from hearth 1 trench B results are 

statistically inconsistent (UB-4053, OxA-6301, OxA-6302, OxA-6304, OxA-6306, 

OxA-6303, OxA-6305; T’=13.3, T’5%=12.6, "=6), indicating that they probably 

sample more than one radiocarbon event. This is consistent with the 

interpretation that the hearth was fired at least twice. 

 

Stratified within the Trench B hearth deposits was a medium-sized flint core 

(Conneller undated b) and “[o]ne burnt piece of a rod microlith …” (Conneller 

undated b). The spent core was disposed of on the hearth, perhaps in the final 

acts of leaving the site (Spikins 2002, 37). This could indicate that the core was 

possibly associated with the earlier firing.8  

 

Production of rod microliths could be associated with the first dated event from 

this feature, or the last dated event, or indeed both phases of hearth use. An 

estimate for the deposition of the rod core, between the two phases of firing, is 

4190–3970 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 4110–4000 cal BC 68.2% probable; 

deposit rod core; fig. 5.28; appendix YH2). 

  

March Hill discussion 

The results from the trench A hearths could suggest a number of scenarios. The 

trench A hearths could represent a single archaeological ‘event’, with a number 

of people meeting, or in transit together over the moors. Each hearth could 

represent a small group, say four individuals, perhaps from the same descent 

group, or hunting or collecting parties. Alternatively, each hearth could represent 

zoned specialist activity perhaps by a smaller group. If the hearths represented 

revisitations over a period, rather than a single phase of activity, it is most 

probable these occurred over the lifespan of a few individuals 0–130 years 

(95.4% probable; or 0–60 years 68.2% probable; duration TrA hearths; fig. 5.27; 

fig. 5.29).  

                                                
8
 The site lithic chronology would be better understood if the burnt rod could be assigned to one 

firing or the other, and the radiocarbon dates could be attributed categorically to these firings. 
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Marsden Moor, and specifically the slopes around March Hill, was a place of 

persistent activity in the mesolithic — the total duration of activity at March Hill 

sampled here occurred over 920–1250 years (95.4% probable; or 950–1130 

years 68.2% probable; durationMH; fig. 5.30–1).  

 

South Yorkshire radiocarbon data   

THORPE COMMON ROCK SHELTER, THORPE SALVIN SK529794 

Despite at least three modern excavations9, a report on Thorpe Common has 

never been properly published (Switsur & West 1975, 45; Moorhouse 1973, 201). 

Inside Thorpe Common rock shelter (SY01097/07) were two hearths and a 

possible wall or structure (fig. 5.32). The account of Mellars’ excavation indicates 

that radiocarbon results sampled several phases of activity — “an upper level 

with a pure ‘geometric’ microlith industry and a lower containing ‘geometric’ and 

‘non-geometric’ microlith forms. Apparently associated with the uppermost 

horizon was a linear setting of large stones, perhaps the base of some structure. 

Several hearths were within this” (Moorhouse 1973, 201).  

 

From the lower level, Q-1116 provides a terminus post quem for the ‘associated’ 

geometric industry and the hearth from which it derived. From the same level, 

Betulaceae charcoal may provide a stratigraphic terminus post quem (Q-1117) 

for in situ activity “…near the base of mesolithic deposits…” (Switsur & West 

1975, 45).  

 

A red deer bone from an upper level underlay limestone blocks forming a 

possible wall which was “…contemporary [with mesolithic] artefacts, fauna, and 

human remains…” (Moorhouse 1973, 201; SY HER 01097/01). The deer bone 

result (Q-1118; 4910–4240 cal BC 95.4% probable; or 4690–4360 cal BC 68.2%; 

                                                
9
 By White in 1969, Mellars in 1972, and Jenkinson in 1988. NB these are not published 

references but dates of excavation derived from the HER file (SY01097/07).  
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fig. 5.22b) provides a terminus post quem for the ‘structure’ and may date the 

use of the associated ‘geometric industry’. 

 

North Yorkshire radiocarbon data 

SOUTH HAW, MARSHAM MOOR SE085789 

South Haw is an area of upland plateau, (reaching 490mOD) defined to the south 

by the Nidd valley. Nidderdale is narrow and steep-sided at this point. To the 

north-west, the uplands peak as Great Haw rises above the plateau. On the other 

side of the Nidd valley, springs drain the South Haw uplands into the Burn river, 

which flows away to the north-east. Mesolithic artefacts have been recovered 

from South Haw, and the surrounding area. From Great Haw, 67 microliths have 

been collected, with 52 identified as rods, and nine as scalenes. One kilometre 

north, at Little Haw, 83 microliths have been collected, of which 63 were rods, 

and 19 scalenes (Chatterton 2007, 75). Chatterton (2007, 75) observed “…the 

whole of South Haw and, in all probability, the other hills upon the plateau are 

literally covered in sites from the Mesolithic period”.   

 

Small-scale collecting work is reported on the moor around South Haw by E. R. 

Collins. This work was continued in the 20th century by his daughter M. Collins, 

who targeted erosion scars, collecting flint tools and debitage, and recording 

hearths. These hearths are well associated with mesolithic microlith use, and 

production — burnt microliths were recovered from hearths, and there was a 

close correlation between the number of burnt flints and the areas M. Collins 

identified as hearths (Chatterton 2007, 72). Microliths recovered from the site by 

M. Collins included obliquely blunted points, isosceles triangles and trapezes 

(total of these 32), and scales triangles (44), but was dominated by rod microliths 

(144), with other forms including crescents (14) (Chatterton 2007, 72). Chatterton 

(2007, 73) noted correlations between the clusters of microlith types and the raw 

materials used for these tools, and suggested that “…the variation in microliths 

from the different areas at South Haw indicates that the material represents not 
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one ‘site’ but rather numerous sites across the hill, and that visits were being 

made to South Haw over very long periods of time”. 

 

During the time that M. Collins was recording, as well as subject to peat erosion, 

South Haw was the target of illicit collectors (Chatterton 2007, 71). In 2003, 

Chatterton (2007, 78) reported that the site was again targeted by illicit digging, 

in the “…central area where erosion had been most active in revealing late 

Mesolithic rod type microliths. A search ...[of the spoil]…revealed that this was an 

area where only rod type microliths had been utilised”.  

 

Work by Chatterton excavated two hearths in the area of disturbance, where only 

rod microliths were recovered. These hearths are regarded as associated with 

rod microlith use and production. The first hearth is described as small (the scale 

used is not identified but it may by divided into 20 or 10 cm units, which would 

make the hearth c60 or c30cm diameter). The second hearth to the north may be 

slightly larger (with a diameter perhaps c40cm or c80cm; Chatterton 2007, 78). A 

result was produced on charcoal from each hearth. These date the presence of 

birch in the region (the charcoals used for dating), the infilling of the features and, 

probably, the use and manufacture of rod microliths.  

 

One of the hearths and was dated to 3960–3710 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 

3950–3870 cal BC 66.2% probable; Beta-189652; fig. 5.22a). The other hearth 

use was dated to 4340–3980 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 4230–4200 cal BC 

11.7% probable; 4170–3990 cal BC 56.5% probable; Beta-189653; fig. 5.22a).  

 

Yorkshire and Humberside mesolithic currency models 

Radiocarbon dates presented in fig. 5.22a-b are constrained by associations 

from each site. They are grouped by microlith typology (calculations for the 

microlith type currency model are shown in fig. 5.28). At some sites, such as 

March Hill, results are well associated with late mesolithic material culture. At 

other sites uncertainties derive from difficulties in associating dated material and 
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archaeological activity (e.g. Q-1189 from Lominot IV). Potential for palimpsests, 

or residual material, compounds such ambiguity (e.g. Thorpe Common). 

 

Currency model results  

Well associated posterior density estimates for rod microlith use and 

manufacture exist from March Hill trench B (fig. 5.22a) and South Haw. Termini 

post quos (because of the nature of the dated material) are provided by results 

from Rocher Moss South and Dunford Bridge (Q-1190, -799; fig. 5.28). Rods 

were first used in 4290–4040 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 4240–4060 cal BC 

17.3% or 4110–4100 cal BC 2.3%, or 4080–4040 cal BC 48.7%; first Yorkshire 

and Humberside rods; fig. 5.22a; fig. 5.33). The last dated use sampled here 

occurred in 3960–3730 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3950–3860 cal BC 65.2% 

probable, or 3800–3770 cal BC 2.7%; lastallrods; fig. 5.28; fig. 5.33).  

 

This model suggests that rod microliths were in use into the last half of the 40th 

century or first half of the 39th century cal BC. This model is quite sensitive to the 

later result from South Haw (Beta-189652). If this result is excluded from the rod 

currency model, and the other parameters and constraints remain the same, the 

last dated event associated with the use of rod microliths from Yorkshire and 

Humberside is estimated as 4050–3910 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 4040–3970 

cal BC; lastallrods model 2; fig. YH6.1; see below).  

 

Scalene triangle use was sampled at March Hill Carr, Dan and Dean Cloughs 

and Lominot VI. Only two of these results were demonstrably short-lived. The 

first estimated use of scalenes from these sites is 4730–4570 cal BC (95.4% 

probable; or 4710–4620 cal BC 68.2%; first Yorkshire and Humberside scalenes; 

fig. 5.22a; fig. 5.33). The last use of scalenes is 4630–4220 cal BC (93.3% 

probable, or 4200–4160 cal BC 1.4% probable, or 4130–4120 cal BC 0.3% 

probable, or 4090–4070 cal BC 0.4% probable; or 4530–4330 cal BC 68.2%; 

lastallscalenes; fig. 5.28; fig. 5.33).  
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Other late mesolithic activity is sampled by the March Hill stake, March Hill 

hearths 1, 2 and 4 (TrA H1; TrA H2; TrA H4; fig. 5.22b; fig. 5.33), the Switsur & 

West hearth (1975) and Thorpe Common rock-shelter (Moorhouse 1973, 201).  

 

The first dated event of this phase is 5210–4930 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 

5070–4950 cal BC 68.2% probable; first Y_H geometric microliths; fig. 5.22b; 

fig. 5.33). The last dated event is 4710–4320 cal BC (93.8%, or 4300–4260 cal 

BC 1.6%; or 4690–4450 cal BC 68.2% probable; lastallgeometric; fig. 5.28; fig. 

5.33).  

 

Scalene triangles are most probably first sampled for this project in Yorkshire and 

Humberside (fig. 5.22a; fig. 5.33) in the last quarter of the 47th century cal BC10, 

and, as sampled by this assemblage, most probably last used in the 45th–44th 

centuries cal BC (fig. 5.28; fig. 5.33).  

 

Rods, as sampled here11, were probably first used in the 42nd–43rd century cal 

BC (fig. 5.22a; fig. 5.33) and most probably last used in last half of the 40th 

century cal BC or the first half of the 39th century cal BC (fig. 5.28; fig. 5.33). 

 

Late mesolithic occupation 

The superimposition of hearths at March Hill Top might suggest an intimate 

knowledge of the region and hillside by late mesolithic people. Maybe at this site, 

an individual retraced steps trodden a few years before, or in childhood, 

reinforcing traditions passed down over generations. More utilitarian 

considerations could have influenced the reuse of this site, and might include for 

example; natural cover, visibility, or even the charcoal or burnt flint resources left 

in the trench B hearth. Certainly this hill top was repeatedly visited by mesolithic 

populations over a long period.  

                                                
10

 This is not necessarily an accurate estimate for the start of scalene use, as a systematic 
sample of results was only undertaken for the 5

th
 millennium cal BC. 

11
 As noted in the footnote above, this is not necessarily an accurate estimate for the start of rod 

use. 
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At trench A, Spikins seems to favour a single occupation, with a range of different 

activities undertaken by a group of people. The hearths “…were all distinctly 

different and probably had different functions…” (Spikins 2002, 33), perhaps one 

pit was used for heat tempering flint, one to sit round whilst knapping, and one as 

a  possible cooking pit (Spikins 1998, 27).  

 

Stonehouse (1999, 4) observed that “[i]n some areas scalene triangle sites are 

almost contiguous, as in some parts of Dean Clough…and March Hill, but rod 

sites are more isolated”. As rod-dominated sites appear to go on later than sites 

which are dominated by scalenes or with mixed scalene and rod assemblages, 

this could indicate less dense occupation and perhaps smaller population sizes in 

the very latest mesolithic. Perhaps it suggests less intensive or shorter-lived 

latest mesolithic presence on March Hill. Either interpretation might suggest a 

change in the nature of late mesolithic populations’ use of the uplands over a 

long period of time (appendix B). Does this reflect changes in deeply 

conservative cultural traditions? Or do these patterns reflect more personal 

choices in the repeated use of a landscape by people skilled and knowledgeable 

of upland places? The small-scale spatial and temporal sample from Marsden 

can only begin to address such questions.  

 

These data underline the importance of association between radiocarbon sample 

and material culture; a 4th millennium radiocarbon result is not sufficient to imply 

the presence of people using neolithic material culture.12 At March Hill and South 

Haw there were most probably people using microliths into the 4th millennium cal 

BC. 

 

YORKSHIRE AND HUMBERSIDE NEOLITHIC RADIOCARBON RESULTS 

Early neolithic sites  

                                                
12

 This is pertinent to other 5
th
 or 4

th
 millennium central Yorkshire results from caves (appendix 

A).  
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Fifty-eight radiocarbon results are associated with neolithic material culture from 

the HER regions of north Yorkshire, Yorkshire Dales, north Yorkshire Moors 

National Park, and Humberside and are included in the neolithic currency model 

(table 5.2; fig. 5.34 a-e; durations are presented in fig. 5.35; initial calculations 

are presented in fig. 5.36 and fig. 5.37a–b).13 Sites with radiocarbon results well 

associated with early neolithic material culture are located either side of the Vale 

of York, with an absence from the Vale itself (fig. 5.1–2). Early neolithic sites are 

in very different locations from the latest dated mesolithic sites. West of the Vale, 

along the natural north–south routeway which is the line of the A1, are the pit-

sites of the A1(M), Marton-le-Moor and Barnsdale Bar. This north–south early 

neolithic pit distribution describes the shallow, free-draining and fertile soils of the 

Magnesian limestone ridge. 

 

East of the Vale, pit-sites at Leven and Sewerby Cottage are situated on lowland 

alluvial deposits and heavy clays on the Holderness plain. Many barrows are 

located on the Yorkshire Wolds. These limestone chalk uplands run west along 

the Vale of York, curving eastwards to the coast at Flamborough Head. South of 

the North York Moors, the Seamer Moor barrows are located in a dry valley 

above the Derwent. To the west of the Ouse are the Whitegrounds, Callis Wold 

and Ling Howe barrows. Towthorpe 18 is part of this concentration of barrows, at 

the head of Fairy Dale, a dry valley which might align Towthorpe 18 with 

Raisthorpe long barrow, c3km to the south-east. These monuments are located 

on the north slopes of Water Dale.  

 

Callis Wold, Whitegrounds, Ling Howe, Towthorpe 18, Garton Slack and 

Raisthorpe are the western-most Yorkshire Wolds barrows. Other Wolds barrows 

include Kilham, Willerby Wold and Boynton to the north-east. Some “…1500 

barrows were dug and variously documented between 1840–1900” (Manby et al. 

2003b, 38).  A density of one barrow per 50 km2 in east Yorkshire and 

                                                
13

 Results exist which fall into the early centuries of the 4
th
 millennium cal BC, which are not well 

associated with neolithic material culture. These results are discussed in appendix YH1.  
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Lincolnshire (Kinnes 1982, 76) makes the region foremost in northern English 

neolithic mortuary monument visibility, nationally third after Cotswolds-Severn 

and Wessex barrow groups. 

 

Kinnes (1982, 140) regarded the Yorkshire monuments as a distinct burial 

tradition, comprising pre-mound features including ‘forecourt-chamber-mortuary 

house’. Manby et al. (2003b, 43) compared Yorkshire barrow features; common 

to many examples are post-built façades, which are often burnt. Burnt mortuary 

structures (from which radiocarbon dates were produced) were present at 

Willerby and Raisthorpe. Willerby Wold, Kemp Howe, Kilham, Raisthorpe, Garton 

Slack and Callis Wold have façades.  

  

Yorkshire Wold neolithic sites occur generally above 60m (Manby et al. 2003b). 

Lowland early neolithic sites in the Vale of York may be obscured by alluviation, 

or perhaps not located because of biases in fieldwork (which might emphasise 

early pit sites on the Magnesian ridge), or perhaps not favoured by people using 

early neolithic material culture.  

 

Pit features are relatively common in Yorkshire. Huntley has recognised what 

might be regarded as a ‘neolithic pit plant-assemblage’ (Druce 2007, 360). 

Together with crab apples, grain and hazel nutshells, pits often yield early 

pottery, polished stone axes (often fragmentary) and flaked stone fragments. 

These pits often survive as relatively small, shallow features, with gently sloping 

sides. They are most often excavated in pairs, or trios, and rarely as single 

features. The appearance of paired pits might indicate a regional trend, 

countering the higher-frequencies of some East Anglian pits sites (Garrow 2006, 

27) — though the group 6790 complex at Marton-le-Moor is large for the region.  

 

Neolithic pits west of the Vale of York 

SITE F-G, A1 (M) ROAD SCHEME, WEST YORKSHIRE SE4790028500 
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An isolated pit [539] was excavated in advance of the A1 (M) road-scheme. No 

other early prehistoric features were observed in the immediate vicinity, though 

about 100m north of this feature treethrow [551] produced five worked flints — a 

bladelet, a bulbar reject, two bladelets, and a rejuvenation flake (Brown 2007, 

24). Pit [539] produced a charred plant assemblage, comprising 2500 hazel 

nutshell fragments, apple (seeds and fruit fragments), domesticated wheat and 

barley seeds, emmer wheat chaff, pale persicaria and sheep’s sorrel, but no 

artefacts (Brown 2007, 25; fig. 5.38). The deposit was dumped in pit [539] with 

no signs of in situ burning  (Brown pers. comm. 2009). Deposition of material in 

the pit probably occurred in 3700–3520 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3660–3630 

cal BC 32.2% probable, or 3570–3530 cal BC 36.0% probable; SUERC-4360; 

fig. 5.34c). 

 

MARTON-LE-MOOR, NORTH YORKSHIRE SE382704 

In advance of infrastructure work, several early neolithic pit clusters were 

excavated at Marton-le-Moor (information presented here derives from Speed 

pers. comm. 2009; fig. 5.39; fig. 5.40; fig. 5.41; Abramson 2003; Tavener 1996). 

 

Six dates were produced from pits containing early neolithic material culture 

(table 5.2). Four were produced on material from pit group 6790, one from one of 

the three pits in group 6260, and one from the pair of pits in group 6238.  

 

From pit group 6790, two statistically consistent (T’=1.5, T’5%=3.8, "=1; OxA-

5584, -5574) results originate from different contexts in pit [6788], which 

contained a polished stone axe fragment. Pits [6776] and [6784] were also part of 

group 6790 (Abramson 2003). All the other results presented here from Marton-

le-Moor were produced on material from pits containing Grimston ware.14 From 

                                                
14

 Features from the site also produced Peterborough ware and Woodlands-style Grooved ware 
(Speed pers. comm. 2009). Several of the results from features producing this material culture 
just fall into the calibrated range relevant to this project. However, these results are not the latest 
radiocarbon results from their parent features, and therefore may be residual of earlier activity 
(they are not demonstrably associated with early neolithic material culture). The results are 
therefore not included in the early neolithic currency model. 
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group 6238, pit [6200] contained Grimston ware and also a leaf-shaped 

arrowhead. 

 

All the Marton-le-Moor results are statistically consistent, indicating that they 

could all represent the same point in time (T’=10.2, T’5%=11.1, "=5). The first 

dated event from the site is estimated as 3750–3510 cal BC (94.5% probable, or 

3430–3410 cal BC 0.9% probable; or 3680–3540 cal BC; first MM; fig. 5.34c).  

The last dated event is 3620–3370 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3520–3380 cal 

BC 68.2% probable; last MM; fig. 5.34c). Activity at Marton-le-Moor is estimated 

as taking place over 0–290 years (95.4% probable; or 0–180 years; duration MM; 

fig. 5.35). 

 

MELTON QUARRY, HUMBERSIDE SE9711327804 

York Archaeological Trust opened an area at Melton Quarry, identifying two 

feature groups, including pits, postholes, a post alignment, and a cairn with two 

phases of inhumations. After radiocarbon dates were produced, it became 

apparent that features with three early dates15 (including one produced on 

material from a pit containing Grimston ware) clustered together, while pits 

containing Peterborough ware and producing later radiocarbon results clustered 

in the site’s north-east. 

 

Apparently paired pits [1080] and [1073] produced 4th millennium results (Antoni 

2006, 80). Pit [1080] contained Grimston ware. Posthole or pit [1058] produced a 

charred assemblage including 150 hazel nutshell fragments, three apple seeds, 

barley, and over 200 grains of de-husked wheat from a c3kg sample (Carrott 

pers. comm. 2009). The grain assemblage is huge for an early neolithic context 

given the sample volume. The assemblage is interesting as it included grain 

cleaned for consumption, and hazel nutshells, which might be understood as 

                                                
15

 The identified plant remains from these features were all short-lived, but it is uncertain what 
material was dated (Antoni pers. comm. 2009). The radiocarbon results from the north-eastern 

features are statistically consistent (Beta-212426, -212427, -212430; T’=2.5, T’5%=6.0, "=2): they 

could measure the same point in time. 
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food waste (Antoni 2006). The posthole is described as isolated and relatively 

small (c0.12–0.14m diameter and up to 0.37m deep).  

 

Beta-212430 estimates infilling of pit [1080] and Grimston-type sherd deposition 

in 3700–3520 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3660–3630 cal BC 23.6%, or 3580–

3530 cal BC 44.6% probable; fig. 5.34b). Beta-212426 estimates the infilling of 

posthole [1058] and deposition of charred cereal grains in 3650–3510 cal BC 

(88.7%, or 3430–3380 cal BC 6.7% probable; or 3640–3620 cal BC 8.6%, or 

3600–3520 cal BC 59.6% probable; fig. 5.34b).16 Beta-212427 is included in the 

neolithic currency model because of its proximity in plan to other features 

containing demonstrably neolithic material culture. 

 

BARNSDALE BAR, WEST YORKSHIRE SE5106213935 

West Yorkshire Archaeology Service excavated features, including several pits, 

and a spread of sand and charred material (1190) at Barnsdale Bar. The spread 

was 0.5m x 0.5m (Burgess 2000, unpaginated, paragraph 4.17). The pits were 

between 0.34–1.1m diameter and up to 0.41m deep. The pit fills were charcoal 

rich. Pits [201] and [1147], and spread (1190) contained cremated human bone. 

These features are referred to in the report as ‘cremations’, though it was not 

suggested that material was burnt in situ. Burnt bone appears to be relatively 

rarely recovered from early neolithic pits. Garrow (2006, 36) lists bone from Hurst 

Fen and Hall Farm. Human burnt bone appears to be even rarer (cf. Railton 

2009; chapter seven; Lamdin-Whymark 2008). 

 

Pits [1176], [1178] and [1200] contained flint and hazel nutshells. Dates were 

produced on two samples of hazelnut shell from the pits. 

 

Pit [1200] (1.1m diameter and 0.41m deep) contained two fills, the lower 

containing limestone flecks and charred hazel nutshells. The feature also 

contained a sherd of pottery. Material from it was used to produce Beta-203147. 

                                                
16

 Even if the result was not produced on the grains themselves (Antoni pers. comm. 2009). 
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Pit [1189], from which Beta-203146 was produced, contained three indeterminate 

cereal grains. Pit [1189] (0.88m diameter and 0.3m deep), one of an apparent 

pair, was located away from the main cluster and contained two fills. The clean, 

upper material was interpreted as a sealing deposit. The lower fill contained 

limestone fragments, charcoal, burnt pebbles, and flint.  

 

The lithic component from these features is regarded as ‘late mesolithic-early 

neolithic’ (Burgess 2000). There was no evidence of in situ burning in either of 

the pits. 

 

The two results from the pits are statically consistent (Beta-203146, Beta-

203147; T’=0.3, T’5%=3.8, "=1). The infilling of pit [1189] occurred in 3710–3620 

cal BC (57.5% probable, or 3600–3520 cal BC 37.9% probable; or 3700–3630 

cal BC 44.2% probable, or 3570–3530 cal BC 24.0% probable; Beta-203146; fig. 

5.34c). Pit [1201] was infilled in 3720–3620 cal BC (85.0% probable, or 3580–

3530 cal BC 8.8% probable, or 3760–3740 cal BC 1.6% probable; or 3700–3630 

cal BC 68.2% probable; Beta-203147; fig. 5.34c).  

 

Neolithic pits east of the Vale of York 

LEVEN, HOLDERNESS, HUMBERSIDE TA120450 

Two small pits sampled during a watching brief at Leven produced Grimston 

vessels, flint and hazel nutshells. Large fragments of the same vessel were 

recovered from both features (Steedman pers. comm. 2009; Evans & Steedman 

1997); the material may have originated from the same ‘pre-pit’ context (Garrow 

2006). Statistically consistent measurements (T’=2.1, T’5%=3.8, "=1) on hazel 

nutshells from each feature estimated deposition of material culture and infilling 

(OxA-4413 3780–3510 cal BC 93.5% probable, or 3420–3380 cal BC 1.8% 

probable; or 3710–3620 cal BC 45.9% probable, or 3590–3530 cal BC 22.3% 

probable; fig. 5.34b. OxA-4411 3820–3640 cal BC 95.4% probable; or 3780–

3670 cal BC 68.2% probable; fig. 5.34b. Dobney et al.1993).  
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SEWERBY COTTAGE, HOLDERNESS, HUMBERSIDE TA1863869498 

The Sewerby Cottage monograph identified several groups of features as 

neolithic structures (Fenton-Thomas 2009, 145; fig. 5.42). The stratigraphically 

earliest elements were two large post-alignments, D1 and D7 (Fenton-Thomas 

2009, 145: phase 1a; appendix YH3). I argue (appendix YH3) that the most 

robust early chronometric evidence is from a dumped deposit (1456), which 

provides a terminus ante quem for the construction of structure D2 of 3630–3370 

cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3540–3410 cal BC 68.2% probable; TAQ structure 

D2; fig. 5.34b). 

 

Other features from the site have results associated with diagnostic early 

neolithic material culture. Several pit groups were located in the north of the area. 

Group 6 comprised four pits containing early neolithic pottery. These pits formed 

a triangle around a central postpit [3878], in which a postpipe was visible 

(Fenton-Thomas 2009, 85).17 Group 6 pits produced flint flakes, chips, blades 

and serrated blades. Sherds of Towthorpe ware, and a nationally rare fragment 

of polished Niedermendig quernstone were also recovered from these pits. Two 

statistically consistent (T’=2.7; T’5%=3.8; "=1; OxA-13855, -13971) radiocarbon 

results were produced on material from group 6 pit [3878]. The results estimate 

pit [3878] infilling and material culture deposition in 3640–3490 cal BC (69.6% 

probable, or 3460–3380 cal BC 25.8% probable; or 3580–3510 cal BC 52.0% 

probable, or 3430–3388 16.2% probable; deposition in pit [3878]; fig. 5.34b).  

 

Sheridan (2010a, 887) has suggested that the quern might be Romano-British, 

and the neolithic assemblage, from the feature residual. The plan, section (fig. 

5.42), material culture (which as well as the quernstone includes Towthorpe ware 

and flints; table 5.1), and proximity in plan to other neolithic pits, are consistent 

with an early neolithic feature and assemblage.   

                                                
17

 The recognition of a post-pipe is important, as these elements are rarely identified in early 
neolithic pits from the study region (similarities with a group from Thirlings (Edwards 2009, 130) 
might be suggested (see appendix YH4; Fenton-Thomas 2009)).  
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Group 7 pits contained Ebbsfleet pottery. Results from pit [3842] are statistically 

consistent (T’=3.6; T’5%=3.8; "=1; OxA-13853, -13854) and date the infilling of 

the feature, including deposition of Ebbsfleet ware (3520–3360 cal BC 95.4% 

probable; or 3520–3460 cal BC 61.8% probable, or 3390–3370 cal BC 6.4% 

probable; deposition in pit [3842]; fig. 5.34b). The result from pit [3806] dates the 

infilling of the feature and deposition of Ebbsfleet ware in 3520–3350 cal BC 

(95.4% probable; or 3500–3450 cal BC 56.8% probable, or 3380–3360 cal BC 

11.4% probable; OxA-13874; fig. 5.34b).  

 

Yorkshire and Humberside neolithic barrow data: 

Yorkshire neolithic round barrows 

On the Yorkshire Wolds, barrows at Whitegrounds and two barrows on Seamer 

Moor are c30km apart. Whitegrounds is situated near Menethorpe Beck, a 

Derwent tributary. The Seamer sites are near Scarborough Bay, on dry valleys 

overlooking the Derwent. North of the Derwent, barrows on the North York Moors 

include Rob Howe and Ebberston long barrow. To the river’s south are Willerby 

Wold, Helperthorpe long barrow, Kilham and Kemp Howe. The Rudston cursuses 

and megalith, and Duggleby Howe are situated in this landscape. Less prominent 

are locations off the river — following the Gypsy Race’s course upstream are 

Wold Newton and Willy Howe barrows. Sewerby Cottage is north of the Race’s 

confluence with the sea.  

 

WHITEGROUNDS, BURYTHORPE, NORTH YORKSHIRE SE782682 

Five radiocarbon results on human skeletal remains exist from two phases of the 

Whitegrounds mortuary structure (Brewster 1984, 1; fig. 5.43; appendix YH4). 

Brewster recovered two groups of human remains; from the linear entrance-

passage (phase 1) and a later burial inserted into the round barrow (phase 2). 

The passage assemblage comprised a group of three skulls, semi-articulated 

post-cranial human remains, an amber bead, Grimston ware, bones of a mature 

fox or dog, and a flint blade. 
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Phase 1 began in 3820–3500 cal BC (94.6% probable, or 3390–3380 cal BC 

0.8% probable; or 3750–3640 cal BC 61.3% probable, or 3560–3530 cal BC 

6.9% probable; first Burythorpe entrance grave; fig. 5.34d). The entrance grave 

phase went on for 0–330 years (95.4% probable; or 0–100 years 34.9% 

probable, or 140–240 years 33.3% probable; duration entrance grave; fig. 5.35: 

appendix YH5). The last dated event from this phase is 3640–3360 cal BC 

(95.4%; or 3630–3590 cal BC 16.1% probable, or 3540–3440 cal BC 52.1%; 

TAQ deposition Grimston ware; fig. 5.34d).  

 

The later central grave dates to 3630–3590 cal BC (2.8% probable, or 3530–

3310 cal BC 92.6% probable; or 3510–3430 cal BC 52.2% probable, or 3380–

3340 cal BC 16.0% probable; central grave; fig. 5.34d).  

 

SEAMER BARROWS, IRONTON, NORTH YORKSHIRE (APPENDIX YH5) TA00028640; 

TA01968617 

Excavation of barrows on Seamer Moor has been undertaken since at least the 

19th century (fig. 5.44). Three radiocarbon results exist from barrows on the 

moor. Vatcher excavated a barrow at East Ayton (fig. 5.45). A result from this 

phase of work may provide a terminus post quem for deposition of Grimston 

ware in the barrow, and the façade firing (3990–3640 cal BC 95.4% probable; or 

3950–3760 cal BC 64.3% probable; or 3730–3710 cal BC 3.9% probable; NPL-

73; fig. 5.34d). 

 

Dates from Brewster’s excavation on Seamer Moor (English Heritage scientific 

dating file) provide a terminus post quem for the firing of a hearth underlying the 

barrow mound (4340–3930 cal BC 91.8% probable, or 3870–3810 cal BC 3.6% 

probable; or 4240–3970 cal BC 68.2% probable; HAR-8785; fig. 5.34d) and a 

terminus post quem for a ‘grave’ cut infilling (3970–3640 cal BC 95.4% probable; 

or 3940–3860 cal BC 21.3% probable, or 3810–3660 cal BC 46.8% probable; 

HAR-8786; fig. 5.34d). Both results provide termini post quos for the overlying 
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barrow and Grimston ware probably excavated from the mound (Manby et al. 

2003, 42).  

 

DUGGLEBY HOWE, NORTH YORKSHIRE SE88046688 

Mortimer (1905) excavated Duggleby Howe, a large, enclosure-defined round 

barrow. Kinnes et al. (1983) decribe several phases of monument construction. 

Inhumations of two adults and a child were recovered from a chalk-cut shaft also 

containing Towthorpe ware and flints. In an upper fill of the grave two other 

crouched inhumations, a flint adze, a lozenge arrowhead and an antler 

macehead were deposited. Subsequent burial phases occurred. A radiocarbon 

date (Loveday et al. 2007) on the antler macehead dated it to 3510–3420 cal BC 

(48.0% probable, or 3390–3330 cal BC 47.4% probable; or 3500–3460 cal BC 

29.6% probable, or 3380–3340 cal BC 38.6% probable; OxA-13327; fig. 5.34d). 

This result may also date the secondary burials, lozenge-shaped arrowhead, and 

adze. 

 

Humberside neolithic round barrows  

WOLD NEWTON, HUMBERSIDE TA015763 

Mortimer (1905) excavated Wold Newton round barrow, uncovering at least six 

disarticulated skeletons, some of which had been cremated. Pottery and a leaf-

shaped arrowhead were extracted from the mound body. Mortimer’s (1905) 

figure 1015 indicates a phased construction, with burial 7 indicated at a higher 

level within the mound body than the primary burials. 

 

From the lower level, an infant inhumation (3800–3700 cal BC 95.4% probable; 

or 3790–3710 cal BC 68.2% probable; Child inhumation; fig. 5.34e), and an 

individual associated with the leaf-shaped arrowhead were dated (SUERC-

13937; 3810–3660 cal BC 95.4% probable; or 3780–3700 cal BC 68.2% 

probable; fig. 5.34e; Gibson & Bayliss 2010).  A result on burial 7 appears to 

confirm the later use of the mound for burial (Gibson & Bayliss 2010; 3650–3510 
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cal BC 93.1% probable, or 3400–3380 cal BC 2.3% probable; or 3640–3620 cal 

BC 8.5% probable, or 3600–3520 cal BC 59.7% probable; fig. 5.34e).  

 

TOWTHORPE 18, HUMBERSIDE SE8805863832 

Mortimer (1905) excavated Towthorpe 18, a circular mound covering remains of 

six inhumations, with disarticulated skeletal material found in the mound body. 

Two pots were placed to the south-west and north-east of the inhumations. Four 

leaf-shaped arrowheads were recovered in the vicinity of the northern pot. 

Lozenge-shaped arrowheads were recovered from one individual’s femur and 

from another’s thigh. To the south-east of the central burial area was a deposit of 

dog or fox bones. Flakes, pounders and an ‘ox’ rib were also recovered, 

apparently from the old ground surface. 

  

Four dates were produced on Towthorpe 18 human skeletal remains (Gibson & 

Bayliss 2010). Two results were produced on inhumation 3 who died in 3370–

3280 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3360–3330 cal BC 68.2% probable; individual 

3; fig. 5.34e; T’=0.0; T’5%=3.8; "=1). Individual 4 died in 3630–3580 cal BC 

(16.4% probable, or 3540–3370 cal BC 79.0% probable; or 3620–3610 cal BC 

4.3% probable, or 3530–3490 cal BC 15.3% probable, or 3460–3370 cal BC 

48.6% probable; OxA-17239; fig. 5.34e). Individual 6 died in 3640–3500 cal BC 

(78.6% probable, or 3430–3380 cal BC 16.8% probable; or 3640–3390 cal BC 

68.2% probable; OxA-17238; fig. 5.34e).  

 

The results are not statistically consistent (T’=31.7%; T’5%=7.8; "=3), indicating 

a more complex history than might have been expected — curated material 

might have been deposited, or later inhumation 3 might represent a later phase 

of use of the monument. If the primary burial phase went on for some time, the 

mortuary area may have been open and not a sealed context. 

 

Humberside neolithic long barrows  

KILHAM, HUMBERSIDE TA055673 
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Greenwell (1877) and Manby (1971; 1976) excavated the complex at Kilham, 

which including ‘mesolithic’ pits and hearths, and two long parallel ditches. These 

ditch fills were cut by a trapezoidal mortuary enclosure. At the eastern end of this 

were banks, a forecourt, and a post-lined avenue running eastwards from the 

monument. Associated with the mound raised over the structure were at least 

two phases of ditch digging. Late neolithic and medieval material was recovered 

from these ditch silts.  

 

Unspeciated charcoal from the mortuary structure’s eastern bedding trench 

provided a terminus post quem for its construction (Barker et al. 1971; Manby 

1971; 3940–3860 cal BC 5.5% probable, or 3820–3360 cal BC 89.9% probable; 

or 3760–3500 cal BC 59.3% probable, or 3430–3380 cal BC 8.9% probable; BM-

293; fig. 5.34d).  

 

EAST HESLERTON, HUMBERSIDE SE938753 

Vatcher & Vatcher (1965) excavated East Heslerton — a long barrow comprising 

a post-built façade trench, a mound and accompanying longitudinal ditches (fig. 

5.46). Four results produced on façade-post charcoals provide termini post quos 

for the bedding trench construction and associated mortuary rites (Walker et al. 

1990).18 Manby (undated EH scientific dating file) observed that the samples 

were derived from massive timbers with potentially several centuries’ growth.  

 

The latest result may provide the most appropriate terminus post quem for the 

end of façade construction19 in 3640–3560 cal BC (12.3% probable, or 3540–

3330 cal BC 83.1% probable; or 3520–3350 cal BC 68.2% probable; HAR-7032; 

fig. 5.34d).  

 

KEMP HOWE, HUMBERSIDE SE9616466274 

                                                
18

Excess material was later identified as oak or unspeciated material (Gale undated; EH scientific 
dating file). HAR-7029 was identified as ‘wood charcoal’.  
19

 The other results might indicate this was a later façade trench modification, though the effects 
of various inbuilt age offsets make this impossible to assess. 
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Four results exist on material from Brewster’s work at Kemp Howe (Brewster 

1969) — a long mound with a façade trench and accompanying longitudinal 

ditches, which was later overlain by a round barrow. Two results were produced 

on charcoals which may include inbuilt age offsets. A single date on an antler 

pick from the long barrow ditch dates digging associated with barrow construction 

to 3870–3640 cal BC (94.8% probable, or 3560–3540 cal BC 0.6% probable; or 

3790–3660 cal BC 68.2% probable; HAR-5725; fig. 5.34e).20  

 

CALLIS WOLD, HUMBERSIDE SE8313355478 

Mortimer’s round barrow 275 revealed a pavement, on which were the remains of 

ten inhumations and three leaf-shaped arrowheads. West of the pavement, a pit 

contained a cremation, human and animal bone, and sherds of pottery. Coombs’ 

(1976; Burleigh & Matthews 1982; Otlet & Walker 1979) excavations revealed a 

D-shaped pit east of the pavement, in which were an adult skull, part of an infant 

skeleton and disarticulated bone. In front of this pit was a façade trench divided 

by a berm. Towthorpe ware was recovered from the façade trench and mound. 

Overlying the primary mound, later activity included deposition of Beaker pottery.  

 

Two results (BM-1167; -1170) are termini post quos for the façade trench 

construction. BM-1170 was from an upper fill containing Towthorpe ware. The 

latest façade trench result provides the most relevant terminus post quem for 

barrow construction and Towthorpe ware deposition in 3710–3490 cal BC 80.0% 

probable, or 3470–3370 cal BC 15.4% probable; or 3660–3510 cal BC 66.1% 

probable, or 3400–3380 cal BC 2.1% probable; BM-1167; fig. 5.34e).21  

 

LING HOWE, HUMBERSIDE SE9699736041 

                                                
20

 The two other results not included in the currency model are excluded because they fall outside 
the range of this project (HAR-8780), or because they are poorly associated with early neolithic 
activity (HAR-8779).  
21

 Four results were produced on material associated with Beaker activity, though the nature of 
the dated material means that none of these can be used to constrain earlier data.  
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Dent’s 1984 Ling Howe excavation is unpublished.22 Linford’s (2000; fig. 5.47) 

recent geophysical survey indicates morphology typical of early neolithic long 

barrows — two parallel ditches, with two pits located on the longitudinal axis 

between the ditches.  A terminus post quem for mound formation was produced 

on material from the underlying surface (4330–4290 cal BC 2.3% probable, or 

4270–3790 cal BC 93.1% probable; or 4230–3950 cal BC 68.2% probable; HAR-

9248; fig. 5.34e: Hardiman et al. 1992).  

 

RAISTHORPE, HUMBERSIDE SE8518862497 

Mortimer excavated Raisthorpe long barrow in 1863. Brewster (Brewster & 

Finney 1995) re-excavated the monument, producing a radiocarbon result from a 

‘cremation pit’23, which provides a terminus post quem for pit infilling, and 

monument construction in 4690–3990 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 4530–4220 cal 

BC 63.6% probable, or 4200–4170 cal BC 3.9% probable, or 4100–4080 cal BC 

0.8% probable; NPL-14024; fig. 5.34e).  

 

Three later statistically consistent results (T’=4.1; T’5%=6.0; "=2), on unidentified 

or oak charcoal, provide termini post quos for mound formation (HAR-8781) and 

façade construction (HAR-8782, -8783). The latest of these results may provide 

the most relevant terminus post quem of the monument’s main phase of 

construction in 3940–3870 cal BC (4.1% probable, or 3810–3490 cal BC 80.4% 

probable, or 3470–3370 cal BC 10.9% probable; HAR-8782; fig. 5.34e). 

 

GARTON SLACK I AND II, HUMBERSIDE SE95725970 

                                                
22

 The radiocarbon report is the only published reference (Hardiman et al. 1992, 54). 
23

 After consulting the Brewster archive held at the NMR, I have been unable to associate the 
reported pit with Brewster’s plans. 
24

 Brewster was aware of the potential for offset in his sample. He wrote that “…the sample was 
from a cremation pit of the same type as Garton Slack…and Willerby Wold…[the] Raisthorpe 
date is nearly five centuries older than either of the other dates. This anomaly is difficult to explain 
unless the charcoal is from the centre of a very old tree used in the cremation…” 
(Correspondence dated 5.7.70; EH scientific dating file). It seems probable the dated material 
included significant inbuilt age offset. 
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Two early 4th millennium radiocarbon results on material from pits were produced 

from Garton Slack long barrows. It is uncertain from which barrows these results 

originate. The results could date features from the same long barrow, though this 

is not clear from the Brewster archive held at the NMR. The features’ 

descriptions suggest they may be the proximal and distal pits from a single 

barrow’s longitudinal axis. The feature I propose as the distal pit, is described as 

“…cremation burial pit at west end of Garton Slack…surrounded by shallow 

ditches…”. The other pit was described as a “…cremation pit in front of the 

façade bedding trench…” (EH scientific dating file). These statistically consistent 

(T’=0.0; T’5%=3.8; "=1; NPL-194, -195) results produced on oak charcoal of 

uncertain maturity provide termini post quos for the features’ infilling. The latest 

of these may provide the most relevant terminus post quem for some aspects of 

monument construction in 4240–3620 cal BC (92.0% probable; or 3600–3520 cal 

BC 3.4% probable; or 3980–3620 cal BC 68.2% probable; NPL-194; fig. 5.34e). 

 

Yorkshire neolithic long barrows  

WILLERBY WOLD, NORTH YORKSHIRE TA015763 

Greenwell (1877) partially excavated Willerby Wold long barrow, while Manby 

(1963b) revisited the monument. The earliest phase comprised a trapezoidal 

post-built mortuary structure between two semi-circular postpits. The structure 

was fired, leading Manby (1963b) to make analogies with 'crematoria’ barrows. 

Ditches flanked the mound’s north and south sides. Material culture recovered 

from the barrow mound included inhumations, cremations, pottery and lithics.    

 

Two results, on charcoal from the mortuary structure, provide termini post quos 

for the structure (Barker et al. 1969; Manby 1963b). BM-199 dated charcoal from 

a basal cremation deposit. BM-189 dated timber from the façade bedding trench. 

The later of these results may provide the most relevant terminus post quem for 

the monument’s construction in 3980–3370 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3940–

3860 cal BC 11.1% probable, or 3820–3520 cal BC 57.1% probable; BM-199; 

fig. 5.34d). 
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Other data associated with neolithic material  

BOYNTON BARROW, HUMBERSIDE TA159708 

A result on unspeciated charcoal of uncertain maturity, from Boynton ‘henge-

type’ ditch fill (Otlet 1977) provides a terminus post quem for ditch infilling and 

possibly for deposition of Peterborough ware in the overlying deposits (3800–

3490 cal BC 86.8% probable, or 3460–3370 cal BC 8.6% probable; or 3710–

3520 cal BC 68.2% probable; HAR-268; fig. 5.34a).  

 

FERRYBRIDGE HENGE, WEST YORKSHIRE SE470243 

A pit within the neolithic hengiform structure at Ferrybridge (Roberts 2005) 

contained human skeletal remains. The individual represented by the remains in 

the pit died in 3520–3320 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3500–3450 cal BC 33.6% 

probable, or 3380–3340 cal BC 34.6% probable; GU-11050; fig. 5.34a). 25 

Because samples for dating were not processed from all the features that 

comprise the timber circle, and because there are no stratigraphic relationships 

between the features, it is impossible to know if this feature represents the 

earliest activity from this phase of the site (Roberts 2005, 41). 

 

NEOLITHIC CURRENCY MODEL 

The neolithic currency model from Yorkshire and Humberside has good 

agreement (Amodel=83.5%; Bronk Ramsey 1995). Radiocarbon results associated 

with the early neolithic in Yorkshire and Humberside sample deposits in pits, and 

round and long barrows.  

 

The first dated event associated with Humberside round barrows is estimated as 

3810–3700 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3800–3720 cal BC 68.2% probable; first 

H round; fig. 5.34e).  

 

                                                
25

 This result is reported with a ‘GU-‘ numbers rather than the now correct laboratory code 
‘SUERC-’ as the result was produced just as the AMS system was coming on line and were only 
allocated ‘GU-‘ numbers (Cooke pers. comm. 2011).  
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The first event associated with Humberside long barrows is estimated as 3870–

3630 cal BC (94.8% probable, or 3560–3540 cal BC 0.6% probable; or 3790–

3660 cal BC 68.2% probable; first H long; fig. 5.34e).  

 

The first event associated with Yorkshire round barrow use is estimated as 

3870–3520 cal BC (94.5% probable, or 3500–3470 cal BC 0.9% probable; first 

YRB; fig. 5.34d).  

 

The first dated event associated with neolithic Yorkshire pit digging is estimated 

as 3780–3630 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3710–3640 cal BC 68.2% probable; 

first Y pits; fig. 5.34c).  

 

The first dated event associated with neolithic Humber pit digging is estimated as 

3830–3640 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3790–3690 cal BC 68.2% probable; first 

H pits; fig. 5.34b).  

 

For all Yorkshire’s wealth of barrows, only Burythorpe and Duggleby Howe have 

radiocarbon results on demonstrably short-lived material. In Humberside, early 

neolithic barrow chronology may be slightly better understood, with demonstrably 

short-lived results from Wold Newton, Towthorpe 18, and Kemp Howe. 

 

There are currently only six dated early neolithic pit sites (of which the Melton 

Quarry assemblage is not entirely well-understood because of the ambiguity 

surrounding the nature of the dated material). From the limited available data, 

there is no obvious trend in the appearance of early neolithic pits either side of 

the Vale of York; while to the east the Leven results appear early, the other site 

east of the Vale of York (Sewerby Cottage) does not appear particularly early 

(when compared to Marton-le-Moor west of the Vale of York, for example).  
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Potentially the earliest posterior density estimate associated with neolithic activity 

is the result on the shed antler used to dig at Kemp Howe, most probably 

sometime after 3800 BC. The antler used at the barrow was shed in 3870–3630 

cal BC (94.9% probable; or 3550–3540 cal BC 0.5% probable) most probably in 

3800–3660 cal BC (68.2% probable; HAR-5725; fig. 5.34e; fig. 5.48a-b). Early 

neolithic activity is also represented around this time in the burial activity in the 

first phase of use of Wold Newton (which occurred in 3820–3700 cal BC 95.4% 

probable; or 3800–3720 cal BC 68.2% probable; Wold Newton earlier burial 

phase; fig. 5.48a). Around this time deposition of early neolithic material culture 

in the pits occurred at Leven in 3830–3640 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3790–

3690 cal BC 68.2% probable; first leven; fig. 5.48a), and in the early neolithic 

individuals represented at the Burythorpe monument (in 3820–3500 cal BC 

94.5% probable, or 3400–3380 cal BC 0.9% probable; or 3750–3630 cal BC 

61.1% probable, or 3560–3530 cal BC 7.1% probable; first Burythorpe entrance 

grave; fig. 5.48a).  

 

These sites (Kemp Howe, Leven and Burythorpe) are all located east of the Vale 

of York, with the barrows on the Wolds, and Leven on the Holderness plain. 

 

Deposition of portable neolithic material culture in some pit sites occurred after 

3800 cal BC. Material was deposited in pits at Melton Quarry (3690–3530 cal BC 

95.4% probable; or 3660–3570 cal BC; first melton; fig. 5.48a), at Marton-le-

Moor pit group 6260 (3740–3510 cal BC 92.4% probable; or 3680–3630 cal BC 

28.0% probable, or 3590–3520 cal BC 40.2% probable; OxA-5581; fig. 5.48a) 

and in pit group 6238 (3660–3380 cal BC 95.4% probable; or 3640–3510 cal BC 

68.2% probable; OxA-5580; fig. 5.48a), and in pit group 6790 (3690–3490 cal 

BC 94.0% probable, or 3440–3400 cal BC 1.4% probable; 3650–3550 cal BC 

68.2% probable; first MM group 6790; fig. 5.48a) and at the A1(M) pit (3700-

3520 cal BC 95.4% probable; or 3660–3620 cal BC 31.7% probable, or 3570–

3530 cal BC 36.5% probable; SUERC-4360 cal BC; fig. 5.48a). 
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Probably slightly earlier than these pit sites was the first activity represented at 

Barnsdale Bar (3760–3630 cal BC 94.1% probable, or 3560–3540 cal BC 1.3% 

probable; or 3700–3640 cal BC 68.2% probable; first barnsdale bar; fig. 5.48a). It 

is 90.0% probable that the first dated event from Barnsdale Bar (first barnsdale 

bar; fig. 5.48a; table 5.3) occurred before the first dated event from Melton 

Quarry (first melton; fig. 5.48a; table 5.3), 94.5% probable it occurred before the 

first dated event from Marton-le-Moor (first MM group 6790; fig. 5.48a; table 

5.3), and 91.0% probable it occurred before the result from the A1(M) (SUERC-

4360; fig. 5.48a; table 5.3) 

 

The sites of Barnsdale Bar, Marton-le-Moor, and the A1(M) are located west of 

the Vale of York, on the Magnesian ridge.  

 

After 3650 BC, there is renewed evidence for activity on the Wolds. At this point 

activity at Towthorpe 18 most probably occurred (3640–3490 cal BC 87.3% 

probable, or 3460–3400 cal BC 8.1% probable; or 3640–3560 cal BC 57.1% 

probable, or 3540–3510 cal BC 11.1% probable; first Towthorpe 18; fig. 5.48a). 

Also most probably after 3650 BC, the most robust evidence for early activity at 

Sewerby occurred, followed by other pit groups and later activity at the site. 

Sometime before 3620–3370 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3530–3410 cal BC 

68.2% probable; TAQ structure D2; fig. 5.48a), the stratigraphically earlier 

activity associated with structure D2 was constructed. Most probably after 3500 

BC, deposition occurred in the pit in the Ferrybridge henge (3520–3310 cal BC 

95.4% probable; or 3500–3450 cal BC 33.2% probable, or 3380–3330 cal BC 

35.0% probable; GU-11050; fig. 5.48a). 

 

Portable material culture (fig. 5.49a-f) 

The associations between posterior density estimates and material culture are 

shown in table 5.4. Table 5.5 indicates the density of radiocarbon results 

associated with early neolithic portable material culture.  
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Thirteen radiocarbon results from Yorkshire and Humberside are associated with 

Grimston ware. Five results are associated with Towthorpe ware. Two results 

presented here were associated with Ebbsfleet ware. Four results were produced 

on charred plant assemblages including domesticated cereals. A result from 

Marton-le-Moor was produced from a pit containing part of a Langdale axe. The 

results (two true replicates and another result) produced from Wold Newton may 

have been associated with the deposition of a pig bone. Results from Towthorpe 

18 bracket the deposition of an ox rib.  

 

The first appearance of Grimston ware in Yorkshire and Humberside, as 

presented here, is estimated as 3840–3650 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3790–

3700 cal BC 68.2% probable; firstall_Y_H_GW; fig. 5.49a; fig. 5.49c). It is 

probable that this result and the estimate for the deposition of the pig bone at 

Wold Newton in 3810–3700 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3800–3720 cal BC 

68.2% probable; pig_bone_Wold_Newton_earlier_burial_phase; fig. 5.37b; fig. 

5.49d) represent the regionally earliest neolithic portable material culture for 

which we currently have evidence. At this time, neolithic practices including pit 

digging and barrow digging traditions began to be used (fig. 5.50).  

 

Other neolithic portable material culture most probably appears in the region after 

the middle of the 37th century cal BC. Parts of a greenstone axe were recovered 

from a Marton-le-Moor pit in 3640–3370 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3630–3580 

cal BC 26.4% probable, or 3530–3450 cal BC 41.8% probable; OxA_5574; fig. 

5.49d). The first domesticated cereals are present in the region in 3690–3530 cal 

BC (95.4% probable; or 3660–3620 cal BC 41.0% probable, or 3590–3540 cal 

BC 27.2% probable; first cereals; fig. 5.49b). Towthorpe ware first appears in 

3640–3490 cal BC (88.0% probable, or 3470–3410 cal BC 7.4% probable; or 

3590–3500 cal BC 68.2% probable; first TW; fig. 5.49b). Ebbsfleet ware first 

appears in Yorkshire and Humberside in 3530–3420 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 

3510–3460 cal BC 68.2% probable; first ebbsfleet; fig. 5.49b). An ox bone may 
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have been deposited at Towthorpe 18 in 3610–3330 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 

3520–3350 cal BC 68.2% probable; ox_rib_deposit_Towthorpe18; fig. 5.49d).  

 

The estimates for the appearance of portable material culture outlined above 

were produced on limited data. They should be treated with due caution as they 

may not reflect the full currency of these things. The short durations estimated for 

the use of some material culture (fig. 5.49f) indicate that these results may not 

be representative of the full phase of these material culture currencies. This is 

notable for the use of Peterborough ware (for which only two results associated 

with Ebbsfleet have been presented from the time period of interest) estimated 

here as 0–160 years (95.4% probable; or 10–150 years 23.8% probable, or 90–

150 years 44.4% probable; duration_ebbsfleet; fig. 5.49f).  

 

The model presented here for Grimston ware may be more representative; there 

are several sites which produced results associated with the pottery (fig. 5.49f), 

an observation supported by results from eight sites (table 5.5). The density of 

data from several sites associated with domesticated cereals suggests that this 

estimate may be the next most reliable early neolithic portable material culture 

parameter from Yorkshire and Humberside (table 5.5). From the limited data 

presented here, it is most probable that Grimston ware and the pig deposited at 

Wold Newton were amongst the earliest neolithic things which appeared in the 

region (table 5.6). It is over 95% probable that Grimston ware (firstall_Y_H_GW) 

was present in Yorkshire and Humberside before each parameter estimating the 

first presence of cereals, Towthorpe ware, Ebbsfleet ware, the cow bone form 

Towthorpe 18 and the Langdale axe fragment from Marton-le-Moor (fig. 5.6). 

The estimate from Wold Newton (Wold_Newton_earlier_burial_phase), which 

may date the deposition of pig bone, is most probably (86.8% probable) earlier 

than the estimate for the first presence Grimston ware (firstall_Y_H_GW; table 

5.6). Very few data are included in these calculations. These data are considered 

with other estimates for early neolithic material culture in the study region of this 

thesis in chapter nine.  
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YORKSHIRE AND HUMBERSIDE CONCLUSION 

Mesolithic sensitivity analysis 

From the mesolithic currency model shown in fig. 5.22a, it is evident that rod 

microliths were the latest mesolithic material culture in use in Yorkshire and 

Humberside.  

 

One of the South Haw results is later than others associated with rod microliths.  

The mesolithic currency model is quite sensitive to this result. Another model has 

been produced that included the later South Haw result (Beta-189652) as an 

Outlier26 (appendix YH6; fig. YH6.1). The model is otherwise the same as 

that shown in fig. 5.22a. The posteriors produced from these two mesolithic 

models are compared with neolithic posteriors (fig. 5.50–1).  

 

The estimate for the Last dated event associated with rods excluding the later 

South Haw result is 4050–3910 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 4040–3970 cal 

BC68.2% probable; last Y_H model 2; fig. 5.50). The Last dated event from the 

model that includes the latest South Haw result is estimated as 3960—3720 cal 

BC (95.4% probable; or 3950–3860 cal BC 64.9% probable, or 3800–3780 cal 

BC 3.3% probable; last Y_H meso; fig. 5.50).  

 

The two Last posteriors quoted above estimate the last dated event from the 

sample of data. Boundary parameters from these models estimate the start and 

end of the relevant phases, when the data is understood only as a sample of a 

Phase of activity (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). The difference between Last and 

Boundary posteriors is important and depends, amongst other things, on how 

representative the data included in a model are of a phase of archaeological 

activity. If an archaeological phase is well-sampled, First and Last parameters 

may provide robust estimates for the real beginnings and ends of cultural 

                                                
26

 It must be noted that this is only an exercise data analysis — the agreement index of this result 

in the model presented in fig. 5.28 gives no indication that this result is a statistical Outlier 
from the rest of the data assemblage.  
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traditions. Here, the difference between the Last and Boundary parameters 

from the model which includes the South Haw datum, and the difference between 

the Last and Boundary parameters from the model which excludes the datum, 

when comparing the medians, is in the order of 100–150 years (fig. 5.50).  

 

The Last parameter calculated from the sensitivity analysis model (appendix 

YH6; the model excluding the later South Haw result) is estimated as 4050–3910 

cal BC 95.4% probable; or 4040–3970 cal BC 68.2% probable; last Y_H model 2; 

fig 5.50). The Boundary parameter from the preferred mesolithic model 

(calculated in fig. 5.22a-b) estimates the end of mesolithic activity in the region 

as occurring in 3950–3540 cal BC 95.4% probable; or 3930–3730 cal BC 68.2% 

probable; M_N; fig. 5.50). The result last Y_H model 2 (fig. 5.50) represents the 

most cautious treatment of the result from South Haw, excluding the latest datum 

for analysis purposes; archaeologically, there may be no reason to exclude this 

datum merely because of the result’s very late date range. Further radiocarbon 

results are required to fully evaluate the chronology of this site. 

 

M_N and last Y_H model 2 represent two possible extremes in approaches to 

thinking about the end of the mesolithic. M_N represents the estimate for the end 

of the mesolithic using all the current data for which we have evidence. The 

parameter last Y_H model 2 is the last dated event for which we currently have 

evidence, if we arbitrarily exclude the late result from South Haw.  

 

As there are very few data associated with late mesolithic activity, we might 

suggest that the data presented here are not entirely representative of the latest 

mesolithic microlithic use, and that the Boundary parameters may better 

estimate the last use of rod microliths (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). The variability in 

the Boundary parameters demonstrates the limitations of the current model; any 

model from which critical conclusions are drawn, which is sensitive to a single 

datum, probably may not be a representative sample of the chronology of a 

phase of activity. This said, the later South Haw result is not an obvious or 
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significant outlier. While the later South Haw result is later than any of the other 

results associated with mesolithic material culture from Yorkshire and 

Humberside, it may still represent the latest mesolithic activity in the region.  

 

Neolithic starts — the tempo of change 

The appearance of some aspects of neolithic material culture in the 38th century 

BC has been noted (fig. 5.49e). Grimston ware (and possibly pigs) probably 

appeared in the region in the 38th cal BC; at this time neolithic pit digging and 

deposition traditions and the creation of barrows probably begins. The neolithic is 

estimated as beginning in 3920–3720 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3840–3740 cal 

BC 68.2% probable; Start Y_H early neo; fig. 5.50). The first dated event from 

this phase is estimated as 3900–3710 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3810–3730 cal 

BC 68.2% probable; first YH neo; fig. 5.34a). The neolithic sample is probably 

more representative than the mesolithic end estimate; this is indicated by the 

similarity between the first dated event associated with neolithic activity in the 

region (first YH neo; fig. 5.51) and the estimate for the start of neolithic activity 

(Start Y_H early_neo; fig. 5.51). 

 

Intervals and overlap between the terminal mesolithic and early neolithic 

It is 50.0% probable (table 5.3) that the preferred Boundary estimate for the end 

of the mesolithic (M_N; fig. 5.51) occurred before the start of the neolithic (Start 

Y_H early neo; fig. 5.51).  

 

In other words, in Yorkshire and Humberside, the last use of rod microliths either 

immediately preceded the appearance of neolithic portable material culture, or 

more probably, there was no interval between the end of the mesolithic and the 

start of the neolithic (fig. 5.52). The Difference between the end of the 

mesolithic in Yorkshire and Humberside and the early neolithic is -300–190 years 

(95.4% probable; or -100–130 years 68.2% probable; Y_H_meso_neo; fig. 5.52). 

The  negative values indicate the probability that there was an overlap between 

the parameters estimating the latest mesolithic activity and the earliest neolithic 
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activity. In the Yorkshire and Humberside region there probably was a 

chronological overlap between people using rod microliths and people using the 

first neolithic material culture.  

 

YORKSHIRE AND HUMBERSIDE DISCUSSION 

Meaningful places in early neolithic occupation? 

Vyner (2008, 2) defines the regional early neolithic by the presence of funerary 

monuments, pits, stone axes and Grimston ware as well as causewayed 

enclosures (for which there is very limited evidence). The evidence presented 

here suggests that while these aspects of material culture appeared in the period 

of time concentrated on the 38th century cal BC, there may be further temporal 

structure within the appearances of neolithic material culture and practices which 

is not apparent given the current small sample (fig. 5.49d; fig. 5.50).  

 

Evidence for the use of the Yorkshire Wolds barrows suggests that traditions of 

use were complex, even within the early neolithic (cf. Manby 1975). Despite the 

concentration of barrows, the period of these monuments’ use is still generally 

very poorly understood. There are markedly few data to make sense of such a 

dense monument tradition, which may include local histories and trends (fig. 

5.34d–e; Whittle et al. 2007a). Within the data presented here, there is evidence 

for punctuated activity in barrow traditions — in the region these monuments 

were amongst the earliest manifestations of neolithic material culture at Kemp 

Howe and Wold Newton, but there is later evidence for early neolithic barrow 

sites, as at Towthorpe 18. Barrows and barrow traditions may not have been a 

continuous part of early neolithic life, and there may have been distinct phases of 

barrow construction and use. 

 

Pit sites with chronometric data on demonstrably short-lived samples, are not 

obviously located in proximity to mortuary monuments (cf. Garrow 2006; fig. 5.2; 

5.34b-c). On the Holderness levels, neolithic pit traditions appear amongst the 

earliest regional neolithic at Leven. A higher concentration of early neolithic pit 
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sites is located on the west of the Vale of York. These features are located along 

the line of the Magnesian limestone ridge, and may indicate preferred routes, 

perhaps because of preferential soils for pasture or cultivation, or because of 

differential drainage.27 Vyner (2008, 3) interprets early neolithic pits in the region 

as indicative of “…settlement activity, however transient…”. These pits could also 

be understood with regard to transhumance patterns (Whittle 1997) perhaps 

seasonally, or as part of the appearance of the earliest neolithic within the region. 

Brennand et al.  (2007, 390) suggest that the importance for early neolithic 

people of the Magnesian ridge might have led to its later monumentalisation — 

“…neolithic henge monuments…mark almost every river-crossing from the…Aire 

northwards to the Tees…strongly [suggesting] the route had already been 

influencing the places where people met and traded…”. 

 

Within this apparent patterning, it is important to emphasise subtle variability 

(Barber 1997, 77) — the survival of human skeletal remains at Barnsdale Bar is 

unusual in early neolithic pits which are not associated with monuments — and it 

may be important that these features are amongst the first in the region west of 

the Vale of York.  

 

It could be possible to read the evidence for early chalk Wolds monuments, and 

later sites to the west, with reference to Case’s (1969; fig. 5.53) thesis of 

continental contact and immigrant farmers. Case (1969, 183) saw the area as an 

‘early stable adjustment centre’, in the light of ‘invasion’ theories; the 

“…Yorkshire Wolds group [were] near the North Sea, with plain pottery closest to 

the Belgian Michelsberg…”.  

 

The model of continental settlers bringing neolithic material culture to the region 

has remained dominant in regional narratives of transition (Manby et al. 2003b, 

43), albeit in some cases with an indigenous contribution (Spratt 1993, 77–9). 

                                                
27

 Though the problems identifying early neolithic pits under alluvium in the Vale of York cannot 
be underestimated, and atypical monuments, such as those at Raunds, could also be located in 
the Vale. 
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Manby (1988, 35) saw the dense chalk monuments as evidence of “...favoured 

environment…” where early agriculturalists might settle. However, currently the 

very small sample of chronometric evidence does not indicate that plant or 

animal domesticates were amongst the earliest neolithic material culture. 

Evidence for cattle and pigs might suggest that herding routes or favoured 

environments for animals might only have been part of the reasons for the 

monumentalisation of locations in Yorkshire and Humberside at the start of the 

neolithic (fig. 5.49e).  

 

Where evidence for domesticates exists, development along a line of 

immigration, agriculture, and barrow building is difficult to reconcile with the 

available evidence — where plant macrofossil cereal assemblages exist, they 

attest to neolithic presence not in the chalk uplands as Manby (1988, 35; Evans 

& Dimbleby 1976, 152; Macphail 1990; Cornwall 1963; Evans 197128) suggests, 

but on lowland sites such as Melton Quarry. This more complex picture, coupled 

with the suggestion of renewed interest in neolithic barrow building, after the very 

first regional neolithic, necessitates more complex accounts of change in the 

early neolithic (cf. Harding 1997; Harding 2006; Durden 1995). 

 

The complexity of the regional early neolithic and the need for more subtle 

models beyond linear development, is further attested by portable material 

culture evidence for exchange systems from Yorkshire and Humberside; people 

using early neolithic material culture in Yorkshire and Humberside were not at the 

end points in a process of neolithisation, but actively engaged with populations in 

other parts of the world. Eastern Yorkshire has the greatest concentration of 

group VI stone axes outside the Lakes (Clough & Cummins 1979). Yorkshire flint 

might have been preferentially transported west of the Pennines (Cherry & 

Cherry 1987). In the somewhat later features from Sewerby Cottage, super-

regional contacts are indicated by the use of a Niedermendig (Rhineland) quern 

fragment as packing in post-pit (3878). If not well-travelled, certainly some early 

                                                
28

 An impression I observed from Heslerton (see fig. 5.8) adds to this picture. 
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neolithic people occupying Yorkshire and Humberside were well connected, both 

with other people on mainland Britain and the continent.  

 

Spatial variability in the appearance of early neolithic material culture and 

patterns in the terminal mesolithic also necessitates a reworking of revisionist, 

indigenous models for the early Yorkshire and Humber neolithic (Thomas 1999). 

Keighley’s (1981a, 90) suggestion of disarticulation between the location of 

terminal mesolithic sites and the location of early neolithic sites in west Yorkshire 

appears reinforced by dated examples (though these are limited in number). The 

latest mesolithic evidence appears in locations which do not appear to have been 

exploited in the earliest neolithic (cf. Chatterton 2007).  

 

At the current time we can populate the uplands of the Pennines with terminal 

mesolithic people at the same time as neolithic people were exploiting nearby 

sites on the Magnesian ridge (fig. 5.51) — the preferred parameter here 

estimates the end of the mesolithic (that is rod microlith use) at 3950–3540 cal 

BC (95.4% probable; or 3920–3730 cal BC 68.2% probable; M_N; fig. 5.50). The 

start of the neolithic is estimated at 3920–3720 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 

3840–3740 cal BC 68.2% probable; Start Y_H early neo; fig. 5.50). The late 

mesolithic and early neolithic sites sampled here are in close proximity — of the 

late mesolithic sites, March Hill is 50 km due west of Barnsdale Bar; South Haw 

is 31 km west-north-west of Marton-le-Moor. If the individuals in the region using 

the first early neolithic material culture, were using mesolithic material culture a 

few years earlier (fig. 5.52), they may have also abandoned sites, such as March 

Hill, which had been exploited repeatedly by people using mesolithic material 

culture for thousands of years previously. If these were different groups they 

were engaged, to some degree, in different lifeways, at different locations, but in 

very close proximity, most probably at the same time. 

 

This apparent fundamental disarticulation in site exploitation could have occurred 

relatively rapidly over -300–190 years (95.4% probable; or -100–130 years 
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68.2% probable; Y_H_meso_neo; fig. 5.52). The disarticulation from places like 

March Hill and South Haw in the early neolithic appears even more distinct, given 

that c38km to the south around Lismore Fields (a place with a relatively poorly 

understood mesolithic occupation) we see a very different history — not one of 

abandonment, but a history of barrow and early neolithic post-and-slot-built 

structure construction in the upland Peaks. 

  

The parameters presented here are compared with data from other regions in 

chapter nine. The next chapter, chapter seven, considers the evidence for 

transition, and relevant chronometric data from the north-west.  
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CHAPTER SIX. NORTH-EAST ENGLAND 

 

“We still lack a single radiocarbon date for any [prehistoric] site in the County [of 

Tyne and Wear…it will be many years before such a framework of absolute 

dates can be established. Here we can at present achieve no more than an 

illustrated collation of the material as the basic requirement towards establishing 

a comparative typological chronology” 

(Miket 1984, 7). 

 

REGION 

The north-east of England comprises the HER regions of Durham, Tyne and 

Wear, Northumberland and Tees (fig. 6.1). Sites mentioned in the text are shown 

in fig. 6.2. Radiocarbon results discussed in the chapter are shown in table 6.1.1 

There are no radiocarbon results well associated with late mesolithic material 

culture in the north-east.  

 

GEOGRAPHY 

The north-east of Britain has huge variation in its natural geography. Northern 

Northumberland is dominated by the Cheviot Hills, which divide the region from 

Scotland. The Pennines define the western extent of the north-east, while to the 

east is the North Sea. The Tees marks the south of the region. The major rivers 

Tyne, Wear and Tees drain the region to the east coast.  

 

RESEARCHERS 

Early research included Trechmann’s2 (e.g. 1936; Miket 1984, 8) surface 

collection work, and his work on the coastal submerged forests. As Young (2007, 

22) notes, it was Trechmann who, in 1905 with his work in Hartlepool Bay, 

recognised that the north-east coast line had probably been subject to flux since 

                                                
1
 Fifth and fourth millennia radiocarbon results which cannot be demonstrably associated with 

material culture are discussed in appendix NE1. 
2
 Who paralleled Buckley with the range of his collecting interests, though Trechmann was more 

concerned with natural history. 
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the mesolithic. Raistrick (e.g. 1933b), the Elgees and Buckley made forays into 

the north-east. In County Durham, the late County Antiquities Officer, Denis 

Coggins (1984; Coggins et al. 1989), made a national contribution with his 

regional lithics studies. The work of local collectors such as John Davies (e.g. 

1983; 2004) continues these activities. An important assemblage was collected in 

the late 20th century in the Cheviots by F. Berthele (Davies 1983; table 6.2). 

Young (e.g. 1987; 2002) discusses regional research and situates it in its 

national context.  

 

Despite work in the region, including that outlined above, regional 

historiographies have emphasised the absence of early prehistoric work; a 

special issue of Northern Archaeology (Fordsham 1996) dedicated to neolithic 

archaeology was subtitled ‘The archaeology of no!man’s land’. Developer-

funded archaeology has resulted in a more hopeful picture and has investigated 

several nationally important neolithic sites, as outlined by the most recent 

regional review (Petts 2006). Waddington’s work (e.g. 1999; 2009a–b; 

Waddington & Davies 2002) has been pivotal in demonstrating an early neolithic 

regional presence. A nationally important early mesolithic structure has been 

found at Howick (Waddington 2007). Evidence for a later mesolithic presence is 

much more poorly understood. 

 

ARCHAEOLOGY 

Mesolithic lithic scatters have been studied through systematic field-walking 

programmes from the 1940s (e.g. Fell & Hildyard 1953; Young 1989). More 

recently, scatters have been investigated at sites including the Milfield Basin 

(Waddington 1999) and Stanhope (Young pers. comm. 2009). At Highcliffe Nab 

(TEE3487), early mesolithic lithics are associated with a buried soil. Rock 

shelters such as Shaftoe, Goatscrag and Roughting Lynn have yielded evidence 

for mesolithic (and later) activity (Davies 2004; Waddington 1999, 106–111; 
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Burgess 1984). At the rock shelter at Goatscrag, Waddington (2000, 403) 

suggests that zoomorphic ‘deer’ carvings indicate complex mesolithic symbolic 

systems.  

 

There is significantly less evidence of long neolithic monuments than in the 

concentrations on the Yorkshire and Lincolnshire Wolds to the south, but there is 

a diverse range of evidence for occupation within the region (Petts 2006, 25). 

Harding (1996) has suggested that some round barrows belong to the early 

neolithic, as did Kinnes (1979; 1982) in his review of the “crematorium barrows” 

which are located in the region (Young 1985; Trechmann 1914; NEW100). 

 

Monumental neolithic mortuary structures exist at Street House (Vyner 1984), 

and Bellshiel Law (Newbigin 1936; NHU 331; Edwards 2009, 42). Burial cairns 

have been excavated at Scald Hill (Miket & Aylett 2006) and Harehaugh (Carne 

2006). The Warden long cairn has been excavated as part of a local research 

initiative (Edwards 2008 pers. comm.; NHU8615). A probable long cairn, 

surviving as a stone platform, is severely truncated by ploughing at Old Wingate 

(DUR7701). A long cairn at Holwick (DUR468) is more certain, including a partial 

kerb and foundations. A possible robbed out long cairn is located at Tunstall 

(DUR6464). A mound at Weardale House may be a long mound (DUR548). A 

barrow is located at Dewley Hill (NEW188), and 118 items of transitional or 

‘mesolithic’ lithics  (NEW1577) were recovered through field walking by Weyman 

(NEW188) in the vicinity.  

 

Possible barrows are located above the Spithorpe Burn (NHU64). A possible 

neolithic mortuary structure at the Devil’s Lapful, near Butteryhaugh Bridge 

(Newbigin 1935; NHU6262), has been seriously damaged by robbing and 

quarrying. A probable neolithic round barrow was excavated at Gefrin, Yeavering 

by Hope-Taylor (1977; NHU2008). A circular earthwork at Darlington may be a 

                                                
3
 Though compare this with van Hoek & Smith (1988) — the site was also used at least in the 

medieval period (indicated by pottery) as well as in the mesolithic (indicated by lithics; Burgess 
1972). 
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mortuary structure (DUR9709). A mound on Butterwick Moor (DUR9696) may 

also be a burial mound.  

 

From the round barrow at Warden Law, Trechmann (1914, 164) recovered leaf-

shaped arrowheads, a greenstone axe, undecorated pottery and the skeletal 

remains of at least two individuals (Miket 1984, 70). Reappraisal of the pottery 

assemblage from the Hastings Hill round barrow (Trechmann 1914, 135–56) by 

Manby (1973, 219) suggested the presence of unusual, decorated Grimston 

ware sherds. 

 

A possible cursus and a possible causewayed enclosure are located at Hastings 

Hill (NEW110; Newman 1976; Miket 1984, 125). Newman (1976) suggests other 

possible causewayed enclosures at Seaton Sluice and at Old Yeavering; other 

examples maybe located in the vicinity of Flodden Hill (Gates & Palmer 2004).4  

 

Neolithic lithic scatters are more common than later mesolithic material in the 

region, though pit and structural evidence has generally been less frequently 

identified than further south. This general pattern excludes Thirlings (Miket & 

Edwards 2009), where 228 early or middle neolithic pits make the site more 

closely paralleled to those of East Anglia, and contrasts with pit frequencies and 

                                                
4
 Hengiform structures are located in proximity to early neolithic features on the Milfield plain. 

Other concentrations of henges in the area could reflect earlier features within the landscape, and 
may include a possible henge suggested from a cropmark in Cheviotside (NHU3523). The 
Goatstones, a small stone circle, is found in Wark (NHU7833). King’s Crags, another small stone 
circle, is located in Simonsburn (NHU7835). Henges or ditched enclosures are known from 
Milfield (Harding 1987), possibly Couplands (Waddington 2009a), and Chester-le-Street (Vyner 
2000). A possible hengiform monument is indicated by cropmarks west of Second Linthaugh 
(NHU1818). Cropmarks indicate possible henges at Ewart Park, Berwick-upon-Tweed 
(NHU1963), Wooler (NHU333), Cheviotside (NHU 3523), and Chollerton (NHU9180). An ovate 
earthwork, which superficially might be regarded as ‘hengiform’, is reported at a meander on the 
River Wear at Houghall Farm (DUR6921). Another possible hengiform or interrupted ditch 
structure is reported from aerial photographs at East Murton Farm (DUR6669). A possible henge 

monument is recognised from crop!marks in aerial photographs at Tynemouth (NEW1918). 

Stone circles such as Threestoneburn, Hethpool, Barningham Moor, and Egglestone could have 
neolithic components (Topping 1997). Also of poorly understood chronology is the huge range of 
rock art that exists for the region (Waddington 1996). Log-boats recovered at Ryton, Scotswood, 
Derwent Haugh, Westgate Road, Newcastle, Skinner Burn, and Offferton Haugh are assumed to 
be bronze age (Miket 1984, map 5).  
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distributions in Yorkshire and to the west. Groups of ‘contemporaneous’ pits with 

neolithic material culture indicating related infilling processes have been 

excavated at Whitton Park (Waddington 2006, 13) and Thirlings (Edwards 2009, 

130). Pits at these sites included those forming triangular arrangements in plan 

and which could represent a regional tradition.5 Other evidence for early neolithic 

pit digging and inferred occupation is found at Couplands (Waddington 2009a), 

Thirlings (Miket & Edwards 2009), Yeavering (Hope-Taylor 1977), Bolam 

(Waddington & Davies 2002), and Lanton Quarry6 (Waddington 2009b). Edwards 

(2009) has recently completed a review of the evidence for neolithic pit features 

in the north-east of England. 

 

Early neolithic structural evidence is uncommon. Waddington & Davis (2002) 

suggest that features from Bolam Lake represent an early neolithic structure. An 

early neolithic ‘settlement’ has been excavated at Milfield Airfield (NHU2111). At 

Woodbridge Farm (Cheviot Quarry), a rectangular, post-built structure located 

through trenching in advance of aggregate extraction may represent a neolithic 

structure (NHU2201). It is understood radiocarbon dates will be commissioned 

(Waddington pers. comm. 2008). Trenching at Sandyford Quarry has revealed an 

early neolithic lithic and pottery scatter, and negative features, including a post 

alignment, which may be structural. Early prehistoric negative features were 

excavated under the Arbeia fort, South Shields (NEW5127).7 

 

Evidence for early neolithic pottery from the region is concentrated in the Milfield 

basin (Burgess 1984; Miket 1976; fig. 6.4). Pits from Bolam Lake, Cheviot 

Quarry, Woodbridge Farm, Thirlings, Couplands and Yeavering produced 

Carinated bowl, many of which are associated with radiocarbon dates discussed 

                                                
5
 Perhaps with similarities to the structure identified in group 6 at Sewerby Cottage (chapter 

five). 
6
 A radiocarbon result produced on material from a pit excavated at Lanton Quarry may be 

associated with a post-built structure or neolithic occupation evidence (appendix NE1; 
Waddington 2009b). The analysis report for this stage of work was not available for this project.  
7
 Though the nature of this activity is very poorly understood (appendix NE1). 
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below. The most comprehensive surveys of neolithic axes are produced by 

Edwards’ (2009) map of HER finds and Burgess’ (1984) work.   

 

A wattle hurdle, recovered from the foreshore at Carr House Sands, could be 

part of a fish!trap (TEE3284) and a rare waterlogged, organic 4th millennium 

survival (appendix NE1), but cannot be associated with diagnostic mesolithic or 

neolithic material culture.  

 

NORTH-EAST MESOLITHIC MODELS 

From the north-east, there are few mesolithic “…upland discoveries to compare 

with those…in the Pennines and further south and in North Yorkshire…” 

(Weyman 1984, 40). Buckley (1925, 46) suggested qualitative regional 

differences between Yorkshire and Northumberland technologies, with later 

mesolithic assemblages in Northumberland containing “developed” scalene 

triangles. He postulated that this technology, which he did not observe in 

Yorkshire, derived from the use of these tools as wedges for shellfish or wood. 

Raistrick (1933b, 197) viewed differences between ‘coastal’ and interior 

assemblages as evidence both of time-transgressive patterning, and changes in 

cultural traditions. Raistrick follows Buckley’s (1925) model of coastal 

colonization by ‘Belgian’ mesolithic ‘Tardenois’ populations, with material culture 

from inland sites representing the activity of their descendants.  

 

More recently, from Weardale, Young and Coggins (Coggins 1984; Coggins et al.  

1989,169) noted super-regional similarities between latest mesolithic 

assemblages: the “…commonest microlith types are edge-blunted, micro-scalene 

triangle and rod forms…which are common in the northern and southern 

Pennines and the North Yorkshire Moors…”. These assemblages might indicate 

mobile late mesolithic populations, which shared cultural traits with groups in 

Yorkshire and Humberside. Young’s (e.g. 1987) work is important in emphasising 

the regional scarcity of in situ mesolithic scatters (cf. English Heritage 2000a; 

Healy 1988). 
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Major later mesolithic assemblages now on the coast include Lyne Hill. Here 

pyramidal cores and scalene triangles led Raistrick (1933b, 194) to postulate 

parallels with “geometric” points from the Pennines. Other significant 

concentrations are located at Newbiggin (Davies 1983) and Budle Bay 

(NU150360; Davies 1983).  

 

At Newbiggin, an abraded bevel-ended sandstone hammer is reminiscent of the 

Obanian ‘limpet hammers’ (Weyman 1984, 42; Warren 2009). At Budle Bay, 

Buckley (1925) recognised early and late mesolithic material, including a 

microlith-dominated “developed” semi-geometric late mesolithic assemblage. At 

Crimdon Dene, over 5000 lithics were recorded, including scalene and rod 

microliths (Young 2007, 19). Young (2007, 22) credits Raistrick with comparisons 

between the Crimdon Dene assemblage, and those of Teesdale and Weardale, 

perhaps indicative of upland/lowland seasonal movement patterns akin to those 

suggested between upland Pennine and lowland Yorkshire locations. The 

specialist nature of these coastal assemblages may indicate specific activities at 

these locations. 

 

At Filpoke Beacon, c400m north of Crimdon Dene, a later mesolithic assemblage 

was recovered near a possible ‘hearth’. Material comprised 28 cores (mostly 

pyramidal), 56 whole and 17 broken microliths (including points and triangles). 8 

A radiocarbon date probably associated with scalene and rod microliths from this 

site is too early for this project and is discussed in detail in appendix NE1 and 

appendix B. 

 

At Whitburn, 252 flints were recovered including microliths, blades, scrapers, and 

cores (Wymer 1977, 78). Coupland recovered blades, microburins, microliths, 

and other material on cliffs between Sunderland and Ryhope (Wymer 1977, 86; 

                                                
8
 I have not been able to access the privately printed report (Coupland 1948), so data for this site 

are taken from Weyman (1984) and Young (2003). 
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Weyman 1984, 44). Flint flakes and microliths were found ‘in a circle’ on the 

eastern side of the Warden Law round barrow, which is suggested to be neolithic 

(Trechmann 1914, 164; see below).  

 

The Cheviots’ proximity to the Pennines should make work identifying terminal 

mesolithic occupation a research priority. Frustratingly, while F. Berthele’s 

amateur collecting work appears to have located late mesolithic, upland sites, 

near Wooler, north Northumberland, it has not been possible to identify many of 

Berthele’s find spots (Hewitt 1995). Material recovered by Berthele included 

“…very long rod microliths and at least two “broad blade” microliths…from two 

different sites” (Davies 1983, 18). A burnt rod microlith was also recovered on the 

Cheviots from topsoil at Linhope Burn (Topping 1991, 6). Spot heights for these 

sites (Davies 1983) indicate superficial similarities with the upland Pennines and 

South Haws sites. The potential of these uplands as a ‘landbridge’ or routeway is 

emphasized by their location on the contemporary Pennines way.  

 

In contrast to tentative descriptions of later mesolithic typologies, highly localized 

conditions9 (Young 2007), may have contributed to the preservation of the first 

unequivocal early mesolithic structure excavated in England at Howick 

(Waddington et al. 2003; NHU5690; fig. 6.3).10 Here radiocarbon dates well 

associated with mesolithic material culture were produced on a sunken-floored 

hut, rebuilt in several phases (Waddington et al.  2003). At Low Hauxley, Bonsall 

(1984) demonstrated ‘mesolithic’ period middening.11 Other attempts to locate 

mesolithic sites on the contemporary coast have been less successful (e.g. 

Engen & Spikins 2007). Reconstructions of mesolithic hunter-gatherer lifeways 

are hampered by the effects of coastal erosion (cf. Young 2007). 

 

NEOLITHIC MODELS 

                                                
9
 North-east England’s situation on the ‘hinge’ of an isostatic plain since the last inter-stadial may 

have contributed to Howick’s preservation.  
10

 See Gooder (2007) for details of the structure similar excavated at East Barns, Lothian, and 
Woodman (1985) on Mount Sandel. 
11

 The chronology of the site is poorly understood (appendix NE1). 
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In 1984, Burgess (133, my emphasis) noted of the north-east that “[i]f one had to 

rely on Neolithic sites, then prospects would be slender…there is only a handful 

of uncertain character and a few which can conveniently be described as of a 

sepulchral/ritual/public nature”. In contrast, from the polished stone axe evidence, 

Burgess (1984, 133, my emphasis) was able to suggest that “…early farming 

settlement spread throughout north-east England...”. Burgess et al.  (1980, 6; fig. 

6.5) documented 215 flint and stone axes, and 65 battle axes and hammers in 

the north-east. At this time, Manby (1980) documented 2500 examples from 

Yorkshire, with a 10km square of the Yorkshire Wolds producing more than the 

whole of the north-east. In Lincolnshire, May’s (1976) roughly contemporary 

estimate was of over 500 examples. Distributions within these patterns may 

indicate centers of neolithic activity. Burgess et al. (1980, 7) note an apparent 

absence of material from the north-east uplands, even in upland valleys, not 

because of modern preservation or excavation strategies, but they suggest, 

because of “[t]he possibility that the Cheviots were penetrated little or not at all by 

Neolithic farmers …”. 

 

The absence of neolithic evidence in the north was regarded as a ‘special’ quality 

of the archaeology of the region. There is a marked contrast between the nature 

of the archaeology and approaches to it exhibited in the 1996 Neolithic studies in 

no-man’s land volume (Frodsham 1996), and in the recent post-PPG16 regional 

research framework (Petts 2006). 

 

Waddington has been extremely influential in locating, excavating and 

characterizing early neolithic features. Waddington or his unit excavated three of 

the five neolithic sites available for discussion here (table 6.1).12 Waddington’s 

(e.g. 1999) work has augmented the picture of an early neolithic presence on 

river valley sites (indicated by Burgess’ 1984 axe distributions), revising regional 

                                                
12

 Other major neolithic sites, e.g. Yeavering (Hope-Taylor 1977) have been encountered by 
excavations expecting to sample later activity. Hope-Taylor (1977) excavated neolithic material 
culture in work targeted on the Saxon palace of Edwin, recorded by Bede at Yeavering. 
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research trends that had focused on later neolithic and bronze age material in 

these locations (Harding 1981, 132; Miket 1985). 

 

For Waddington (2000, 33; 1999, 11–9) “…the ‘Neolithic’ was both an economic 

and ideological phenomenon with each of these elements intrinsically related”. 

Waddington’s (2000, 42; 2000, 35) model of neolithisation involves “…selective 

transformation of existing Mesolithic ideological structures…”. A regional early 

neolithic model might include populations exploiting local resources for lithics and 

pottery (cf. Gibson 1983). These populations might have been mobile, moving in 

seasonal dispersals from valley gravel terraces to the uplands for hunting or 

herding purposes (Waddington 2000, 40–1; cf. Edwards 2009; Tolan-Smith 

1996). Waddington (2000, 42) notes that in “…the evidence available to 

study…the Mesolithic–Neolithic transition is often thin and meagre this does not 

mean that such difficult questions should not at least be attempted…”.  

 

PALAEOENVIRONMENTAL REMAINS 

‘Mesolithic’ charcoals were recovered from underlying the bronze age cairn at 

Low Hauxley (Huntley 1995; Hall & Huntley 2007). Early mesolithic plant 

macrofossils were recovered from the Howick structure (Cotton 2007). At 

Hartlepool, wood charcoal has been recovered from sites on Highcliff Nab 

(Waughman 2005; Huntley 1996a). In Hartlepool Bay, the submerged forest 

recorded by Trechmann (1936) may be 5th or 4th millennium.  

 

Macrofossil plant remains are more common from neolithic sites. Charred 

neolithic assemblages are dominated by remains recovered from the Milfield 

basin (Hall & Huntley 2007). Hall & Huntley (2007, 28; Waddington 1999, 113; 

131) have argued that this location was the neolithic ‘bread-basket’ of the region. 

 

At Bolam Lake, charred remains included cereal grains, hazel nutshells, and 

charcoals. One of the pits from this site seems to have been lined with an organic 

rich fill, which may have been wattle or other organic remains. At Whitton Hill 
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(van der Veen 1985), a range of cereals was recovered, including tentative 

identifications of spelt13 wheat, barley (including a grain of naked 6-row) and 

emmer. Further crop diversity was evident at Thirlings, where a grain of naked 6-

row barley, an oat, as well as some weed seeds and hazel nutshell were 

recovered. Couplands produced evidence for early neoithic cereal grain diversity, 

with emmer, barley, possible spelt, and possible bread wheat recovered. At Little 

Maltby Farm, a neolithic pit yielded a charred plant assemblage including hazel 

nutshells, charcoals, and sloe stones (Huntley in Hall & Huntley 2007). Excepting 

Whitton and Little Maltby, these sites have produced radiocarbon dates.  

 

NORTH-EAST ENGLAND NEOLITHIC RADIOCARBON RESULTS 

No radiocarbon results well associated with diagnostic late mesolithic material 

culture have been identified from the region.14 Sites with radiocarbon dates 

relevant to this period are illustrated in fig. 6.2. The site currency model is 

presented in fig. 6.6a–c. Durations calculated from this model are shown in fig. 

6.7. Selected posteriors from this model are shown in fig. 6.8. 

 

The Milfield Plain sites: Couplands, Cheviot Quarry, Thirlings 

Early neolithic north-east sites with radiocarbon data are dominated by the 

Milfield Plain sites. With the exception of Bolam Lake, the Milfield sites are the 

only early neolithic pit features with radiocarbon results from the region.15  

 

                                                
13

 Which might support evidence of tentatively identified spelt grains from other northern sites, for 
example Lismore Fields (Garton pers. comm. 2009; cf. Bishop et al. (2010) on limited evidence 
for spelt remains from the early neolithic Scottish site at Forest Road 2, Pitlethie Road; Cook 
2007). 
14

 See appendix NE1 for selected data not presented here, because they are not regarded as 
sufficiently well associated with late mesolithic or early neolithic material culture. 
15

 It remains to be seen whether this is a product of research practices. 
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Milfield Plain is drained by the Till; south of this, the Glen flows west–east. The 

Glen and Till join and flow through the Plain to the north-west, where the Till 

eventually joins the Tweed. The plain might be regarded as a natural meeting 

place.  

 

Couplands is c0.9km north-west of Cheviot Quarry (fig. 6.4), which in turn is 

c0.9km north-west of Thirlings. These three sites are located between 50–

40mOD, at the bottom of the Till valley. Whitton Hill is c1.76km north-north-east 

of Couplands henge.  

 

The area surrounding the Milfield basin is densely packed with prehistoric 

archaeology.16 The plain is framed on all sides, excepting the north, towards 

which the river drains, by sandstone and limestone hills. West of the river are the 

Coldside, Flodden, and Moneylaws Hills. South of the Glen, are even steeper 

tors and fells. At its widest (at the confluence of the Glen and the Till), the plain 

stretches c6km from Couplands henge east-west to Doddington Hill. At the very 

south of the plain, just north of the Glen, excavation at Lanton Quarry (Stafford 

2007; Cockburn 2009) has revealed pits, hearths, and several possible 

structures, some of which contained Grimston ware. 

 

An early neolithic presence on the Milfield Plain was first indicated by Harding 

(1981), Miket 1976, Hope-Taylor (1977) at Thirlings. This pattern was augmented 

by late 20th century work (Waddington 1999). Early neolithic Grimston ware was 

recovered from the henge monument at Old Yeavering (Harding 1981, 127), 

residually in Saxon deposits at Yeavering Palace and at Thirlings (Miket & 

Edwards 2009; appendix NE1; Edwards (2009; chapter 8) has produced a 

substantial discussion of the Milfield complex, to which readers are directed). 

Archaeological Research Services Ltd was responsible for the excavation and 

                                                
16

 These include numerous rock-art sites located east of the Till, including at the Goatscrag and 
Roughting Linn rockshelters. The rock-art is concentrated on the Doddington north moors at 
elevations up to 165mOD (Goatscrag rockshelter). 
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dating results produced from the Couplands henge (Waddington 2009) and 

Cheviot pits (Johnson & Waddington 2008). 

 

COUPLANDS, NORTHUMBERLAND NT94053308 

Waddington (2009a) provides the most recent review of Couplands ‘henge17’ (fig. 

6.7). The monument comprises a ditch and bank, divided by two causeways. 

Within the ditch are several pits. Running though the henge is an ‘avenue’ or 

‘droveway’. Harding noted (1981, 91) “[i]t seems clear from its behaviour that [the 

avenue’s] conception must postdate the henge, though not necessarily by very 

much…” The ‘avenue’ runs north–south. Towards the north is the Milfield south 

henge, and towards the south is the Marleyknowe henge. Waddington (1999, 60) 

has suggested the alignment is part of a later neolithic processual route. The 

Couplands henge is the largest such monument in the valley.  

 

Waddington (2009a) sampled three groups of features; three small pits or 

hearths (fig. 6.8), the enclosure ditch terminals, and the ‘avenue’ or ‘droveway’ 

linear ditches.  

 

Context (19), pit [1] contained Carinated bowl, a range of wheat species (emmer, 

spelt and bread wheat) and charred hazel nutshells. The statistically consistent 

(T’=0.2; T’5%=3.8; "=1; OxA-10638; -10692) results provide a date for pit 

infilling, material culture deposition and feature firing.  

 

Context (27), pit [3], produced shouldered bowl akin to Grimston ware, and 

emmer wheat. Statistically inconsistent (T’=24.115; T’5%=3.8; "=1; OxA-6832; -

10763) radiocarbon results on a charred hazel nutshell and a charred residue 

adhering to the shouldered bowl were produced. Bayliss et al. (in Waddington 

2009a) suggest that the charred residue (OxA-10763) is inaccurately late 

“…[due] to distortion from chemical processes…” Such processes are not 

unknown for charred residues, and one which has yet to be subject to effective 

                                                
17

 See Waddington (2009a) for a full discussion of the monument’s nomenclature. 
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explanation (Bayliss  pers. comm. 2010; Kirke in prep.). This result has been 

included in the model as an Outlier (fig. 6.6c).  

 

Context (21), pit [2] produced sherds of five pottery vessels, including two 

probable Carinated bowls. The charred plant assemblage included cereal grains 

(emmer wheat and barley) and hazel nutshell. One radiocarbon result was 

produced (OxA-6833) on hazel nutshell from this feature. 

 

Waddington (2009a) observed that the material culture in the features could be 

derived from ‘pre-pit’ midden material — there “…was no evidence for the sherds 

having been specially placed, rather they appeared to have been thrown in 

where some broke on impact”. 

 

The ‘droveway’ or ‘avenue’ ditches were stratigraphically unrelated to the pits 

and hengiform ditch. Waddington (2009a) suggests that the ditches defining the 

droveway had held a wooden post alignment. The western ditch produced a 

deposit (65), which was burnt in situ (Waddington 2009a), and from which 

Carinated bowl and a charred plant assemblage including charcoal, hazel 

nutshell and emmer wheat chaff were recovered.  

 

When modelled as a site as described here, the Couplands dates have good 

agreement (appendix NE218). However, when included in the regional site 

currency model, the likelihoods active in the site model from pit 2 and 3 are too 

early for the evidence of early neolithic activity from the rest of the region. These 

results are included in the model, because while they have poor agreement with 

the rest of the model data, there is no archaeological evidence to suggest these 

results are inaccurate. These results, and some sensitivity analyses, are 

presented in the chapter discussion below. Firing of pit [1] occurred in 3720–

3650 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3710–3660 cal BC; first pit 1; fig. 6.6c), when 

                                                
18

 The results from pits 2 and 3 are very important to the model of early neolithic activity in the 
north-east, and readers are directed to appendix NE2 and discussion further in the chapter.  
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domesticated cereal grains and Carinated bowl were probably also deposited in 

the feature.  

 

A result on the hazel nutshell from pit [3] has poor agreement with the site 

regional site currency model (A=4.5%; fig. 6.6c). In the Couplands site currency 

model the posterior density estimate is 3920–3650 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 

3850–3770 cal BC 35.9% probable; or 3750–3700 cal BC 32.3% probable; OxA-

6832; fig. NE2.1).  

 

The result from pit [2] also has poor agreement in the regional site currency 

model (A=11.8; fig. 6.6c). In the Couplands site currency model this result dates 

infilling and deposition of an assemblage including Carinated bowl, barley and 

emmer in 3900–3660 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3890–3690 cal BC; OxA-6833; 

fig. NE2.1).  

 

The fill of the droveway ditch is estimated to have formed in 3720–3650 cal BC 

(95.4% probable; or 3710–3660 cal BC 68.2% probable; droveway; figure 6.6c). 

Discolouration of the gravel suggested the deposit had been burnt in situ in the 

ditch.19 Waddington (2009a) suggests that this deposit, including pottery vessels, 

was dumped in situ. The droveway ditch fill (65) was sealed “…by a loamy soil fill 

(context 11) that also filled the upper part of the west ‘droveway’…indicative of a 

deposit that was formed during the construction of the ‘droveway’ ditch”.  

 

The first activity at Couplands is estimated as 3730–3650 cal BC (95.4% 

probable; or 3710–3660 cal BC 68.2% probable; first Couplands neolithic activity; 

fig. 6.6c). The duration of neolithic activity as presented here is estimated as 0–

50 years (95.4% probable; or 0–20 years 68.2% probable; duration Couplands; 

fig. 6.7).  

 

CHEVIOT QUARRY, NORTHUMBERLAND NT94853265 
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 See appendix NE2 for full discussion of the formation of this deposit.  
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Three areas of Cheviot quarry — south, central and north — have been 

excavated in recent years. In the south area, at least two definite early neolithic 

features have been excavated. One pit contained 28 sherds of Carinated bowl. 

The other pit containing Carinated bowl and Plain ware (Johnson & Waddington 

2008). In the central area a concentration of features was identified as neolithic, 

some of which produced Plain and Carinated ware.  

 

Excavations in the northern area, by Archaeological Research Services Ltd, 

revealed a multi-period site comprising pits, hearths, and postholes containing 

early and late neolithic pottery. Twenty-one lithics indicated a mesolithic 

presence on the site. Residual plant macrofossils recovered from a bronze age 

structure produced 5th millennium cal BC and 4th millennium cal BC radiocarbon 

results.20 In this area two early neolithic pits were excavated. F175 contained 

Plain and Carinated bowl, and lithics.  

 

F031 contained two fills; (052) was the primary fill and produced 11 sherds of 

Carinated bowl (some with charred residues), over 1000 hazel nutshell 

fragments, some wheat grains, and several lithics, though there was no evidence 

for in situ burning. The pit was “[s]ituated 3.5m to the south-east of the northern 

end of curvilinear slot F029 and around 3.5m to the north-east of the large pit 

F033”. Slot F029 was interpreted as part of a neolithic structure on the site, 

though “…it is not absolutely certain that these features are contemporary, 

although…[this is] suggested by the spatial layout…” (Johnson & Waddington 

2008). OxA-16068 was produced on a fragment of hazel nutshell from the 

primary fill (052). Another result (OxA-16069) was produced on the residue 

adhering to a sherd of Carinated bowl.  

 

                                                
20

 SUERC-9114 (4690–4490 cal BC 95.4% confidence) was produced on an oak twig from 
posthole F369. SUERC-9112 (3950–3700 cal BC 95.4% confidence) was produced on hazel 
nutshell from posthole F348. These postholes were of a number that formed a well-dated (both in 
radiocarbon and material culture terms; cf. Johnson & Waddington 2008) bronze age structure 

(building 4). These results are included in the model using Outlier parameters because the 
results are not well associated with any diagnostic early neolithic material culture. 
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Twenty-one other neolithic features were excavated. Pits F033, F027, and F009 

formed an alignment with pit F031. 

 

Pit F009 produced 21 Carinated and Plain sherds, hazel nutshells, and emmer 

wheat. The lithics included a microlith which is interpreted as residual, a neolithic 

blade, a quartzite ball rough-out and a whetstone. Residues from one of these 

sherds (OxA-16162) and a hazel nutshell (OxA-16097) were submitted for 

radiocarbon dating. 

 

All the results from the neolithic features from Cheviot Quarry are statistically 

consistent (T’=7.4, T’5%=7.8, "=3; OxA-16097, -16068, -16069, -16162). The 

two results from pit F031 are not statistically consistent (T’=3.96%; T’5%=3; "=1). 

The result on the charred hazel nutshell is slightly older than the result on the 

charred pot residue from pit F031. The charred residue probably provides a more 

accurate date range for infilling 3710–3640 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3710–

3650 cal BC 68.2% probable; OxA-16069; fig. 6.6c). The result on the hazel 

nutshell is presented as a terminus post quem for infilling (3940–3860 cal BC 

24.2% probable, or 3820–3700 cal BC 71.2% probable; or 3900–3880 cal BC 

3.8% probable, or 3800–3710 cal BC 64.4% probable; OxA-16068; figure 6.6c). 

There might be some 60–30 years difference between the radiocarbon ages 

measured by these two results when comparing the median of the calibrated 

dates.  

 

The result on hazel nutshell from pit F009 provides an estimated for infilling and 

deposition of material culture (including cereal grains) in 3720–3650 cal BC 

(95.4% probable; or 3710–3660 cal BC 68.2% probable; OxA-16097; fig. 6.6c). 

The result on the charred residue adhering to the Carinated bowl estimates its 

use in 3710–3640 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3700–3660 cal BC 68.2% 

probable; OxA-16162; fig. 6.6c).  
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The results on residues adhering to Carinated bowl sherds from the site were 

statistically consistent (T’=0.5, T’5%=3.8, "=1; OxA-16068, - OxA-16162).  

 

The start of neolithic activity at the site is estimated by the first dated event in 

3730–3650 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3710–3670 cal BC 68.2% probable; first 

Cheviot; fig. 6.6c). The duration of early neolithic activity sampled here is 

estimated as 0–60 years (95.4% probable; or 0–30 years; duration Cheviot 

Quarry; fig. 6.7).  

 

THIRLINGS, NORTHUMBERLAND. NT95573218 (appendix NE3) 

Thirlings is better known as the location of numerous high-status Anglo-Saxon 

timber structures probably dating from the 6th–7th centuries cal AD (Miket & 

Edwards 2009; Edwards 2009, chapter seven). Two hundred and twenty-eight 

pits were excavated on the site, 22 of these containing early neolithic Carinated 

sherds (Miket & Edwards 2009; fig. 6.11; table 6.3). Activity at the site can be 

phased as early neolithic, late neolithic and Saxon activity. The neolithic features 

included pit and posthole alignments. Edwards (2009) recently analysed the 

pottery, features and deposition processes. 

 

Thirteen radiocarbon dates have been produced, as part of several phases of 

work, from material from neolithic features (Miket & Edwards 2009; appendix 

NE3). No review of the earlier prehistoric material was originally published, 

because of constraints on the work programme (Miket pers. comm. 2010). A 

Bayesian model for the publication report (Hamilton et al. 2009) was produced on 

results from the original post-excavation analysis, and further results produced in 

2006. Eight of these results (appendix NE321; fig. 6.6c) are presented in the 

early neolithic currency model. The analysis presented here derives from a 

reanalysis of material culture associations, plans, and section drawings 

presented in Miket & Edwards (2009).  
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 Considerable discussion of the chronology is given in appendix NE3. 
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Only two short-lived results are satisfactorily associated with early neolithic 

activity — OxA-16101 dates the cremation of bone, deposition of Carinated bowl 

and infilling of posthole F587 in 3730–3650 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3710–

3660 cal BC 68.2% probable; fig. 6.6a). OxA-16104 dates the infilling of postpit 

F644 (fig. 6.12) and Carinated bowl deposition in 3720–3650 cal BC (95.4% 

probable; or 3700–3660 cal BC 68.2% probable; OxA-16104; fig. 6.6a). A result 

from F369 is on unspeciated charcoal of uncertain maturity and provides a 

terminus post quem for feature infilling and deposition of Carinated bowl after 

4330–3790 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 4240–3950 cal BC 68.2% probable; 

HAR-1118; fig. 6.6a).  

 

Thirlings summary 

The radiocarbon sample is perhaps not a robust reflection of apparently complex 

early neolithic activities occurring at the site. This small sample may mask more 

complex patterns in the use of the site. It might be that the evidence for early 

neolithic activity at the site represents a fairly continuous archaeological phase of 

activity or that it represents relatively episodic activity at the site in the second 

quarter of the 4th millennium cal BC (OxA-16104; OxA-16101 fig. 6.6a). The 

duration of available early neolithic activity is estimated as 210–230 years (94.3% 

probable; or 0–80 years 68.2% probable; duration Thirlings early neolithic; fig. 

6.7). The site remained one of importance into the late neolithic. Other results 

might sample later activity, but may include inbuilt offsets (HAR-6659, -6658, -

1450, -1451). 

 

Other Northumberland pit sites 

Bolam Lake (130mOD) is located south-west of Morpeth, on a slight spur of land 

north of How Burn. To the north relief rises to high ground at c160mOD, on which 

is a later prehistoric settlement, Salter’s Nick. About 1km to the north-west is a 

possible long barrow, and a standing stone — ‘Poind and His Man’. Some 3km to 

the west, near the How’s source, are the Shaftoe Crags cup-and-ring marked 

rocks. Further rock art has been recorded, north of this at Middleton Bank Top, 
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Hallion’s Rock, and south at Shortflatt Tower. Piper’s Chair hillfort is located west 

of the site. At least two round monuments, Bolam Cairn and Shortflatt are located 

north and south of the How valley. A search of the Northumbria HER reveals little 

recorded earlier prehistoric archaeology in the vicinity; no ‘mesolithic’ sites are 

recorded near Morpeth; a polished stone axe was recovered in allotments 

(NHU11703). Field-walking by John Davies (2004) identified later mesolithic and 

early neolithic lithics, and Grimston ware, and prompted the excavation of the site 

(Waddington & Davies 2002). 

 

BOLAM LAKE, NORTHUMBERLAND. NZ075817 

Two trenches excavated at Bolam Lake were located over lithic and pottery 

scatters (Waddington & Davies 2002) and revealed pits, postholes and slots. A 

later burial cairn and three cremation pits, at the southern extent of trench 1, 

demonstrated a bronze age presence (Waddington & Davies 1998; fig. 6.13).   

 

Groups of features included a post alignment, and a group of postpits forming a 

trapezoidal distribution in plan. These were interpreted as a “dwelling” structure 

(Waddington & Davies 2002, 15). Pit F11, apparently at the ‘back’ of the 

structure, may represent the terminus of a central ridge. Post-pipes were 

identified in features on the north side of this structure (F12), and along the 

central ‘ridge-line’ (F17). The post-pipes were relatively insubstantial (0.12m 

diameter), while the ‘terminal’ F11, was more substantial. A collection of 

stakeholes (in a shallow pit F14) is interpreted as possible evidence for the 

staking-out of the structure (Waddington & Davies 2002, 10). Negative features, 

outside the extent of the structure, are classed as ‘domestic’ pits associated with 

occupation.  

 

East of the structure was a concentration of pits containing a range of early 

neolithic material culture. Some of these features intercut. The pits (F4–6 and 

F33, 34, 36) were oval, 0.3m–0.5m in diameter. “All the pits had similar fills 

consisting of a dark brown loamy sand matrix containing broken sherds of 
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Grimston…flints, charcoal, [and] charred hazel nutshells…” (Waddington & 

Davies 2002, 10–1; fig. 6.13). Pits F4a and F5 contained Group VI axe 

fragments, which may have been part of the same artefact. Excepting F5 and F6, 

all the pits contained fire-reddened stones. F4 and F33 contained fragments of 

emmer wheat grains. Pit F5 was partially rock-cut, and might have been lined 

with wattle or other organic material, leading the excavators to suggest it may 

have been used for storage (Waddington & Davies 2002, 14). 

 

Results and interpretation 

Two statistically consistent (T’=0.1, T’5%=3.8, "=1; Beta- 117290, -117291) 

results on hazel nutshell were produced from pits F4 and F5 (Waddington & 

Davies 2002), part of the intercutting pit group. The result from pit [F4] dates its 

infilling and the deposition of the Grimston ware, a group VI axe flake, flints, 

hazel nutshells and emmer wheat to 3720–3640 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 

3700–3660 cal BC 68.2% probable; Beta-117291; fig. 6.6c). The result from pit 

[F5] dates its infilling and deposition of Grimston ware, a group VI axe fragment, 

hazel nutshell and charcoal to 3730–3640 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3700–

3660 cal BC 68.2% probable; Beta-117290; fig. 6.6c). This was the latest pit in 

the intercutting sequence. The fragments of axes from two pits, the similar fills, 

and the intercutting features indicate that the infilling and excavation may have 

been part of a related phase of activity. It is possible that, if the material from the 

pits had been stored in ‘pre-pit’ contexts, there was an interval between use of 

the material and the date of its deposition in the pits. 

 

A north-east mortuary monument 

Only one mortuary monument form the north-east, Loftus Street House cairn 

(Vyner 1984), 170–80mOD, has radiocarbon results arguably associated with 

early neolithic activity (appendix NE1; appendix NE4). 22  This partially reflects 

                                                
22

 The only other contenders are the samples with dubious associations from Copt Hill, and 
Warden Law (appendix NE1). 
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the relative rarity of long monuments in the north-east.23 Unlike concentrations on 

the nearby Peaks and the Yorkshire Wolds, only two other long monuments are 

located near Loftus. Newton Mulgrave long barrow is 7.4km south-east 

(NZ777143; 220mOD). Elm Lodge long barrow is 9.2km south-south-west 

(NZ715109; 230–40mOD). These monuments may be early neolithic. The Street 

House Wossit (Vyner 1988) monument represents later prehistoric traditions, 

which might not be associated with mortuary activity (Petts 2006, 26).  

 

LOFTUS STREET HOUSE, TEESIDE. NZ73651960  (appendix NE4). 

The radiocarbon results from Loftus Street House comprise the largest 

assemblage from a single early neolithic site from the north-east.  

 

Several phases of activity are represented at Loftus Street House (fig. 6.15–6). A 

mesolithic presence in the area is indicated by a small, blade-based, flint 

assemblage. Several pits may represent early neolithic activity. These pits are 

suggested to be ‘early neolithic’ because of their location in plan; they appear to 

prefigure the plan of the long cairn. However, limited material culture was 

recovered from these features; pit [125] contained only two tiny fragments of 

burnt bone and a flint flake (Vyner 1984, 153). It is possible that these features 

represent an aborted phase of monument setting out, or other activity. After this, 

construction of the monument began with a façade trench, followed by a post-

and-plank-built mortuary structure. Eventually the monument was covered with a 

stone cairn. Stratigraphically unrelated to this is a kerbed area, which was 

possibly paved. This area may be related to a later round cairn to the north-east, 

which covers part of the long cairn.  

 

The earliest structural elements from the long cairn have good association with 

diagnostic early neolithic material culture. Fragments of Carinated bowl and a 

fragment of polished ‘Borrowdale volcanic’ stone axe were recovered from the 

                                                
23

 Numbers of round barrows, mostly believed to be bronze age, far exceed long monuments. 
There is a particular concentration of round barrows in the Cleveland/Tees area. Some 16 round 
barrows or cairns are located in a 10km radius of Street House cairn. 
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upper fill of the façade trench (Vyner 1984, 169). An abraded quartz dolorite axe 

was recovered from the north kerb of the cairn. Fragments of Carinated bowl 

were also recovered from the old ground surface beneath the clay mound. In all, 

eight to ten Carinated vessels were represented. Grooved ware vessels were 

recovered associated with later features from the site.  

 

The flint assemblage was small; stratified material included the possible 

mesolithic presence underlying the monument, a pre-cairn neolithic assemblage, 

and later neolithic and bronze age material (Vyner 1984, 172). A leaf-shaped 

arrowhead was recovered from sealed pre-cairn contexts; other leaf-shaped 

arrowheads may have been redeposited, as they were recovered from bronze 

age deposits (Vyner 1984, 173).  

 

Samples and method 

Radiocarbon results were produced on material from the old ground surface, the 

palisade trench and mortuary house (which had subsequently been burnt), the 

paved area, and the later cairn. Samples including possible ‘old wood’ are results 

BM-2013R, -2061N, -2011R, -2012R and -1967R.24 Samples from the early 

neolithic phase with possible sapwood were BM-2014R, -1969N, -1968R, and -

1966R. The considerations underpinning the site model are outlined in detail 

appendix NE4. 

 

Results from Street House 

The first dated event from the early neolithic phase is 3730–3650 cal BC (95.4% 

probable; or 3710–3660 cal BC 68.2% probable; Start SHLC; fig. 6.6b). The end 

of phase occurred in 3710–3640 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3700–3650 cal BC 

68.2% probable; end SHLC; fig. 6.6b). The early neolithic activity presented here 

went on for under 0–50 years (95.4% probable; 0–20 years 68.2% probable; 

span neolithic; fig. 6.7). 

                                                
24

 Recent reanalysis of the charcoal samples has allowed me to estimate which samples may 
include inbuilt offsets, and which may represent samples dominated by short-lived material 
(appendix NE3.4). 
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The result interpreted as producing an accurate date range for the construction 

or use of the façade trench may estimate the deposition of Carinated bowl and 

polished stone axes in the upper fill of this feature in 3720–3650 cal BC (95.4% 

probable; or 3710–3660 cal BC 68.2% probable; BM-2014R; fig. 6.6c).  

 

Street House discussion 

The Street House façade trench, with its massive proximal pit, is reminiscent of 

many other early neolithic mortuary structures, such as the split timber 

constructions at Wayland Smithy I (Daniel 1950) and Haddenham (Hodder & 

Shand 1988). The presence of a medial pit between the structures might indicate 

further complexity in the history of mortuary deposit at Street House. This could 

be akin to Whitwell long cairn, where two linear, pit-defined mortuary deposits 

were in close proximity, on different alignments, and the settings for distinctive 

treatment of human skeletal remains (chapter 4). No radiocarbon results on the 

cremated human remains exist to explore potential changes in the treatment of 

the remains over time (Birkett 1984, 182–3). 

 

NEOLITHIC CURRENCY MODEL 

The neolithic site currency model has been presented in fig. 6.6a–c 

(Amodel=61.4%). The small sample of results presented in this model as accurate 

are relatively temporally constrained. Two of the dates included in this model 

have unacceptable individual agreement indices (OxA-6833 A=11.8%, 

A’c=60.0%; OxA-6832 A=4.5%, A’c=60.0%). These dates are too early when 

compared with the other dates associated with neolithic material culture from the 

north-east. These dates are extensively discussed in appendix NE2. Because 

they are statistically consistent, were produced on short-lived material, and were 

well associated with neolithic material culture, it is felt that these results provide 

accurate date ranges for early neolithic activity at the site.  
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For the sake of comparison, another model has been produced which presents 

OxA-6832 and OxA-6833 as Outlier parameters (fig. 6.18a–b)25. This model 

has good agreement (Amodel=158%26). Comparisons between key parameters 

from these two currency models are shown (fig. 6.19). In the model that excludes 

the early Couplands results, the estimate for the start of the neolithic is slightly 

later (3730–3650 cal BC 95.4% probable; or 3710–3660 cal BC; Start NE neo 

model 2; fig. 6.18a–b), though this is very similar to the estimate produced from 

the model in fig. 6.6a–c (3760–3660 cal BC 95.4% probable; or 3720–3660 cal 

BC 68.2% probable; Start NE neo; fig. 6.6a).  

 

Estimates for the start of the neolithic are not very sensitive to the early results 

from Couplands, because of the density of other data which are all very similar to 

each other, and the shape of the calibration curve which means that the models 

converge on very similar solutions. If the results from Couplands, as suggested 

here, produce accurate date ranges for early neolithic activity they were either 

really regionally rare examples of this activity at this point in time, or represent 

activity which has been significantly under-sampled archaeologically. While 

excluding the early Couplands data produces a slightly later estimate for the 

regional start of the neolithic, the differences in the Boundary parameters 

between the two models also suggest that the data represent a reasonably 

robust sample of the post-Couplands phase of north-east early neolithic activity.  

 

From a comparison of the key parameters from Couplands, the other north-east 

early neolithic results, and the shape of the calibration curve, it is apparent that 

the early Couplands results are situated before c3700 cal BC, and that the other 

regional early neolithic occurred after c3700 cal BC (fig. 6.17). The interval 

between the first activity at Couplands (first Couplands neolithic activity; fig 

                                                
25

 This interpretation reflects only the results’ poor agreement with other results from the region; 
there is no archaeological reason to exclude these results.  
26

 The model’s agreement index cannot be used as an indicator of the quality of the model — the 
better agreement in this second version indicates that the data within the model all agree well 
with each other and the model structure; this second model has been manipulated to exclude 
data, it is not demonstrably a ‘better’ model. 
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NE2.1) and the parameter estimating the start of other neolithic activity excluding 

the early Couplands results (Start NE neo model 2; fig. 6.18a–c) can be 

calculated as 0–240 years (95.4% probable; or 10–150 years; interval first 

Couplands neolithic activity_Start NE_neo; fig. 6.20).  

 

Excluding the earliest results from Couplands, the limited evidence for neolithic 

material culture from the north-east suggests neolithic things and practices 

appeared rapidly. It is most probable (at 68.2% probability) that the first evidence 

for neolithic activity from Street House, Bolam Lake, Cheviot Quarry, Thirlings, 

and the other Couplands evidence27 appeared in the first half of the 37th century 

cal BC (fig. 6.21). It is highly probable that the first dated events associated with 

neolithic material culture from the north-east occurred in the 100 years between 

3750–3650 cal BC (fig. 6.22b). The available evidence for the start of the 

neolithic in the north-east is closely temporally clustered. The first evidence from 

Street House most probably occurred in the same 50 year window (in the first 

half of the 37th century cal BC) as the first evidence from Cheviot Quarry, which 

is c140km north-west. Neolithic pit digging and deposition traditions, mortuary 

structures, and the portable material culture that these features contained, were 

all part of the neolithic of the north-east in these 50 years in the first half of the 

37th century cal BC. 

 

The limited data sample available for analysis of the early neolithic of the north-

east, limits the conclusions which can be drawn here. It is suggested that they 

may provide a robust sample of early neolithic activity in the region, or even a 

type of early neolithic activity in the region (pit digging and deposition traditions 

on the Milfield Plain), if not the earliest regional neolithic activity. The limited 

temporal duration of the activity sampled underlines the probability that the data 

may not reflect the full range of early neolithic activity in the region; the duration 

of activity sampled here is estimated as 0–140 years (95.4% probable; or 0–40 

years 68.2% probable; duration NE neo; fig. 6.7). Excluding the earliest, rare 

                                                
27

 Excluding OxA-6832, -6833. 
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early neolithic activity at Couplands, the duration of activity is 0–70 years (95.4% 

probable; or 0–30 years 68.2% probable; duration NE neo model 2; calculated as 

duration NE neo is in fig. 6.7 in fig. 6.18a–b; fig. 6.23). This very short-lived 

duration means that the main phase of neolithic activity sampled here most 

probably occurred over a relatively intense period of change, during a period of 

just over one human generation (taken at 25 years cf. Whittle et al. 2011b; 

appendix A). 

 

It may be that the early neolithic, once established, spread very rapidly over the 

north-east. The two early dates from Couplands should caution against such 

interpretations; they suggest that patterns of introduction of neolithic material 

culture may have been more complex. The earliest results from Couplands may 

represent features resulting from a pre-emptive early neolithic presence, which 

failed to be established until later. The interval between the earliest results 

associated with neolithic material culture from Couplands, and the first dated 

event from the ‘established’ neolithic from the rest of the region may be used to 

estimate the duration over which the neolithic appeared across the region — over 

0–240 years (95.4% probable; or 10–150 years; interval first Couplands neolithic 

activity_Start NE neo; fig. 6.20). The routes along which this early neolithic 

material culture might have been introduced are unclear, though the location of 

the site on a major river valley might suggest these served as routeways. 

Given the later augmentation and concentration of neolithic activity on the Milfield 

Plain, it might have been that the location of the regionally earliest neolithic 

presence — including evidence from the pits 2 and 3 at Couplands — was 

influential in shaping this location’s ongoing importance. Alternatively, the 

preferential selection of this location might indicate the resource rich environment 

of the plain, which continued into the Saxon period. 

 

Portable material culture currency model 

Radiocarbon results from the north-east are associated with diagnostic neolithic 

material culture (table 6.4) from Street House long cairn and from the pit sites.  
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The portable material culture presented here (fig. 6.24–5), estimates when 

aspects of portable material culture become common across the region; the 

evidence from Couplands may suggest that this is not a robust sample of the 

earliest evidence.  

 

Because pottery and axes and cereals were often deposited together in the same 

contexts, many of the posteriors for these elements of portable material culture 

are the same. This underlines the related processes associated with the 

deposition of such material in the early neolithic, if not spheres of circulation and 

use.  

 

The first dated event estimating the presence of polished stone axes in the north-

east is estimated as 3740–3660 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3710–3670 cal BC 

68.2% probable; first NE axe; fig. 6.24). The first dated event estimating the 

presence of domesticated cereals is 3750–3680 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 

3720–3690 cal BC 68.2% probable; first NECereals; fig. 6.24). The first dated 

event estimating the presence of Carinated bowl is 3760–3690 cal BC (95.4% 

probable; or 3730–3690 cal BC; first NECB; fig. 6.25). The results on the hazel 

nutshell (OxA-16097) from pit F009 may date the currency of Plain bowl to 3720–

3650 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3710–3660 cal BC 68.2% probable; OxA-

16097; fig. 6.6b). The calculations for the last use of these material culture 

typologies are shown in fig. 6.26. The short duration of early neolithic activity 

sampled in this project (fig. 6.7), is again evident in the currency of the portable 

material culture (fig. 6.27). It is suggested that the short durations reflect the 

limited sample of dated archaeological activity rather than the material culture 

traditions. Further data would help investigate this. An order function analysis has 

not been included here because the results are so closely related. The 

appearance of early neolithic things in the north-east is discussed further in 

chapter nine.  
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CONCLUSION: THE ESTABLISHED TRADITIONS OF THE EARLY NEOLITHIC IN NORTH-EAST 

ENGLAND 

Currently no terminal mesolithic material culture is well associated with 

radiocarbon results from the north-east. This does not reflect evidence for late 

mesolithic lithic scatters within the region, such as the rod-dominated finds 

recovered by Berthele (Davies 1983; table 6.2; see chapter 5). 

 

Researchers have periodically claimed the north as a ‘no-man’s’ land for neolithic 

archaeology (Frodsham 1996). It is increasingly evident that this is not the case. 

The north-east has a tradition of early neolithic pit digging (Waddington 2009a; 

Harding 1981; Hope-Taylor 1977; Miket & Edwards 2009). The majority of these 

sites are located on the Milfield Plain, and it has been argued (Hall & Huntley 

2007, 28) that this location fulfilled the role of a neolithic ‘bread-basket’. The 

current evidence from the plain is regionally unusual. It is important to note that, 

until these complexes28 were identified as a result of the excavation of 

concentrations of other period archaeology and the use of aerial photography, 

there were no upstanding monuments to indicate their presence. There may well 

be other sites within the region that either have been excavated, but not 

recognised as early neolithic, or remain to be discovered.  

 

While there might be limited evidence from other parts of the north-east, at 

Milfield at least, traditions of early neolithic pit-digging and deposition had much 

in common with other parts of the country. At Thirlings, this may have reached 

the complexity of sites such as Kilverston, which are nationally rare. Absence of 

evidence of other early neolithic traditions, such as long barrows, might indicate 

that the chronology of other monuments and negative features requires further 

careful examination. A further possibility might also exist, that early neolithic 

lifeways became established in the north-east after the main national tradition 

long barrow building. Street House is currently understood as a rare example at 

                                                
28

 Including the nationally atypical evidence from Thirlings (Edwards 2009).  
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this time in this part of the world. In such a narrative, the regionally unusual 

results from pits 2 and 3 at Couplands may represent an early neolithic foray into 

the north-east that for some reason did not become established, or the start of a 

gradual ‘neolithisation’ of the region (evidence for which is currently limited), 

which is better sampled in its later, ‘established’ manifestation (fig. 6.18a–b). 

 

Occupation on the plain 

The density of evidence for early neolithic activity on the Milfield Plain would be 

striking in any part of the country; it is all the more so, given the current limited 

evidence for early neolithic activity in other parts of the north-east. The plain and 

surrounding hills would have provided a range of resources, including perhaps 

aspects of the landscape with symbolic importance. The river valley may have 

been an important aspect of this focus in the early neolithic. Rivers may also 

have influenced the orientation of houses, the locations of barrows, and other 

monuments. If rivers or river valleys were routes, perhaps these were places 

where people passed or perhaps arranged to meet. As such, they might have 

been locations of exchange, and places where identity and group affiliation 

where negotiated (chapter four). Waddington (1999) has suggested that in later 

prehistory, the henges in the basin were especially important because they 

provided a route or circuit of ‘sacred’ movement. Perhaps, the presence of early 

neolithic pits on the valley bottom, indicates that river valleys were already routes 

of movement, and that the plain was a medium which witnessed the 

congregation and interaction of groups of early neolithic people. 

 

Late neolithic activity on the Milfield Plain suggests that some elements of the 

location held their importance. Unusually for neolithic ‘pit’ sites, it can be 

demonstrated at least some of the features were marked by posts, and this 

explicit marking of place along with memory work (Pollard 2008a), and other 
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resources identified by early neolithic people, may have contributed to the 

longevity of the area’s importance.29 

 

The material culture deposited in pits at Milfield can be seen as part of the 

widespread aesthetics of ‘mundane’ neolithic pit digging practice. Yet in contrast 

to other early neolithic ‘occupation/pit’ sites, the area around Milfield, is marked 

by a relative absence of early neolithic monuments. From the southern-most pit 

site, Lanton Quarry, the nearest long-monuments are c10km south-south-east at 

Dod Hill cairn, 15km south-east at Blawearie kerbed-cairn, and 14km east-south-

east at Ox Eye long cairn. Numerous round barrows populate the Cheviot massif 

to the south-east of the plain, and the Chatton Moor to the south-west. The 

monuments of other early neolithic valley floors, such as the Nene long 

monuments, were erected perhaps as articulations of identity or demonstrations 

of control (Harding & Healy 2007). The hills surrounding the valley floor features 

at Lismore were peppered with long barrows. Near Kilverstone, a site of dense 

early neolithic pit digging, there are four long barrows within c4km, and 15 long 

barrows within c15km radius. The Milfield landscape is dominated by the later 

henges like Milfield north, Couplands, Marleyknowe, Ewart Park, Old Yeavering 

and West Akeld Stead. It may be that they obscure other features or monuments 

that had their origins in the early neolithic.  

 

The density and location of features at Milfield and the evidence for the timing of 

change in the north-east suggests an early neolithic which might have been of a 

subtly different character to the earliest regional neolithic practices to the south of 

the region.  

 

                                                
29

 It might be this marking of place, and its retained importance that led to the eventual creation of 
the landscape populated by so many hengiforms. 
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The parameters presented here are compared with data from other regions in 

chapter nine. The next chapter, chapter seven, considers the evidence for 

transition, and relevant chronometric data from the north-west.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN. NORTH-WEST ENGLAND 

 

“Grand narrative approaches have often overlooked the importance of Cumbria 

[and the north-west] as a prehistoric region…Although there is a significant 

amount of material with which to work, this has seen little synthesis or 

interpretation at a regional scale”  

(Evans 2008, 3). 

 

REGION 

This chapter details the north-west HER regions of Cheshire, Cumbria, the Lake 

District, Greater Manchester, Lancashire and Merseyside (fig. 7.1–2). 

Radiocarbon results discussed in the chapter are shown in fig. 7.3 and table 

7.1.1 There are no radiocarbon results well associated with late mesolithic 

material culture from this region. 

 

GEOGRAPHY 

The geography of the north-west includes the contrasting Cumbrian highlands 

(the site of 14 or so major lakes) and the lowland plains. The region is defined to 

the west by the Irish Sea and to the east by the Pennines. Bordering the east 

Cheshire plain are north Wales and the English midlands. The mid-Cheshire 

ridge divides the Cheshire plain, running from the Mersey to north-west of Crewe. 

The Solway Firth separates north Cumbria from Scotland. The rivers Mersey, 

Weaver and Dee drain the Mersey basin into the Irish Sea.  

 

RESEARCHERS 

Brennand’s (2006) regional review provides a recent archaeological synthesis. 

An unpublished, preliminary version of this work (Hodgson & Brennand 2004) is 

more wide ranging. 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
 Radiocarbon results from the 5

th
 and 4

th
 millennia which cannot be demonstrably associated 

with material culture and other results of interest to the project are shown in appendix table 
NW1.  
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Two spectacular assemblages stand out from antiquarian work in the region; the 

organic remains from Ehenside Tarn (Darbishire 1874) and the skeletal remains, 

including human skulls, from Preston Docks (Turner et al.  2002; LAN6). 

Greenwell (1877) excavated in Cumbria, and some lithic collecting associated 

with coastal erosion occurred (e.g. Hume 1863). Antiquarian researchers appear 

to have focused on later cairnfields, which are relatively common (Hodgson & 

Brennand 2004).  

 

In Cumbria, Clare Fell was notable for her systematic lithic studies (e.g. Fell & 

Davis 1988). Tom Clare (e.g. 2009) has been influential, in his work as county 

archaeologist, and latterly in his academic role. Ron Cowell has documented a 

transitional archaeological record for Cheshire and Merseyside. Cowell’s 

observations (e.g. 2000; 2008), including the presence of north Welsh chert tools 

in the Mersey lowlands, and indicate extra-regional exchange networks and/or 

mobility (cf. Preston 2009). Cherry & Cherry (2002) suggested that exchange 

networks may have existed between the region and to the east, because of their 

identification of ‘eastern Yorkshire’ chalk flints.  

 

Since the later 20th century, developer-funded work (Rowlands et al. forthcoming; 

F. Brown pers. comm. 2010; Railton 2009; M. Town pers. comm. 2008; see 

below), has demonstrated lowland early neolithic pit evidence. Spectacular finds, 

including wooden ‘tridents’, have been recovered as part of the Carlisle relief-

road mitigation.2 These add to the previously unique British evidence of organic 

artefacts from Ehrenside Tarn (Darbishire 1874).  

 

Several important post-PPG16 projects have not yet been published because of 

commercial circumstances3, and this must be seen as a regional research priority 

(see appendix NW1). Developed survey programmes attempting to identify early 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2
 Work here included unparalleled finds and environmental recovery policy, including the wet-

sieving of 300, 000 litres of soil, explicitly for the recovery of earlier lithic technology (P. Clarke 
and F. Brown pers. comm. 2010).  
3
 Such as the closure of the Carlisle Archaeology Unit before publication of the Crosby/Carlisle 

Airport site, or the Cocklakes site could be completed. 
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prehistoric material culture have not located significant, previously unidentified 

evidence for late mesolithic or early neolithic material culture (Cowell & Innes 

1994; Hodgkinson et al. 2000; Middleton et al. 1995; Hall et al. 1995; Leah et al. 

1997). Burial environments and development patterns probably obscure isolated 

neolithic negative features or other occupation evidence (Evans 2008). 

 

ARCHAEOLOGY 

Considerable mesolithic lithic evidence has been identified from coastal locations 

in Cumbria (Cherry & Cherry 1983; 1985; 1986; 1987; 1995; 2000; 2002; P. J. 

Cherry 2009) and the Wirral (Cowell 2000; pers. comm. 2008). Microliths 

recovered from plough soil led to investigations at Eskmeals, revealing hearths 

and wooden ‘structures’. No direct association between the microliths and dated 

samples is apparent from the published sources (Bonsall et al. 1986; Bonsall 

pers. comm. 2009; appendix NW1; fig. 7.3).  

 

Assemblages of mesolithic lithics have been recovered as a result of the 

excavation of later archaeological features (Hodgson & Brennand 2006, 31). At 

Tatton Park, earlier mesolithic lithics and environmental evidence were 

excavated (Higham & Cane 1999). Work as part of the North-west wetland 

survey and in the Ribble and Alt valleys observed mesolithic finds apparently 

concentrated on sandy islands (Brennand 2008 pers. comm.; Middleton et al. 

1995). Later mesolithic lithics have been recovered from Pennines caves in the 

region’s south-east (Young 2002; Salisbury 1997). Possible mesolithic 

occupation sites are located at Drigg (CUM1394; appendix NW1) and at Trough 

Head (CUM2616).  

 

Distinction can be made in the density of early neolithic evidence from Cumbria 

and the lakes, and the scarcer early prehistoric plains evidence. There are very 

few lowland monuments; a single Cheshire long barrow, Bridestones (CHE154), 

has parallels with Irish court tombs (Powell et al. 1969). Calderstones, 

Merseyside, is an isolated burial monument which may be compared to passage 

tombs. Parallels for the Calderstones monument, have been suggested with 
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monuments on Anglesey (Cowell & Roberts 2008; Daniel 1950, 116).). Aerial 

photography has recently identified a possible long barrow at Great Salkeld 

(Hodgson & Brennand 2006, 34). The cropmarks at Churton indicate an 

enclosure which may be neolithic (Mullin 2002; CHE1807/1/2). Pikestones 

chambered tomb is on Anglezarke Moor, Lancashire (Bu’Lock 1958). Greenwell 

excavated a long barrow at Crosby Garret, Cumbria (1877; CLXXXIV). Raiset 

Pike (Masters 1984) and Skelmore Heads (Clare 1979) are possible neolithic 

round barrows. A stone-built cairn on Mellor Moor could be neolithic 

(MAN421.1.0).  

 

In contrast, numerous, probable early neolithic monuments are located in the 

Cumbrian uplands (CUM 925, CUM1566, CUM2488, CUM2877, CUM10099, 

CUM12893, CUM41723) and include long cairns at Cow Green (CUM1764) and 

Skelmore Heads (CUM2225), chambered tombs (CUM2135; CUM2311), cursus 

monuments and stone alignments (CUM6145; CUM41121). However, this 

resource is poorly understood; of the 25 Cumbrian long monuments, none has 

been excavated to modern standards (Hodgson & Brennand 2004, 13–4). Other 

Cumbrian monuments which could represent early neolithic activity include the 

Shap stone avenue (CUM16839–49), the possible causewayed enclosures at 

Howe Robin (CUM1777), Green Howe on Augertree Fell (Oswald et al. 2001; 

Horne 2000), Skelmore Heads (Evans 2004) and features associated with 

Mayburgh henge (CUM2867). 

 

Excavated early neolithic features are rare, though as many have been 

recognized recently through developer-funded work, material from some of those 

features has produced radiocarbon results (Hodgson & Brennand 2004, 7). 

Within the general regional absence of evidence for early neolithic features are 

two apparent concentrations around Carlisle and on the Barrow peninsula (Evans 

2008).  
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Near Carlisle, early neolithic pits at New Cowper (Railton 2009) are 1.75km east 

of the probable later neolithic palisade enclosure at Plasketlands (Bewley 1993).4 

Other early neolithic pits near are probably represented around Carlisle at High 

Crosby (McCarthy 2002), Carlisle Airport (Flynn 1998) and Scotby Road, Carlisle 

(McCarthy 2002). On the Barrow peninsula, the proximity of pits at Roose Quarry 

(Jones 2001) and Holbeck Park (see below) might indicate a related early 

neolithic presence. In the region’s very south, at Oversley Farm, early neolithic 

negative features have been excavated (Garner 2007). Neolithic pits have also 

been excavated at Norton (Green & Hough 1977; CHE95) and Whalley (Beswick 

& Coombs 1986). At Beeston Castle, early neolithic occupation debris was 

excavated (Ellis 1993; CHE1769).  

 

The evidence from the Langdales axe ‘factories’ is nationally important (Claris & 

Quartermaine 1989; Edmonds 1995; Davis & Edmonds 2011). Numbers of axe 

finds demonstrate an early neolithic presence not yet manifest in monuments or 

features (Clough & Cummins 1988; Davis & Edmonds 2011; Clare 2009; see 

below). 

 

Excepting in Cumbria, evidence for north-western portable early neolithic 

material culture is limited. Examples of early neolithic pottery are rare. Allen (in 

Rowland et al. forthcoming) cites seven Cumbrian locations from which pottery 

has been recovered. Outside Carlisle, Hodgson & Brennand (2004, 9) cite early 

neolithic pottery from Oversley Farm, Norton, Beeston Castle and Abbey Green, 

Chester (Cheshire), and Whalley (Lancaster) (Mullin 2002, 2). 

 

PALAEO-ENVIRONMENTAL REMAINS 

A number of important early palynological studies sample 5th and 4th millennia 

deposits (including Oldfield 1960; Oldfield & Statham 1963; Pennington 1964; 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4
 All the radiocarbon results from this monument were produced on unspeciated charcoal which 

provide termini post quos for their parent features. No early neolithic material culture was 
recovered from the site, and therefore these results have been included in the early neolithic site 
currency model (appendix NW1). As termini post quos, these results would not provide active 
likelihoods on the model estimating the start of early neolithic activity in the region. 
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Smith 1959; Walker 1955b; 1965; Birks 1982; 1965; Tallis 1964a–b). Influential 

sea-level change studies have also been undertaken (Tooley 1978; Zong 1997; 

1998). More recent 5th and 4th millennium cal BC sequences, including those 

from the North-west wetlands survey (Cowell & Innes 1994; Hodgkinson et al. 

2000; Middleton et al.  1995; Hall et al. 1995; Leah et al. 1997, 1998) have been 

produced (e.g. Clare et al. 2001; Skinner & Brown 1999; Bonsall et al. 1986; 

Hughes et al. 1998; 2000; Langdon et al. 2004; Wimble et al. 2000; Green & 

Pearson 1977; Wells et al. 1997; Innes & Tomlinson 1983; Bartley et al. 1990; 

Innes 2000). Simmons & Innes (1987) discuss 5th–4th millennium ‘human’ 

environmental modification. Garbett (1981) presents elm decline evidence.  

 

‘Mesolithic’ plant macrofossils in the north-west may be present at Williamsons 

Moss (Tipping pers. comm. 2008; Hall & Huntley 2007; appendix NW1.). 

‘Neolithic’ plant macrofossils are scarcely more common. Neolithic assemblages 

are noted at Holbeck Park (Huckerby in Rowland et al. forthcoming),Crosby 

bypass (Huntley 1994), Oversley Farm (Garner 2007), Cocklakes (Rushworth 

pers. comm. 2009), and Carlisle Airport (Flynn 1998). A pit containing Grimston 

ware, excavated in advance of High and Low Crosby bypass, probably produced 

plant macrofossils, as radiocarbon results were ‘awaited’ (Flynn & McCarthy 

1991), though no report was produced. Early macrofossils exist from Southworth 

Hall Farm but are not associated with diagnostic material culture (appendix 

NW1).   

 

NORTH-WEST MESOLITHIC MODELS 

Models of mesolithic occupation in the north-west draw on national schemes to 

present mesolithic people as mobile hunter-gatherer-fishers exploiting a range of 

seasonally available resources. Concentrations of mesolithic material recovered 

from raised beaches along the Cumbrian coast suggests that these locations 

may have been favoured environments, for the exploitation of a range of coastal 

resources. Cherry & Cherry (2002, 3) suggested that later mesolithic clusters of 

lithic material on the coast, such as at Eskmeals (Bonsall et al. 1986; appendix 

NW1), reflected maximum marine transgressions.  
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The most developed individual models of mesolithic occupation from the region 

are probably those dealing with Eskmeals by Bonsall et al. (1986). This work 

presented Eskmeals as a favoured mesolithic occupation site, with investment in 

the construction of occupation structures5, the removal of vegetation, and the in 

situ production of tools using local flint. Bonsall et al. (1986) suggested the 

people who used the mesolithic material at Eskmeals were predominantly 

exploiting coastal resources and that the Eskmeals location might have been 

favoured because of a combination of resources, including food from the sea, 

land and estuary, flint from the shingle deposits and driftwood from the coast. 

The estuary might have facilitated sailing trips along the coast. 

 

The absence of flint from the region (Hodgson & Brennand 2004, 4) has 

emphasized north-west late mesolithic populations’ mobility and contact with 

other regions (e.g. Cherry 2009; section 2). Mesolithic groups collected or 

exchanged raw materials for lithic tools from other parts of the country, such as 

from the Yorkshire chalk, beach pebble flint from the north-west Irish Sea coast, 

beach pebble chert from north Wales, and from within the region, they collected 

or exchanged for local greenstone and upland Cumbrian chert.  

  

While Preston (2009) has suggested the north of England might have comprised 

“…a single large territory…” for mesolithic populations, other researchers of the 

mesolithic in the region (Cherry & Cherry 2002) have emphasized differences in 

late mesolithic assemblages from the north-west and nearby areas such as the 

Yorkshire Pennines. The north-west assemblages “…do not resemble…Late 

Mesolithic sites in the Central Pennines where one geometric form of microlith or 

another dominates [rods or scalenes]…” (Cherry & Cherry 2002, 4). This could 

indicate differences between the nature of late mesolithic lifeways in the region 

and those in other areas; “…in chronological…if not cultural terms, Late 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5
 Though the identification of these structures as anthropogenic is not clear. Initial identification of 

‘occupation structures’ has not been followed up by further publications. 
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Mesolithic communities in Cumbria were contemporaneous with Early Neolithic 

communities in East Yorkshire” (Hodgson & Brennand 2004, 4). 

 

In the north-west, fine-grained tuff “…akin to Group VI were being used as a 

substitute for flint by communities using Late Mesolithic technologies, although 

there is no evidence for exploitation at source during the Late Mesolithic. Thus in 

eastern Cumbria, Late Mesolithic communities can be demonstrated to have 

been using volcanic tuff at the same time as they were obtaining flint from 

Yorkshire” (J. Cherry 2009; section 2, my emphasis; cf. Clare 2009). Clare (2009) 

has emphasized the difficulties in identifying any ‘mesolithic’ activity at 

greenstone stone axe extraction sites (cf. Woodman et al. 1999, 63–5; David & 

Walker 2004; Gardiner 1990, 129 on ‘neolithic’ tranchet axes), and our 

knowledge of prehistoric activity on these outcrops has been demonstrated to be 

relatively superficial (Davis & Edmonds 2011). Because no in situ evidence of 

‘mesolithic’ tuff extraction is currently recognised, it is not possible to 

demonstrate continuity or discontinuity in the use of specific facies with neolithic 

populations (Cherry 2009).  

 

Some regional researchers have suggested the microlith technology continued to 

be used by people also using neolithic material culture (Cherry & Cherry 2002; cf. 

Evans 2004). In some locations, such as Levens and Borwick (Hodgson & 

Brennand 2004, 3), assemblages of late mesolithic material culture have been 

recovered at the same site as neolithic material culture. Beyond the exploitation 

of such locations by people using late mesolithic artefacts and people using 

neolithic material culture, the nature of any ‘continuity’ or other model of transition 

between late mesolithic and early neolithic populations is poorly understood.   

 

NORTH-WEST NEOLITHIC MODELS 

The geography of the north-west and the limited visibility of early neolithic 

monuments meant that the region has been regarded as peripheral in terms of 

the early neolithic (cf. Collingwood 1933, 170; Piggott 1954). More subtle models 

of the neolithic in the north-west should differentiate between evidence from 
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Cumbria and the Lakes, and evidence from Greater Manchester, Cheshire, 

Merseyside and Lancashire. Compared with other upland areas the region has 

relatively few early neolithic monuments; the nature of the monuments which 

exist is poorly understood. Well understood early neolithic lowland evidence is 

beginning to be recognized at a limited number of locations. Because of 

restricted evidence for early neolithic sites, regional environmental evidence is 

sometimes used to discuss early neolithic transition models in terms of 

clearance, settling down and the introduction of agriculture (Leah et al.  1997, 49; 

paragraph 5; Cowell & Innes 1994, 40). At the same time, distributions of group 

VI axes (e.g. Clough & Cummins 1988; Cooney & Mandal 1998; Clare 2009; fig. 

7.2a) demonstrate the importance of the north-west in any wider picture of the 

early neolithic in England, and indeed in the early neolithic in Scotland, Wales 

and Ireland. 

 

Edmonds (1995) notes that polished Cumbrian axes were important tokens of 

identity and value, because axes brought with them connections with people who 

had been in contact with them, and because of their role in gift giving and 

exchange. From the apparent value attached to these artefacts, we can suggest 

that the locations from which the raw material was extracted were valued or 

regarded as special.  

 

Davis & Edmonds (2011, 174) documented many hundreds of exposures 

exploited along the 19km band of the Seathwaite Fell tuff. The scale of 

exploitation, together with the frequency of finds across the country, indicates 

that exploitation could have comprised a relatively steady phase, or punctuated 

intensive periods. Considerable resources, in terms of people and time, might 

have been involved over the period of early neolithic group VI axe use, both in 

terms of extraction and exchange. These processes of extraction, procurement 

and exchange might have included rites that were socially important, and 

influenced the status of both individuals and early neolithic groups (Davis & 

Edmonds 2011).  
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Groups involved in axe extraction could have been highly mobile, journeying 

across the country, or involved in complex and extended exchange networks. 

Davis & Edmonds (2011, 172) suggest axe extraction may have been the 

undertakings of ‘local’ populations or populations who may have visited the 

region on a regular basis to work axes (Bradley & Edmonds 1993). In this model, 

rought-outs were brought down from the quarries and “…carried back to more 

persistently settled country by people drawn from a variety of scattered 

communities” (Davis & Edmonds 2011, 181).  

 

In the model supplied by axe manufacture evidence, people using neolithic 

material culture in the north-west were far from marginal (Davis & Edmonds 

2011). These groups included skillful specialists who were familiar with the 

uplands, axe extraction and lithic working techniques. These groups had 

sufficient resources, in terms of people, time and subsistence resources to 

engage in axe extraction. These groups valued the prestige of greenstone axes 

to such a degree that they made significant investments in extracting and 

producing them, or in procuring greenstone axes. As Davis & Edmonds (2011, 

171) note “…axes mattered and it therefore also mattered how one obtained 

them; what stone was used, where it came from and how it was approached and 

worked…”. 

 

In geographies understood by people using early neolithic material culture 

(Edmonds 1999), the landscapes of upland Cumbria can be seen as a composite 

of qualities, which might include special virtues attached to the uplands (e.g. 

Cummings & Whittle 2004) and to the sacred properties of materials, especially 

the greenstone axe sources (Pétrequin et al. 2011, 76). In these narratives the 

locations of axe extraction achieved value through the visual and tactile aesthetic 

and practical qualities of the greenstone both as material (Davis & Edmonds 

2011, 175; 179; 181; Cooney 2002) and as material in the landscape (cf. Cooney 

et al. 2011b, 437). In early neolithic times, these aesthetics were geographically 

widely held as important in Britain and Ireland (Bradley & Edmonds 1993; 

Cooney & Mandal 1998), and as Davis & Edmonds (2011, 172) note, as part of 
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the “…constellation of values…” that had informed the making and circulating of 

blades on the continent for some considerable time (Pétrequin et al. 2011).  

 

The evidence from axes suggests the north-west might have been a focus of 

early neolithic occupation, and might perhaps produce evidence for other early 

neolithic activities such as monument construction. With the exception of a 

couple of locations, the model of neolithic lifeways suggested by the axe 

evidence has not been reproduced with other early neolithic current evidence; 

the north-west neolithic is primarily known “…as a result of interpretative focus on 

cultural historic themes and [not through]…modern excavation...” (Evans 2004, 

125). A recent crop of papers detailing the early neolithic of the north-west (e.g. 

Cummings & Fowler 2004; Cummings 2007; Evans 2004; 2008) react in part 

against predominant national narratives, in a climate which increasingly 

emphasises regional identities (e.g. Barclay & Brophy 2008; Brophy 2004; cf. 

Cooney 2000b).  

 

Cheshire Plain neolithic pits 

BEESTON CASTLE, OVERSLEY FARM (FIG. 7.4). 

Neolithic findspots occur across the Cheshire Plain (Longley 1987, 38) and 

include two sites with neolithic material culture and radiocarbon results (Beeston 

Castle and Oversley Farm). Possible barrows are located on the plain at Over 

Alderley (CHE1442/0/8), Somerford (CHE823), Goostrey (CHE29639/1), and 

more certainly at Bridestones (CHE154). Southworth Hall Farm revealed pits that 

produced very early 4th millennium results, and perhaps a very late 5th millennium 

result, but are not well associated with diagnostic material culture, and cannot be 

included in the regional neolithic currency model (appendix NW1).  

 

Beeston Castle, one of several iron age hillforts on the mid-Cheshire ridge, is 

c35km south-south-west of Southworth Hall Farm. Beeston Castle is just south of 

Beeston Gap, through which the Gowy flows. On the north of the Gowy valley, 

c3.9km to the east, is Robin Hood’s Tump round barrow cemetery. The Seven 

Lows barrow cemetery is c8.3km north-north-east. The nearest, most probably 
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early neolithic monuments are the Somerford Bridge barrow c30km east-north-

east, and the Bridestones6 c38km to the east (fig. 7.5). 

 

Oversley is located in the eastern plain, on a glacial sand-gravel island, 

overlooking a natural dip in the Boullin Valley. Oversley Farm (c70m OD) is 

c22km south-east of Southworth (30m OD). Oversley “…effectively marks the 

boundary between the flat low-lying Cheshire Plain to the south and west, and 

the foothills of the Pennines to the north and east…” (Garner 2007, 1). Lismore 

Fields is 30km east-south-east.  

 

BEESTON CASTLE, CHESHIRE SJ538593 

Beeston Castle was excavated in two phases (Ellis 1993, 13), as part of works to 

present the medieval castle monument to the public. Neolithic, later bronze age, 

and iron age activity were represented at the site. A linear slot and posthole 

alignment from the outer ward and gateway were defined as neolithic or late 

bronze age. Here were recovered sherds of neolithic pottery in at least three 

fabrics, flint arrowheads and other tools. Microliths from this area were 

interpreted as ‘residual’ (Ellis 1993, 87). 

 

Neolithic features were predominantly located in the outer gateway, on the 

eastern extent of the hilltop, where the slope is shallowest (fig. 7.6–7). Activity 

identified as early neolithic included a burnt rectilinear spread F542 (c2x1m), 

which was probably truncated by an iron age ditch, F490. From layers overlying 

spread F542 were recovered “…sherds of Early to Middle Neolithic pottery…” 

(Ellis 1993, 19). F542 appeared to have formed on a leveled area (F543), and 

postholes (F545, F548, F552) and pit F509 cut the terrace and may be 

associated with F542. Potentially of the same phase was a slot (F480), a deep pit 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6
 Bridestones is routinely cited as the best and possibly only ‘neolithic’ mortuary monument in 

Cheshire. In the 18
th
 century, Bridestones was described as some 100 metres long and 11 

metres wide, with three chambers, a stone forecourt, and the long passage surviving. Antiquarian 
diggings revealed a cobbled eastern area of the forecourt overlain by “…ashes, oak charcoal, and 
very small and indeterminate bone fragments...” (CHE154; Sainter 1878). A blade-dominated 
industry was recovered. Bridestones has parallels with Irish court tombs (Powell et al. 1969).  
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(F950) containing a sherd of early to middle neolithic pottery, and a smaller 

posthole (F956). 

 

Early neolithic sherds, though few, seemed to concentrate on the outer ward part 

of the hilltop (Ellis 1993, 20). Later neolithic pottery was recovered, as a residual 

component in post-medieval outer ward deposits. Over 862 lithic items, including 

a narrow blade microlith, other ‘mesolithic’ blades, and six leaf-shaped 

arrowheads were recovered from the outer ward. Excepting two leaf-shaped 

arrowheads that could represent in situ material in outer gateway contexts 676 

and 656 (Smart 1993, 56), diagnostic early prehistoric lithics were interpreted as 

residual.  

 

The Beeston Grimston ware was the first recognised in Cheshire (Royle & 

Woodward 1993, 76). At least three early/middle neolithic fabrics were 

represented, including one opened by granite clasts. Royle & Woodward (1993, 

76) note that the sherds represented at Beeston have parallels with Welsh 

examples from Breidden, Powys and Sharpstones Hill, Shropshire (chapter 

eight), in terms of finish and fabric, respectively. The vessels appeared to have 

been produced on the local glacial drift of the Cheshire/Shropshire basin. 

 

Two statistically consistent (T’=2.3; T’5%=3.8; !=1; HAR-6461; -6462) 

radiocarbon dates were produced on unspeciated charcoals of uncertain maturity 

(Keen & Hough 1993); one from burnt deposit F542 (HAR-6461), and one from 

the primary fill of the iron age ditch F490 (HAR-6462), which probably truncated 

F542. HAR-6461 provides a terminus post quem for the formation of an overlying 

deposit containing two sherds of Grimston ware, four leaf-shaped arrowheads 

and polished axe fragments (Mullin pers. comm. 2008; Royle & Woodward 1993, 

65; 66) after 4450–4420 cal BC (0.6% probable, or 4370–3940 cal BC 94.8% 

probable; or 4330–4290 cal BC 6.0% probable, or 4270–4040 cal BC 62.2% 

probable; HAR-6461; fig. 7.3). HAR-6462 provides a terminus post quem for the 

iron age ditch infilling after 4050–3790 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 3990–3810 
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cal BC 68.2% confidence). The result is not demonstrably associated with early 

neolithic activity and is presented in the model shown in fig. 7.3 using the 

Outlier function.  

 

OVERSLEY FARM, CHESHIRE SJ623941 (appendix NW2). 

Excavations at Oversley Farm, in advance of Manchester Airport second runway, 

were co-ordinated by Gifford consultants (Garner 2007). Areas excavated 

included a hill crest (c73m OD), an area running west, and trenching on southern 

slopes. Several feature groups were phased as neolithic (Garner 2007, 10; fig. 

7.9–11). Interpretation of data presented in the publication is sometimes not 

straightforward (appendix NW2). In contrast to the publication, I suggest that the 

evidence for an early neolithic structure as presented in the publication is not 

conclusive, and that two pits or possibly hearths, are the only demonstrable early 

neolithic activity (appendix NW2).  

 

Beta-127175 provides a terminus post quem for the infilling of pit [295] and the 

deposition of Grimston ware (Allen 2007, 18; fig. 7.12), burnt bone, bladelets and 

barley after 3970–3660 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3950–3770 cal BC 68.2% 

probable; Beta-127175; fig. 7.3). Beta-133362 provides a terminus post quem for 

the infilling of pit [268] and the deposition of Grimston ware after 3980–3640 cal 

BC (95.4% probable; or 3950–3710 cal BC 68.2% probable; Beta-133362; fig. 

7.3). 

 

Meeting places on the Cumbrian lowlands 

Early neolithic sites which have produced well associated radiocarbon results are 

located on the Cumbrian lowlands at New Cowper Quarry (NY1185445989; 30–

40m OD) and Holbeck Park (SD22906970; c20m OD). The association of 

radiocarbon dates with early neolithic material culture from Carlisle Airport 

(NY4754460654; c45m OD) and Cocklakes (NY345551; c45m OD) is less 

certain (appendix NW1).  
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Bewley (1993) presented Plasketlands as the settlement of a mobile early 

neolithic band (appendix NW1). The site is c2km from the sea (fig. 7.13) on a 

glacial ridge which divides the Solway Plain. Polished stone axes from the plain 

(Bewley 1993) and ‘transitional’ lithic material in the vicinity (Hodgkinson et al. 

2000, 110; 177), also demonstrate an early prehistoric presence. The nearest 

extant monuments are New Barns North and South, Slewcarin, and Lochhill long 

cairns across the Solway Firth. The English long cairn, Sampson’s Bratful, is 

c38km south of New Cowper. The Abbeytown Ridge defines the southern extent 

of Solway plain, and New Cowper Quarry is immediately south of the ridge. 

Though the contemporary New Cowper Quarry landscape can be seasonally 

waterlogged, the sandy soils are relatively free-draining (Railton 2009, 10). 

 

Cocklakes is c25km west-north-west of New Cowper. Carlisle Airport is c39km 

west-north-west of New Cowper. Carlisle Airport is located to north of the Irthing, 

which joins with the river Eden c2.6km to the south. Cocklakes is c3.4km south-

west of the Eden where it passes through Carlisle. Cocklakes and the airport 

sites are 14.2km apart. Further neolithic evidence in the vicinity was excavated in 

1991 and 1993, in advance of the High and Low Crosby bypass7 (English 

Heritage 1995), and at Scotby Road, Carlisle (Hodgson & Brennand 2004).  

 

Around the Barrow-in-Furness peninsula (fig. 7.14), several sites represent early 

neolithic activity. Long monuments are located at Great Urswick c6km north-

north-west of Holbeck Park. At Skelmore Heads upstanding megaliths and a long 

barrow are c7.3km north-north-west of Holbeck Park.  

 

Roose Quarry is c1.8km south of Holbeck Park. Here truncated pits and 

postholes were excavated. Roose Quarry pit [108] produced Carinated bowl, two 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7
 Carlisle Archaeology excavated sites in advance of Crosby Bypass. A final report has not been 

produced after that unit’s closure. An undated preliminary report is available from Cumbria HER. 
A 3

rd
 millennium radiocarbon result was produced from the site, and the unpublished report 

mentions that further results were anticipated (“Samples of wood from the excavations, and 
samples of the charcoal associated with the Neolithic pottery, will shortly be submitted for 
radiocarbon dating”. Reeves & Wigfield undated, 9). I have not been able to ascertain whether 
further results were commissioned, or any further analysis undertaken.  
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leaf-shaped arrowheads, fire-cracked quartz, polished axe fragments, charcoal 

and an item of free-threshing wheat (Jones 2001). The pit is relatively large (c1m 

diameter), and sub-square. The nearby Hawcoat cropmarks which indicate a 

sub-circular pit or posthole cluster (CUM41914) are c3.25km south-east of 

Holbeck Park. The location suggests the monument could include an early 

neolithic component.  

 

The lowland Cumbrian pit sites may reflect early neolithic occupation patterns, 

and the limited evidence could suggest a division between occupation on the 

lowland and uplands barrows and axe extraction sites, perhaps reflecting some 

element of sacred geography (Cummings & Whittle 2004). However, given 

difficulties in feature recognition in the uplands, and the cumulative recognition of 

lowland sites in the last few years, it may be that such divisions represent 

excavation patterns rather than ancient land-use patterns.  

 

NEW COWPER QUARRY, CUMBRIA AND LAKES NY1185445989 

North Pennines Archaeology Ltd excavated a multi-phase site including early 

neolithic pits, an early bronze age funeral cairn, and other negative features at 

New Cowper Quarry. In excavation area 2, early neolithic features included an 

apparent pair of pits (fig. 7.15–17) which produced pottery. 

 

Pit [130], area 3, was truncated by a post-medieval plough furrow. The fill 

contained early neolithic pottery, charred hazel nutshells and Prunus sp. seeds 

(fig. 7.16).8  

 

Other early prehistoric activity may be represented by seven pits located in close 

proximity and identified as ‘group 4’. Many of the group 4 features contained a 

single fill and were sub-circular. The features measured between 0.3m and 0.7m 

in diameter, and averaged 0.5m deep (Railton 2009, 23). Pit [385], located to the 

west of the group, measured 1.6x1m, and contained a possible pitchstone blade. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8
 Probably misidentified in the report as ‘almond’, and more likely sloe (Huntley pers. comm. 

2009). 
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Pit [391] was removed from the main concentration, and defined by ten 

stakeholes. Some of these pits contained burnt bone (Railton 2009, 26). Further 

pits, from which neolithic pottery and lithics were recovered, were excavated 

during another phase of work (area NCF-B).  

 

Conjoining sherds from pot 7 were recovered from two group 4 pits ([286], [288]). 

The evidence for related material culture, the pottery placement in the pits (fig. 

7.15), and the presence of burnt bone in one pit suggested to the excavator that 

at least some of the assemblages “…formed parts of structured deposits…the 

quality and rarity of the material is exceptional within a regional context…” 

(Railton 2009, 61). 

 

From the group 4 pits and  pit [130] at least three early neolithic vessels were 

recovered. These included lugged Plain ware sherds, a Plain vessel, and a small 

lugged cup (Allen 2009, 37–41).9 Lipid analysis from pot 4, a vessel tempered 

with quartz and mica from context (131) pit [130], indicated it had contained plant 

fatty acids and beeswax (Stern in Railton 2009, 48).  

 

The result on unidentified charred material from pit [130] (Railton 2009, 57) 

provides a terminus post quem for the pit infilling and the deposition of material 

culture including the probable sloe stones and the early neolithic lugged pot 

which contained beeswax. This occurred after 3700–3520 cal BC (95.4% 

probable; or 3660–3630 cal BC 23.6% probable, or 3580–3530 cal BC 44.6% 

probable; Beta-207050; fig. 7.3). 

 

HOLBECK PARK, CUMBRIA AND LAKES SD22906970 

The Oxford Archaeology North (Rowland et al. forthcoming) evaluation trenches 

at Holbeck Park (15–20m OD) revealed feature [111] in trench 7, and the nearby 

treethrow [117]. Possible treethrows [113] and [115] were located in the trench’s 

western end (fig. 7.18).  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9
 Pot 4 (shouldered, round-bottomed, everted bowl) (131) [130]; pot 7 (small lugged cup 80mm, 

fingernail thumbprint impression) (287) [286], (289) [288];  pot 8 (applied lug) (289) [288]). 
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Feature [111] was 3.95x1.75m and 0.73m deep. It contained two fills, a soft 

reddish-brown clay (110), and a pale yellow clay (109). The diffuse plan and 

profile suggested [111] represented a treethrow rather than a pit, but this 

identification is tentative (Rowland et al. forthcoming; pers. comm. 2011). In the 

upper fill (109) was a shallow ‘U-shaped’ depression [108], interpreted as the 

treebole, but which could represent a cut feature. Within [108] was primary fill 

(107) (a thin band of dark brown clay), and upper fill (106) (charcoal flecked red-

brown sand). The surrounding area was tested for archaeology, and only natural 

or geological features were encountered (Rowland et al. forthcoming, 3).  

 

Fill (107) contained 138 early neolithic pottery fragments, two pieces of struck tuff 

and a flint assemblage (Rowland et al. forthcoming; fig. 7.19). The pottery 

included Plain wares, with rounded, flat, everted and beaded rims (Allen in 

Rowland et al. forthcoming). The flint assemblage comprised 39 items, including 

two blades and debitage (including some consistent with small blade production). 

Two axes flakes were recovered, and these include an unusual group XI flake, 

and a group VI axe flake (Quartermaine in Rowlands forthcoming). 

 

The (107) plant assemblage produced hazel nutshell fragments, a (probably 

hulled) wheat grain, charcoal and uncarbonised weed seeds (assumed to be 

modern).  

 

The overlying fill (106) contained a rod microlith and two early neolithic pottery 

sherds. All the flint had been burnt. The rod microlith is the only lithic recovered 

from context (106). This tool is undamaged and is not patinated and could have 

been deposited deliberately, or could be the result of an accidental loss in situ. 

The charcoal and sherds of neolithic pottery in (106) suggests that this material 

may have been closely associated with that represented by (107) (Rowlands 

pers. comm. 2011). 
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At trench 7’s western end, pit or treethrow [117] contained fills (112), (121), and 

(116), and appeared to have been deliberately infilled. The uppermost fill (116) 

contained Betulaceae charcoal fragments but no artefacts. 

 

Four statistically consistent (T’=1.0; T’5%=7.8; !=3; SUERC-10772; -107731; -

10777; -10778) results were produced on single-entity short-lived, charred plant 

remains from context (107) in treebole [108], and from context (116) in probable 

treethrow [117].  

  

Of the radiocarbon results, SUERC-10772 was produced on a cereal grain and 

dates the demonstrable presence of neolithic material culture in deposit (107) in 

feature [108]. 

 

The (107) results may provide stratigraphic10 termini post quos for the deposit of 

the rod microlith deposition in overlying deposit (106). However, the rod could 

have been redeposited in this context with later material culture. Knapping 

debitage (consistent with small blade production) in context (107) could indicate 

that in situ lithic production occurred at the same time as the other material 

culture in the deposit was in use. SUERC-10772 estimates the presence of the 

cereal grain at the site in 3960–3770 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3920–3790 cal 

BC 68.2% probable; fig. 7.18). SUERC-10778 may provide a terminus post 

quem for the infilling of the treethrow [117], but the absence of diagnostic 

material culture from the feature means that the result is included as an Outlier 

in the model shown in fig. 7.18.  

 

The Holbeck Park context (107) assemblage of pottery, axe fragments, and 

cereal is one of the most important assemblages for the mesolithic–neolithic 

transition in this region. The assemblage is striking because of its regional rarity: 

146 sherds, from at least 12 vessels, is so far, unprecedented. Context (107) 

pottery was relatively fresh, showing no signs of trampling (and tangentially, 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10

 Though the associated concerns with the formation of treethrow fills means that this cannot be 
established unequivocally (appendix EM6; Lamdin-Whymark 2008). 
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therefore, middening). It is interpreted as the result of “…deposition [which] may 

have been a short-lived event” (Rowland et al. forthcoming).  

 

The result on a cereal grain from the feature, which is statistically consistent with 

other results from the assemblage, demonstrably places some aspects of early 

neolithic material culture in the region, most probably before 3800 BC, in the 39th 

or first half of the 40th century cal BC (in 3960–3770 cal BC 95.4% probable; or 

3920–3790 cal BC 68.2% probable; SUERC-10772; fig. 7.3). It is 87.9% 

probable that SUERC-10772 occurred before 3800±1 BC (table 7.4). Other 

cereal grains include those found at Roose (Jones 2001), possibly at Crosby-on-

Eden, Oversley, and New Cowper. 

 

The presence of terminal mesolithic material culture and early neolithic material 

culture within a treethrow supports the pattern suggested by Barclay (2000) and 

Lamdin-Whymark (2008) in southern England, that use of these features 

represents a continuity of practice between groups using these material culture 

typologies. Even if the use of the pottery, other early neolithic material culture, 

and rod microliths are not demonstrably contemporaneous here, the deposition 

of this material culture together in the feature could suggest closely related 

practices at this time and in this part of the world (see further discussion below). 

 

Langdale axe factories 

Four stone axe sources are located with the region; groups VI (central lakes), XI 

(Great Langdale), XV (southern lakes), and XXXIV (Carrock Fell) (Hodgson & 

Brennand 2004, 18). Group VI examples are by far the most numerous within the 

region (Hodgson & Brennand 2004, 19). Studies have identified exotic axes, 

including group IX axes from Antrim, within the region (Hodgson & Brennand 

2004, 19). 

 

The central Cumbrian extraction and finishing sites are concentrated on 

Langdale Pikes, between 400–500m OD (fig. 7.20). The Glaramara axe 
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factories, also exploited in the neolithic, are c4.6km north-north-west of Thorn 

Crag. All the Langdale locations have outcrops of group VI material — 

petrologically indistinguishable fine-grained volcanic tuff (Fell & Davies 1988).  

 

Numerous survey and excavation campaigns have targeted the Langdale axe 

‘factories’ (see Davis & Edmonds 2011; Claris & Quartermaine 1989; Bradley & 

Edmonds 1988 for reviews). Early work recording axe extraction site finds was 

augmented by systematic landscape surveys (e.g. Bunch & Fell 1949). Smith 

(1979) used axe typologies as the basis for a relative chronological scheme. 

Bradley & Edmonds (1988) undertook limited excavation on extraction sites. 

Claris & Quartermaine’s (1989) classificatory system differentiated between 

quarry sites (type A), scree working sites (types B and C), and working floors 

removed from sources or scree (type D). Lithic extraction at these sites did not 

entail the digging of vertical shafts as in southern England (e.g. Barber et al. 

1999), but extraction at rock faces. Claris & Quartermaine (1989, 5) suggested 

these sites’ locations were determined by accessibility. Bradley & Edmonds 

(1993) emphasised not only functional axe properties, but also the symbolic 

values that may have been attached to axes. Recently Davis & Edmonds (2011) 

have emphasised the importance of extraction in terms of the lives of individuals 

(including perhaps rites of passage) and as important activities for groups who 

travelled into the peaks as part of early neolithic lifeways. 

 

THUNCAR KNOTT, LANGDALE PIKES NY279079  

Clough (1976) commissioned a radiocarbon result on bulk charcoal of uncertain 

maturity “…associated with axe chippings…” (Burleigh et al. 1976, 25) from 

Langdale Pikes. The bulk charcoal may have sampled several archaeological 

events, and may include inbuilt and/or old wood offsets. The result is presented 

as a terminus post quem for the axe chippings after 3370–3080 cal BC (95.4% 

probable; or 3360–3210 cal BC 68.2% probability; BM-676; fig. 7.3).  

 

PIKE O’STICKLE NY273073 
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Johnson commissioned a single measurement from Pike O’Stickle (Barker et 

al.1969, 28). The bulk charcoal measurement is ‘associated’ with stone chippings 

and implements. It is presented as a terminus post quem for axe-working after 

3720–3100 cal BC (95.4% probability; or 3640–3350 cal BC 68.2% probable; 

BM-281; fig. 7.3). 

 

THORN CRAG NY2809606870 

Quartermaine commissioned a measurement on unspeciated charcoal from the 

interface between subsoil and a flake filled layer on Thorn Crag (Hedges et al. 

1994). The result provides a terminus post quem for the flake-filled horizon’s 

formation after 4050–3660 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3970–3770 68.2% 

probable; OxA-4212; fig. 7.3).  

 

Bradley & Edmonds  

Full species identifications were undertaken on the charcoals used for the 

Bradley & Edmonds (1993) radiocarbon dates. These identifications included 

estimates of the age of different charcoals and have allowed for a maximum age 

offset to be incorporated into the regional currency model presented here (fig. 

7.3). Unfortunately different species percentages were not recorded, so the 

proportional mixing effect cannot be more closely estimated (Robinson pers. 

comm. 2009). In the model presented here, the maximum offset of any charcoal 

included in dated sample has been employed, meaning that these results may be 

slightly too young for the archaeological events in question, but are unlikely to be 

inaccurately old. For example, if charcoals in a dated sample included material 

with estimated ages at death of 25 years, 65 years and 75 years, an age offset of 

75 years was applied to the radiocarbon result (table 7.1; fig 7.3 for details of the 

offsets employed for each radiocarbon result).  

 

Currently the Bradley & Edmonds (1993) results presented here are the only 

well-understood estimates for Langdales axe extraction. Even in the case of the 

Bradley & Edmonds (1993) assemblage, however, there are difficulties 

demonstrating a functional association between the archaeological event of axe 
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working or extraction and the radiocarbon result (Waterbolk 1971).. Despite the 

frequency of Langdale axes in early neolithic deposits, greenstone extraction and 

working is poorly understood in chronological terms.  

 

BRADLEY & EDMONDS: HARRISON STICKLE NY281074 

At Harrison Stickle, two statistically consistent (T’=0.0; T’5%=3.8; !=1; BM-2625, 

-2626) measurements were produced from deposits associated with axe-flaking. 

BM-2625 (maximum offset 75 years) was produced on charcoal recovered from a 

layer containing axe-finishing flakes. This result dates axe working to 3700–3550 

cal BC (80.8% probable, or 3520–3450 cal BC 14.6%; or 3640–3560 cal BC 

68.2% probable; BM-2625; fig. 7.3). BM-2626 (maximum offset 25 years) was 

‘associated’ with axe finishing flakes recovered from the same hillside and dates 

axe working to 3760–3600 cal BC (86.7% probable, or 3560–3500 cal BC 8.7% 

probable; or 3690–3610 cal BC; BM-2626; fig. 7.3). 

 

BRADLEY & EDMONDS: STAKE BECK NY265073 

OxA-2181 (maximum offset 75 years) was produced on charcoal from a layer on 

Stake Beck; underlying this layer was a layer containing axe production debris. 

OxA-2181 provides a terminus ante quem for axe production before 3640–3290 

cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3580–3310 cal BC 68.2% probable; fig. 7.3).  

 

BRADLEY & EDMONDS: TOP BUTTRESS, PIKE O’STICKLE NY273073 

Two results (maximum inbuilt age offset 75 years, BM-2628 and -2627) were 

produced on charcoal from deposits stratified with axe-working debris at Top 

Buttress. Bradley & Edmonds (1993, 127) suggest the charcoal derived from fire 

settings use to extract or prepare stone. BM-2628 estimates the formation of the 

lower deposit directly associated with axe production in 3570–3420 cal BC 

(75.2% probable, or 3380–3300 cal BC 20.2% probable; or 3570–3440 cal BC 

68.2% probable; BM-2628; fig. 7.3). Charcoal from the upper deposit estimates 

further axe extraction occurring in 3450–3190 (cal BC 84.3% probable, or 3170–
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3050 cal BC 11.1% probable; or 3430–3350 cal BC 37.0% probable, or 3310–

3250 cal BC 30.4% probable; BM-2627; fig. 7.3).  

 

SITE 123, HARRISON COMBE NY2756007370 

A single, short-lived result was produced on a charred crowberry recovered from 

context (1004), site 123 on Harrison Combe (Oxford Archaeology North 2004). 

Context (1004), a silty, black humic layer, was interpreted as a chipping floor, 

with worked flakes comprising 5–10% of the deposit (Oxford Archaeology North 

2004, 27). The “…matrix of this layer [(1004)]…largely consisted of sediment 

originating from the underlying deposit 1003” (Oxford Archaeology North 2004, 

27; my emphasis). If the soil matrix of (1004) consisted “largely” of sediment from 

the underlying deposit, there is no reason to associate the underlying material 

with axe production. Material from (1004) provides a terminus post quem for axe 

production after 5980–5950 cal BC (4.3% probable, or 5920–5750 cal BC 91.1% 

probable; or 5900–5790 cal BC 68.2% probable; KIA-23485; fig. 7.3). The result 

cannot be used to support the Oxford Archaeology North (2004, 14) 

interpretation that this result represents a “…Mesolithic date for this deposit of 

waste flakes associated with the axe rough outs. This is in contrast to those 

dates published in Bradley and Edmonds (1993)…all of which lie within the 

Neolithic period”. 

 

Interpreting axe factory chronology  

No short-lived, single entity radiocarbon results which are demonstrably 

functionally associated with axe production exist from Langdales. Given the 

importance of Langdale greenstone axes in neolithic Britain (Clough & Cummins 

1988) this is regrettable, but reflects the difficulty in locating samples with 

functional association with axe production.11 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11

The importance of association and context must be stressed — at Dungeon Ghyll 
(NY27980727), a measurement thought to be associated with axe production, yielded a cal AD 
mid 1

st
 millennium date range (OxA-2178 dates to cal AD 250-560 95.4% confidence; or 410–420 

cal AD 68.2% confidence). The dated material could be evidence of re-deposition of flaking debris 
after later Romano-British activity or a natural burning event (appendix NW1).!
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Currently only four results exist which it may be reasonable to argue are well 

associated with axe working (at Harrison Combe and Pike O’Stickle). There are 

insufficient results associated with axe production to sample the chronologies of 

individual production sites with any degree of robustness. Interpretation is further 

complicated because extraction and working may be spatially and temporally 

time transgressive; extraction at different Langdale ‘sites’ could comprise a series 

of relatively discrete ‘events’. 

 

The first dated event associated with axe extraction in the north-west, as 

modeled here, is 3750–3560 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3690–3610 cal BC 

68.2% probable; FirstAllAxeExtraction; fig. 7.21). The last dated event 

associated with axe extraction from the north-west, as modeled here, is 3350–

3050 cal BC 95.4% probable; or 3340–3190 cal BC 63.5% probable, or 3140–

3110 cal BC 4.8% probable; LastAllAxeExtraction; fig. 7.21).  

 

NORTH-WEST RADIOCARBON RESULTS  

No categorically ‘mesolithic’ north-western material culture is well associated with 

radiocarbon results (appendix NW1). No early neolithic sites in the north-west 

have sufficient radiocarbon results to warrant individual site models. The regional 

site currency model (fig. 7.3; table 7.2) has good agreement (Amodel=105.7%; 

A’c=60.0%; Bronk Ramsey 1995). Portable material culture associations are 

extracted from the discussion above and presented in fig. 7.21–7.  

 

The early neolithic of the north-west is poorly sampled chronologically. Only one 

negative feature — the treebowl or pit from Holbeck Park — produced results on 

demonstrably short-lived material, which appear well associated with early 

neolithic material culture. The first estimate for the deposition of early neolithic 

material culture in negative features in the region occurred in 3960–3810 cal BC 

(95.4% probable; or 3950–3860 cal BC 68.2% probable; first Holbeck Park 

context 107; fig. 7.24). The activity at Holbeck Park could represent a period of 

0–190 years (95.4% probable; or 30–140 years 68.2% probable; duration 

holbeck park; fig. 7.28).  
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It is 87.9% probable that the demonstrably neolithic activity represented by the 

cereal grain recovered from Holbeck Park (SUERC-10772) occurred before 

3800±1 BC (fig. 7.29; table 7.4). This activity could have occurred around 

3850±1 BC; it is 52.0% probable that SUERC-10772 before 3850±1 cal BC. 

There is a low probability (23.3% probable) that the activity represented by 

SUERC-10772 occurred before 3900±cal BC  (fig. 7.29; table 7.4), though it is 

possible that the activity represented by this result occurred in the last 50 years 

of the 40th century cal BC (fig. 7.29). 

 

Despite the apparent importance of Langdale axes, the chronology of extraction 

is poorly understood. The accurate data from the axe factories may indicate 

punctuated extraction at different sites, which, because of limited data, it is 

difficult to interpret further. The first dated event associated with axe extraction is 

estimated as occurring in 3760–3560 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3690–3610 cal 

BC 68.2% probable; first shortlived Cumbrian axe factory; fig. 7.3), most 

probably in the 37th century cal BC. 

 

Portable material culture calculations 

Radiocarbon results from four sites in the north-west are associated with early 

neolithic pottery. Of these, only the material submitted from Holbeck Park was 

sufficiently recorded to establish that the resultant date ranges do not have in-

built offsets, and may be accurate for the currency of the associated pottery. The 

first dated event associated with early neolithic pottery in the north-west is 

estimated as 3960–3820 cal BC (95.4% probability; or 3950–3870 cal BC 68.2%; 

first NW pot; fig 7.22a). This estimate derives from the results from the treethrow 

[108] at Holbeck Park. 

 

The last dated event associated with early neolithic pottery in the north-west, as 

presented here, is estimated as 3700–3520 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3660–
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3630 cal BC 23.1% probable, or 3580–3530 cal BC 45.1% probable; LastAllNW 

pots; fig. 7.22b).  

 

Axes 

As well as the results from the axe factories, results from contexts which included 

axe flakes exist from Beeston Castle and Holbeck Park. The first dated event 

associated with axes in the north-west is estimated as 3960–3820 cal BC (95.4% 

probable; or 3950–3870 cal BC 68.2% probable; FirstAllNW Axes; fig. 7.23). The 

last dated event from this group of radiocarbon dates from this sample is 

estimated as 3350–3050 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3340–3190 cal BC 63.6% 

probable, or 3140–3110 cal BC 4.6% probable; LastAllNW Axes; fig. 7.23). 

 

Cereals 

The only direct measurement on cereals from the north-west is SUERC-10772, 

from Holbeck Park, which estimates the presence of cereal grains in the region in 

3960–3770 cal BC 95.4% probable; or 3960–3780 cal BC 68.2% probable; fig. 

7.24). The result from Oversley Farm, Beta-127175 (fig. 7.3), provides a 

terminus post quem for a cereal grain in the parent deposit. 

 

We have very little short-lived chronological evidence for the use of neolithic 

material culture from the north-west. These data are discussed further in chapter 

nine. 

 

CONCLUSIONS: THE EARLY NEOLITHIC IN THE NORTH-WEST OF ENGLAND, NORTHERN 

NEOLITHIC PIONEERS? 

At present, there are insufficient data to suggest any developed regional patterns 

in the appearance of the early neolithic in the north-west. Concentrations of early 

neolithic pit digging are indicated around Carlisle and in the Barrow peninsula. 

Whether these locations were real concentrations in the early neolithic, in 

contrast to a relatively sparse presence across the rest of the region, or this 

pattern results from excavation practice is uncertain.  
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It is almost certain that first Holbeck Park context 107 (fig. 7.24) occurred before 

the first dated event from the available sample associated with axe working 

(3750–3560 cal BC 95.4% probable; or 3690–3610 cal BC 68.2% probable; 

FirstAllAxeExtraction; fig. 7.24).  

 

Between the first evidence of axe fragments deposited in features and the first 

estimate of axe extraction in the north-west (an estimate calculated from the 

radiocarbon data from the Holbeck Park feature; fig. 7.26) there is an Interval 

of over 100 years — of 110–360 years (95.4% probable), most probably of 190–

310 years (68.2% probable; Interval FirstAllNW axes_FirstAllAxeExtraction; fig. 

7.27). It may be, that if extraction took place at a restricted number of locations in 

the Langdale, evidence for the earliest workings has been removed by later 

extraction, or that we have not identified the earliest axe extraction sites. Recent 

work in the region indicates the wealth of evidence yet to be documented and 

assessed (Davis & Edmonds 2011). 

 

The chronology of early neolithic pit use in the north-west is poorly understood. 

Were it possible to establish that the results from Oversley Farm were produced 

on short-lived material, these results could support a pattern of pre-3800 cal BC 

pit deposition within the region (fig. 7.3) as established at Holbeck Park. At 

present the results on demonstrably early neolithic material culture from Holbeck 

Park stand out as significant.  

 

The Holbeck assemblages could have resulted from a number of different 

processes. People using microliths at the site might have begun using pottery 

and polished axes, and continued putting things into treethrows (Lamdin-

Whymark 2008). Deposition in the treethrow could therefore represent a location 

of continuity from ‘mesolithic’ to ‘neolithic’ practices. Alternatively, a single 

residual microlith (perhaps from activity predating the tree-fall; appendix EM6) 

could have been accidentally incorporated in a deposit reflecting neolithic 

practices. The assemblage could alternatively indicate that the feature was a 

location for the deposition of material culture by people using neolithic material 
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culture, with deposits then occurring by people using mesolithic material culture 

(Bradley 1998b, 33). 

 

Whatever interpretation of the Holbeck assemblage is made, its existence 

emphasises that relationships between late mesolithic and early neolithic 

material culture and the formation of assemblages of material culture need to be 

problematised — especially statements such as Thomas’ (2007, 426; my 

emphasis) assertion that the “…cultural change that took place around 4000 cal 

BC was apparently both swift and thorough, there being no mixed assemblages 

combining pottery with microliths…”. 

 

Because the current regional early neolithic data is so limited, it is difficult to 

establish whether the evidence from Holbeck Park reflects a general currency of 

the regional early neolithic, or whether it is an example of an early neolithic 

‘pioneer’ population which was at least 100 years, and more probably at least 

190 years, earlier than any other early neolithic evidence from the region (Interval 

FirstAllNW axes_FirstAllAxeExtraction; fig. 7.27). 

 

Whether the Holbeck assemblage was a ‘mixed’ ‘neolithic’ assemblage (as a 

result of acculturation and exchange) or a ‘neolithic’ assemblage (including 

residual material) is impossible to ascertain. Any attempt at defining an ideal 

‘mixed’ deposit as evidence for ‘acculturation’ may miss the point. It seems 

unlikely that we will find archaeological assemblages which match preconceived 

criteria, and this approach runs the risk of missing potential subtleties in 

assemblages which are available to us for study (cf. Brophy 2004). What we can 

state is that the feature produced neolithic, and very limited mesolithic, material 

culture. The early neolithic pottery assemblage is currently regionally 

unprecedented, and the pottery shows similarities with material from Yorkshire 

and Humberside (Rowland pers. comm. 2011). The assemblage of radiocarbon 

dates from the feature is early for the north of Britain (cf. Bayliss et al. 2011b, 

740; see chapter nine).  
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This assemblage and the site’s location (in proximity to the Irish Sea, on the 

Barrow-in-Furness peninsula) could be understood as having important 

implications for models for the appearance of early neolithic material culture in 

the north-west of Britain. These are discussed in greater detail in chapter nine.  

 

The parameters presented here are compared with data from other regions in 

chapter nine. The next chapter, chapter seven, considers the evidence for 

transition, and relevant chronometric data from the west midlands.  
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CHAPTER EIGHT. THE WEST MIDLANDS 

 

“Traditionally the West Midlands have been regarded as…an archaeological 

wasteland, certainly as far as prehistoric archaeology is concerned” 

(Hunt 1982, 1). 

 

REGION  

The west midlands HER regions comprise Birmingham City, the Black Country, 

Coventry, Dudley, Herefordshire, Sandwell, Shropshire, Solihull, Staffordshire, 

Stoke-on-Trent, Warwickshire, and Worcestershire and Worcester City (fig. 8.1; 

fig. 8.2). Radiocarbon results discussed in this chapter are shown in fig. 8.3a–b; 

table 8.1.1 

 

GEOGRAPHY 

The landlocked west midlands are defined to the east by the Peak District, and to 

the west by the Marches and Black Mountains, and to the south by the 

Cotswolds. To the north are the north-west HER regions (chapter seven). 

Uplands include the Clee, Clent and Malvern Hills. The Severn and Avon dissect 

the region, and other rivers include the Wye, the Trent, Teme, Lugg, and the 

Welsh and Worcester Arrow rivers (Ray 2007). 

 

RESEARCHERS 

A recent collection of papers on prehistory in the west midlands was produced for 

the regional research framework exercise (Garwood 2007a). It includes reviews 

by key researchers of early prehistory in the region such as Ray (2007), 

Woodward (2007a), Garwood (2007b), Palmer (2007), and Jackson (2007a). Ray 

(2007, 51) notes differences in research emphasis between regions such as 

‘Wessex’ and other regions like the west midlands; “…actual or potential regional 

narratives have been subsumed, ignored or misrepresented…”. The general low 

visibility of monuments in the region has undoubtedly contributed historically to 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
 See appendix WM1 for results which are not well associated with diagnostic material culture.  
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this research bias against the west midlands (e.g. Hunt 1982), though this 

explanation cannot explain the relatively limited research emphasis on mesolithic 

assemblages (cf. Myers 2007). The status of the region as ‘forgotten country’ 

(Garwood 2007a) is not easily explained entirely.  

 

ARCHAEOLOGY 

Material culture from the mesolithic–neolithic transition is generally rare from the 

west midlands, though as shall be seen below, there are important 

concentrations. Ray (2007) suggests that the limited recovery of late mesolithic 

and early neolithic material culture results in part from difficult soil conditions (cf. 

Clay 1989). The region’s west2 is relatively rich in earlier prehistoric monuments 

and material culture; chambered tombs are regionally more common in the west 

and south. Industrialised areas3 do not have well documented earlier prehistoric 

features, resulting, in part, from later land use and excavation strategies.4  

 

Bapty (2007) notes a “…dearth of [mesolithic] finds…” makes it difficult to fit the 

area into broader frameworks, though residual mesolithic finds have been 

located across the region (Myers 2007). In Herefordshire, mesolithic activity is 

mainly confined to the south and west (Children & Nash 1994, 7). Worcestershire 

finds include an important mesolithic, narrow-blade assemblage from Lightmarsh 

Farm (WOR29913; Jackson et al. 1996, 93)5, and a mesolithic lithic scatter and 

waterlogged plant remains, associated with a land surface from Bays Meadow 

(Birmingham University Field Archaeology Unit 1996; WOR30092). Other finds 

include lithics and probable intrusive cereals at Northwick Arms Hotel, Evesham 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2
 Areas of Shropshire and Herefordshire, and to a lesser extent Warwickshire. 

3
 Such as the Black Country, Birmingham, Staffordshire and so on. 

4
 Though there are indications of early prehistoric activity in later industrialised regions including 

for example, lithics from surface collection in Staffordshire (e.g. STA01007) and material from 
cave excavations such as at Elder Bush Cave, Staffordshire (cf. Bramwell 1964).  
5
 A ‘D-shaped’ feature or possible treethrow produced tools, waste flakes, burnt flint, and charred 

hazel nutshells. Negative features in the vicinity, including postholes and slots, could represent 
contemporaneous structures. A radiocarbon date, too early for this project (OxA-4327; 

8800±80BP) was produced on the hazel nutshells (Jackson et al. 1996, 97; appendix B). Tools 

included backed point/scalene triangle hybrid microliths (Jackson et al. 1996, 102). NB this is not 
the same as ‘Litmarsh’ Farm, (SO5350; HER26944) the location of a neolithic flint site in the Lugg 
valley (see main text below on the Lugg valley). 
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(WOR23986; Napthan et al. 1996, 8). Seven possibly “Tardenoisian” or late 

mesolithic microliths were recovered from Walton Hill (WOR04901). 

 

At Sandwell Priory, Birmingham, negative features may be associated with a 

significant mesolithic assemblage (Hodder 1992).  

 

At Kisses’ Barn Farm, Warwickshire (WAR5760; Myers 2007; Palmer 1992), two 

later mesolithic flint clusters were excavated on a sand bar. Assemblages at 

Corley, Over Whitacre (Saville 1981b; WAR6053), and Wishaw Hall Farm 

(Powell et al. 2008) indicate a mesolithic presence.  

 

At Bourne Pool, Saville (1973; BLA2603) evaluated an important multi-period 

lithic assemblage, which included microliths. The majority comprised Clark’s 

classes B or D, including isosceles triangles, and microburins.  

 

Fieldwalking at Oldnall Road (SO934840) produced artefacts including 68 

microliths, polished stone axe fragments and leaf-shaped arrowheads (Smith 

2000, 116). 

 

A mesolithic assemblage, recovered at Newport (SJ75381956; Middleton & 

Watson 1998), included possible evidence for microlith production. The 

assemblage demonstrated an earlier mesolithic presence in northern Shropshire 

(Leah et al. 1998; Carver 1991, 2).  

 

Important local assemblages were recovered at Bunsons Wood (COV7829), and 

Keresley (COV7814) where 17 pieces including microliths and a ‘neolithic 

scraper’ were recovered. Important mesolithic assemblages have been 

recovered though field-walking at Halesowen area, and Sutton Coldfield (Myers 

2007, 31). Significant mesolithic assemblages have been recovered in Dudley, 

for example at Foxcot Lane and Colt Leasow, by several groups of dedicated 

fieldwalkers (Hemingway pers. comm. 2011).  
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Mesolithic evidence from caves includes that from Wetton Mill6 Shelter 

(HER02654; Kelly 1976; Chamberlain & Williams 2001), and the Symond’s Yat 

sites (Madawg Shelter (HER26386), Merlin Cave (HER3358) and King Arthur’s 

Cave (HER7139); appendix WM1; appendix A). A regionally rare microlith 

assemblage (including scalenes), uncontexted human skull fragments, and a 

hearth were excavated from Rugeley Cave (STA04055; Cane & Cane 1986). 

‘Pygmy flints’ were recovered nearby at Court Banks Covert (STA01007; Carter 

1973, 8).  

 

In Staffordshire and Shropshire, diagnostic mesolithic lithics have been located at 

Wrottesley Old Park (STA01878), Lichfield (STA02681), Brandhill (SHR03300), 

Lower House Farm, Orton (SHR03354), Grinshill (SHR04726), and Burcote 

House (SHR01337). 

 

The last quarter of the 20th century has been a boom period in the recognition of 

west midlands mesolithic sites as a result of commercial excavation — “[s]ince 

1977…numbers of recorded Mesolithic findspots have increased in 

Worcestershire from 25 to 70…180%. In Warwickshire numbers have grown from 

48 to 77, an increase of 60%” (Myers 2007, 33).  

 

It has been noted at least since Chitty’s (1963) west midlands work (Saville 1973, 

20; Thorpe 1950, 5; Barfield 2007) that though neolithic monuments are 

generally rare, there is no scarcity of characteristic neolithic polished stone axes 

and leaf-shaped arrowheads. 

 

A residual quartzite leaf-shaped arrowhead was recovered from a furrow 

excavated at Longdon Hill (Lyndon in Vaughan & Daffern 2008; WOR39886). 

Two leaf-shaped arrowheads were recovered at Lutley (Cole & Smith 2006). One 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6
 Where human skeletal remains representing an MNI of one adult and three children were 

recovered (appendix A). 
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example each was recovered from Wardon (Bolton & Payne 2005), and 

Whittington (Hurst et al. 2000, 176). At Charlecote (WAR1140), leaf-, and 

barbed-and-tanged arrowheads have been recovered. Near Gamage Farm 

(HER329), multi-period flints including neolithic material, and negative features 

and earthworks have been located.  

 

Two pairs of postholes or pits excavated at Coughton Court (Evans 2003; 

WAR7374) were interpreted as structural, and contained ‘early neolithic flints’. 

These features may have been remains of an early neolithic pit cluster. At 

Oversley Mill, several pits or treethrows contained early neolithic flint (WAR1217; 

Alexander et al. 2008). At Baginton, nine sub-circular pits, hollows, and treethows 

were excavated (WAR2672; Hobley 1971). Postholes and gullies excavated at 

Stretton-on-Fosse were ‘associated’ with mesolithic and neolithic lithics (Gardner 

et al. 1980, 17; WAR3000). 

 

A complete polished axe was recovered near a round barrow on the Weaver 

Hills, where a possible neolithic lithic working site is also located (Guilbert et al.  

2004; STA03508). Axes are scattered along the Shropshire Severn and Clun-

Clee ridgeway (Carver 1991, 2; Barfield 2007, 3). At Oakers Hill, polished axe 

fragments, flakes, and a leaf-shaped arrowhead were recovered (HER1560). 

 

An assemblage including a microlith and neolithic and bronze age material has 

been recovered from Tanners Place (HER1111). A leaf-shaped arrowhead was 

among material recovered from Stockley (HER1127). A polished axe fragment 

was recovered from Oaken Coppice (HER1130). Flints and polished axe 

fragments were recovered at Welshwood Dingle (HER1190). Microliths and 

neolithic and bronze age material were recovered at Radford Mill (WOR04079),  

 

Early neolithic pottery is relatively rarely preserved in the west midlands 

(Woodward 2007a). A large assemblage originates from two Wellington Quarry 
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pits (Gibson 2004; HER5522; see below7). This pottery includes baggy profiled, 

and slack Carinated bowls.  

 

Neolithic pottery was recovered from Ling Hall, Church Lawford (WAR8818; 

Palmer pers. comm. 2009). In area D, an enclosure ditch defined pits from which 

pottery from the early neolithic to early bronze age was recovered. In area C, a 

pit cluster contained a range of earlier prehistoric pottery (Palmer 2000). In area 

G, a pit contained fragments of Carinated bowl.  

 

At Barford a pit cluster yielded possibly neolithic pottery (WAR718; Oswald 1969, 

16–17). The largest feature of a number of neolithic pits excavated at Baginton 

contained 31 sherds, identified by Isobel Smith as “Windmill Hill” type (Hobley 

1971, 4). Smaller assemblages were recovered from pits at Hampton Cemetery 

(Vaughan 2006, 6). 

 

A pit at Wasperton contained 20 sherds from a single Mortlake ware bowl 

(Crawford 1983, 15; WAR1845; see below). This feature was one of several 

earlier prehistoric features, in an area of otherwise iron age activity. Two possible 

neolithic postholes, [F1939] and [F1940], contained hazel nutshells and bark 

(Bowker undated).8 Birmingham University Field Archaeology Unit recently 

excavated a circular enclosure, a neolithic pit group, a posthole circle and a small 

ring ditch (Woodward 2007a, 188).  

 

At Kings Newnham, residual in a ‘relict soil’ were a Langdale axe fragment, 

backed blades, and microliths (Simpson 1969; WAR3460). Several pits 

containing early neolithic material culture were excavated in the vicinity (Palmer 

2006; WAR8819).  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7
 A monograph on the excavations at Wellington Quarry (Jackson & Miller 2011) was published 

after this chapter had been completed. 
8
 Later excavation on the site sampled pits containing Grooved ware, Collared urn, and 

Peterborough ware (Hughes & Crawford 1995, 40–4).  
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Neolithic bowl sherds, some ‘reminiscent’ of ‘Windmill Hill’ ware, and a leaf-

shaped arrowhead were recovered from Wetton Mill Shelter (Kelly 1976).9 A 

neolithic sherd was recovered from Merlin’s Cave (Phillips 1931, 26). Ten pits, 

including paired pits, were excavated at Bangley House Farm. One contained a 

neolithic sherd (Birmingham University Field Archaeology Unit 2002; STA50342).  

 

Five possible long barrows in the Golden Valley include Cross Lodge chambered 

tomb, and a little distance away, Arthur’s Stone (HER1528; Grimes 1936; Nash 

2003). From nearby Abbey Dore (a possible long barrow, which may have been 

modified by a bronze age round cairn; HER1504) were recovered polished axe 

fragments (HER1506; -1548, -1551) and a leaf-shaped arrowhead (HER8329). 

At the south-east of the region, the Whispering Knights is a probable portal 

dolmen (OXF2252; Lambrick 1988, 32). Gunstone (1965) identifies early neolithic 

monuments in Staffordshire at the Bridestones (STA00509), the Devils-Ring-and-

Finger (STA00021), and Longlow (STA00156).10  

 

Neolithic post-mortem practices may be represented in caves; Seven Ways 

produced disarticulated skeletal remains and two leaf-shaped arrowheads 

(Gunstone 1964; STA00291). From Falcon Low Cave remains of two adults and 

four children were recovered and could be neolithic (Emery 1962; Plant 1972; 

STA02638). The Manifold caves’ proximity to Longlow ‘barrow’ could indicate 

parallels with Markland Grip and Whitwell long cairn.11  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9
 Microliths and microburins were also recovered. A radiocarbon date produced on bone (Q-1127: 

8847±210BP) is too early for this project (appendix A). 
10

 Other possible neolithic barrows are located at Lucton (HER30398), Park Wood (HER1492), 
Cefn Hill (HER159), Garway Hill (HER21669), near the river Wye (SO 24 48; HER21685), West 
Town (HER30401), Holme Lacy Park (HER6462), Woodbury Hill (HER8451), Alderminster 
(WAR1256), Ilmington (WAR2708), Hampton (SOL6962), Tickenhill (WOR10855), Bredon 
(WOR33969). Oolithic limestone blocks could indicate a megalithic tomb at Alwick Woods 
(WOR07651). 
11

 At Longlow, as at Whitwell, the monument is a composite — here round barrows were 
apparently superimposed onto an existing long barrow or cairn. Recovered from the mound were 
thirteen crouched inhumations, two leaf-shaped arrowheads and a flint knife. Later activity is 
probably represented by cremations. Barnatt & Smith (1997, 32) see this practice of 
superimposition as a peculiarly Peak District phenomenon. The practice of disposal of parts of 
people in caves and in (nationally atypical) cairns, here and at Cresswell, may also be regional 
traditions. Longlow and Whitwell are c45.8km apart, north–south over the Pennines. 
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The contrast between the perceived absence of early neolithic sites in the west 

midlands, and the evidence from the archaeological record, is nowhere more 

marked than in the numerous neolithic negative features which have been 

recorded in excavations in Warwick. Three stakeholes, one depression, and a 

posthole were excavated on Castle Lane (Anon 1975; WAR1995). On Market 

Street, a sandy layer contained flint flakes, cores and “Windmill Hill-Abingdon” 

ware (WAR6065; WAR1989). Cutting this, 20 pits produced pottery, flints and 

charred hazel nutshells (Farr & Taylor 1966, 15). Excavations on Brook Street 

recorded 30 pits, neolithic pottery and flints (Farr & Taylor 1967, 24; WAR1985); 

postholes might indicate a rectangular structure (Taylor & Farr 1968, 5). Features 

have been excavated at the bus station (see below).  

 

A pit containing flints and flakes is recorded at Barton-under-Needwood 

(STA52035). Pits, postholes and ditches indicate a neolithic presence on a gravel 

island at Whitmoor Haye quarry (Hewson 200412; STA00194). A neolithic/bronze 

age pit was excavated at Alveston Manor Hotel, Stratford-upon-Avon (Jones & 

Coutts 2003; WAR1065). At Causeway Farm, an early neolithic pit contained 

cereal grains, an open shouldered bowl, and lithics (Monckton 2001; Boucher 

pers. comm. 2009; see below). 

 

A treethrow at Worcester Rugby Club (Litherland 2007, 5; 9; WOR36108) 

contained 40 flints, including scrapers, flakes, early neolithic knives, and a 

backed blade (Litherland 2007, 9). Seven sub-oval pits at Church Farm Quarry 

(Edwards 1991; WOR29806) may represent neolithic activity.13 Neolithic pits 

have been found at Eckington (West Midlands Archaeology 2007), and possibly 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
12

 This site’s proximity to the probable causewayed enclosure at Alrewas, makes these features 
of especial interest.  
13

 The features underlay Roman activity, but further dating was inhibited by absence of artefacts, 
though a leaf-shaped arrowhead and flint flakes were recovered from plough soil (Edwards 1991, 
3). 
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at site B Sharpstones Hill (Barker et al. 1991, 26; SHR00085).14 A “banana” pit at 

King's Newnham (Palmer 2003, 58) could represent a treethrow. The curving pit 

feature (2.5mx0.5m) produced fragments of the same Carinated bowl from its 

two fills. The regionally rare assemblage represented at least six vessels, 

including one that had less evidence for carination. 

 

Two neolithic pits produced charred cereal remains at Bromfield, Shropshire 

(SHR03958; Stanford 1982; see below). At Meole Brace and Bromfield, ring 

ditches have been excavated. They are located in close proximity to pits that 

produced early neolithic material. The frequency of ring ditches may represent a 

developed regional trend (cf. chapter 4).15 Small ‘scoops’ at Gallows Croft 

produced Peterborough ware and charred plant remains (SHR04582). Two pits 

containing Peterborough ware excavated at Pentrehyling Farm (SHR04481) may 

be associated with a ring ditch cropmark.  

 

At Charlecote (WAR1148) is an early neolithic ‘ceremonial’ rectangular enclosure  

which probably contained a bank. From the lower fills were recovered Grooved 

ware, and from other layers, Peterborough ware (Ford 2003, 27). Loveday (2003, 

34) suggests the monument may be middle neolithic, drawing parallels with 

Redlands long barrow and West Cotton long mound (chapter 4). Two nearby 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14

 A rim sherd of quartz-tempered Plain bowl was recovered from a pit of unusual length for 
neolithic features (Barker et al. 1991, 26). Two other linear features were excavated in the vicinity 
and from them were recovered five sherds of the same fabric. The nature of the features could 
indicate that they represent part of a causewayed enclosure (Darvill & Thomas 2001, 5). 
15

 Other circular enclosures, which possibly include an early neolithic element, are the double 
ditched cropmarks at Stowe Farm (HER1014). A ring ditch cropmark at Felton Court (HER10468) 
might indicate a henge. Henges may be located at Eardisley Camp, Herefordshire (West 
Midlands Archaeology 2003; HER946), and Strefford Hall (SHR02054). A pit circle or hengiform 
is located at Haughmond Hill (SHR02683). 
 
Little Ditches (SHR03709) is a circular enclosure with possible second ditch, which may be 
prehistoric. A penannular cropmark north-west of Gobowen (SHR02366) may represent a henge, 
as may cropmarks at Nesscliffe Hotel (SHR04030). Ring ditch concentrations have been noted in 
the Arrow Valley from aerial photographs (White 2003, 23).  
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parallel ditches produced Ebbsfleet and Mortlake ware, and may represent a 

cursus (Ford 2003, 22).16  

 

The 1960s Dorstone Hill (HER1551; SO32604230) excavations are insufficiently 

published17 (Pye 1969; Oswald et al. 2001, 152) but the features may represent a 

causewayed enclosure. (The site is to be the subject of further investigation by 

Ray & Thomas in 2011). Oswald et al. (2001) suggest the monument comprised 

a double-ditched enclosure, though the outer bank “…does not appear to have 

been 'causewayed' in the usual sense”  (Oswald undated unpaginated; Hereford 

HER).  

 

Oswald et al. (2001, 152) described Dorstone as “[p]lough-damaged earth and 

stone-built enclosure, excavation suggested it is an early Neolithic and Bronze 

Age enclosed settlement. A better preserved earthwork usually interpreted as an 

Iron Age promontory fort may represent an inner circuit”. A possible occupation 

horizon/dump contained pottery and a leaf-shaped arrowhead (Pye 1967, 157; 

1969; 362; Ray 2007, 74; HER1551). Excavation demonstrated that a palisade 

had been consolidated with a low stone wall, and was covered by a bank. The 

wall contained a neolithic stone axe in its matrix. Occupation layers containing 

neolithic material culture abutted the structure (Oswald 2001, 48). Excavation 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

16
 A diverse range of later monuments exists in the region (Ray 2007). 

17
 The published sources are quoted here: 

 Pye 1967, 157: “Below the plough soil, a two inch thick layer containing flint, and including two 
leaf-shaped arrowheads and a single piece of pottery of the Western Neolithic type….  
 
[a] pit, of the storage type…was approximately 6 feet…It contained four pieces of Western 
Neolithic Type Pottery, a scraper, one polished flint fragment, and various unworked flints and 
some charcoal”. 
 
Pye 1968, 362: “Excavations on the northern side of the field revealed a buried ditch and bank, 
and two possible hut floors. One floor was bordered by rows of stones…the other by a row of 
stakeholes…”. 
 
Pye 1969, 475: “It is now possible to postulate 5 periods of occupation…Above slight signs of a 
ditch and bank there are two fires and two occupation layers in the area excavated, with a further 
occupational surface after the bank had been removed. A series of 120 stake holes and 3 post 
holes make it likely that there are two huts on the same area. Some 70–100 pieces of flint have 
been found, but only a few of these were worked”. 
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recovered c4000 flints from a range of periods and Barfield (2007) identifies the 

site as one of the two significant concentrations of neolithic or bronze age lithics 

in the Welsh Marches. 

 

Oswald et al. (2001; Oswald undated) noted apparently continuously-ditched 

enclosures at Peak Camp, Crickley Hill, Hambledon Hill, and Bury Hill, Sussex 

(Bedwin 1981). Regionally, Dorstone can be compared with Hill Croft Field — an 

apparently single-causewayed, ditched enclosure (Bapty 2007, 118; Dorling 

2007). Bapty (2007, 175) asserts that “[i]n a regional context…sites such as Hill 

Croft Field may be much more representative of ‘typical’ Neolithic activity 

than…‘classic’ Causewayed Camps”. At Hill Croft Field an entrance ditch 

terminal contained Plain ware, flint, animal and human bones. Other west 

midlands neolithic enclosures may include Woolston (SJ32742358), Alrewas 

(SK15401435), Mavesyn Ridware (SK08501680), Wasperton (SP26985845; 

WAR1845) and Sharpstones Hill (Barker et al. 1991, 31 SHP00087). 18 At 

Dinedor (HER7416), neolithic flints, pottery and polished stone axe fragments 

were recovered; an iron age hillfort could have been superimposed on earlier 

features or structures (Darvill & Thomas 2001, 11). 

 

At Pontesford Hill Camp neolithic pit/enclosure digging underlay iron age activity 

(SHR01055). At the Roveries (SHR01221) neolithic sherds were found near a 

heath, beneath the iron age rampart.  

 

Cursus monuments have been recognised at Barford (Loveday 1989; WAR719), 

Longbridge (Hingley 1996; WAR1921), Hill Ridgeway (Barber 2007) and Walton 

Green (Gibson 1999; STA22951). Cropmarks may indicate cursus monuments, 

mortuary enclosures or long barrows at Norton Church (WOR02761), Elmley 

Castle (WOR05008) and Fladbury (WOR33720).  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18

 Ditches at Sharpstones Hill, were phased as ‘pre-Roman’, and might represent neolithic 
earthworks. A neolithic rim sherd was recovered from a ‘causewayed’ ditch, which had been recut 
in prehistory (Barker et al. 1991, 31). A palisade ran along the east side of the prehistoric recut. 
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WEST MIDLANDS MESOLITHIC MODELS 

West midlands mesolithic models are framed in terms of the subsistence basis; 

the mesolithic drew “...to a close…some 6000 years ago [with] communities that 

exploited domesticated species of animals and plants…” (Myers 2007, 23).  

 

Regional models are not developed — “…the spatial and quantitative 

characteristics of Mesolithic activity across the Midlands have not yet been 

adequately investigated and characterised” (Myers 2007, 29).  

 

Myers (2007, 32) suggests that an apparent increase in evidence for later 

mesolithic material culture across the region might reflect increased tool numbers 

in composites, and/or changes in later mesolithic lifeways. Saville (e.g. 1981b; 

1986) used lithic assemblages — for example the presence of black and white 

Derbyshire chert — to argue for resource-scheduled seasonal mobility between 

this and other regions.19 Myers (2007, 33) emphasises that the west midlands 

lowlands sites of Wishaw and Middleton (Hodder 1992) demonstrate that 

mesolithic populations were undertaking activities in a variety of locations across 

the region. Detailed and systematic research, as outlined in Myers (2007), are 

required to develop models of mesolithic lifeways in the region. 

 

WEST MIDLANDS NEOLITHIC MODELS 

In the west midlands there are few local assessments of evidence for the 

neolithic transition (e.g. Hingley 1996, 7–11). The evidence provides “…only [a] 

series of clues to the diversity of the Neolithic in the West Midlands, and very few 

unifying factors” (Ray undated, 4). Ray (2007, 51) notes “…it is difficult to 

summarise what is known about the Neolithic in this region through a review of 

pre-existing narratives since there are, in effect, none…a coherent account of the 

Neolithic of the West Midlands is therefore difficult to construct even in outline…”. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
19

 Myers (2007, 32) highlights the importance of Saville’s (1973) work in the region, which 
contributed to important interpretations that the limited geographical distribution of basally 
retouched lithics might represent a culturally and temporally divergent tradition (e.g. Reynier 
1998). 
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He (2007, 53) speculates that “…it would not be surprising to find the Neolithic of 

the region to have been…diverse in cultural terms…”. Even though assemblages 

of neolithic portable material culture exist, responses to available data have been 

limited, with “…no recent analysis of any general aspect of Neolithic or Bronze 

Age flintwork in the West Midlands…” (Barfield 2007, 97; my emphasis).  

 

Ray (2007, 53) emphasises that available evidence may mask a more 

established neolithic presence than has been previously recognised and that 

subtle models of data collection and interpretation are needed.20 At individual 

sites, it is possible to suggest that locations used in the mesolithic were the focus 

of neolithic activity, but these patterns do not provide any detailed data on the 

nature of the mesolithic–neolithic transition. For example, mesolithic lithics from 

soils buried under King’s Newnham neolithic enclosure demonstrate that “…the 

locale could have been significant even before the mounds were built…” (Palmer 

2007, 126). Barfield (2007, 3) emphasised the difficulties assessing regional lithic 

evidence for transition, as most “…assemblages are multi-period…difficult to 

define spatially and usually have a Mesolithic component”. 

 

Regionally atypically dense evidence includes that from the Golden Valley. Here, 

lithic evidence (cf. Barfield 2007) may support Children & Nash’s (1994) 

interpretation that the valley served as a routeway for semi-mobile neolithic 

populations. Palmer (2006, unpaginated) suggests “…the Avon Valley was an 

important artery of communication during the Neolithic with virtually all the known 

[regional] monuments of this date along its banks…”. In other areas, lowland river 

valleys and confluences appear important early neolithic centres of activity (Ray 

2007).  

 

The evidence from pits at Wellington Quarry and Warwick, suggests a repeated 

early neolithic present which could further suggest that these valleys were 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
20

 Myers (2007, 34–5) underscores the importance of the characterisation, publication, and the 
production of WSIs in the region. 
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important routes through the landscape or centres of occupation. This model 

might include a seasonally shifting focus, perhaps with sites such as Wellington 

Quarry occupied in the summer, and more elevated sites, such as Warwick, 

occupied in the winter. Within the Wellington landscape, Bapty (2007) has 

suggested that we could differentiate between the ‘mundane’ occupation and pit 

traditions of the Wellington Quarry site, and other activities, such as the gathering 

together of larger, perhaps disparate groups which may have occurred at sites 

like the nearby Hill Croft Field enclosure. Wellington Quarry is regionally unusual 

as a landscape containing several relatively well understood concentrations of 

early neolithic activity. 

 

The Black Mountains monuments were an important case study in the 

development of Tilley’s Phenomenology of landscape. Tilley (1994, 117) saw 

Black Mountain valleys as routes, perhaps continuing mesolithic paths. Microliths 

recovered in the ‘immediate vicinity’ of Arthur’s Stone’s are cited as evidence for 

the continued importance of these locations (cf. Children & Nash 1994). This 

reading inverted Chitty’s21 (1963) thesis of escarpments as prehistoric Marches 

routes.  

 

Tilley (1994, 121–3) emphasised the importance of landscape as a social 

medium with meaning. In his reading, burial monuments are orientated with 

rivers, or towards prominent spurs. Tilley’s Black Mountains ‘phenomenology’ 

was highly influential, but the approach has been critiqued (Fleming 1999; 2005, 

992; 2006; cf. Barrett & Ko 2009, 289).22 It does not serve as a general model for 

neolithic presence across the west midlands. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
21

 See also O. G. S. Crawford’s (1912) discussion of ridgeway routes through the region, which 
probably stimulated Chitty’s thesis.  
22

 Tilley’s work at Dorstone neglected aspects of the regional evidence. It did not recognise the 
proximity of Arthur’s Stone and Cross Lodge Farm to Dorstone (HER1551) a possible neolithic 
enclosure. The barrows are c2km apart. Steep relief means the long barrows were certainly not 
intervisible, though it may have been possible to see both from Dorstone Hill. Oswald (undated 
unpaginated; my emphasis) draws a strikingly different interpretation: “Arthur's Stone…appears to 
have been sited and oriented so as to be visible in profile on the horizon when viewed from Dorstone 
Hill” (cf. Makepeace 2006, 69; fig. 44). Nash (e.g. 2003) presents a more regionally aware 
landscape-situated interpretation of Arthur’s Stone. 
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PALAEOENVIRONMENTAL DATA 

Greig (2007) reviews transitional palaeoenvironmental evidence. A 5th millennium 

charred plant assemblage residual in later features was recovered from under 

Wat’s Dyke (Hayes & Malim 2008; appendix WM1). Neolithic plant macrofossils 

have been recovered from Kings Newnham (Palmer 2003; see below), and 

Barford (Oswald 1969). In the west midlands, burgeoning numbers of early 

neolithic pits produced plant macrofossils, including cereals. The M6 and 

Causeway Farm pit assemblages are regionally important, producing early 

neolithic pottery, hulled wheats, weed seeds, fruit bodies, and at the M6, barley. 

Cereals have been recovered from Wellington Quarry pits 3855 and 3853. 

Important neolithic plant macrofossil assemblages exist from Broomfield 

(Stanford 1982) and Meole Brace (Hughes 1995).  

 

Pollen is not always well preserved in the region (Greig 2007), but 4th millennium 

sequences exist (e.g. Brown 1982; 1988; Scaife & Allen 2000; Beales 1980; 

Shotton 1991; Turner 1962; 1964; Hardy 1939; Leah et al. 1998). 

 

WEST MIDLANDS NEOLITHIC RADIOCARBON RESULTS 

Regionally no diagnostic later mesolithic material culture is well associated with 

radiocarbon results (appendix WM1). There are a limited numbers of sites with 

radiocarbon results associated with early neolithic material culture (fig. 8.3a–b; 

fig. 8.4; table 8.1). 

 

Herefordshire and Worcestershire sites  

Wellington Quarry (55–60mOD) is south of Wellington Brook and east of the river 

Lugg. The river valley is several kilometres wide, and surrounded by hills or 

uplands at Adzor Bank (to the west), Nash Hill (to the east), Sutton Bank (to the 

south) and Wellington Wood (to the north).  
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Litmarsh (HER26944)  — a regionally important mesolithic scatter — is to the 

north. Hill Croft Field enclosure (110mOD) is 1.2km east of Litmarsh. Hill Croft 

Field has a commanding elevation, overlooking to the north and east the Lugg 

and its tributaries. Following the Lugg tributary from Hill Croft Field to the 

confluence at Bodenham, the river flows south of the steeply sloping Dinmore 

Hill, into the Wellington floodplain and on to Hereford. 

 

Hereford is defined by the Lugg to the east and the Wye to the south. On the 

Wye’s south bank, 7.7km south of Wellington, is Causeway Farm (55–50mOD). 

In this area are the major contemporary crossing points of the river. Some 3km 

south-east of Causeway Farm are Dinedor Hill (Ray 2007, 60), and the Rough 

and Ridge Hills. Along the Wye, c24km south of Causeway Farm, in the 

vertiginous cliffs of the Wye Valley are the Madawg rockshelter (HER26386) and 

King Arthur’s Caves (appendix WM1).  

 

In the Carrant Valley, on the floodplain east of the contemporary course of the 

River Isbourne, was the Wormington flat burial. The possible Willersey long 

barrow is c8.10km east-north-east of this.23 The Isbourne rises, c11.4km to the 

south, in the Cotswolds folds that hold Belas Knap long barrow (cf. fig. 2.3).  

 

WELLINGTON QUARRY, HEREFORDSHIRE SO4998747013 AND MORETON CAMP, 

HEREFORDSHIRE SO50304730 (fig 8.7; fig. 8.8) 

At Wellington Quarry, investigations over 20 years have sampled prehistoric 

activity, palaeochannels and complex alluvial sequences. The quarry site 

includes the adjacent area known as Moreton Camp. The total area which was 

subject to archaeological mitigation was some 1km x 0.5km. 

Palaeoenvironmental sequences indicate clearance from the earlier 4th 

millennium though these were not associated with demonstrable anthropogenic 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
23

 The mound is unexcavated, though it seems a likely contender — Witt (1883, 93) in his 
handbook of Gloucestershire describes it as “160 feet, greatest width 66 feet, and greatest height 
four feet six inches. Its direction is east and west, the highest portion being at the east end. The 
interior seems to be comprised of oolitic rubble and slabs similar to that found in other Gloucester 
barrows”. 
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activity (Bapty 2007, 95). Summaries are located in various regional journals 

(Shoesmith 2007). For an exhaustive history of interventions and results, readers 

are directed to Bapty’s (2007) synthesis and the Jackson & Miller (2011) volume 

published after completion of this chapter. Unstratified, occasional mesolithic 

lithics, comprising bladelets, cores and infrequent microlithic technology (Bapty 

2007, 94), represent the earliest human activity. The Wellington Quarry early 

neolithic pit group (Jackson & Miller 2004), an early neolithic pit at Moreton Camp 

(Griffin & Jackson 2003), and later neolithic activity (including a pit circle) are 

concentrated on floodplain gravel islands (Bapty 2007, 96). This pattern is similar 

to early neolithic activity on other gravel terraces, as seen in this project at 

Willington Quarry, Derbyshire and Raunds (chapter 4; cf. Lamdin-Whymark 

2008).  

 

Worcestershire Historic Environment and Archaeology Service excavated 13 pits 

which were “…broadly contemporary on the basis of their form, distribution and 

position within the alluvial sequence” (Jackson & Miller 2004, 39; fig. 8.7). 

Several pits appeared paired. Sherds from pits [3853] and [3855] conjoined, 

emphasising that infilling of some features was a related process. Some pits had 

undercut, bell- or bag-shaped profiles, while others were bowl-shaped (fig. 8.8). 

Jackson & Miller (2004, 39) suggested “…there were distinct variations in the 

character of the material deposited within [the pits]…”.  

 

Bag-profiled pit [3853] was sub-circular with a single fill. Finds, including a stone 

axe flake, pig bone, c6kg of pot representing 13 vessels, quartzite pebbles, and 

emmer, barley, fat hen, and dandelion seeds, were concentrated in undercut 

areas. Two radiocarbon results, are just statistically inconsistent (T’=4.0; 

T’5%=3.8; !=1; OxA-12570, -12547), and indicate that material representing 

different archaeological events was deposited in the pit. The later result 

estimates infilling and material culture deposition in 3640–3520 cal BC (95.4% 

probable; or 3590–3520 cal BC 68.2% probable; OxA-12570; fig. 8.3b). The 

earlier result (OxA-12547) is a terminus post quem for pit infilling (fig. 8.3b), but 
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the result also estimates the presence of cereals at the quarry in 3710–3630 cal 

BC (83.2% probable, or 3580–3530 cal BC 12.2% probable; or 3700–3680 cal 

BC 6.5% probable, or 3670–3630 cal BC 61.7% probable; OxA-12547; table 

8.1).  

 

Sub-circular pit [3855] had vertical north and south sides, with undercut sides to 

east and west. The single fill produced stone axe fragments, stone smoothers, 

quartzite pebbles, bone, fired clay, c3kg of pottery representing 12 vessels, 

einkorn, emmer and free-threshing wheat, barley, berry grass, chickweed, and fat 

hen seeds. Two radiocarbon results from this pit were statistically consistent 

(T’=0.1; T’5%=3.8; !=1; OxA-12568, -12569). Infilling and deposition of material 

culture occurred in 3660–3530 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3650–3630 cal BC 

7.8% probable, or 3590–3540 cal BC 60.4% probable; first 3855; fig. 8.3b).  

 

A more recently excavated area yielded a pit containing Plain ware and charred 

hazel nutshells. A terminus post quem for the pit infilling and pottery deposition is 

3640–3510 cal BC (95.4% probability; or 3600–3520 cal BC 68.2% probability; 

Beta-245652; fig. 8.3b; Jackson pers. comm. 2010).  

 

In the adjacent Moreton Camp area, several neolithic pit clusters and circles 

were sampled. The isolated pit [2406] produced a reworked polished axe 

fragment, a flint assemblage, and a quartz-tempered sherd (Bapty 2007, 95). A 

terminus post quem for pit infilling and material culture deposition is 4060–3690 

cal BC (95.4% probability; or 3980–3790 cal BC 68.2% probability; Wk-12257; 

fig. 8.3). Other early neolithic features are probably located in the area (Griffin & 

Jackson 2003, 9).  

 

When run separately from the regional currency model shown in fig. 8.3, the 

Wellington Quarry component has good agreement (Amodel=100.6%). 

 

CAUSEWAY FARM, HEREFORDSHIRE SO5052039335  
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Archaeological Investigations Ltd excavated a pit with a single fill, containing four 

flint flakes, and 34 sherds from an open shouldered bowl at Causewayed Farm 

(Boucher 2001). This vessel was quartz-tempered with organic voids and 

evidence for “a grass or vegetable wiped finish” (Gibson 2001, unpaginated). 

Forty percent of the fill comprised a charred plant assemblage of hazel nutshell, 

emmer wheat and cereal grains, an emmer spikelet, crab apple pips and part of a 

crab apple fruit (Monckton 2001). A radiocarbon date provides a terminus post 

quem for pit infilling and assemblage deposition of 3800–3520 cal BC (95.4% 

probable; or 3720–3630 cal BC 56.1% probable, or 3570–3530 cal BC 12.1% 

probable; Wk-9688; fig. 8.3a). 

 

WORMINGTON BURIAL, WORCESTERSHIRE SP05083681 (APPENDIX WM3) 

Cotswold Archaeology excavated two earlier prehistoric features at Wormington 

Farm (Coleman et al. 2006, 29). A posthole [2268] contained flint flakes and core 

fragments. Some of these had been heat-affected. The material was identified as 

mesolithic on the basis of a blade-based industry and a probable obliquely-

blunted blade. Some 50m east of the posthole, a c2m long pit [2098] continued 

outside the area of excavation (fig. 8.9). The pit contained the inhumation of a 

crouched middle-aged, female skeleton and a “possibly Early Neolithic” blade-

like flint (Coleman et al. 2006, 29). The identification of the individual as neolithic 

surprised the excavators; her burial was excavated within a square enclosure 

dated to the middle to late iron age (Gilmore 2006, 63). The female suffered from 

slight periodontal disease, degenerative joint disease, and a healed right ulna 

fracture — a possible parry injury (Gilmore 2006, 66). The individual died in 

3640–3490 cal BC (77.1% probable, or 3460–3380 cal BC 18.3% probable; or 

3640–3510 cal BC 68.2% probable; Wk-15335; fig. 8.3a).  

 

The feature is significant; isolated neolithic flat graves are recognised relatively 

rarely. Given the low visibility of early neolithic sites in the region, the “… burial 

adds significantly to our picture of the [regional] Early Neolithic…” (Coleman et al. 

2006, 89; see discussion of other flat burials in appendix WM3). At nearby 
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Broadway, Hazzledine et al. (1936, 196; cf. Smith 1946) observed a Grooved 

ware ‘occupation hole’. Also at Broadway (SP08293752) a cropmark indicates a 

single-ditched, oval enclosure which might represent other neolithic activity.  

 

HILL CROFT FIELD, HEREFORD SO54054995 

From the intervention made on the enclosure ditch terminus at Hill Croft Field 

(fig. 8.10; fig. 8.11; table 8.1; appendix WM2.1; cf. Bayliss et al. 2011d, 521), 

material for six radiocarbon dates was produced (table 3.1). The enclosure 

appears to have a single causeway. The ditch surviving below topsoil was c85cm 

deep. Four results were produced on material from context 30, the primary silting 

sealed by apparent backfill. Results were produced on short-lived charcoals 

(GrA-32095, OxA-16022), human bone (OxA-15867) and a cow bone (GrA-

31963; see below). 

 

Context 30 contained quartz- or quartzite-tempered pottery, a hammer stone, 

worked flint, 38 bone finds from sheep/goat, pig, large mammals, probable 

domesticated cattle, and humans. The bone from context 30 was poorly 

preserved, making identification to species challenging, though all animal bone 

was identified as from probable domesticates (Kausmally & Western 2007). Two 

results were produced on material from a distinct charcoal-rich deposit 23, further 

up the fill sequence. From an upper fill, a Stiperstones quartzite pebble was 

recovered (see below).  

 

Radiocarbon dates from the primary deposit are statistically significantly different 

(T’=16.3; T’5%=7.8, !=3). One charcoal result (OxA-16022) is significantly later 

than the other (statistically consistent) results from context 30 (T’=1.9; T’5%=6.0; 

!=2; OxA-15867, GrA-32095, -31963). Bapty (2007, 119) has suggested that the 

bone could have been curated and only later interred in the ditch, though the 

consistency of results OxA-15867, GrA-32095, and -31963 means that if material 

was curated, it was deposited with other material of the same radiocarbon age.   
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The primary deposit (30) was well sealed and apparently undisturbed. It appears 

probable that already ‘old’ material was deliberately included in the deposit rather 

than later material incorporated within it (Dorling pers. comm. 2011). None of the 

dated material from this context provides a robust date for the formation of the 

parent context. If the three consistent results from the context might have been 

already old when deposited, so might the later result (OxA-16022) from this 

context.  

 

In contrast the two results from context 23 are statistically consistent (T’=0.1; 

T’5%=3.8; !=1) and date context 23 may have formed in 3520–3460 cal BC 

(84.3% probable, or 3380–3340 cal BC 11.1% probable; or 3500–3470 cal BC 

68.2% probable; firstContext23 TAQ Hill Croft use; fig. 8.3b). The description of 

context 23, as a charcoal-rich deposit (Dorling 2007), suggests that the dated 

charcoals were well associated with the deposit from which they were recovered. 

The results from context 23 provide robust termini ante quos for the excavation of 

the enclosure. However, the precise timing of this ditch digging, and its earliest 

infilling are relatively poorly understood (see appendix WM2).  

 

Results from Hill Croft Field enclosure can be used both to estimate aspects of 

the monument’s chronology, and to estimate the presence of early neolithic 

material culture in the region. For the site model used in the regional site 

currency model, a deliberately conservative approach is taken.  

 

Two approaches could be taken to include the results from context 30 in the 

regional site currency model. If a context dates from the latest result produced 

from it, OxA-16022 may date the deposit formation, with the other results from 

the deposit providing termini post quos. However, I am cautious about this 

interpretation of the chronology of the deposit. If the three early results from 

context 30 indicate that the deposit includes residual or (perhaps given the 

deliberate nature of the deposit) curated material, OxA-16022 might also 

represent curated material. These results have been included as termini post 
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quos for the formation of the context. All the results from context 30 are regarded 

as termini post quos (fig. 8.3). 

 

One of the early results (GrA-31963; which is consistent with two other early 

results) from Hill Croft Field context 30 was produced on a piece of probable 

domesticated cow bone. The result might indicate a pre-enclosure early neolithic 

presence on the site that is poorly understood from the small sample which has 

been excavated. This result probably dates the presence of domesticated cow in  

3790–3650 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3750–3660 cal BC 68.2% probable; GrA-

31963; fig. WM2.1). The human whose femur is deposited in the ditch died in 

3760–3640 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3700–3650 cal BC 68.2% probable; OxA-

15867; fig. WM2.1). These results are discussed further below. 

 

Bapty (2007, 119) suggests early neolithic activity in the Lugg Valley at Hill Croft 

Field and Wellington might represent “…symbolic juxtaposition…not just of 

abstracted qualities of past and present, but also of the separate places…where 

different life/ritual activities [occurred] — such as the storage and preparation of 

conserved bone remains...”. Bapty (2007, 170) suggests a direct correlation 

between the Lugg Valley sites: “…the nature of the activity [at Hill Croft and 

Wellington]…is quite different, but it is reasonable to suggest they are differently 

contributing to the same overall pattern of activity, and they may be explicitly 

linked…”.  

 

Warwickshire and Worcestershire pits 

North of Shenstone and the Black Brook (a Tame tributary), two pits containing 

early neolithic material were excavated in advance of the M6 (90–100mOD). The 

pits are c8.4km north-north-west of Court Bank Covert (a microlith producing site; 

STA01007). The cropmarks at Alrewas (c9.2km north-north-east; STA00231) 

and Mavesyn Ridware (c11.1km north-north-west; STA05064; Barber 2007) may 

represent neolithic causewayed enclosures. 
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North of the Avon are the Warwick bus station pits (50–60mOD), some of the 

numerous early neolithic features under the present town. Neolithic features 

excavated at Market Street (WAR 1989; -6063) and Brook Street (Cracknell & 

Bishop 1992; WAR1985) are so close that it is possible that they sample a 

continuous pit distribution (fig. 8.12; table 8.2). Warwick is north of three cursus 

monuments or long enclosures — Longbridge Farm (c3km south-south-east), 

Charlecote (c7.2km south-south-east), and Barford Sheds (c3.2km south). The 

Wasperton neolithic features are less than 1km north of Charlecote (Hughes & 

Crawford 1995).  

 

At Church Lawford (80mOD), a potential neolithic enclosure was excavated on 

the Avon’s fourth gravel terrace (Palmer 2008; cf. Whittle et al. 2011a, 549). The 

Avon valley at Church Lawford is fairly wide, and is bisected by numerous brooks 

and rivers. South-east of the site, the hillside rises to 100mOD. At King’s 

Newnham (Palmer 2008, 18), on the Avon’s other bank, a pit produced 

Peterborough ware, and another Grimston ware. Cropmarks, beyond the extent 

of excavation, indicated a rectangular enclosure (fig. 8.13), and ring ditches.  

 

SHENSTONE LINEAR FEATURE, SITE 13, M6 TOLL SK1108005780 

Located at c100mOD on the modern M6 and ancient Watling Street, two early 

neolithic pits [133089] and [133090] were excavated as ‘Shenstone, site 13’ 

(Powell 2008; fig. 8.2).24 No other early prehistoric features were identified on 

this site (Powell 2008, 192: figure 93), though also excavated as part of the 

scheme, a treethrow at Shenstone (site 32; Simmonds 2008, 290) produced part 

of a Carinated bowl and other neolithic pottery.  

 

Pit [133089] contained 3725 quartz-tempered sherds with smoothed exteriors 

(Allen 2008, 464), and a charred plant assemblage (hazel nutshells, barely and 

emmer/spelt grains) in a sandy-silt matrix (Powell 2008). Pit [133089] was 0.5m x 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
24

 These features were originally regarded as iron age, or possibly Saxon, perhaps because of 
their proximity to an iron age settlement c100m to the east (Powell 2008, 191).  
25

 Thirty-five according to Powell (2008, 191), 37 according to Allen (2008, 201). 
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0.7, and 0.13m deep. Powell (2008, 193) suggested the freshwater snail, Anisus 

leucostoma, recovered from pit [133089], derived from the inclusion of “…water, 

vegetation (reeds, rushes) and/or mud from Crane Brook some 0.5km to the 

south”. This indication of a ‘watery’ element in neolithic pit deposits is unusual.  

 

Two statistically inconsistent (T’=13.9; T’5%=3.8; !=1;NZA-25898 -25056) 

radiocarbon dates were produced from pit [133089]. A result on oak sapwood 

provides a terminus post quem for infilling, while a result on barley dates its 

presence, pit infilling and material culture deposition in 3700–3630 cal BC (74.5% 

probable, or 3580–3530 cal BC 20.9% probable; or 3660–3630 cal BC 56.3% 

probable, or 3560–3540 cal BC 11.9% probable; NZA-25898; fig. 8.3a).  

 

From adjacent pit [133090] a lower fill produced 24 pottery sherds, charred hazel 

nutshells and indeterminate cereal grains. An upper fill yielded seven sherds and 

fire-cracked stones. Pit [133090] was slightly larger in plan (0.8m x 1m, 0.18m 

deep). The pottery from pit [133090] was similar in form and fabric to that in 

[133089]. 

 

WARWICK BUS STATION, WARWICKSHIRE SP2799165008 

Located on the south-eastern slope of a slight rise overlooking the Avon are 

several Warwick pit sites. The hillside crests to the east of the known sites, north 

of Warwick Castle. South-east of the city centre, the Avon occupies the low-lying 

area of the Castle Park. Upstream, c2km east-north-east, the Avon is joined by 

the Leam. South-south-west c4km downstream may be a cursus at Barford 

(Loveday 1989), with Wasperton beyond it.  

 

At least eight PRNs (fig. 8.12) are applied to early neolithic pit sites recorded in 

proximity to Warwick bus station. Early neolithic pits were located during the 

1960s rescue excavations (e.g. Farr & Taylor 1967; table 8.2). Unpublished 

excavation in the1970s in the “town centre” by Rahtz and Taylor located “[p]its 

and other features associated with Western Neolithic pottery…”. (Thomas 1974, 
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36). Residual neolithic material was recovered in the 1990s (Cracknell & Bishop 

1992; table 8.2). The scale of early neolithic features is so far regionally 

unprecedented.  

 

Taylor & Farr’s (1968, 3) rescue excavation (WAR6062) sampled “[m]ore than 30 

shallow pits containing early Neolithic flints and pottery…together with a number 

of small post-holes which may represent a rectangular building…” This site is 

adjacent to the bus station, where 108 early neolithic sherds were recovered 

from five pits excavated in 2008. Some of these pits may have contained posts 

(Palmer pers. comm. 2011). Neolithic pottery has also been recovered from the 

Butts to the north-east (Mytum 1976), and an axe from the Priory (SP28306525; 

Thomas 1974, 36). The pit concentration focuses on Brook Street, Market Street, 

between Bowling Green Street and the High Street, and is defined to the north by 

Barrack Street. The density of neolithic features suggests that present day 

Warwick was of some importance in the neolithic. Unfortunately, because of 

truncation, recording, and publication issues the nature of features excavated in 

earlier phases of work is often poorly understood. 

 

From the 2008 excavations, material from two small pits produced statistically 

consistent (SUERC-24750; -24752; T’=0.3; T’5%=3.8; !=1) radiocarbon results. 

Some sherds from [232] refitted with pottery from layer (164), overlying the pits. 

Micro-debitage from [232] indicated that flint working occurred in the immediate 

vicinity of the material used to backfill the features (Palmer pers. comm. 2009). A 

pit, sampled in 1996, c7m west of those recently excavated (Palmer pers. comm. 

2009) contained hazel nutshells. 

 

The infilling of pit [233] and deposition of Mildenhall sherds, worked flint and 

hazel nutshells occurred in 3650–3510 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3640–3620 

cal BC 9.9% probable, or 3590–3530 cal BC 58.3% probable; SUERC-24750; 

fig. 8.3a). In pit [232] 22 Plain sherds (including two conjoining rims, of which 13 

were heavily abraded), a serrated blade, a retouched blade fragment, and two 
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cores indicative of small blade production were deposited in 3660–3520 cal BC 

(95.4% probable; or 3650–3630 cal BC 22.2% probable, or 3580–3530 cal BC 

46.0% probable; SUERC-24752; fig. 8.3a; Palmer pers. comm. 2009). The 

nature of the pottery emphasises that the result is probably best understood as 

an estimate for deposition, and is more poorly associated with the use of some of 

the pottery sherds. 

 

Shropshire pits  

Bromfield (95–100mOD) is on the relatively flat, open Onny valley, north of 

Ludlow, near a Roman camp and tumuli. This situation is reminiscent, in terms of 

the location of river confluences and hills, of the Milfield Plain. Three rivers meet 

in the vicinity — with Ludlow strategically south of this confluence, where the 

High Vinnells and Ploughhill uplands necessitate a crossing.  

 

Following the Onny tributaries upstream are the Stiperstones Hills. The 

Stiperstone ridge is the location of several cairns, the Devils’ Chair Tor and the 

Manstone Rock crags. These are exposures of Stiperstones quartzite, probably 

represented by quartzite deposited in the early neolithic fill of the Hill Croft Field 

enclosure (see below). The Rea Brook describes the north of the Stiperstone 

uplands, and downstream is Meole Brace, south of Shrewsbury.  

  

Meole Brace (70–75mOD) is c32.5km north of Broomfield. South-east is 

Sharpstone Hill (Ray 2007). East of Meole Brace, are the Weeping Cross sites, 

where Jenks excavated a pit containing neolithic pottery (SHR00084; -00085; 

Barker et al. 1991). 

 

BROMFIELD, SHROPSHIRE SO4850877515 (appendix WM1) 

Stanford (1982) excavated at least two neolithic pits at Bromfield (fig. 8.15). 

From pit [F246] were recovered 25 sherds of one neolithic vessel and barley 

grains. From the two pits 1.33 kg of pottery was recovered. A flint flake was 

recovered from each pit. Pit [F247] (Stanford 1982, 283) contained charcoal, 
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hazel nutshells, barley grains and wheat. Above this were sherds from at least 

three neolithic vessels, including a small hemispherical bowl with a thickened rim 

(Stanford 1982, 283). A single radiocarbon measurement provides a terminus 

post quem for pit [F247] infilling and material culture deposition after 3640–3360 

cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3630–3580 cal BC 17.4% probable, or 3540–3410 

cal BC 50.8% probable; HAR-3968; fig. 8.3a). 

 

MEOLE BRACE, SHROPSHIRE SJ490100 (appendix WM1) 

Earlier prehistoric features excavated at Meole Brace (Hughes 1995; fig. 8.16) 

included a ring ditch with an off-centre pit and two pit clusters. One of the pit 

clusters comprised three pits. The other pit cluster contained another 12 pits in 

an L-shaped alignment.  

 

Features comprising the L-shaped pit alignment produced Peterborough ware 

and Grooved ware. One pit [F10] contained at least two Mortlake ware vessels 

and a charred plant assemblage (Hughes 1995). Other features in the cluster 

also contained Mortlake ware. Pit F12 contained the only vessel approaching 

completeness (Hughes 1995, 9). One of the pits in this cluster, F8, contained late 

bronze age pottery, several burnt pebbles, unidentified bone fragments and 

charcoal. A radiocarbon result on material from F8 demonstrated either an old 

wood offset or the presence of residual charcoal within the fill (appendix WM1). 

 

A result from pit [F10] provides a terminus post quem for infilling and Mortlake 

ware deposition of 3530–3260 cal BC (91.1% probable, or 3630–3600 cal BC 

1.4%, or 3240–3180 cal BC 2.9% probable; or 3510–3430 cal BC 51.0% 

probable, or 3380–3330 cal BC 17.2% probable; OxA-4206; fig. 8.3a).  

 

NEOLITHIC CURRENCY MODELS 

The appearance of neolithic sites in the west midlands 

The results from neolithic sites discussed above are presented in the regional 

site currency model (fig. 8.3a–b; Amodel=100.7%).  
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Regionally, the first neolithic sites appear in 3810–3540 cal BC (95.4% probable; 

or 3710–3560 cal BC68.2% probable; Start WM; fig. 8.3a). The first dated event 

associated with the infilling of early neolithic west midlands pits occurred in 

3700–3540 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3660–3630 cal BC 41.2% probable, or 

3590–3550 cal BC 27.0% probable; first West Midlands pits; fig. 8.3a). The last 

dated event associated with early neolithic pit use in the west midlands, as 

sampled here, is estimated as 3520–3260 cal BC (92.3% probable, or 3240–

3180 cal BC 3.1% probable; or 3500–3420 cal BC 38.7% probable, or 3390–

3330 cal BC 21.6% probable; last all pit; fig. 8.17). The duration of activity 

associated with neolithic pit use as sampled here is estimated as 50–400 years 

(94.2% probable; or 130–310 years 68.2% probable; DurationPits; fig. 8.18). The 

first dated event associated with other neolithic activity in the region is estimated 

as 3640–3380 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3620–3500 cal BC 63.7% probable, or 

3490–3470 cal BC 4.5% probable; first non-pit WM neo; fig. 8.3a). 

 

It is 81.4% probable that first West Midlands pits occurred after 3650 cal BC 

(C_Date; 3650±1) (fig. 8.21; table 8.3); it is 99.9% probable that Wk-15335 

occurred after 3650 cal BC (C_Date; 3650±1). It is 61.6% probable that first 

West Midlands pits occurred before 3600 cal BC (C_Date; 3600±1) (fig. 8.19; 

fig. 8.21; fig. 8.22; table 8.3). 

 

It is most probable that other activity associated with neolithic material culture, 

sampled here, did not begin till after 3650 cal BC (fig. 8.3 a–b). Of the 

monuments or negative features (excluding the results from context 30 at Hill 

Croft Field, see below), it is most probable that the first dated event from the 

region was first_West_Midlands_pits (fig. 8.3a). It is 86.8% probable this 

parameter occurred before the Wormington flat burial (Wk_15335; fig. 8.3b). The 

earliest result from a pit is NZA-25898 (fig. 8.3a), from the M6 pit; it is slightly 

more probable (56.9% probable) that this parameter occurred before the next 

earliest pit parameter — first_wellington (fig. 8.3b). It is probable that the 
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terminus ante quem for early neolithic activity at Hill Croft Field (firstContext23 

TAQ Hill Croft use) was later than all other parameters; it is over 86.1% probable 

that each of the other individual parameters shown in fig. 8.19 occurred before 

firstContext23 TAQ Hill Croft use (fig. 8.19).  

 

Excepting Hill Croft Field enclosure and Wormington flat burial, all early neolithic 

west midlands radiocarbon results derive from pits. Results on short-lived 

material have been produced from several phases of work at Wellington Quarry, 

the M6 pit, and Warwick bus station pits. 

 

Evidence for complex material taphonomies or pre-pit contexts (Garrow 2006) 

might be suggested by the multiple archaeological events sampled in Hill Croft 

Field enclosure primary fill, and in the M6 pit [133089].  

 

Aspects of west midlands early neolithic pit digging and deposition traditions are 

in keeping with many other parts of the country; pottery, cereals, and polished 

stone axe flakes are intermingled and deposited in small, ephemeral pits, which 

are often present as multiples, and often located in river valleys. In places, 

notably Warwick and Wellington Quarry, the frequency of these early neolithic 

features may be akin to high concentrations in other parts of the country, though 

the scale and density of these potentially nationally important distributions are 

currently poorly understood. These similarities in practices, as well as the 

presence of imported polished axes, and the perhaps imported Mildenhall ware 

at Warwick bus station, demonstrate early neolithic populations in the region that 

were in contact with other parts of the country. Within this emergent early 

neolithic regional pattern are low densities of long burial monuments, but there is 

also investment in the construction of single or continuously ditched enclosures, 

like that at Hill Croft Field and possibly Dorstone, and other sites such as Alrewas 

and Mavesyn Ridware. 
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The presence in landscapes of nationally less common features (like Hill Croft 

Field enclosure and Wormington flat burial) with more common early neolithic 

features (such as early neolithic pit concentrations) suggests a regional neolithic 

which could reflect local or very specific concerns within the context of more 

wide-ranging early neolithic practices.  

 

The appearance of neolithic sites 

The first dated event from the results produced on material recovered from 

context 30, Hill Croft Field, is calculated in appendix WM2, and shown in fig. 

8.19. This posterior may not estimate the formation of this context, but probably 

does estimate the death of the probable domesticated cow sampled by GrA-

31963. 

 

It is 98.7% probable that firstAllContext30neolithic!occurred before first West 

Midlands pits (fig. 8.19; table 8.3), and 100% probable that 

firstAllContext30neolithic occurred before the only other extant regional evidence 

for early neolithic activity — the Wormington burial (Wk- 15335; fig. 8.19; table 

8.3). The last dated event from context 30 (LastContext30; fig. 8.19; appendix 

WM2) is more in keeping with the rest of the early neolithic results from the 

region. It is 72.9% probable that first_West_Midlands_pits occurred before 

LastContext30; fig. 8.19; appendix WM2). 

 

The scale of the material culture in context 30 suggests that it represents a 

deliberate deposit (Dorling pers. comm. 2011). The material included in the 

assemblage accumulated, or was accumulated, over at least 20–310 years 

(93.6% probable, or 380–430 years 1.8% probable; 90–280 years 68.2% 

probable; Interval neolithic_start enclosure; fig. WM2.2). The poor preservation 

of the bone might suggest exposure and weathering, though pot sherds broken in 

situ could suggest that the deposit accumulated in the feature (Woodward 

2007b). 
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Interpretation of the results from Hill Croft Field context 30 is important for the 

regional neolithic model. There is an interval of 10–210 years (95.4% probable; 

or 40–160 years 68.2% probable), between FirstContext30 (fig. WM2.1) and the 

next evidence for neolithic activity from the region, first_West_Midlands pits (fig. 

8.20). Within three or four human lifespans, the west midlands saw the 

introduction of the earliest neolithic activity for which we have evidence — 

perhaps only in the form of portable material culture — and the establishment of 

neolithic monument and pit digging traditions of types witnessed across the rest 

of the country.  

 

The early results from context 30 probably indicate that the chronological 

evidence for the earliest regional neolithic evidence has been under-sampled. 

 

Portable material culture currencies 

The weighting of associations between portable material culture and radiocarbon 

results is shown in table 8.4. There are most radiocarbon results associated with 

early neolithic pot, though these results still derive from a relatively small number 

of sites. The associations of individual posterior density estimates are shown in 

table 8.5. Estimates for the currency of early neolithic portable material culture in 

the west midlands parameters calculated in fig. 8.3a–b are shown in fig 8.23–

8.24. A comparison of the distributions associated with early neolithic portable 

material culture is shown in table 8.6.   

 

This portable material culture calculations employ a conservative approach to the 

results from Hill Croft Field; the well associated posterior from context 23 is 

employed as terminus ante quem for portable material culture other than the cow 

bone directly sampled by GrA-31963. The results are interpreted as if portable 

material culture has a currency of use when it is deposited.  
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As noted above, the abraded nature of some of the material from the Warwick 

bus station could indicate that there is an offset between the date of use and the 

date of deposition in the features from which material was recovered.  

 

The first dated event associated with pottery from the west midlands, as 

calculated here, occurred in 3700–3610 cal BC (91.6% probable, or 3600–3570 

cal BC 3.8% probable; or 3660–3630 cal BC 68.2% probable; First WMpot; fig. 

8.23). The first radiocarbon event associated with cereals from the west midlands 

occurred in 3700–3630 cal BC (77.6% probable, or 3590–3540 cal BC 17.8% 

probable; or 3690–3630 cal BC 65.1% probable, or 3560–3540 cal BC 3.2% 

probable; First WMshortlived cereal; fig. 8.24). The first dated event associated 

with the deposition of polished stone axes in the west midlands occurred in 

3650–3540 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3650–3620 cal BC 25.1% probable, or 

3600–3550 cal BC 43.1% probable; first shortlived WMaxe; fig 8.24). The first 

dated event associated with the deposition of pig bones in the west midlands is 

estimated as 3640–3510 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3590–3520 cal BC 68.2% 

probable; OxA-12570; fig. 8.24). The first result associated with probable 

domesticated cow bone from the region is GrA-31963, in 3790–3650 cal BC 

(95.4% probable; or 3750–3650 cal BC 68.2% probable; fig. 8.24).  

 

It is most probable that the result on the probable domesticated cow bone from 

Hill Croft Field was the earliest of the parameters associated with portable 

neolithic material culture (fig. 8.25), with perhaps (given the very limited evidence 

from the region), cereals next appearing (table 8.6). It is individually, over 95.0% 

probable that GrA_31963 occurred before each of the other parameters 

associated with neolithic portable material culture from the region (table 8.6). 

Early neolithic pottery may appear next in the region; it is 89.2% probable that 

First_Wmpot occurred before first_shortlived_Wmaxe, and it is 97.2% probable 

that the first dated event associated with pottery use (First_Wmpot) occurred 

before the estimate for the deposition of pig bones (OxA_12570; table 8.6). It is 

77.9% probable that First_WMshortlived cereal occurred before the first dated 
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event associated with axe use in the region (firstshortlived_Wmaxe; table 8.6), 

and 88.5% probable that First_WMshortlived cereal occurred before OxA_12570 

(an estimate for the deposition of pig bones in the region). The density of 

radiocarbon results associated with portable material culture is generally low 

(table 8.4). I have grouped all early neolithic pottery results together to reflect 

this low density. The limited data mean that these results may not be 

representative of the currency of early neolithic material culture across the 

region. The currency of neolithic material culture is explored more fully in 

chapter nine. 

 

CONCLUSION: THE EARLY NEOLITHIC IN THE WEST MIDLANDS 

Neolithic sites first appear in the west midlands in the last decade of the 38th 

century or the 37th century or first half of the 36th century cal BC. The first 

evidence for neolithic pits occurs in the 37th century or first half of the 36th century 

cal BC. Most probably, early neolithic pit digging traditions were present in the 

region in the first half of the 37th century cal BC (it is 61.6% probable that first 

West Midlands pits occurred before 3650±1; table 8.3). The probablde evidence 

for domesticated cows at Hill Croft Field currently represents the earliest neolithic 

activity in the region. Cattle were most probably present in the region in the 

second half of the 38th century cal BC or first two decades of the 37th century cal 

BC. There is an interval of 10–210 years (95.4% probable; or 40–160 years 

68.2% probable; FirstContext30 first West Midlands pits; fig. 8.20) between the 

first date associated with neolithic portable material culture and the first evidence 

from neolithic pits. It is most probable that there was an interval of over a 

generation, of 40 years or longer, between the currently available earliest 

neolithic evidence for neolithic activity in the region and the earliest evidence for 

neolithic sites in the region. 

 

It may be that the interval between the appearance of neolithic material culture 

and neolithic negative features or sites reflects the small sample of radiocarbon 

dates associated with neolithic activity in the region. Alternatively it is possible 
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that the earliest regional neolithic activity was produced by populations that did 

not construct monuments or engage in pit digging traditions. Further work will be 

required to explore either suggestion.  

 

Meeting places of traditions? Pits, flat graves, and enclosures 

The early neolithic evidence from the west midlands derives from a few relatively 

well understood landscapes, predominantly river valleys — for example the west 

Herefordshire Golden Valley enclosure sites and barrows, and the Lugg Valley 

pits. Radiocarbon results from the region come from an even smaller sample of 

early neolithic sites. Most of the sites which have produced dated samples can 

be described within crude typological frameworks of ‘pits’, ‘flat graves’ or 

‘enclosures’. However, these frameworks are probably insufficient to address the 

diversity which is beginning to be evident within the region’s early neolithic.  

 

There are signs of disjuncture between the west midlands and areas to the north; 

in the west midlands we have evidence for early neolithic enclosures. Here we 

find a flat burial. These monuments might indicate parallels with southern 

traditions (see appendix WM1; appendix A). At the same time, the record of the 

west midlands indicates complexity. There is variability in the treatment of human 

remains. Early neolithic human remains are located in barrows, deposited in 

causewayed enclosures and in flat graves; the Wormington grave is located in 

close proximity to the probable Willersey long barrow. 

 

Perhaps locations in the region with high densities of features, such as Warwick 

and Wellington, indicate favoured or repeatedly visited locations. Certainly 

evidence from these locations suggests an early neolithic presence which has 

been under recognised. This was neither a wasteland, nor was it unattractive to 

people using early neolithic material culture, though in contrast to the 

surrounding regions, the west midlands does not appear to have been a 

particularly early example of neolithic activity. 
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Chapters four–eight have considered the evidence for transition in the regions 

of the midlands and north of England. Evidence from across these regions and 

other areas are considered in chapter nine.  
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CHAPTER NINE. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

INTRODUCTION 

In chapter two it was noted that approaches to the mesolithic–neolithic transition 

in Britain had been impoverished because of an uncritical approach to 

chronology. The chronological evidence for transition was often approached from 

the perspective of researchers looking for ‘the earliest neolithic’ (e.g. Schulting 

2000). While populations using late mesolithic material culture were given some 

role in narratives (e.g. Thomas 2008), evidence for late mesolithic populations 

was limited (e.g. Richards & Hedges 1999; Thomas 2003); no robust 

chronologies of late mesolithic traditions were available. Some transition 

narratives did not recognise that transitions might be spatially and temporally 

variable (e.g. Thomas 2007). Those narratives which did consider spatio-

temporal patterning (e.g. Sheridan 2010b) relied on visual interpretation of 

chronological data. This approach is not adept at dealing with statistical scatter, 

can include all too human tendencies to treat data selectively, and as a result can 

be importantly wrong (e.g. fig. 2.9).  

 

The approach taken here has been fundamentally different, employing Bayesian 

statistical analysis to provide chronological differentiation in evidence for late 

mesolithic and early neolithic material culture and practices (Bayliss & Whittle 

2007; Buck et al. 1996; Bronk Ramsey 1995; 1998; 2001; 2009a; 2009b; fig. 

2.9). As a result of this analysis, and that undertaken by Whittle (et al. 2011a), we 

can begin to differentiate transition narratives for different regions.  

 

This chapter brings together chronological evidence from late mesolithic sites 

from the study area and from other parts of England and Wales (fig. 9.3; 

appendix B; appendix C). It also presents evidence from early neolithic sites 

from the study area and evidence from southern England, Scotland and Ireland 

(fig. 9.3; chapter four–eight; appendix C; Whittle et al. 2011a; fig. 9.10–2).  
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The available data 

Evidence for late mesolithic material culture and sites almost certainly does not 

reflect ‘real’ distributions of late mesolithic populations (appendix B). Failure to 

recognise late mesolithic features on sites with later activity or truncation may be 

a significant problem for our models of transition (Gooder 2007, 51; see below).  

There is a danger that unless we engage with developer-led practice, transition 

narratives will be dominated by sets of evidence generated by those who ‘had 

gone over’ (Zvelebil 1986; Bradley 2010); a salient parallel may be numbers of 

neolithic post-and-slot-built structures in Ireland before and after the 

development-led boom (Smyth pers. comm. 2010).  

 

In the study area, only March Hill and South Haw (chapter five; appendix B) 

have produced multiple radiocarbon results robustly associated with diagnostic 

latest mesolithic material culture (rod microlith dominated assemblages). The 

later South Haw datum currently represents the latest dated evidence for a 

mesolithic presence in England and Wales. Only one result associated with latest 

mesolithic material culture exists from Wales, from Lydstep (appendix C). In 

southern England, an estimate for the deposition of rod microliths has been 

calculated from Fir Tree Field (appendix B).  

 

From the study area numbers of radiocarbon dates well associated with early 

neolithic evidence vary across the regions. Perhaps surprisingly, very few 

monuments have really robust date assemblages (cf. Bayliss & Whittle 2007; 

Whittle et al. 2011b). In some regions, such as the north-east, only a selection of 

the neolithic practices may actually be sampled by radiocarbon dates.1  

 

Analysis of data from eastern England (Healy et al. 2011b; fig. 6.47–8 and 6.50) 

overlaps with analysis undertaken by this thesis on the east midlands (chapter 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
 The continued tendency to date unidentified plant macrofossils significantly limits the 

interpretative value of data assemblages from some other regions (chapter seven). 
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four). The Healy et al. (2011b) eastern England model has therefore been 

recalculated with duplicate data from Northamptonshire excluded (e.g. Aldwincle, 

Grendon and Raunds; Healy et al. 2011b; fig. 6.47). The resultant model 

estimates the start of neolithic activity in the east of England in 3900–3680 cal 

BC (95.4% probable; or 3820–3710 cal BC 68.2% probable; start eastern 

Neolithic; fig. 9.2). This estimate is used in analysis in this chapter.2  

 

EVIDENCE FOR LATE MESOLITHIC MATERIAL CULTURE 

A phase of very early scalene triangle use is probably represented at several 

sites in England and Wales (appendix B; fig. B1.6a). Posterior density estimates 

associated with later scalene triangle have been produced. Sites with late short-

lived results include Goldcliff East and West, the M1 (appendix B; fig. B1.6b), 

midden D Prestatyn (appendix C) and March Hill Carr. The results from midden 

D Prestatyn are not regarded as robust estimates for scalene triangle use.3 

 

March Hill Carr hearth 3 produced the latest of the robust posterior density 

estimates associated with scalene triangle use in England and Wales. Scalene 

triangle use at Goldcliff East site J (use_of_occupation_ horizon_context_328) 

most probably (93.9% probable) occurred before the March Hill hearth 3 results 

(OxA_6298; fig. 9.3; table 9.1). The estimate from Goldcliff West is certainly 

earlier than the activity at March Hill Carr trench 3. The sample associated with 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
"!Similarly#!the model presented by Bayliss et al. (2011b) for the currency of early neolithic 
practices in south Wales and the Marches (Bayliss et al. 2011d, fig. 11.10–1) overlaps with the 
analysis presented for the west midlands in chapter eight. The Bayliss et al. (2011d, fig. 11.10–
1) model for south Wales has therefore been recalculated (appendix C). The estimate for the 
start of neolithic activity in south Wales is 3870–3680 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3800–3720 cal 
BC 68.2% probable; first south Wales neolithic; fig. C1.8a–d). 
 
In order to provide a context for early activity in the north-west of England, a currency model of 
neolithic activity in north Wales has been produced (appendix C). The estimate for the start of 
neolithic activity in north Wales is 3880–3710 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3820–3740 cal BC; 
firstNorthWales; fig. C1.8a–d).  
 
Readers are directed to appendix C for full details of the models for early neolithic radiocarbon 
dates from Wales. 

!
3
 See appendix C for a discussion of the difficulties associated with interpretations associated 

with the Prestatyn middens. 
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late scalene triangle use is small, and the total phase of scalene triangle use is 

long. As a result the Boundary parameter estimating the end of scalene triangle 

use from the currently available evidence is imprecise (appendix B). The current 

data places the end of scalene triangle use in 4680–4490 cal BC (95.4% 

probable; or 4640–4540 cal BC 68.2% probable; last_later_scalenes; fig. 9.3); 

most probably last used in the last half of the 47th century cal BC or first half of 

the 46th century cal BC. 

 

The available short-lived posterior density estimates associated with rod 

microliths indicate that these microliths continued to be used after the end of 

scalene triangle use (fig 9.3). Posterior density estimates from Lydstep, Fir Tree 

Field, March Hill Top and the earlier result from South Haw (Beta_189653) 

overlap at 68.2% probable (fig. 9.4). Rod microlith deposition occurred at March 

Hill in 4190–3970 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 4110–4000 cal BC 68.2% 

probable; deposit_rod_core; fig. 5.28; appendix YH2; fig. 9.4). At Fir Tree Field, 

rod microliths were deposited in 4160–3980 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 4100–

4010 cal BC 68.2% probable; deposition_rod_microliths; fig. B1.15; fig. 9.4). At 

Lydstep, rods were in use in 4270–3930 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 4130–3970 

cal BC 68.2% probable; OxA_1412; B1.15; fig. 9.4). Beta_189653 estimates rod 

use at South Haw in 4230–3970 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 4150–4130 cal BC 

3.6% probable, or 4110–3980 cal BC 64.6% probable; Beta_189653; fig. 5.22a; 

fig. 9.4).  

 

The earlier evidence from South Haw, and evidence from Fir Tree Field, Lydstep 

and March Hill Top indicate that rod microliths were used in the 41st–40th 

centuries cal BC (fig. 9.5; table 9.2). It is most probable that the earlier 

parameter from South Haw, and the parameters from Fir Tree Field, Lydstep, 

and March Hill Top were in use in the 41st century cal BC. It is 58.7% probable 

that Beta_189653 represents activity at South Haw in the 41st century cal BC 

(fig. 9.5; table 9.2). It is 72.3% probable that deposit_rod_core represents 

activity at March Hill Top in the 41st century cal BC (fig. 9.5; table 9.2). It is 
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79.3% probable that deposition_rod_microliths represents activity at Fir Tree 

Field shaft in the 41st century cal BC (fig. 9.5; table 9.2). 

 

The probability that the estimate from Lystep (OxA_1412) represents activity in 

the 41st century is less. This lower probability could be because the result 

represents 41st century activity, but is less constrained than other rod microlith 

estimates and so the probability of OxA_1412 is spread over a longer period (see 

appendix B for details). Alternatively the Lydstep result could represent later 

activity; it is highly probable that the earlier rod microlith use at South Haw, and 

rod microlith use at March Hill Top, Fir Tree Field, and Lydstep occurred after 

4100 BC (fig. 9.6). It is 70% probable that the earlier South Haw posterior 

density estimate (Beta_189653) for rod microlith use occurred after 4100 BC (fig. 

9.6). It is 84% probable that the posterior density estimate from March Hill Top 

(deposit_rod_core) occurred after 4100 BC (fig. 9.6). It is 88% probable that the 

posterior density estimate from Fir Tree Field shaft occurred after 4100 cal BC 

(fig. 9.6). It is 68% probable that the posterior density estimate from Lydstep 

(OxA_1412) occurred after 4100 BC (fig. 9.6). 

 

The later posterior density estimate from South Haw (Beta_189652; fig. 9.2) is 

later than the other parameters associated with rod microlith use (appendix B; 

table 9.1; fig. 9.2). This posterior density estimate falls after 4000 cal BC, in 

3960–3730 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3950–3870 cal BC 68.2% probable; 

Beta_189652; B1.15; fig. 9.3–4).  

 

The duration of activity associated with late rod microlith use is estimated as 70–

440 years (95.4% probable; or 110–300 years 68.2% probable; 

DurationRodMicroliths; fig. 9.7; fig. B1.15). As the sample is very small it may 

not sample the full currency of this microlith tradition. Further work is required, 

especially for rod microliths which may be associated with much earlier activity 

(appendix B; fig. B1.8). 
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The timings of rod microlith use at Lydstep, in Yorkshire and Humberside, and at 

Fir Tree Field shaft can be compared with the estimates for the appearance of 

early neolithic material culture and practices in these regions (fig. 9.8). In south 

Wales and south Wessex, rod microlith use at Lydstep and Fir Tree Field 

probably occurs before early neolithic material culture and practices. It is 98.2% 

probable (fig. 9.8; table 9.3) that the Lydstep microliths were used (OxA_1412) 

before neolithic material culture and practices appeared in south Wales 

(StartSouthWales_neolithic). It is 95.1% probable (fig. 9.8; table 9.3) that rod 

microliths were deposited in Fir Tree Field shaft (deposition_rod_microliths) 

before the neolithic material culture and practices appeared in south Wessex 

(start south Wessex).  

 

From the available data for Yorkshire and Humberside, it is probable that there 

was a chronological overlap between people using rod microliths and people 

using the first neolithic material culture. It is 50.0% probable that the end of the 

mesolithic (M_N; fig. 9.8) occurred before the start of the neolithic (Start Y_H 

early neo; fig. 9.8). Mesolithic material culture most probably did not go out of 

use in this region until the late 40th–late 38th centuries cal BC (M_N; fig. 9.8).  

 

It is possible to explore the evidence for a gap or overlap between late mesolithic 

and early neolithic activity in south Wessex, south Wales, and Yorkshire and 

Humberside. The Difference between rod microlith use at Lydstep and the 

start of early neolithic activity in south Wales is 30–520 years (95.4% probable; 

or 170–400 years 68.2% probable; southWales_meso_neo; fig. 9.9). The 

Difference between the estimate for the rod microlith deposition in Fir Tree 

Field shaft and the start of early neolithic evidence from south Wessex is -30–

390 years (95.4% probable; or 120–320 years; south_Wessex_meso_neo; fig. 

9.9). The Difference between the estimate for the end of the mesolithic in 

Yorkshire and Humberside and the start of the early neolithic is -300–190 years 

(95.4% probable; or -100–130 years 68.2% probable; Y_H_meso_neo; fig. 9.9). 

Negative ranges in the Difference parameters estimate the probability that 
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there was an overlap between parameters for the latest mesolithic activity and 

the earliest neolithic activity. Positive ranges indicate that there was a gap 

between parameters for the latest mesolithic activity and the earliest neolithic 

activity. 

 

In south Wales, the Difference estimate indicates that latest mesolithic 

material culture for which we have evidence occurred before the earliest neolithic 

evidence. There is limited data for late (rod using) mesolithic populations and 

early neolithic populations. More results associated with diagnostic material 

culture may produce more complex evidence for transition.  

 

In Yorkshire and Humberside, the Difference estimate indicates that there 

could be an interval between these populations, or that they could have 

overlapped (table 9.3). In Yorkshire and Humberside, in the 38th or 39th centuries 

cal BC, it is possible that people using late mesolithic material culture were 

present on the same day as people using early neolithic material culture, though 

perhaps not in the same places (fig. 5.2; chapter five; see discussion below). 

 

The evidence from south Wessex indicates that it is possible that there was an 

overlap between late mesolithic and early neolithic populations or a slight gap 

between the available evidence for these traditions. At Fir Tree Field, the interval 

between mesolithic activity and neolithic activity was 0–90 years (95.4% 

probable; or 0–40 years 68.2% probable; mesolithic–neolithic interval?; fig. 

B1.10).  

 

Whether at scale of the region, or at Fir Tree Field specifically, formal 

expressions of any gap between mesolithic and neolithic traditions in south 

Wessex indicate that if there was an interval, it was probably short-lived. At Fir 

Tree Field any interval was probably less than two human lifespans, and most 

probably under two generations (mesolithic–neolithic interval?; fig. B1.10). If 

populations in south Wessex all ‘went over’ very rapidly, then the process of 
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transition could have been recalled through the lived experiences of members of 

the earliest neolithic communities. For younger members of these earliest 

communities, histories of transition could be framed in terms of the experiences 

of grandparents and parents. The stratigraphy from the site suggests that 

sufficient time elapsed for the weathering out of soil in the cone to form contexts 

which separate the mesolithic and neolithic occupation evidence.  

 

Schulting (2000, 31) has suggested that the Fir Tree Field sequence could be 

regarded as the “moment” of transition. Formal modelling of the chronology of the 

site demonstrates the short interval between the late mesolithic and early 

neolithic evidence from Fir Tree Field, which could be consistent with Schulting’s 

“all–or–nothing” model of neolithisation. 

 

Alternatively, rather than a binary model of transition across southern England, 

the evidence from Fir Tree Field could suggest that people in south Wessex were 

using late mesolithic material culture at the same time as people in the region 

were using early neolithic material culture. Rather than a “moment” of transition, 

Fir Tree Field could be regarded as a location of interaction. In this model co-

presence in a landscape might have resulted in the use of traditional patterns of 

movement by people who had ‘gone over’ and the use of these mobility 

strategies by people who exploited mesolithic lifeways (Edmonds 1999; Whittle 

1997). Alternatively, the shelter offered by the shaft, and perhaps its importance 

as a feature in the landscape, might have led to the co-presence of several 

groups of different ancestries (cf. Evans et al. 1999). If the later assemblage at 

Fir Tree Field represent ‘infilling’ by people bringing neolithic material culture with 

them (Whittle 1990a), interaction at such sites might have developed exchange 

networks or ties of kinship as part of the wider social context of transition (see 

below; cf. Schulting & Richards 2001). 

 

In any model that allows for processes of acculturating, people beginning to use 

neolithic things might also carried on with some aspects of mesolithic lifeways. In 
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this reading, Fir Tree Field might represent a focus of continuity in transition 

narratives — a crossing back and forth between ‘mesolithic’ and ‘neolithic’ 

lifeways for which we have other subtle evidence (see below) (Thomas 2004a).  

 

In all these regions, and across the study area of this thesis, the patterns of 

overlap or gaps between the currency of late mesolithic and early neolithic 

traditions are hampered by limited radiocarbon results associated with late 

mesolithic material culture. Processes of transition are discussed further below 

with regard to evidence for the appearance of early neolithic material culture and 

practices. 

 

EVIDENCE FOR THE EARLY NEOLITHIC  

Parameters estimating the start of the use of early neolithic material culture and 

practices in the study area of this thesis are shown in fig. 9.10.  

 

In most analyses presented here start Boundary parameters are discussed. 

Archaeological excavation is unlikely to sample the very earliest neolithic activity 

in a region. Using a uniform distribution Boundary estimates make allowance for 

undated events at the start of an OxCal group (Buck et al. 1992; Bronk Ramsey 

2009a). First parameters estimate the first dated event within the bounded 

uniform phase of activity, and these estimates are therefore constrained to be a 

little later. Both parameters are affected by the real duration the model samples, 

the shape of the curve and when the Phase ends.4  

 

Boundary parameters might include long start 'tails'5 if, for example, the data in 

them are not very constrained by the model, or the real duration of the Phase 

represents a long period of time and so the data density is very low (chapter 

three). For the north-west, there is a considerable difference between the First 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4
 Though as demonstrated in chapter three and below, we can be reasonably confident that the 

choice of end of the neolithic in these case studies does not have a significant effect on start 
estimates. 
5
 Areas of very low probability that ‘tail’ away from the modal distribution over a wide date range.!!
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event and the start Boundary parameter (fig. 7.3). In the north-west model, data 

are not very constrained, the model includes limited data, and the real duration of 

the activity (proportional to the data in the model) is quite long. As a result the 

north-west start Boundary is not very constrained and has a very long early ‘tail’ 

of low probability (fig. 7.3). In order functions and quoted ranges this could be 

misleading. In some discussions I therefore refer to the parameter 

first_Holbeck_Park context_107 (fig. 7.3), because in the north-west it is unclear 

whether Holbeck Park represents a general trend in the appearance of neolithic 

practices and traditions (in which case a Boundary parameter might be more 

appropriate), or whether it is regionally unusual (in which case the First dated 

event would be most appropriate; fig. 7.3).  

 

THE START OF THE NEOLITHIC 

Estimates for the start of neolithic activity produced in this thesis are shown in 

fig. 9.10 and table 9.4. Fig. 9.11 and fig. 9.12 show estimates for the start of 

neolithic activity in the regions studied in this thesis and regions analysed by 

Whittle et al. (2011b). The start of neolithic activity is compared with estimates for 

late mesolithic activity shown in fig. 9.13. The probability that different 

parameters pre- or post- dated each other are shown in table 9.5. 

 

Let’s talk centuries 

Table 9.6 presents the output from this thesis and the analysis by Whittle et al. 

(2011b) in terms of ‘early’, ‘mid’ and ‘late’ centuries cal BC. These simplifications 

of the analysis output (fig. 9.14) provide a handle for discussing the chronology 

of transition in the text. As with any simplification these ranges do away with 

some subtlety of the data. As they are produced from the 68.2% probability 

ranges it is possible that in 1/3 of cases the true date range lies outside the 

quoted range.  

 

Another way of making the output of these models more accessible is to 

generate probability estimates that the start of neolithisation occurred in a region 
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during a specific date range (table 9.6). These estimates have been calculated 

using the order function that posterior density estimates occur before or after 

particular points in time. In these quoted ranges, I have tried to produce as 

precise ranges as possible at probabilities over 60%. 

 

Before the end of the 39th century cal BC 

Neolithisation in the Thames estuary occurred before 4000 cal BC, most 

probably in the mid 42nd–late 41st centuries cal BC. It is 70.6% probable that the 

neolithic in the Cotswolds began in the 40th century cal BC. It is 64.8% probable 

that the neolithic in the north-west of England first appeared between 4050–3900 

cal BC. It is 76.6% probable that the neolithic in Sussex occurred between 4000–

3850 cal BC. It is 62.9% probable that the start of the neolithic in the east 

midlands occurred in the 39th century cal BC. 

 

Between the mid 39th century cal BC and the mid 38th century cal BC 

In the one hundred years between 3850 cal BC and 3750 cal BC neolithic 

practices and traditions appear for the first time in many regions outside the 

south-east and south-central areas defined by Whittle et al. (2011b).  

 

It is 66.6% probable that the first neolithic evidence was present in north-east 

Scotland in this century of change. It is 73.1% probable that neolithic evidence 

appears in the upper Thames Valley between 3850–3750 cal BC. In the south-

west of England it is 73.2% probable that the first neolithic material culture and 

practices appear between 3850–3750 cal BC. It is highly probable (98.9% 

probable) that southern Scotland first saw neolithic material culture in the period 

between 3850–3750 cal BC. In Yorkshire and Humberside it is 74.7% probable 

that neolithic material culture appeared in 3850–3750 cal BC. The posterior from 

the preferred Irish model (model 3) indicates that it is 64.2% probable that 

neolithic practices (see below) appear first appear between the mid 39th–mid 38th 

centuries cal BC.  
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In north Wales it is 62.8% probable that neolithic material culture and practices 

appeared in 3850–3700 cal BC. It is 75.6% probable that neolithic things and 

practices appeared in south Wales in 3850–3700 cal BC.  

 

The estimate for south Wessex is less precise, and it is 63.0% probable that 

neolithic material culture and practices appear between 3900–3700 cal BC.  

 

Change in the 38th century cal BC 

It is 77.9% probable that neolithic material culture and practices appeared in 

eastern England between 3800–3700 cal BC; it is 75.7% probable the beginnings 

of early neolithic activity appeared in the middle Thames Valley during this 

slightly later range. 

 

Neolithisation at the end of the 38th century cal BC 

In the north-east it is highly probable (94.9% probable) that the first neolithic 

material culture and practices occurred 3750–3650 cal BC. In the west midlands 

it is 68.0% probable that first neolithic things and practices appeared between 

3750–3600 cal BC. 

 

THE APPEARANCE OF NEOLITHIC PORTABLE MATERIAL CULTURE 

Data and model construction 

Here I present chronological models for the currency of Carinated bowl, Plain 

bowl, axes produced on raw materials from the north-west of England, leaf-

shaped arrowheads, and early neolithic cereals. These models use larger 

assemblages of data than the currency calculations shown in each chapter of this 

thesis. As well as data from this thesis, models presented here include data from 

southern England, Scotland and Ireland (Bayliss et al. 2011b). These models 

allow a second means to analyse the currency of selected neolithic things 

(chapter two). They assume that the appearance or presence of a diagnostic 

type of neolithic artefact or practice was part of a related phase of activity; the 
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portable material culture models investigate the Phase during which certain 

things had a cultural currency.  

 

The associations between radiocarbon distributions and portable material culture 

that underpin these models have been discussed in the regional chapters four–

eight. Where multiple results from a site are associated with a type of neolithic 

material culture the results have been constrained using Boundary parameters. 

This ensures that numerous data from a single site do not bias the weighting of 

the currency model.  

 

For some sites analysed in this thesis, start Boundary parameters have been 

included in the portable material culture currency models. These estimates have 

been calculated from site components identical to those shown in the regional 

neolithic models (chapters four–eight). These models have been run 

independently of the regional currency model to provide estimates which are 

constrained by the site stratigraphy, but not by the association with ‘neolithic 

stuff’ which is used in the regional neolithic models. When Boundary parameters 

have been included in the portable material culture models, the relevant site 

model components used to calculate them are indicated in the figure captions. 

 

In a few cases site components have been constrained using Boundary 

parameters which were not part of the regional neolithic models. The posterior 

density estimates first_Towthorpe_18 and last_Towthorpe_18 (fig. 9.16b) were 

calculated from the component ‘”Towthorpe 18” (fig. 5.34e) run independently in 

a bounded Phase. The Date parameter deposit_Towthorpe_18 (fig. 9.17g) has 

been calculated as shown in fig. 5.37a using the independent site estimates 

(first_Towthorpe_18 and last_Towthorpe_18). In the case of 

firstContext23_TAQ_Hill_Croft_use (fig. 9.16c), the component “Hill Croft Field” 

(fig. 8.3b) was run in a bounded Phase. For the posterior density estimates 

BM-2835 and GrA 31358 (fig. 9.16d) a bounded model of the site sequence 

shown in Whittle (et al. 2011b, fig. 8.12) was calculated.  
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Parameters included in the portable material currency models shown in this 

chapter have thus been subject to constraint by association with ‘neolithic stuff’ 

(in the portable material culture models shown in this chapter) and, if appropriate, 

subject to constraint from individual site stratigraphic models.  

 

In order to calculate the currency of portable material culture, it is necessary to 

define a statistical distribution for the data, and as part of this, define the end of 

an archaeological period of activity (chapter three). In the case of neolithic 

things like Plain bowl pottery or Carinated bowl pottery, data collected for this 

thesis probably represent the currency of these things (see below). Using the 

assumption of a uniform statistical distribution (Buck et al. 1992), we are able to 

estimate when these things started and stopped being used.  

 

In the case of domesticated pigs and cattle, insufficient data exist to allow 

independent currency models. For leaf-shaped arrowheads, a model of the 

available data for the north and midlands of England is presented. This model 

has limited data and therefore may not be a robust representation of the full 

currency of leaf-shaped arrowheads, especially of when these things went out of 

use. 

 

Sufficient data exist to produce a model for cereal use in the early neolithic and 

to estimate the start of cereal use. However, cereals continued to be exploited 

after the end of the neolithic, and in order to model the start of cereal use, we 

need to define a cut off point on the data included in the model. Bayliss et al. 

(2011b, 729; chapter three) have outlined these concerns. Sheridan (2010b, 98) 

has suggested that defining the end of cereal use for modelling purposes may 

result in a variability of up to 200 years in the ‘first appearance’ of neolithic 

practices and material culture in different regions. The analyses run in chapter 

three demonstrate that while there will be variability in the estimates for the start 

of a uniform bounded phase model, these estimates should be accurate in line 
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with statistical expectations. Given the available data, there should not be offset 

of 200 years. Sensitivity analyses explore these concerns below. 

 

Carinated bowl currency 

Fig. 9.15a shows the structure for a currency model of Carinated bowl pottery in 

south and north England, Wales, and Scotland south of the Great Glen. Details 

of the model for Carinated bowl in Britain are shown in fig. 9.15b–h. Results are 

presented in table 9.7. Data and model structure for south England and Scotland 

are adapted from Bayliss et al. (2011b, fig. 14.88). An independent model from 

the chronology of Carinated bowl model for Ireland is not presented by Bayliss et 

al. (2011b, fig. 14.147) and is beyond the scope of this thesis. There is no 

demonstrably short-lived radiocarbon result associated with Carinated bowl use 

in the north-west of England, or Wales (fig. 9.15c). 

 

The model has good agreement (Amodel=107.2%). In Scotland and across 

England Carinated bowl most probably went out of use in the 37th–36th centuries 

cal BC. Using the start and end Boundary parameters calculated in fig. 9.15a it 

is possible to estimate the total duration of Carinated bowl use. Carinated bowl 

was in use in England, Wales and Scotland south of the Great Glen for 390–670 

years (95.4% probable; or 430–560 years 68.2% probable; 

DurationBritishCarinatedBowl; fig. 9.15j). 

  

Carinated bowl appears in the south-east of England (at Yabsley Street) most 

probably before 4000 cal BC. It does not appear in Scotland and the midlands 

and north of England until the decades around 3800 cal BC, most probably at the 

very end of the 39th century cal BC or in the first 60 years of the 38th century cal 

BC (fig. 9.15i). The currency of Carinated bowl is discussed further below with 

regard to the wider context of what occurred in the Britain in the late 5th–early 4th 

millennia cal BC. 

 

Plain bowl currency 
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Fig. 9.16a shows the structure for a currency model for Plain bowl from England 

and Wales. The model for Plain bowl in southern England presented in Bayliss et 

al. (2011b, fig. 14.90) has been recalculated.6 Details of the model for Plain bowl 

in Britain are shown in fig. 9.16b–d. The model has good agreement 

(Amodel=108.2%). Results are shown in table 9.8. 

 

Using the start and end Boundary parameters calculated in fig. 9.16a it is 

possible to estimate the total duration of Plain bowl use. Plain bowl had a total 

currency in England and Wales of 470–1140 years (95.4% probable; or 550–810 

years 68.2% probable; Duration BritishPlainBowl; fig. 9.16f). 

 

From the available evidence for the chronology of Plain bowl pottery, we may be 

able to suggest evidence for a regional trend. The modality of the start estimates 

for the use of Plain bowl in southern England and Wales trend towards the 38th 

century cal BC. The estimate for the start of Plain bowl use in the midlands and 

north of England trends towards the 39th century cal BC. It is 76.8% probable that 

the start of Plain bowl use in the midlands and north of England (Start 

N_M_Plain_bowl; fig. 9.21) occurred before the start of Plain bowl use in 

southern England (SouthEnglandAllPlainBowl; fig. 9.21). The Difference 

between these parameters is estimated as -170–250 years (95.4% probable; or -

20–170 years 68.2% probable). It is possible that there was a gap between the 

first Plain bowl use in the midlands and north of England, and the first evidence 

from southern England. Plain bowl pottery could have first begun being used 

outside the centre of neolithic innovations in the south-east of England. This said, 

the data used in these estimates (especially in the south of England) are 

relatively limited and the posterior density estimates generated by these data are 

fairly imprecise. This pattern could be significantly revised with further 

radiocarbon results. The evidence for the appearance of Plain bowl is discussed 

further below with regard to the wider changes apparent in the mid 39th–mid 38th 

centuries cal BC. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6
 To exclude duplicate parameters calculated for this thesis in appendix C. 
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Currency of axes from north-west sources 

Fig. 9.17a shows the structure for a currency model for polished stone axes 

produced on material from the north-west of England. The model includes data 

from southern England (data and model structure from Bayliss et al. 2011b, fig. 

14.122) and the midlands and north of England. Details of the model for north-

west axes in England are shown in fig. 9.17b–d; no results well associated with 

north-west axes were located from Wales. The model has good agreement 

(Amodel=97.8%). There are too few data to produce an independent estimate for 

the currency of group XI axes. The first dated event associated with group XI axe 

fragments is estimated in fig. 9.17d. Results associated with north-west axe use 

are shown in table. 9.8. 

 

From rather limited available data it is highly probable (99.6% probable) that 

north-west axes were first used in the north of England (Start north GVI) before 

north-west axes were in use in the south of England (Start south GVI; fig. 9.17a). 

Group VI axes are estimated to have been in use in southern England for 20–420 

years (95.4% probable; or 40–160 years 37.5% probable, or 180–300 years 

40.7% probable; durationGroupVIsouth; fig. 9.17f). Group VI axes are estimated 

to have been in use in the north of England for 380–710 years (95.4% probable; 

or 470–640 years 68.2% probable; durationGroupVInorth; fig. 9.17f).  

 

In the north-west, the axe model estimates the first presence of groups VI and XI 

axes in 3950–3790 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3920–3800 cal BC 68.2% 

probable; FirstNWAxe; fig. 9.17a). An estimate for the first use of ground stone 

axes and distinctive flint axes in southern England is 3850–3720 cal BC (95.4% 

probable; or 3810–3740 cal BC 68.2% probable; start ground axes; fig. 14.114; 

Bayliss et al. 2011b). Distinctive flint axes are first present in southern England in 

4130–3750 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3940–3790 cal BC 68.2% probable; start 

different flint; Bayliss et al. 2011b, fig. 14.118). An estimate for the overall start of 

ground stone axe use in southern Britain is 3790–3650 cal BC 95.4% probable; 
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or 3740–3660 cal BC 68.2% probable; start stone axes; Bayliss et al. 2011b, fig. 

14.119). The first evidence for group VI use in the south of England occurs in 

3800–3520 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3650–3530 cal BC 68.2% probable; 

GVISouthEngland; fig. 9.20). 

 

The first evidence for group VI in the north of England (FirstNWAxe; fig. 9.17a) 

occur at the same time as distinctive flint and stone axes were present in the 

south of England (start different flint; Bayliss et al. 2011b, fig. 14.118). The 

earliest evidence for axe use in the north-west could be associated with wider 

practices of axe use and exchange in southern England. In contrast, the first 

estimate for extraction from north-west sites is 3750–3560 cal BC (95.4% 

probable; or 3690–3610 cal BC 68.2% probable; FirstGVIAxeExtraction; fig. 

9.20). It is 68.7% probable that the estimate for the first extraction of axes at the 

Langdale sites occurred before the first evidence for group VI axes in the south-

east. Group VI sources had a currency in the north of England before they were 

present in the south. The sample of axe extraction sites in Langdale might 

indicate that extraction increased in scale in the north-west as part of the 

development of exchange networks; this is discussed further below. 

 

Leaf-shaped arrowheads 

Fig. 9.17g (table 9.9) presents a model for the chronology of leaf-shaped 

arrowheads from the midlands and north of England. This model has good 

agreement (Amodel=100.7). There are very few contexts that have produced 

radiocarbon dates which are well associated with leaf-shaped arrowheads. The 

small sample presented here may not provide a robust currency for these things. 

The limited sample means that the estimate for the start of use of leaf-shaped 

arrowheads is imprecise. These things first came into use in 3950–3700 cal BC 

(95.4% probable; or 3820–3720 cal BC (68.2% probable; Start leaf_shaped 

arrowheads; fig. 9.17g; see further discussion below). 

 

The introduction of cereals in the early neolithic 
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Fig. 9.18a presents results produced directly on cereal grains from the study 

region of this thesis. The model has good agreement (Amodel=87.6%). The result 

on the cereal grain from Holbeck Park, SUERC-10772, produces a calibrated 

radiocarbon date range most probably before the relatively steep part of the 

curve equivalent to the first half of the 38th century cal BC. It is constrained into a 

later distribution (shown in full turquoise in the model shown in fig. 9.18b) 

because of the other results on cereal grains, and an assumption that the results 

on cereal grains shown in this model are uniformly distributed. 

 

A more comprehensive approach is shown in fig. 9.18c–d. The model presented 

in these figures includes direct dates on cereal grains from this thesis, from the 

south of England, from Scotland south of the Great Glen, and from Ireland. Data 

are taken from Whittle et al. (2011b) and Brown (2007). The model has good 

agreement (Amodel=111.1%). Results are presented in table 9.10.  

 

Another model allows us to calculate the timings of the appearance of cereal 

grains in the regions of southern England, the midlands and north of England, 

Scotland, Wales, Ireland and the Isle of Man. This model allows us to investigate 

whether there were regional differences in the timing of the appearance of cereal 

grains. This model includes data from Whittle et al. (2011b) and Brown (2007); 

direct dates on cereal grains from this thesis; and data from this thesis which 

were not directly produced on cereal grains, but which were produced on 

material from the contexts stratigraphically related to cereal grains (fig. 9.19a–f).  

 

The estimates for the regional appearance of cereal grains are shown in fig. 

9.19g (table 9.11). In southern England, and the midlands and north, cereals first 

appeared in the 39th century or early 38th century. In Scotland cereals most 

probably appeared in the last decade of the 39th century or the 38th century cal 

BC (Start ScotlandCereal; fig. 9.19a; table 9.11). From the currently available 

data, which is dominated by ‘house’ sites, it is most probable that cereals did not 

appear in Ireland until after 3800 cal BC (Start Ireland cereal; fig. 9.19a). 
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How sensitive is this model to the definition of the end-point of the early neolithic 

made for the purposes of analysis? Two models were run to assess the influence 

of the choice of end point on estimates for the start of cereal use. In the first, a 

number of C_Date parameters were incorporated in the model so that data 

active in the model end in 3110 BC (fig. 9.19h). In the second model, C_Date 

parameters were incorporated in the model so that data active in the model end 

in 2900 BC (fig. 9.19i).  

 

Fig. 9.19j compares the output from the cereal grain models shown in fig. 

9.178a–e and the simulated models in fig. 9.19h–i. The end Boundary 

parameters from the models calculated in fig. 9.19h–i are very different, 

reflecting the date of the last of the data within these models. The start 

Boundary parameters calculated from these models (fig. 9.19a–f; table 9.11) 

and those just using the archaeological cereal data are very similar (fig. 9.18c–d; 

table 9.11). These estimates appear robust, regardless of when the ‘end’ of 

cereal grain use is defined. The sensitivity analysis presented here and in 

chapter three suggests that there are sufficient data within the cereal model for 

the program to converge on a stable and robust solution estimating the start of 

the Phase.  

 

Cereals appear in southern England in the 38th century cal BC. Cereals were 

directly dated from the White Horse Stone site which is one of the earliest 

neolithic sites in south-east England (Bayliss et al. 2011a; Bayliss et al. 2011b, 

fig. 14.49). How can the structure appear amongst the earliest neolithic sites in 

the region, and a particular class of portable material culture recovered from the 

structure appear so much later? The southern England cereal grain model shown 

in fig. 9.19f constrains the early parts of the calibrated date ranges from White 

Horse Stone because most of the evidence for cereals from the south-east 

occurs later.  
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Are these data being over-constrained towards the end of the calibrated date 

ranges (as is argued is the case for the early Couplands data in chapter six)? 

This is possible; there are relatively few direct data on cereals from the south of 

England. Any posterior density estimates from very early cereals could therefore 

be constrained towards the ends of their possible ranges. It could be that issues 

of recovery (which also relate to wider considerations of reliance on cereals e.g. 

Rowley-Conwy 2004; Robinson 2000) mean that the models presented here may 

be better regarded as sampling a phase when cereals were commonly found in 

sites across Britain and Ireland. This could relate to a phase when there was a 

change in the scale of cereal exploitation, perhaps associated with cultivation 

strategies as well as the perceived desirability of cereals (Dark & Gent 2001; 

Bogaard & Jones 2007). Further data on cereals from potentially very early sites 

could be used to evaluate this possibility. 

 

This said, the White Horse Stone cereal data have acceptable agreement 

indices; they could happily represent activity in the decades around 3800 cal BC 

(fig. 9.19f). Several alternative scenarios could account for this difference. These 

depend on interpretations of the taphonomy of dated material (Bayliss et al. 

2011a).  

 

Bayliss et al. (2011a, 380) note that their model of White Horse Stone requires 

the structure to have been in use for “…several hundred years…”. I argue that 

the Bayliss et al. (2011a, fig. 7.26) White Horse Stone may not fully reflect a 

complex history of activity at the site. The long estimate for use of the White 

Horse Stone structure may include more punctuated activity. Bayliss et al. 

(2011a) note that there may be issues with the taphonomy of some of the 

samples; two of the results in the site model may be residual in later features on 

the site. These include one of the cereal grains, NZA-21506, which was 

recovered from a hearth containing Grooved ware. While the date ranges on 

cereals from White Horse Stone represent the early neolithic, they may not 

represent the earliest neolithic activity at the site.  
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This reading means the site could be amongst the earliest in Britain as a whole, 

while the cereal grains may represent later activity at the site. This later 

appearance of cereals in south-east England would be consistent with the 

currency of cereal grains from other parts of Britain and Ireland (fig. 9.19a–e). 

The model presented here requires revision to the model outlined by Bayliss et 

al. (2011b; 835; 840), which suggested that cereals were present in the earliest 

neolithic in south-east England. This interpretation was based on the chronology 

of White Horse Stone; cereals do not appear to have been recovered from other 

early sites in the Thames estuary, at Yabsley Street, Coldrum, and Little 

Waltham (Bayliss et al. 2011a; Coles et al. 2008; Wysocki et al. in prep.). 

Currently, the available evidence in the independent cereal model presented 

here suggests that cereals appeared across Britain and Ireland from the mid 

39th–mid 38th centuries cal BC (fig. 9.19a), probably as part of the wide ranging 

changes in the nature and rate of neolithisation which also occurred in this period 

(see below).  

 

THE REGIONAL NATURE OF TRANSITIONS 

Fig. 9.20–1 show a summary of early neolithic portable material culture. This 

figure illustrates possible variability in the earliest neolithic material which 

appeared in different regions.  

 

The neolithisation of England, Ireland, Wales, and Scotland took 230–400 years 

(95.4% probable) or 270–350 (68.2% probable; DurationAllNeolithisation; fig. 

9.14). Neolithic portable material culture and site types did not appear at the 

same time everywhere. Patterns in the timing of the appearance of types of 

things across Britain as a whole may indicate more localised processes. This 

section considers timing, tempo and processes which may have been at work in 

different regions. Fig. 9.22a–i summarise the evidence for neolithic things and 

practices by region. Calculations necessary for these regional reviews figures are 

shown in fig. 9.23–28 (these model were required to exclude duplicate data 
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sampled by Whittle et al. 2011b and this thesis. Excluding the duplicate data and 

recalculating the Whittle et al. 2011b allows independent comparison of evidence 

for the start of neolithic material culture and practices in different regions of 

England). A summary for the evidence for the appearance of neolithic portable 

material culture and site types is shown in fig. 9.29. 

 

The big picture 

South-east and south-central England 

In the Thames estuary, early neolithic activity and practices are most probably 

present in 4320–3980 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 4150–4000 cal BC 68.2% 

probable; start Thames estuary; fig. 9.22a). In the first centuries, early neolithic 

Carinated bowl was present (as at Yabsley Street). Post-and-slot-built structures 

(as at White Horse Stone) and megalithic monuments (as at Coldrum) were 

constructed. The first post-and-slot-built structure in southern England was 

constructed in 4220–3830 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 4060–3910 cal BC 68.2% 

probable; firstSEnglandStructure; fig. 9.22a). Carinated bowl was present from 

4180–3970 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 4080–3990 cal BC; 

SEnglandCarinatedBowl; fig. 9.22a). Analysis presented above suggests that 

(pace Bayliss et al. 2011b) cereal grains were not part of the earliest neolithic in 

south-east England, appearing later in 3970–3730 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 

3880–3770 cal BC 68.2% probable; Start_S_England_cereal; fig. 9.22a). 

 

Importantly, the earliest neolithic sites in the south-east of England include a 

different repertoire of practices and things than we see in the later manifestations 

of the neolithic in other regions. The earliest neolithic can be defined as much by 

what it did not include. At this time in the south-east we do not have evidence for 

the ‘classic’ megalithic monuments. Radiocarbon dates associated with early 

Plain bowls do not include examples from the south-east (Bayliss et al. 2011b; 

fig. 14.90). Decorated bowl pottery does not appear in the south-east until much 

later in 3780–3680 cal BC (95.4% probable; start Decorated SE; Bayliss et al. 

2011b; fig. 14.92). We do not have dated evidence for animal domesticates in the 
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earliest neolithic in this part of the world (pace Bayliss et al. 2011b). There is no 

evidence for polished ‘stone’ axeheads (i.e. on the epidiorite ‘groups’; Clough 

1988) in the earliest regional neolithic, but ground flint axes could have been part 

of this repertoire. Ground axes of distinctive flint types began to be used in 4130–

3750 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3940–3790 cal BC; start different flint; Bayliss 

et al. 2011b; fig. 118).  

 

In Sussex, the estimate for a chronologically early neolithic presence rests on the 

flint extraction sites. Here use of the shafts at Cissbury again probably 

emphasises the presence of polished flint axes as part of the primary neolithic 

material culture and practices in southern England; early neolithic use of the 

Sussex flint mines begins in 4150–3800 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 4020–3850 

cal BC 95.4% probable; start Sussex flint mines; Bayliss et al. (2011b; fig. 

14.129). While several mesolithic tranchet axes have been recovered from the 

Cissbury shafts (though none are securely stratified; Gardiner 2001), the practice 

of flint extraction from deep shafts with radiating galleries “…probably reflects 

techniques and expertise already established in adjacent parts of north-west 

Europe” by the late 5th millennium BC (Healy et al. 2011a, 257). 

 

The location of the earliest neolithic practices in the south-east of Britain, and 

evidence for reworked continental practice (including Carinated bowl pottery, flat 

burials, aspects of the megalithic record, and rectangular post-and-slot-built 

structures), led Whittle et al. (2011a, 853) to suggest that the “…extent of 

innovations…speak of some kind of initial colonisation…”. Whittle et al. (2011a, 

859–61) suggest similarities with broadly contemporary populations in north-east 

France and Belgium. However, they note that wholesale transplantation of 

continental practices does not appear to have occurred, and emphasise the 

importance of the local circumstances of production, use and consumption of 

early neolithic material culture.  
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In south-central England, early neolithic material culture and practices are 

present in 3970–3830 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3930–3850 cal BC 68.2% 

probable; start S central Neolithic; fig. 9.22a). There is a gap of 30–210 years 

(95.4% probable; or 80–170 years 68.2% probable; Bayliss et al. 2011b, 835) 

between the start of the neolithic in the south-east of England, and activity in the 

south-central region. In the south-central neolithic, things present from the start 

include Carinated bowls, and probably domesticated sheep, cattle and pigs. Non-

local polished flint axes are present in the first centuries of the neolithic in this 

part of the world, but may not be amongst the earliest neolithic things. Cereals 

probably post-date the earliest neolithic (table 9.6; table 9.11). Plain bowl is 

most probably slightly later here, as may be the case in the south-east, first 

appearing in 4000–3710 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3860–3720 cal BC 68.2% 

probable; SouthEnglandAllPlainBowl; fig. 9.22a).  

 

Early sites in south-central England include occupation evidence predating 

monuments at Ascott-under-Wychwood and Hazleton. The ‘classic’ neolithic long 

barrows which later monumentalised these sites do not appear to have been part 

of the earliest neolithic activity in the south-east (Bayliss et al. 2011b, 835). 

‘Classic’ neolithic long barrows and cairns here and in south-central England 

begin to appear in 3900–3740 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3850–3770 cal BC 

68.2% probable; start_long_barrows_cairns; fig. 9.22a). Causewayed 

enclosures, and southern Decorated bowl, and stone axeheads are also not part 

of the primary south-central neolithic (Bayliss et al. 2011b, 835).  

 

Bayliss et al. (2011b, 739) note that early neolithic material culture is probably 

present in the Cotswolds before it was present in other south-central areas, 

including the upper Thames Valley. The Thames Valley might appear as a 

natural arterial route into the Cotswolds from the Thames estuary (cf. Sherratt 

1996). However, Bayliss et al. (2011b) did not investigate data from the Surrey 

and the Berkshire Downs (fig. 9.12) and it is possible that these areas were the 

routes into the Cotswolds. Alternatively, Whittle et al. (2011a, 861) suggest that 
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the relatively early Cotswolds neolithic presence could result from a series of 

‘highly targeted moves’ along scouted routes (Fiedel & Anthony 2003). Perhaps 

the Cotswolds were preferred because of resources and locations which satisfied 

early neolithic people’s criteria. Across the south-central region, the presence of 

early neolithic things and practices could result from ‘chain migration’ and more 

gradual processes of acculturation.  

 

Beyond south-east and south-central England 

After the south-east and south-central regions of England start to ‘go over’, there 

is a change in the nature and rate of neolithisation; over “…a period of two or 

three generations, the first Neolithic things and practices appear over a very wide 

area, from southern Cornwall to north-east Scotland: a distance of some 600 

km…” (Bayliss et al. 2010b, 835–6). This change in the rate of neolithisation may 

indicate different processes beyond the south-east and south-central regions. 

Whittle et al. (2011a, 862) suggest that this could result from “…change now 

being accepted by indigenous communities and spreading rapidly through 

existing social networks…[perhaps] with chain migration, local acculturation, and 

continued contact with source areas (in this case now in southern Britain, as well 

as on the continent) all contributing to the situation. Perhaps the now local 

proximity of new worldviews and beliefs led to the acceleration in their uptake”. 

 

South-west England 

In the south-west, the primary neolithic includes Carinated bowl, probably south-

western style Decorated bowl pottery, monuments from the very start, timber 

structures, and domesticated animals and plants from 3860–3730 cal BC (95.4% 

probable; or 3820–3760 cal BC 68.2% probable; start SW Neolithic; fig. 9.22a). 

Enclosures and polished stone axes appear somewhat later (Bayliss et al. 

2010b, 836–7).  

 

Ireland 
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In Ireland, the most appropriate way to interpret the available evidence is less 

clear. Importantly, in this part of the world, the presence of domesticated animals 

probably pre-dates neolithic ways of life (Woodman et al. 1999). Two robust 

radiocarbon measurements on cattle bones from Ferriter’s Cove (OxA-3869) and 

Kilgreany Cave (OxA-4269) indicate that some domesticates were present in 

Ireland in the 5th millennium and late 5th–early 4th millennia cal BC. This is  

significantly before other evidence for ‘neolithic’ activity in Ireland. In transition 

models of Ireland therefore, association with domestic cattle, and by extension, 

possibly other domesticates too, may not be indicative of neolithic lifeways. The 

scale and nature of any mesolithic exploitation of domesticated animal resources 

remain a subject of debate (e.g. Tresset 2003; Woodman & McCarthy 2003; 

Sheridan 2003a).  

 

The first neolithic things in Ireland include Carinated bowl and porphyry axes 

manufactured at Lambay Island. Court tombs may have been part of this early 

phase, however, only one court tomb has demonstrably short-lived results and 

the resultant ‘start’ estimate is relatively imprecise (Cooney et al. 2011, fig. 12.33; 

Bayliss et al. 2011b, 838). Cereal grains are present in 3830–3640 cal BC 

(95.4% probable; or 3730–3650 cal BC 68.2% probable; Start_Ireland_cereal; 

fig. 9.22c).7 Domesticated fauna were present from the start (and probably 

before; see below). 

 

Cooney et al. (2011) present two approaches to neolithic data from Ireland. 

‘Model 2’ presents data from a limited range of sites. In this model post-and-slot-

built structures and occupation sites associated with neolithic pottery comprise a 

uniform Phase. Portal tombs, court tombs, other monuments, field systems, 

trackways, and ‘undiagnostic’ pottery provide termini ante quos for the start of the 

neolithic (Cooney et al. 2011, 663). The Linkardstown burials and passage tombs 

provide termini ante quos for the end of the early neolithic (Cooney et al. 2011, 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7
 This sample is heavily biased towards ‘house’ sites and may not reflect the chronology of cereal 

exploitation as a whole; current research should address these issues (cf. Whitehouse et al. 
2010). 
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662–3). Analysis during model construction emphasised that, in Ireland, 

domesticates without diagnostic material culture are not “…a sufficiently defining 

characteristic of the Neolithic…” (Cooney et al. 2011, 663). The estimate for the 

start of the neolithic from model 2 is relatively late (3750–3680 cal BC 95.4% 

probable; or 3730–3690 cal BC 68.2% probable; start Irish Neolithic (model 2); 

fig. 9.22c; Cooney et al. 2011b, 663; fig. 12.57). This could be a consequence of 

the limited types of archaeological sites included in the model, though the sample 

may prove to be a robust estimate.  

 

‘Model 3’ included a wider range of sites. Again, domesticates are not included in 

the model. As in model 2, the Linkardstown burials and passage tombs 

(modelled in a Sequence), provide termini ante quos for post-and-slot-built 

structures and diagnostic early neolithic occupation evidence. However, in model 

3, the Linkardstown burials and passage tombs, court tombs, portable tombs, 

other related monuments, field systems, trackways and ‘undiagnostic’ pottery are 

also included in the Phase of neolithic activity. In this model, neolithic activity 

began in 3850–3740 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3820–3760 cal BC 68.2% 

probable; start Irish Neolithic (model 3); fig. 9.22c; Cooney et al. 2011, fig. 

12.57).  

 

The Donegore causewayed enclosure could fit well with model 3; it may have 

been established in the late 38th century cal BC (Bayliss et al. 2011b, 838; fig. 

9.22c). Neolithic post-and-slot-built structures were established in 3750–3650 cal 

BC (95.4% probable; or 3720–3670 cal BC 68.2% probable; start houses; fig. 

9.22c), and other monuments in 4510–3640 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3900–

3650 cal BC 68.2% probable; start other monuments; fig. 9.22c). The chronology 

of the Poulnabrone portal tomb is unresolved (Cooney et al. 2011, 605; 614). The 

dating of the Céide Fields is imprecise because of the available evidence, but 

these features were probably laid out in 3960–3540 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 

3850–3630 cal BC 68.2% probable; start clearance; Cooney et al. 2011, fig. 

12.40). 
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This picture for Ireland might fit into the pattern of diverse and relatively rapid 

changes, focusing on the mid 39th–mid 38th centuries cal BC, apparent in much 

of England outside the south-east (see below) and in Scotland (see below).  

 

This said, the Magheraboy causewayed enclosure, with its assemblage of 

Carinated bowl, an Antrim porcellanite axehead and leaf-shaped arrowheads is 

not easy to resolve with this model. Magheraboy is about 200 years too early 

when compared with other evidence for neolithic activity in Ireland (excluding the 

presence of domesticates). The preferred chronological model estimates that 

Magheraboy was established in 4120–3850 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 4060–

3940 cal BC 68.2% probable; start Magheraboy; fig. 9.22c; Cooney et al. 2011, 

fig. 12.15). If model 3 is preferred, the earliest dates from Magheraboy might be 

suggested to have been produced on residual charcoal and reused material 

(Cooney et al. 2011, 667).  

 

If the early results from Magheraboy really estimate the presence of neolithic 

material culture and practices, why is there no other evidence for such early 

activity? Why was this location chosen on the north-west of the island? If the 

earliest dates from Magheraboy are proven robust, they could reflect an isolated, 

short-lived episode, which “…represented a localised innovation in the context of 

wider cultural influences…without longer-term effects” (Cooney et al. 2011, 667; 

Cooney 2007). In this reading, it could be stressed that the evidence for early 

domesticates in contexts with mesolithic material culture at Ferriter’s Cove 

(Woodman et al. 1999) might indicate a more distinct picture of neolithisation 

processes than in other areas analysed by Whittle et al. (2011b; Cooney 2000b) 

and in this thesis.  

 

If the early estimate for the start of neolithic activity at the site is proved to be 

robust, the monument would have tremendous implications for models of 

neolithisation in Ireland, which might include continental contact or colonisation 
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(Whittle et al. 2011a, 852). Early evidence from Magheraboy could be 

accommodated within a highly modified model of multi-stranded settlement as 

outlined by Sheridan (e.g. 2010b; see below). However, the regionally diagnostic 

material culture (the group XI porcellanite Antrim axehead) speaks of early local 

processes of neolithisation, as well as perhaps continental contact (Cooney et al. 

2011). Currently the evidence might by summarised as ‘case not proven’, with 

the evidence from Magheraboy keeping open the possibility of small-scale 

continental colonisation on the west of Ireland (Whittle et al. 2011a, 853). Further 

samples from Magheraboy are required to resolve the chronology of this key site. 

 

Scotland 

In Scotland, the earliest neolithic evidence appears in the decades surrounding 

3800 cal BC. In south Scotland, the earliest neolithic repertoire includes 

Carinated bowl forms (traditional, north-east and modified; cf. Sheridan 2007; 

table 9.7), cereals and long barrows, which date to 3900–3710 cal BC (95.4% 

probable; or 3840–3770 cal BC 68.2% probable; start Scottish long barrows; fig. 

9.22b; Bayliss et al. 2011b). The only dated post-and-slot-built structure from the 

south of Scotland, Claish, does not belong to the earliest phase of neolithic 

activity in this part of the world (Bayliss et al. 2011b, fig. 14.174). 

 

In north-east Scotland, the first neolithic sites were also present around 3800 cal 

BC. They included post-and-slot-built structures in 3970–3730 cal BC (95.4% 

probable; or 3940–3870 cal BC 32.9% probable, or 3820–3750 cal BC 35.3% 

probable; first Scottish structure; fig. 9.22b).  

 

In Scotland generally, a limited sample of radiocarbon results are associated with 

chambered cairns and linear monuments, and these structures may be slightly 

later. Chambered cairns begin to be used in 3900–3500 cal BC (95.4% probable; 

or 3760–3560 cal BC 68.2% probable; start Scottish chambered cairn; fig. 

9.22b). Linear monuments begin to be used in 3760–3500 cal BC (91.3% 
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probable; or 3700–3620 cal BC 30.1% probable, or 3600–3520 cal BC 38.1% 

probable; firstScottishLinearMonument; fig. 9.22b). 

 

Carinated bowl appears in Scotland in 3820–3730 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 

3810–3750 cal BC 68.2% probable; Start_ScotlandCB; fig. 9.22b). Cereals 

appear in Scotland in 3870–3690 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3800–3720 cal BC 

68.2% probable; Start_ScotlandCereal; fig. 9.22b). The date of the appearance 

of cereals and Carinated bowl, and the start of the neolithic in north-east 

Scotland (in the mid 39th–early 38th centuries cal BC) and in south Scotland (in 

the late 39th–early 38th centuries cal BC), emphasise a dramatic series of 

changes, across the country, over a relatively short period of time. 

 

For southern England, Scotland and Ireland generally, Bayliss et al. (2011b, 840) 

suggest that pottery was amongst the primary neolithic evidence everywhere, 

and that at least Carinated bowl formed a component of all earliest assemblages 

(with the possible exception of the Isle of Man). They suggest that this earliest 

neolithic also included domesticated cereals and animals; the evidence from 

cereal grains presented here suggests a slightly different model. In the south-

east and south-central regions, portable neolithic material culture may appear a 

generation or two before neolithic monuments. In the south-east, and possibly to 

a lesser extent in the south-central region, neolithic things and practices may 

have appeared as a series of ‘accretive’ innovations; by “…the time the Neolithic 

spread to south-west Britain, Ireland and Scotland south of the Great Glen in the 

decades around 3800 cal BC, the ‘package’ had been assembled” (Bayliss et al. 

2011b, 840). 

 

The west midlands and north-east of England 

In the west midlands and north-east of England, the currently available evidence 

might be interpreted as evidence for the introduction of the classic package of 

neolithic material culture and practices albeit later than in other regions. In these 
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regions Plain bowl, Carinated bowl, cereals and axes could appear at the same 

time. 

 

In the north-east, Plain bowl, Carinated bowl, cereals and axes were most 

probably present in the late 39th–early 37th centuries cal BC (fig. 9.22f; table 

9.7–11). In the north-east, the similarity between the first evidence for neolithic 

pits and the estimate for the start of Street House long cairn is marked; things 

and practices appear here over a very short period. Neolithic pit practices were 

first present in 3750–3660 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3720–3660 cal BC 68.2% 

probable; first_pits; fig. 9.22f). Street House long cairn was used in 3730–3650 

cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3710–3660 cal BC 68.2% probable; 

first_Street_House_neolithic; fig. 9.22f).  

 

While the evidence currently indicates a package, there are very limited data, 

and the great majority of these data come from pit sites from a very limited 

geographical area. There are very slight indications that the processes at work in 

the north-east may have been more complex. The very limited nature of the 

evidence means that these indications cannot be more fully fleshed-out. Two 

results from the Milfield Plain might indicate a slightly earlier presence. There 

may be an interval of 0–240 years (95.4% probable) or 10–150 years (68.2% 

probable; first Couplands neolithic activity_Start NE_neo model 2; fig. 6.20) 

between the earliest evidence from the Couplands site and the next earliest 

evidence from the north-east of England. The model presented in chapter six 

may be better understood not as a model for the early neolithic, but as a 

chronology of a very specific type of neolithic activity — pit digging and 

deposition traditions in the Milfield Basin. 

 

This earliest neolithic presence in the north-east might represent a ‘false start’ — 

or precocious expressions of early neolithic lifeways which were not initially 

continued. Such a scenario could be seen as the activities of a slightly earlier 

‘pioneer’ population which was unsuccessful. Or we could envisage an 
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‘experiment’ with neolithic lifeways by people in the region which did not become 

established.  

 

Perhaps the slight gap between the earliest evidence indicated by the material 

culture evidence and the Couplands site model, reflected the time over which 

important aspects of the package, say of cereal grain cultivation, became 

established (Hall & Huntley 2007). Perhaps the neolithic only became 

established at Milfield, and then more widespread (for which we have very limited 

evidence), when key individuals were persuaded that neolithic lifeways offered 

them tangible benefits. These key individuals might be ‘pioneers’ bringing early 

neolithic traditions and materials into the area, or locally powerful individuals who 

came to understand that neolithic material and practices would prove 

advantageous (see below). 

 

The available evidence from the west midlands also suggests the slightly later 

appearance of a package of neolithic practices than in most of the country, most 

probably in the late 37th–mid 36th century cal BC. At this time, pit digging and 

deposition practices are present in the region. Cereals, Plain bowls, Carinated 

bowls and axeheads most probably first appear in the 37th century cal BC (or in 

terms of axes slightly later; fig. 9.22h). 

 

The radiocarbon result on a probable domesticated cattle bone from Hill Croft 

Field (and other early results from this monument) may indicate a more complex 

picture; the Hill Croft Field cow died in 3930–3870 cal BC (9.4% probable, or 

3810–3650 cal BC 86.0% probable; or 3790–3690 cal BC 68.2% probable; fig. 

9.22h). Perhaps the very earliest neolithic in the region was represented by a 

more selective uptake of neolithic things.  

 

Estimates for early neolithic material culture come from a relatively limited 

number of sites; the portable material culture models may therefore over-

emphasise the impression of a neolithic package. The Hill Croft Field evidence 
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probably indicates that the earliest neolithic from the region is under-sampled. 

The small scale of the evidence from the west midlands, means that a more 

robust models of the timing of the appearance of neolithic things and practices 

cannot be drawn. 

 

Why the north-east and west midlands did not ‘go over’ sooner is a subject of 

some interest. It is not just that the early neolithic evidence from the north-east 

and west midlands appears slightly later than the general trend for change in the 

mid 39th–mid 38th century BC; it is that these regions are in very close proximity 

to regions with earlier evidence, in Scotland and the Cotswolds. There is no 

chronological evidence for the presence of mesolithic people here much later 

than in other regions, and this should be the subject of further research. Perhaps 

these regions were considered unattractive for some reason to people using 

neolithic material culture. In the west midlands and north-east of England, the 

limitation of the very generalising trend of the spread of neolithic material culture 

and practices from the south-east is evident. At the level of some regions across 

Britain, the first neolithic appears much more sporadic. These case studies may 

emphasise the roles of local considerations, groups and individuals in processes 

of neolithisation.  

 

The east midlands of England 

In the east midlands, and Yorkshire and Humberside, the evidence suggests a 

less clearly defined package — there may be variability in the introduction of 

early neolithic things and practices, though the impact of limited datasets 

associated with some material culture could also contribute to this pattern.  

 

In the east midlands, the earliest evidence of neolithic material culture and 

practices may appear before the widespread establishment of neolithic practices 

in the surrounding regions of the east of England, Yorkshire and Humberside, 

and the west midlands. The slightly earlier date range might suggest that parts of 

the region had links with areas which were already engaged with neolithic 
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material culture and practices. There may be a connection, for example, between 

areas of Northamptonshire and proximal areas of the Cotswolds (which also has 

evidence for relatively early neolithic practices). 

 

In parts of the east midlands we see traditions which are already established in 

other parts of the country and evidence which could indicate more regional 

concerns and innovations. The structures established at Lismore Fields in 3910–

3670 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3840–3710 cal BC 68.2% probable; 

first_lismore; fig. 9.22e) reflect traditions which were part of the earliest neolithic 

in the south-east (as at White Horse Stone). These structures suggest that at 

least some groups in the east midlands were well versed in a whole set of early 

neolithic aesthetic traditions. At Briar Hill, the only robust estimate from the site 

suggests that the recut in the inner ditch began infilling in the decades at the end 

of the 36th century or in the 35th century cal BC (fig. 9.22e; see Healy et al. 

2011b, fig. 6.23). This may represent practices associated with the national 

intensification of enclosure construction in the late 38th–37th centuries cal BC 

(Bayliss et al. 2011b, fig. 14.7–8). 

 

Cereals, Plain bowl and cattle probably all appear in the region in the 39th century 

cal BC, before the earliest available evidence for Carinated bowl in the region in 

the 38th century cal BC (fig. 9.22e). Very limited evidence suggests that north-

west neolithic axes appear later than other neolithic things in the region.8  

 

The appearance of Plain bowl in midlands and north of England (see below for 

discussion of Holbeck Park) the 39th century cal BC (9.22e) could be regionally 

and nationally important in neolithisation models. Nationally, the earliest evidence 

for Plain bowl may be found here and in the north-west of England. The 

apparently early use of Plain bowl, and the regionally later evidence for Carinated 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8
 However, this estimate is based on a sample of one and therefore may not be representative of 

the earliest presence of these things in the region! 
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bowl, might indicate that Plain bowl resulted from the emulation of traditions 

already established in the south-east or perhaps in the Cotswolds.  

 

If the suggestions of variability in the appearance of Plain bowl prove robust, it 

would be worth returning to the caution of Cleal (2004, 177) who suggested that:  

 

“…even on present evidence the situation is more complex than the 

currently accepted Herne ‘model’ (that is, of the earliest British ceramics 

being almost exclusively of Carinated Bowl and in turn being superseded 

by the varied and often decorated ceramics of the middle 

Neolithic)…There is a difference between, on the one hand, 

acknowledging that an early Neolithic potter did not work in a vacuum and 

must have had some idea of what constituted an appropriate and useful 

pot for a particular context, and, on the other, of assuming that a potter 

would be intent on producing a vessel as close as possible to a specific 

and unchanging form which is therefore liable to be interpreted today as a 

cultural marker or ‘norm’, in this case for the earliest Neolithic…”. 

 

If in the midlands and north of England, the earliest form of pottery is distinct from 

the ‘classic’ Carinated bowl, these forms might have been produced in the 

context of a very specific set of social relations which may have been distinct 

from the earliest neolithic in south-east England (Cleal 2004, 177) (see below). 

The timing of the start of Plain bowl use in the midlands and north of England 

occurs in the context of a change in the rate and spread of neolithic practices 

across much of the country. It is possible to suggest that Plain bowl pottery 

developed in the context of emulation and competition, between indigenous 

groups and people who had been exposed to new neolithic material culture (cf. 

Whittle 2007). The Raunds monuments are only c110km north-east from the 

nearest parts of the Cotswolds (Bayliss et al. 2001b, fig. 14.76). Further data 

from the south-east associated with Plain bowl will probably be needed to 

establish whether this pattern is robust.  
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Parallel traditions in the development of the regionally earliest monument of the 

east midlands may support such a model of localised change and 

experimentation with neolithic repertoires (Thomas 2003). There may be 

evidence for this in the diverse monuments at Raunds — the long mound and the 

avenue — in the decades around 3800 cal BC. The evidence for some slightly 

unusual monuments at Raunds, and potential innovation in the pottery record, 

may indicate that the relatively early neolithic practices in the east midlands, 

compared with other surrounding regions, resulted from local appropriations or 

interpretations of new practices to which people had been exposed. The local 

manifestations of monuments at Raunds could be seen as a deliberate attempt to 

control a landscape which might have been a natural and historic route through 

the region. Monuments at this site could demonstrate the power and control of a 

group or person in the region, and could lead to better access to resources or 

territories.  

 

Evidence from the Raunds landscape could suggest that innovation included 

contributions from local mesolithic populations. Lithic assemblages demonstrate 

that people using late mesolithic material culture visited the valley bottom. 

Radiocarbon dates from treethrows also indicate a late 6th or early 5th millennium 

presence when a treethrow was burnt out (OxA-3059). Another treethrow, which 

contained a blade-based lithic assemblage, could indicate a late mesolithic or 

early neolithic presence in the late 5th or early 4th millennium (appendix EM1). 

 

Neolithic pit deposition practices may appear after evidence for monuments. It is 

87.2% probable that first_em_barrows occurred before first_em_pits (fig. 9.22e). 

This is distinct from practices in the south of England (Bayliss et al. 2011b, 833–

7). A better sample of east midlands pits might be required to establish this 

pattern. If pits are later than region monuments, it could indicate that the early 

neolithic in the east midland was associated with demonstrations of power, or 

display, or group identity at important nodal and/or historical points in the 
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landscape, rather than with the ‘mundane’ concerns articulated by pit deposition 

traditions.  

 

As the evidence stands, in the relatively gradual appearance of neolithic things in 

the east midlands, we might see the earliest selective appropriation of neolithic 

things which were perceived as particularly desirable or useful. Further data are 

required to assess whether this pattern of gradual appearance is robust. 

 

Yorkshire and Humberside 

In Yorkshire and Humberside, neolithic sites first appeared in the context of the 

century of change in the mid 39th–mid 38th centuries cal BC. The first evidence 

we have for pits and barrow sites occurs in the 38th century cal BC (fig. 9.22d). It 

could be that after selection, experimentation, and recombination of neolithic 

pottery and sites in other regions including the east midlands, neolithic things and 

practices became regarded as advantageous, or that populations in Yorkshire 

and Humberside felt some pressure to engage with these lifeways.  

 

‘Mundane’ pit sites and ‘classic’ long and round barrow forms appear at sites 

across the region, but the density of Yorkshire Wolds monuments does not 

appear to be matched by an especially early neolithic presence in the region. 

This supports the pattern indicated by south-east and south-central England, that 

neolithic long barrows were not part of the very earliest neolithic. Later 

reinvestment in barrow practices, as at Towthorpe 18, demonstrates that after 

the initial establishment of practices, local considerations were important in the 

histories of individual sites. The barrow forms in Yorkshire and Humberside might 

suggest regional styles within wider early neolithic traditions (Kinnes 1982, 140). 

 

Within the closely related appearance of barrow and pit traditions, there may be 

some variation in the appearance in early neolithic things in Yorkshire and 

Humberside, though the available data are limited. Pigs and Carinated bowl may 

be amongst the earliest neolithic things to be present in Yorkshire and 
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Humberside (fig. 9.22d). Data estimating the first presence of cereal grains and 

cattle are much later and may not be representative of the currency of these 

things in the region. Plain bowl appears late in the menu of neolithic things and 

practices (fig. 9.22d). The later estimate for the appearance of Plain bowl in the 

region may derive from the very limited sample of radiocarbon results. It is 

unfortunate that the estimate for the presence of Plain bowl is not more robust; 

the chronology of this pottery type from Yorkshire and Humberside is important 

for regional models of neolithisation, but also perhaps for those in the north-west 

(see below). 

 

The north west of England 

In the north-west, things may have happened slightly earlier, though there is very 

limited robust chronological evidence associated with neolithic things in this 

region. Holbeck Park is the only site with demonstrably short-lived radiocarbon 

dates from a negative feature from the region. As a result, estimates for the 

appearance of cereals, axes and Plain bowl all derive from Holbeck Park. Further 

data are required to engage with the different ways of modelling the data from 

Holbeck Park (fig. 7.3; fig. 9.16c; fig. 9.17c; see below).  

 

At Holbeck Park, if not other north-west sites, Plain bowl, north-west axes, and 

cereals were most probably present in the earliest regional neolithic. This might 

be as early as some neolithic activity in the south of England.  

 

While the site chronology is not sufficient to allow developed discussions of 

transition, it is worth stressing some aspects of the assemblage. The people 

responsible for the deposition of material culture at Holbeck Park had access to a 

range of neolithic of things including pottery, axes, and cereals. They had 

knowledge of raw material sources which had been exploited in the mesolithic. A 

probable group XI axe flake from the site is a very rare example of the material 

outside the extraction site (Fell & Davies 1988). The pottery from the site may 

show similarities with Towthorpe ware from Yorkshire and Humberside, but 
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predates available evidence for Plain bowl from Yorkshire and Humberside (fig. 

9.22d). People in Holbeck Park were putting things in treethrows, an example of 

a tradition mesolithic people also practiced (Lamdin-Whymark 2008). This is 

emphasised by the presence of a rod microlith in the feature which may have 

been residual or redeposited. A picture emerges of people versed in mesolithic 

traditions, perhaps with knowledge of the raw materials from sites used for 

mesolithic extraction. These people also had access to a range of neolithic 

material culture between 3950–3850 cal BC, probably slightly earlier than the 

start of neolithisation as it occurred in many regions between the mid 39th–mid 

38th centuries cal BC (table 9.6).  

 

How does the Holbeck Park evidence fit into the model of regional processes 

within the wider trend of neolithisation outlined here? Could the Holbeck Park 

data result from the poor selection of samples for radiocarbon dating, either 

because the material is not robustly associated with neolithic practices, or 

because of an inbuilt offset? Radiocarbon dates from other sites with early 

neolithic claims have been reviewed as problematic, often because of an ‘old 

wood’ offset. For example, Kinnes & Thorpe (1986) described concerns with the 

radiocarbon dates from Briar Hill (see chapter four). At Ballynagilly, ApSimon 

(1976) presented radiocarbon dates (UB-301, 305, -625, -197) associated with a 

‘house’ structure as indicative of a very early neolithic presence at the site. Three 

of the results were produced on unidentified charcoal and provide termini post 

quos for the associated deposits (Cooney et al. 2011, 601; Cooney 2000a, 13). A 

fourth result, produced on pine charcoal (UB-197), could derive from bog pine. At 

Magheraboy, early results from the enclosure may yet be demonstrated to derive 

from residual or reused material (Cooney et al. 2011, 667, see above). 

 

Such scenarios at Holbeck Park are unlikely. The three results included in the 

model in chapter seven are from a context rich in early neolithic material, and 

one of the results (SUERC-10772) was produced on a diagnostic neolithic cereal 

grain. The three results are statistically consistent and we have no reason to 
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question the laboratory processing. It is statistically improbable that they are all 

outliers (chapter three). 

 

How well does the Holbeck Park model reflect the available evidence? This 

thesis (chapter three) and the analysis undertaken by Bayliss et al. (2011c) 

have been at pains to emphasise that ‘scatter matters’, and that unless a 

statistical distribution is applied to data, groups of radiocarbon results will appear 

to start earlier, go on for longer, and end later than was the case in reality (Buck 

et al. 1992).  

 

Fig. 9.22g includes posterior density estimates which reflect different treatments 

of the data. The posterior density estimate for the appearance of cereals (3880–

3700 cal BC 95.4% probable; or 3850–3770 cal BC 68.2% probable; 

SUERC_10772; fig. 9.22g) is more precise and later than the estimates for the 

first appearance of Plain bowl and axes in the region (which both derive from 

data from Holbeck Park). This is because I only included SUERC-10772 in the 

model for cereal grain (fig. 9.19e), and I included all the data from the context in 

the models for axes (fig. 9.17c) and Plain bowl (9.15c). I did this because I was 

interested in whether SUERC-10772 would display poor agreement with all the 

other data associated with cereal grains from the north and midlands of England, 

and therefore how viable an early cereal presence of this date was in the north-

west. I therefore did not want to weight the model shown in fig. 9.19e in favour of 

the Holbeck Park data. As a result, the posterior estimating the presence of 

cereal grains from Holbeck Park is constrained towards the later part of the 

possible range.  

 

Because all the data from the Holbeck Park context were included in the models 

for axes (fig. 9.17c) and Plain bowl  (fig. 9.15c) these estimates are less 

constrained towards the earlier part of the range, and may be more robust 

reflections of the chronology of these things at Holbeck Park than the first dated 

estimate from the context (first_Holbeck_Park_context_107; fig. 9.22g). Axes are 
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first estimated in the north-west in 3950–3800 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3940–

3830 cal BC 68.2% probable; FirstNWAxe; fig. 9.17c). Plain bowl was present in 

3930–3790 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3890–3800 cal BC 68.2% probable; 

firstNW Plain bowl; fig. 9.16c). 

 

The first evidence for axe extraction in the region is much later, in 3750–3560 cal 

BC (95.4% probable; or 3690–3610 cal BC 68.2% probable; 

FirstGroupVIExtraction; fig. 9.22g). This could be related to the appearance of 

axes outside the north; parameters estimating the first evidence for north-west 

axes in the south of England, in the midlands, and in Yorkshire and Humberside 

most probably all post-date 3700 cal BC (fig. 9.21; cf. Bayliss et al. 2011b, 784–

9). In south England north-west axes appear in 3800–3520 cal BC (95.4% 

probable; or 3650–3530 cal BC 68.2% probable; Start south GVI; fig. 9.117b). It 

was at this time, in the last decade of the 38th century or first half of the 37th 

century, that distinctive south-west axes were also most probably used (3810–

3430 cal BC 95.4% probable; or 3710–3640 cal BC 68.2% probable; start SW 

axes; Bayliss et al. 2011b, 785; fig. 14.131). 

 

It seems possible that when axes appeared further afield, the scale of extraction 

had increased, and it is this more common evidence for extraction that has been 

sampled. Alternatively, later workings, perhaps when the scale of extraction 

increased, would most probably exploit known or preferred facies and thereby 

have removed evidence for the earlier workings. The data from the axe quarries 

in this scenario could sample the floruit of axe working. This could be associated 

with the wider presence of north-west axes in the south of England. Bayliss et al. 

(2011b, fig. 14.134) estimate the start of the stone axe exchange networks in 

3730–3630 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3680–3640 cal BC 68.2% probable; start 

stone axe networks;).  

 

If the current evidence from Holbeck Park were proved to represent an earlier 

neolithic presence in the region than in the surrounding areas, could the results 
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represent a colonisation by continental neolithic people? The proximity of 

Holbeck Park to the coast and the presence of other (undated) early neolithic 

features on the Barrow peninsula (for example at Roose Quarry; Jones 2001; cf. 

Evans 2008) might appear in line with Sheridan’s (e.g. 2010a) ‘Atlantic Breton’ or 

‘Carinated Bowl Neolithic’ strands. In this scenario, the presence of neolithic 

material culture might have been introduced to the north-west by routes along the 

Irish Sea (cf. Garrow & Sturt 2011, 68).  

 

Such a scenario is possible, but currently there is no evidence of similarly early 

(in terms of radiocarbon dated diagnostic assemblages) landfalls leaving 

supporting evidence in Wales or the West Country. I believe a stronger case can 

be made for the assemblage as the result of indigenous neolithic populations. 

The vessels from the site represent Plain bowls, some of which show similarities 

with Towthope ware in Yorkshire. Diagnostic elements of the fabric include biotite 

granites which are present locally as erratics at Shap (though these derive from 

sources in Scotland). The vessels fit within a British neolithic range (Rowland 

pers. comm. 2011).  

 

The two axe fragments are visually similar to the group XI and group VI sources 

in Cumbria (Rowland pers. comm. 2011). These artefacts demonstrate local 

knowledge which might be quite detailed: the group XI raw material is very rare, 

away from the extraction site (Fell & Davies 1988). Evidence from diagnostic 

assemblages demonstrates that Cumbrian tuff was worked by mesolithic 

populations (Cherry 2009; Clare 2009; Hodgson & Brennand 2004). Deposition in 

a treethrow is a tradition also undertaken by people using late mesolithic material 

culture in Britain (cf. Whittle et al. 2011b; Lamdin-Whymark 2008; Barclay 2000). 

It does not seem necessary to attribute this assemblage to part of a late ‘Atlantic 

Breton’ strand of neolithisation, as Sheridan (2010b) might term it.  

 

In Fiedel & Anthony’s (2003, 145) model of prehistoric migration, the Holbeck 

Park assemblage could result from a targeted move as a result of detailed local 
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knowledge. In this model, the presence at the site might result from a ‘pioneer’ 

British neolithic population which travelled to reach Barrow.  

 

Alternatively, the presence of the assemblage at Holbeck Park could result from 

processes of ‘precocious acculturation’ by local Cumbrian populations. Traditions 

which might have been established in the mesolithic, especially histories of raw 

material exploitation, might indicate local patterns of continuity as a more viable 

model than ‘pioneer’ incomers with a detailed local knowledge. In this model the 

assemblage at the site may represent material assembled from contacts with a 

wide range of populations, perhaps including people from Yorkshire and 

Humberside.  

 

In such a model, it is possible that the assemblage could result from hand-to-

hand exchange to satisfy the immediate needs of individuals. However, the 

Holbeck Park assemblage might also have resulted, at least in part, from gift 

giving networks which articulated kin or exchange relationships (Bradley & 

Edmonds 1993, 13), as well as specific individuals’ identities and status. In such 

a reading, the scale of the assemblage, as well as the presence of axe fragments 

of unusual types, might indicate traditions of conspicuous consumption and 

deposition, which have been suggested at other sites for cereal remains 

(Thomas 2007, 434).  

 

Axe raw material might have been important in whatever model of neolithisation 

is discussed; these resources could have served as a ‘pull’ factor in a targeted 

move, or as high status material which was valued for status, exchange and 

group relationships. We can frame the evidence from the north-west with 

reference to earlier neolithic traditions of neolithic flint axe use and extraction in 

southern England (Bayliss et al. 2011b, 789). Beyond the evidence for flint 

extraction from the Sussex mines for axes (Barber et al. 1999), the earliest flint 

axes include those at Fir Tree Field, and those from occupation underlying the 
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monuments at Hazleton (Wysocki et al. 2007) and Ascott-under-Wychwood 

(Bayliss et al. 2007a; Bayliss et al. 2011b, 14.118).  

 

At Fir Tree Field, Ascott-under-Wychwood, and Hazelton there is evidence for 

both a late mesolithic presence and an early neolithic presence. At Hazleton, 

patterns in the distribution of pre-monument mesolithic and neolithic artefacts 

suggest that these populations might not have been present on the site at the 

same time (Saville 1990). At Ascott-under-Wychwood, the radiocarbon 

chronology suggests that there was very probably an interval between mesolithic 

activity and pre-mound neolithic activity, followed by an interval between the pre-

monument middens and the monument itself (Bayliss et al. 2007a). As outlined 

above, at Fir Tree Field, there may have been no significant interval between late 

mesolithic populations and people using early neolithic material culture.  

 

While none of the sites with evidence for early flint axes in southern Britain has 

evidence for ‘contact’ between people using mesolithic material culture and 

people using neolithic material culture, these could have been the types of 

locations where interaction occurred. Contact at such locations could have 

ranged from ephemeral encounters on routeways as a result of wayfaring to 

collect resources, or as part of other mobility strategies (Whittle 1997). They 

might also have been the locations of less happenstance exchanges. As at Fir 

Tree Field, at Ascott-under-Wychwood early neolithic pre-monumental 

occupation evidence shows close parallels with the location of late 5th millennium 

occupation evidence (Whittle 2007). More speculatively, later monumentalisation 

of sites such as Ascott-under-Wychwood might indicate continued importance of 

locations which may have been invested with special virtues by mesolithic people 

(e.g. Tilley 2007; Evans et al. 1999; Bradley 2000), or may have been sited on 

historically important routes (Edmonds 1999). Earlier understandings and 

practices might have been rearticulated at such places, as has been argued for 

sites on the continent (Whittle 2000; cf. Scarre 2011). As potential places of 
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interaction and exchange these sites might be the foundations for obligations and 

relationships that extended beyond material things (Davies & Edmonds 2011). 

 

The early estimate for the Holbeck Park feature may indicate the local beginnings 

of processes of emulation or recombination that had already begun further afield 

(Thomas 2003). In this scenario perhaps the Holbeck Park assemblage 

represents the beginnings of developed exchange networks with other regions; 

though this evidence predates evidence for axe exchange networks in the south 

of England in 3730–3630 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3680–3640 cal BC 68.2% 

probable; start stone axe networks; Bayliss et al. 2011b, fig. 1.4134). It also 

predates evidence for gabbroic pottery appearing outside its production regions 

in 3810–3640 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3720–3640 cal BC 68.2% probable; 

start gabbroic import; Bayliss et al. 2011b, fig. 14.137).  

 

Whatever processes resulted in the formation of the Holbeck Park deposit, we 

currently have no evidence that the events at Holbeck Park resulted in the 

immediate development of neolithic traditions in the region. The available data is 

so poor that the region as a whole could have ‘gone over’ slightly earlier than the 

surrounding regions. Other sites on Barrow, such as Roose (Jones 2001) and 

Southworth Hall Farm (appendix WM1), would benefit from radiocarbon results 

to explore the timing of the early neolithic in the north-west.  

 

Wales 

In Wales, a much smaller dataset of radiocarbon dates associated with early 

neolithic things and practices is available for analysis. There is little difference 

between the estimate for the start of neolithic activity in south Wales and the 

estimate for the start of neolithic activity in north Wales; in both regions the 

neolithic most probably starts in the mid 39th–38th centuries cal BC (table 9.6). 

 

In north Wales, the post-and-slot-built structures at Llandegai are present as part 

of the very earliest regional neolithic in 3880–3670 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 
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3770–3700 cal BC 68.2% probable; first_LlD; fig. 9.22i). In south Wales, pits and 

burial monuments are present from the earliest regional neolithic (fig. 9.22i). 

Plain bowl from Wales is amongst the earliest neolithic traditions and practices. 

Very few results are associated with monument sites and these data may not 

reflect the currency of these traditions, especially in north Wales. In Wales it 

appears that a variety of neolithic sites and things appeared probably as part of a 

related set of traditions in the 38th century cal BC — this could be consistent with 

a package of neolithic introductions apparent in many parts of the country at this 

time. 

 

The only dated enclosure from south Wales is present some time after the early 

evidence for neolithic pits and burial monuments in 3650–3490 cal BC 84.3% 

probable, or 3470–3400 cal BC 68.2% probable; or 3640–3520 cal BC 68.2% 

probable 68.2% probable; build_Banc_Du; fig. 9.22i). This pattern is consistent 

with that from across southern England (Bayliss et al. 2011b, 835; 846).  

 

TRANSITIONS IN ENGLAND AS A WHOLE: SOME CONCLUSIONS 

Evidence for transition and process of change 

At the time of the earliest evidence for neolithic things and practices in Britain (in 

the Thames estuary), we have evidence for people using mesolithic material 

culture at places all over England and Wales in the 40th–39th centuries cal BC 

(fig. 9.30) — at March Hill, Fir Tree Field, Lydstep, and South Haw. Posterior 

density estimates from these sites probably fall later than the earliest neolithic 

presence in the Thames estuary. It is 70.9% probable that the start of neolithic 

activity in the Thames estuary (start Thames estuary) occurred before the 

deposition of rod microliths in the Fir Tree Field shaft (deposition_rod_microlith; 

fig. 9.31; table 9.5). It is 71.1% probable that that the start of neolithic activity in 

the Thames estuary (start Thames estuary) occurred before the deposition of the 

rod microliths and core at March Hill Top (depostion_rod_core; fig. 9.31; table 

9.5). It is 63.7% probable that the start of neolithic activity in the Thames estuary 

(start Thames estuary) occurred before the pig died at Lydstep (OxA_1412; fig. 
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9.31; table 9.5). It is 63.6% probable that the start of neolithic activity in the 

Thames estuary (start Thames estuary) neolithic occurred before the earlier 

result associated with late mesolithic activity at South Haw (Beta_189653; fig. 

9.31; table 9.5).  

 

When neolithic practices and things first appear in Sussex, the Cotswolds, in the 

east midlands, and at Holbeck Park, people are still probably using mesolithic rod 

microliths (fig. 9.31; table 9.5). In the Cotswolds (Start Cotswolds Neolithic), the 

neolithic had most probably (76.9% probable) already begun by the time the 

latest mesolithic activity occurred at South Haw (Beta_189652 fig. 9.31; table 

9.5). It is 69.0% probable that start Sussex Neolithic occurs before the last 

evidence for mesolithic activity at South Haw (Beta_189652; fig. 9.31; table 9.5). 

The current evidence from Holbeck Park and for the start of the neolithic in the 

east midlands suggests that neolithic activity in these locations may have 

occurred at the same time as the later evidence from South Haw. It is 49.1% 

probable that first_Holbeck_Park_context_107 occurred before Beta_189652 

(fig. 9.31; table 9.5).  

 

Mesolithic material culture stops being used in Yorkshire and Humberside in 

3950–3540 cal BC (95.4% probable), most probably in 3920–3730 cal BC 

(68.2% probable; M_N; fig. 9.31). The scarcity of evidence for late mesolithic 

traditions means that the estimate for the end of the mesolithic is imprecise. 

From this imprecise estimate, it is highly probable that late mesolithic practices 

overlapped chronologically with the earliest regional neolithic practices. It is 

50.0% probable that the end of the mesolithic (M_N) occurred before the start of 

the regional neolithic (Start_Y_H_early_neo). The last mesolithic activity for 

which we have evidence, the later estimate at South Haw, may provide a more 

conservative representation of the currently available evidence for these 

traditions.  
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The latest mesolithic evidence from South Haw estimates rod microlith use in the 

mid 40th–early 39th centuries cal BC. This is very close to the probable estimate 

for the start of the neolithic in Yorkshire and Humberside in the mid 39th–mid 38th 

centuries cal BC (table 9.6), and emphasises that in Yorkshire and Humberside 

the currency of late mesolithic material culture overlapped with the currency of 

early neolithic material culture. This latest evidence for mesolithic activity in 

England and Wales also appears closely related to the timing of the century of 

change, the mid 39th–mid 38th centuries cal BC, when neolithic material culture 

and practices appeared in much of the country. 

 

The end of the mesolithic in Yorkshire and Humberside and the appearance of 

the neolithic across much of the country may be closely linked; it is only when the 

neolithic starts to appear in much of the country that people finally stopped using 

mesolithic material culture. Mesolithic material culture did not ‘vanish’ as soon as 

the earliest neolithic material culture appeared in the Thames estuary. Mesolithic 

ways of life may have co-existed in many parts of the country with neolithic 

lifeways until this time, but mesolithic lifeways do not appear to have survived 

beyond this period. The Difference between the appearance of early neolithic 

practices and traditions in the Thames estuary, and the last evidence we 

currently have for mesolithic practices at South Haw, estimates the total duration 

over which some populations in Britain were using neolithic material culture at 

the same times as other populations in Britain were using mesolithic material 

culture. This period of potential contact time was 60–460 years (95.4% probable) 

most probably between 90–290 years (68.2% probable; Thames estuary_last 

South Haw; fig. 9.9). It is over this period, most probably over 2–6 human 

lifespans (living to c50 years; see appendix A), that mesolithic ways of life died 

out.  

 

The duration of the whole process of transition could be seen through an 

individual’s immediate experience of transition in Yorkshire and Humberside. A 

person alive in the last quarter of the 39th century cal BC or the first half of the 
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38th century cal BC, could have encountered populations using late mesolithic 

material culture, and people using early neolithic material culture, on the same 

day (fig. 9.32), though perhaps not in the same place (fig. 9.9). In addition, given 

the suggestions for inter-regional contacts or mobility in both late mesolithic and 

early neolithic populations (Whittle 1997; cf. Rowley-Conwy 2004), an individual 

witnessing someone using mesolithic or neolithic material culture for the first time 

on that day in the early 38th century cal BC, may have been aware of histories of 

transition framed in the experiences and lifespans of parents, grandparents, and 

great-grandparents.  

 

The importance of different processes has been under-recognised in transition 

narratives (Pluciennik 2002). In all, across England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales, 

neolithisation took 230–400 years (95.4% probable) or 270–350 (68.2% 

probable; DurationAllNeolithisation; fig. 9.14). If the processes of neolithisation 

most probably occurred in a period under 350 years, ‘transition’ occurred over 5–

7 human lifetimes. This evidence is broadly in accordance with Bayliss et al. 

(2011b). The processes which formed part of this neolithisation did not occur 

everywhere at the same rate or in the same ways. 

 

The timing and nature of the appearance of neolithic things and practices in 

different places may have depended on the roles of specific individuals. In the 

earliest neolithic of south-east of England, and the Sussex flint mines, we have 

evidence for similarities in practices with traditions already established on the 

continent (see Whittle et al. 2011a for a full discussion of the continental context). 

Beyond this region, there is a lack of clear evidence for other very early 

continental contacts, though Magheraboy could be an example of this.  

 

In the south of England, Whittle et al. (2011b) have emphasised a pattern of 

‘chain migration’ (Fiedel & Anthony 2003) and acculturation to describe the 

slightly earlier appearance of neolithic practices in the south-central region. The 

majority of the evidence from the midlands and north of England supports a 
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pattern of uptake of neolithic things and practices as a result of contact with 

groups already engaged in neolithic lifeways in Britain.  

 

The general trend from the south-east simplifies a more subtle and sporadic 

appearance of local neolithic evidence. In other regions, the gap between the 

appearance of the earliest neolithic in the south-east and later manifestations of 

neolithic things may emphasise local considerations, including how different 

groups related to the wider currency of neolithic things and practices. Evidence 

from Holbeck Park could represent a slightly earlier start for neolithic activity 

before 3800 cal BC or 3850 cal BC than in the surrounding regions.  

 

The earliest neolithic evidence from the east midlands may begin in the 39th 

century cal BC, and this could suggest contacts with the east midlands and areas 

to the south-west in the Cotswolds, rather than with the east of England, which 

appears to go over later. Neolithic practices and things most probably appear in 

Yorkshire and Humberside in the mid 39th–38th centuries cal BC. This may be 

slightly later than the evidence from north-east Scotland, where the first neolithic 

practices and material culture may have been present in the late 39th–early 38th 

centuries cal BC, and could perhaps be associated with the late persistence of 

mesolithic lifeways in parts of Yorkshire. 

 

In the north-east, and west midlands, the limited available evidence for change 

more probably occurs in the late 38th–36th centuries cal BC. In the north-east, 

current evidence for transition probably occurs after the available evidence in the 

north-east of Scotland (table 9.6). The evidence for the start of early neolithic 

practices in the west midlands is later than in the surrounding regions of the east 

midlands, the Cotswolds, and from north Wales (which probably ‘went over’ in 

the mid 39th–38th centuries cal BC) and from south Wales (which probably ‘went 

over’ in the late 39th–early 37th centuries cal BC).  
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We have no evidence for an increase of population which might explain transition 

as a result of demic diffusion from the earlier pre-3800 cal BC neolithic 

populations (contra Ammerman & Cavalli-Sforza 1984; cf. Collard et al. 2010). If 

populations in different parts of the country were mobile (Whittle 1997), and could 

potentially interact and be exposed to different things and practices, the evidence 

that some regions went over slightly earlier, and that others ‘resisted’ processes 

of neolithisation suggests that specific local considerations were involved in the 

processes of ‘going over’.  

 

During the phase when the neolithic appears in the north and midlands of 

England, there may have been competing reasons for the uptake of neolithic 

things and practices. In the small-scale societies of the early 4th millennium this 

may include how important individuals position themselves with regard to old and 

new traditions.  

 

To some degree there must have been an ‘attractiveness’ or reason to prefer 

neolithic lifeways, which meant that traditions were continued in regions beyond 

the Thames estuary. Neolithic technologies would have produced material 

culture in new ways. People skilled in these new technologies might have been 

valued specialists, and this may have given them standing amongst a group (see 

Whittle et al. 2011a, 903). The forms of new technologies — of pottery, polished 

axes, post-and-slot-built structures, and other organic things which might also 

have been introduced — might have contributed to a neolithic aesthetic. 

Producing and using new technologies could have reinforced an aesthetic 

system which might have contributed to a powerful group identity (cf. Gell 

1992b). Within the new functional and aesthetic technologies which neolithic 

things may have offered, it is important not to underestimate the importance of 

the ‘shock of the new’: the captivating, and potentially shocking qualities of 

things, practices and aesthetics which challenge existing or traditional 

approaches, and have the power to arrest attention or transfix.  
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Individuals who were able to take advantage of new technologies might have 

been able to harness the cumulative power that these things offered.  

Perhaps people who were able to take advantage of these things, coupled with 

their own social identities or with pre-existing standing in a group, were able to 

augment their standing. Within the earlier neolithic regions, therefore, the flow of 

information, or ability to access new ways of doing neolithic things, may have 

been important in group power dynamics. The power of the symbiosis of material 

things and a ‘neolithic’ person might have been based on the very specific 

concerns and circumstances within a region or at particular places. Perhaps this 

is why we may have evidence for regionally precocious neolithic evidence in the 

north-east (at Couplands) and north-west (at Holbeck); whoever brought with 

them knowledge of neolithic things and practices to Couplands or Holbeck Park, 

may not have found themselves in the right time and place for neolithic things. 

The delays between the first appearance in south-east England and their 

appearance in many other parts of the country, also underlines that beyond the 

perceived qualities of these things, other processes must have been influential in 

their uptake. 

 

By the time the earliest neolithic appears in many regions in the mid 39th–mid 

38th centuries cal BC, cumulative effects of change might have been felt. It 

seems appropriate to understand this change in the rate in neolithisation, in the 

context of both the regional and in wider processes across much of the country. 

Access to resources or territories might have been disrupted. Outside south-east 

and south-central England, changes in the rate of neolithisation could be situated 

against a background of long term contact or awareness of neolithic groups. In 

the more immediate context of the cumulative processes of the mid 39th–mid 38th 

centuries cal BC, changes apparent in groups of exchange partners and close 

neighbours might have meant that ‘going over’ might have taken on an impetus 

in terms of competition, inter-group relationships and group identity. Perhaps as 

part of this later appearance in regions outside the south-east, monuments and 

places became more powerful markers of belonging and control over resources, 
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so that for individuals in groups interested in creating status, the old ways 

became less potent. Perhaps ‘going over’ in this phase of the neolithic was not 

so much a total abandonment of old traditions, but the pragmatic appropriation of 

ways which were eventually established across Britain and Ireland over 230–400 

years (95.4% probable) or 270–350 (68.2% probable; DurationAllNeolithisation; 

fig. 9.14). In comparison with many proximal continental areas it is the evidence 

for contact between late hunter-gatherers and LBK or post-LBK populations 

which marks a significant distinction with British evidence (Whittle et al. 2011a, 

853–61). 

 

We have very limited knowledge of what happened to the latest mesolithic 

populations. Mesolithic things and ways may ‘hang on’ in areas like the Yorkshire 

uplands. In Yorkshire, there is evidence of long traditions in mesolithic ways of 

life, spanning over 1000 years (chapter five). It may be that these traditions 

hung on in this part of the world because they were very deeply engrained. But 

increasingly in these places it may have been that mesolithic lifeways required a 

more active and conscious commitment than adopting neolithic lifeways; perhaps 

visiting the central uplands, away from neolithic centres (on the lowland river 

valleys, and on the south and eastern Wolds), was a tradition in decline which 

was upheld by smaller and smaller groups, perhaps only for part of the year. In a 

world where people were increasingly adopting neolithic practices, for a variety of 

reasons, these mesolithic traditions may have seemed to have less and less 

significance offering neither status, nor perhaps sustainable subsistence or 

access to resources, nor the benefits of being a valued member of a group which 

might define itself by very different ways. 

 

Alternatively, it may have been that the latest mesolithic upland places 

represented refugia in the face of the appearance of the neolithic across many 

regions of Britain (see below). In such a scenario not taking up neolithic things 

and lifeways might have had to be an active process — perhaps one of 

resistance — and the best places to do this were regions where resources were 
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intimately known, and places which held special resonance, with traditions 

spanning back a 1000 years to time immemorial. While there is poor evidence for 

the latest mesolithic populations, it may not be coincidence that the area where 

mesolithic lifeways continued later (at least to some degree) was in Yorkshire 

and Humberside, where neolithic practices appear to have begun slightly later 

than in the surrounding regions.  

 

Existing chronological models for transition 

The chronology available for transition outlined above is not consistent with the 

model of synchronous indigenous adoption of neolithic material culture outlined 

by Thomas (e.g. 2007), nor with the more closely worked chronological model of 

neolithisation presented by Sheridan (e.g. 2010).  

 

Thomas (2007, 426; 2008) emphasises the remarkable, ubiquitous and rapid 

“…concomitant disappearance of Mesolithic assemblages…” with the 

appearance of neolithic traditions. Thomas (2007) suggests that mesolithic 

populations in Britain and Ireland must have been aware of neolithic practices on 

the continent, and may have actively ‘resisted’ these neolithic lifeways. While the 

duration over which mesolithic material culture in Britain ‘vanished’ is not 

explicitly defined by Thomas, he does suggest that “prolonged contact” would be 

required for mesolithic people to learn skills associated with animal husbandry 

and neolithic portable material culture manufacture (Thomas 2007, 430).  

 

In Thomas’ (2007) model these processes of prolonged contact appear to have 

taken place between mesolithic populations from Britain and neolithic populations 

on the continent — he emphasises the potential for interaction without immediate 

variation in mesolithic lifeways. The punctuated evidence in the rates of change 

of neolithisation discussed above suggests that the scene of at least some of the 

action should perhaps be shifted. There is a lag in the south-east of England 

(and probably in other areas with relatively early neolithic evidence, like the 

Cotswolds) between the first appearance of neolithic practices, and the 
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appearance of ‘classic’ monuments (Bayliss et al. 2011b), and neolithic things 

including cereals and Plain bowl. This lag suggests that at least some processes 

of reformulation and appropriation of traditions might be more plausibly 

suggested to have occurred in the south-east and south-central areas of England 

in the years after the earliest appearance of Carinated bowl and other neolithic 

practices (Bayliss et al. 2011b, 840). Part of this reformulation might include the 

development, perhaps in the midlands and north of England, of some bowl 

pottery traditions (though as noted above, further data are required to assess this 

pattern). 

 

Chronological evidence presented here suggests that mesolithic lifeways did not 

suddenly vanish, but mesolithic material culture and traditions endured — most 

probably for 90–290 years (68.2% probable; Thames estuary_last South Haw; 

fig. 9.9) — until the neolithic became established, in much of the country in 

3850–3750 cal BC. It is at this time that we have the very last evidence for 

mesolithic rod microlith production and use, at locations in Yorkshire which had 

been the sites of mesolithic activity for generations. Robustly dated evidence for 

the currency of mesolithic traditions are relatively scarce, but other subtle 

indications for the persistence of mesolithic lifeways exist.  

 

Some places in the landscape are used in both the mesolithic and the neolithic. 

While these places might not demonstrate ‘transition’ between lifeways, or 

meetings between populations, they may suggest spheres of some shared 

activities, perhaps as sites of exchange (Thomas 2007, 433) — perhaps at sites 

like Ascott-under-Wychwood and Fir Tree Field shaft (Whittle 2007). More explicit 

examples of the continuity of mesolithic activity include traditions of deposition of 

material culture in treethrows (Lamdin-Whymark 2008, 178), as at Holbeck Park 

(chapter four). Both mesolithic and neolithic populations may have been mobile 

to some degree, and patterns of movement — perhaps for resources —may 

have formed the backdrop of interaction between these populations (Whittle 

1997; cf. Thomas 2007; Rowley-Conwy 2004). The use of distinctive raw 
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materials, such as the Cumbrian tuff (Clare 2009; Hodgson & Brennand 2004; cf. 

Care 1982), by populations producing mesolithic and neolithic tools may indicate 

processes which led to interaction and exchange in some areas, if not continuity. 

Nationally, similarities in lithic reduction strategies and continuity in blade-based 

assemblages might provide further evidence for continuity (Butler 2005; Jacobi 

1982).9  

 

The combination of evidence for some aspects of continuity, together with the 

chronological evidence presented here, emphasise that while hard to see, 

mesolithic populations by no means vanished. The picture from the continent 

demonstrates the variety of contacts and interactions between groups using 

mesolithic and neolithic resources which probably occurred (Whittle et al. 2011b, 

854–8); given the evidence for overlap between mesolithic and neolithic 

populations as a whole in Britain, and specifically in Yorkshire and Humberside, 

the subtle evidence for some aspects of shared practices takes on a new 

resonance. The final disappearance of mesolithic lifeways might have had more 

to do with the gradual and perhaps, unspectacular, abandonment of these 

traditions (Larsson 2007) — the evidence for these changes may be similarly 

subtle.  

 

Leaving aside the lack of fit of the available evidence for mesolithic populations 

with Thomas’ model of transition, it is now time to address how well the 

chronological evidence outlined here fits with proposed chronologies of 

neolithisation. Thomas’ approach to neolithisation is relatively chronologically 

undifferentiated. Sheridan’s model (e.g. 2010b) of multi-stranded neolithisation 

allowed for more variety in the appearance of neolithic material culture, and 

importantly emphasised that the appearance of the neolithic was by no means an 

‘abrupt’ process.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9
 Though differences in lithic technology also emphasise discontinuity between late mesolithic 

and early neolithic assemblages; for example distinctive mesolithic pieces including bladelets 
(used for microlith production) are not present in neolithic assemblages, and neolithic reduction 
strategies include the use of multiple platform cores which mesolithic strategies do not (Butler 
2005). 
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There are, however, important differences between the evidence presented here 

and Sheridan’s (2010b) model of neolithisation. The centres of earliest neolithic 

activity indicated by Whittle et al. (2011b) are not the locations Sheridan 

identified as centres of colonisation. Sheridan’s (2010b) earliest successful 

strand of colonisation is her ‘Atlantic Breton’ strand which accounts for neolithic 

populations along the western seaboard of Britain and in northern Ireland. There 

is no available chronological evidence for the very early appearance of neolithic 

things and practices in south-west England, south Wales, north Wales, north-

west England and south Scotland. There is certainly no evidence for an ‘Altantic 

Breton’ strand “…arriving some time between 4300/4200 and 4000 BC at various 

points on the western coast of Britain…” (Sheridan 2010b, 91).  

 

The evidence from south-west England (mid 39th–mid 38th), south Wales (late 

39th–early 37th), north Wales (early 39th–late 38th), north-west England (First 

Holbeck Park: mid 40th–mid 39th) and south Scotland (late 39th–early 38th; fig. 

9.12; table 9.6) suggests that neolithic material culture appeared in most of these 

areas much later. The preferred model for early neolithic material culture and 

practices in Ireland also situates the appearance of these traditions in this period, 

most probably in the late 39th–mid 38thcenturies cal BC. As noted above, the 

picture in Ireland and at Magheraboy is in some terms not resolved. If the early 

chronology from Magheraboy is established as robust, this site would be 

exceptional in terms of a western strand of neolithisation; in terms of the current 

evidence, it would not be indicative of a process which resulted in widespread 

neolithic material culture and practices at “…various points on the western coast 

of Britain and on the coast around the northern half of Ireland…” (Sheridan 

2010b, 91). The Magheraboy evidence, if it is as early as the site may indicate, 

would still be problematic in terms of Sheridan’s ‘Atlantic Breton’ neolithic. The 

material culture from the site appears to comprise a ‘Carinated bowl neolithic’ 

strand of colonisation which, Sheridan has argued, occurred later. 
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Sheridan (2010b, 91) suggests that a ‘trans-Manche east’ strand of neolithisation 

was responsible for a ‘Carinated bowl neolithic’ across the south and east of 

England and Scotland, and spreading out from the west of Scotland to Ireland 

and the west coast of England, in the first two centuries of the 4th millennium (fig. 

2.6). Sheridan (2010b) regards her ‘Carinated bowl neolithic’ strand as a 

‘package’ of novelties; portable material culture in this package included 

Carinated bowl (‘traditional’, ‘modified’ and ‘north east’ forms), S-shaped bowls, 

uncarinated bowls, leaf-shaped arrowheads, plano-convex knives, and ground 

stone axeheads. Domesticated plants and animals were part of this package, as 

were timber structures, the causewayed enclosure at Magheraboy, and various 

funerary monuments (including wooden linear monuments some of which were 

covered with cairns, cremation sites, and simple megalithic structures). 

 

Bayliss et al. (2011b) demonstrate that the earliest neolithic material culture and 

practices in the Thames estuary, which includes Carinated bowl, is probably 

slightly earlier than in Sheridan’s chronology, occurring in the mid 42nd—41st 

centuries cal BC (fig. 9.12; table 9.6). Outside this region, and the south-east 

generally, a more complex pattern in the chronology of the appearance of the 

earliest neolithic is apparent. In much of the country, it was probably at the end of 

the period Sheridan suggests as the period of ‘CB’ colonisation — in 3850–3750 

cal BC (table 9.6) — that early neolithic material culture appears. In Yorkshire 

and Humberside, the north-east, and the east of England — areas of the east 

coast, where Sheridan suggests colonisation — the earliest neolithic most 

probably occurs later than Sheridan (2010b) suggests, from the mid 39th–mid 38th 

centuries cal BC in Yorkshire and Humberside, and in or after the 38th century cal 

BC in the north-east, and the east of England.  

 

As noted here, although the evidence from Holbeck Park may be slightly earlier 

than the surrounding regions, the material culture speaks of insular processes of 

neolithisation rather than any continental influence in ‘Atlantic Breton’ or 

‘Carinated bowl neolithic’ strands of colonisation.  
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Sheridan’s (2010b, 95) model of change by colonisers could perhaps be adjusted 

to accommodate the new chronological evidence. The major difference in 

emphasis comes in interpretation of the processes of change. Sheridan (2010) 

emphasises that the Carinated bowl neolithic resulted from “…small-scale 

emigration to southeast England…followed by a larger-scale and rapid ‘diaspora’ 

from northern France to large parts of Britain and Ireland”.  

 

Within the Sheridan model for the Carinated bowl neolithic, change is presented 

as occurring over a period of some two hundred years, and colonisation is 

presented as a relatively homogenous process; while Sheridan (2010b, 97) 

allows that “…regionally divergent variants…[of Carinated bowl] emerged 

through ‘style drift’ — in some cases, at a very early stage…”, there is very 

limited account in this model for any other processes of ‘acculturation’. No 

differences in the rate of neolithisation are outlined in detail in different regions. 

 

Sheridan’s model of the process of colonisation is difficult to reconcile with the 

evidence for a gradual formulation or ‘accretion’ of the neolithic package in south-

east and south-central England, followed by a change in the rate and nature of 

the spread of neolithic things across the rest of the country (Bayliss et al. 2011b, 

840). Evidence outlined in this chapter for the currency of early neolithic material 

culture outside the south-east supports the Bayliss et al. (2011b) model for a 

punctuated appearance of neolithic things and practices, including Carinated 

bowl. The chronology of Carinated bowl (fig. 9.21) demonstrates that it appears 

significantly earlier in the south of England than it does in the north and midlands, 

or in Scotland. In Scotland, Carinated bowl first appears in 3820–3730 cal BC 

(95.4% probable; 3810–3760 cal BC 68.2% probable; Start Scotland CB; fig. 

9.21). In the north and midlands, Carinated bowl first appears in 3810–3720 cal 

BC (95.4% probable; or 3790–3740 cal BC 68.2% probable; Start N_M England 

CB; fig. 9.21). In these broad regions, the appearance of Carinated bowl pottery 

appears significantly later than 4180–3970 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 4080–
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3990 cal BC 68.2% probable; Start S England CB; fig. 9.21). On the currency of 

the material culture alone, it seems that the earliest presence of Carinated bowl 

in the midlands and north of England and in Scotland — in the late 39th–38th 

centuries cal BC — resulted from different processes than those which resulted 

in the first presence of Carinated bowl in southern England (in the 41st–early 40th 

centuries cal BC). 

 

Accepting the chronological evidence presented here for a change in the nature 

and rate of the spread of neolithic material culture and practices, could a ‘second 

CB’ ‘surge’ not result from colonisation processes? Such arrivals cannot be 

excluded. Holbeck Park could be fitted into such a narrative, but it would require 

us to ignore the evidence for British material culture traditions, indications of 

continuity with some mesolithic traditions, the absence of Carinated bowl, 

evidence for contacts with other neolithic British populations, and a developed 

local knowledge of the resources of Cumbria amongst immigrants.  

 

At a national scale, the portable neolithic material culture currency models 

presented in this chapter emphasise that rather than colonisation, these patterns 

might be better accommodated within models of neolithic change driven by 

people living in England, Wales and Scotland.  

 

While it is possible that the exploitation of cereals and use of Plain bowl resulted 

from continental stands of colonisation, the similarity in the appearance of these 

things set against the background of an increased rate of neolithisation may 

underscore the picture of the spread of a ‘package’ of related practices. As well 

as the evidence for portable material culture — Plain bowl from the 39th century 

cal BC, cereals from the mid 39th century cal BC, and Carinated bowl (in 

locations other than south-east England) from the start of the 38th century cal BC 

— this package probably included for the first time, the presence of monuments 

in many parts of the country from the decades around 3800 cal BC (Whittle et al. 

2011a, 871).  
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At this time across the country, the nature of monuments may begin to change; it 

is in the decades around 3800 cal BC, that we see the first appearance of 

‘classic’ neolithic long barrows and other monuments; causewayed enclosures 

are not part of the earliest neolithic but first appear in the first half of the 38th 

century cal BC (Bayliss et al. 2011b, 14.12).  

 

From the chronological evidence presented here, Sheridan’s (2010b) Carinated 

bowl strand of neolithisation does not appear to account for the changes 

apparent in the archaeological record. Sheridan has suggested that there may be 

concerns with the Bayesian modelling process, which means that it may not be 

able to provide accurate estimates for the start of some traditions, including 

Carinated bowl, in different parts of the country. Sheridan (2010b, 98–9) has 

argued that the differences in the rate of the appearance of neolithic things could 

occur because of the Bayesian modelling process “…since it requires one to 

define an end date to the phenomenon…It may be that the arbitrary definition of 

an end point serves to skew the model, and that we are not really dealing with a 

two-phase CB colonization”. Sensitivity analysis undertaken using simulations in 

chapter three, and using real archaeological examples associated with cereals 

in this chapter (fig. 9.19h; fig. 9.19i), suggest that it is highly improbable that the 

differences between the estimates for the appearance of the neolithic in the 

south-east of England, and the estimates for the appearance of the neolithic in 

the rest of the country, result from concerns with the Bayesian modelling process 

as outlined by Sheridan. 

 

This patterning suggests that the changes manifest in the period of 3850–3750 

cal BC, including the appearance of Carinated bowl in many parts of the country, 

probably did not result from an external stimulus, but from exchange, interaction 

and perhaps competition, between groups already present in Britain (pace 

Sheridan 2010).  
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FINAL CONCLUSIONS 

The evidence that the earliest neolithic material culture in Britain was brought 

over from the continent to the very south-east of England is strong. The earliest 

neolithic material culture does not appear to represent large-scale transplantation 

of continental traditions, and the scale of initial settlement may have been small. 

Small-scale contact with the continent may have been maintained. Appearance 

of neolithic practices outside the south-east may have included targeted moves 

to attractive areas. The later appearance of ‘classic’ British neolithic monument 

types and material culture may indicate processes of recombination and 

innovation in local contexts in Britain. In the south-east some aspects of neolithic 

material culture, such as cereals, may appear later than any initial continental 

immigration; this may underline the small-scale of colonisation (which as a result 

means cereal remains are under-represented in the models presented here) and 

could emphasise later changes in the rate of neolithisation.  

 

In Britain, the contribution of mesolithic traditions and knowledge to the spread of 

neolithic lifeways is subtle and indicated, rather than demonstrated 

unequivocally. This does not mean that it should be under-estimated. The 

gradual and phased appearance of early neolithic material culture suggests that 

the processes were complex and localised. These processes probably depended 

on the roles of key individuals and their networks of contact and influence in 

relatively small groups. 

 

Continental evidence includes many different case studies of interaction between 

farmers and foragers (Whittle et al. 2011a). Time and space preclude a full 

review of the available evidence here, but post-LBK diversity emphasises that 

transition in Britain should perhaps be approached with more subtlety (cf. Robb & 

Miracle 2007).  

 

In the first centuries of the 4th millennium in Britain we have evidence for 

populations who engaged with neolithic material culture early on, populations 
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who held on to some aspects of old mesolithic ways of life perhaps for many 

generations after ‘contact’, and perhaps populations who relatively early on  

imitated and modified neolithic monuments and portable material culture.  

 

In order to enhance our understandings of transition across the country, we will 

need to be better at seeking out subtle and hard-won evidence for mesolithic 

populations. We need to situate this evidence against the appearance of neolithic 

material culture and practices as a result of processes which were by no means 

synchronous. As well as more and better radiocarbon results, there are many 

lines of enquiry to explore. 

 

Within England and Wales, we can begin to point to potential locations of 

interaction between late mesolithic and early neolithic populations. We can 

suggest spheres of activity which may have led to interaction. We can perhaps 

identify ‘false starts’ in the introduction of early neolithic material culture. It was 

only when neolithic material culture and practices appear in regions across much 

of the country that we see evidence for the last mesolithic lifeways. We can 

suggest that the latest mesolithic populations in the north of England may have 

been aware of generations of neolithic populations to the south. They might have 

maintained mesolithic lifeways in close proximity to neolithic people for some 

time. Knowledge of people using neolithic material culture, or unsuccessful 

attempts in these ways of life further north, might have entered into the tales told 

by parents, or grandparents. The very latest ‘mesolithic’ lifeways might have 

been contingent ways for people who at other times were engaged with neolithic 

lifeways.  

 

In some areas, resistance to the neolithic may have been more active; we could 

see the uplands of Yorkshire as refugia. These may have been favoured 

locations. They were certainly known intimately, as the reuse of the hearth at 

March Hill Top demonstrates.  
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It may be important that these uplands where we see the last mesolithic evidence 

are not characterised by the earliest regional neolithic evidence. Eventually the 

uplands and mesolithic traditions associated with them may have simply, and 

unspectacularly, become less relevant. Rather than seeing the whole process as 

a rapid one of neolithisation, we might better regard it as the gradual 

abandonment of older traditions (Larsson 2007).  

 

This thesis has begun to provide a chronology for one of the great gaps “in the 

history of the past” (Lyell 1863, 372), the mesolithic–neolithic transition. There is 

much work still to do, but at the start of the 21st century we can begin to write 

more complex, and to my mind more exciting, narratives about the period of 

transition, including histories of the latest mesolithic peoples.  
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CHAPTER ONE FIGURES 

 

Figure 1.1. The study region for this project: the north-west, north-east, Yorkshire and 

Humberside, east midlands and west midlands. Data from Wales and southern England (Whittle 

et al. 2011b) are compared with data from this thesis in chapter nine. 
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CHAPTER TWO FIGURES  
 
Fig. 2.1. A graph comparing the frequency of the use of the terms “Mesolithic” (blue) and “Neolithic” (red) from 1860–2008. (Generated using 
Google labs, Ngram book viewer. Smoothing of 3. Data from the ‘British English corpus’; © Google 2010; program details can be found in Michel 
et al.  2010; generated February 2011). Variation in the use of the terms resulting from geopolitical events are probably represented (see the dip in 
the use of both terms c1929 and in the middle years of the 1940s). Variation in the use of both terms may also related to archaeological trends — 
i.e. the volume of research on the mesolithic and neolithic — though often it is difficult to separate these trends from geopolitical processes (the 
trends appear quite closely correlated). For the neolithic, archaeological trends may include the high use of the term “Neolithic” around 1880 
associated with the term’s popularisation. The influence (if not publication) of the monumental excavation works of Keiller, Curwen, Liddell, Leeds, 
Crawford and others may be seen in the peak in the mid 1920s (Kendrick & Hawkes 1932). The role of neolithic researchers in the theory debates 
of the 1980s may be represented. The trend in the frequency of the use of the term “Mesolithic” shows less variability. Perhaps the most notable 
spikes are associated with the early use of the term after 1920 and around 1940 after the acceptance and popularisation of the term (cf. Clark 
1932; 1936).  
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Fig. 2.2a. Microlith forms according to Jacobi (1978a). Trends towards geometric and miniature 
forms are regarded as late mesolithic material culture. Towards the end of his life, Jacobi (2005; 
Jacobi 2004, 362) commented that some rods and scalenes appeared early (see further 
discussion in appendix B). 
 

Jacobi’s class Description Jacobi (1978a) 

Class 1 
 
Broad-blade 
microliths 

Simple obliquely 
blunted points: 
‘Maglemosian’ 

 

 
Classes 2a-2b 
 
Broad-blade 
microliths 

Part of 
‘Maglemosian’ 
assemblages typified 
by simple obliquely 
blunted points. 
These forms are a 
more elaborate form, 
which represent a 
relatively low 
proportion of 
‘Maglemosian’ 
assemblages 
 
Class 2a — triangles 
(not microtriangles) 
of isosceles rather 
than scalene outline 

 

 

Classes 3a-3d 
 
Broad-blade 
microliths 

‘Maglemosian’ 
 
Convex-backed 
points 
 
Class 3a — 
bitruncated ‘rhombic’ 
points 

 

Class 4 
 
Broad-blade 
microliths 

‘Maglemosian’ 
 
convex-backed 
points 

 

 
Classes 5 
 
Narrow-blade 
microliths 
 

‘Sauveterrian’ 
Rod-like backed-
bladelets 
assemblages which 
would in the past 
have been termed as 
‘Sauveterrian’ 
affinities and 
currently as ‘later 
Mesolithic’  
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Classes 5C and 5d: 
specialized 
‘geometric’ microliths 
—micro‘tranchets’ 

Classes 6 
 
Narrow-blade 
microliths 
 

Narrow rods (class 
6) characteristic of 
‘later’ assemblages 
as opposed to 
broader backed 
bladelets (class 5). 
 

 

 
Classes 7 
 
Narrow-blade 
microliths 
 

‘Sauveterrian’ 
Narrow scalene 
microtriangles 
assemblages which 
would in the past 
have been termed as 
of ‘Sauveterrian’ 
affinities and 
currently as ‘later 
Mesolithic’ 

 

Classes 8 
 
Narrow-blade 
microliths 
 

Specialized 
‘geometric’ 
microliths-
microrhomboids 

 
Classes 9 
 
Narrow-blade 
microliths 
 

Specialized 
‘geometric’ 
microliths-
microlunates 

 
Classes 10 
 
Hollow-based 
(Horsham) 
points 

 

 
Class 11 
 
Inversely 
retouched 
points 

Symmetrical 
microliths with their 
bases trimmed by 
inverse flaking to a 
pointed or rounded 
outline  

 

Class 12 
 
Inversely 
retouched 
points 

Asymmetrical 
microliths with their 
bases trimmed by 
inverse flaking to a 
pointed or rounded 
outline  
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Class 13 
 
Inversely 
retouched 
points 
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Fig. 2.2b. Microliths under discussion. On the left are rod microliths from the Fir Tree Field shaft (Green pers. comm. 2009). On the right are 
microliths from March Hill from the Buckley collection at the Pitt Rivers Museum (image the author; reproduced by permission Bornemann 2011). 
This assemblage is dominated by scalene microtriangles; a rod is located centre frame (middle row, fourth from left). The microliths are shown at 
approximately the same scale. (The image on the right is shown with a triangular scale rule, so parts of the scale are subject to some very slight 
distortion). 
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Fig. 2.3. Neolithic material culture. Early neolithic things included Plain and Carinated bowl pottery, domestic cattle, sheep/goats, cereals, polished 
axes, leaf-shaped arrowheads and monuments. The neolithic people here wear clothing including flax, and one carries a hafted, polished axe. In 
the foreground, evidence of domesticates include emmer wheat and a domesticated cattle horn; their dog is just visible on top of this Cotswold-
Severn long barrow. Evidence of complex exchange networks, if not a semi-mobile population, includes the polished greenstone axe which may 
have come from Cumbria and an S-shaped bowl with rolled rim from Yorkshire. Leaf-shaped arrowheads and high quality flint debitage complete 
the assemblage (photomontage; all images the author).  
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Fig. 2.4. Neolithic material culture chronological divisions.  
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Figure 2.5. Material culture from the Achnacreebeag passage tomb (in the left part of the diagram). SF2 is the Achnacreebeag bowl Sheridan 
identifies as indicative of a ‘kissing cousins’ relationship between parts of Scotland, Brittany and Ireland (identified by Ritchie (1970) as of 
Beacharra-type). The sherd at the far top left of the Achnacreebeag assemblage was identified in Ritchie (1970) as ‘Western neolithic’ or neolithic 
type A. The diagram on the right is what Sheridan terms her ‘hypothetical temporal scheme’, with ‘Late Castellic’ vessels like that Sheridan 
identified from Achnacreebeag present in the earliest part of the Scottish neolithic (after Ritchie 1970; Sheridan 2000).  

 

Ritchie (1970) 

Western neolithic

Pottery small finds from Achnacreebeag (Ritchie 1970) Sheridan’s (2004) hypothetical development scheme for neolithic pottery in the Hebrides and adjacent mainland

Achnacreebeag SF2
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Fig. 2.6. Sheridan’s (2010) strands of neolithisation. The image on the top left shows the route 
from northwest France to southwest Ireland (Ferriter’s Cove). Moving clockwise, the image on the 
top right shows the ‘Atlantic Breton’ neolithic strand. Bottom right shows the ‘Carinated bowl’ 
neolithic strand. The image bottom left shows Sheridan’s ‘Trans-Manche west’ strand.  
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Fig. 2.7. Human stable isotope data from Schulting (submitted). Data in blue are from coastal mesolithic sites; data in other colours are from 

neolithic burial monuments. The data from Le Déhus are enriched in !
15

N compared with the rest of the neolithic populations; Schulting (2011) has 

suggested this elevation could result from manuring. 
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Fig. 2.8. Piggott’s (1954, fig. 4) “provisional” scheme organising early neolithic material culture chronologically. The relatively compressed 
duration, and the late start of Piggott’s neolithic are apparent; the neolithic here takes place in c500 years. At the precision employed by Thomas 
and Sheridan (see fig. 2.10) the entirety of Piggott’s neolithic could be regarded as ‘synchronous’ or ‘contemporary’. 
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Fig. 2.9. Sheridan’s (2007) and Thomas’ (2004a; 2007) approaches to contemporaneity and 
chronology at the start of the neolithic (or in Sheridan’s case the start of her ‘Carinated bowl 
strand’). Sheridan’s interpretations are presented in magenta, with Thomas in purple. The colour 
blocks indicate the various durations to which these writers refer as the start of the early neolithic 
(see text for references). Both claim different temporal durations as ‘contemporaneous’ or 
‘simultaneous’, but most of these estimates would represent numerous human lifespans. 

 

Sheridan’s (2007) chronologies of the 

start of the early neolithic

Thomas’ (2007; 2004) chronologies 

of the start of the early neolithic

simultaneously 

around 4000BC

3600
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Fig. 2.10. Temporal precision and the temporal terms used matter in archaeology because it is through variation in space and time that we identify 
different cultural practices. Without consideration of temporal and spatial variation, narratives will lump durations together (as ‘synchronous’ or by 
period terms). Here posteriors derived from Bayliss & Whittle (2007) demonstrate considerable variability in practices within a relatively 
geographically circumscribed sample of tombs of the Cotwold-Severn tradition, in the years around 3650–3625 cal BC (© English Heritage; by 
permission Bayliss pers. comm. 2009). 
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CHAPTER THREE FIGURES 
 
Fig. 3.1. Simplified radiocarbon pathway. Cosmic rays bombard the upper atmosphere resulting 
in the formation of neutrons. These react with nitrogen atoms and form 

14
C. Carbon isotopes are 

absorbed by plants through photosynthesis and enter the foodweb when plant tissues are 
consumed by herbivores (like aurochs) and omnivores. 
 

 
 

Consumption

Neutron

N
14

14

C

Cosmic radiation
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Fig. 3.2. Radiocarbon results calibrated using the intercept method (Stuiver & Reimer 1986) produce a single date range at a given level of 
confidence. The date ranges shown here are at 95.4% confidence.  
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Fig. 3.3 Radiocarbon dates calibrated using the probability method (Stuiver & Reimer 1993) produce probability distribution graphs. These graphs 
illustrate the probability that the radiocarbon ‘event’ occurred at different points in time. Without further information it is not possible to be more 
precise about when within this probability distribution a radiocarbon ‘event’ occurred.  
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Fig. 3.4. Scatter associated with ‘true replicates’, repeated measurements on material which is of the same radiocarbon age. The upper two 
graphs are measurements produced on the same human bone which date the same radiocarbon ‘event’. A weighted mean of these results is 
plotted below the two replicate measurements. This distribution shows the revised estimate for the date of death of the individual. Results 
presented here are from the Coldrum monument. 
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Fig. 3.5. The northern hemisphere terrestrial calibration curve for the period of study (Reimer et 

al. 2004). Consideration of the shape of the calibration curve is essential in the analysis of any 
assemblage of radiocarbon data. 
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Fig. 3.6. Detail of the calibration curve. A simulated measurement dating to 3655 BC is shown on 
the curve. Because of the shape of the calibration curve it is possible to produce a relatively 
precise result on a single measurement.
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Fig. 3.7. Detail of the calibration curve. A simulated measurement dating to 3965 BC is shown on 
the curve. Because of the shape of the calibration curve it is possible to produce a relatively 
precise result on a single measurement.  
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Fig. 3.8. The shape of the calibration curve can produce bimodal distributions. Such distributions 
can impact on the stability of Bayesian models. In some such cases, models can have difficulty 
converging on a single part of the curve. Bimodal distributions are notable in results presented in 
chapter eight.  
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Fig. 3.9. Temporal terms are often poorly conceived in archaeological discussions. What is 
actually meant by terms like ‘phase’ and ‘event’ can be highly variable. In this example 
archaeological evidence for activities of variable durations are reduced to ‘events’ which took 
place at specific ‘dates’. Here, activities of different durations — such as the presence of open 
fields in the medieval period, and the construction of Hadrian’s Wall — assume uncritical 
temporal equivalence.  
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Fig. 3.10. Complex relationships between ‘archaeological events’ are common on urban sites. These relationships provide ‘prior information’ about 
the order of archaeological events. Estimates for when archaeological events occurred can also be provided by radiocarbon dating or other 
scientific data (M. Carver pers. comm. 2008). 
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Fig. 3.11. Bayes’ theorem. The theorem states the necessity to revise the probability of an outcome, given the likelihood of that outcome, in a 
specific prior condition. In scientific dating terms, the radiocarbon measurement (or other data) is the standardised likelihood that an event 
occurred at a point in time; the prior condition is the relationship of the dated event to any other dated events. In generic terms, the scientific 
measurement estimates the likelihood that something happened at a point in time, this can be revised given other, unrelated information about 
when this event occurred. 
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Fig. 3.12. An example of how a model is structured in OxCal v4. The CQL2 keywords, such as 

‘Phase’ and the brackets define the model structure. The structure of the model relates groups of 
dates, allowing revised estimates to be produced incorporating stratigraphic information and the 
scientific dating results. 

 
 
Fig. 3.13. For reasons of space, parts of models may be extracted and shown in different figures. 
In this example the model structure is show, while details of the model would be shown in figs. 
A–G.  
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Fig. 3.14. Even on a rural site without complex stratigraphy, ‘phasing’ is an important interpretative process. It may provide information about the 
chronological development of the site and relationships between scientific data. Here at White Horse Stone (reproduced with permission Hayden 
2006), phasing includes an interpretation about the history of activity at the site over time. 
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Fig. 3.15. A representation of a uniform distribution of radiocarbon results (reproduced from 
Bayliss unpublished 2007). The error terms mean that results will scatter around the real points in 
time when the activity they represent began and ended. In addition, in line with statistical 
expectations, at 95.4% probability nearly 5% of samples will date to points in time outside quoted 
posterior density estimates. At 68.2% probability, nearly a third of samples will have true ages 
which lie outside the posterior density estimates quoted. 
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Fig 3.16.  The scatter of radiocarbon results will be affected by the shape of the calibration curve and the real duration a group of measurements 
represents. In the upper graph simulations between 3600 cal BC and 3800 cal BC are presented. The black parts of the distributions represent 
scatter. In the lower graph simulations between 3800–3810 cal BC are presented. All other things being equal, the proportional effect of the scatter 
will be much greater when the real duration of a phase was very short, as in the bottom part of this graph. In this case, a phase of a very short 
duration might appear to have gone on for a much longer period, with consequences for interpretation. Without accounting for scatter, phases will 
appear to start earlier, go on for longer, and end later than was otherwise the case (Steier & Rom 2000; Bayliss et al. 2007b). 
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Fig. 3.17. The effect of scatter on a very short-lived phase or an event can be demonstrated with 
this real life, known-age example. Multiple radiocarbon results have been made on material from 
the Mary Rose. These results date the same ‘archaeological event’. The results scatter around 
the real date of the sinking — represented by the red line. If it were not known that the results 
represent a single event, and the scatter were not accounted for, these results might be 
misinterpreted as representing a considerable period of time, perhaps as much as 200 years. 
From this known age example, which represents data from a very short-lived event, we can see 
how importantly wrong it would be to interpret these data as representing a long duration. 
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Fig. 3.18. A group of simulated results associated with the construction of a fictional long barrow (data and the model structure shown in fig. 3.19–
3.20 is reproduced from that shown in Bayliss et al. 2007b). In this graph, radiocarbon results have been calibrated. No account of the statistical 
scatter has been made. The simulated results included in the model sample the date range between 3690 BC and 3630 BC. 
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Fig. 3.19. In this graph, the simulated results shown in fig. 3.18 are presented in a simple Bayesian model. The results are presented in a uniform 

statistical distribution, with the start of this Phase defined using Boundary parameters. The CQL2 key words and brackets indicate the model 
structure (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). Some of the statistical scatter associated with the results is processed. The graphs plotted in outline are the 
original calibrated result – as shown in fig. 3.18. The solid graphs are posterior density estimates — the output from the model implemented here. 
The agreement indices shown in “[…]” indicate how well the prior model agrees with an individual datum, and if the model as a whole is not 
plausible given the data. Both figures should be over 60% (Bronk Ramsey et al. 2009b). The simulated results included in the model sample the 
date range between 3690 BC and 3630 BC. 
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Fig. 3.20. In this graph, simulated results shown in fig. 3.18 are presented in a model derived from the site stratigraphy. Prior information is 
derived from the stratigraphy of a fictional long barrow, taken from Hazelton North (Meadows et al. 2007; Bayliss et al. 2007b). As well as the 

implementation of a uniform distribution between Boundary parameters, the results are located in a set of informative relationships. In this 

example, Sequence groupings constrain some groups of data to be earlier than other groups of results. The relationships between the data 
derived from the stratigraphy are highly informative, and the posterior density estimates consequently constrained. The simulated results included 
in the model sample the date range between 3690 BC and 3630 BC. 
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Fig. 3.21. Informative prior information may produce more constrained posterior density estimates. The upper results are those from the 
stratigraphic model of the fictional long barrow (fig. 3.20), the lower two results are those from the uniform phase model (fig. 3.19). The darker 
ranges are those at 68.2%; the lighter ranges are those calculated at 95.4%. The degree of constraint operating on posterior density estimates is 
important, for example comparing parameters as contemporaneous. The simulated results included in the model sample the date range between 
3690 BC and 3630 BC. 
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Fig. 3.22. Data presented here compare the effect on model output for models of different durations. For each start decade ten simulate models 

were run, with the end of the simulated model changing by 50 years. The ranges of Boundary parameters are presented here at 95.4% 
probability. The actual dates input into the simulation are included within the posterior density estimates in accordance with statistical 

expectations. There is some variability in the precision of the Boundary estimates. 
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Fig. 3.23. Data presented here compare the effect on model output for models of different durations. For each start decade ten simulate models 

were run, with the end of the simulated model changing by 50 years. The ranges of Boundary parameters are presented here at 68.2% 
probability. The actual dates input into the simulation are included within the posterior density estimates in accordance with statistical 

expectations. There is some variability in the precision of the Boundary estimates. 
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Fig. 3.24. This graph examines the effect of varying the Phase durations on the bandwidths of start Boundary estimates. In this graph the 

estimate for the start of a Phase changes, but it always ends in 3100 BC (this point is not shown here as in this thesis we are primarily interested 

in the precision of the start estimates of neolithic actiivty). ‘E68’ is the earliest point in the 68.2% range. ‘L68’ is the latest point in the 68.2% range. 
‘E95’ is the earliest point in the 95.4% range. ‘L95’ is the latest point in the 95.4% range. 
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Fig. 3.25. This graph examines the effect of varying the Phase durations on the bandwidths of start Boundary estimates. In this graph the 

estimate for the start of a Phase changes, but it always ends in 3150 BC. ‘E68’ is the earliest point in the 68.2% range. ‘L68’ is the latest point in 

the 68.2% range. ‘E95’ is the earliest point in the 95.4% range. ‘L95’ is the latest point in the 95.4% range. 
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Fig. 3.26. This graph examines the effect of varying the Phase durations on the bandwidths of start Boundary estimates. In this graph the 

estimate for the start of a Phase changes, but it always ends in 3200 BC. ‘E68’ is the earliest point in the 68.2% range. ‘L68’ is the latest point in 

the 68.2% range. ‘E95’ is the earliest point in the 95.4% range. ‘L95’ is the latest point in the 95.4% range. 
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Fig. 3.27. This graph examines the effect of varying the Phase durations on the bandwidths of start Boundary estimates. In this graph the 

estimate for the start of a Phase changes, but it always ends in 3250 BC. ‘E68’ is the earliest point in the 68.2% range. ‘L68’ is the latest point in 

the 68.2% range. ‘E95’ is the earliest point in the 95.4% range. ‘L95’ is the latest point in the 95.4% range. 
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Fig. 3.28. This graph examines the effect of varying the Phase durations on the bandwidths of start Boundary estimates. In this graph the 

estimate for the start of a Phase changes, but it always ends in 3300 BC. ‘E68’ is the earliest point in the 68.2% range. ‘L68’ is the latest point in 

the 68.2% range. ‘E95’ is the earliest point in the 95.4% range. ‘L95’ is the latest point in the 95.4% range. 
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Fig. 3.29. This graph examines the effect of varying the Phase durations on the bandwidths of start Boundary estimates. In this graph the 

estimate for the start of a Phase changes, but it always ends in 3350 BC. ‘E68’ is the earliest point in the 68.2% range. ‘L68’ is the latest point in 

the 68.2% range. ‘E95’ is the earliest point in the 95.4% range. ‘L95’ is the latest point in the 95.4% range. 
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Fig. 3.30. This graph examines the effect of varying the Phase durations on the bandwidths of start Boundary estimates. In this graph the 

estimate for the start of a Phase changes, but it always ends in 3400 BC. ‘E68’ is the earliest point in the 68.2% range. ‘L68’ is the latest point in 

the 68.2% range. ‘E95’ is the earliest point in the 95.4% range. ‘L95’ is the latest point in the 95.4% range. 
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Fig. 3.31. This graph examines the effect of varying the Phase durations on the bandwidths of start Boundary estimates. In this graph the 

estimate for the start of a Phase changes, but it always ends in 3450 BC. ‘E68’ is the earliest point in the 68.2% range. ‘L68’ is the latest point in 

the 68.2% range. ‘E95’ is the earliest point in the 95.4% range. ‘L95’ is the latest point in the 95.4% range. 
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Fig. 3.32. This graph examines the effect of varying the Phase durations on the bandwidths of start Boundary estimates. In this graph the 

estimate for the start of a Phase changes, but it always ends in 3500 BC. ‘E68’ is the earliest point in the 68.2% range. ‘L68’ is the latest point in 

the 68.2% range. ‘E95’ is the earliest point in the 95.4% range. ‘L95’ is the latest point in the 95.4% range.
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Fig. 3.33. This graph examines the effect of varying the Phase durations on the bandwidths of start Boundary estimates. In this graph the 

estimate for the start of a Phase changes, but it always ends in 3550 BC. ‘E68’ is the earliest point in the 68.2% range. ‘L68’ is the latest point in 

the 68.2% range. ‘E95’ is the earliest point in the 95.4% range. ‘L95’ is the latest point in the 95.4% range.
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Fig. 3.34. This graph examines the effect of varying the Phase durations on the bandwidths of start Boundary estimates. In this graph the 

estimate for the start of a Phase changes, but it always ends in 3600 BC. ‘E68’ is the earliest point in the 68.2% range. ‘L68’ is the latest point in 

the 68.2% range. ‘E95’ is the earliest point in the 95.4% range. ‘L95’ is the latest point in the 95.4% range. 
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Fig. 3.35. This graph shows the bandwidth of the start Boundary parameters shown in fig. 3.24. The red line shows the duration of the simulated 

Phase used in different models. The two grey lines show the variation in the precision of the Boundary parameters as the phase duration is 

varied. In models presented here, when the models start changes but the phases always ended in 3100 BC (which is not shown in this graph as it 
relates to the start estimates).  
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Figure 3.36. This graph shows the bandwidth of the start Boundary parameters shown in fig. 3.25. The red line shows the duration of the 

simulated Phase used in different models. The two grey lines show the variation in the precision of the Boundary parameters as the phase 

duration is varied. In models presented here, when the models start changes and the phases always end in 3150 BC. 
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Figure 3.37. This graph shows the bandwidth of the start Boundary parameters shown in fig. 3.26. The red line shows the duration of the 

simulated Phase used in different models. The two grey lines show the variation in the precision of the Boundary parameters as the phase 

duration is varied. In models presented here, when the models start changes and the phases always end in 3200 BC. 
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Figure 3.38. This graph shows the bandwidth of the start Boundary parameters shown in fig. 3.27. The red line shows the duration of the 

simulated Phase used in different models. The two grey lines show the variation in the precision of the Boundary parameters as the phase 

duration is varied. In models presented here, when the models start changes and the phases always end in 3250 BC. 
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Figure 3.39. This graph shows the bandwidth of the start Boundary parameters shown in fig. 3.28. The red line shows the duration of the 

simulated Phase used in different models. The two grey lines show the variation in the precision of the Boundary parameters as the phase 

duration is varied. In models presented here, when the models star changes and the phases always end in 3300 BC. 
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Figure 3.40. This graph shows the bandwidth of the start Boundary parameters shown in fig. 3.29. The red line shows the duration of the 

simulated Phase used in different models. The two grey lines show the variation in the precision of the Boundary parameters as the phase 

duration is varied. In models presented here, when the models start changes and the phases always end in 3350 BC.  
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Figure 3.41. This graph shows the bandwidth of the start Boundary parameters shown in fig. 3.30. The red line shows the duration of the 

simulated Phase used in different models. The two grey lines show the variation in the precision of the Boundary parameters as the phase 

duration is varied. In models presented here, when the models start changes and the phases always end in 3400 BC.  
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Figure 3.42. This graph shows the bandwidth of the start Boundary parameters shown in fig. 3.31. The red line shows the duration of the 

simulated Phase used in different models. The two grey lines show the variation in the precision of the Boundary parameters as the phase 

duration is varied. In models presented here, when the model start changes and the phases always end in 3450 BC.  
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Figure 3.43. This graph shows the bandwidth of the start Boundary parameters shown in fig. 3.32. The red line shows the duration of the 

simulated Phase used in different models. The two grey lines show the variation in the precision of the Boundary parameters as the phase 

duration is varied. In models presented here, when the models start changes and the phases always end in 3500 BC. 
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Figure 3.44. This graph shows the bandwidth of the start Boundary parameters shown in fig. 3.33. The red line shows the duration of the 

simulated Phase used in different models. The two grey lines show the variation in the precision of the Boundary parameters as the phase 

duration is varied. In models presented here, when the models start changes and the phases always end in 3550 BC. 
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Figure 3.45. This graph shows the bandwidth of the start Boundary parameters shown in fig. 3.34. The red line shows the duration of the 

simulated Phase used in different models. The two grey lines show the variation in the precision of the Boundary parameters as the phase 

duration is varied. In models presented here, when the models start changes and the phases always end in 3600 BC. 
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Fig. 3.46. An example of multiple, similar posterior density estimates for start Boundary parameters produced from models simulated to begin in 

3660 BC. Distribution ‘3660 3100’ is the posterior density estimate for the start Boundary parameter from the model starting in 3660 BC and 

ending in 3100 BC. 
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Fig. 3.47. An example of a strongly elevated start Boundary posterior density estimate for the model simulated to begin in 3640 BC. Distribution 

‘3640 3100’ is the posterior density estimate for the start Boundary parameter from the model starting in 3640 BC and ending in 3100 BC. This 

elevated probability appears to be strongly dependent on the end point of the phase. 
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Fig. 3.48. An example of posterior density estimates which show similar elevated probabilities apparently independent of the end point chosen for 

the range. Distribution ‘3820 3100’ is the posterior density estimate for the start Boundary parameter from the model starting in 3820 BC and 
ending in 3100 BC.  
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Fig. 3.49. Phases simulated to start in 3770 BC show variability in their most elevated estimates of when the phases began, depending on when 

the phase ended. Distribution ‘3770 3100’ is the posterior density estimate for the start Boundary parameter from the model starting in 3770 BC 
and ending in 3100 BC.  
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Fig. 3.50. Some groups of estimates for the start of a phase showed bimodality. For phases beginning in 3890 BC the most elevated probabilities 

were bimodal around the real start of the phase. Distribution ‘3890 3100’ is the posterior density estimate for the start Boundary parameter from 
the model starting in 3890 BC and ending in 3100 BC. 
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Fig. 3.51. In some cases, individual ranges feature elevated probability away from the simulated start of the phase, as here when the phase was 
simulated to begin in 3750 BC and end in 3100 BC.  
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Fig. 3.52. Individual ranges included elevated probability away from the simulated start of the phase, as here when the phase was simulated to 

begin in 3910 BC. Distribution ‘3910 3100’ is the posterior density estimate for the start Boundary parameter from the model starting in 3910 BC 
and ending in 3100 BC. 
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Fig. 3.53. Individual ranges included elevated probability away from the simulated start of the phase, as here when the phase was simulated to 

begin in 3940 cal BC. Distribution ‘3940 3100’ is the posterior density estimate for the start Boundary parameter from the model starting in 3940 
BC and ending in 3100 BC. 
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Fig. 3.54. Individual ranges included elevated probability away from the simulated start of the phase, as here when the phase was simulated to 

begin in 4020 cal BC. Distribution ‘4020 3100’ is the posterior density estimate for the start Boundary parameter from the model starting in 4020 
BC and ending in 3100 BC. 
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Fig. 3.55. Individual ranges included elevated probability away from the simulated start of the phase, as here when the phase was simulated to 
begin in 4100 BC and end in 3100 BC.  
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Fig. 3.56. A ‘Sum’ figure generated from the R_Simulate data shown in table 3.1.The statistic 
replicates that produced by Collard et al. (2010, 867, fig. 1), though with fewer data. The data 
used to produce this statistic are uniformly distributed — there is no structure, or ‘underlying 
archaeological pattern’ in this data other than that produced by the shape of the calibration curve.  
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Fig. 3.57. The R_Simulate data used to produce the Sum statistic, and the Sum statistic (in green) plotted on the calibration curve. The shape of 

the Sum statistic can be seen to mirror changes in the shape of the calibration curve. Because I have used ‘known age’ simulate data to produce 

the Sum statistic we known that there is no underlying archaeological pattern in either the data or the Sum statistic. The distribution derives from 
the shape of the calibration curve. 
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CHAPTER FOUR FIGURES 
 
Fig. 4.1a. The east midlands HER regions discussed in chapter four.  

 

East Midlands Historic Environment Regions

1 Lincolnshire Historic Environment Record

2 Lincoln Heritage Database

3 Nottinghamshire Historic Environment Record
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7 Leicester City Historic Environment Record7 Leicester City Historic Environment Record

8 Northamptonshire Sites & Monuments Record
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Fig. 4.1b. Selected sites mentioned in the text. 
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Fig. 4.2. Probability distributions of Lismore Fields results. Each distribution represents the 
relative probability that an ‘event’ occurred at a particular time. For each result two 
distributions have been plotted — in outline is the calibrated distribution from result and error 
term, the solid distributions are produced from the chronological model employed here. 

Magenta distributions are results which are suggested to be Outliers based on informal 
assessment of their poor agreement with their position in the model (see text). These results 
are calibrated but are not active in the model calculations. Other distributions (e.g. ‘first 

building I’) are calculated from the algorithms and data presented in the model. Individual and 
model agreement indices are shown after the parameter. The constraints active on the model 
are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). The 
parameters presented here are details of the east midlands currency model shown in fig. 
4.11a-e.  

  
 
Fig. 4.3. Durations of activity at Lismore. Probability estimates of the durations of phases 
‘Lismore’ and ‘Use Building I’ respectively. The CQL2 and brackets locate the nesting of the 
posterior density estimates within the model shown in fig. 4.2. 
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Fig. 4.4. The location of Lismore Fields in relation to neolithic mortuary monuments, relief, 
and river systems (from Davies 2009, with permission). ‘LB’ — long barrow or possible long 
barrow, ‘LH’ — ‘long house’. The sides of the image are just over 15km each. The image 
vertical is aligned to north. ‘LH’ is the Lismore Fields site (location 13 in map 4.1). The Wye 
flows west-east, further details of the site’s location can be seen in fig. 4.5, which looks east 
along the Wye. From Lismore along the Wye the first ‘LB’ to the south of the river is Gospel 
Hillocks barrow. 
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Fig. 4.5. Simulated aerial view looking east from Lismore in winter. (Reproduced after consultation of Google Earth permissions: © 2009 Google, Map Data © 
2009 Tele Atlas.) 
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Fig. 4.6. Plan of negative features excavated at Lismore Fields over several seasons by TPAT (redrawn from Garton 1991).  
0268=[0270] 
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Fig. 4.7. Computer generated reconstruction of Building I by Davies (2009, reproduced with permission), presented as a single-phase structure.  
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Fig. 4.8. Aston cursus landscape. Monuments taken from Reaney’s (1968) excavations and 
crop mark analysis from Gibson & Loveday (1989) plan. 
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Fig. 4.9. ‘Hearth’ 4830, interpreted as late neolithic. From within early neolithic post-and-slot-
built structure at White Horse Stone (from Hayden 2006, scale 1m). From early neolithic post-
built structure 4806, a plan of which is shown below. 
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Fig. 4.10. Plan of truncated Holme Pierrepont ring ditch, which described features containing 
early neolithic material culture, including feature 18, ecofactual material from which was used 
for the production of radiocarbon results. (Redrawn after Guilbert 1999). 
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Fig. 4.11a. East midlands early neolithic currency model. Probability distributions of results. 
From multi-phase sites such as Briar Hill and Giants Hills I only radiocarbon dates associated 
with early neolithic material culture are included in the model. For full discussion of the results 
from such sites consult the relevant appendix. For reasons of clarity, sub-sections of the 
model have been presented in fig. 4.2 (Lismore Fields), fig. 4.35 (Willington Quarry 
(Sequence ‘WQN’)), 4.11b (early neolithic caves and barrows, excluding Giants Hills — 

which is shown in detail in fig. 4.20, and Whitwell — which is shown in detail in fig.  4.16), 
4.11c (Raunds long mound), 4.11d (other Raunds monuments excluding the long mound), 
4.11e (other early neolithic monuments). The locations of the exported portions within the 
model algorithm are indicated here and on the other diagrams of model sub-sections — the 
constraints active on the exported sub-section are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the 
brackets, which are shown on the other diagrams.  
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Fig. 4.11b. Early neolithic barrows from the east midlands. Excluding Giants Hills 2 (shown in 
detail in fig. 4.20) and Whitwell (shown in detail in fig. 4.16). The details of the barrow 
parameters shown here are exported from the currency model first introduced in fig. 4.11a. 
The constraints active on these parameters are indicated by the CQ2 keywords and the 
brackets; other detailed diagrams of aspects of the model are indicated. 
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Fig. 4.11c. Raunds long mound. Parameters shown here are exported from the currency 
model first introduced in fig. 4.11a. The constraints active on these parameters are indicated 
by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets; other detailed diagrams of aspects of the model are 
indicated. 
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Fig. 4.11d. Raunds monuments excluding the long mound. Parameters shown here are 
exported from the currency model first introduced in fig. 4.11a. The constraints active on 
these parameters are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets; other detailed 
diagrams of aspects of the model are indicated. 
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Fig. 4.11e. Other early neolithic monuments. Parameters shown here are exported from the 
currency model first introduced in fig. 4.11a. The constraints active on these parameters are 
indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets; other detailed diagrams of aspects of the 
model are indicated. 
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Fig. 4.11f. The last parameters calculated from the parameters exported from the currency 
model introduced in fig. 4.11a-e. Parameters suggested as TPQ are included from each 
monument if they are regarded as potentially associated with early neolithic material culture 
(therefore parameters interpreted in the main text as produced on intrusive material are 
excluded from the model, as are parameters produced on ‘later neolithic’ material).  
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Fig. 4.12. Durations of early neolithic activity from sites in the east midlands. The durations 
are calculated as indicated by the nesting, which corresponds to the model detailed in fig. 
4.11a-e. The constraints active on these parameters are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and 
the brackets.  
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Fig. 4.13. Plan of selected features from Tattershall Thorpe (after Chowne et al. 1993). 
Features in darker green where phased as early neolithic. Of the features from which earlier 
4

th
 millennium radiocarbon results were produced, only pit 5 contained diagnostic early 

neolithic material culture. Other features in this area of the site resulted from Romano-British 
and medieval activity. The feature labelled ‘radiocarbon posthole 24?’ may be the feature 
which produced a ‘neolithic’ radiocarbon date (Chowne et al. 1993, 82). If so, there is a 
typological error in Chowne et al.’s (1993) text as they listed the radiocarbon dated ‘posthole 
24’ as located in trench TT81, and the feature indicated below as ‘radiocarbon posthole 24?’ 
is located in trench TT81B. 
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Fig. 4.14. Plan of the multiphase Whitwell cairn (redrawn from Vyner & Wall forthcoming). 
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Fig. 4.15. Model of the prior information included the model for Whitwell long cairn shown in 
fig. 4.16. Solid lines indicate a sequential relationship, rectangles group related events. 
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Fig. 4.16. Whitwell model. The model is exported from the currency model first introduced in 
fig. 4.11a-e. The constraints active on these parameters are indicated by the CQL2 keywords 
and the brackets. 
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Fig. 4.17. Location of the Markland and Hollinhill grips. The narrow crevices in the grips are located in a SSSI (reproduced with permission from Bolshover 
District Council 2009).  
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Fig. 4.18. Location of the concentration of Lincolnshire long barrows with reference to the 
region’s geology. Barrows tend to be located on the chalk uplands or the interface of 
greensand with other geologies (geology after Woodward 1904). 
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Fig. 4.19. Model of the prior information included the model for Giants Hills long barrow 
shown in fig. 4.20. Solid lines indicate a sequential relationship, rectangles group related 
events. 
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Fig. 4.20. Giants Hills 2 model incorporated in to the early neolithic currency model shown in fig. 4.11. The site model until the boundary End early neo 
mortuary is incorporated into the currency model first introduced in fig. 4.11 (see appendix EM4). Later activity at the site late is excluded from the currency 
model for the early neolithic because the radiocarbon results are not associated with demonstrably early neolithic activity. The constraints active on these 
parameters are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets.  
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Fig. 4.21. The Interval ‘façade trench_mortuary’ is calculated between the earliest neolithic activity at Giants Hills 2 (OxA-642; fig. 4.20; i.e. the short-lived 
result associated with the firing or construction of the façade trench) and the first ditch digging event (fig. 4.20; see appendix EM5 for further dicussion). 
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Fig. 4.22. Plan of the location of monuments excavated as part of the Raunds landscape 
produced (after Harding & Healy 2007). 1=long barrow, 2=avenue and concentric ring ditch, 
3=causewayed ring ditch, 4=barrow 5, 5=Raunds turf mound, 6=long enclosure. 
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Fig. 4.23. Plan of the principal features from the Raunds long barrow (after Harding & Healy 
2007).   
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Fig. 4.24. Reconstruction drawing of the earliest neolithic phase, showing the façade trench, 
from the Raunds long barrow (from Harding & Healy 2007). 
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Fig. 4.25. Plan of the principle features from the Raunds long mound (after Harding & Healy 2007). 
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Fig. 4.26. Detail of the east end of the Raunds long mound showing the location of material 
sampled for radiocarbon dating (after Harding & Healy 2007). 
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Fig. 4.27. Plan of the Raunds turf mound (modified from Harding & Healy 2007).
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Fig. 4.28. Plan of the Raunds avenue, showing the ditch segments’ positions in relation to later features. Note that one of the features from which material 
was dated was removed by quarrying prior to archaeological recording (modified from Harding & Healy 2007). 
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Fig. 4.29. Location of the different excavation zones on the river channel at Willington Quarry 
(after Beamish 2009).  
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Fig. 4.30. Composite sections running across the burnt mound in zone 2 at Willington Quarry, which overlay what may have been remnants of an early 
neolithic midden or occupation horizon deposits (from Beamish 2009). 
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Fig. 4.31. Plan of the deposits underlying the burnt mound deposits from the apex of the zone 
2 gravel island at Willington Quarry (from Beamish 2009). 
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Fig. 4.32. Plan of selected features from zone 6 at Willington Quarry (from Beamish 2009).  
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Fig. 4.33. A schematic diagram of treethrow hole formation indicating how material culture of 
different ages might be incorporated into the fill. Material culture could be deposited in the 
vicinity when a tree was still standing (in this case a carefully balanced Plain ware vessel). 
Material could then be included after the tree had fallen (in this case Mortlake-style 
Peterborough ware). Processes including weathering, animal and human disturbance result in 
the break up of pottery and infilling of the throw. Assemblages from the treethrow as a whole, 
could therefore include material of significantly different ages (redrawn from Moore & 
Jennings 1992, 10).  
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Fig. 4.34. Model of the prior information included the model for Willington Quarry shown in 
fig. 4.35. Solid lines indicate a sequential relationship, rectangles group related events. 
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Fig. 4.35. Willington model. The model is exported from the currency model first introduced in 
fig. 4.11a. The constraints active on these parameters are indicated by the CQL2 keywords 
and the brackets; other detailed diagrams of aspects of the model are indicated. 
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Fig. 4.36. Negative features in proximity to “midden pit” cluster I from Mercia Marina, 
Willington (redrawn from Brightman 2009). 
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Fig. 4.37. Briar Hill’s location in proximity to other causewayed enclosures and sites in the east midlands (after Harding & Healy 2007). 
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In pullout fig. 4.38. Briar Hill plan (redrawn from Bamford 1985). Labelled features produced material used for radiocarbon results of relevance to this project. 
Green, blue and grey coloured features comprise the outer, inner, and spiral arm circuits in Bamford’s terms. It may be that features from the inner and spiral 
arm represent sequentially excavated circuits, which intercut in the area coloured pink. 
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Fig. 4.39. Reconstruction of Briar Hill (drawn by Ken Conner, reproduced from Chapman 
undated. Note the human group complete with large mammal approaching the site on the 
left). 
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In pullout fig. 4.40. The ‘sequence diagram’ (redrawn from Bamford 1985, 9) for Briar Hill. Each ditch segment is grouped by circuit and the phasing scheme 
Bamford developed. Each cut is given an alpha-numeric code (e.g. ‘200C’) fills within the cut are then give a number addition to the identifying alpha-numeric 
code (e.g. the primary fill in cut 200C may be ‘200C(1)’).  
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Fig. 4.41. Location of the features from which dated material was recovered within Bamford’s sequence diagram. Blue blocks indicate features from which 
dated material was recovered. Red lines indicate key interfaces in Bamford’s phasing: the lower interface marks the interface between ‘primary construction’ 
and ‘first major recut’; the upper line is the start of the final recut. In her phasing Bamford assumed an equivalence between these phases in all features, and 
in all ditch circuits — despite the indication in plan that the ‘spiral arm’ and ‘inner ditch’ may be intercut. It is notable that the earlier phases of each circuit are 
poorly sampled. Only two results, HAR-5125 and HAR-5216a/b, may have been produced on shortlived material, both from the spiral arm. No early 
features/contexts from the inner ditch were measured. Of the two significantly older results associated with the outer ditch, HAR-4072 may be produced on a 
posthole pre-dating the circuit.   
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Fig. 4.42. Simplified phasing diagrams for the location of the features which produced 
samples used for radiocarbon dating from the inner, inner spiral arm and outer ditches of 
Briar Hill.  
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Fig. 4.43. Model of the prior information included the model for Briar Hill shown in fig. 4.44. 
Solid lines indicate a sequential relationship, rectangles group related events. Only the 
sequence to the end of the phase ‘first major recut’ is included in the currency model first 
introduced in fig. 4.11. In the sequence included in the currency model HAR-5271 is 

presented as an Outlier, because the calibrated date range falls outside the range 
classified as ‘early neolithic’ for the purposes of this project.  
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Fig. 4.44. Briar Hill model. The sequence until the end of the phase ‘final recut’ is 
incorporated into the currency model first introduced in fig. 4.11e. In the sequence included in 
the currency model HAR-5271 is presented as an outlier, because the calibrated date range 
falls outside the range classified as ‘early neolithic’ for the purposes of this project. The 
constraints active on these parameters are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the 
brackets. 
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Fig. 4.45. Briar Hill model continued from fig. 4.44. 
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Fig. 4.46. Selected posterior density estimates (show at 68.2% probable) calculated in the model for the chronology of the early neolithic in the east midlands 
(figs. 4.11a-f). 
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Fig. 4.47. Posterior density estimates shown in fig. 4.46 shown on the calibration curve. The 
impact of the curve shape is indicated on the structure of the posteriors. Key points in time — 
3900 cal BC, 3800 cal BC, 3750 cal BC, 3700 cal BC, and 3650 cal BC — are plotted on the 

curve using the R_Simulate function.  
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Fig. 4.48. Indications of continuity? While no demonstrably accurate radiocarbon dates exist 
for the late mesolithic in the east midlands, indications for portable material culture and the 
location of the earliest monuments suggest that the locations which  early neolithic people 
exploited cannot be seen as ‘blank slates’. In these plans, (after Harding & Healy 2007) the 
locations of the recovery of late microliths are the locations from which polished stone axes 
were also recovered. 
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Fig. 4.49a. Posterior density estimates produced in the regional currency model (figs. 4.11a–

f) are used to calculate the First and Last events associated with cereal grains and 
domesticated animals in the east midlands. The first and last parameters are calculated in fig. 
4.50.  
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Fig. 4.49b. Posterior density estimates produced in the regional currency model (figs. 4.11a–

f) are used to calculate the First and Last events associated with Plain bowl pottery in the 
east midlands. The first and last parameters are calculated in fig. 4.50.  
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Fig. 4.49c. Posterior density estimates produced in the regional currency model (figs. 4.11a–

f) are used to calculate the First and Last events associated with Carinated bowl pottery in 
the east midlands. The first and last parameters are calculated in fig. 4.50. 

 
Fig. 4.49d. Posterior density estimates produced in the regional currency model (figs. 4.11a–

f) are used to calculate the First and Last events associated with Mildenhall-type and 

Peterborough wares in the east midlands. The first and last parameters are calculated in fig. 
4.50. 
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Fig. 4.49e. Posterior density estimates produced in the regional currency model (figs. 4.11a–

f) are used to calculate the First and Last events associated with polished stone axes in 
the east midlands. The first and last parameters are calculated in fig. 4.50. 
 

 
Fig. 4.50. A model calculating the First and Last dated events associated with different 
portable material types shown in fig. 4.49a-e. The results in this model are cross-referenced 
from those shown in fig. 4.49a-e.  
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Fig. 4.51. The currency of portable material culture in the east midlands calculated from the 

First and Last parameters shown in fig. 4.50.  

 
 
Fig. 4.52. First parameters associated with different types of early neolithic portable material 
culture from the east midlands. These parameters are calculated in the models shown in fig. 
4.49a-e and fig. 4.50. (BM_2421 estimates the presence of Mildenhall ware; OxA_642 may 
estimate the presence of domesticated pig). 
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CHAPTER FIVE FIGURES  
 
Fig. 5.1. The Yorkshire and Humberside HER regions discussed in chapter five.  
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Fig. 5.2. Selected sites in the Yorkshire and Humberside HER regions mentioned in the text, 
and cave appendix A. 
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Fig. 5.3. The Marsden Moor mesolithic sites. (Reproduced after consultation of Google Earth permissions: © 2009 Google, Map Data © 2009 Tele Atlas.). 
The uplands of the moors have very distinct elevated relief, similarities with other late mesolithic sites, such as South Haw can be noted. 
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Fig. 5.4. Microliths from March Hill and Marsden Moors. Microlith 1 is a rod from Dean Clough 
recovered by Buckley (1924b). Microlith 2 is a rod-like microlith with retouch down both 
edges, recovered from Dean Clough by Buckley (1924b). Microliths 3–5 are scalene triangles 
recovered from Cupworth Hill by Buckley (1924b).  6–8 are microburins recovered from 
Lominot, Dean Clough, and Cupworth Hill respectively by Buckley (1924b). The other 
microliths were recovered from the recent work undertaken by WYAS (Spikins 2002, 11). 
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Fig. 5.5. Raistrick (on the right) and Tot Lord, outside the Sewell Cave (from Croucher 1995, 
9). 
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Fig. 5.6. Francis Buckley pictured in the 1930s (reproduced from Gallery Oldham; with 
permission (2011) of Dinah Winch, Senior Curator). Buckley was a collector extraordinaire —
his specialisms included Chinese porcelain, English glass, and mesolithic flints. After the war, 
his inheritance allowed Buckley to pursue his interests. When he went ‘flinting’ on the moors 

he was said to have dressed ‘like a tramp’ and hiked for up to 30km a day. 
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Fig. 5.7. Neolithic Plain bowl sherd from Heslerton VI round barrow excavated by Greenwell 
(from Greenwell collection at the British Museum. BB VI Heslerton accession number 1879, 
12–9, 45; cf. Kinnes & Longworth 1985, 34). The characteristically ‘spongy’ fabric inferred as 
evidence of calcareous or organic temper. 
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Fig. 5.8. Reconstructed neolithic Plain bowl from Heslerton VI round barrow excavated by 
Greenwell (from Greenwell collection at the British Museum. BB VI Heslerton accession 
number 1879, 12–9, 42; cf. Kinnes & Longworth 1985, 33). This form (S-shaped profile, rolled 
rim, plain body, rather coarse fabric compared with some Carinated vessels) has sometimes 
been referred to as ‘Heslerton’ ware, it is arguable that ‘Towthorpe ware’ is a similar regional 
variation of Plain neolithic wares (Piggott 1954; Manby et al. 2003b). 
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Fig. 5.9. Neolithic sherd from Cowlam VIII ditched barrow excavated by Greenwell (from 
Greenwell collection at the British Museum. BB VIII Cowlam accession number 1879, 12–9, 
543 A; one of three sherds from a grit-tempered Plain bowl, rim represented; cf. Kinnes & 
Longworth 1985, 54). This sherd exhibits the impression of a grain of Triticum sp. 
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Fig. 5.10. Neolithic sherds from Cowlam VII round barrow excavated by Greenwell (from Greenwell collection at the British Museum. BB VII Cowlam. Lower 

vessel: accession number 1879, 12–9, 548 (flint-tempered Plain bowl rim sherd). Upper vessel; accession number 1879, 12-9, ?1565 (corky fabric Plain 
bowl rim sherd, uncertain association with the catalogue) cf. Kinnes & Longworth 1985, 56). 
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Fig. 5.11. Clark’s (1954) model of mesolithic seasonal mobility in the Vale of Pickering and surrondings. The relief is differentiated in 100’ contours. The inner 
circle represents a 5km radius from Star Carr (indicate by the red point). The outer circle represents a 10 km radius from Star Carr. The dotted line represents 
deeper reaches (36.6m or 20 fathoms). Clark suggested Star Carr to be occupied in the winter, the time of year that herbivores would seek shelter in the 
lowlands. Assuming that food would be collected within an hour’s walk (5km radius) or two hour’s walk (10km radius) from Star Carr, Clark calculated that the 
camp could exploit an area of 23km

2
 below 200’ contour (the second contour) and only 10km

2
 below the 100’ contour (the first contour). Clark postulated that 

nearly all the raw materials exploited by the camp occupants — deer products, birch tree products, lithics (including amber) — would be available within an 
hour’s walk (the notable exception possibly being iron pyrites).  
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Fig. 5.12. Donehue & Lovis’ (2006, 254) model of mesolithic migratory patterns, in which the Marsden area would be suggested as a seasonally exploited 
‘logistic camp’.  
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Fig. 5.13. Reconstructions of March Hill and Lominot sites (from Spikins 2002; reproduced with permission Spikins 2011). From left to right the first image 
represents the early mesolithic activity on Lominot. The second image represents the late mesolithic activity at March Hill Carr (trench A). The third image 
represents the terminal mesolithic activity on March Hill Top (trench B).  
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Fig. 5.14. Plans of various early mesolithic structures from Britain and the continent. Plans have been redrawn to the same scale. Site a is Lollikhuse, 
Denmark (Sørensen 1995). Site b is the primary phase of Howick, England (Waddington 2007). Site c is Timmerås, Sweden (Hernek 200w3). Site d is Mount 
Sandel, Ireland (Woodman 1985). Site e is Nivå, Denmark (Jensen 2003). Site f is site K Myrvatn, Norway. Site g is site 9 Fløyrlivatn, Norway. Site h is site D 
Myrvatin, Norway. Site i is site 7 Fløyrlivatn, Norway. Site j and k are from site 6 Fløyrlivatn, Norway (Bang-Andersen 2003). In plans f-k hearths are marked 
with a ‘star’ symbol. 
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Fig. 5.15. Microlith use could run the gamut from plant material processing to hunting, from 
multifunctional standalones to composite tool forms (redrawn from Clarke 1976). 
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Fig. 5.16. Key themes in the discussion of mesolithic persistent places.  
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Fig. 5.17. The neolithic in Yorkshire and Humber (redrawn from Manby et al. 2003b, 36). The 
region has a wealth of early neolithic material culture, with particular concentrations of 
barrows on the uplands. Narratives of the neolithic in the region are still dominated by 
material culture typologies. As in this example, a broad development of portable and 
monumental material culture is situated within a period understood as “a time for agriculture” 
(Manby et al. 2003, 35). There has been relatively little rewriting of the period with reference 
to more contemporary ideas (e.g. Thomas 2003). 
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Fig. 5.18 The location of the March Hill sites. (Reproduced after consultation of Google Earth permissions: © 2009 Google, Map Data © 2009 Tele Atlas.). 
The uplands of the moors have very distinct elevated relief. 
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Fig. 5.19. The area to the east of March Hill complete with Stonehouse’s finds (redrawn from Stonehouse (1988, 6)). 1 Readycon Dean 
2 Hassock; 3 White Hassock; 4 Dan Clough Moss; 5 March Hill Top; 6 March Hill Carr; 7 March Haigh reservoir; 8 Buckstones; 9 Cupworth Hill Moss. Of 
particular relevance to this project are March Hill Top, March Hill Carr, Dan Clough, and Lominot.  The area around Readycon Dean is the region from which 
Buckley (1924, 47) recovered his 31 microliths, possibly part of a composite saw — the area of the north shore of the Readycon Dean reservoir is the area 
Stonehouse knew as ‘Dean Clough’. It is from this location that his Dean Clough result was produced. Microliths indicating composite tools were recovered at 
Hassock (Myers 1987). Cupworth Hill is where Buckley (1924b) recovered the scalenes shown in fig. 5.4.  
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Fig. 5.20. The view of March Hill top, looking east across Tom Clough north of the site (from Spikins undated, 8; where the photographer is credited as John 
Hedges).  
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Fig. 5.21. The plan from March Hill Trench A hearth 3 (redrawn from Spikins 1996; stones are 
shown in white), and the section March Hill Trench B hearth 1 (redrawn from Spikins 1996; 
stones are shown in white). 
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Fig. 5.22a. Probability distributions for results associated with later mesolithic rod and 
scalene microliths from Yorkshire and Humberside. Each distribution represents the 
probability that a ‘radiocarbon event’ occurred at a point in time. Details of the results 
associated with ‘other geometric microliths’ are shown in fig. 5.22b. Distributions in magenta 

are excluded using the Outlier function (see text). The constraints active on the model are 
indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. 5.22b. Probability distributions for results associated with later mesolithic geometric 
microliths from Yorkshire and Humberside. Each distribution represents the probability that a 
‘radiocarbon event’ occurred at a point in time. Details of the results associated with rod and 
scalene microliths are shown in fig. 5.22a. The constraints active on the model are indicated 
by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. 5. 23. The plan of Dunford Bridge site b redrawn from Radley et al. (1974). 
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Fig. 5.24. Some of the lithics recovered from Dunford Bridge site b by Radley et al. (1974).  Microlith production is indicated by the presence of microburins 
(item 11); other notable elements of the assemblage include the backed blades (items 1–5), and rod-like 
 microliths (items 12–13). Scale 1:1. 
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Fig. 5.25. The view from Dunford Bridge site b, towards Rocher Moss, and then March Hill. (Reproduced after consultation of Google Earth permissions: © 
2009 Google, Map Data © 2009 Tele Atlas.) The sites in the very distance, towards the right of the image, are the cave sites of the Giggleswick Scar 
(appendix A).  
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Fig. 5.26. The sketch section presumably drawn by Jacobi, (though possibly by Poole) of the 
hearth excavated by Poole on Dan Clough from the radiocarbon sample submission form to 
Groningen (Smith-Deenen pers. com. 2009). The image is reproduced from the submission 
form with vertical aligned with this page’s vertical. The ‘true’ vertical scale line indicates that 
the section sampled a sloping site. 
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Fig. 5.27. Probability distributions for estimates of the durations of assemblages (calculated in the models shown in fig. 5.22a–b). The constraints active on 
the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. 5.28. Microlith calculation model. Calculations for the last dated events associated with microliths. The posteriors are derived from the models shown in 
fig. 5.22a–b. The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). In addition a date estimate 
for the deposition of the rod core in the hearth in trench B, March Hill has been calculated.  
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Fig. 5.29. The posterior density estimates from trench A hearths (derived from fig. 5.22a–b) 
centre on a relatively steep part of the calibration curve, but are bracketed by ‘micro-
plateaux’. 
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Fig. 5.30. Durations of activity for different phases at March Hill. The model has been extracted from the site model presented in appendix YH2 (fig. YH2.1). 
The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
Results from the site demonstrate that people were present in the vicinity of March Hill for around 1000 years (fig. 5.31).  
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Fig. 5.31. Detail of the parameter for the total duration of activity sampled from the March Hill and Lominot sites. The duration is calculated in fig. 5.30, from 
the model presented in appendix YH2 (fig. YH2.1). 
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Fig. 5.32. Unpublished plan of the excavations undertaken by ?Mellars in 1972 at Thorpe Common. South Yorkshire HER file (SY 01097/07-MS9875); 
internal features included two hearths and a possible wall or structure. 
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Fig. 5.33. Key parameters from Yorkshire and Humberside ‘mesolithic’. (The first parameters were calculated in fig. 5.22a–b. The last parameters were 
calculated in fig. 5.28). 
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Fig. 5.34a. Probability distributions for results associated with early neolithic material culture 
from Yorkshire and Humberside. Each distribution represents the probability that a 
‘radiocarbon event’ occurred at a point in time. The constraints active on the model are 
indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
Details of results associated with Humberside pits are shown in fig. 5.34b, with Yorkshire pits 
in fig. 5.34c, with Yorkshire barrows in fig. 5.34d, with Humberside barrows in fig. 5.34e.   
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Fig. 5.34b. Probability distributions for results associated with Humberside pits.  
Each distribution represents the relative probability that an ‘event’ occurred at a particular 
time. For each result two distributions have been plotted — in outline is the calibrated 
distribution from result and error term; the solid distributions are produced from the 
chronological model employed here. Magenta distributions are results which are suggested to 

be Outliers based on informal assessment of their poor agreement with their position in the 
model (see text). These results are calibrated but are not active in the model calculations. 
The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets 
(Bronk Ramsey 2009b). Details of results associated with Yorkshire pits in fig. 5.34c, with 
Yorkshire barrows in fig. 5.34d, with Humberside barrows in fig. 5.34e.  
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Fig. 5.34c Yorkshire pits. Probability distributions for results associated with early neolithic 
material culture from Yorkshire and Humberside. Each distribution represents the probability 
that a ‘radiocarbon event’ occurred at a point in time. The constraints active on the model are 
indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). Details of results 
associated with Humberside pits are shown in fig. 5.34b, with Yorkshire barrows in fig. 
5.34d, with Humberside barrows in fig. 5.34e. 
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Fig. 5.34d Yorkshire barrows. Probability distributions for results associated with early 
neolithic material culture from Yorkshire and Humberside. Each distribution represents the 
probability that a ‘radiocarbon event’ occurred at a point in time. Magenta distributions are 

results which are suggested to be Outliers based on informal assessment of their poor 
agreement with their position in the model (see text). These results are calibrated but are not 
active in the model calculations. The constraints active on the model are indicated by the 
CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). Details of results associated with 
Humberside pits are shown in fig. 5.34b, with Yorkshire pits in fig. 5.34c, with Humberside 
barrows in fig. 5.34e.  
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Fig. 5.34e Humberside barrows. Probability distributions for results associated with early 
neolithic material culture from Yorkshire and Humberside. Each distribution represents the 
probability that a ‘radiocarbon event’ occurred at a point in time. The constraints active on the 
model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). Details 
of results associated with Humberside pits are shown in fig. 5.34b, with Yorkshire pits in fig. 
5.34c, with Yorkshire barrows in fig. 5.34d. The large square brackets and CQL2 keywords 
define the model. 
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Fig. 5.35. Probability distributions for estimates of the neolithic site phases from Yorkshire 
and Humberside (each duration is calculated in the models shown in fig. 5.34a–e). The 
constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk 
Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. 5.36. Calculation of Last parameters associated with barrows. Posteriors were exported 
from fig. 5.34d–e. The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords 
and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. 5.37a. The deposition of a cow bone at Towthorpe 18 may be estimated by the 
parameter calculated here, deposit Towthorpe 18, this is renamed as prior 
“ox_rib_deposit_Towthorpe18” for use in later currency models because of programming 
considerations — the parameter remains the same (e.g. fig. 5.49d). Because the parameters 

from the early phase of Towthorpe 18 were not statistically consistent a Date parameter 
calculated between the first and last dated event from the barrow is taken as a representative 
(and necessarily imprecise) estimated for the deposition — it is possible that the deposition of 

the cow bone is actually more closely associated with either the First or Last dated event 

from the Phase. 
 

 
 
Fig. 5.37b. The deposition of the pig bone in the early burial phase of Wold Newton may be 
estimated by Wold Newton earlier phase, shown here in magenta (extracted from the 
currency model shown in fig. 5.34e — because the early results are statistically consistent 

either a First, Last or Date function calculation from this phase would arguably be 

appropriate). This parameter is renamed as prior 
“pig_bone_Wold_Newton_earlier_burial_phase” for use in later currency models because of 
programming considerations — the parameter remains the same (e.g. fig. 5.49d). 
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Fig. 5.38. The locations of the early prehistoric features excavated as part of the A1(M) road 
scheme (redrawn from F. Brown 2007). 
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Fig. 5.39. The Marton-le-Moor road scheme (redrawn from Speed pers. comm. 2009). 
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Fig. 5.40. Area 91, Marton-le-Moor, the association between a number of pit features 
(redrawn after Speed 2009 pers. comm.). 
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Fig. 5.41. Areas 88 and 89, Marton-le-Moor, further early neolithic pit features (redrawn from 
Speed 2009 pers. comm.). 
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Fig. 5.42. Plan of relevant features from Sewerby Cottage (redrawn from Fenton-Thomas 
2009). 
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Fig. 5.43. The two phases associated with chronometric data from the Whitegrounds, Burythorpe entrance passage are illustrated (in figure 18 from Brewster 
1984). The primary phase of neolithic skeletal deposits are located at the end of the entrance passage. A later pit was cut into the centre of the neolithic cairn 
(“round barrow grave cut”). 
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Fig. 5.44. Material culture recovered by Conyngham in the 19
th
 century from Seamer Moor. The haul includes diagnostic early neolithic material culture — 

rough outs for polished stone axes, and leaf-shaped arrowheads, as well as antler maceheads, which may indicate later activity. (British Museum image 
number AN33026001; British Museum Image Service; © Trustees of the British Museum).  
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Fig. 5.45. Schematic diagram of the construction of Seamer Moor barrow, from the only 
published information on Vatcher’s work I have been able to locate (from Manby et al. 2003b, 
45). 
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Fig. 5.46. The plan of East Heslerton (modified from Vatcher & Vatcher 1965), showing partially fired façade trench, long ditches and central mound. 
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Fig. 5.47. Results from the recent geophysical survey conducted by the ancient monuments laboratory (reproduced by permission: Linford pers. comm. 2009) 
indicate possible features in the monument’s plan. 
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Fig. 5.48a. Posterior density estimates for key parameters calculated in models shown in fig. 5.34a–e. The ranges are shown at 68.2% probability. Key points 
in the chronology of Yorkshire and Humberside are shown in red. It may be possible to differentiate an initial regional neolithic (3800–3700 cal BC), and a 
more developed neolithic (after 3650 cal BC). The small sample size, and the effect of the shape of the calibration curve (fig. 5.35) probably affect this 
differentiation.  
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Fig. 5.48b. Posterior density estimates for key parameters calculated in models shown in fig. 
5.34a–e displayed on the calibration curve. The posteriors are shown in the same order as in 
fig. 5.48a. The ranges are shown at 68.2% probability. Key points in the chronology of 
Yorkshire and Humberside are shown in red. A postulated more developed neolithic (after 
3650 cal BC) may, in part, be an artefact of the shape of the calibration curve, smearing 
results after this period, though the trend may still be valid. 
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Fig. 5.49a. Posterior density estimates produced in the regional currency model (figs. 5.34a–

f) are used to calculate the First and Last events associated with Carinated bowl in 
Yorkshire and Humberside. 
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Fig. 5.49b. Posterior density estimates produced in the regional currency model (figs. 5.34a–

f) are used to calculate the First and Last events associated with early neolithic portable 
material culture, other than Grimston ware, from Yorkshire and Humberside. 
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Fig. 5.49c. Calculations for the First and Last dated event associated with early neolithic portable material culture. Posterior density estimates have been 
exported from the model shown in fig. 5.49a–b.  
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Fig. 5.49d. Summary diagram of key early neolithic portable material culture parameters for Yorkshire and Humberside calculated in the models shown in fig. 
5.49a–c, or calculated in fig. 5.37a–b (ox_rib_deposit_Towthorpe18; pig bone Wold Newton earlier burial phase). 
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Fig. 5.49e. First parameters from early neolithic portable material culture from Yorkshire and Humberside calculated in the models shown in fig. 5.49a–c, 
or other parameters shown in fig. 5.37a–b, or fig. 5.34c. 
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Fig. 5.49f. Durations of portable neolithic material culture calculated from the First and Last parameters shown in fig. 5.49d. 
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Fig. 5.50. Key parameters from the mesolithic and neolithic models. Parameters shown in the Phase ‘meso model 2’ were calculated in the model presented 

in appendix YH6; fig. YH6.1. Parameters shown in the Phase ‘preferred meso model’ were calculated in the model presented in fig. 5.22a and fig. 5.28. 

Other parameters were calculated in the model shown in fig. 5.34a–e, and fig. 5.49a–c. The black crosses mark the median of these distributions.  
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Fig 5.51. The distributions for the end of the mesolithic from the two alternative models compared with the parameters for the start of the neolithic (first  YH 
neo; Start Y_H early_neo; fig. 5.34a). The mesolithic distributions presented here are shown in fig. 5.50 (and calculated in the model presented in appendix 

YH6; fig. YH6.1 (last Y H meso model 2); fig. 5.22a–b (Boundary M N)). The parameters shown here more modelled for this figure using the Order function, 

but due to program issues in OxCal v4.1, it is not possible to display the location of the parameters within the Order function here. 
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Fig 5.52. The Difference between the preferred estimates for the start of neolithic activity (Start Y H early neo fig. 5.34a) and the end of mesolithic activity 

(Boundary parameter M_N fig. 5.22a).  
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Fig. 5.53. Case’s (1969) rationalisation of population interactions expressed graphically. Case’s model was based on interpretations of pottery typologies. His 
model remains influential in regional narratives, which are fundamentally typological. 
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CHAPTER SIX FIGURES 
 
Fig. 6.1. The north-west HER regions discussed in chapter six.  
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Fig. 6.2 Selected sites mentioned in the text. 
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Fig. 6.3. Successive phases of features from the structure at Howick (Waddington pers. comm. 
2011). Radiocarbon results have sampled several of the phases.  
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Fig. 6.4. Selected sites in the Milfield plain landscape. (Reproduced after consultation of Google 
Earth permissions: © 2009 Google, Map Data © 2009 Tele Atlas.) 
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Fig. 6.5. Distributions of neolithic axes (redrawn from Burgess 1984) and mesolithic sites 
(redrawn from Young 2004). 
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Fig. 6.6a. North-east early neolithic currency model. Each distribution represents the relative 
probability that an ‘event’ occurred at a particular time. For each result two distributions have 
been plotted — in outline is the calibrated distribution from result and error term, the solid 
distributions are produced from the chronological model employed here. Magenta distributions 

are results which are suggested to be Outliers based on informal assessment of their poor 
agreement with their position in the model (see text). These results are calibrated but are not 
active in the model calculations. The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 
keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). From Street House cairn only radiocarbon 
dates associated with early neolithic material culture are included in the model (appendix NE3). 
For reasons of clarity, sub-sections of the model have been presented in fig. 6.6b (Street House 
long cairn neolithic) and fig. 6.6c (pits and other evidence associated with early neolithic material 
culture from the region). The locations of the exported portions within the model algorithm are 
indicated here and on the other diagrams of model sub-sections — the constraints active on the 
exported sub-section are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets, which are shown on 
the other diagrams.  
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Fig. 6.6b. Sub-section of the north-east early neolithic currency model showing details of the early neolithic Street House cairn model. The model 
structure is shown in fig. 6.6a, and posterior density estimates generated for the model from pits and other negative features are shown in fig. 
6.6c — the constraints active on the exported sub-section are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets, which are shown on the other 
diagrams.  
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Fig. 6.6c. Sub-section of the north-east early neolithic currency model showing details of the pits 
and other features. The model structure is shown in fig. 6.6a, and posterior density estimates 
generated for Street House long cairn are shown in fig. 6.6b — the constraints active on the 
exported sub-section are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets, which are shown on 

the other diagrams. Magenta distributions are results which are suggested to be Outliers 
based on informal assessment of their poor agreement with their position in the model (see text). 
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Fig. 6.7. Durations of early neolithic activity calculated from the currency model shown in fig. 6.6a–c. The constraints active on the model are 
indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. 6.8. Selected posterior density estimates from the regional currency model, including selected results from Couplands pits 2 and 3. The 
results shown here from the Couplands pits were produced on single entity, short-lived material. They are statistically consistent — indicating that 
they probably accurately sample some activity at the site. They are earlier than the estimates for the first dated events calculated for neolithic pit 
use and the estimates for the start of activity associated with the Street House long cairn.  
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Fig. 6.9. Selected cropmarks showing the Couplands henge and ‘droveway’. The boxed area shows the location of the recent excavations 
undertaken by ARS Ltd. The trench plan on the right shows the location of excavated features and interventions (shaded in grey). Changes in the 
hachures within the two linear droveway ditches are drawn within the interventions. The location of context 65, from which the material was 
recovered for radiocarbon dates from the droveway, is indicated (redrawn from Waddington 2009b). 
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Fig. 6.10. Details of the sections of selected features from the recent ARS Ltd excavations at Couplands. The section drawing of the intervention 
on the westernmost droveway ditch is shown indicating the location of context 65. The sections for the three pits from which material for 
radiocarbon dating were recovered are shown. Indicated in red are the areas of heat-affected natural gravels indicative of in situ burning (redrawn 
from Waddington 2009b).  
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Fig. 6.11. Plan of early and middle neolithic negative features excavated at Thirlings. Features from which radiocarbon results were produced are 
labelled. Redrawn from Edwards (2009). 
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Fig. 6.12. Feature F644: plan, section and reconstruction (modified from Edwards 2009). 
Evidence of a postpipe and stakes from this feature are important in the gamut of neolithic pits.  
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Fig. 6.13. Plan of selected features excavated at Bolam Lake (redrawn from Waddington & Davies 2002). Fourth millennium radiocarbon results 
were produced on short-lived, single entity samples from features F5 and F4, domestic pits which contained elements of portable material culture. 
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Fig. 6.14. Selected neolithic portable material culture from feature F5, Bolam Lake, a domestic pit 
possibly associated with the triangular structure, which also produced charred plant remains used 
for a radiocarbon measurement (modified from Waddington & Davies 2002).  
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Fig. 6.15. Plan of selected features from the Street House façade trench and mortuary area (redrawn from Vyner 1984).
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Fig. 6.16. Phases of neolithic activity from Street House long cairn (redrawn from Vyner 1984).  
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Fig. 6.17. Selected posterior 
density estimates calculated in the 
models shown in fig. 6.6a–c. The 
consistency of results OxA-6832, -
6833 suggest they are probably 
accurate date ranges for neolithic 
activity. These results are 
separated from all the other data 
associated with early neolithic 
material culture in the north-east by 
a relatively steep part of the curve. 
All the other data can resolve on a 
relatively steep part of the curve 
(c3700 cal BC), meaning that they 
are relatively precise. Because of 
the later results’ precision, and 
because they are separated from 
the early Couplands results by a 
relatively steep part of the curve, 
we can be confident that the later 
results really are temporally distinct 
from the early Couplands results. 
The early data at Couplands 
represents the earliest regional 
evidence of the neolithic — 
evidence that is systematically 
under sampled by archaeological 
work for some reason, or really was 
incredibly rare in the region at this 
point in time.  
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Fig. 6.18a. An alternative currency model for the north-east to the early neolithic currency model 
presented in fig. 6.6a. The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords 
and the brackets. The model structure is exactly the same as shown in fig. 6.6a–c, with the 

exception of the two early results from Couplands which are presented here as Outlier 

parameters (shown in blue in fig. 6.18b). Other Outlier parameters (as in fig. 6.6a–c) are 
shown in magenta. 
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Fig. 6.18b. An alternative currency model for the north-east to the early neolithic currency model 
presented in fig. 6.6a. The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords 
and the brackets. The model structure is exactly the same as shown in fig. 6.6a–c, with the 

exception of the two early results from Couplands which are presented here as Outlier 

parameters (shown in blue in fig. 6.18b). Other Outlier parameters (as in fig. 6.6a–c) are 
shown in magenta. 
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Fig. 6.19. Key parameters for the early north-east neolithic compared (parameters in the phase 
“model 1” are exported from the main north-east site currency model shown in fig. 6.6a–c. 
Parameters in the phase “model 2” are exported from the alternative north-east site currency 
model shown in fig.6.18a–b. Parameters in the phase “Couplands PDEs” are exported from the 
Couplands site model described in full in appendix NE2; fig. NE1.1). 
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Fig. 6.20. The interval between the first estimate for activity from Couplands (appendix NE2; fig NE2.1; first Couplands neolithic activity) and the 
first neolithic estimate for the north-east from the alternative currency model (fig. 6.6a–b; Start NE neo). 

 
 
Fig. 6.21. Key posterior density estimates from model 2, excluding the early Couplands results (fig. 6.18a–b). The posteriors indicate that, 
excluding Couplands, early neolithic evidence in the north-east appears in the first half of the 37

th
 century cal BC.  
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Fig. 6.22a. Comparison of posterior density estimates from the site model for Couplands 
(appendix NE2; fig. NE2.1; shown in phase “Couplands model (appendix NE2)”), the site 
currency model that included the early Couplands results (shown in phase “model 1 (fig. 6.6a-c)”; 
fig 6.6a–c), and the alternative site currency model that excludes the early Couplands results 
(shown in the phase “model 2”; fig. 6.18a–b). The estimates for the start of the neolithic in the 
region are not sensitive to the early Couplands results (see main text). Shown at 95.4% 
probability. 
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Fig. 6.22b. Posterior density estimates from the model 2 for the north-east (fig. 6.18a–b) excluding the two early results from Couplands. Shown 
at 99.7% probability.  

 
Fig. 6.23. The duration of the early neolithic in the north-east as sampled in the alternative currency model (fig. 6.18a–b). 
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Fig. 6.24. Posterior density estimates produced in the regional currency model (fig. 6.6a–b) are 

used to calculate the First and Last events associated with early neolithic axes and cereals 
from the north-east. 
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Fig. 6.25. Posterior density estimates produced in the regional currency model (fig. 6.6a–b) are 

used to calculate the First and Last events associated with Carinated bowl from the north-
east.The posteriors outlined in blue are results from Couplands discussed in detail in the main 
text.  
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Fig. 6.26. Calculations of the last early neolithic cereals, Carinated bowls and axes from the 
north-east. Parameters were calculated in the currency model (fig. 6.6a–b; fig 6.25).  
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Fig. 6.27. The duration of early neolithic portable material culture, estimated from the first parameters (calculated in fig. 6.24–6.25) and the 

last parameters (calculated in fig. 6.26) for the relevant portable material culture typology.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN FIGURES  
 
Fig. 7.1. The north-west HER regions discussed in chapter seven.  
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Fig. 7.2. Selected sites mentioned in the text. 
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Fig. 7.2a. The distribution of Group VII axes (from Clare 2009; figure 1). Clare (2009) cites the 
data as deriving for Ireland from Cooney & Mandal (1998) and for Britain from Clough & Cummins 
(1988). He stresses concentrations at Flamborough Head, the Peak District, Lincolnshire and the 
Nene valley.   

 

Forward | Close Window

Figure 1: The distribution of Group VI axes: for Ireland after Cooney and Mandal 1998; for Britain excluding Northern

Ireland, after Clough and Cummins 1988. Note, in Britain, the concentrations in the areas of Flamborough Head, The

Peak District, Lincolnshire and the Nene valley in East Anglia.

Internet Archaeol. 26. Clare. Figure 1 http://intarch.ac.uk/journal/issue26/4/images/figure1.html

1 of 1 17/03/2011 16:49
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Fig. 7.3. Probability density estimates associated with early neolithic material from the north west. 
For each result two distributions have been plotted. In outline is the calibrated distribution from 
result and error term, and the solid distributions are produced from the chronological model 

employed here. Magenta distributions are results suggested as Outliers based on informal 
assessment of their poor agreement with their position in the model (see text; OxA-2178 is too 
late to appear on this image). Constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 
keywords and brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b).  
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Fig. 7.4. Detail of Cheshire sites mentioned in the text. (Reproduced after consultation of Google Earth permissions: © 2009 Google, Map Data © 
2009 Tele Atlas.) 
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Fig. 7.5. Plan of the Bridestones monument, the plan indicating potential similarities with Irish and 

west Scottish monuments (redrawn from Longley 1987).  
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Fig. 7.6. Plan of selected features which may be associated with early prehistoric activity from Beeston Castle (redrawn from Ellis 1993).  
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Fig. 7.7. One of the early neolithic pottery sherds recovered from features from Beeston Castle 
(from Ellis 1993; no scale in the original). 

 
Fig. 7.9. Plan of neolithic features from site phase 1A from Oversley Farm (redrawn from Garner 
2007).  
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Fig. 7.10. Plan of features from site phase 2A from Oversley Farm (redrawn from Garner 2007).  
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Fig. 7.11. Sections through one of the construction trenches at Oversley Farm that was 
interpreted as part of both structures 1 and 2 (redrawn from Garner 2007). 

 
Fig. 7.12. Early neolithic pottery from Oversley Farm (redrawn from Garner 2007).  
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Fig. 7.13. Map showing the location of selected north Cumbria sites. (Reproduced after consultation of Google Earth permissions: © 2009 Google, 
Map Data © 2009 Tele Atlas.) 
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Fig. 7.14. Detail of the location of selected south Cumbria sites. (Reproduced after consultation of Google Earth permissions: © 2009 Google, Map 
Data © 2009 Tele Atlas.) 
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Fig. 7.15. Pit [288] from New Cowper Quarry. Early neolithic pottery is visible in the bottom of the 
pit.10cm scale. (Reproduced from Railton 2007; Town pers comm. 2009). 
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Fig. 7.16. The location of pit feature [130] (truncated by later furrows) and other areas which 
produced early neolithic features at New Cowper (redrawn from Railton 2007). 

 
 

Area 3 detail
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Fig. 7. 17. A cluster of early neolithic features (Group 4) from area 2 looking north. (Reproduced 
from Railton 2007; Town pers comm. 2009). 
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Fig. 7.18. Selected features from Holbeck Park. (Redrawn from Heawood 2002). 
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Fig. 7.19. Portable material culture from Holbeck Park (redrawn from Brennand 2006; produced 
by Oxford Archaeology North; no scale on original figure). 
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Fig. 7.20. Langdale axe factory locations. (Reproduced after consultation of Google Earth permissions: © 2009 Google, Map Data © 2009 Tele 
Atlas.) 
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Fig. 7.21. Posterior density estimates produced in the regional currency model (fig. 7.3) are used to calculate estimates associated with axe 
extraction in the north-west 
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Fig. 7.22a. Posterior density estimates produced in the regional currency model (figs. 7.3) are used to calculate the First event associated with 
early neolithic pottery from the north-west. 
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Fig 7.22b. Posterior density estimates produced in the regional currency model (figs. 7.3) are used to calculate the Last event associated with 
early neolithic pottery from the north-west. 
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Fig. 7.23. Posterior density estimates produced in the regional currency model (figs. 7.3) are used to calculate the First and Last events 
associated with north-west axe use and extraction in the north-west. 
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Fig. 7.24. Key posterior density estimates from the north-west early neolithic (extracted from models shown in fig. 7.3, fig. 7.21, fig. 7.22a, fig. 
7.23). 
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Fig. 7.25. Three posterior density estimates from Holbeck Park (shown on the far left; SUERC-
10771, -10772, -10773); other radiocarbon results associated with neolithic axe extract are shown 
to the right of the calibration curve. The currently available data from the axe factories are later 
than the earliest regional data for axe deposition, and presumably, use. 
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Fig. 7.26. Parameters estimating the first use and extraction of axes in the north-west (extracted from models shown in fig. 7.21; fig. 7.23).  

 
Fig. 7.27. An estimate for the interval between the first estimate for the use of polished axes in the north-west and the first evidence for the 
extraction of axes in the north-west. The posteriors are shown in fig. 7.26. The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 
keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b).  
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Fig. 7.28. The duration of early neolithic activity calculated in the model shown in fig. 7.3. The constraints active on the model are indicated by the 
CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b).  

 
Fig. 7.29. Posterior density estimates from the treebowl from Holbeck Park calculated in fig. 7.3.  
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CHAPTER EIGHT FIGURES 
 
Fig. 8.1. The west  midlands HER regions discussed in chapter eight.  
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Fig. 8.2. Selected sites mentioned in the text. 
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Figure 8.3a. Probability distributions of west midlands results. Each distribution represents the 
relative probability that an ‘event’ occurs at a particular time. In outline is the calibrated 
distribution from result and error term, the solid distributions are produced from the chronological 
model employed here. Other distributions (e.g. ‘first WBS’) are calculated from the algorithms and 
data presented in the model. Individual and model agreement indices are shown after the 
parameter. The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the 
brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). The organisation of the results derives from the associations 
described in the text. Details of this model are shown in fig. 8.3b.  
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Figure 8.3b. A detail of the model shown in fig. 8.3a. The constraints active on the model are 
indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. 8.4. Durations calculated from the model shown in fig. 8.3a–b. The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and 
the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. 8.5. A plan of Arthur’s Stone (redrawn from Grimes 1936).  
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Fig. 8.6. Location of monuments and selected finds on Dorstone Hill (redrawn from Makepeace 
2006). The ‘neolithic enclosure’ 3 is Dorstone enclosure, with the Arthur’s Stone monument to its 
north (1) and the Cross Lodge monument to the south (2). 
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Fig. 8.7. The location of features and channels at Wellington quarry indicating the Morton camp 
area (redrawn from Jackson 2004). 
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Fig. 8.8. Detailed location plan of the early neolithic features shown in fig. 8.7. Sections of 
features which produced material for radiocarbon dates are shown on the right (redrawn from 
Jackson & Dalwood 2007). 
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Fig. 8.9. Detail of the Wormington Farm flat burial inhumation pit (redrawn from Coleman et al. 

2006). 
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Fig. 8.10. The Hill Croft Field cropmark, in magenta (redrawn from Dorling 2007), is also demarcated by an extant hedge-line. 
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Fig. 8.11. The Hill Croft Field neolithic enclosure ditch terminal (from Dorling 2007). 
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Fig. 8.12. A cluster of early neolithic pit sites from central Warwick. The bus station car park is to the south-west of the three-winged building at the 
centre of the frame. (Reproduced after consultation of Google Earth permissions: © 2009 Google, Map Data © 2009 Tele Atlas.). 
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Fig. 8.13. Church Lawford site D. Cropmarks indicate enclosures and the excavated area shows a plethora of prehistoric pits (redrawn from 
Palmer 2006). 
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Fig. 8.14. Shenstone early neolithic features (redrawn from Powell 2008). Other features are 
shown in half tone in the top image. 
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Fig. 8.15. Bromfield neolithic features (redrawn from Stanford 1982). In the top image other 
archaeological features are shown in black. 
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Fig. 8.16. Meole Brace features (redrawn from Hughes 1995). Features which produced radiocarbon results are labelled. Only F10 produced early 
neolithic material — the other features produced later material.   
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Fig. 8.17. Calculations of the last dated event associated with early neolithic pit use, pottery, 
axes, and cereals. The posterior density estimates are extracted from fig. 8.3a, fig. 8.23, fig. 
8.24. 
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Fig. 8.18. The duration of activity associated with the use of early neolithic pits (calculated from the last all pit parameter from fig. 8.17 and the first 

West Midlands pits parameter calculated in fig. 8.3a).  

 
Fig. 8.19. Key parameters from early neolithic west midlands sites calculated in fig. 8.3a–b (parameters firstAllContext30neolithic and 
LastContext30 are calculated in appendix WM3). 
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Fig. 8.20. Interval between LastContext30 and first West Midlands pits, and firstAllContext30neolithic and first West Midlands pits (appendix 
WM3; fig. WM3.2; fig. 8.3a).  

 
 
Fig. 8.21. The ranges of parameters calculated in fig. 8.3a–b from early neolithic pits at 68.2% and 95.4% probability. At 68.2% probable it is 
possible that early neolithic pit deposition in the west midlands did not begin until c3650 cal BC, though the bimodality of the curve means that 
early neolithic pit deposition might not have occurred until after 3650 cal BC. 
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Fig. 8.22. Posterior density estimates from early neolithic west midlands pits shown on the 
calibration curve. The cause of the bimodality of these parameters is demonstrated, with a 
concentration of the relatively steep curve c3650 cal BC, and a cluster located around the 
inversion c3550 cal BC. 
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Fig. 8.23. Posterior density estimates produced in the regional currency model (figs. 8.3a–b) are 

used to calculate the First and Last events associated with early neolithic pottery from the 
west midlands. 
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Fig. 8.24. Posterior density estimates produced in the regional currency model (figs. 8.3a–b) are 

used to calculate the First and Last events associated with early cereals, axes and 
domesticates from the west midlands. 
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Fig. 8.25. Key parameters for early neolithic portable material culture calculated in fig. 8.23–4. The constraints active on the model are indicated 
by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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CHAPTER NINE FIGURES 
 
Fig. 9.1. Chapter nine brings the late mesolithic and early neolithic chronological evidence from 
the midlands and north of England, Wales (chapter four–eight, appendix B–C) and regions 
discussed by Whittle et al. (2011b): the Cotswolds, south and north Wessex, the upper and 
middle Thames (their south-central England zone); the Thames estuary, Sussex, eastern 
England (their south-east area) and south-west England (part of their south-west area). 

north Wales

south Wales

north-east Scotland

south Scotland
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Fig. 9.2. The recalculated model for eastern of England presented in Healy et al. (2011b; fig. 
6.47–8; 6.50), excluding duplicated sites which have been modelled in this thesis in chapter four. 
The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk 
Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. 9.3. Posterior density estimates associated with late mesolithic material culture from Wales 
and England (see appendix B; fig. B1.6b; fig. B1.8 for all parameters except M_N, for which 
see fig. 5.22b).  
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Fig. 9.4. Posterior density ranges associated with late mesolithic material culture from Wales and England (see appendix B; fig. B1.8); the darker 
ranges are the posteriors at 68.2% probability, the lighter ranges are the posteriors at 95.4% probability.  
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Fig. 9.5. A single probability has been generated that the posterior density estimates shown in 
this figure occurred in the 41

st
 century BC. Each posterior density estimate has been modelled as 

later than 4100 BC (C_Date -4100) but earlier than 4000 BC (C_Date -4000). The posterior 

density estimates for rod microlith use have then been included in the model using the Outlier 

function. If these parameters had not been included using the Outlier function, they would 

have been subject to constraint. As part of the MCMC analysis, the model still calculates the 
probability of the parameters, given the model structure. The figures in brackets are the 
probabilities that these posterior density estimates fall in the 41

st
 century BC. The posterior 

density estimates are shown in magenta emphasising that they are included in the model using 
Outlier commands. For posterior density estimates see appendix B; fig. B1.8. 
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Fig. 9.6. A single probability has been generated that each posterior density estimate associated 
in this figure occurred before 4100 BC (see caption to fig. 9.5). Subtracting each value from 100 
gives the probability that these posterior density estimates occurred after 4100 BC. 
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Fig. 9.7. The duration of activity associated with the available posterior density estimates 
associated with rod microlith use. The duration is calculated from the model shown in fig. B1.15. 
The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk 
Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. 9.8. Estimates for late mesolithic rod microlith use (in green) and early neolithic material 
culture and practices (in blue) from south Wales (the Lydstep result taken from fig. B1.8; fig; the 
estimate for the start of the regional neolithic evidence taken from C1.9c–d), Yorkshire and 
Humberside (the estimate for the end of the regional mesolithic evidence taken from fig. 5.22a–b; 
the estimate for the start of the regional neolithic evidence taken from fig. 5.34a–e), south 
Wessex (the estimate for rod microlith deposition at Fir Tree Field taken from fig. B1.9; the 
estimate for the start of the regional neolithic evidence taken from Whittle et al. 2011b; fig. 14.53). 
In addition, the estimate for the start of the earliest neolithic activity in Britain, from the Thames 
estuary (Whittle et al. 2011b; fig. 14.49), is compared with the latest estimate for microlith use in 
England and Wales from South Haw (fig. 5.34a–e). 
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Fig. 9.9. Difference estimates between the posterior density estimates for late mesolithic rod 
microliths and early neolithic activity shown in fig. 9.8. Negative values being the probability that 
the late mesolithic parameter occurred after the neolithic parameter in question. 
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Fig. 9.10. Comparison of parameters calculated in this thesis estimating the start of neolithic 
activity in England and Wales. With the exception of first_Holbeck_Park_context_107 and 
first_shortlived_Cumbria_axe_factory (fig. 7.3), parameters are the neolithic regional currency 

model start Boundary parameters (fig. 4.11a–e; fig. 5.34a–e; fig. 6.6a–c; fig. 7.3; fig. 8.3a–b; 
fig. C1.9a–b; C1.9c–d). 
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Fig. 9.11. Comparison of parameters associated with the start of neolithic activity in England, Wales and Scotland. Parameters in blue have been 
calculated in this thesis. Parameters in black are calculated in models discussed in Whittle et al. (2011b; fig. 14.49; fig. 5.32–3; fig. 9.29–30; fig. 
14.145–7; fig. 14.150–3; fig. 14.51; fig. 14.50; fig. 14.53; fig. 14.52 (and components fig. 3.30–1; fig. 10.3 (parameter start Neolithic settlement is 
the estimate for the start of neolithic settlement in the south-west region); fig. 12.56; fig. 12.54 (components fig. 12.22–7; fig. 12.30–5; fig. 12.44–
50)). The parameter start_eastern_Neolithic is recalculated in fig. 9.2. With the exception of first_Holbeck_Park_context_107 and 

first_shortlived_Cumbria_axe_factory (fig. 7.3), parameters are the neolithic regional currency model start Boundary parameters (fig. 4.11a–e; 
fig. 5.34a–e; fig. 6.6a–c; fig. 7.3; fig. 8.3a–b; fig. C1.9a–b; C1.9c–d). 
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Fig. 9.12. Estimates for the start of neolithic activity in regions discussed in chapter nine. The 
ranges are detailed in fig. 9.11. The upper ranges are quoted at 95.4% probability, the lower 
ranges are quoted at 68.2% probability. 
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Fig. 9.13. Evidence for transition; estimates for late mesolithic material culture and estimates for 
the start of the early neolithic in regions in England, Scotland, Wales and in Ireland. Distributions 
are taken from models listed in captions to fig. 9.2; fig. 9.3 and fig. 9.11. Distributions associated 
with mesolithic material culture are shown in green; distributions associated with neolithic activity 
calculated in this thesis are shown in blue. Distributions from southern England, Scotland and 
Ireland are shown in black and calculated in Whittle et al. (2011b; see caption for fig. 9.11; or 
recalculated in fig. 9.2). 
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Fig. 9.14. A recalculating an estimate for the start of neolithisation in England, Wales, Scotland 
and Ireland. Parameters used are indicated in the caption to fig. 9.11. The constraints active on 
the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). The 
model shown here revises the model estimating ‘neolithisation’ in Bayliss et al. (2011b, fig. 
14.54). 
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Fig. 9.15a. Structure of the chronological model for the currency of Carinated bowl pottery in 
England, Wales and Scotland. The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 
keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). Sections of the model are detailed in fig. 
9.15b–h. 
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Fig. 9.15b. A model for the currency of Carinated bowl in Yorkshire and Humberside. The 
locations of component segments are indicated in the figure. Probability distributions include 
radiocarbon dates and distributions produced from independent calculations of the site models 
shown in the regional currency models. The structure for these models are the same as shown in 
fig. 5.34d (calculated as shown in the component “Burythorpe”) and fig. 5.34c (calculated as 
shown in the component “Marton le Moor”). The constraints active on the model are indicated by 
the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b).  
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Fig. 9.15c. A model for the currency of Carinated bowl in the midlands and north-east of England. 
The locations of component segments are indicated in the figure. Probability distributions include 
radiocarbon dates and distributions produced from independent calculations of the site models 
shown in the regional currency models. The structure for these models are the same as shown in 
fig. 4.16 (as shown in the component “Whitwell”) and fig. 6.6c (as shown in the component 
“Couplands”). The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the 
brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b).  
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Fig. 9.15d. A model for the currency of Carinated bowl in Wales and southern England  
Posterior density estimates are taken models shown in Whittle et al. (2011b; fig. 6.18; fig. 10.30); 
Meadows et al. (2007; fig. 6–9); Bayliss et al. (2007c, fig. 3; fig. 5–7). The constraints active on 
the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b).  
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Fig. 9.15e. The segment of the model for ‘modified’ Carinated bowl in Scotland. The locations of 
component segments are indicated in the figure.. The constraints active on the model are 
indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). Data and model 
structure for Carinated bowl in Scotland are taken from Whittle et al. (2011b; fig. 14.59; fig. 
14.163; fig. 14.164 and component parts therein). 
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Fig. 9.15f. Part of the model for the currency of ‘traditional’ Carinated bowl in south Scotland (the 
other part of the ‘traditional’ Carinated bowl model is shown in fig. 9.15g). The locations of 
component segments are indicated in the figure. The constraints active on the model are 
indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). Data and model 
structure for Carinated bowl in Scotland are taken from Whittle et al. (2011b; fig. 14.59; fig. 
14.163; fig. 14.164 and component parts therein). 
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Fig. 9.15g. Part of the model for the currency of ‘traditional’ Carinated bowl in south Scotland (the 
other part of the ‘traditional’ Carinated bowl model is shown in fig. 9.15f). The locations of 
component segments are indicated in the figure. The constraints active on the model are 
indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). Data and model 
structure for Carinated bowl in Scotland are taken from Whittle et al. (2011b; fig. 14.59; fig. 
14.163; fig. 14.164 and component parts therein). 
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Fig. 9.15h. The segment of the model for the currency of ‘north-east’ Carinated bowl in south 
Scotland (the other part of the ‘traditional’ Carinated bowl model is shown in fig. 9.15f). The 
locations of component segments are indicated in the figure. The constraints active on the model 
are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). Data and model 
structure for Carinated bowl in Scotland are taken from Whittle et al. (2011b; fig. 14.59; fig. 
14.163; fig. 14.164 and component parts therein). 
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Fig. 9.15i. Key parameters calculated in the models shown in fig. 9.15a–h associated with 
Carinated bowl in Scotland, England and Wales.  

 
  
 

Fig. 9.15j. The duration of Carinated bowl use in England, Wales and Scotland south of the Great 
Glen. Start and end parameters calculated from the model shown in fig. 9.15a–h were used as 

Priors to calculate the duration of activity shown here.  
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Fig. 9.16a. Structure of the chronological model for the currency of Plain bowl pottery in England 
and Wales. The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the 
brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). Sections of the model are detailed below in fig. 9.16b–d. 
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Fig. 9.16b. A model for the currency of Plain bowl in Yorkshire and Humberside, and the east 
midlands. The locations of component segments are indicted in the model. Probability 
distributions include radiocarbon dates and distributions produced from independent calculations 
of site models shown in regional currency models. The structure of these models are the same as 
shown in fig. 4.16 (as shown in the component “Whitwell”); fig. 4.11c (as shown in the 
component “Raunds long mound ”); and shown in fig. 5.34e (calculating the component 
“Towthorpe 18” in a bounded phase). The constraints active on the model are indicated by the 
CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b).  
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Fig. 9.16c. A model for the currency of Plain bowl in the north-west of England, west midlands of 
England and Wales. The locations of component segments are indicated in the figure. Probability 
distributions include radiocarbon dates and distributions produced from independent calculations 
of the relevant site models shown in the parent regional currency models. The structure for these 

models are the same as in fig. 8.3b (using Boundary parameters to constrain the component 

“Hill Croft Field”); and fig. C1.9b (as in the component “Llandegai neolithic”). The constraints 

active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 
2009b).  
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Fig. 9.16d. A model for the currency of Plain bowl in southern England. Posterior density 
estimates are calculated in Bayliss et al. (2007c, fig. 3; fig. 5; fig. 7); Whittle et al. (2011b, fig. 
9.25; fig. 6.36); and in this thesis in fig. B1.9. Gatehampton Farm parameters are taken from a 
bounded site model using the structure shown in Whittle et al. (2011b, fig. 8.12). The constraints 
active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 
2009b). 
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Fig. 9.16e. Key parameters associated with Plain bowl in England and Wales calculated in the 
models shown in fig. 9.16a–d. 

 
 
Fig. 9.16f. The duration of Plain bowl use in England and Wales. Start and end parameters 

calculated from the model shown in fig. 9.16a–d were used as Priors to calculate the duration 
of activity estimated here.  
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Fig. 9.17a. Structure of the chronological model for the currency of neolithic axes, made from raw 
materials from Cumbria, in England, Wales and Scotland. The constraints active on the model are 
indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). Sections of the model 
are detailed below in fig. 9.17b–d. 
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Fig. 9.17b. A model for the currency of north-west axes in southern England. Posterior density 
estimates were taken from the site models detailed in Whittle et al. (2011b; fig. 14.122; details in 
fig. 6.33; fig. 6.11; fig. 9.19; fig. 8.3; fig. fig. 3.8–1; ‘WH…’ parameters are from Windmill Hill). The 
constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk 
Ramsey 2009b).  
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Fig. 9.17c. A model for the currency of north-west axes in the midlands and north of England. 
The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk 
Ramsey 2009b).  
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Fig. 9.17d. Posterior density estimates associated with group XI axes from sites across England. 

Because insufficient data exist to constrain the data by association with group XI axes First and 

Last calculations have been produced (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). Parameters are taken from the 

Windmill Hill model in Whittle et al. (2011b; fig. 3.8–11) and in this thesis in fig. 7.3.  
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Fig. 9.17e. Key parameters calculated in the models shown in fig. 9.17a–d associated with north-
west axes in England. 

 
 
Fig. 9.17f. The durations of activity associated with group VI axe use calculated from the model 
shown in fig. 9.17a–d.  
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Fig. 9.17g. A model for radiocarbon results associated with leaf-shaped arrowheads from the 
midlands and north of England. The posterior density estimates are taken from the site model 
components shown in fig 5.37a (calculating using independent parameters from the component 
“Towthorpe 18” as shown in fig. 5.34e) and fig. 4.16 (as shown in the component 
“Whitwell”);).The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the 
brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. 9.18a. A model for radiocarbon results directly produced on cereal grains from the midlands 
and north of England. The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords 
and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. 9.18b. Posterior density estimates from the model shown in fig. 9.18a. The result from 
Holbeck Park, SUERC-10772 produces a calibrated radiocarbon date range (in outline and 
graded turquoise) most probably before the relatively steep part of the curve equivalent to the first 
half of the 38

th
 century cal BC. It is constrained into a later distribution (shown in full turquoise) in 

the model shown in fig. 9.18a because of the later weighting of the other cereal grain results. 
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Fig. 9.18c. A chronological model for radiocarbon dates produced directly on cereal grains from 
areas detailed in this thesis and southern England and Ireland (Whittle et al. 2011b). The 
constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk 
Ramsey 2009b). The component of the model detailing results from Scotland is shown in fig. 
9.18d. Sites with more than five radiocarbon dates are constrained to process some of the 
associated statistical scatter. 
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Fig. 9.18d. A chronological model for radiocarbon dates produced directly on cereal grains from 
Scotland (Whittle et al. 2011b; Brown 2007). The constraints active on the model are indicated by 
the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). The component parts for England 
and Wales are shown in fig. 9.18c. Sites with more than five radiocarbon dates are constrained 
to process some of the associated statistical scatter. 
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Fig. 9.19a. Another chronological model for the introduction of cereal grains in the neolithic. In 
this model results are constrained by region. Additionally, for the study region of this thesis, 
results on cereal grain, and results from contexts which produce cereal grains, or are otherwise 
stratigraphically related, are included in the model. From southern England, Scotland and Ireland 
direct results on cereal grains are included in the model. The constraints active on the model are 
indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). Sections of the model 
are detailed in figures shown below. 
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Fig. 9.19b. A model for neolithic cereals from Scotland. Data are taken from Scotland (Whittle et 

al. 2011b; Brown 2007). The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords 
and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. 9.19c. Models for neolithic cereals from cereals from Ireland, and the Isle of Man. Data are 
taken from Whittle et al. (2011b). The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 
keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. 9.19d. Part of the model for the currency of neolithic cereals from the midlands and north of 
England. Probability distributions include radiocarbon dates and distributions produced from 
independent calculations of the relevant site models shown in the regional currency model. The 
structure for these models are the same as shown in fig. 4.11b (calculated as in the component 
“Raunds long barrow”) and fig. 4.11c (calculated as in the component “Raunds long mound”).The 
constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk 
Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. 9.19e. Part of the model for the neolithic cereals in the north-east and west midlands of 
England. Probability distributions include radiocarbon dates and distributions produced from 
independent calculations of the relevant site model shown in the regional currency model. The 
structure for this model is the same as shown in fig. 6.6c (calculated as in the component 
“Couplands”). The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the 
brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. 9.19f. A model for the early neolithic cereals from southern England. Data are and model 
structure are taken Whittle et al. (2011b).  Sites with more than five radiocarbon dates are 
constrained to account for some of the statistical scatter. Constraints active on the model are 
indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b).  
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Fig. 9.19g. Key parameters for the start of neolithic cereal use in Scotland, Ireland, and England calculated in the models shown in fig. 9.19a–f.  
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Fig. 9.19h. A model exploring the sensitivity of the cereal start Boundary to data included in the model. The constraints active on the model are 

indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). C_Date parameters are included which represent events that go on 
until 3110 cal BC. All the other data and model structure are the same as in the model shown in fig. 9.18c–d. Data are presented in the model in a 

uniform distribution defined by a single set of Boundary parameters. 
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Fig. 9.19i. A model exploring the sensitivity of the cereal start Boundary parameter to data 
included in the model. The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords 

and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). C_Date parameters are included which represent 

events that go on until 2900 cal BC. All the other data and model structure are the same as in the 
model shown in fig. 9.18c–d. Data are presented in the model in a uniform distribution defined by 

a single set of Boundary parameters. 
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Fig. 9.19j. A figure comparing the Boundary parameters from all the cereal grain models shown in fig. 9.18a–e (when cereal grain data are 

modelled in a single Boundary defined Phase), the model contrived to finish in 3110 cal BC (9.19h), and the model contrived to finish in 2900 cal 

BC (fig 9.19i). The end Boundary parameters from the models shown in fig. 9.19h–i are later than the parameter from the model shown in fig. 

9.19a–e, reflecting the data in these models. The start Boundary parameters from all the models are very similar, regardless of age of the data 
included in these models. 
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Fig. 9.20. The calculation of the last or first dated events associated with portable neolithic 

material culture (where After or Before parameters were present in the models; see chapter 
three). Posterior density estimates are as indicated in the captions for fig. 9.15b–d; fig. 9.16b–d; 
fig. 9.17b and d. 
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Fig. 9.21. Key parameters estimating the currency of selected early neolithic portable material 
culture from England, Wales and Scotland. The parameters were calculated in the models shown 
in fig. 9.15a–h, fig. 9.16a–d, fig. 9.17a–d, fig. 9.19a–e and fig. 9.20. 
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Fig. 9.22a. Posterior density estimates associated with neolithic site types (calculated in fig. 9.23, 
fig. 9.24a–c, fig. 9.25a–c, fig. 9.26, fig. 9.27) and neolithic portable material culture (calculated 
in fig. 9.15d, fig. 9.16d, fig. 9.17b, fig. 9.19f, and fig. 9.20) in southern England. Posteriors 
associated with different site types in southern England have had to be recalculated to exclude 
duplicate data analysed by Healy et al. (2011b) for eastern England. Posteriors are also taken 
from Whittle et al. (2011b; fig. 14.54; fig. 14.49; fig. 14.58).  
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Fig. 9.22b. Posterior density estimates associated with neolithic site types (calculated in fig. 9.23, 
fig. 9.28 and detailed in Whittle et al. 2011b, 14.175) and neolithic portable material culture 
(calculated in fig. 9.15e–h and fig. 9.19b) in Scotland. Posteriors are also taken from Whittle et 

al. (2011b; fig. 14.154–7; fig. 14.150–3). 
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Fig. 9.22c. Posterior density estimates associated with neolithic site types (detailed in Whittle et 

al. 2011b, 14.147) and neolithic portable material culture (calculated in fig. 9.19c) in Ireland. 
Posteriors are also taken from Whittle et al. (2011b; fig. 12.15; fig. 12.31; fig. 12.30; fig. 12.5; fig. 
12.35; fig. 12.22–7; fig. 12.54; fig. 12.56). 
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Fig. 9.22d. Posterior density estimates associated with neolithic site types (calculated in fig. 
5.34a–d; and the site components from fig. 5.37a) and neolithic portable material culture 
(calculated in fig. 9.15c, fig. 9.16b, fig. 9.17c and fig. 9.19d, and fig. 9.20) in Yorkshire and 
Humberside. 
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Fig. 9.22e. Posterior density estimates associated with neolithic site types (calculated in fig. 4.2, 
fig. 4.11a–e; and from the site model component shown in fig. 4.20) and neolithic portable 
material culture (calculated in fig. 9.15c, fig. 9.16b, fig. 9.17c and fig. 9.19d, and fig. 9.20) in the 
east midlands. 
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Fig. 9.22f. Posterior density estimates associated with neolithic site types (calculated in fig. 6.6 
a–c) and neolithic portable material culture (calculated in fig. 9.15c, fig. 9.17c and fig. 9.19e, and 
fig. 9.20) in the north-east of England.
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Fig. 9.22g. Posterior density estimates associated with neolithic site types (calculated in fig. 7.3) 
and neolithic portable material culture (calculated in. 9.16c, fig. 9.17c and fig. 9.20) in the north-
west of England. 
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Fig. 9.22h. Posterior density estimates associated with neolithic site types (calculated in fig. 
8.3a–b) and neolithic portable material culture (calculated in fig. 9.15c, fig. 9.16c, fig. 9.17c and 
fig. 9.19e, and fig. 9.20) in the west midlands of England. 
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Fig. 9.22i. Posterior density estimates associated with neolithic site types (calculated in fig. 
appendix C fig. C1.9a–d) and neolithic portable material culture (calculated in fig. 9.16c and fig. 
9.20) for Wales. The Banc Du parameter is taken from Whittle et al. (2011b; fig. 11.8). 
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Fig. 9.23. A model calculating the first dated events associated with post-and-slot-built structures 
from southern England (using the posterior density estimates for Yarnton and White Horse Stone 
calculated in Whittle et al. 2011b, fig. 8.27 and fig. 7.26), northern England (appendix EM2, fig. 
EM2.1), Wales (appendix C; fig. C1.9b; NB. parameters for the Parc Bryn Cegin house have 
been renamed here), Scotland (structure for the models for Scotland are shown in Whittle et al. 

2011b; fig. 14.151 for Claish, fig. 14.161 for Crathes, for Balbridie fig. 14.180) and Ireland (Whittle 
et al. 2011b; fig. 12.22–7). The CQL2 keywords and the brackets indicate how the parameter 
firstSEnglandStructure has been calculated (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). HAR-3484 has been 
included as a R_Date rather than a prior as it was not presented in a model in Whittle et al. 

(2011b). 
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Fig. 9.24a. A detail of the model calculating the currency of long barrows and cairns in southern 
England (recalculated to exclude duplicate sites presented in this thesis in chapter four and 
appendix C). The original version of this model is shown in Whittle et al. (2011b, fig. 14.39, with 
details in fig. 14.40–2); component sections are shown in fig. 9.24b–c. Posterior density 
estimates are also taken from Bayliss et al. (2007, fig. 6). The constraints active on the model are 
indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. 9.24b. A detail of the model calculating the currency of long barrows and cairns in southern 
England (recalculated to exclude duplicate sites presented in this thesis in chapter four and 
appendix C). The original version of this model is shown in Whittle et al. (2011b, fig. 14.39, with 
details in fig. 14.40–2); component sections are shown in fig. 9.24a and c. Other parameters are 
taken from Bayliss et al. (2007c, fig. 3; 5–7) and Meadows et al. (2007, fig. 6–9). The constraints 
active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 
2009b). 
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Fig. 9.24c. A detail of the model calculating the currency of long barrows and cairns in southern 
England (recalculated to exclude duplicate sites presented in this thesis in chapter four and 
appendix C). The original version of this model is shown in Whittle et al. (2011b, fig. 14.39, with 
details in fig. 14.40–2; fig. 6.16–7; fig. 4.7–13); component sections are shown in fig. 9.24a–b. 
The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk 
Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. 9.25a. A detail of the model calculating the currency of enclosures in southern England 
(recalculated to exclude duplicate sites presented in this thesis in chapter four, chapter eight 
and appendix C). The original version of this model is shown in Whittle et al. (2011b, fig. 14.1–4; 
component in fig. 10.16; fig. 19.9–12; fig. 10.25; fig. 9.7–10; fig. 9.19) component sections are 
shown in fig. 9.25b–c. The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords 
and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. 9.25b. A detail of the model calculating the currency of enclosures in southern England 
(recalculated to exclude duplicate sites presented in this thesis in chapter four, chapter eight 
and appendix C). The original version of this model is shown in Whittle et al. (2011b, fig. 14.1–4: 
fig. 8.3; fig. 8.5; fig. 8.18–21;fig. 7.6; fig. 7.10; fig. 7.15; fig.7.17; fig. 7.21; fig. 6.4; fig. 6.11; fig. 
6.33; fig. 6.36; fig. 6.39); component sections are shown in fig. 9.25a and b. The constraints 
active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 
2009b). 
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Fig. 9.25c. A detail of the model calculating the currency of enclosures in southern England 
(recalculated to exclude duplicate sites presented in this thesis in chapter four, chapter eight 
and appendix C). The original version of this model is shown in Whittle et al. (2011b; fig. 14.1–4; 
fig. 5.5–9; fig. 3.8–11; fig. 3.25; fig. 4.51; fig. 4.41–5; fig. 4.26; fig. 4.7–13; fig. 5.28; fig. 5.25; fig. 
5.14); component sections are shown in fig. 9.25a–b. The constraints active on the model are 
indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. 9.26. A detail of the model calculating the currency of ‘diverse and small monuments’ in 
southern England (recalculated to exclude duplicate sites presented in this thesis in chapter 
four). The original version of this model is shown in Whittle et al. (2011b, fig. 14.43; posteriors 
are taken from fig. 8.7). The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords 
and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. 9.27. A detail of the model calculating the currency of linear monuments in southern England 
(recalculated to exclude duplicate sites presented in this thesis in chapter four). The original 
version of this model is shown in Whittle et al. (2011b, fig. 14.44; fig. 6.13; fig. 6.15; fig. 8.30; fig. 
4.41–5). The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the 
brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. 9.28. A detail of the recalculated version of the model shown in Whittle et al. (2011b, fig. 
14.166, details shown in fig. 14.167–171) providing a new estimate for the first dated event 
associated with linear neolithic monuments from Scotland south of the Great Glen. Other details 
of the model, which are identical to that shown in Whittle et al. (2011b, fig. 14.167–171), are not 
shown here. The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the 
brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. 9.29. Schematic diagram showing the appearance of selected portable material culture and 
site types from across selected regions discussed in this thesis. The ranges show distributions at 
95.4% probability. Distributions were taken from site currency models shown in fig. 4.2, fig. 
4.11a–e, fig. 5.34a–d, fig. 6.6 a–c, fig. 7.3, fig. 8.3a–b, C1.9a–d and from the portable material 
culture models shown in fig. 9.15a–h, fig. 9.16a–d, fig. 9.17a–d, fig. 9.19a–e and fig. 9.20. 
Readers should note that the parameters from the north-west are produced from the Holbeck 
Park model, and consult the text for full details of the site. 
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Fig. 9.30. Posterior density estimates associated with late mesolithic material culture and early 
neolithic things and practices. The posterior density estimates for southern England are 
calculated in fig. 9.23, fig. 9.24a–c, fig. 9.25a–c, fig. 9.26, fig. 9.27 and detailed in Whittle et al. 

(2011b, fig. 14.54, 14.58; fig. 11.8). Details of the posterior density estimates associated with 
mesolithic material culture (shown in green) are noted in fig. 9.4 (see appendix B; fig. B1.6b; 
fig. B1.8 for all parameters except M_N, for which see fig. 5.22b). The posterior density 
estimates from sites in the north and midlands of England are presented in this thesis and 
indicated in fig. 4.2, fig. 4.11a–e, fig. 5.34a–d, fig. 6.6 a–c, fig. 7.3, fig. 8.3a–b, C1.9a–d. This 
figure shows the chronology of different types of neolithic sites and evidence for late mesolithic 
material culture. 
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CHAPTER THREE TABLES 

 

Table 3.1. The uniformly distributed data used to simulate Collard et al.’s (2010) statistic and 
demonstrate concerns with their method. 
 

Date (cal BC) R_Simulate data Error term 

3790 
3785 

3780 
3775 
3770 

3765 
3760 
3755 

3750 
3745 
3740 

3735 
3730 
3725 

3720 
3715 
3710 

3705 
3700 
3695 

3690 
3685 
3680 

3675 
3670 
3665 

3660 
3655 
3650 
3645 

3640 
3635 
3630 

3625 
3620 
3615 

3610 
3605 
3600 

3595 
3590 
3585 

3580 
3575 
3570 

3565 

-3790 
-3785 

-3780 
-3775 
-3770 

-3765 
-3760 
-3755 

-3750 
-3745 
-3740 

-3735 
-3730 
-3725 

-3720 
-3715 
-3710 

-3705 
-3700 
-3695 

-3690 
-3685 
-3680 

-3675 
-3670 
-3665 

-3660 
-3655 
-3650 
-3645 

-3640 
-3635 
-3630 

-3625 
-3620 
-3615 

-3610 
-3605 
-3600 

-3595 
-3590 
-3585 

-3580 
-3575 
-3570 

-3565 

35 
35 

35 
35 
35 

35 
35 
35 

35 
35 
35 

35 
35 
35 

35 
35 
35 

35 
35 
35 

35 
35 
35 

35 
35 
35 

35 
35 
35 
35 

35 
35 
35 

35 
35 
35 

35 
35 
35 

35 
35 
35 

35 
35 
35 

35 
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CHAPTER FOUR. EAST MIDLANDS TABLES 
 
Table 4.1. Radiocarbon results associated with early neolithic material culture from the east midlands. 

Laboratory 
no. 

Material Context 
14

C age (BP) ! 
13 

C (‰) 

!
15

 N (‰) 

 
C:N ratio 

Calibrated 
date range 
(95% 
confidence) 

Posterior 
density 
estimate  
(95.4% 
probability 
unless 
otherwise 
stated) 

Markland Grip 
SK510751 

OxA-4447 Homo sapiens bone Human right mandible. One of five 
adults and juveniles recovered in 1924 
from this small cave, the entrance of 
which had been walled across (Jacobi 
1996). Internally a second wall crossed 
the cave. The jaws were excavated 
from behind this. Four small neolithic 
?Plain bowl fragments were in a 
crevice behind the bones. 
 
Dates the death of the individual. Dates 
the mortuary rites associated with the 
placement of the neolithic ?Plain bowl 
pottery. 

4760±90 -21.1 3710–3360 cal 
BC 

3700–3360 
cal BC 

OxA-4448 Homo sapiens bone Human right mandible. One of five 
adults and juveniles recovered in 1924 
from this small cave. The entrance had 
been walled across (Jacobi 1996). 
Internally a second wall crossed the 
cave. The jaws were excavated from 
behind this. Four small neolithic ?Plain 
bowl fragments were in a crevice 

4740±90 -21.6 3700-3350 cal 
BC 

3700–3350 
cal BC 
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behind the bones. 
 
Dates the death of the individual.  
Dates the mortuary rites associated 
with the placement of the neolithic 
?Plain bowl pottery. 

Lismore Fields, Buxton 
SK05087318 

HAR-6500 Charcoal. Excess 
identified as Sorbus 
sp., Betula sp., 
Salix/Populus, and 
unidentified (Gale 
1999; unpublished 
data EH). 

Charcoal from soft dark brown soil on 
base of bowl-shaped pit [0014] 
(probably not burned in situ) of which 
upper fill was brown clay and stone 
(Walker & Otlet 1988). 
 
TPQ infilling pit? The nature of the 
dated material means the result may 
have no significant inbuilt offset. It is 
possible that the result dates the 
formation of the context from which it 
was recovered. This result is 
significantly older than any other from 
the site. The result is not apparently 
associated with any diagnostic 
mesolithic or neolithic material culture. 
 
Though the pit was located within a flint 
scatter of late mesolithic character, and 
could be associated with the 
production of the lithics.  It may be in 
situ and indicate much older pit digging 
activities on the site, or may have 
incorporated into the pit fill as residual 
material, and indicate a less well-
understood earlier presence on the 
site.  

7170±80 -26.8 6230-5890 cal 
BC 

6230–5890 
cal BC 
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The result is presented in the model as 

an Outlier  
— expressing the uncertain association 
with any neolithic material culture. 

OxA-2434 Triticum 
dicoccum/spelta and 
Triticum spp. 
charred seeds.  

Charred grains ID-ed as emmer/spelt 
and indeterminate wheat from posthole 
[0089] <BLF0089e> of rectilinear 
timber building I. Postpit [0089] 
contained stone packing. 
 
Dates presence of cereal grains at the 
site. Dates infilling posthole from 
building I (Hedges et al. 1991b; Garton 
1991) and use of the structure 
(Reynolds 1995). 

4930±70 -23.8 3940-3540 cal 
BC 

3800–3630 
cal BC 
(94.6%) 

OxA-2435 Corylus avellana 
charcoal of 5, 10 12 
years, Crategus sp. 
charcoal 4 years 
minimum age 
estimate (charcoal 
less than 30 years 
selected for 

14
C) 

Charcoal from posthole of rectilinear 
timber building II posthole [0238], < 
BLF0238a/g>. Postpit from northern 
side of building. Contained one grain 
emmer/spelt wheat. Carefully 
positioned stones in the upper post-fill 
suggests deliberate back-fill. 
 
Dates infilling posthole and use 
building II (Hedges et al. 1991b; Garton 
1991). 

4680±70 -26.5 3640–3340 cal 
BC 

3640–3360 
cal BC 

OxA-2436 Linum usitatissimum 
charred seeds 

Flax grains from posthole [0110], 
<BLF0110h/k > of rectilinear timber 
building I. Flax grains had been fused 
together when burnt. Sample also 
contained emmer grains, spelt/emmer 
grains, and cf. free-threshing wheat. 
 
Dates presence of flax grains (and the 
other cereals in the deposit) at the site. 
Dates infilling of posthole from building 

4970±70 -25.9 3960-3640 cal 
BC 

3810–3630 
cal BC 
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I (Hedges et al. 1991b; Garton 1991) 
and use of the structure (Reynolds 
1995). 

OxA-2437 Corylus avellana 
charcoal  

Charcoal from posthole [0015] 
<BLF0015a> of rectilinear timber 
building I. Postpit from the south-
western corner of the western side of 
building I. 
 
Dates infilling posthole from building I 
(Hedges et al. 1991b; Garton 1991) 
and use of the structure (Reynolds 
1995). 

4840±70 -25.9 3770-3380 cal 
BC 

3760–3520 
cal BC 

OxA-2438 Triticum spp. grains, 
Corylus avellana 
and Crataegus sp. 
charcoal 

Charred grains and charcoal from 
posthole [0103] <BLF0103q> of 
rectilinear timber building I. Postpit 
forms part of the northern, post-and-
slot-built divide in eastern ‘cell’. ‘Wide-
hooked rim bowl’ and Carinated sherds 
were derived from the postpit 0.17m 
above base. 
 
Dates context formation, including 
deposition of cereal grains and pottery 
in the posthole.  Dates infilling posthole 
from building I (Hedges et al. 1991b; 
Garton 1991) and use of the structure 
(Reynolds 1995). 

4920±80 -23.4 3950-3530 cal 
BC 

3800–3620 
cal BC 
(90.7%)  

OxA-2433 Crataegus sp. 7 and 
15 years, Prunus 
spinosa 10 years, 
Sorbus sp. 25 years. 

Charcoal from posthole [0055], 
<BLF0055a> forming post-alignment 
running east-west across the site. The 
post-line was probably cut by a post-
ring alignment.  
 
TPQ infilling posthole. Stratigraphic 
TPQ post-ring (Hedges et al. 1991b; 

5270±100 -27.4 4340-3810 cal 
BC 

4340–3940 
cal BC 
(93.2%) 
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Garton 1991). 

UB-3289 Unspeciated 
charcoal of uncertain 
maturity.  
 
Fast grown Quercus 
spp. of 5+ years only 
is sampled for 
radiocarbon (less 
than 30 years for 
14

C. EH scientific 
dating file). 

The sample <BLF 0275h> comes from 
a posthole [0275] from building II. 
Located in the western wall. One of two 
postholes associated with slots, which 
may comprise an entrance. Dated 
material from the postpipe below the 
stoney deposit interpreted as 
deliberate backfill of the hole after the 
post had been removed.  
 
Dates infilling posthole (Hedges et al. 
1991b; Garton 1991) and use of 
building II (Reynolds 1995). 

4745±88 - 3700-3350 cal 
BC 

3650–3370 
cal BC 

UB-3290 Sample of charcoal 
with minimum age 
estimates of <20 
years. 
 
Corylus sp. 5years , 
20+ frag;, Fraxinus 
sp. 10 years, Sorbus 
sp. 6+years, Poplus 
sp. 2 years 
(estimates minimum 
ages) (EH scientific 
dating file). 

Posthole [0138] <BLF 0138b> forms 
the northern wall of the western part of 
building I.  
 
Dates infilling posthole from building I 
(Hedges et al. 1991b; Garton 1991) 
and use of the structure (Reynolds 
1995). 

5024±126 - 4050-3530 cal 
BC 

3840–3620 
cal BC 
(91.3%) 

UB-3291 Unspeciated 
charcoal of uncertain 
maturity. 

BLF 0021b/c (pers. comm.  Garton 
2009; McDonald pers. comm. 2009). 

?sampled failed - - - 

UB-3292 Unspeciated 
charcoal of uncertain 
maturity. 

BLF 0158o (pers. comm.  Garton 2009; 
McDonald 2009). 

?sample failed - - - 
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UB-3293 Quercus spp. 
fragments of less 
than 30 years old. 

Sample <BLF 0l>, from one [0224] of a 
line of postholes running east-west 
across the excavation. The 
subsistence/backfill of posthole [0224] 
was cut by post-ring [0149]. [0224] or 
post-ring [0149] may have contained a 
polished stone axe fragment recovered 
from a land drain which truncated 
these features.   
 
Posthole [0158] also formed part of the 
linear east-west post alignment; the 
sample from this material appears to 
have failed (UB-3292).  
 
Dates the construction of the linear 
post-alignment (pers. comm.  Garton 
2009; McDonald 2009). 
Stratigraphically, this provides a TPQ 
for the deposition of group VI axe flake, 
but if the infilling of the postpit is 
understood as a single ‘archaeological 
event’ this result is better regarded as 
dating the deposition of the group VI 
axe flake. 
 
The result is presented as a TPQ 
because of the potential inbuilt offset, 
and no short-lived results derive from 
this post-alignment.  

4783±78 - 3710-3370 cal 
BC 

3710–3370 
cal BC 

UB-3294 Quercus spp., 
Corylus avellana 
and unidentified 
fragments of 
uncertain maturity.  
 
Bulk sample of 

Charcoal from sample <BLF 0149>, 
posthole [0149], is one of a circular 
post-circle. 
 
It appears that the dated sample 
derived from multiple contexts (EH 
scientific dating file).  

7042±124 - 6210-5610 cal 
BC 

6210–5670 
cal BC 
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multiple contexts of 
all the postholes 
from the post circle. 

 
The bulk charcoal used for 
measurement UB-3294, is of uncertain 
origin, and uncertain association with 
any archaeological event. This result is 
of very limited use in modeling the site 
chronology (pers. comm.  Garton 2009; 
McDonald 2009). It is therefore 

presented as an Outlier.  

UB-3295 Quercus spp. 
charcoal, the oldest 
pieces are slow 
grown with age 
estimated minimum 
ages of 25+ and 30+ 
years.  

Pit [0266] <BLF 0266t> was the largest 
of ten pits that revealed similar fill 
sequences: a basal charcoal-rich layer 
covered burnt and unburnt gritstone. 
The burnt material was redeposited, in 
unburnt features (demonstrated by 
magnetic susceptibility, EH scientific 
dating file).   
 
Pit [0266] was cut through a pit [0270] 
containing small fine-walled Plain bowl 
pottery, and so must be neolithic or 
later. 
 
TPQ pit infilling and deposition material 
culture as the sample may have in-built 
age offset and no short-lived results 
exist from this phase (pers. comm.  
Garton 2009; McDonald 2009).  

4703±75 - 3650-3350 cal 
BC 

3640–3370 
cal BC 
 
 
 
 
 

 

UB-3296 Charcoal including 
Quercus spp., 
Corylus avellana (8 
years min), Fraxinus 
sp. (10 years min) 
and Crataegus sp. 
and Populus sp. The 
oak is excluded from 
the sample 

Pit [0316] <BLF 031 6d/e>. The fill of 
the feature contained a discrete 
charcoal deposit, from which this 
sample originated. The feature also 
contained Plain bowl pottery and flakes 
of struck quartz, emmer grains, cf 
spelt/emmer grains. 
 
Dates infilling feature, deposition 

4670±330 - 4240-2500 cal 
BC 

3720–3290 
cal BC 
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submitted for 
14

C 
dating.  

pottery, lithics and cereals (pers. 
comm.  Garton 2009; McDonald 2009). 

UB-3297 The soil sample was 
a discrete charcoal 
rich layer from which 
only Quercus spp. 
was identified.   
Quercus spp. 
20+years. 

Pit [0270] was cut by pit [0266] (pers. 
comm.  Garton 2009; McDonald 2009). 
 
TPQ infilling pit and deposition 
Carinated bowl, small fine-walled 
vessel and stone axe fragment NUX 
because of inbuilt age offset and no 
other short-lived results from this 
phase.  

4567±164 - 3660-2880 cal 
BC 

3720–3260 
cal BC 

UB-3377 No record of dated 
material. Charcoal 
included Populus sp. 
type fragments, 
Quercus spp. fast 
grown (15+ years), 
Corylus sp. charcoal 
and nutshell (5 and 
15 years min age 
estimates) and 
Sorbus sp. (12 
years).  

Pit [0021] produced the charcoal 
sample <BLF 0021 b/c/d>. 
 
Dates infilling pit and use of building I 
on the basis of association in plan 
(included in the model using the 
R_Date function as statistically 
consistent with other shortlived results 
from building I). Dates deposition of 
shouldered Plain bowl in feature.  

4709±66 - 3650-3350 cal 
BC 

3660–3390 
cal BC 

UB-3378 No record of dated 
material. Excess 
identified as 
Quercus spp. 10 
years minimum or 
more than 20 years.  

BLF 0311 h 2. The eastern most of a 
line of postholes running east-west 
across the excavated area.  
 
Dates infilling posthole (pers. comm.  
Garton 2009; McDonald pers. comm. 
2009). 
 
It is unclear if this and UB-3379 are the 
same result, or two measurements. 
Data from the lab (McDonald pers. 
comm.  2009) indicates there may be 

4770±52 - 3660-3370 cal 
BC 

3660–3490 
cal BC 
(83.0%)  
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two identical measurements, but only 
one (UB-3378) is included in the 
original publication notes (Garton pers. 
comm. 2009). Only one of these results 
(UB-3378) is included in the model 
presented here.  

UB-3379 No record of dated 
material. 

It is unclear if this and UB-3378 are the 
same result, or two measurements. 
Data from the lab (McDonald pers. 
comm.  2009) indicates there may be 
two identical measurements, but only 
one (UB-3378) is included in the 
original publication notes (Garton 
2009). Only one of these results (UB-
3378) is included in the model 
presented here. 
 
No form or certificate exists, and not 
included in any of the assessment 
reports. 

4770±52 - - - 

Willington cursus 
SK315288-SK320389 

KIA-26768 Corylus avellana 
charcoal 

Hazel charcoal from dumped deposit 
<13013> (6206) in northern cursus 
ditch.  
 
TAQ digging ditch. Dates ditch infilling. 

4465±30 -

27.40±0.08 

3340–3020 cal 
BC 

3350–3210 
cal BC 

Willington Quarry 
SK2775027250 

OxA-14481 Charred residue Charred residue adhering to neolithic 
Plain bowl from feature group 2550/01, 
zone 2. This pot recovered from the 
stratigraphically earliest deposit (1980) 

4849±35 -26.5 3700–3530 cal 
BC 

3590–3520 
cal BC 
(79.5%) 
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underlying burnt mound I. This spread 
was the discontinuous remnants of 
dirty-grey gravelly clay (contexts 1978, 
1980, 2063 and 2065), up to 0.20m 
deep, that lay above the natural 
substratum. 
 
Dates use of pottery. Dates formation 
of spread. 

OxA-15046 Prunus spinosa 
charcoal 

Zone 2, group 2550-02, (1817), 
charcoal-rich deposit pre-dating burnt 
mound I. 
 
Dates formation of spread (statistically 
consistent with SUERC-7605). 

4607±35 

 

-24.1 3500–3340 cal 
BC 

3520–3430 
cal BC 

SUERC-7605 Prunus spinosa 
charcoal 

Zone 2, group 2550-02, (1817), 
charcoal-rich deposit pre-dating burnt 
mound I. 
 
Dates formation of spread (statistically 
consistent with OxA-15046). 

4695±35 -25.1 3630 cal BC 3540–3390 
cal BC 
(92.4%) 

SUERC-7606 Corylus avellana 
charcoal 

Zone 2, group 2550-03, (1881), 
charcoal-rich spread, underlying the 
burnt mound I. 
 
Dates formation of spread (statistically 
inconsistent with OxA-15115 
(associated with use of the burnt 
mound; Beamish 2009, 42), though 
consistent with SUERC-7605, and 

OxA-15046; T’=4.2; T’5%=6.0; "=2). 

4695±35 -24.6 3630–3360 cal 
BC 

3500–3370 
cal BC 

GrA-31799  Prunus spinosa 
charcoal 

Zone 6, group 803 [459] <57> from pit 
fill with Peterborough (Mortlake) ware, 
also contained 17 hazel nutshell 
fragments and 6 sloe stones.  
 
Dates assemblage deposition and pit 

4750±40 -25.0 3640–3370 cal 
BC 

3640–3490 
cal BC 
(79.7%) 
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infilling (statistically consistent with 

OxA-15899; T’=1.3; T’5%=3.8; "=1).  

OxA-15899  Pomoideae charcoal Zone 6, group 803 [459] <57> from pit 
fill with Peterborough (Mortlake) ware. 
Also contained 17 hazel nutshell 
fragments and 6 sloe stones.  TPQ 
assemblage deposition and pit infilling. 
 
Dates assemblage deposition and pit 
infilling (statistically consistent with 

GrA-31799; T’=1.3; T’5%=3.8; "=1). 

4814±38 -27.7 3660–3520 cal 
BC 

3660–3510 
cal BC  

OxA-15116 Prunus spinosa 
charcoal 

Group 802, [299] <34> from 
homogenous burnt spread possibly 
part of treethrow [327], contained 
Peterborough and Plain bowl.  
 
Dates formation of spread and 
deposition of material culture. 

4712±31 -25.4 3640–3370 cal 
BC 

3630–3370 
cal BC 

OxA-15128 Prunus spinosa 
charcoal 

[291] <25> from a deposit representing 
human activity within the pit in a 
treethrow. 
 
Dates formation of spread and 
deposition of material culture 
(statistically consistent with OxA-
15127). 

4609±31 -26.9 

OxA-15127 Prunus spinosa 
charcoal 

Replicate of OxA-15128, 4690±32 -26.4 

4649±22BP 

(T’=3.3; 
T’5%=3.8; 

"=1) 

 
3520–3360 cal 
BC 

3520–3420 
cal BC 
(92.2%) 
 

SUERC-7607 Corylus avellana 
charcoal 

[291] <25> from a deposit representing 
human activity within the pit of a 
treethrow. 
 
Material residual in context at time of 

4875±35 -27.1 3710–3630 cal 
BC 

3720–3630 
cal BC 
(91.7% 
probable)  
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later deposition (inconsistent with OxA-
15127, -15128). Associated with 
activity responsible for deposition of 
Plain bowl also presented in the 
feature? Incorporated in model as 
TPQ.   

OxA-15047 Charred residue Adhering to a sherd of Peterborough 
(Mortlake/Fengate) ware, from group 
809, [487] (390). 
 
Dates use of Peterborough ware. 
Dates formation of spread. 

4615±36 -27.2 3510–3340 cal 
BC 

3520–3420 
cal BC 
(89.9%)  

Mercia Marina, Willington 
SK30102959 
 

NZA-30287 Corylus sp. charcoal Charcoal from ‘midden’ pit F1285, part 
of ‘midden’ pit cluster 1. Pit contained 
body sherds of Plain ware, with curved 
profile, pronounced everted rim, highly 
burnished and grass-wiped and quartz 
tempered. 
 
Dates formation of context and 
deposition of Plain ware (consistent 
with NZA-30288; T’=0.2; T’5%=3.8; 

"=1). 

4746±35 -23.8 3640–3370 cal 
BC 

3640–3500 
cal BC 
(77.1%)  

NZA-30288 Maloideae charcoal Charcoal from ‘midden’ pit F1285, part 
of ‘midden’ pit cluster 1. Pit contained 
body sherds of Plain ware, with curved 
profile, pronounced everted rim, highly 
burnished and grass-wiped and quartz 
tempered. 
 
Dates formation of context and 
deposition of Plain ware (consistent 
with NZA-30287; T’=0.2; T’5%=3.8; 

4768±35 -25.6 3650–3380 cal 
BC 

3650–3510 
cal BC 
(87.7%)  
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"=1). 

Hognaston  
SK2444251519 
 

BM-2421 Charred plant 
remains including 
Tilia sp., rhizomes, 
stems and leaves of 
Gramineae, moss 
stems (i.e. short-
lived material). 

Pit fill (11) contained with Mildenhall-
style vessel and sealed by iron pan 
beneath barrow at Hognaston, 
Derbyshire (Collis 1996; Ambers et al. 
1989). 
 
Dates infilling of pit and deposition of 
Mildenhall pottery.  

4930±60 -23.5 3930–3630 cal 
BC 

3820–3630 
cal BC 
(92.9%)  

Aston-on-Trent 
SK4222229118 
 

BM-271 Triticum dicoccum 
grains 

Charred grain, from pit sealed by 
Beaker barrow. 
 
The earliest phase of activity preserved 
at this site comprised a number of 
small gullies, two pits and a ‘hearth’. A 
few sherds of neolithic pottery were 
recovered above the gullies. The 
bottom of the ‘hearth’ showed evidence 
of in situ burning. The grains from this 
burning were provisionally identified as 
‘emmer’ (Reaney 1968, 71; Barker et 
al. 1969). Towards the top of the 
‘hearth’ were fragments of a Carinated 
neolithic bowl c 14’’ in diameter. A 
number of flints were found distributed 

in the pre#barrow surface.  

4700±150 - 3790-3020 cal 
BC 

3780–3220 
cal BC 
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Dates cereal presence and the ‘hearth’ 
firing. Dates the deposition of the 

Carinated bowl. 
 
(EH is currently undertaking single 
entity repeat samples from this 

deposit.) 

Giants Hills 1 
TF42877110  
 

BM-191 Cervus elaphus 
antler 

Antler collagen.  
 
Dates death of the deer. Dates digging 
associated with the mortuary structure 
(Barker et al. 1969; Phillips 1935b). 

4410±150 - 3520–2630 cal 
BC 

3520–2630 
cal BC 

BM-192 Cervus elaphus 
antler 

Antler collagen, sample 2.  
 
Dates death of the deer. Dates digging 
associated with the mortuary structure 
(Barker et al. 1969; Phillips 1935b). 

4320±150 - 3490–2490 cal 
BC 

3370–2560 
cal BC 
(94.5%)  

Ulceby 
TF42357164 
 

BM-2750 Cervus elaphus 
antler 

Antler recovered from primary fill of 
northern ditch (Jones 1998, 106).  
 
Dates death of the deer. Dates digging 
associated with the neolithic mortuary 
structure.  

4660±60 - 3640–3340 cal 
BC 

3640–3340 
cal BC 
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Tansor  
TL05709017 

Beta-84660 Quercus sp. 
heartwood (including 
some of ?mature 
timber) and Corylus 
sp. charcoal 

From central pit F167 from a southern 
pit complex, in a monument complex. 
The feature contained Mortlake ware 
and may be associated with possibly 
associated with a central deposition of 
human skeletal material (Chapman 
1997). 
 
TPQ infilling pit, and deposition pottery. 

4720±90 - 3660–3340 cal 
BC 

3670–3340 
cal BC 

Tattershall Thorpe 
TF2362460763 
 

HAR-4638 Unspeciated 
charcoal of uncertain 
maturity (the excess 
of which was 
identified as 
Fraxinus sp., 
Quercus spp., 
Corylus sp., Gale 
1997) and ? Corylus 
avellana nutshells. 

Charcoal AML 813630 TT 815 from 
small pit or posthole containing 
Mildenhall-style pottery and leaf-
shaped arrowheads. This pit one of 
four thought to be part of a group. A 
minimum of seven vessels and over 
100 flints recovered from this pit (5). A 
refitting core and flake, from this and 
another feature, suggest that some 
features were open at the same time. 
 
TPQ for pit infilling, and deposition of 
the Mildenhall-style pottery and lithics 
including leaf-shaped arrowheads 
(Hardiman et al. 1992; Chowne et al. 
1993). 

4800±70 -25.5 3710–3370 cal 
BC 

3710–3490 
cal BC 
(79.8%)  
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Holme Pierrepont 
SK6196638302 
 

OxA-8488 Charred Corylus 
avellana nutshell 

Hazel nutshell sample from lowest fill in 
pit 18 (Guilbert 1999), one of a number 
of pits in a group clustered within a ring 
ditch. Stratigraphically a TPQ for the 
overlying Grimston ware, though 
interpreted as dating the same 
‘archaeological event’ of assemblage 
deposition.  
 
Dates infilling of the pit and deposition 
of material (consistent with other 
results from pit 18). 

4965±45 -22.7 3940–3650 cal 
BC 

3810–3640 
cal BC 
(93.0%)  

OxA-8489 Charred Corylus 
avellana nutshell 

Hazel nutshell sample from lowest fill in 
pit 18 (Guilbert 1999), one of a number 
of pits in a group clustered within a ring 
ditch. Stratigraphically a TPQ for the 
overlying Grimston ware, though 
interpreted as dating the same 
archaeological event of assemblage 
deposition.  
 
Dates infilling of the pit and deposition 
of material (consistent with other 
results from pit 18). 

4940±45 -25.7 3900–3640 cal 
BC 

3800–3640 
cal BC  

OxA-8490 Charred Corylus 
avellana nutshell 

Hazel nutshell sample from lowest fill in 
pit 18 (Guilbert 1999), one of a number 
of pits in a group clustered within a ring 
ditch. Stratigraphically a TPQ for the 
overlying Grimston ware, though 
interpreted as dating the same 
archaeological event of assemblage 
deposition.  
 

4930±50 -22.9 3900–3640 cal 
BC 

3800–3640 
cal BC 
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Dates infilling of the pit and deposition 
of material (consistent with other 
results from pit 18). 

OxA-8491 Charred Corylus 
avellana nutshell 

Hazel nutshell sample from lowest fill in 
pit 18 (Guilbert 1999), one of a number 
of pits in a group clustered within a ring 
ditch. Stratigraphically a TPQ for the 
overlying Grimston ware, though 
interpreted as dating the same 
archaeological event of assemblage 
deposition.  
 
Dates infilling of the pit and deposition 
of material (consistent with other 
results from pit 18). 

4910±45 -27.0 3890–3630 cal 
BC 

3780–3630 
cal BC 

Hoe Hill 
TF2148795302 
 

HAR-6400 Bos sp. bone Bone, AML 842044, cattle vertebra 
from long barrow ditch level UU. This 
level one of the earliest silting in the 
ditch. 
 
TPQ infilling long barrow ditch. Dates 
unspeciated cattle presence at the site 
(Phillips & Probert 1989b; Walker et al. 
1991a).  
 

4930±100 -21.4 3970–3520 cal 
BC 

3920–3520 
cal BC 

Ash Hill 
TF2085196040 
 

HAR-9449 Unspeciated animal 
bone fragments. 

Fragments of animal bone found at 
level 72, the secondary silting, at north 
end of the Ash Hill ditch.  
 

4660±100 -23.2 3650–3090 cal 
BC 

3650–3260 
cal BC 
(94.8%) 
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Dates secondary ditch infilling (Phillips 
& Thomas 1989). 

HAR-9450 Probable cow bone. Fragment of right tibia, probably of 
cattle found during the main excavation 
in 10cm spits in the Ash Hill ditch. 
Came from level 55I between 40-50cm 
above bedrock, in the narrow base of 
the southern end of the ditch. It was 
assumed that this basal material had 
fallen back into the ditch more or less 
immediately after it was opened. 
 
Dates primary ditch infilling and 
unspeciated cattle presence at site 
(Phillips & Thomas 1989). 

4970±100 -22.1 3980–3530 cal 
BC 

3930–3630 
cal BC 
(93.7%)  

Raunds barrow 5 
SP97617254 
 

UB-3310 Homo sapiens bone Disarticulated human bone from two 
adults recovered from pit F3390, 
underlying a Beaker burial.!

!

Dates death of individual and 
deposition in pit. 

4500±33 -21.1±0.3 3360–3030 cal 
BC 

3360–3180 
cal BC 

Raunds barrow 6 
In close proximity to SP97577255 

OxA-3054 Charred twigs Highly burnt twigs associated with 
cremation from pit F47087, dug into the 
berm between inner and outer ditches 
surrounding barrow 5. 
 
Dates cremation/death of individual (cf. 

4460±70 -24.6 3370–2910 cal 
BC 

3370–3160 
cal BC 
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Olsen et al. 2008; Hüls et al. 2010). 

Raunds causewayed ring ditch 
No grid reference 

OxA-3055 Alnus/Corylus sp. 
charcoal 

Charcoal recovered from primary silt. 
 
Dates formation of primary fill within 
ring ditch (consistent with OxA-7904. 
T’=0.1; T’5%=3.8; "=1). 

4480±70 -23.4 3370–2910 cal 
BC 

3380–3200 
cal BC 
(91.9%) 

OxA-7904 Corylus sp. charcoal Charcoal recovered from primary silt. 
 
Dates formation of primary fill within 
ring ditch (consistent with OxA-3055. 

T’=0.1; T’5%=3.8; "=1). 

4505±45 -23.8 3370–3020 cal 
BC 

3370–3210 
cal BC  

OxA-3121 Cervus elaphus 
antler tine 

Antler from recut fill.  
 
Dates digging. 

4450±90 -23 3490–2890 cal 
BC 

3340–3150 
cal BC 

Raunds long enclosure 
SP97577248 
 

UB-3308 Bos sp. tibia Cattle tibia from primary fill of long 
enclosure ditch. 
 
Dates formation of long enclosure ditch 
fill (consistent with UB-3312; T’=0.6; 

T’5%=3.8;"=1). 

 

4278±156 -28.4±0.2 3370–2470 cal 
BC 

3520–3150 
cal BC  

UB-3312 Cervus elaphus 
antler rake 

Red deer antler rake from primary fill of 
ditch. 
 
Dates formation of long enclosure ditch 

4411±77 -23.5±0.2 3360–2890 cal 
BC 

3370–3170 
cal BC 
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fill, and maintenance/excavation of 
ditch (consistent with UB-3312; T’=0.6; 

T’5%=3.8;"=1).  

Whitwell 
SK5319374798 
 

OxA-4177
 

Homo sapiens bone Human femur [or tibia: text varies], 
burial W92A 957, from deposits in 
surviving NE end of trapezoidal long 
cairn at Whitwell (Hedges et al. 1994; 
Marshall pers. comm.  2009). 
Specimen from female aged 17, from 
mortuary structure which contained 
only one individual (another structure 
contained several). Sample has been 

conserved with water#soluble PVA. 

 
Replaced in model by OxA-14494, -
12763, and GrA-27513. 

5190±100 -20.1 
 

 

- - 

OxA-14494 Homo sapiens bone  W92A 957 repeat of OxA-4177 
(Hedges et al. 1994; Marshall pers. 
comm.  2009). 
 
Dates death of individual. 

4961±33 -20.1, 
11.0, 3.3  
 

GrA-27513 Homo sapiens bone W92A 957 repeat of OxA-4177 
(Hedges et al. 1994; Marshall pers. 
comm.  2009). 
 
Dates death of individual. 
 

4875±40 -21.1, 10.0 

OxA-12763 Homo sapiens bone W92A 957 repeat of OxA-4177  
Hedges et al. 1994; Marshall pers. 
comm.  2009). 

 

5380±90 -20.7 

4927 ± 21 BP 
(T’=2.8; 
T’5%=6.0;  

"=2) 

 
3765-3650  
cal BC 

3770–3670 
cal BC 
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Dates death of individual.   

OxA-4176 Homo sapiens bone Human tibia from burial WQ9 659, 
recovered from deposits in surviving 
NE end of trapezoidal long cairn. 
Specimen is part of mixed burial 
assemblage of at least 15 individuals in 
mortuary structure (Hedges et al. 1994; 
Marshall pers. comm.  2009). 
Intermixed with the bony deposit were 
14 out of the 15 leaf-shaped 
arrowheads. Phase of bone deposition 
dates deposition of arrowheads.  
 
Replaced in model by OxA-14493 and 
GrA-27519. 
 
Dates death of individual. 

5380±90 -20.7 - - 

OxA-14493 Homo sapiens bone Burial 659, repeat of OxA-4176 
(Hedges et al. 1994; Marshall pers. 
comm.  2009). 

 

Dates death of individual. 

4946±32 -20.7, 9.8, 
3.3 

GrA-27519 Homo sapiens bone Burial 659, repeat of OxA-4176 
(Hedges et al. 1994; Marshall pers. 
comm.  2009). 

 

Dates death of individual. 

4895±40 -21.3, 9.2 

4961 ± 25 BP 

 
(T’=0.6; 
T’5%=3.8;  

"=1) 

 
3795-3660 cal 
BC 

3770–3670 
cal BC 

OxA-4326 Homo sapiens bone Human femur from burial WQ9 982 
from deposits surviving in NE end of 
trapezoidal long cairn at Whitwell. 
Specimen is part of mixed burial 
assemblage of at least 15 individuals in 

5115±70 -20.4 - - 
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mortuary structure (Hedges et al. 1994; 
Marshall pers. comm.  2009). 
 
Replaced in model by OxA-14495 and 
GrA-27515. 
 
Dates death of individual. 

OxA-14495 Homo sapiens bone Burial 982, repeat of OxA-4326 
(Hedges et al. 1994; Marshall pers. 
comm.  2009) 

 

Dates death of individual. 

4879±32 
 

-20.2, 9.8, 
3.3 

GrA-27515 Homo sapiens bone Burial 982, repeat of OxA-4326 
(Hedges et al. 1994; Marshall pers. 
comm.  2009).  

 
Dates death of individual. 

4825±40 -21.4, 8.9  

4858 ± 25 BP 
(T’=1.1; 
T’5%=3.8; 

"=1) 

 
3695-3635 cal 
BC 

3700–3630 
cal BC 

OxA-12133 Homo sapiens bone WQ-9 !270 human bone, right femur, 
from the centre of collective inhumation 
(Hedges et al. 1994; Marshall pers. 
comm.  2009). 

 

Dates death of individual. 

4770±27 -21.0, 
10.3, 3.5 

3650-3570 cal 
BC 

3650–3580 
cal BC 

OxA-12762 Homo sapiens bone WQ-9 !430 human bone, right femur, 
from western end of collective 
inhumation (Hedges et al. 1994; 
Marshall pers. comm.  2009). 

 

Dates death of individual. 

4894±33 -20.8, 9.7, 
3.3 

3720-3630 cal 
BC 

3720–3630 
cal BC 

OxA-12760 Homo sapiens bone WQ-9 !214 human bone, right femur, 
from eastern end of collective 
inhumation (Hedges et al. 1994; 
Marshall pers. comm.  2009). 

4725±33 -20.7, 
10.2, 3.4 

3640-3370 cal 
BC 

3640–3590 
cal BC 
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Dates death of individual. 

OxA-12761 Homo sapiens bone WQ-9 !374 human bone, right femur, 
from western end of collective 
inhumation (Hedges et al. 1994; 
Marshall pers. comm.  2009). 

 

Dates death of individual. 

4933±33 -20.8, 9.2, 
3.3 

3790-3640 cal 
BC 

3760–3650 
cal BC 

GrA-22551 Homo sapiens bone WQ-9 !363 human bone, right femur, 
from centre of collective inhumation 
(Hedges et al. 1994; Marshall pers. 
comm.  2009). 

 

Dates death of individual. 

4700±45 -22.2 3640-3360 cal 
BC 

3640–3590 
cal BC  

GrA-22564 Homo sapiens bone WQ-9 !456 human bone, right femur, 
from centre of collective inhumation 
below slab 1 (Hedges et al. 1994; 
Marshall pers. comm.  2009). 

 

Dates death of individual. 

4905±45 -21.6 3780-3630 cal 
BC 

3760–3660 
cal BC 

OxA-12764 Homo sapiens bone WQ-9 !755 human bone, right femur, 
from centre of collective inhumation 
below slab 1 (Hedges et al. 1994; 
Marshall pers. comm.  2009). 

 

Dates death of individual. 

4966±30 -21.0, 8.2, 
3.3 

3900-3650 cal 
BC 

3770–3670 
cal BC 

OxA-12134 Homo sapiens bone WQ-9 !394 human tooth (enamel and 
dentine) from the western end of 
collective inhumation below slab 4 
(Hedges et al. 1994; Marshall pers. 
comm.  2009). 

4931±28 -21.1, 
10.1, 3.3 

3760-3660 cal 
BC 

3760–3660 
cal BC 
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Dates death of individual. 

OxA-12135 Homo sapiens bone WQ-9 !778 human bone, right femur, 
from centre of collective inhumation 
below slab 2 (Hedges et al. 1994; 
Marshall pers. comm.  2009). 

 

Dates death of individual. 

4984±28 -21.0, 9.7, 
3.3 

3760-3690 cal 
BC 

3780–3690 
cal BC 

OxA-12765 Homo sapiens bone WQ-9 !701 human bone, right femur, 
from centre of collective inhumation 
(Hedges et al. 1994; Marshall pers. 
comm.  2009). 

 

Dates death of individual. 

4961±31 -20.6, 9.4, 
3.2 

3800-3650 cal 
BC 

3770–3670 
cal BC 

OxA-12767 Homo sapiens bone WQ-9 !330 human bone, right femur, 
from centre of collective inhumation, 
above slab 1 (Hedges et al. 1994; 
Marshall pers. comm.  2009). 

4965±32 -20.6, 9.7, 
3.3 

3900-3650 cal 
BC 

3700–3640 
cal BC 

OxA-12766 Homo sapiens bone WQ-9 !229 human bone, right femur, 
from phase 2 linear mortuary deposit 
(Hedges et al. 1994; Marshall pers. 
comm.  2009). 

 

Dates death of individual. 

4747±34  -20.9, 8.8, 
3.2 

3640-3370 cal 
BC 

3640–3580 
cal BC 

OxA-9646 Corylus sp. nutshells WQ-9 SP187(a) hazel nutshell 
fragments, from passage linear 
mortuary deposit (Hedges et al. 1994; 
Marshall pers. comm.  2009). 

 

Dates infilling of scoop [177] (175) in 
linear mortuary passage (inconsistent 
with OxA-10214; but consistent with all 

4890±55 -24.8 3790–3530 cal 
BC 

3730–3630 
cal BC 
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others from phase SP187; T’=4.8; 

T’5%=7.8; "=3). 

OxA-10214 Corylus sp. nutshells WQ-9 SP187(a) replicate of OxA-9646 
(Hedges et al. 1994; Marshall pers. 
comm.  2009). 

 

TPQ infilling of scoop [177] (175) in 
linear mortuary passage (inconsistent 
with OxA-9646; but consistent with all 
others from phase SP187; T’=4.8; 

T’5%=7.8; "=3). 

5035±40 -23.5 3960–3700 cal 
BC 

3960–3710 
cal BC 

OxA-9647 Corylus sp. nutshells  WQ-9 SP187(b) hazel nutshell 
fragments, from passage linear 
mortuary deposit (Hedges et al. 1994; 
Marshall pers. comm.  2009). 

 

Dates infilling of scoop [177] (175) in 
linear mortuary passage (consistent 
with OxA-10219; consistent with all 
others from phase SP187; T’=4.8; 

T’5%=7.8; "=3)? 

4960±50 -24.1 3940–3640 cal 
BC 

3750–3640 
cal BC 

OxA-10219 Corylus sp. nutshells WQ-9 SP187(b) replicate of OxA-9647 
(Hedges et al. 1994; Marshall pers. 
comm.  2009). 

 

Dates infilling of scoop [177] (175) in 
linear mortuary passage (consistent 
with OxA-9647; consistent with all 
others from phase SP187; T’=4.8; 

T’5%=7.8; "=3). 

5005 ± 75 -24.1 3970–3640 cal 
BC 

3750–3640 
cal BC 
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OxA-9648 Corylus avellana 
nutshells 

WQ-9 SP42,58,190,179,192 (a)  hazel 
nutshell from base of east end of 
mortuary deposit (Hedges et al. 1994; 
Marshall pers. comm.  2009). 

 

Dates formation of eastern mortuary 
deposit (consistent with OxA-10215). 

4950 ± 55  -26.0 

OxA-10215 Corylus avellana 
nutshell 

WQ-9 SP42,58,190,179,192 (a) 
replicate of OxA-9649 (Hedges et al. 
1994; Marshall pers. comm. . 2009). 

 
Dates formation of eastern mortuary 
deposit (consistent with OxA-9648). 

4945 ± 40  -26.7 

4947 ± 32 BP 
(T’=0.0; T’5% 

=3.8; "=1) 

 

3800-3650 cal 
BC 

3770–3660 
cal BC 

OxA-9649 Corylus avellana 
nutshell 

WQ-9 SP42,58,190,179,192 (b)  hazel 
nutshell from base of east end of 
mortuary deposit (Hedges et al. 1994;  
Marshall pers. comm.  2009). 

 

Dates formation of eastern mortuary 
deposit (consistent with OxA-10216). 

4960 ± 55 -26.4 

OxA-10216 Corylus avellana 
nutshells 

WQ-9 SP42,58,190,179,192 (b)  hazel 
nutshell from base of east end of 
mortuary deposit (Hedges et al. 1994; 
Marshall pers. comm.  2009). 

 

Dates formation of eastern mortuary 
deposit (consistent with OxA-9649). 

5000 ± 45 -27.2 

4984±35BP 

(T’=0.3; 
T’5%=3.8; 

"=1) 

3780–3670 
cal BC 

OxA-12759 Sus scrofa bone WQ-9 !865, pig left or right ulna, from 
matrix fill, post dating mortuary.  
Repeat of OxA-9701 (Hedges et al. 
1994; Marshall pers. comm.  2009). 

 

Not included in model: indicative of 

3673 ± 38 -19.4 
 

3675±25BP 

(T’=0.0; 
T’5%=3.8; 

"=1) 

 
2140–1970 cal 

- 
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significantly later activity on the site. 

OxA-12758 Sus scrofa bone See OxA-12759. 3677 ± 31 -20.9 
BC 

Giants Hills 2 long barrow, Skendleby 
TF42947088  
 

OxA-641 Unspeciated 
charcoal of uncertain 
maturity. 

Charcoal from façade posthole (814), 
from long barrow façade. The façade 
was destroyed by fire, this sample 
suggested either as brushwood to fire 
it, or fencing from the upright posts 
from the façade. Façade trench fill 
contained “plain Neolithic pottery” and 
a domestic pig tibia, potentially 
recovered from the buried soil 
underlying the barrow or from infilling 
of the façade trench after firing. 
 
TPQ for the façade posts (Evans & 
Simpson 1991; Gowlett et al. 1987; 
Evans & Simpson 1986), deposition of 
neolithic Plain wares and pig tibia. 

5450±80  4460–4050 cal 
BC 

4460–4050 
cal BC 

OxA-642 Crataegus sp. 
charcoal 

Charcoal from façade posthole (815), 
long barrow façade. The façade was 
destroyed by fire; this sample 
suggested either as brushwood to fire 
it, or fencing from the upright posts 
from the façade. Façade trench fill 
contained “plain Neolithic pottery” and 
a domestic pig tibia, potentially 
recovered from the buried soil 
underlying the barrow or from infilling 

5140±80  4230–3710 cal 
BC 

3960–3750 
cal BC 
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of the façade trench after firing. 
 
Dates the firing of the posts or a short-
lived façade post (Evans & Simpson 
1991; Gowlett et al. 1987; Evans & 
Simpson 1986). Dates deposition of 
early neolithic Plain wares and pig tibia 
in façade trench. 

OxA-639 Homo sapiens bone Bone collagen from human skull (No 7 
— adult, over forty years of age, 
possibly male). This skeletal material 
forms part of an assemblage of 
disarticulated bone from long barrow. 
Fragments of skull and long bone 
noted, though absence of small bones 
indicates that this was a ‘secondary 
collection’. 
 
Dates death of individual. There is 
possibly an interval between this and 
the date of deposition of the skeletal 
assemblage (evidence for weathering, 
carnivore attack and incomplete 
bones). TPQ skeletal bone deposition 
(Evans & Simpson 1991; Gowlett et al. 
1987; Evans & Simpson 1986).  

4650±80 - 3640–3110 cal 
BC 

3640–3360 
cal BC 

OxA-640 Homo sapiens bone Bone collagen from human skull (No. 8 
— mid to late adolescent, possibly 
female). This skeletal material forms 
part of an assemblage of disarticulated 
bone from long barrow. Fragments of 
skull and long bone noted, though 
absence of small bones indicates that 
this was a ‘secondary collection’. 
 
Dates death of individual. There is 
possibly an interval between this and 

4770±80 - 3710–3360 cal 
BC 

3700–3370 
cal BC 
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the date of deposition of the skeletal 
assemblage (evidence for weathering, 
carnivore attack and incomplete 
bones). TPQ skeletal bone deposition 
(Evans & Simpson 1991; Gowlett et al. 
1987; Evans & Simpson 1986). 

CAR-821 Quercus spp. 
charcoal 

Charcoal from north postpit [505] in 
mortuary area. The post had not been 
burnt, but rotted in situ or was 
removed. Small quantities of charcoal 
from the north postpit, may derive from 
the surface of the post when it was 
burnt during felling or preparation. 
Sherd of Plain ware was recovered 
from the fill. 
 
Result provides TPQ for the post and 
subsequent activity including Plain 
ware sherd deposition (Evans & 
Simpson 1991; Gowlett et al. 1987; 
Evans & Simpson 1986). 

5100±80  4050–3700 cal 
BC 

4060–3690 
cal BC 

CAR-822 Quercus spp. 
charcoal 

Charcoal from north postpit [505] in 
mortuary area. The post had not been 
burnt, but rotted in situ or was 
removed. Small quantities of charcoal 
from the north postpit, may derive from 
the surface of the post when it was 
burnt during felling or preparation. 
Sherd of Plain ware was recovered 
from the fill. 
 
Result provides TPQ for the post and 
subsequent activity including Plain 
ware sherd deposition (Evans & 
Simpson 1991; Gowlett et al. 1987; 
Evans & Simpson 1986). 

4970±100  3980–3530 cal 
BC 

3980–3630 
cal BC 
(93.5%) 
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HAR-1869 Cervus sp. antler Antler from ditch bottom (antler B 
139/752).  
 
Dates death of the deer. Dates digging 
associated with the neolithic mortuary 
structure  — some of the tines were 
extremely rounded, possibly from use 
(Evans & Simpson 1991; Gowlett et al. 
1987; Evans & Simpson 1986). 

5090±80 -25.4 4050–3700 cal 
BC 

3840–3640 
cal BC 

HAR-1850 Cervus sp. antler Antler from ditch bottom (antler B 
139/751). 
 
Dates death of the deer. Dates digging 
associated with the neolithic mortuary 
structure  — some of the tines were 
extremely rounded, possibly from use 
(Evans & Simpson 1991; Gowlett et al. 
1987; Evans & Simpson 1986). 

4700±80 -23.6 3650–3340 cal 
BC 

3650–3370 
cal BC 

CAR-820 Cervus sp. antler Antler from ditch O’O (antler 429). 
 
Dates death of the deer. Dates digging 
associated with the neolithic mortuary 
structure  — some of the tines were 
extremely rounded, possibly from use 
(Evans & Simpson 1991; Gowlett et al. 
1987; Evans & Simpson 1986). 

4800±80  3720–3370 cal 
BC 

3720–3490 
cal BC 
(84.4% 
probable) 

CAR-819 Cervus sp. antler 
 

Antler 428 from mound. 
 
Antler presumably associated with 
some phase of excavation of the 
barrow ditches, and subsequently 
incorporated in the mound body.  
 
Dates death of the deer. Dates digging 
associated with the neolithic mortuary 
structure  — some of the tines were 
extremely rounded, possibly from use 

4840±70 - 3770–3380 cal 
BC 

3770–3500 
cal BC 
(93.8%) 
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(Evans & Simpson 1991; Gowlett et al. 
1987; Evans & Simpson 1986). (Evans 
& Simpson 1991; Gowlett et al. 1987; 
Evans & Simpson 1986). 

CAR-818 Quercus spp. and 
Fraxinus excelsior 
charcoal. 
 

Charcoal deposit from ditch U’U, 
sample 350. 
 
Dates infilling front ditch layer 5 
(consistent with CAR-817, which is 
comprised of short-lived material) 
(Evans & Simpson 1991; Gowlett et al. 
1987; Evans & Simpson 1986). 

4450±70 - 3370–2900 cal 
BC 

3350–2920 
cal BC 
 
(from site 
model 
shown in 
appendix 
EM4) 

CAR-817 Fraxinus  excelsior  
charcoal 

Charcoal from ditch U’U, sample 237. 
 
Dates for infilling front ditch layer 5 
(Evans & Simpson 1991; Gowlett et al. 
1987; Evans & Simpson 1986). 

4370±70 - 3340–2880 cal 
BC 

3130–2880 
cal BC 
(78.4%) 
 
(from site 
model 
shown in 
appendix 
EM4) 

BM-2346 Bos primigenius 
bone 

Aurochs tibia distal end of shaft in ditch 
M’M (4) sample 355.  
 
TPQ for final infilling of front ditch 
(statistically inconsistent with CAR-816, 
short-lived result from layer 4 

(T’=14.8%; T’5%=3.8; "=1) (Evans & 

Simpson 1991; Gowlett et al. 1987; 
Evans & Simpson 1986). Dates 
presence of aurochs on site if ID is 
correct, the result would be very late 
for aurochs. 

4120±45 -23.6 2880–2500 cal 
BC 

2880–2570 
cal BC  
 
(from site 
model 
shown in 
appendix 
EM4) 

CAR-816 Fraxinus  excelsior 
charcoal 

Charcoal from ditch U’U  (4) sample 
232. 
 
Dates infilling front ditch layer 4 (Evans 

3830±60 - 2470–2050 cal 
BC 

2470–2130 
cal BC 
(95.0%)  
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& Simpson 1991; Gowlett et al. 1987; 
Evans & Simpson 1986). 

(from site 
model 
shown in 
appendix 
EM4) 

Briar Hill 
SP7355759376 

HAR-2282 Unspeciated 
charcoal of uncertain 
maturity (excess 
identified as 
Quercus spp. and 
some Pomoideae). 

Context 77(A)2. Deposit from eastern 
end of outer ditch segment to the north 
of the site. Context 77A phased by 
Bamford as “marking out of circuits” or 
“primary construction”. 
 
This and the only other result from a 
feature potentially associated with the 
outer circuit/entrance way (HAR-4072) 
are statistically consistent, indicating 
that they could represent the same 
archaeological event. Deposit 
contained pottery sherds of early 
neolithic decorated bowl

1
. 77A 

contained sherds A2-1/2; C1-2/6.  
 
TPQ infilling of primary construction 
cut, deposition neolithic decorated bowl 
because of potential for in-built offset. 

5440±110 -24.5 4500–3990 cal 
BC 

- 

HAR-2283 Unspeciated 
“comminuted and 
very mixed” 
(Meadows 2003) 
charcoal of uncertain 
maturity. 

Context 29, deposit from Saxon SFB 
(Bamford 1985). 
 
TPQ infilling SFB. Not included in the 
model. 

1700±60 -24.5 cal AD 210–
530  

- 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
 Fairly soft, vesicular fabric with plate-like or angular voids and abundant well-shorted quartz (Bamford 1985, 107). Early neolithic decorated Bowl 

form IVA (i)  (Bamford 1985, 103; 1985, 101). 
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HAR-3208 Unspeciated 
charcoal of uncertain 
maturity, including 
Prunus spp., and 
?cremated bone 
(Meadows 2003). 

Dated sample from deposit  (52), a 
cremation in the “Final recut” of the 
inner ditch. This feature is possibly one 
of the most important on the site, 
located as it is just east of where either 
the inner or spiral ditches become 
intercutting (see fig. 4.38). It could 
potentially represent the continuity of 
features 37, 36, 47 to the west and 
indicate that the inner ditch circuit 
overlay the spiral one.   
 
Dates cremation? 

4600±90 -24.5 3640–3020 cal 
BC 
 

3530–3020 
cal BC 

HAR-2625 Unspeciated 
charcoal of uncertain 
maturity, including 
Quercus spp. 
charcoal (Meadows 
2003). 

Charcoal from postpit 156, from cluster 
inside inner enclosure (Bamford 1985). 
 
TPQ infilling pit and deposition of bowl 
pottery of form B1-1/1 because of 
potential in-built offset.  

4290±80 -30.4 3100–2670 cal 
BC 

- 

HAR-4057 Quercus spp.  
charcoal  

Charcoal AML 794871, P76B5116, 
from large timbers from feature 218, a 
lobed pit in interior of inner ditch 
(Bamford 1985). 
 
TPQ infilling pit because of potential in-
built offset.  
 

4250±70 -27.7 3020–2630 cal 
BC 

- 

HAR-2607 Unspeciated 
charcoal of uncertain 
maturity, including 
Quercus spp., 
Corulys/Alnus, 
Salix/Populus. 

Charcoal from context 145, beam 
trench with Grooved ware at Briar Hill 
(Bamford 1985). Feature within inner 
ditch. 
 
TPQ infilling feature, deposition 
Grooved ware, (?residual) isosceles 
microlith, because of potential in-built 
offset. Deposit also contained neolithic 
bowl pottery of various forms (A1-1/2; 

4010±90 -25.2 2880–2280 cal 
BC 

- 
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A3-2/2; A4-1/1;C-1/1; D2-1/1; H2-1/1; 
H3-1/2; K2-1/5). 

HAR-2389 Mixed charcoal 
including Quercus 
spp., Alnus sp.,  
Corylus sp., and   
Pomoideae. 

Charcoal AML 777412, P76E704, 
context 29 from pit 337B, one of four 
later neolithic pits cutting final fill inner 
ditch segments . Phased by Bamford 
as “Later neolithic”. HAR-2284 was a 
repeat measurement on material from 
the same context (Bamford 1985). 
 
TPQ infilling pit because of potential in-
built offset,  and deposition of K1 fabric 
maggot cord decorated pottery 
(Bamford 1985). 
  

3450±80 

 
 

-25.6  

3511±73BP 

(T’=0.3; 

T’5=3.8; "=1) 

 
2030–1640 cal 
BC 
 

- 

HAR-2284 Mixed charcoal 
including Quercus 
spp., Alnus sp.,  
Corylus sp., and   
Pomoideae. 

Charcoal AML 777412, P76E704, 
context 29 from pit 337B, one of four 
later neolithic pits cutting final fill layers 
of inner ditch segments . Phased by 
Bamford as “Later neolithic”. HAR-
2389 was a repeat measurement on 
material from the same context 
(Bamford 1985). 
 
TPQ infilling pit because of potential in-
built offset,  and deposition of K1 fabric 
maggot cord decorated pottery 
(Bamford 1985). 

3460±120 

 

-25.2 2140–1490 cal 
BC 

- 

HAR-5125 Unspeciated 
charcoal of uncertain 
maturity (including 
Pomoideae). 

Charcoal AML 794860, P76D60995 
from context  165B (1). 
Stratigraphically early fill of “primary 
construction” or “first major recut” 
according to Bamford (1965) (or 
associated with “marking out”). From 
the section it might be suggested that 

3900±90 -27.1 2620–2130 cal 
BC 

- 
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context 165B(1) is associated with the 
earlier of these “phases” (see Bamford 
1985; fig. 13.2). Also recovered from 
the ditch were fragments of an 
apparent single piece sickle (in context 
165C(3)), and fragments of bowl (from 
contexts 165D(5), and (1)–(9). 
Stratigraphically this result underlies 
the recuts 165C and 165D (indicated 
by Bamford 1985, 21, various figures). 
 
Dates formation context. 
Stratigraphically this result provides a 
TPQ for the deposition of the single 
piece sickle and bowl, and for the 
infilling of the primary ditch cut.  

HAR-5271 Unspeciated 
comminuted 
charcoal of uncertain 
maturity (including 
Corylus/Alnus sp., 
and Corylus sp., 
Alnus sp.). 

Charcoal P76C8330 from feature 
28C(2) in ditch deposits phased as 
“first major recut” (Bamford 1985). 
Mortlake ware was recovered from one 
of the recuts in this ditch segment (28F 
(5)). The relationship between this and 
the dated event is, however, uncertain. 
 
Dates formation context. The 
relationship between this and any 
material culture is uncertain. 

4780±120 -26.3 3800–3340 cal 
BC 

3700–3370 
cal BC 

HAR-4058 ?Charcoal 
(Meadows 2003) 

From context 240, cremation burial 
from enclosure (Bamford 1985). 
Accompanied by tanged arrowhead. 
Cremations located between ‘inner’ 
ditch and ‘spiral arm’ in south-western 
quadrant.  
 
TPQ cremation, if charcoal potential for 
in-built offset? 

3700±150 -26.0 2570–1690 cal 
BC 

- 
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HAR-4065 Quercus spp.  
charcoal of uncertain 
maturity. 
“Comminuted but 
probably all oak 
heartwood” 
(Meadows 2003). 

Context 275, fill around bronze age 
pot, containing cremation, within 
enclosure (Bamford 1985).  
Cremations located between ‘inner’ 
ditch and ‘spiral arm’ in south-western 
quadrant. 
 
TPQ for the date of the cremation. 

3180±70 -27.1 1620–1300 cal 
BC 

- 

HAR-4072 Mature Quercus 
spp.  charcoal 

Charcoal AML 794870, P76C 2011 
from mature timber, from pit 219. This 
pit cut by ditch segments, and the 
feature must be earlier than the outer 
ditch. Part of Bamford’s postulated 
entrance way.  
 
TPQ infilling of postpit 219, and infilling 
of north-western outer ditch circuit. 

5860±70 -26.5 4710–4350 cal 
BC 

- 

HAR-4092 Charcoal including 
Quercus spp., 
Prunus sp., Fraxinus 
sp. and Pomoideae. 

Charcoal AML 794861, P 76A6051 
(Bamford 1985). Mature timber from 
feature 128E(4) in inner spiral ditch, 
classed by Bamford as “final recut”.  
 
TPQ deposit formation, potential for in-
built offset. 
 
Deposit contained 75 early neolithic 
bowl sherds of forms A2-2/71; A3-1/3; 
C-1/1. 

5540±140 -24.2 4710–4040 cal 
BC 

- 

HAR-5216 Unspeciated 
charcoal of uncertain 
maturity including 
Quercus spp. 
sapwood and 
heartwood.  

Charcoal, AML 812930, P76C5241 
from feature 176A(1) inner spiral ditch 
deposits phased as “marking out 
circuits” or “primary construction” 
(Bamford 1985). 
 
TPQ infilling ditch, and TPQ deposition 
neolithic bowl (overlying context 
176A(2) contained a sherd of A2-1/1). 

4130±150, 

4470±100 

 
(T’=3.5;T’5%=3.8; 

"=1; 

4370±84) 

- 3350–2870 cal 
BC 

- 
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HAR-4071 Mature Prunus sp. 
charcoal 

Charcoal AML 794867, ref P76C3116, 
from mature timber from feature 
199D(2) in final recut of inner ditch 
(Bamford 1985). 
 
TPQ infilling inner ditch. 199D(4) 
produced early neolithic bowl from H3-
1/2. 

4610±9  -26.1 3640–3030 cal 
BC 

3540–3310 
cal BC 
(94.3%) 

HAR-4075 Mature Prunus sp. 
charcoal 

Charcoal AML 795865, ref P76A7185, 
from mature timber from feature 
124E(3) in recut of ditches (Bamford 
1985).  
 
TPQ infilling of ditch. Incorporated into 
model as date for formation of context 
as statistically consistent with short-
lived result HAR-3208. Dates 
deposition of 11 sherds neolithic bowl 
(of forms A1(?)1/1; A2-1/1; A3-1/1; C-
2/3; D4-1/1; G1-1/3; G2-1/1; Bamford 
1985, appendix 7, 190).  

4660±70 -25.2 3640–3130 cal 
BC 

3540–3330 
cal BC 
(94.7%) 

HAR-5217 Unspeciated 
charcoal of uncertain 
maturity. 

Charcoal ref P76A3021, from feature 
248C(1), primary fill in the final recut of 
ditches (Bamford 1985).  
 
TPQ infilling of ditch. Incorporated into 
model as date for formation of context 
as statistically consistent with short-
lived result HAR-3208. 

4420±90 -26.3 3370–2880 cal 
BC 

- 

HAR-4067 Mature Quercus sp. 
charcoal (Meadows 
2003). 

Charcoal AML, 79868, P76C325, from 
mature timber from feature 228A, one 
of four later neolithic pits cutting fill 
layer of inner ditch segments (Bamford 
1985). 
 
TPQ infilling pit. Bamford suggests part 
of an entrance way. No association 

3730±70 

 
 

 

-27.0 2450–1940 cal 
BC 

- 
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with any diagnostic material culture. 

HAR-4073 Mature Quercus sp. 
charcoal (Meadows 
2003). 

Charcoal AML 79863, P76C3503, from 
mature timber from feature 303, one of 
four later neolithic pits cutting final fill 
layers of inner ditch segments 
(Bamford 1985). 
 
TPQ infilling pit. Bamford suggests part 
of an entrance way. No association 
with any diagnostic material culture. 
This deposit stratigraphically overlies 
that containing HAR-4110. 

3790±100 -27.8 2550–1940 cal 
BC 

- 

HAR-4089 Mature Quercus sp. 
charcoal (Meadows 
2003). 

Charcoal AML 794869, P76C 3335 
from mature timber from feature 258, 
one of four later neolithic pits cutting 
final fill layers of inner ditch segments 
(Bamford 1985). 
 
TPQ infilling pit. TPQ infilling pit. 
Bamford suggests part of an entrance 
way. No association with any 
diagnostic material culture. 

3260±90 -25.7 2280–1740 cal 
BC 

- 

HAR-4110 Mature Quercus sp. 
charcoal (Meadows 
2003). 

Mature oak charcoal AML 794862, 
P76C3275 from feature 251B(6), 
equivalent to 192(B), middle fill of 
second cut of inner ditch. 251B(5) 
contained neolithic bowl pottery 
(Bamford 1985; appendix 7, 194). 
 
TPQ of uncertain offset infilling ditch 
segment. Stratigraphically this result is 
a TAQ for the deposition of bowl in 
251B(5), though because of the 
probable inbuilt offset in HAR-4410 this 

3410±100 -27.3 1960–1460 cal 
BC 

- 
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relationship provides no constraint. 
This deposit underlies that containing 
HAR-4073. 

HAR-4066 Prunus sp., 
Pomoideae, 
Quercus sp., 
Corylus sp. charcoal 
(Meadows 2003). 

Charcoal AML 794866, P76A3020 from 
feature 248B(3) in inner ditch cutting 
upper fills (cf. HAR-5217 which lay 
0.3m lower in fills). Context 248 B(2) 
contained a neolithic bowl rim 
(Bamford 1985). 
 
Stratigraphically, this result provides a 
TAQ for the deposition of the neolithic 
bowl rim in deposit 248 B(2).  
 
TPQ the deposition of neolithic bowl 
pottery of forms A1-1/7; G1-1/1 
(Bamford 1985, appendix 7, 195). 

4080±70 -26.9 2880–2460 cal 
BC 

- 

HAR-4074 Mature Prunus sp., 
Quercus sp., and 
Corylus/Alnus sp. 
charcoal. 

Charcoal AML 794872, P76B6047 from 
mature timber from feature 137, one of 
four pits in SW part of inner ditch 
enclosure, with 49 worked flints 
(Bamford 1985).  
 
TPQ infilling postpit and deposition 
neolithic bowl  pottery (of forms D1-1/2; 
D2-1/2; H1-1/1) and flint. 

4370±80 -25.2 3350–2870 cal 
BC 

- 

Raunds Turf Mound 
SP9760672560 
 

UB-3317 Quercus sp. 
charcoal  

Oak charcoal fragments from gully 
F6303 cut into north end of mound, 
close to stake dated by UB-3314 and 
possibly deriving from it (Healy et al. 
2007). Context also contained 
indeterminate cereal grain. 

4873±56 -24.8±0.2 3780–3530 cal 
BC 

3790–3620 
cal BC 
(79.3%) 
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Dates infilling gully F6303 (later than 
result OxA-7947 on short-lived 
material) and deposition possible 
neolithic bowl. Uncertain association 
with formation for mound. Possibly 
dates stake measured by UB-3314 
(results are statistically consistent). 

UB-3314 Quercus sp. 
charcoal 

Charred oak stake 80mm diameter 
from gully F6303 cut into top of north 
end of mound (Healy et al. 2007). 
 
Dates stake with limited inbuilt offset 
(8–80 years C. Tyres pers. com. 2010) 
Dates gully excavation, and deposition 
possible neolithic bowl. Possibly dates 
stake measured by UB-3314 (results 
are statistically consistent). 

4937±56 -24.1±0.2 3980–3630 cal 
BC 

3850–3550 
cal BC 

OxA -8017 Corylus avellana 
charcoal 

Hazel charcoal from ‘plank’ in pit 
F6047 under south end of mound 
(Healy et al. 2007). 
 
Dates plank. Stratigraphically TPQ for 
the formation of the stratigraphically 
later southern mound extension. 
Uncertain association with 
demonstrably early neolithic activity. 
Same as OxA-7947. 

3903±18 (double 

precision run; 

3920±30, 

3895±21; 

T’=0.5;T’5%=3.8; 

"=1) 

-25.8 2470–2300 cal 
BC 

- 

OxA -7947 Corylus avellana 
charcoal 

Hazel charcoal from ‘plank’ in pit 
F6047 under south end of mound 
(Healy et al. 2007). 
 
Dates plank. Stratigraphically TPQ for 
the formation of the stratigraphically 
later southern mound extension. 
Uncertain association with 
demonstrably early neolithic activity. 

3870±30  -25.7 2470–2200 cal 
BC 

- 
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Same as OxA-8017. 

OxA-7945 Corylus sp.  Charred hazel root from gully F6366 
cut into top of north end of mound 
(Harding et al. 2007). 
 
TPQ infilling gully F6303 (earlier than 
statistically consistent results on oak 
stake functionally associated with the 
gully). 

5035±35 (double 

precision run) 

-24.3 3960–3710 cal 
BC 

3950–3710 
cal BC 

OxA-7865 Corylus sp.  Charred hazel root from gully F6366 
cut into north end of mound (Healy et 
al. 2007). 
 
Dates infilling gully F6366. 

4975±35 (double 

precision run) 

-23.9 3910–3650 cal 
BC 

3810–3650 
cal BC (94.1) 

OxA-3056 Corylus avellana 
nutshell 

Hazel nutshells from pit F31820, which 
contained Grooved ware. 
 
Dates infilling pit. 

4210±70 -24.3 2930–2580 cal 
BC 

- 

Avenue at Stanwick  
SP9709571650 

OxA-7867 Arrhenatherum 
elatius ssp. 
bulbosum tubers 

Onion couch grass tubers from 
southern avenue ditch F87506 (Healy 
et al. 2007).  Also contains hulled 
wheat grains, indeterminate cereal 
grains. Campbell (forthcoming) 
suggests the hulled wheat grains may 
be Romano-British. 
 
Dates disturbance, and stage in 
succession to scrub. 
 
TPQ infilling avenue southern ditch 

5325±50 -27.2 4330–3990 cal 
BC 

4270–4040 
cal BC 
(88.5%)  
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section F87506 (earlier than 
statistically consistent later results, and 
taphonomy poorly understood: 
machined away before recording). 

OxA-7868 Corylus avellana 
nutshell 

Hazel nutshell from F87501 (Healy et 
al. 2007). Also contains hulled wheat 
grains, indeterminate cereal grains and 
glume bases, and probable sloe 
stones. Campbell (forthcoming) 
suggests the hulled wheat grains may 
be Romano-British. 
 
Dates infilling avenue southern ditch 
section F87501. 

4970±45 -24.4 3940–3650 cal 
BC 

3820–3650 
cal BC 
(92.1%) 

GU-5319 Quercus spp. 
charcoal  

Oak charcoal from F87566 (Healy et al. 
2007).  
Dates infilling avenue southern ditch 
section F87566 (same section as 
statistically consistent result GU-5318). 

4990±110 -24.6 4040–3530 cal 
BC 

3940–3620 
cal BC 
(92.0%) 

GU-5318 Quercus spp. 
charcoal 

Oak charcoal from F87647 (Healy et al. 
2007).  
 
Dates infilling avenue southern ditch 
section F87647 (same section as 
statistically consistent result GU-5319). 

5090±60 -23.7 4040–3710 cal 
BC 

3930–3710 
cal BC 

Long Mound at Stanwick 
SP9638271562 
 

UB-3329 Quercus sp. 
charcoal  

Oak charcoal from trunk fragments 
within pit F5488 beneath west end of 
long mound (Healy et al. 2007). 
 
TPQ infilling pit F5488. TPQ 
construction long mound. 

5767±58 -24.8±0.2 4770–4460 cal 
BC 

4730–4480 
cal BC 
(93.4%) 
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OxA-7940 Quercus sp. 
charcoal sapwood 

Context 2061. Oak sapwood from 
mound body (Healy et al. 2007). 
Context also contained various cereal 
grains (Campbell forthcoming). 
Including free-threshing wheat grains 
suggested as intrusive. 
 
TPQ construction long mound. 

5035±30 -24.7 3950–3710 cal 
BC 

3930–3730 
cal BC 

UB-3313 Quercus sp. 
charcoal 

Oak charcoal from ‘plank’ on surface of 
east end of mound (Healy et al. 2007). 
 
TPQ gully infilling. 

4602±72 -26.1±0.2 3630–3090 cal 
BC 

3640–3330 
cal BC 

UB-3417 Quercus spp. 
charcoal 

Oak charcoal fragments from west end 
of gully cut into top of mound (Healy et 
al. 2007). 
 
TPQ gully infilling. 

4795±71 -24.6±0.2 3710–3370 cal 
BC 

3710–3490 
cal BC 
(86.6%) 

OxA-7939 Quercus sp. 
charcoal sapwood 

Oak sapwood from stake in gully F938 
from top of mound (Healy et al. 2007). 
 
Dates infilling gully (consistent with 
OxA-7951).  

5090±45 -24.9 3980–3770 cal 
BC 

3870–3710 
cal BC 

OxA-7951 Quercus sp. 
charcoal sapwood 

Sapwood from stake cut into gully 
F938 from top of mound (Healy et al. 
2007). 
 
Dates infilling gully (consistent with 
OxA-7939).  

4970±50 -24.4 3940–3640 cal 
BC 

3810–3650 
cal BC 

UB-3324 Corylus/Alnus 
charcoal 

Hazel or ash charcoal from stake within 
east-end of gully F938 cut into top of 
mound. 20 years’ growth, rootlet 
penetration (Healy et al. 2007). 
 
?Dates stake. However, the two results 
from stakes in east-end of gully (this 
and UB-3320) are widely divergent. 
(The only consistent results from gully 

3883±58 -26.1±0.2 2570–2150 cal 
BC 

- 
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are OxA-7939, -7951). This presented 

as Outlier. 

UB-3320 Corylus/Alnus 
charcoal 

Hazel or ash charcoal stake from east-
end of gully F938 cut into turf mound. 
Material is 10-20 years old (Healy et al. 
2007). 
 
?Dates stake. However, the two results 
from stakes in east-end of gully (this 
and UB-3320) are widely divergent. 
(The only consistent results from gully 
are OxA-7939, -7951). This presented 

as Outlier. 

4417±75 -27.2±0.2 3360–2890 cal 
BC 

- 

OxA-7944 
 
 
 

Arrhenatherum 
elatius ssp. 
bulbosum 

Tuber from ‘quarry pit’ F5263 along 
side monument (Healy et al. 2007), 
context 5261. Also contained rye 
grains suggested to be intrusive 
(Campbell forthcoming).  
 
Dates infilling quarry pit (consistent 
with OxA-7943).  

4750±45 -26.1 3650–3370 cal 
BC 

3650–3490 
cal BC 
(85.5%) 

OxA-7943 
 
 
 

Corylus avellana 
nutshells 

Hazel nutshell fragment from ‘quarry 
pit’ F5263 alongside monument (Healy 
et al. 2007).  Also contained rye grains 
suggested to be intrusive (Campbell 
forthcoming).  
 
Dates infilling quarry pit (consistent 
with OxA-7944). 

4770±45 -23.9  
3650–3370 cal 
BC 

3650–3500 
cal BC 
(89.8%) 

OxA-7942 
 
 
 

Quercus sp. 
charcoal sapwood 

Oak sapwood charcoal from a group of 
charred wood burnt in situ on top of 
F5484 in disturbed area beneath west 
of mound (Healy et al. 2007). 
 
Dates burning, TPQ formation west-

3970±45 -24.2 2580–2340 cal 
BC 

- 
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end of mound. Presented as Outlier 
for purposes of currency model. 

OxA-7941 
 

Quercus sp. 
charcoal sapwood 

Oak sapwood charcoal from a group of 
charred wood burnt in situ on top of 
F5484 in disturbed area beneath west 
of mound (Healy et al. 2007). 
 
Dates burning, TPQ formation west-

end of mound. Presented as Outlier 
for purposes of currency model. 

4015±45 -23.7 2840–2460 cal 
BC 

- 

OxA-7952 Quercus sp. 
charcoal sapwood 

Oak sapwood charcoal from a group of 
charred wood burnt in situ on top of 
F5484 in disturbed area beneath west 
of mound (Healy et al. 2007). 
 
Dates burning, TPQ formation west-

end of mound. Presented as Outlier 
for purposes of currency model. 

3995±50 -24.8 2830–2350 cal 
BC 

- 

Raunds long barrow 
SP9638271562 
 

OxA-6403 Alnus glutinosa root 
cluster 

Plant root growing into fills of southern 
barrow ditch F303. 
 
Dates growth of alder. TAQ infilling 
ditch. 

3610±80 -27 2200–1740 cal 
BC 

- 

OxA-6404 Alnus glutinosa root 
cluster 

Plant root growing into fills of southern 
barrow ditch F303. 
 
Dates growth of alder. TAQ infilling 
ditch. 

3685±65 -28.4 2290–1890 cal 
BC 

- 
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OxA-3002 13 species of 
waterlogged seeds. 

Seeds (ST 131) from lowermost 
organic sediments in south ditch of 
long barrow (Healy et al. 2007). 
 
Bulk measurement on presence of 
seeds in ditch. TAQ digging long 
barrow ditch. 

4560±140 -26 
(assumed) 

3650–2900 cal 
BC 

3640–2920 
cal BC 

OxA-6406 Quercus sp. 
sapwood 

Oak chip from dump of woodworking 
debris within context 226, near bottom 
of southern barrow ditch F303 (Healy 

et al. 2007). ?Short#lived TAQ digging 

long barrow ditch. TPQ infilling barrow 
ditch. Toolmarks match worn edge of 
flint axe from same ditch. 
 
Dates woodworking, and use of flint 
axe. Dates construction of revetment. 
Dates start of formation of context 226. 
TPQ infilling of ditch. See OxA-6405. 

4960±45 -27.4 3930–3640 cal 
BC 

3790–3650 
cal BC 

OxA -6405 Quercus sp. 
sapwood 

Oak chip from dump of woodworking 
debris within context 226, near bottom 
of southern barrow ditch F303 (Healy 

et al. 2007). ?Short#lived TAQ digging 

long barrow ditch. TPQ infilling barrow 
ditch. Toolmarks match worn edge of 
flint axe from same ditch. 
 
Dates woodworking, and use of flint 
axe. Dates construction of revetment. 
Dates start of formation of context 226. 
TPQ infilling of ditch. See OxA-6406. 

5005±50 -26.5 3960–3660 cal 
BC 

3820–3650 
cal BC 

OxA-3003 Quercus sp. wood, 
complete with 
sapwood. 

Oakwood plank, ST140, outer three 
rings. From revetment collapse in base 
of south ditch of long barrow.   
 
Dates wood. Dates construction of 
revetment. Dates start of formation of 

4790±90 -26 
(assumed) 

3760–3360 cal 
BC 

3780–3490 
cal BC 
(93.7%) 
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context 226. TPQ infilling of ditch. 

OxA-3001 12 species of 
waterlogged seeds. 

Seeds from uppermost organic 
sediments (context 226) in south ditch 
of long barrow (Healy et al. 2007).  
 
Bulk measurement on presence of 
seeds in ditch. TAQ start of infilling 
long barrow ditch. 

4810±80 -26 
(assumed) 

3760–3370 cal 
BC 

3780–3490 
cal BC 

OxA-5632 Homo sapiens bone Weathered human bone from 233(1), 
from cist 213, associated with primary 
phase of long barrow (Healy et al. 
2007). Only 50g of bone was 
recovered. It was postulated that this 
feature may have been cleaned out 
and backfilled with a single long bone 
interred. This may represent a token 
deposit of curated material. See also 
OxA-5633. Context also contained 
indeterminate cereal grain, though the 
result cannot be well associated with 
this. 
 
Dates death of individual and use of 
the monument. 

4825±65 

 
 

-20.2 

OxA-5633 Homo sapiens bone Weathered human bone from 233(1), 
from cist 213, associated with primary 
phase of long barrow (Healy et al. 
2007). Only 50g of bone was 
recovered. It was postulated that this 
feature may have been cleaned out 
and backfilled with a single long bone 
interred. This may represent a token 
deposit of curated material. See also 
OxA-5633. Context also contained 

4820±80 -20.5 

(T’=0.0; 

T’5%=3.8; "=1 

 

4823±51) 

 
3710–3520 cal 
BC 

3710–3520 
cal BC 
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indeterminate cereal grain, though the 
result cannot be well associated with 
this. 
 
Dates death of individual and use of 
the monument. 
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Table 4.2. Context and finds concordance from Giants Hills 2 

Layer Generic description Finds recovered  
 
  

Intervention Radiocarbon date and 
sample 

HAR-1850 Cervus 
antler 

‘West end’ ditch  
 

HAR-1869 Cervus 
antler 
 

Layer 
6 

Primary fill. Coarse and variable chalk rubble 
with turves derived from the pre-mound soil. 
Generally thicker in the deeper and narrower 
segments of ditch 

Early neolithic Plain body sherd Sk 21 
 
Peterborough ware sherds Sk70.  

O’O CAR-820 Cervus antler 

CAR-818 Quercus and 
Fraxinus charcoal 

Layer 
5 

Secondary fill. Generally fine and clean 
chalky material, particularly well developed 
on the ditch sides rather than along the mid-
line 

“…most of the bones…come from layers 4 
and 5…it is probable that the bones marked 
as coming from [layer 5] are actually from 
the base of layer 4” (Evans & Simpson 
1991, 23) 
 
Early neolithic Plain body sherd Sk 60 
 
Peterborough ware sherds Sk 82, 20, 728, 
3/13, 308 

UU’ 
 

CAR-817 Fraxinus 
charcoal 

UU’ CAR-816 Fraxinus 
charcoal  

Layer 
4 

Secondary fill. Coarse and fine chalky rubble 
with humic loam; large quantities of charcoal, 
animal bone and prehistoric pottery. Three 
subsidiary layers of rubble (4a-c) were 
sometimes present.  
 
Much of this material was probably thrown in 
deliberately, and it is difficult to account for 
its presence at this level in the infilling by any 
other means.  

“…most of the bones…come from layers 4 
and 5…it is probable that the bones marked 
as coming from [layer 5] are actually from 
the base of layer 4” (Evans & Simpson 
1991, 23) 
 
Peterborough ware sherds Sk 34, 257b, 79, 
257c, 257a, 456, 393 
 
Beaker sherds Sk 17, 66, 749 

MM’ BM-2346 Bos 
primigenius charcoal 

Layer 
3 

Turf line. Dark brown humic loam, more or 
less stone free apart from occasional lines of 
small chalk pellets…at the base of this layer 
there was a zone of frost-cracked chalk 
lumps. 

‘Bronze age’ sherds Sk 6, 4, 64, 77, 78, 84, 
48 , 59, 53, 141. 
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Layer 
2 

Tertiary fill. This layer consists of an 
alternating series of stony and fine horizons, 
the former reflecting periods of ploughing or 
other severe mechanical disturbance and 
inwash, the latter being standstill phases or 
periods of more gentle infilling. A zone of 
pea-grit was present at the base of some of 
the finer layers 

Peterborough ware sherds Sk33, 45. 
 
Beaker sherd Sk260 
 
‘Iron age’ sherds Sk81, 29, 12, 50, 80, 83, 
47, 49, 61, 41b, 41a, 58, 57. 

  

Layer 
1 

Modern plough soil.   

 
Table 4.3. Summary of Briar Hill sample association derived from Bamford’s publication. 

Context HAR number Ditch circuit 
phasing 
(Bamford’s 
“Sequence 
Diagram” see fig. 
4.40) 

Description of 
context (deduced 
from Bamford’s 
context 
identification 
number) 

Feature 
location  

Ditch circuit Material culture 
recovered from 
context 

Dated material 

77A 2282 “Marking out of 
circuits” 
 
“Primary 
construction” 

Infilling first cut 
feature 77. 

Outer ditch 
(north of site, 
immediately 
north of where 
middle and 
inner ditch 
courses may 
intercut). 

Outer Context 
contained fabric 
C sherd, ?TPQ 
lithic flaking 
event (Bamford 
1985, 78). 

" sample size 

29 2283 n/a  Cut feature 29.  n/a Fragment of 
upper part of 
quern stone. 

 

337B 2284 “Later neolithic” Second recut, 
feature 337. 

Inner ditch 
(north of site, 
immediately 
north of where 
inner and spiral 
ditch courses 
may intercut). 

Inner Pebble used as 
pestle, later 
neolithic pottery 
type K1-which 
includes maggot 
style cord 
impressions 

Small sample 
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337B 2389 “Later neolithic” Second recut, 
feature 337. 

Inner ditch 
(north of site, 
immediately 
north of where 
inner and spiral 
ditch courses 
may intercut, 
later fill ditch 
41). 

Inner (Bamford 1985, 
104).  

 

145 2607 n/a Cut feature 145. Feature within 
ditches -3 
sides of a 
rectangular 
ditched 
structure with 
posts, and 
possibly 
associated with 
a number of 
other features. 

n/a Isosceles triangle 
microlith, 
Grooved ware. 

Sample includes 
Quercus spp., 
mainly branches 
or large timber. 

156 2625 n/a Cut feature 156. Feature within 
ditches –pit 
possibly 
associated with 
[145]. 

n/a  Quercus spp. 
large timbers 

52 3208  “Final recut” Cut feature 52. Inner ditch OR 
spiral ditch 
(north of site, 
immediately 
north of where 
inner and spiral 
ditch courses 
may intercut). 

Inner or spiral n/a  

218 4057 n/a Cut feature 218. Isolated 
posthole within 
inner ditch. 

n/a  Quercus spp. 
large timbers 
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240 4058 n/a  Cut feature 240. ?  Tanged 
arrowhead, 
human bone. 

Mature timbers 

275 4065 n/a Cut feature 275. ?    

248B(3) 4066 “Later occupation” Third fill, second 
recut, feature 248. 

Inner ditch 
circuit, 
southwestern 
side. 

Middle Containing many 
worked flints (75) 
and some 
pottery. 
 
Deposit 248 B(2) 
contained Bowl 
rim. 

Inc oak 

228A 4067 “Later Neolithic” First recut feature 
228. 

Inner ditch 
western side-
Bamford 
postulated 
near entrance 
way. 

Inner  Quercus spp. 
mature timbers. 

199D(2) 4071 “Final recut” Second fill, fourth 
recut, feature 199. 

Inner ditch 
western side-
Bamford 
postulated 
near entrance 
way. 

Inner Grinding slab x2.  Prunus spp. 
mature timbers. 

219 4072 n/a (stratigraphic 
TPQ outer ditch) 

Cut feature 219. Post-pit 
outside outer 
ditch. Entrance 
feature. 

n/a 
(stratigraphic 
TPQ outer ditch) 

 Quercus spp. 
mature timbers. 

303 4073 “Later Neolithic” Cut feature 303. Inner ditch 
western side-
Bamford 
postulated 
near entrance 
way. 

Inner  Quercus spp. 
mature timbers. 

137 4074 n/a Cut  feature 137. Isolated 
posthole within 

n/a Contained struck 
flint and neolithic 

Inc Quercus spp. 
mature timber. 
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spiral ditch. pottery. 

124E(3) 4075 “Final recut” Third fill, fifth 
recut, feature 124. 

Inner ditch 
south of 
enclosure. 
Where the 
inner and spiral 
ditches meet. 

Inner Refit flint p78. 
 
124B(1) includes 
neolithic Bowl. 
 
124E(6), 7, 8, 1 
contained pot 
including 
Fengate and 
Beaker. 
 
Contained 11 
earlier neolithic 
sherds.  

Prunus spp. 
mature timber. 

258 4089 “Later Neolithic” Cut feature 258. Inner ditch 
western side-
Bamford 
postulated 
near entrance 
way. 

Inner  Quercus spp. 
mature timber. 

128E(4) 4092 “Final recut” Fourth fill, fifth 
recut, feature 128. 

Spiral ditch, 
south of the 
circuit. 

Spiral  Inc Quercus spp. 

251B(6) 4110 First major recut Sixth fill, second 
recut, feature 251. 

Inner ditch 
western side-
Bamford 
postulated 
near entrance 
way. 

Inner 251B(1) has 
neolithic Bowl, 
regarded as early 
p32. 

Small counter 

165B(1) 5125 “Marking out of 
circuits” 
 
“Primary 
construction” 
 
“First major recut” 

First fill, second 
recut, feature 165. 

Spiral ditch, 
north-west 
side. 

Spiral 165C(3) sickle 
frag, 165C(B) 
flake from 
polished utensil. 
 
165D(5), 2, 3, 4 
Bowl rim. 

Small counter 
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176A(1) 5216 “Marking out of 
circuits” 
 
“Primary 
construction” 

First fill, first recut, 
feature 176. 

Spiral ditch, 
west side. 

Spiral  Small counter 

248C(1) 5217 “Final recut” First fill, third 
recut, feature 248. 

Inner ditch, 
south western 
side. 

Inner  " sample size 

28C(2) 
 
  

5271 “First major recut” Second fill, third 
recut, feature 28. 

Inner ditch 
north-eastern 
side. 

Inner 
 
Or Middle?  
 
Depending on 
which cuts which, 
whether its 
redeposited/in 
situ. 

28F(5) Mortlake 
sherd. 

Small counter 
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Table 4.4. The raw output of the Order function used to compare of the appearance of key parameters in the east midlands. The figures quoted 
are probabilities that parameter t1 (the first column) occurred before parameter t2 (the parameters indicated in the other columns), these are 
converted into percentages in the text by multiply by 100. A key to the parameters is located below.  
 
Parameter key 
1 first_em_pits;  2 first_em_barrows; 3 first_avenue; 4 OxA_642; 5 first_lismore; 6 start_earlier_neo_mortuary; 7 first_building_I; 8 
first_holme_pierrepont; 9 first_ditch_digging; 10 first_below_slabs; 11 OxA_4447; 12 first_inner_ditch_TAQ_dig_ditch; 13 last_trapezoidal_cairn 
 

Probability t1 < t2 

t2 

t1 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

1 1 
0 

2 
0.12727 

3 
0.1886 

4 
0.16786 

5 
0.4774 

6 
0.535 

7 
0.7282 

8 
0.5736 

9 
0.7637 

10 
0.796 

11 
0.9936 

12 
1 

13 
0.9987 

2 

0.8727 0 0.5944 0.5759 0.8274 0.8705 0.9552 0.9095 0.9593 0.9962 0.9989 1 1 

3 
0.8114 0.4056 0 0.4743 0.7585 0.8075 0.917 0.8575 0.9274 0.9683 0.998 1 0.9999 

4 0.8321 0.4241 0.5257 0 0.7802 0.8295 0.9308 0.8765 0.9393 0.9765 0.9984 1 0.9998 

5 0.5226 0.17259 0.24149 0.21978 0 0.5506 0.7098 0.5788 0.7454 0.73 0.9912 1 0.9882 

6 
0.465 0.12955 0.19252 0.17054 0.4494 0 0.6628 0.5247 0.7017 0.6765 0.9874 

0.999
8 0.9756 

7 
0.27184 0.04478 0.08302 0.0692 0.29019 0.3372 0 0.3283 0.5529 0.4682 0.9815 

0.999
9 0.9555 

8 
0.4264 0.09049 0.14245 0.12347 0.4212 0.4753 0.6717 0 0.7166 0.7173 0.9918 1 0.9968 

9 
0.23629 0.04073 0.07263 0.06068 0.25463 0.29833 0.4471 0.28337 0 0.3912 0.9754 

0.999
7 0.9208 
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1
0 0.204 

0.00382
9 0.03172 

0.02349
6 0.26999 0.3235 0.5318 0.28265 0.6088 0 0.988 1 0.9975 

1
1 

0.00640
4 

0.00110
8 

0.00196
7 

0.00159
6 

0.00884
2 

0.01255
8 

0.01847
1 

0.00822
5 

0.02460
4 

0.01201
2 0 

0.725
9 0.07303 

1
2 0 0 0 0 

0.00004
2 0.0002 

0.00008
3 0 

0.00032
5 0 

0.2741
4 0 

0.00032
1 

1
3 

0.00128
7 0 

0.00014
6 

0.00024
2 

0.01179
2 

0.02444
6 0.04449 

0.00324
2 0.07925 0.0025 0.927 

0.999
7 0 

 
 
Table 4.5. A summary of the density of data associated with early neolithic portable material culture from the east midlands. Of the available data, 
the estimates for early neolithic pot may be most representative. 

Portable 
material 
currency 
typology 

Prior ‘dating’ portable 
material culture  

Prior providing 
TPQ for portable 
material culture 

Prior 
providing 
TAQ for 
portable 
material 
culture 

Total results 
associated 
with portable 
material 
culture 

Number of sites from 
which data produced 

Number of results 
‘dating’ material 
culture /number of 
sites 
 
(low ratios with large 
numbers of sites 
(column to left) will 
be more 
representative) 

- a b c d e f 

Pig 1 1 - 2 1 2 

Plain ware 32 5 1 38 8 4.75 

Carinated bowl 26 2 - 28 4 7 
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Mildenhall-
style ware 

1 1 - 2 2 1 

Peterborough 
ware 

8 2 - 10 3 3.333 

Domesticated 
cereals/flax 

7 1 1 9 5 1.8 

Domesticated 
cattle 

1 - - 1 1 1 

Polished axes 6 - - 6 3 2 

 
Table 4.6. Associations of early neolithic portable material culture from the east midlands with posterior density estimates. The Briar Hill results 
have not been included in the portable material culture calculations because the complex nature of the site means that I do not real able to 
robustly associated the results with specific neolithic things.  
 

Context Pottery Lithics Selected ecofact 
14

C parameters 
associated with 
material culture 

Whitwell long cairn 
 
 

Multiple 
inhumation 
deposit 

Phases 1, 5/6, 6: 
vessel 1 (fabric 
1). S-profiled 
open Plain bowl. 
 
Phase 3: vessel 
3 (fabric 1). 

Phases 1/5/6: fifteen fragments from at least 8 
leaf-shaped arrowheads. Two arrowhead 
fragments from D-shaped western pit from 
mortuary deposit are part of arrowheads otherwise 
located within the mortuary deposit. Arrowheads 
from eastern pit virtually complete and may 
represent a dedicatory deposit. Kite-shaped 

 first collective 
 
last collective 
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Probable 
Carinated bowl. 
 
Phase 0 & 1: 
possibly vessel 6 
(fabric 1). Coarse 
ware. 
 
Phase 5/6: 
vessel 7 (fabric 
7). Coarse fabric, 
poorly fired (in 
contrast to 
vessels 1–4 cf. 
Towthorpe ware). 
 

arrowhead. 
 
Phase 9: serrated blade with edge-gloss. 

Inhumation 
deposit 

Vessel 5 (fabric 
1). Coarse ware. 

  W92A 957 

Trapezoidal 
cairn  

Phase 1 primary 
silts: vessel 5 
(fabric 1). Coarse 
ware. T-section 
rim. 

Phase 5/6/7: only leaf-shaped arrowhead from 
outside of the communal mortuary group. 

 TPQ OxA-10214!
OxA-9646 
OxA-9647!
OxA-10219 

Surface 
beneath 
trapezoidal 
cairn 

Phase 0: vessel 
3 (fabric 1). 
Probable 
Carinated bowl. 

   

Old ground 
surface 
near 
inhumation 
deposit 

Phase 0: vessel 
6 (fabric 1). 
Coarse ware. 

   

Giants Hills 2 long barrow 
 

Posthole 
(814), from 

Façade trench fill 
contained “plain 

 Façade trench fill 
contained domestic 

TPQ OxA-641 
OxA-642 
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long barrow 
façade. 

Neolithic pottery” pig tibia 

Charcoal 
from north 
postpit 
[505] in 
mortuary 
area. 

Plain ware sherd   TPQ OxA-641 
OxA-642 

Long 
barrow 
front ditch 

  Aurochs tibia distal 
end 

TPQ OxA-641 
OxA-642 

Raunds long barrow 
 

Cist   Charred cereal grain  

Context 
226 

  Sapwood matching 
polished flint axehead 

 

Raunds Avenue 
 

99156 
87502 
F87501 
(Campbell 
in Harding 
& Healy 
2007, 41) 

  Hulled wheat glume 
base, hulled wheat 
spikelet fork, wheat 
grain, wheat glume 
base, indet. cereal 
grain, indet. cereal 
glume base 
(Campbell in Harding 
& Healy forthcoming, 
655). Other charred 
material from the 
context includes 
vetch/tare, black 
bindweed, dock, 
elder, onion couch, 
and grass seeds. 
Sloe pip, hazel 

?OxA-7867 
OxA-7868 
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nutshell fragments. 

99158 
87507 
F87506 
(Campbell 
in Harding 
& Healy 
2007, 41) 

  Hulled wheat glume 
base, wheat grain 
(Campbell in Harding 
& Healy forthcoming, 
655) vetch/tare, black 
bindweed, dock, 
brome grass seeds. 

?OxA-7867 
OxA-7868 
 

Raunds long mound 
 

2061 
mound 
body 

Probable plain 
Bowl pottery (no 
mention of 
carination, 
including heavy 
and shell-
tempered 
vessels (Tomalin 
forthcoming, 551) 

 Animal bone including 
bird and caprine. 
 
Indet cereal, cf. wheat 
grain, free-threshing 
wheat grain. 

TAQ first use long 
mound!
TPQ long bone from 
cist 

F5488  Flake, blade, microlith tip in lower fill  UB-3329 from upper 
fill =?TPQ infilling pit 

Northern quarry pit 
 

F5263 Ebbsfleet-style 
ware and Plain 
bowl. Crumb of 
Beaker 

Macroblades and a chisel arrowhead Charred plant 
remains, degraded 
animal bone.  
 

OxA-7944 
OxA-7943 

Raunds turf mound 
 

6302 Three joining 
sherds quartz 
tempered 
possible neolithic 
Bowl 

  UB-3317 
UB-3314 offset 
TPQ OxA-7945 
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Raunds long enclosure 
 

2102   Cattle tibia UB-3308 

Barrow 5 cremation 
 

47087  Burnt flint fabricator, flake and blade  Adult human 
cremation 

OxA-3054 

Barrow 6 pit F3390 
 

F3390 Indeterminate 
crumb of pottery 

 Disarticulated human 
remains of 25 year 
old male, and 
possible male of 
indeterminate age.  

UB-3310 

Willington quarry 
 

Group 
2550-01 

Plain bowl   OxA-14481 

Group 
2550-02 

Peterborough 
ware 

 charred remains OxA-15046 
SUERC-7605 

Group 803, 
context 390 

Mortlake/Fengate 
style ware 

  GrA-31799 
OxA-15899 

Group 809, 
context 459 

Mortlake ware  charred remains OxA-15047 

Group 802, 
context 
299, maybe 
part of 
treethrow 
[327] 

Fragments of 
neolithic pottery 

  OxA-15116 

Group 802, 
context 291 
[279] 

Plain bowl, 
Peterborough 
ware 

 Charred remains [291]<25> A!
SUERC-7607 
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Lismore 

0089   Triticum 
dicoccon/spelta and 
Triticum spp. charred 
seeds. 

OxA-2434 

0110   Linum usitatissimum 
Sample also 
contained emmer 
grains, spelt/emmer 
grains, and cf free-
threshing wheat. 

OxA-2436 

0103 Wide-hooked 
shouldered bowl 
sherds 
Carinated bowl 

 Triticum sp. grains, or 
Corylus avellana or 
Crataegus sp. 
charcoal 

OxA-2438 

0238   One grain 
spelt/emmer wheat 

OxA-2435 

0224    UB-3293 

0316 Plain bowl Struck quartz Emmer grains, cf 
spelt/emmer grains. 

UB-3296 

0311    UB-3378 

0270 Carinated bowl 
Small fine-walled 
vessel 

stone axe fragment NUX  UB-3297 

Pit sites 
 

Mercia 
Marina 

 Plain ware  NZA-30287!
NZA-30288 

Aston-on-
Trent 

F 1285 Carinated neolithic bowl Emmer grains BM-271 

Hognaston  Mildenhall-style vessel  BM-2421 
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Tattershall 
Thorpe 

 Mildenhall-style pottery and leaf-shaped  TPQ HAR-4638 

Tansor  Mortlake ware  TPQ Beta-84660 

Holme 
Pierrepont 

 Grimston ware  OxA-8488 
OxA-8489 
OxA-8490 
OxA-8491 

Markland 
Grips 

 Undecorated thin walled vessel, ?Plain ware  OxA-4447!
OxA-4448 
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Table 4.7. The raw output of the Order function which explores the appearance of different types of early neolithic material culture in the east 
midlands (these parameters are shown or calculated in fig. 4.49a–e and fig. 4.50). The figures quoted are probabilities that parameter t1 (the first 
column) occurred before parameter t2 (the parameters indicated in the other columns).  

Probability t1 <  t2 

 t2 

t1 BM_242
1 

first_CB OxA_64
2 

first_PeterboroughWar
e 

first_all_Plain_bow
l 

first_all_cereal
s 

first_polished_ax
e 

BM_2421 0 0.1454
8 

0.05129 0.9749 0.029433 0.04525 0.28287 

first_CB 0.8545 0 0.16427 1 0.09118 0.14683 0.7337 

OxA_642 0.9487 0.8357 0 1 0.3371 0.4777 0.9224 

first_PeterboroughWar
e 

0.025083 0 0 0 0 0 0.000108 

first_all_Plain_bowl 0.9706 0.9088 0.6629 1 0 0.6441 0.9665 

first_all_cereals 0.9548 0.8532 0.5223 1 0.3559 0 0.9347 

first_polished_axe 0.7171 0.2662
9 

0.07756 0.9999 0.03353 0.06533 0 
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CHAPTER FIVE. YORKSHIRE AND HUMBERSIDE TABLES 

 

Table 5.1. Radiocarbon results from Yorkshire and the Humber associated with late mesolithic material culture. 

Laboratory 
no. 

Material  Context!
 

14
C age 

(BP) 
! 

13 
C (‰) 

!
15

 N (‰) 

 
C:N ratio 

Calibrated date 
range (95% 
confidence) 

Posterior 
density 
estimate  

(95% 
probability 
unless 
otherwise 
stated) 

Rocher Moss South 2 
SE0293108762 

Q-1190 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 
 

Charcoal excavated from a hearth in the eastwards 
extension of Rocher Moss south 1. The site produced 35 
rod microliths, but no scalenes. It seems probable that this 
was submitted for dating by Jacobi.  
 
The result may be the one Stonehouse (1980, 23) notes. 
Stonehouse (1980, 23) reported “two [rod] 
microliths…similar to the 27 found at Rocher Moss South 
I…” and a radiocarbon date “…of 3880±100…calibrated in 

order to obtain the chronological age, which would be about 
4750 BC.”  
 
TPQ firing hearth and ?associated rod microlith use 
(Switsur & Jacobi 1975).  

5830±120 - 5000–4400 cal 
BC 

5000–4440 
cal BC 
(94.8% 
probable) 

Dan Clough 
SE0065812715 
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GrN-
12278 

Quercus sp. 
Charcoal 
 

The dated material came from the floor of a definite hearth 
with a flagged floor; scalene triangles were recovered from 
the site.  
 
TPQ firing of hearth and ?associated scalene microlith use 

(Smith"Deenen pers. comm.). 

5750±50 - 4720–4460 cal 
BC 

4720–4480 
cal BC 

Dean Clough 
 
SD99491289 

Q-1299 Bulk charcoal 
collected from 3 
squares of the 
excavation area 

“…[A] singe date obtained from charcoal which, although 
sealed, did not come from a well-defined hearth…” 
(Stonehouse 1986, 8). The site constituted an area of 36.4 
m

2
 which produced 932 flints. Of the lithics, 13 were 

identified as scalene triangles, microburins and cores were 
also recovered. “Charcoal was found scattered through the 
site in the mineral soil…with larger amounts in squares 
M10, L12, L14…In M 10 and K11 these accumulations were 
in close association with concentrations of heat-altered 
flints, and it was thought possible that this indicated the 
presence of fires or heaths…” (Stonehouse 1986, 2). The 
109 conjoining pieces identified, together with knapping 
debris suggests in situ working.  
 
The charcoal could all represent the same archaeological 
event. The similarity of this result with other results 
associated with the use of scalenes could suggest the 
accuracy of the result. However, in the currency model 
presented here the most critical interpretation is used and 

the result presented as an Outlier because the dated 
materials are poorly associated with any archaeological 
event. 

5645±140 - 5010–4370 cal 
BC 

4840–4230 
cal BC 
(95.3% 
probable) 

Thorpe Common 
SK529794 
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Q-1116 Quercus sp 
fragments 
 

Sample from hearth ‘B’ shelter I, partly recovered in situ, 
and partially by sieving. Hearth from lower deposits on site 
and earlier than ‘A’, associated with typical ‘geometric’ 
industry.  
 
TPQ firing hearth, and subsequent geometric lithics 
(Switsur & West 1975). 

6433±115 - 5620–5210 cal 
BC 

5630–5200 
cal BC 
(94.4% 
probable) 

Q-1117 Corylus sp. or Alnus 
sp. fragments 
 

Burnt wood fragments found in situ near base of mesolithic 
deposits.   
 
Dates uncertain activity (Switsur & West 1975), ?TPQ 
microlith deposition. 

6616±220 - 5990–5200 cal 
BC 

5990–5200 
cal BC 
(93.1% 
probable) 

Q-1118 Cervus elaphus 
bone 
 

Red deer bone located immediately below large limestone 
block forming part of a structure/wall, “…evidence for a 

stone"walled mesolithic house including extensive 

contemporary artefacts, fauna and human remains. Surface 
evidence suggests that this occupation extends all along 
the rock face” (unpublished Ancient Monument record form 
SY HER). 
 
TPQ wall construction (Switsur & West 1975). Dates 
presence of red deer at the site and later activity associated 
with microlith use. 

5680±150 - 4880–4250 cal 
BC 

5000–4240 
cal BC 

Lominot IV 
SE0070312527 
 

Q-1189 
 

? 
  

The nature of the dated material used for this result, and the 
association with archaeological deposits is uncertain. I have 
not found details of this on any Cambridge date list, only 
mention of it in Jacobi & Switsur’s seminal (1975) Nature 
article.  
 
It is on the basis of Jacobi’s (Jacobi & Switsur 1975) 
designation of the site as a ‘March Hill-type’ scalene-

5610±120 - 4720–4240 cal 
BC 

4730–4230 
cla BC 
(95.1% 
probable) 
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dominated site that this result is included as a TPQ for 
scalene production in the model. 

Dunford Bridge 
SE137010 
 

Q-799 Charred wood of 
uncertain species 
and maturity 
 

Charred wood from 23cm depth in hearth associated with 
rod-type microliths at Dunford Bridge site B.   
 
TPQ firing of hearth and deposition of the rod-type 
microliths (Switsur & West 1975). Collected by Radley 
1963.  

5380±80 - 4360–3990 cal 
BC 

4360–3990 
cal BC 

March Hill 
SE00761286 

OxA-6297 Corylus avellana 
charcoal 
 

Hazel charcoal sample taken from the fill of hearth TrA H2 
composed of a circle of built up stones. Sealed by 40–50cm 
peat. The hearth is of a similar style to those previously 
dated by Switsur (Q-788), which was probably adjacent to 
this area.  
 
Dates firing of hearth (EH unpublished data). 

5835±35 -24.4 4800–4500 cal 
BC 

4740–4610 
cal BC  

UB-4051 Corylus avellana 
charcoal 
 

Hazel charcoal sample taken from the fill of hearth, TrA H2, 
composed of a circle of built up stones, sealed under 40–
50cm peat. The hearth is of a similar style to those 
previously dated by Switsur (Q-788), which was probably 
adjacent to this area.  
 
Dates firing of hearth (EH unpublished data). 

5824±28 -26.0±0.2 4780–4550 cal 
BC 

4730–4620 
cal BC 

UB-4052 Corylus avellana 
charcoal 

Hazel charcoal sample located within hearth TrA H3, an 
oval pit. Contains a scalene triangle microlith, and is 
surrounded by a scalene triangle assemblage. This 
association suggests hearth date contemporary with 

5796±29 -26.8±0.2 4780–4540 cal 
BC 

4720–4550 
cal BC  
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scalene production.  
 
Dates firing of hearth and scalene manufacture (EH 
unpublished data). 

OxA-6298 Corylus avellana 
charcoal 
 

Hazel charcoal sample located within hearth TrA H3, an 
oval pit. Contains a scalene triangle microlith, and is 
surrounded by a scalene triangle assemblage. This 
association suggests hearth date contemporary with 
scalene production.  
 
Dates firing of hearth and scalene manufacture (EH 
unpublished data). 

5745±35 -24.6 4710–4460 cal 
BC 

4690–4500 
cal BC 

Q-788 ‘Burnt wood’ of 
uncertain species 
and maturity 
 

From a layer of burnt wood and flint, at base of pit 30cm 
into mineral soil. Mesolithic flint waste surrounded pit, all 
sealed by peat. Excavated in 1924 by Buckley.  
 
TPQ firing of hearth and microlithic working of uncertain 
typology (Switsur & West 1975). 

5850±80 - 4930–4520 cal 
BC 

4930–4520 
cal BC 

UB-4050 Corylus/Prunus sp. 
charcoal  
 

Charcoal taken from the fill of a hearth TrA H1, comprised 
of a circle of built up stones, under 50cm peat.  
 
The hearth contained flakes consistent with the refitted 
assemblage. Dates firing of hearth and lithic working (EH 
unpublished data). 

5813±22 -26.4±0.2 4780–4550 cal 
BC 

4730–4620 
cal BC  

OxA-6296 Corylus avellana 
charcoal  
 

Corylus avellana charcoal sample taken from the fill of a 
hearth, TrA H1, comprising of a circle of built up stones, 
under 50cm peat.  
 
The hearth contained flakes consistent with the refitted 
assemblage. Dates firing of hearth and lithic working (EH 
unpublished data). 

5790±35 -24.4 4780–4540 cal 
BC 

4730–4620 
cal BC 

OxA-9645  Charcoal, shrubby 
species too 
degraded to ID 
 

Fill of stake-hole 10, in proximity of hearths.  
 

Dates infilling stake"hole and in situ activity in its vicinity 

(EH unpublished data). 

6090±55 -25.6 5230–4800 cal 
BC 

5140–4830 
cal BC 
(93.8% 
probable) 
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OxA-
10210 

Scrubby species too 
degraded to identify  
 
 

Fill of stake-hole 10, in proximity of hearths.  
 

Dates infilling stake"hole and in situ activity in its vicinity 

(EH unpublished data). 

6070±45 -27.3 5210–4840 cal 
BC 

5140–4780 
cal BC 
(94.3% 
probable) 

OxA-
10211 

Scrubby species too 
degraded to identify  
 
 

Fill of stake-hole 10, in proximity of hearths.  
 

Dates infilling stake"hole and in situ activity in its vicinity 

(EH unpublished data). 

6085±45 -26.4 5210–4850 cal 
BC 

5120–4840 
cal BC 
(94.1% 
probable) 

OxA-9644  Corylus avellana 
charcoal 
 
 

Fill of stake-hole 10, in proximity of hearths.  
 

Dates infilling stake"hole and in situ activity in its vicinity 

(EH unpublished data). 

6020±55 -26.2 5060–4730 cal 
BC 

5050-4780 
cal BC 

OxA-6301 Corylus avellana 
charcoal 
 

Hazel charcoal sample from hearth, TrB H1, which was a 
small pit surrounded by stones and containing several 
pieces of flint.  
 
Hearth re-used at least once. Rod microlith found within the 
hearth, and was surrounded by rod industry. Dates firing of 
hearth and may date rod manufacture (EH unpublished 
data). 

5310±45 -25.5 4320–3980 cal 
BC  

4200–3990 
cal BC  
 
 

OxA-6302 Corylus avellana 
charcoal 
 
 

Hazel charcoal sample from hearth, TrB H1, a small pit 
surrounded by stones and containing several pieces of flint.  
 
Hearth re-used at least once. Rod microlith found within the 
hearth, and was surrounded by rod industry. Dates firing of 
hearth and may date rod manufacture (EH unpublished 
data). 

5315±35 -26.1 4320–3990 cal 
BC 

4210–3990 
cal BC 

OxA-6303 Corylus avellana 
charcoal 
 

Hazel charcoal sample from hearth, TrB H1, a small pit 
surrounded by stones and containing several pieces of flint.  
 
Hearth re-used at least once. Rod microlith found within the 
hearth, and was surrounded by rod industry. Dates firing of 
hearth and may date rod manufacture (EH unpublished 
data). 

5255±30 -25.1 4230–3980 cal 
BC 

4170–3980 
cal BC 
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OxA-6305 Corylus avellana 
charcoal 
 

Hazel charcoal sample from hearth, TrB H1, a small pit 
surrounded by stones and containing several pieces of flint.  
 
Hearth re-used at least once. Rod microlith found within the 
hearth, and was surrounded by rod industry. Dates firing of 
hearth and may date rod manufacture (EH unpublished 
data). 

5270±45 -25.6 4230–3970 cal 
BC 

4180–3980 
cal BC 

UB-4053 Corylus avellana 
charcoal 
 
 

Hazel charcoal sample from hearth, TrB H1, a small pit 
surrounded by stones and containing several pieces of flint.  
 
Hearth re-used at least once. Rod microlith found within the 
hearth, and was surrounded by rod industry. Dates firing of 
hearth and may date rod manufacture (EH unpublished 
data). 

5271±24 -26.3±0.2 4320–3980 cal 
BC 

4170–3990 
cal BC 
(95.1% 
probable) 

OxA-6304 Corylus avellana 
charcoal 
 

Hazel charcoal sample from hearth, TrB H1, a small pit 
surrounded by stones and containing several pieces of flint.  
 
Hearth re-used at least once. Rod microlith found within the 
hearth, and was surrounded by rod industry. Dates firing of 
hearth and may date rod manufacture (EH unpublished 
data). 

5180±30 -26.5 4050–3970 cal 
BC 

4050–3960 
cal BC 

OxA-6306 Corylus avellana 
charcoal 
 

Hazel charcoal sample from hearth, TrB H1, a small pit 
surrounded by stones and containing several pieces of flint.  
 
Hearth re-used at least once. Rod microlith found within the 
hearth, and was surrounded by rod industry. Dates firing of 
hearth and may date rod manufacture (EH unpublished 
data). 

5190±45 -25.3 4220–3940 cal 
BC 

4070–3950 
cal BC 
(93.2% 
probable) 

OxA-6299 Corylus avellana 
charcoal 
 
 

Hazel charcoal sample from TrA H4, a very small pit, filled 
with charcoal. Burnt flints were collected from the hearth fill. 
The burning of the flint might be part of a deliberate 
pretreatment process.  
 
Dates firing of the hearth and burning of flints (EH 
unpublished data).  

5830±35 -25.3 4790–4590 cal 
BC 

4730–4610 
cal BC 
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OxA-6300 Corylus avellana 
charcoal 
 
 

Hazel charcoal sample from hearth TrA H4, a very small pit, 
filled with charcoal. Burnt flints were collected from the 
hearth fill. The burning of the flint might be part of a 
deliberate pretreatment process.  
 
Dates firing of hearth and burning of flint (EH unpublished 
data). 

5855±40 -26.0 4840–4600 cal 
BC 

4750–4610 
cal BC 

GU-5635 Peat, humic acid 
 
 

The peat was sampled some 1m from the southwestern 
edge of trench A, where 4 hearths were excavated. 2.3cm 
thickness was sampled. This represents the basal peat, 
which was interpreted as a TPQ for the hearths in trench A. 
The radiocarbon dating does not support this interpretation. 
(EH unpublished data).  
 
Replicate chemical fraction from same parent ‘peat’ material 
as GU-5636. 

3320±50 

- 

28.8 

GU-5636 Peat, humin 
 
 

The peat was sampled some 1m from the southwestern 
edge of trench A, where 4 hearths were excavated. 2.3cm 
thickness was sampled. This represents the basal peat, 
which was interpreted as a TPQ for the hearths in trench A. 
The radiocarbon dating does not support this interpretation. 
(EH unpublished data). 
 
Replicate chemical fraction from same parent ‘peat’ material 
as GU-5635. 

3310±50 -28.5 

1690–1510 cal 
BC (Weighted 
mean; T’=0.0; 

T’5% 3.8; #=1) 

 

- 

South Haw 
SE 085 789 

Beta-
189652 

Betula sp. charcoal Birch charcoal from a hearth associated with rod only 
microlith industry (Chatterton 2007). 
 
Dates firing of hearth and production of rod microliths. The 
chronology of terminal mesolithic microliths is highly 
sensitive to this result.  

5010±40 -27.1 3950–3700 cal 
BC 

4000–3710 
cal BC 
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Beta-
189653 

Betula sp. charcoal Birch charcoal from a second hearth associated with rod 
only microlith industry (Chatterton 2007). 
 
Dates firing of hearth and production of rod microliths. 

5270±40 -26.8 4240–3970 cal 
BC 

4240–3980 
cal BC  
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Table 5.2. Radiocarbon results from Yorkshire and Humberside associated with early neolithic material culture. 

Laboratory 
no. 

Material and method Context 
14

C age 
(bp) 

! 
13 

C 

(‰) 

!
15

 N 

(‰) 
 
C:N 
ratio 

Calibrated 
date range 
(95% 
confidence) 

Posterior density 
estimate  

(95.4% probability 
unless otherwise 
stated) 

Site F-G A1 (M) road scheme 
SE4790028500 

SUERC-
4360 

Corylus avellana nutshell 
 
  

Charred plant assemblage including hazel 
nutshells, Malus sp., wheat (including 
emmer), barley and a wild weed species 
were recovered from the single 
homogenous fill of this pit. No artefacts 
were recovered from the feature (F. Brown 
pers. comm. 2009). 
 
0.6m diameter, 0.07m depth 
 
Dates deposition of material culture and 
infilling pit. 

4825±35 - 3660–3520 
cal BC 

3700–3520 cal BC 

Burythorpe: Whitegrounds Barrow, Malton 
SE782682 

HAR-4931 Homo sapiens bone 
 
 

Human bone, burial 3, from the ‘entrance 
grave’ in cairn, the earliest stratigraphic 
phase of activity. Entrance grave 
comprises a MNI of 3 humans, 
accompanied by Grimston-style pottery. 
Should date the death of the individual.  
 

4250±80 -23.2 3040–2610 
cal BC 

Questioned out of 
the model  
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This date is not consistent with the other 3 
from the earliest phase of activity 

(T’=50.14, T’5%=7.8, "=3). It is also later 

than the stratigraphically later result from 
the central burial (HAR-4932, -5507).  
 
Possible evidence of contamination with 
glue indicated in correspondence with lab 
(EH scientific dating file). Given that it is 
uncertain when the grave was closed, it is 
possible that this anomalously young date 
results from much later activity at the 
passage grave, stratigraphic evidence of 
which was not evident to Brewster (1984).  
 
Uncertain association with material culture 
(including Grimston ware deposited in the 
central grave). This result is incorporated 

into the model as an Outlier. 

HAR-4932 Homo sapiens bone 
 

Human bone from the central grave of a 
late neolithic round barrow built 
stratigraphically later than the entrance 
grave cairn. Provides a TAQ for the earlier 
burial phase (Brewster 1984). 
 
Dates death of the individual from the 
central grave (burial 3 of barrow 2), and the 
deposition of jet and flint artefacts 
(Brewster 1984).  
 
Replicate on same skeleton as HAR-5507 
(unpublished information EH scientific 
dating file). 

4670±110 -22.3 4558±70 BP 

(T’=1.8; 
T’5%=3.8; 

"=1)  

 
3520–3020 
cal BC 

3530–3310 cal BC 
(92.5% probable) 
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HAR-5507 Homo sapiens right femur 
from circular grave 
 
 

Human bone from the central grave of a 
late neolithic round barrow built 
stratigraphically later than the entrance 
grave cairn. Provides a TAQ for the earlier 
burial phase (Brewster 1984). 
 
Dates death of the individual from the 
central grave (burial 3 of barrow 2), and the 
deposition of jet and flint artefacts 
(Brewster 1984).  
 
Replicate on same skeleton as HAR-4932 
(unpublished information EH scientific 
dating file). 

4480±90 -22.2   

HAR-  
5318 

Homo sapiens bone 
 

Human bone from the ‘entrance grave’, the 
stratigraphically earliest phase of activity. 
Unclear which ‘burial’ or skeletal element 
this represents. Brewster intended this as a 
‘repeat’ of HAR-4931; though it may not be 
a true replicate of this result and could 
sample any of the skeletal remains from 
the earliest phase (MNI=3).  
 
Uncertain association with material culture 
(including Grimston ware deposited in the 
central grave). Dates death of individual. 

4590±90 -23.1 3620–3040 
cal BC 

3640–3400 cal BC 
(91.7% probable) 

HAR-5506 Homo sapiens bone Human bone from the ‘entrance grave’, the 
stratigraphically earliest phase of activity. 
Unclear which ‘burial’ or skeletal element 
this represents. Brewster intended this as a 
‘repeat’ of HAR-4931; though it may not be 
a true replicate of this result and could 
sample any of the skeletal remains from 
the earliest phase (MNI=3).  
 

5260±200 -21.8 4510–3640 
cal BC 

4470–3650 cal BC 
(95.1% probable) 
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Uncertain association with material culture 
(including Grimston ware deposited in the 
central grave). Dates death of individual. 
While initial runs of this result in the site 
model produced acceptable agreement, 
the first run of this result in the site 
currency model produced poor agreement 
index for this result (A’=33.3% probable; 
the rest of the model structure was the 
same as shown in fig. 4.39). This result is 
too early for the other short-lived results 
associated with neolithic barrow use in 
Yorkshire and Humber.  
 
HAR-5506 has been included in the 
revised currency model as a TPQ reflecting 
its early result. It is uncertain whether this 
result reflects issues with the measurement 
itself, complex taphonomy of the dated 
element, or it is an example of the 1/20 
measurements that fall outside the dated 
range. The wide error terms might suggest 
that the lab had some concerns with the 
measurement.  

HAR-5580 Homo sapiens 
right femur from burial 2 
 

Human bone from the ‘entrance grave’, the 
stratigraphically earliest phase of activity. 
Brewster intended this as a ‘repeat’ of 
HAR-4931; though it may not be a true 
replicate of this result and could sample 
any of the skeletal remains from the 
earliest phase (MNI=3).  
 
Uncertain association with material culture 
(including Grimston ware deposited in the 
central grave). Dates death of individual. 

5040±100 -22.8 4040–3640 
cal BC 

3660–3380 cal BC 
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Seamer Moor 
TA00028640 

NPL-73 Quercus robur charcoal 
 
 

Sample 7. Uncertain relationship with 
activity at Barrow I, Seamer Moor. 
Presumed to be a TPQ for construction as 
originates from the old ground surface at 
East Ayton (Callow et al. 1963).  
Excavation demonstrated the barrow to be 
a round barrow. 

5030±90 -

25.0±1 

4040–3640 
cal BC 

3990–3640 cal BC 

Seamer Moor 
TA 01968617 

HAR-8785 Charcoal, remaining 
identified as 36.33g (91.4% 
of the Quercus sp. 
heartwood, 17.52g 
unidentified R. Gale) 
 

Charcoal, from hearth sealed by Seamer 
Moor barrow mound body, TPQ for 
formation of mound, and firing hearth. 
Grimston ware recovered from the barrow. 
?TPQ deposition Grimston ware (Brewster 
& Finney 1995). 
 

5260±100 

 

-26.0 4340–3800 
cal BC 

4340–3930 cal BC 

HAR-8786 Unspeciated charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 
 
 

Charcoal from shallow grave pit, trench 3, 
section 0 at Seamer Moor barrow. Finney 
assumed TPQ for grave pit and 3 other 
pits, though no relationships between the 
features. ?TPQ deposition Grimston ware 
(Brewster & Finney 1995). 

4990±90 -26.8 3980–3630 
cal BC 

3970–3640 cal BC 

Boynton Barrow I, High Easton Farm 
TA159708 

HAR-268 Unspeciated charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 
 

Charcoal from in-filling of a central ‘henge’ 
type feature with opposed entrances.  
Peterborough ware recovered from high up 
in ditch silting.   

4840±80 -27.2 3790–3370 
cal BC 

3800–3490 cal BC 
(86.8% probable; 
or 3460–3370 cal 
BC 8.6% probable) 
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TPQ infilling ditch (Otlet 1977) and 
?material culture deposition. 

Marton-le-Moor 
SE382704 

OxA-5581 Corylus avellana nutshell 
 
 

Charred hazel nutshell from context 6205 
AA, from pit [6204], group 6260. Feature 
also produced 126 sherds Grimston ware, 
representing at least 6 vessels and 22 
worked flint including double-edged 
bilateral knife. One of pit group 6260. 
 
Dates infilling feature and deposition 
material culture. 

4920±75 -25.9 3940–3530 
cal BC 

3740–3510 cal BC 
(92.3% probable) 

OxA-5580 Corylus avellana nutshell 
 
 

Charred hazel nutshell from context 6201 
AA, from pit [6200], group 6238, a small, 
shallow and oval feature, one of a pair. 
Produced 75 sherds from at least 4 vessels 
of coarse Grimston ware — heavy fabric, 
thick-walled vessels with quartz temper 
and some wiping on the interior. One sherd 
had a lug. Pit contained fragmentary leaf-
shaped arrowhead, which was not broken 
as a result of utilization (??deliberately 
broken). 
 
Dates infilling feature and deposition 
material culture. 

4760±90 -25.6 3710–3360 
cal BC 

3660–3380 cal BC  

OxA-5582 Corylus avellana nutshell 
 
 

Charred hazel nutshell from context 6775 
AD, from pit [6776] contained 34 coarse 
fragments  characterized as Grimston 
ware, representing at least four vessels. 
Sherds from this feature matched sherds 

4690±55 -23.8 3640–3360 
cal BC 

3640–3390 cal BC 
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from pits [6788], [6784], [6796] constituents 
of group 6790. The density of pits in this 
group (which is also sampled by OxA-
5583, -5584, -5574) is regionally and 
nationally unusual.  
 
Dates infilling feature and deposition 
material culture. 

OxA-5583 Corylus avellana nutshell 
 
 

Charred hazel nutshell from context 6783 
AB, from pit [6784] which contained 11 
sherds of Grimston ware from one vessel. 
Pit group Gr 6790 (Abramson 2003; see 
OxA-5582). 
 
Dates infilling feature and deposition 
material culture. 

4760±70 -24.6 3650–3360 
cal BC 

3670–3490 cal BC 
(86.2% probable; 
or 3460–3380 cal 
BC 9.2% probable) 

OxA-5584 Corylus avellana nutshell 
 
 

Charred hazel nutshell from context 6787 
AA, from pit [6788] which produced coarse 
ware Grimston rim sherds. Pit group Gr 
6790 (Abramson 2003; see OxA-5582). 
 
Dates infilling feature and deposition 
material culture. 

4745±60 -26.2 3650–3370 
cal BC 

3650–3490 cal BC 
(83.0% probable; 
or 3470–3380 
12.4% probable) 

OxA-5574 Corylus avellana nutshell 
 

Charred hazel nutshell from context 6779 
AA, from pit [6780], which contained a 
stone axe (Abramson 2003; see OxA-
5582). 
 
Dates infilling feature and deposition 
material culture. 

4745±55 -25.2 3630–3340 
cal BC 

3640–3370 cal BC 

Willerby Wold 
TA015763 
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BM-199 Quercus sp. charcoal Oak charcoal from charred timber 
structure. Sample A, from base of 
cremation deposit. TPQ timber structure’s 
construction (Barker et al. 1969). Barrow 
contained Grimston ware. 
 
TPQ barrow construction and Grimston 
ware deposition. 

4900±150 - 3990–3360 
cal BC 

4000–3370 cal BC 

BM-189 Quercus sp. charcoal Oak charcoal from charred timber 
structure. Sample B, from centre of façade 
bedding trench. TPQ timber structure’s 
construction. (Barker et al. 1969). Barrow 
contained Grimston wear. 
 
TPQ barrow construction and Grimston 
ware deposition. 

4960±150 - 4050–3370 
cal BC 

4060–3490 cal BC 
(90.7% probable) 

Kilham 
TA055673 

BM-293 Unspeciated charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Charcoal from horizontal timber. Packing 
material behind vertical posts in a bedding 
trench near the eastern end of the 
mortuary structure.  
 
TPQ timber structure’s construction 
(Barker et al. 1971). 

4830±125 - 3950–3360 
cal BC 

3820–3360 cal BC 
(39/9% probable; 
or 3940–3860 cal 
BC 5.5% probable) 

East Heslerton  
SE938753 

HAR-7029 Wood charcoal Charcoal from post B13 in bedding trench 
(Walker et al. 1990). Neolithic sherds and 
two leaf-shaped arrowheads were 
recovered from the site, but not certainly 
associated with any phase of use (Vatcher 

4920±90 -24.5 3960–3520 
cal BC 

3950–3520 cal BC 
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& Vatcher 1965). The results from the site 
derived from massive timbers with a 
potential growth range of several centuries. 
 
TPQ façade structure. ?TPQ neolithic 
pottery and leaf-shaped arrowheads.  

HAR-7030 Charcoal (8.39g of remaining 
Quercus sp., 52.54g 
unidentified RG 1999) 

Charcoal from post C13 from bedding 
trench (Walker et al. 1990). Neolithic 
sherds and two leaf-shaped arrowheads 
were recovered from the site, but not 
certainly associated with any phase of use 
(Vatcher & Vatcher 1965). The results from 
the site derived from massive timbers with 
a potential growth range of several 
centuries. 
 
TPQ façade structure. ?TPQ neolithic 
pottery and leaf-shaped arrowheads. 

5020±70 -25.9 3970–3650 
cal BC 

3970–3660 cal BC 

HAR-7031 Charcoal (fragments very 
sparse and small Quercus 
sp., heartwood RG 1999) 

Charcoal from post C12 from bedding 
trench (Walker et al. 1990). Neolithic 
sherds and two leaf-shaped arrowheads 
were recovered from the site, but not 
certainly associated with any phase of use 
(Vatcher & Vatcher 1965). The results from 
the site derived from massive timbers with 
a potential growth range of several 
centuries. 
 
TPQ façade structure. ?TPQ neolithic 
pottery and leaf-shaped arrowheads. 

5020±110 -26.0 4050–3630 
cal BC 

4050–3630 cal BC 
(94.8% probable) 

HAR-7032 Charcoal (remaining material 
Quercus sp. <0.01g 
unidentified 0.01g RG 1999) 

Charcoal from post B12 from bedding 
trench. Neolithic sherds and two leaf-
shaped arrowheads were recovered from 
the site, but not certainly associated with 
any phase of use (Vatcher & Vatcher 

4640±70 -25.0 3640–3120 
cal BC 

3640–3560 cal BC 
12.5% probable; or 
3540–3330 cal BC 
82.9% probable) 
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1965). The results from the site derived 
from massive timbers with a potential 
growth range of several centuries. 
 
TPQ façade structure. ?TPQ neolithic 
pottery and leaf-shaped arrowheads. 

Melton Quarry 
SE9711327804 

Beta-
212426  

?, ‘charred material’ 
 
 

Context (1041) was fill of isolated 
posthole/pit [1058]. Charred plant remains 
included 150 fragments of hazel nutshell, 
c200 grains well-preserved cereals 
(including Triticum dicoccum/spelta, naked 
6-row barley (Hordeum distichon L./vulgare 
L.) and possibly two spikelet forks of 
Triticum dicoccum), and 3 seeds of apple. 
Presumably some of this material was 
dated, though unspeciated charcoal was 
also present in the deposit (Antoni pers 
comm 2009). From north eastern 
concentration of features on the site.   
 
Dates infilling pit and deposition of charred 
assemblage.  

4780±40 -26.0 3660–3510 
cal BC  

3650–3510 cal BC 
(88.7% probable, 
or 3430–3380 
6.7% probable) 

Beta-
212427 

???, ‘charred material’ 
  
 
 

Deposit (1066) is a fill of pit [1073], one of 
two isolated pits forming group 2. No 
ecofacts are reported to have originated 
from this deposit (Antoni pers comm 2009). 
From north-eastern concentration of 
features.  
 
Dates infilling pit. 

4730±40 -24.4 3640–3370 
cal BC 

3640–3400 cal BC 
(63.0% probable, 
or 3460–3370 cal 
BC 32.4% 
probable) 
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Beta-
212428 

???, ‘charred material’ 
 
 

Deposit (1035) [1052], no ecofacts are 
reported to have originated from this 
deposit (Antoni pers comm 2009). 
 
Dates infilling pit. This result is not included 
in the neolithic currency model. 

4120±40 -24.2 2880–2500 
cal BC 

- 

Beta-
212429 

?, ‘charred material’ 
 
 

Deposit (1074) [1075], 2 grains ?barley 
were recovered from this context. 
Presumably some of this material was 
dated, though unspeciated charcoal was 
also present in the deposit (Antoni pers 
comm 2009). 
 
Dates infilling pit, deposition of charred 
assemblage. This result is not included in 
the neolithic currency model. 

2900±40 -24.5 1290–940 cal 
BC 

- 

Beta-
212430 

???, ‘charred material’ 
 
 

Deposit (1067) is the fill of pit [1080]. At the 
bottom of the pit underlying this fill was a 
sherd of ?Grimston ware. This is one of a 
pair of shallow pits, the other is numbered 
as “1068”. No ecofacts are reported to 
have originated from this deposit (Antoni 
pers comm 2009). 
 
Dates infilling pit, deposition of Grimston 
ware. 

4820±40 -26.0 3700–3530 
cal BC 

3700–3520 cal BC 

Leven 
TA120450 

OxA-4411 Corylus avellana nutshell 
 

Two small oval pits— little more than 
shallow scoops in the gravel — 5m apart 
contained small quantities of waste flint, 
fragments of 6 pottery vessels of early 
neolithic Grimston style. Fine- and coarse-

5000±70 -25.1 3970–3640 
cal BC 

3830–3640 cal BC 
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ware bowls and a cup were recovered. 
Hazel nutshells from the pits were dated. 
 
Dates infilling pit and deposition pottery 
(Evans & Steedman 1997). 
 
Context 52 [fill of pit 53;depth: 0.26 m]. 
Contained Pomoideae, Quercus sp. 
charcoal, modern weed seeds. 5kg 
processed for charred remains for 

14
C 

dating. 

OxA-4413 Corylus avellana nutshell 
 

Two small oval pits— little more than 
shallow scoops in the gravel — 5m apart 
contained small quantities of waste flint, 
fragments of 6 pottery vessels of early 
neolithic Grimston style. Fine- and coarse-
ware bowls and a cup were recovered. 
Hazel nutshells from the pits were dated. 
 
Dates infilling pit and deposition pottery 
(Evans & Steedman 1997). 
 
Context 778 [fill of pit 777; depth: 0.32 m]. 
Contained Corylus avellana nutshell and 
charcoal. 5kg processed for charred 
remains for 

14
C dating. 

4855±70 -24.4 3780–3510 
cal BC 

3780–3510 cal BC 
(93.3% probable) 

Garton Slack I and II 
SE9572 5970 

NPL-195 Quercus robur charcoal (G 
Taylor, 1968) 
 

Oak charcoal from cremation burial pit at 
west end of Garton Slack II, Driffield, 
surrounded by shallow ditches. AM 
660258.  
 
TPQ infilling of cremation pit/cremation 

5060±150 -25.3 ± 
1l 

4230–3680 
cal BC 

4250–3620 cal BC 
(93.3% probable) 
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date — uncertain from which pit the dated 
material derives (EH scientific dating file). 

NPL-194 Quercus robur charcoal (G 
Taylor, 1968) 
 

Oak from ‘cremation furnace’ at Garton 
Slack I, Driffield, pit I. AM 660255. 
Cremation pit I, sample 3, from a cremation 
pit in front of the façade bedding trench. 
The sample was recovered from a depth of 
2 ft 6 ins in a pit 3 ft 6 ins from surface (EH 
scientific dating file). 
 
TPQ infilling of cremation pit/cremation 
date.  

5045±150 -24.6 ± 
1 

4060–3540 
cal BC 

4240–3630 cal BC 
(92.0% probable) 

Raisthorpe 
SE8518862497 

NPL-140 Quercus sp. charcoal 
 

Long barrow cremation pit. “The sample 
was sealed in a filling of undisturbed red 
ash at a depth of 4'5" from the present 
surface” (EH scientific dating file). Brewster 
suggests a very old tree used in this 
cremation.  
 
TPQ infilling of cremation pit/cremation 
date — uncertain from which pit the dated 
sample derives. TPQ for long barrow (EH 
scientific dating file). 

5505±145 -

25.0±1 

4240–3520 
cal BC 

4690–4000 cal BC 

Raisthorpe Manor 
SE852624 
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HAR–
8781 

Quercus robur charcoal (G C 
Morgan. Remaining 
subsample identified as: 
unidentified (0.03g); Quercus 
sp.(>0.01g, 50%); Fraxinus 
sp. (>0.01g, 50%; R Gale 
1999) 

RMLBT32. From pyre silt beneath the 
barrow mound centre. From trench 3, 
section T(4).  
 
TPQ long-barrow mound. 

4940±80 -26.6 3960–3530 
cal BC 

3960–3630 cal BC 
(93.7% probable) 

HAR–
8782 

Unidentified charcoal.  
 

RMLBFT1. From lower fill of façade 
bedding trench, section E.  
 
TPQ bedding trench, Brewster’s round 
barrow Towthorpe group 3, and ?related 
features of the mortuary enclosure, 
pavement, etc. See HAR-8783. 

4850±100  -26.9 3930–3370 
cal BC 

3810–3490 cal BC 
(80.4% probable; 
or 3940–3870 cal 
BC 4.1% probable; 
or 3470–3370 cal 
BC 10.9% 
probable) 

HAR–
8783 

Charcoal (remaining 
subsample identified as 
unidentified (0.03g); Quercus 
sp.,heartwood (>0.01g,100%)  
R Gale 1999)  

From ‘oven pit’ SP76, unit number 4337. 
 
TPQ bedding trench, Brewster’s round 
barrow Towthorpe group 3, and ?related 
features of the mortuary enclosure, 
pavement, etc. See HAR-8782. 

5070±60 -26.0  
 

3990–3700 
cal BC 

3980–3710 cal BC 

Ling Howe 
SE9699736041 

HAR-9248 Unspeciated charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 
 
 

Charcoal AML 881269, from old soil buried 
beneath chalk mound material.  
 
TPQ mound (Hardiman et al. 1992). 

5220±100 -25.9 4330–3790 
cal BC 

4270–3790 cal BC 
(93.1% probable) 

Kemp Howe 
SE9616466274 

HAR-5725 Deer antler 
 
 

Kemp Howe is a multi-period site 
consisting of the remains of a long barrow 
with associated posthole avenue. A round 
barrow was constructed over the long 

5100±120 -22.0 4240–3640 
cal BC 

3880–3630 cal BC 
(95.0% probable) 
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barrow façade and this was reused in the 
Anglian period.  
 
Located at a depth of 7ft on the bottom of 
the long barrow ditch trench 8. Dates the 
excavation of the long barrow ditch (EH 
scientific dating file). 

HAR-8778 Charcoal (excess material 
identified as Quercus sp., 
sapwood and heartwood EH 
file). 
 

Kemp Howe is a multi-period site 
consisting of the remains of a long barrow 
with associated posthole avenue. A round 
barrow was constructed over the long 
barrow façade and this was reused in the 
Anglian period. Sample from façade 
bedding trench, interpreted as occupation 
debris used as packing for the postholes.  
 
TPQ for the façade trench (Hardiman et al. 
1992). 

4870±90 -27.1 3920–3380 
cal BC 

 
3820–3490 cal BC 
(84.9% probable, 
or 3440–3370 cal 
BC 4.8% probable, 
or 3940—3860 cal 
BC 5.8% probable) 

HAR-8780 Cervus elaphus antler 
 
 

Kemp Howe is a multi-period site 
consisting of the remains of a long barrow 
with associated posthole avenue. A round 
barrow was constructed over the long 
barrow façade and this was reused in the 
Anglian period. Red deer antler from 
primary fill of the round barrow ditch, 
trench 5, section E3.  
 
Dates the digging of the round barrow 
ditch. TAQ for the phase of long barrow 
activity (Hardiman et al. 1992). This result 
is too late to be included in the neolithic 
currency model.  

3730±70 -22.6 2350–1930 
cal BC 

- 

HAR-8779 Unspeciated charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 
 

Original sample submission form states 
“[f]rom stone free marl above hearth in 
grubenhaus”. 

4330±100 -24.9 3350–2670 
cal BC 

 - 
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TPQ for feature. May be associated with 
the round barrow, unless residual material 
redeposited by later activity (Walker et al. 
1991a). This model is not included in the 
neolithic currency model, as it has 
uncertain association with any neolithic 
archaeological event.  

Callis Wold 
SE8313355478 

HAR-1448 Charcoal (mainly Corylus sp., 
Crategus/Fraxinus also 
present) 
 

From Beaker occupation layer over primary 
mound. AML 756528. 
 
TAQ mound formation (Otlet & Walker 
1979). This result is too late to be included 
in the neolithic currency model. 

3480±80 -25.8 2030–1610 
cal BC 

- 

HAR-1449 Charcoal (mainly Crategus 
type, few fragments Quercus, 
1 fragment Fraxinus/Ailnus) 

From façade bedding trench of neolithic 
mortuary enclosure should be earliest 
features (Otlet & Walker 1979). 

Not dated: rejected by lab. 

BM-1167 Unspeciated charcoal, of 
uncertain maturity 
 

Burnt plank, from bedding trench of south 
platform.  
 
TPQ bedding trench (Burleigh & Matthews 
1982).  

4803±71 -25.5 3710–3370 
cal BC 

3710–3490 cal BC 
(80.1% probable, 
or 3470–3370 cal 
BC 15.3% 
probable) 

BM-1168 Unspeciated charcoal, of 
uncertain maturity 
 

Continuum of deposit CW 74 II 29 (also 
sampled by BM-1169), representing 
Beaker activity, under turf mound.  
 
TPQ Beaker activity, and see BM-1169 
(Burleigh & Matthews 1982). This result is 
too late to be included in the neolithic 
currency model. 

3794±70 -25.5 2470–2020 
cal BC 

- 
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BM-1169 Unspeciated charcoal, of 
uncertain maturity 

From layer with All-Over-Cord, European 
plain and Finger Nail Beakers.  
 
TPQ Beaker activity, though mixed 
assemblage might indicate this 

re#deposited (Burleigh & Matthews 1982). 

This result is too late to be included in the 
neolithic currency model. 

3677±68 -25.0 2280–1880 
cal BC 

- 

BM-1170 Unspeciated charcoal, of 
uncertain maturity 
 

From upper fill of bedding-trench 
containing Towthorpe ware.  
 
TPQ infilling trench, and ?deposition 
pottery (Burleigh & Matthews 1982). 

4933±64 -24.3 3940–3630 
cal BC  

3820–3630 cal BC 
(84.1% probable, 
or 3950–3850 cal 
BC 10.7% 
probable, or 3560–
3540 cal BC 0.7% 
probable) 

Wold Newton 
TA0483172602 

SUERC-
13937 
 

 

Homo sapiens left femur Human bone from burial 2, one of multiple 
primary inhumations (Gibson & Bayliss 
2010). From this deposit were also 
recovered the skull and bones of a pig, and 
prehistoric pottery. 
 
Dates death of individual and deposition 
material culture.  

5000±35 -21.3 
8.5 
3.3 

3940–3690 
cal BC 

3810–3660 cal BC 

OxA-
17246 

Homo sapiens left mandible  Human bone from child, one of multiple 
primary inhumations, same as OxA-16752 
(Gibson & Bayliss 2010). From this deposit 
were also recovered the skull and bones of 
a pig, and prehistoric pottery.  
 
Dates death of individual and deposition 
material culture. 

4968±33 -19.9 
7.8 
3.3 

5003±23BP 

(T’=2.2, 
T’5%=3.8, 

"=1) 

 
3960–3710 
cal BC 

3810–3700 cal BC 
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OxA-
16752 

Homo sapiens left mandible  Human bone from child, one of multiple 
primary inhumations, same as OxA-17246 
(Gibson & Bayliss 2010). From this deposit 
were also recovered the skull and bones of 
a pig, and prehistoric pottery. 
 
Dates death of individual and deposition 
material culture. 

5038±33 -20.0 
8.2 

  

GrA-
33109 

Homo sapiens left mandible Human bone from burial 7, with leaf-
shaped arrowhead higher in the mound 
than primary inhumations (Gibson & 
Bayliss 2010). 
 
Dates death of individual and deposition 
material culture. 

4780±35 -20.9 
10.1 

3650–3380 
cal BC 

3650–3510 cal BC 
(93.1% probable) 

Towthorpe 18 
SE8805863832 

OxA-
17238 

Homo sapiens bone 18.2 (6). Human bone, left asc. ramus 
mandible; from individual 6 from primary 
burial deposit (Gibson & Bayliss 2010). 
 
An ‘ox’ rib was lying among the skeletons, 
and Towthorpe ware had been placed 
either side of it. Leaf- and lozenge-shaped 
arrowheads were recovered from the 
skeletons. Results from a placed deposit of 
fox bones in the vicinity of the multiple 
inhumation (Gibson & Bayliss 2010) 
indicate the deposit may have been open 
for some period of time.  
 
Dates death of individual and deposition 
material culture associated with primary 
burial. 

4746±32 -20.2 
10.6 
3.3 

3640–3370 
cal BC 

3640–3500 cal BC 
(78.6% probable, 
or 3430–3380 cal 
BC 16.8% 
probable) 
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OxA-
17239 

Homo sapiens bone 18.5 (4). Human bone, right asc. ramus 
mandible; from individual 4 from primary 
burial deposit (Gibson & Bayliss 2010). 
 
An ‘ox’ rib was lying among the skeletons, 
and Towthorpe ware had been placed 
either side of it. Leaf- and lozenge-shaped 
arrowheads were recovered from the 
skeletons. Results from a placed deposit of 
fox bones in the vicinity of the multiple 
inhumation (Gibson & Bayliss 2010) 
indicate the deposit may have been open 
for some period of time. 
 
Dates death of individual and deposition 
material culture associated with primary 
burial. 

4697±34 -20.1 
10.0 
3.3 

3630–3360 
cal BC 

3630–3580 cal BC 
(16.4% probable, 
or 3540–3370 cal 
BC 79.0% 
probable) 

OxA-
17240 

Homo sapiens bone 18.7 (3.1). Human bone, left asc. ramus 
mandible; from individual 3 from primary 
burial deposit (Gibson & Bayliss 2010).  
 
An ‘ox’ rib was lying among the skeletons, 
and Towthorpe ware had been placed 
either side of it. Leaf- and lozenge-shaped 
arrowheads were recovered from the 
skeletons. Results from a placed deposit of 
fox bones in the vicinity of the multiple 
inhumation (Gibson & Bayliss 2010) 
indicate the deposit may have been open 
for some period of time. 
 
Dates death of individual and deposition 
material culture associated with primary 
burial. 

4535 ±35 -21.6 
10.6 
3.5 

4538±23 

(T’=0.0; 
T’5%=3.8; 

"=1) 

 
3370–3100 
cal BC 

3370–3280 cal BC 
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SUERC-
13930 

Homo sapiens bone 18.6 (3). Human bone, left asc. ramus 
mandible; from individual 3 from primary 
burial deposit (Gibson & Bayliss 2010). 
 
An ‘ox’ rib was lying among the skeletons, 
and Towthorpe ware had been placed 
either side of it. Leaf- and lozenge-shaped 
arrowheads were recovered from the 
skeletons. Results from a placed deposit of 
fox bones in the vicinity of the multiple 
inhumation (Gibson & Bayliss 2010) 
indicate the deposit may have been open 
for some period of time. 
 
Dates death of individual and deposition 
material culture associated with primary 
burial. 

4541±31 -20.5 
10.9 
3.3 

  

OxA-
17241 

Fox right humerus Fox B, from deposit in mound. The bones 
were recovered from a placed deposit in 
the vicinity of the multiple inhumations. The 
results indicate that this area may have 
been open for a considerable period of 
time. The results have not been included in 
the model.  

3877±30 -20.3 
8.8 
3.3 

2470–2200 
cal BC 

- 

SUERC-
13934 

Fox right humerus Fox A, from deposit in mound. The bones 
were recovered from a placed deposit in 
the vicinity of the multiple inhumations. The 
results indicate that this area may have 
been open for a considerable period of 
time. The results have not been included in 
the model. 

3615±35 -20.9 2130–1880 
cal BC 

- 

Duggleby Howe 
SE8804 6688 
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OxA-
13327 

Cervus elaphus antler Antler macehead from burial 5, associated 
with lozenge-shaped arrowhead and 
Duggleby-type flint adze.  
 
Dates the death of the individual. 
Stratigraphically a TAQ for a male burial 
associated with pottery, though these 
burials may represent the same 
archaeological event. 

4597±37 -22.1 3510–3130 
cal BC 

3510–3420 cal BC 
(48.1% probable, 
or 3390–3330 cal 
BC 47.3% 
probable) 

Sewerby cottage 
TA1863869498 

OxA-
11606  

Corylus avellana nutshell 
 

Context (1456) sample B, a dump of burnt 
material from group D11, stratigraphically 
later than structure D2 (On Site 
Archaeology 2006).  Context also 
contained a single probable domesticated 
pea, and a grain of emmer wheat (Huntley 
2001, 12). 
 
Dates formation deposit and ?deposition of 
cereal grain (the pea is suggested to be 
intrusive). 

4670±40 -24.8 3630–3360 
cal BC 

3530–3360 cal BC 

OxA-
11605 

Corylus avellana nutshell 
 

Context (1456) sample A, a dump of burnt 
material, stratigraphically later than 
structure D2 (On Site Archaeology 2006). 
Context also contained a single probable 
domesticated pea, and a grain of emmer 
wheat (Huntley 2001, 12). 
 
Dates formation deposit and ?deposition of 
cereal grain (the pea is suggested to be 
intrusive). 

4710±40 -24.6 3640–3370 
cal BC 

3620–3370 cal BC 
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OxA-
11603 

Corylus avellana nutshell 
 
 

Context (1409), fill of posthole [1414], of 
trapezoidal structure D2. Structure D2 is 
stratigraphically earlier than context (1456) 
(On Site Archaeology 2006). Context also 
contained coal, cinder and a little charcoal 
(Huntley 2001, 11). 
 
Should date infilling post-hole, though this 
is later than the statistically consistent 
results from the stratigraphically earlier 
dump (1409). The result has been included 

in the model as an Outlier. 

4480±40 -25.7 3360–3020 
cal BC 

- 

OxA-
13971 

Corylus avellana nutshell 
 

Group 6 context (3877), in pit [3878], 
contained charred hazel nutshell 
<OSA02EX09 3877> (On Site Archaeology 
2006), hazel charcoal (Hall et al. 2003), 
Niedermendig lava quern, flint flakes and 
Towthorpe ware. 
 
Dates infilling pit and deposition material 
culture. 

4711±33 -22.6 3640–3370 
cal BC 

3540–3370 cal BC 
(90.3% probable 

OxA-
13855 

Corylus avellana nutshell 
  

Group 6. Pit [3878], contained charred 
hazel nutshell <OSA02EX09 3877> (On 
Site Archaeology 2006), hazel charcoal 
(Hall et al. 2003), Niedermendig lava 
quern, flint flakes and Towthorpe ware. 
 
Dates infilling pit and deposition material 
culture. 

4791±36 -24.8 3650–3510 
cal BC 

3640–3370 cal BC 

OxA-
13874 

Charred residue on Ebbsfleet 
sherd 

Group 7 pit [3806] one of an apparent pair, 
contained Ebbsfleet pottery and flint, which 
appear to have been selected from an 
assemblage including different reduction 
sequences. 
 

4629±35 -28.7 3520–3350 
cal BC 

3520–3350 cal BC 
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Dates infilling pit and deposition material 
culture. 

OxA-
13853 

Charred residue on Ebbsfleet 
sherd 

Group 7 pit [3842] one of an apparent pair, 
contained Ebbsfleet pottery and flint, which 
appear to have been selected from an 
assemblage including different reduction 
sequences.  
 
Dates infilling pit and deposition material 
culture. 

4570±31 -27.2 3490–3120 
cal BC 

3500–3450 cal BC 
(55.7% probable, 
or 3380–3330 cal 
BC 39.7% 
probable) 

OxA-
13854 

Corylus avellana nutshell 
 

Group 7 pit [3842], one of an apparent 
pair, contained Ebbsfleet pottery and flint, 
which appear to have been selected from 
an assemblage including different 
reduction sequences. 
 
Dates infilling pit and deposition material 
culture. 

4659±35 -22.3 3630–3360 
cal BC 

3520–3360 cal BC 

Barnsdale Bar  
SE5106213935 

Beta-
203146 

Corylus avellana nutshell 
 

Hazel nutshell, context (1188) from fill of pit 
[1189]. One of two features to the west of a 
cremation cluster, both these pits filled by 
charcoal-rich deposits. Deposit (1188), the 
lower fill of a pit, contained charcoal, burnt 
pebbles, limestone fragments, and worked 
flint, possibly a transitional assemblage. 
Upper fill contained no charred material. 
Other similar pit fills, suggested to 
represent similar events. No evidence for 
in situ burning, interpreted as a rubbish pit. 
Contained three indeterminate cereal 

4840±40 - 3700–3530 
cal BC 

3710–3620 cal BC 
(57.5% probable, 
or 3600–3520 cal 
BC 37.9% 
probable) 
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grains. 
 
Dates infilling pit, deposition cereal grains 
and other material culture. 

Beta-
203147 

Corylus avellana nutshell 
 

Hazel nutshell, context (1201), from fill of 
pit [1200]. One of three pits to the west of 
distinct cluster containing cremation. This, 
the largest pit of the 3 in this area, 
contained two deposits, the upper a 
relatively clean sandy silt. Deposit (1201) 
brown silty sand, with frequent charcoal 
and occasional limestone. No evidence of 
cremated bone though these pits in 
proximity to the cremations. A degraded 
sherd of yellowish-buff coloured pottery 
was recovered from pit 1200, poorly sorted 
inclusions included white non-crystalline 
rock fragments, darker reddish non-
crystalline rock fragments, and in small 
quantities, quartz.  
 
Dates infilling pit and pottery sherd and 
other material culture deposition. 

4870±40 - 3710–3540 
cal BC 

3720–3620 cal BC 
85.0% probable 
(3760–3740 cal BC 
1.6% probable, or 
3580–3530 cal BC 
8.8% probable)  

Ferrybridge Henge, pit associated with timber circle 165 
SE470243 

GU-11050 Homo sapiens bone 
 

Human skeletal (SK 32) remains from pit 
[5712] context (5711) at the centre of 
Ferrybridge henge timber circle 165. This 
pit represents an earlier phase of activity 
than [5716]. 

4595±50 - 3520–3110 
cal BC 

3520–3320 cal BC  
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Table 5.3. The raw output of the Order function used to compare of the appearance of key parameters in Yorkshire and Humberside. The figures 
quoted are probabilities that parameter t1 (the first column) occurred before parameter t2 (the parameters indicated in the other columns), these are 
converted into percentages in the text by multiply by 100. A table providing a key to the parameters and the models which calculate them is 
located below. 
 

Probability t1 < t2 

 t2 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

1 

0 
0.49

82 
0.84

38 
0.98

32 
0.98

36 
0.99

55 
0.99

99 
0.99

94 1 
0.99

9 
0.99

94 
0.99

93 
0.99

86 
0.99

94 
0.99

12 1 1 1 1 

2 0.50
18 0 

0.84
25 

0.98
32 

0.98
33 

0.99
57 

0.99
99 

0.99
95 1 

0.99
9 

0.99
96 

0.99
96 

0.99
88 

0.99
94 

0.99
14 1 1 1 1 

3 0.15
621 

0.15
745 0 

0.67
75 

0.67
71 

0.82
26 

0.93
87 

0.89
46 

0.9
778 

0.91
02 

0.91
26 

0.89
44 

0.92
25 

0.90
83 

0.83
49 

0.95
69 

0.9
776 

0.9
734 

0.9
764 

4 0.01
6754 

0.01
6777 

0.32
25 0 

0.49
99 

0.76
63 

0.97
07 

0.89
34 

0.9
999 

0.92
1 

0.92
98 

0.89
45 

0.93
59 

0.92
25 

0.78
65 

0.99
56 

0.9
999 

0.9
998 

0.9
999 

5 0.01
6398 

0.01
6721 

0.32
29 

0.50
01 0 

0.76
61 

0.97
17 

0.89
47 

0.9
999 

0.92
08 

0.93
01 

0.89
49 

0.93
64 

0.92
27 

0.78
74 

0.99
56 

0.9
999 

0.9
998 

0.9
998 

6 0.00
4462 

0.00
4329 

0.17
742 

0.23
366 

0.23
394 0 

0.77
47 

0.62
9 

0.9
24 

0.68
98 

0.69
08 

0.62
82 

0.73
44 

0.67
7 

0.49
99 

0.84
3 

0.9
239 

0.9
08 

0.9
196 

7 0.00
0102 

0.00
0087 

0.06
129 

0.02
9273 

0.02
8285 

0.22
529 0 

0.13
122 

0.9
565 

0.32
34 

0.28
98 

0.13
185 

0.43
8 

0.25
058 

0.05
254 

0.73
65 

0.9
604 

0.9
401 

0.9
505 

8 0.00
0629 

0.00
0533 

0.10
545 

0.10
661 

0.10
529 

0.37
1 

0.86
88 0 

0.9
999 

0.66
83 

0.68
56 

0.49
92 

0.73
36 

0.65
35 

0.23
161 

0.98
45 

0.9
998 

0.9
996 

0.9
999 

9 

0 0 
0.02

2181 
0.00

0104 
0.00

0131 
0.07
604 

0.04
348 

0.00
0125 0 

0.03
015 

0.00
59 

0.00
011 

0.12
395 

0.00
2562 

0.00
0031 

0.07
645 

0.4
707 

0.3
348 

0.4
841 

t

1 

1
0 

0.00
0975 

0.00
096 

0.08
978 

0.07
905 

0.07
918 

0.31
022 

0.67
66 

0.33
17 

0.9
699 0 

0.48
97 

0.33
26 

0.58
58 

0.45
44 

0.17
864 

0.85
14 

0.9
73 

0.9
617 

0.9
666 
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1
1 

0.00
0575 

0.00
0423 

0.08
737 

0.07
022 

0.06
993 

0.30
919 

0.71
02 

0.31
438 

0.9
941 

0.51
03 0 

0.31
288 

0.60
01 

0.46
11 

0.14
993 

0.90
28 

0.9
96 

0.9
916 

0.9
928 

 

1
2 

0.00
0658 

0.00
0433 

0.10
558 

0.10
549 

0.10
508 

0.37
18 

0.86
82 

0.50
08 

0.9
999 

0.66
74 

0.68
71 0 

0.73
43 

0.65
24 

0.23
065 

0.98
45 

0.9
997 

0.9
996 

0.9
999 

1
3 

0.00
1365 

0.00
1248 

0.07
748 

0.06
414 

0.06
36 

0.26
565 

0.56
2 

0.26
635 

0.8
761 

0.41
42 

0.39
99 

0.26
566 0 

0.37
11 

0.14
291 

0.71
4 

0.8
715 

0.8
406 

0.8
699 

1
4 

0.00
0646 

0.00
0552 

0.09
165 

0.07
748 

0.07
731 

0.32
3 

0.74
94 

0.34
65 

0.9
974 

0.54
56 

0.53
89 

0.34
76 

0.62
89 0 

0.16
743 

0.93
56 

0.9
98 

0.9
958 

0.9
966 

1

5 
0.00

8777 
0.00

8642 
0.16

51 
0.21
355 

0.21
265 

0.50
01 

0.94
75 

0.76
84 1 

0.82
14 

0.85
01 

0.76
94 

0.85
71 

0.83
26 0 

0.99
5 

0.9
999 

0.9
999 1 

1
6 

0.00
0031 

0.00
0002 

0.04
307 

0.00
4413 

0.00
4423 

0.15
702 

0.26
353 

0.01
5529 

0.9
236 

0.14
859 

0.09
722 

0.01
5521 

0.28
598 

0.06
437 

0.00
4981 0 

0.9
447 

0.8
99 

0.9
095 

1
7 0 0 

0.02
2377 

0.00
01 

0.00
0133 

0.07
605 

0.03
964 

0.00
0248 

0.5
293 

0.02
6956 

0.00
404 

0.00
0267 

0.12
85 

0.00
1979 

0.00
0067 

0.05
529 0 

0.3
518 

0.4
677 

1
8 

0.00
0002 0 

0.02
656 

0.00
0177 

0.00
0192 

0.09
204 

0.05
993 

0.00
0388 

0.6
652 

0.03
826 

0.00
8371 

0.00
0398 

0.15
943 

0.00
4231 

0.00
0098 

0.10
102 

0.6
482 0 

0.6
035 

 

1
9 0 0 

0.02
3644 

0.00
0102 

0.00
0154 

0.08
039 

0.04
948 

0.00
0092 

0.5
159 

0.03
343 

0.00
7244 

0.00
0073 

0.13
013 

0.00
3373 

0.00
0019 

0.09
055 

0.5
323 

0.3
965 0 

 
 
 
Key 

Parameter 
number 
(table 5.5) 

Parameter  

1 Lastallrods model 2 (Last rod parameter excluding later South Haw result; 
appendix YH6; fig. YH6.1) 

2 last YH_meso model 2 (Last mesolithic parameter excluding later South 
Haw result; appendix YH6; fig. YH6.1) 

3 Boundary_M_N model 2 (Boundary parameter excluding later South Haw 
result; appendix YH6; fig. YH6.1) 

4 Lastallrods (Last rod parameter including all South Haw results; fig. 5.28) 

5 Last Y_H meso (Last mesolithic parameter including all South Haw 
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results; fig. 5.22a) 

6 Boundary M_N (Boundary parameter including all South Haw results; fig. 
5.22a) 

7 Firstall Y_H GW (fig. 5.49c) 

8 Wold Newton earlier burial phase (fig. 5.34e) 

9 First cereals (fig. 5.49b) 

10 First H long (fig. 5.34e) 

11 First H pits (fig. 5.34b) 

12 First H round (fig. 5.34e) 

13 First YRB (fig. 5.34d) 

14 First Y pits (fig. 5.34c) 

15 Start Y_H early neo (fig. 5.34a) 

16 First barnsdale bar (fig. 5.34c) 

17 First MM group 6790 (fig. 5.34c) 

18 First melton (fig. 5.34b) 

19 SUERC-4360 (fig. 5.34c) 
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Table 5.4. Associations of early neolithic portable material culture from Yorkshire and Humberside with posterior density estimates.  
 

Context 
 

Pottery Lithics Selected 
ecofacts 

14
C parameters 

associated with 
material culture 

Marton-le-Moor 

Context 6205 
AA, from pit 
[6204], 

Sherds Grimston ware, representing at least 6 vessels 22 worked flint 
including double 
edged bilateral knife 

 OxA-5581 

Context 6201 
AA, from pit 
[6200], 

Produced 75 sherds from at least 4 vessels of coarse 
Grimstone ware — heavy fabric, thick-walled vessels with 
quartz temper and some wiping on the interior. One sherd 
had a lug. Characterized as Grimston ware.  

Fragmentary leaf-
shaped arrowhead 

 OxA-5580 

Context 6775 
AD, from pit 
[6776] 

34 coarse fragments  characterized as Grimston ware, 
representing at least four vessels. Sherds from this feature 
matched sherds from pits [6788], [6784], [6796]. 

  OxA-5582 

Context 6783 
AB, from pit 
[6784] 

11 sherds of Grimston ware from one vessel   OxA-5583 

Context 6787 
AA, from pit 
[6788] 

Coarse ware Grimston rim sherds   OxA-5584 

Context 6779 
AB, from pit 
[6780], 

 Greenstone 
‘Langdale’ axe 

Charred 
hazel 
nutshell 

OxA-5574 
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Site F-G, A1 (M) 

[539]   2500 hazel nutshell fragments, apple seeds and 
fruit fragments (Malus sp.), wheat (Triticum sp.) 
and domesticated barley seeds (Hordeum 
vulgare). 

SUERC-4360 

Melton Quarry 

[1080]  Grimston 
ware 

  Beta-212430 

[1058]   Three apple seeds, barley, and over 200 grains 
of de-husked wheat 

Beta-212426 

Leven 

 A pit Grimston 
ware 

  OxA-4411 

A pit Grimston 
ware 

  OxA-4413 

Barnsdale Bar 

Pit [1200] A pot-sherd   Beta-203147 

Pit [1189]   Three indeterminate cereal grains Beta-203146 

Burythorpe 

 Grimston 
ware 

Amber pendant, long flint 
blade 

 Burythorpe entrance grave, TAQ 
deposition Grimston ware 

Wold Newton 

  Leaf-shaped arrowhead 
higher in the mound than 
primary inhumations 

 GrA-33109 
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 Prehistoric 
pottery 

 Pig bone SUERC-13937!
Child inhumation!
?date deposition!

Towthorpe 18!

 Towthorpe 
ware 

Leaf- and lozenge-shaped 
arrowheads 

Ox rib first Towthorpe 18!
last Towthorpe 18!
bracket deposition 

Callis Wold 

 Towthorpe 
ware 

  BM-1170 = TPQ Towthorpe ware 
deposition  

East Heslerton 

 Grimston 
ware 

Leaf-shaped arrowheads  Vatcher & Vatcher (1965) 
suggested multiple phases of 
façade construction, so this might 
not be the earliest feature. 
 
Last east heslerton 
=TPQ deposition  

Willerby Wold 

 Grimston 
ware 

  BM-199 
BM-189 
=TPQ depositon 

Sewerby cottage 
 

Pit [3878] Towthorpe 
ware 

Niedermendig lava quern, 
flint flakes 

 OxA-13855 
OxA-13971 
 

Pit [3806] Ebbsfleet 
ware 

  OxA-13874 

Pit [3842] Ebbsfleet 
ware 

  OxA-13853 
OxA-13854 
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Burnt 
deposit 

  Well-preserved emmer grain, a possible emmer 
grain, and a probable domesticated pea (Pisum 
sativum; Huntley 2001) 

?OxA-11606  
?OxA-11605 

Structure    TAQ structure D2 

Vatcher’s Seamer barrow 

 Grimston 
ware 

  NPL-73 
=TPQ pottery deposition 

Brewster’s Seamer barrow 

 Grimston 
ware 

  HAR-8786 
HAR-8785  
=TPQ pottery deposition 

Duggleby Howe!

  Lozenge-shaped 
arrowhead 

Antler macehead OxA-13327 
 
Dates burial also associated with 
lozenge-shaped arrowhead and 
antler macehead,  

Callis Wold 

 Towthorpe 
ware 

  BM-1167 
=TPQ Towthorpe ware deposition 
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Table 5.5. The comparison of the density of parameters included in the models estimating the currency of different portable material culture 
typologies.  

Portable 
material 
currency 
typology 

Prior ‘dating’ portable 
material culture  

Prior providing 
TPQ for portable 
material culture 

Prior 
providing 
TAQ for 
portable 
material 
culture 

Total results 
associated 
with 
portable 
material 
culture 

Number of sites from 
which data produced 

Number of results 
‘dating’ material 
culture /number of 
sites 
 
(low ratios with large 
numbers of sites 
(column to left) will 
be more 
representative) 

- a b c d e f 

Pig 1 - - 1 1 1 

Grimston 
ware 

8 9 1 18 8 2.25 

Towthorpe 
ware 

3 2 - 5 3 1.67 

Peterborough 
ware 

(Ebbsfleet) 

2 - - - 1 2 

Domesticated 
cereals/flax 

5 - - - 4 1.25 

Domesticated 
cattle 

1 - - - 1 1 

Polished 
axes 

- - - - 1 1 

!
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Table 5.6. The raw output of the Order function used for comparison of the appearance of key portable material culture parameters in Yorkshire 
and Humberside. The figures quoted are probabilities that parameter t1 (the first column) occurred before parameter t2 (the parameters indicated in 
the other columns).  

Probability t1 < t2 

t2 

t1 
firstall_Y_H_GW 

Wold_Newton_ 
earlier_burial_phase 

first_cereals first_TW OxA_5574 first_ebbsfleet deposit_Towthorpe18 

firstall_Y_H_GW 
0 0.13196 0.9571 0.9944 0.987 0.9995 0.9961 

Wold_Newton_ 
earlier_burial_phase 

0.868 0 0.9999 1 1 1 1 

first_cereals 
0.04294 0.000108 0 0.8906 0.7729 0.9915 0.9245 

first_TW 0.005608 0 0.10944 0 0.4373 0.6283 0.6585 

OxA_5574 0.012992 0 0.22707 0.5627 0 0.6564 0.7161 

first_ebbsfleet 
0.000533 0 0.008525 0.3717 0.3436 0 0.6217 

deposit_Towthorpe18 
0.003933 0 0.07547 0.3415 0.28394 0.3783 0 

!
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CHAPTER SIX. NORTH-EAST ENGLAND TABLES 
 
Table 6.1. Radiocarbon results associated with neolithic material culture from the north-east. Posteriors are taken from the regional currency 

model with the exception of OxA-6832 and OxA-6833 which are taken from the site model for Couplands in appendix NE2 (see main 
text). 

Laboratory no. Material  Context 
 

14
C age 

(BP) 
! 

13 
C 

(‰) 

!
15

 N 

(‰) 
 
C:N 
ratio 

Calibrated 
date range 
(95.4% 
confidence) 

Posterior 
density 
estimate  
(95.4 % 
probability 
unless 
otherwise 
stated) 

Cheviot Quarry 
NT94853265 

OxA-16068 Corylus avellana nutshell  
 
  

Context (052), primary fill of pit 
[F031], <052/1>. Contained 
material that had been burnt, 
though not in situ. 11 Carinated 
bowls were recovered from the pit; 
4 bowls had sherds in both the 
primary and secondary fills. Over 
1000 hazel nutshells were 
recovered, and five Triticum sp. 
grains.  
 
Statistically inconsistent with the 
other result from the pit (OxA-
16069). This earlier result provides 
a TPQ for pit infilling and material 
culture deposition.  

4999±32 -25.9 3940–3700 
cal BC 

3820–3700 
cal BC 
(71.2%, or 
3940–3860 
cal BC 
24.2%) 

OxA-16069 Charred residue 
 

Charred residue adhering to 
Carinated bowl from primary fill of 
pit [F031], <052/2>.  
 

4906±34 -27.2 3770–3640 
cal BC  

3710–3650 
cal BC 
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Dates use of Carinated bowl, 
infilling pit, and material culture 
deposition (Johnson & Waddington 
2008). 

OxA-16097 Corylus avellana nutshell  
 

Context (051), primary fill of pit 
[F009] <051/1>. Pit formed an 
alignment with 3 others. The 
context contained burnt material, 
though not in situ; the charred plant 
assemblage included hazel 
nutshell, 8 Triticum dicoccum grains 
and chaff, 25 indeterminate cereal 
grains. 21 sherds, representing 
several vessels of Carinated bowl 
and plain vessels, were recovered 
from these contexts.  
 
Consistent with the result produced 
on a Carinated bowl fragment from 
the pit (OxA-16162). Dates pit 
infilling and material culture 
deposition (Johnson & Waddington 
2008).  

4933±35 -26.5 3890–3640 
cal BC 

3720–3650 
cal BC 

OxA-16162 Charred residue 
 

Charred residue adhering to 
Carinated bowl from primary fill of 
pit [F009] <051.2>.  
 
Date for the use of Carinated bowl, 
and material culture deposition 
(Johnson & Waddington 2008). 

4870±40 -27.4 3710–3540 
cal BC  

3710–3640 
cal BC  

SUERC-9112 Corylus avellana nutshell Fill of posthole [F348] from late 
bronze age building 4.  
 
Included in the model as an 

Outlier because the result is not 

well associated with any diagnostic 
early neolithic material culture.  

5015±35 -26.2 3950–3700 
cal BC 

- 
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SUERC-9114 Quercus sp. twig Fill of posthole [F369] from late 
bronze age building 4.  
 
Included in the model as an 

Outlier because the result is not 
well associated with any diagnostic 
early neolithic material culture. 

5740 ± 35 -27.1 4690–4490 
cal BC 

- 

Couplands 
NT 94053308 

OxA-10638 Corylus avellana nutshell  
 
 

Context (19), pit [1]. Produced 
sherds from a single pot of early 
neolithic shouldered bowl akin to 
Grimston ware. Context also 
included grains of Triticum 
dicoccum, Triticum spelta, Triticum 
aestivum as well as cf. Triticum sp.  
 
Dates infilling pit and deposition 
material culture (Waddington 
2009a). 

4880±45 -23.0 3760–3540 
cal BC 

3710–3650 
cal BC 

OxA-10692 Corylus avellana nutshell  
 
 

Context (19), pit [1]. Produced 
sherds from a single pot of early 
neolithic shouldered bowl akin to 
Grimston ware. Context also 
included grains of Triticum 
dicoccum, Triticum spelta, Triticum 
aestivum as well as cf. Triticum sp.  
 
Dates infilling pit and deposition 
material culture (Waddington 
2009a). 

4910±40 -22.7 3780–3630 
cal BC 

3720–3640 
cal BC 

OxA-6832 Corylus avellana nutshell  
 
 

Pit [3], context (27), classed as a 
‘hearth/burning pit’, demonstrating 
in situ burning.  Produced sherds 
from a single vessel of early 

5090±60 -22.4 4040–3710 
cal BC 

3920–3650 
cal BC 
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neolithic shouldered bowl akin to 
Grimston ware. Context also 
included grains of Triticum 
dicoccum. 
 
Dates firing of the hearth 
(Waddington 2009a) and deposition 
material culture. 

OxA-10763 Charred residue 
 

Pit [3], context (27), classed as a 
‘hearth/burning pit’ demonstrating in 
situ burning.  Produced sherds from 
a single vessel of early neolithic 
shouldered bowl akin to Grimston 
ware. Context also included grains 
of Triticum dicoccum. 
 
Result should date the use of the 
pot and deposition of the material 
culture  (Waddington 2009a), but 
this result is erroneously late for the 
use of Carinated bowl, and was 
interpreted by Bayliss et al. (in 
Waddington 2009a, 187) thus 
“…that the date from the 
carbonised residue does not reflect 
the actual date of use or deposition 
due, presumably, to distortion from 
chemical processes”. 

4635±70 -29.0 3640–3110 
cal BC 

3640–3310 
cal BC 
(82.7%) 

OxA-6833 Corylus avellana nutshell  
 
 

Pit [2], context (21), produced 
sherds of 5 vessels, including two 
probable Carinated bowls. Triticum 
dicoccum, Hordeum sp., and other 
cereal grains.  
 
Dates infilling pit and deposition 
material culture (Waddington 
2009a). 

5060±60 -22.3 3980–3700 
cal BC 

3900–3660 
cal BC 
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Beta-117294 Corylus avellana nutshell  
 

Deposit cut into secondary fill of 
enclosure ditch.  
 
TAQ digging of enclosure ditch 
(Waddington 2009a). 

3430±60 -23.7 1900–1600 
cal BC 

- 

Beta-96130 Unidentified charcoal of 
unknown maturity  

Context (65), deposit in fill of west 
droveway. Pottery from 3 vessels 
was recovered from this deposit, 
including one with a round-based 
S–profile and slack carination 
(Waddington 2009a). 
 
Dates infilling droveway and 
deposition material culture. 

4950±70 -25.0 3950–3630 
cal BC  

3950–3660 
cal BC 

Beta-96129 Unidentified charcoal of 
unknown maturity 
 
 

Context (65), deposit in fill of west 
droveway. Pottery from 3 vessels 
was recovered from this deposit, 
including one with a round-based 
S–profile and slack carination 
(Waddington 2009a).  
 
Dates infilling droveway and 
deposition material culture.   

5040±70 -25.0 3980–3650 
cal BC 

3970–3700 
cal BC 

OxA-10637 Corylus avellana nutshell  
 
 

Context (65), deposit in fill of west 
droveway. Pottery from 3 vessels 
was recovered from this deposit, 
including one with a round-based 
S–profile and slack carination 
(Waddington 2009a). 
 
Dates infilling droveway and 
deposition material culture.  

4895±40 -23.9 3770–3630 
cal BC 

3710–3650 
cal BC 

OxA-10636 Corylus avellana nutshell  
 
 

Context (65), deposit in fill of west 
droveway. Pottery from 3 vessels 
was recovered from this deposit, 
including one with a round-based S-
profile and slack carination 

4895±45 -25.9 3780–3630 
cal BC 

3720–3650 
cal BC  
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(Waddington 2009a). 
 
Dates infilling droveway and 
deposition material culture. 

Thirlings 
NT 95573218 

HAR-*844 Charcoal (1 fragment Quercus 
sp. and 1 fragment of Corylus 
sp.) 

[F366] <SMPLF1>, dark medium fill 
in Trench 2, produced early 
neolithic pots.  
 
TPQ activity (Miket & Edwards 
2009). 

7200±390 -26.0 7050–5470 
cal BC 

7050–5460 
cal BC 
(95.0%) 

HAR-877 ?unspeciated charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

From postpit containing Grimston 
(Miket 1976, 118). This result is not 
included in the model presented by 
Hamilton et al.  (2009, 41). Miket 
(1976, 118) notes that the pit which 
produced this date “…contained a 
virtually identical group of 
[Grimston-type] pottery, one sherd 
of which actually joined with a sherd 
from the larger pit deposit [?dated 
by HAR-844 see main text]. After 
use as a storage pit F366 [assumed 
to be the one that produced this 
result] had subsequently been filled 
with domestic refuse, including 
charcoal fragments of hazel, oak 
and birch…” 
 
TPQ infilling pit and deposition of 
material culture. 

5230±150   4490–3710 
cal BC 
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HAR-*1118 Charcoal (1 fragment Quercus 
sp. and 1 fragment of Corylus 
sp.) 

[F369], AML <748262> pit, 
containing early neolithic pot from 2 
vessels.  
 
TPQ activity  (Miket & Edwards 
2009). 

5230±110 

 

-26.1 4340–3790 
cal BC 

4330–3790 
cal BC 

HAR-6659 Charcoal, unidentified [F430], pit, <F25> circular structure. 
This pit may contain early neolithic 
pottery (in the neolithic pottery 
report no diagnostic material culture 
is listed, in the discussion of the 
dating section [F430] is listed as 
containing Carinated bowl, P55. 
This sherd in the pottery report is 
listed as deriving from F428).  
 
TPQ activity, uncertain association 
with early neolithic material culture 
(Miket & Edwards 2009). 

4453±34 

 

-26.4 3340–2940 
cal BC 

- 

HAR-6658 Bulk charcoal (50% Crataegus 
sp. and Corylus avellana) 

[F470], pit, <F470>contained early 
neolithic pot.  
 
Should date infilling pit and 
deposition early neolithic pot (Miket 
& Edwards 2009). 

4496±35 -26.1 3360–3020 
cal BC 

- 

OxA-16164 Cremated bone, unidentified [F643], pit. Including later neolithic 
Impressed pot.  
 
Dates infilling posthole, cremation 
and deposition material culture 
(Miket & Edwards 2009). 

4442±35 

 

-25.6 3340–2920 
cal BC 

- 

HAR-1450  Bulk charcoal with earth (c20% 
identified as 
Crataegus/Pyrus/Sorbus/Malus 
sp., Corylus avellana L., and 
probably Prunus sp.) 

Late neolithic pit <F467> with 
pottery, and saddlequern.  
 
TPQ infilling pit, and deposition pot 
and quern  (Miket & Edwards 
2009). 

4270±100 -26.1 3270–2580 
cal BC  

- 
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HAR-1451 Bulk charcoal (c20% identified; 
Quercus sp., Corylus sp., and 
possible Populus sp.) 

[F466] pit <F466> with pottery.  
 
TPQ infilling pit and deposition 
pottery (Miket & Edwards 2009). 

4080±130 

 

-25.9 2920–2230 
cal BC 

- 

OxA-16101 Cremated bone, unidentified 
 
 

[F587], posthole from post 
alignment, contained early neolithic 
pot.  
 
Dates infilling posthole, cremation, 
and deposition material culture 
(consistent with OxA-16104 also 
from post alignment). 

4972±34 

 

-21.1 3910–3650 
cal BC 

3730–3650 
cal BC 

OxA-16103 Corylus avellana nutshell  
 
 

[F648], posthole for post alignment.  
 
Should date infilling posthole  
(Miket & Edwards 2009), though not 
consistent with other results from 
post alignment this appears to be 
part of (cluster D; fig. 6.9), 
therefore included in site currency 

model as Outlier. 

4496±35 

 

-24.8 3360–3020 
cal BC 

3360–3080 
cal BC 

OxA-16104 Corylus avellana nutshell  
 
 

[F644], pit with postpipe, contained 
a sherd of pottery (P78)— a small 
early neolithic body sherd of 
burnished dark brown fabric with 
black core —  and hazel nutshell 
(while listed as an early neolithic 
feature in the narrative, the postpit 
is shown on a plan apparently as 
part of later neolithic 
group/structure 2; Miket & Edwards 
2009, ref 21). 
 
Dates infilling posthole and 
deposition material culture 
(consistent with OxA-16101 also 
from post alignment). 

4912±35 

 

-23.4 3780–3640 
cal BC 

3720–3650 
cal BC 
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OxA-16164 Cremated bone, unidentified 
 
 

[F643], pit containing Impressed 
ware.   
 
Dates infilling pit, cremation and 
deposition material culture. (There 
is some inconsistency between the 
published radiocarbon text and the 
narrative — see text.) 

4442±35 

 

-25.6 3340–2920 
cal BC 

- 

OxA-16100 Corylus avellana nutshell  
 
 

[F1275], pit with unusual ‘later’ 
‘globular’ neolithic vessel. 
 
Result interpreted from Miket & 
Edwards (2009) as residual within a 
feature because of the presence of 
late neolithic pottery.  

4678±34 

 

-25.2 3630–3360 
cal BC 

- 

OxA-16102 Corylus avellana nutshell  
 

[F366], pit containing Carinated pot.  
 
Dates infilling pit and deposition 
material culture (Miket & Edwards 
2009). 

4496±35 

 

-26.2 3360–3020 
cal BC 

- 

Bolam Lake 
NZ 075817 

Beta-117291 Corylus avellana nutshell  
 

Context (21) a ‘secure deposit’ in 
domestic pit [F4]. This is the latest 
of a series of intercutting pits. The 
pit contained Grimston ware, hazel 
nutshells, flints, ‘cereal residues’, 
and emmer wheat. There was no 
evidence of placement in the pit, 
and the material was ‘randomly 
scattered’. It is not apparent which 
material derived from context (21). 
This pit cut pit F4a, which contained 
an axe flake, which may have been 
part of the same artefact recovered 

4880±80 

 

-25.0 3910–3520 
cal BC 

3720–3640 
cal BC 
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from F5. 
 
TAQ for the other pits. Dates 
infilling pit and deposition of 
material culture. (Waddington & 
Davies 2002). 

Beta-117290 Corylus avellana nutshell  
 

Context (17), a ‘secure deposit’, in 
domestic pit [F5]. Pit contained 
Grimston ware, flints, broken GVI 
axe, hazel nutshell and charcoal. 
Not apparent which material 
originated from context 17, the 
upper fill. The pit was lined with 
‘organic matter’ interpreted as 
wattle.  
 
Dates infilling of pit, including 
organic lining, and deposition of 
material culture (Waddington & 
Davies 2002). 

4910±70 -25.0 3710–3630 
cal BC 

3730–3640 
cal BC 

Loftus, Street House long cairn 
NZ 736196 

BM-2013R Unidentified charcoal, of 
uncertain maturity 
 
 
(Excess identified as including 
Quercus sp. heartwood) 

Charcoal from feature [111], south 
section of façade trench, contained 
Carinated bowl and polished axe. 
Revision of BM-2013.  
 
TPQ façade trench infilling (Vyner 
1984), and deposition material 
culture. 

4840±130 BM-
2013 -
26.2 

3960–3360 
cal BC 

3950–3660 
cal BC 

BM-2014R Unidentified charcoal, of 
uncertain maturity 
 
 (excess identified as Quercus, 
including heartwood, and 

Charcoal from feature [110], south 
section of façade trench, contained 
Carinated bowl and polished axe. 
Revision of BM-2014.  
 

4970±120 BM-
2014 -
25.5 

4040–3520 
cal BC 

3720–3650 
cal BC 
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probable sapwood) Interpreted as dating the formation 
of the parent context (Vyner 1984), 
and deposition material culture 
(appendix NE4). 

BM-2011R Unidentified charcoal, of 
uncertain maturity 
 
(Excess identified as including 
Quercus sp. heartwood) 

Charcoal from feature [105], OGS 
under clay mound, probably 
represents a clearance phase or 
ritual activity prior to construction of 
the mortuary structure. Revision of 
BM-2011.  
 
TPQ activity associated with old 
ground surface (Vyner 1984), and 
the earlier neolithic monument. 

4960±120 BM-
2011 -
24.2 

3990–3520 
cal BC 

3990–3660 
cal BC 

BM-2012R Unidentified charcoal, of 
uncertain maturity 
 
(Quercus sp. some heartwood 
of indeterminate maturity) 

Charcoal from feature [105], OGS 
under clay mound, probably 
represents a clearance phase or 
ritual activity prior to construction of 
the mortuary structure. Revision of 
BM-2012.  
 
TPQ activity associated with old 
ground surface (Vyner 1984), and 
the earlier neolithic monument. 

4960±120 BM-
2012 -
25.5 

3990–3520 
cal BC 

3990–3660 
cal BC 

BM-1967R Quercus sp. charcoal 
 
(excess identified as including 
Quercus sp.) 

Charcoal from vertical post 9, from 
neolithic mortuary structure/house. 
Revision of BM-1967. 
 
 TPQ construction mortuary house 
(Vyner 1984) 

4940±110 BM-
1967 –
25.1 

3970–3520 
cal BC  

3960–3660 
cal BC 

BM-1969N Quercus sp. charcoal 
 
(Excess identified as including 
Quercus sp. with possible 
sapwood) 

Charcoal from vertical post 10, from 
neolithic mortuary structure/house. 
New result produced on excess 
material to replace BM-1969. 
 
Interpreted as dating the formation 
of the parent context (Vyner 1984), 

4940±60 BM-
1969 –
26.1 

3940–3630 
cal BC 

3720–3650 
cal BC 
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and deposition material culture 
(appendix NE4). 

BM-1968R Unidentified charcoal, of 
uncertain maturity, plank 3 
 
(Excess identified as including 
Quercus sp. with possible 
sapwood) 

Charcoal from plank 3 quad 22, 
from neolithic mortuary 
structure/house. Revision of BM 
1968.  
 
Interpreted as dating the formation 
of the parent context (Vyner 1984), 
and deposition material culture 
(appendix NE4). 

4970±110 BM-
1968 –
25.9 

3990–3520 
cal BC 

BM-1966R Unidentified charcoal, of 
uncertain maturity, plank 3 
 
(Excess identified as including 
Quercus sp. Possibly some 
oak sapwood) 

Charcoal from plank 3, quad 26, 
from neolithic mortuary 
structure/house. Revision of BM-
1966.  
 
Interpreted as dating the formation 
of the parent context (Vyner 1984), 
and deposition material culture 
(appendix NE4). 

4940±110 BM-
1966 –
26.3 

3970–3520 
cal BC 

3720–3650 
cal BC 

BM-2060R Unidentified charcoal, of 
uncertain maturity 
 
No excess identified. 

Charcoal from feature [92] 
underlying kerbed enclosure. 
Revision of BM-2060. 
 
TPQ formation of enclosure, 
uncertain relationship with activity 
associated with mortuary structure.  

4480±160 BM-
2060 –
25.6 

3640–2700 
cal BC 

- 

BM-2061N Unidentified charcoal, of 
uncertain maturity 
 
(Excess identified as Quercus 
sp. including heartwood) 

Charcoal from largest timber on site 
found in situ in feature [99], a 
proximal pit, c1m in diameter. New 
measurement on excess material to 
replace BM-2061.  
 
TPQ infilling pit (Vyner 1984). 

5080 
±60 

BM-
2061 –
25.3 

3990–3710 
cal BC 

3990–3710 
cal BC 
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BM-2009R Unidentified charcoal, of 
uncertain maturity 
 
(Excess identified as Quercus 
sp. of indeterminate maturity, 
and Prunus sp.) 

Charcoal from base of feature 
[31]/interface 46; between bronze 
age cairn and neolithic mound. 
Revision of BM-2009 was 3360±50.  
 
TPQ bronze age cairn construction 
(Vyner 1984). 

3670±100 BM-
2009 –
25.0 

2350–1760 
cal BC 

- 

BM-2007N Quercus sp. 
 
(Excess identified as Quercus 
sp. including heartwood) 

Charcoal from interface between 
bronze age cairn and neolithic 
mound. New measurement on 
excess material to replace BM-
2007.  
 
TPQ bronze age cairn construction 
(Vyner 1984) 

3470±50 BM-
2007–
24.9 

1930–1660 
cal BC 

- 

BM-2008R Unidentified charcoal, of 
uncertain maturity 
 
(Excess identified as Quercus 
sp. including heartwood and 
possible sapwood) 

Charcoal from feature [46], 
interface between bronze age cairn 
and neolithic mound. Revision of 
BM-2008. 

2890±100 BM-
2008 
-24.4 

1400–820 
cal BC 

- 

BM-2010R Unidentified charcoal, of 
uncertain maturity 
 
(Excess identified as Quercus 
sp. heartwood and Prunus sp.) 

Charcoal from feature [116], pit in 
centre of mortuary enclosure at 
Street House Farm. Revision of 
BM-2010, does not adhere to 
excavator’s expectation of site 
phasing.  
 
TPQ infilling pit (Vyner 1984) 

3460±100 BM-
2010 
-24.0 

2040–1520 - 
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Table 6.2. Microlith finds in the Cheviots (after Davies 1983, 23–4). 

Location NGR Davies 
(1983) 
map 
reference 

Height 
OD (ft) 

Comments 

Threestone 
Burn 

NT968622 61 1000 Scheduled ancient monumnets located at 
Threestone Burn include a ?bronze age 
stone circle, and alignment, and a 
?prehistoric hut circle.  

Haughterslaw NU125225 62 590 HER ref NOR 5020. 

Earlehillhead NT970262 63 850 HER ref NOR1590. 

Wooler 
Common, 
near the 
Kettles 

NT982272 64 640 HER ref NOR1588. 

Common 
Burn, 
between 
Fredden Hill 
and Watch 
Hill 

NT956265 65 850 HER ref NOR1589. 

Shotton Hill NT851301 66 700 HER ref NOR898. 

Pawston Hill NT862318 67 500 HER ref NOR897. 

Sheillaw 
Crags, Kyloe 

NU027269 68 425 ? no record on ‘Keys to the past’ (online 
HER database) 

Doddington 
Wood 

NU 005332 69 70 HER ref NOR3909. 

Trickley 
Wood, 
Fowberry 

NU 027269 70 150 HER ref NOR3346. 
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Table 6.3. Dimensions and classification of early neolithic features from Miket & Edwards (2009). 
Pit F366 is notably atypical — it is significantly deeper than any other feature. The other, deeper, 
isolated features from this site have been interpreted by Edwards as post-pits. I suggest F366 
represents atypical depositional practices, which might have represented a post-marked pit, from 
which the post was subsequently removed.  

Pit Length (mm) Width (mm) Depth (mm) Edwards' (2009) classification 

F366 2800 2900 720 pit 

F369 400 400 230 pit 

F383 1500 500 very shallow pit 

F403 210 500 150 pit 

F407 250 250 220 pit 

F411 480 260 70 pit 

F428 1250 1250 250 pit 

F429 140 140 80 pit 

F563 1850 470 200 pit 

F581 2800 620/1150 280 pit 

F587 700 620 400 post-pit 

F625 450 450 230 pit 

F627 200 280 120 pit 

F644 600 600 160 pit 

F663 500 500 280 post-pit 

F1032 3000 1400 40 depression 

F1039 1000 1000 300 post-pit 

F1130 400 400 230 pit 

F1235 1100 700 200 pit 

F1603 310 360 180 pit 

F1605 730 730 260 pit 

F1827 4900 1500 not noted trench 
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Table 6.4. Portable material culture associations of radiocarbon results from the north east.  

Site Context 
 

Pottery Lithics Selected ecofacts 
14

C parameters 
associated with 
material culture 

Cheviot 
Quarry 

Pit F009 Carinated bowl   OxA-16162 

OxA-16097 

Cheviot 
Quarry 

Pit F031 Carinated bowl  Triticum sp. TPQ OxA-16068 

OxA-16069 

Couplands Pit 1 Grimston ware  Triticum dicoccum, Triticum spelta, Triticum 
aestivum as well as cf. Triticum sp. 

OxA-10638 

OxA-10692 

Couplands Pit 3 shouldered bowl akin to 
Grimston ware 

 Triticum dicoccum. OxA-6832 

Couplands Pit 2 Carinated bowls  Triticum dicoccum, Hordeum. OxA-6833 

Couplands Context 65 3 vessels was recovered 
from this deposit, including 
one with a round-based S–
profile and slack carination 
 

  TPQ Beta-96130 

TPQ Beta-96129 

OxA-10637 
OxA-10636 

Thirlings F587 ‘Early neolithic pot’   OxA-16101 

 

Thirlings F644 ‘Early neolithic pot’   OxA-16104 

Thirlings ? Grimston ware   TPQ HAR-877 

Bolam 
Lake 

F4 Grimston ware GVI axe 
flake 
 

‘Cereal residues’, and emmer wheat. Beta-117291 

 

Bolam 
Lake 

F5 Grimston ware broken 
GVI axe  
 

 Beta-117290 

Loftus Feature [110], 
and the façade 
trench 

Carinated bowl Polished 
stone axe 

 BM-2014R 

TPQ BM-2013R 

TPQ BM-2061N 
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generally  
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CHAPTER SEVEN. NORTH-WEST ENGLAND TABLES 

 

Table 7.1. Radiocarbon results from the north-west associated with early neolithic material culture. 

Laboratory 
no. 

Material Context 
 

14
C age 

(BP) 
! 

13 

C 
(‰) 

!
15

 

N 
(‰) 
 
C:N 
ratio 

Calibrated 
date range 
(95% 
confidence) 

Posterior 
density 
estimate  
(95.4% 
probability 
unless 
otherwise 
stated) 

Beeston Castle 
SJ538593 

HAR-6461 Charcoal unidentified 
(remaining very small 
subsample identified; 
Quercus sp. heartwood, 
<0.01g (100%); Gale 1999) 

Charcoal from burnt spread F542 underlay 
deposits containing two sherds of Grimston 
ware, four leaf-shaped arrowheads, and 
polished axe fragments (Mullin pers. comm. 
2008).  
 
TPQ for formation of deposit and deposition 
early neolithic material culture.   

5330±110 -
27.2 

4370–3950 
cal BC 

4370–3940 
cal BC 
(94.6%) 

HAR-6462 Quercus sp. charcoal 
 

Charcoal from the primary fill of the iron age 
hillfort ditch F490, “…must have derived 
from layer 542 when the ditch was originally 
open.” (Ellis 1993, 19). 
 
TPQ for uncertain activity, possibly 
deposition of F542. 

5140±60 -
27.8 
 
 

4230–3710 
cal BC 

- 

Oversley Farm 
SJ623941 
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Beta-
127174 

?Unidentified charred plant 
remains 
 
 

Deposit (93), only fill of hearth [267], 
towards the north of structure 2. Context of 
sand–silt with lenses of charcoal produced 
heat–fractured stone, and pot. No mention 
of the plant macrofossils in site monograph 
(Garner 2007). If the result is associated 
with early neolithic material culture the 

result is an Outlier. The result is not 

included in the model. 

4290±90 - 3020–2500 
cal BC  

- 

Beta-
127175 

?Sample of short-lived 
charred plant macrofossils 
 
 

Context (303) primary fill of hearth [295], 
located in the centre of structure 1. A high 
density of sherds appeared to line the sides 
and base of the cut. These were regarded 
as Grimston ware. The fill was CPR-rich 
producing seeds of naked barley (Hordeum 
polystichum; Shimwell in Garner 2007, 25). 
The fill produced four undiagnostic flint 
waste debitage from different raw material 
(three flakes and one blade) and one core, 
crudely flaked and made of coarse frost-
fractured flint. 
 
Result dates the firing of the hearth, and 
deposition of cereals, pottery and flint.  

5040±70 - 3980–3650 
cal BC 

3970–3660 
cal BC 

Beta-
133362 

?Unidentified charred plant 
remains 
 

Context (92), only fill of hearth [268] located 
at the north end of structure 1, sand-silt fill 
included patches of charcoal, heat-fractured 
stone, 92 sherds of early neolithic pot, 
including small round rim sherds. (Allen 
2007, 18). Fill is cut by posthole [282]. TPQ 
of last firing of hearth, and ?TPQ associated 
pottery; no note of plant macrofossils from 
this deposit, or any species identification. 

5020±90 - 3990–3640 
cal BC 

3980–3640 
cal BC 

Beta-
133364 

Sample of short-lived 
charred plant macrofossils 
 
 

Secondary fill (21) of post-setting [436] 
comprising sand-silt interspersed with 
charcoal lenses, small amount of heat-
shattered stone. Charcoal from the context 

4570±80 - 3630–3020 
cal BC 

– 
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identified as Corylus avellana (Shimwell 
2007, 25). 
 
The publication report is unclear as to 
whether this feature contained pottery. The 
result cannot therefore be demonstrably 
associated with early neolithic material 
culture, and is not included in the model. 

New Cowper Quarry 
NY1185445989 

Beta-
207050 

“Charred material” 
 
 

Hazel nutshell from context (131), fill of a 
small pit [130], in area 3 (Railton 2009).  
The pit contained fragments of an early 

neolithic lugged"pot. Currently no 

comparable vessels known from Cumbria. 
Prunus sp. ‘shell’ was also recovered from 
the pit and identified as almond. This almost 
certainly represents misidentified sloe 
(Huntley pers. comm. 2009).  
 
TPQ infilling of pit and deposition of material 
culture. 

4820±40 -
27.0 

3660–3520 
cal BC 

3700–3520 
cal BC 

Holbeck Park 
SD22906970 

SUERC-
10772 

Charred, hulled wheat seed 
 
 

Context (107), primary fill of pit or treethrow 
[108], <HP02-107b>. Contained 111 utilized 
flint flakes and debitage, 2 flakes tuff 1 
comparable with Group XI axe, 1 “…is 
closely comparable to the Group VI 
petrographic group axes…” (Rowland et al. 
in prep.), 138 sherds of early neolithic 
pottery. At least 12 pots were identified, as 
well as other sherds.  

5065±35 
 

-
24.8 

3960–3780 
cal BC 

3960–3770 
cal BC 
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Underlay context (106), which contained 
further sherds of early neolithic pottery and 
a rod microlith.   
 
Results from (107) are statistically 
consistent, suggests accurate date infilling 

pit (T’=1.0, T’5%=7.8, #=3). Rod microlith in 

deposit (106) presumably residual 
(Huckerby pers. comm. 2008, Rowland et 
al. in prep.).  
 
Result dates feature infilling and deposition 
of material culture (?microlith). 

SUERC-
10773 

Corylus avellana nutshell 
 
 

Context (107), primary fill of pit or treethrow 
[108], <HP02-107b>. Contained 111 utilized 
flint flakes and debitage, 2 flakes tuff 1 
comparable with Group XI axe, 1 “…is 
closely comparable to the Group VI 
petrographic group axes…” (Rowland et al. 
in prep.), 138 sherds of early neolithic 
pottery. At least 12 pots were identified, as 
well as other sherds.  
 
Underlay context (106), which contained 
further sherds of early neolithic pottery and 
a rod microlith.   
 
Results from (107) are statistically 
consistent, suggests accurate date infilling 

pit (T’=1.0, T’5%=7.8, #=3). Rod microlith in 

deposit (106) presumably residual 
(Huckerby pers. comm. 2008, Rowland et 
al. in prep.).  
 
Result dates feature infilling and deposition 
of material culture (?microlith). 

5025±35 -
28.6 
 

3950–3710 
BC 

3940–3710 
cal BC 
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SUERC-
10777 

Alder/hazel charcoal 
 
 

Context (107), primary fill of pit or treethrow 
[108], <HP02-107b>. Contained 111 utilized 
flint flakes and debitage, 2 flakes tuff 1 
comparable with Group XI axe, 1 “…is 
closely comparable to the Group VI 
petrographic group axes…” (Rowland et al. 
in prep.), 138 sherds of early neolithic 
pottery. At least 12 pots were identified, as 
well as other sherds.  
 
Underlay context (106), which contained 
further sherds of early neolithic pottery and 
a rod microlith.   
 
Results from (107) are statistically 
consistent, suggests accurate date infilling 

pit (T’=1.0, T’5%=7.8, #=3). Rod microlith in 

deposit (106) presumably residual 
(Huckerby pers. comm. 2008, Rowland et 
al. in prep.).  
 
Result dates feature infilling and deposition 
of material culture (?microlith). 

5060±35 -
24.1 

3960–3770 
BC 

3960–3770 
cal BC 

SUERC-
10778 

Betulaceae charcoal 
 
 

Context (116), upper deposit within 
treethrow or shallow pit [117], <HP02-116-
(1003)>. Interpreted as deliberate backfill.  
 
The short-lived charcoal demonstrates no 
functional relationship with the deposit in 
which it was found. It may be residual of 
other activity in the vicinity. 
 
Result may provide a TPQ for feature 
infilling (Huckerby pers. comm. 2008) but is 
not associated with any portable material 
culture and is included in the model using 

the Outlier function. 

5070±35 -
26.7 
 

3960–3780 
cal BC 
 

3960–3780 
cal BC 
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Axe factories 

Pike O’Stickle/ Thunacar Knott, Langdale 
NY273073  

BM-281 Unspeciated bulk charcoal  
 

Charcoal 90cm below surface of peat 
associated with several stone implements 
and chippings. Bulk charcoal. 
 
TPQ for axe production (Clough 1976). 

4680±135 - 
 

3710–3020 
cal BC 

3720–3100 
cal BC  

Langdale Pikes, Thunacar Knott 
NY279079 

BM-676 Unspeciated bulk charcoal 
 
 

Charcoal from a layer of axe chippings, 
representing axe-working site (Clough 
1976). 
 
 TPQ for axe manufacture. 

4474±52 - 3360–2920 
cal BC 

3370–3030 
cal BC  

Thorn Crag, site 187 
NY2809606870 

OxA-4212 Unspeciated  charcoal 
(4.5g recovered), of 
uncertain maturity 
 

<TC91 T2, 5>. Charcoal from axe working 
factory floor, taken from the ‘interface 
between subsoil and lowest flake filled loam 
deposit’ (Hedges et al. 1994, 361), worked 
flakes were found directly above the 
charcoal.  
 
TPQ axe production.   

5080±90 -
25.6 

4050–3650 
cal BC 

4050–3660 
cal BC 

Stake Beck, Great Langdale 

NY265073 
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OxA-2181 Salix/Populus charcoal  
[Other charcoal from the 
sample included Corylus 
avellana, Pomoideae, 
Quercus and Salix/Populus 
charcoal. Quercus 20–75 
years-old, remainder young 
wood] 

‘Clearance’ episode of burning overlying a 
working floor, where later stages of axe 
production took place (Hedges et al 1990, 
217).  
 
TAQ of short-lived material for the working 
floor. 

4790±80 -
25.5 

3710–3370 
cal BC 

3630–3290 
cal BC  

Site 123, Harrison Combe, Great Langdale 
NY2756007370 

KIA-23485 Crowberry (Empetrum 
nigrum) charred seeds.   
 

Context (1004), ‘flake layer’, sample <17>. 
Interpreted as an in situ chipping floor.  
 
While the determination is on short-lived 
material, the relationship between it and axe 
flaking is uncertain. The assemblage of the 
charred remains derived from the soil matrix 
surrounding the context (1004). “The layer 
was only 0.13m thick, comprising mainly 
local igneous rocks, and flakes of fine-
grained tuff; its soil matrix appears to have 
originated from the sediment below, mainly 
1003, or the layers above, 1009 and 
overburden” (Oxford Archaeology North 
2004, 12). 
 
The determination therefore could represent 
either a TAQ or TPQ for the lithic working 
activity. 

6965±30 - 5980–5740 
cal BC 

5920–5750 
cal BC 
(91.1%) 

Harrison Stickle, Great Langdale 
NY281074 
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BM-2625 Bulk charcoal with offset, 
max 75 years 
Betula, Pomoideae, 
Quercus and Salix/Populus 
charcoal. Quercus 20–75 
years-old (mainly 20–35), 
remainder 3–25 yr 
 

Main deposit of debitage ‘directly 
associated with charcoal’ (Bradley & 
Edmonds 1993, 116). Sample associated 
with axe–finishing flakes in fill of shallow 
platform on hillside. Offset at a maximum of 
75 years for date of axe working. No record 
kept of proportions of ‘old wood’ comprising 
bulk sample (M Robinson pers. comm. 
2009). Sample either a TPQ for associated 
activity, or maximum offset of 75 years.  

4870±50 -
25.3 
 

3760–3530 
cal BC 

3700–3550 
cal BC 
(80.8%) 

BM-2626 Bulk charcoal with offset, 
max 25 years 
Betula, Pomoideae, 
Corylus avellana, and 
Salix/ Populus charcoal, all 
3–25 years-old 
 

‘Associated with axe-finishing flakes in fill of 
natural hollow in hillside’ (Ambers & 
Bowman 1994, 97). Offset a maximum of 25 
years.  No record of proportions of ‘old 
wood’ comprising bulk sample (M Robinson 
pers. comm. 2009). Sample either a TPQ 
for associated activity, or maximum offset of 
25 years. 

4880±50 -
24.8 
 

3770–3530 
cal BC 

3760–3600 
cal BC 
(86.8%) 

Pike O’Stickle, Great Langdale 
NY273073 

BM-2628 Bulk charcoal with offset, 
max 75 years 
Betula, Pomoideae, 
Quercus and Salix/Populus 
charcoal. Betula 3–25 yr, 
Salix/Populus 3–25 yr, 
Quercus 20–75 yr  (mainly 
20–35 yr) 
 

‘From lower fill in neolithic quarry, sealed by 
fire–setting waste and sealing axe–making 
debris and freshly quarried rubble’ (Ambers 
& Bowman 1994, 97). Offset a maximum of 
75 years.  No record of proportions of ‘old 
wood’ comprising bulk sample (M Robinson 
pers. comm. 2009), though ‘mostly 20-35 
years’. Sample either a TPQ for associated 
activity, or maximum offset of 75 years, a 

modal offset might be 25.5±7.5years. 

4760±50 -
25.3 
 

3650–3370 
cal BC 

3570–3420 
cal BC 
(75.2%) 

BM-2627 Bulk charcoal with offset, 
max 75 years 
Betula, Pomoideae, 
Quercus and Salix/ 
Populus charcoal. Quercus 

‘From horizon of charcoal in fill of neolithic 
quarry at Pike O’Stickle’ (Ambers & 
Bowman 1994, 97).  No record of 
proportions of ‘old wood’ comprising bulk 
sample (M Robinson pers. comm. 2009). 

4590±50 -
24.8 
 

3510–3100 
cal BC 

3450–3190 
cal BC 
(84.3%) 
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20–75 yr (mainly 20–35 yr), 
Betula 3–75 yr (mainly 20–
35 yr), Salix/Populus 3–25 
yr, Corylus avellana 3–75 
yr 

Sample either a TPQ for associated activity, 
or maximum offset of 75 years. 

 

Table 7.2. Radiocarbon posterior density estimates associated with early neolithic portable material culture associations. 

Site Context 
 

Pottery Lithics Selected ecofacts 
14

C parameters 
associated with 
material culture 

Beeston 
Castle 

?neolithic 
occupation 
horizon 

Grimston ware  
 

Leaf-shaped arrowheads 
Polished axe fragments 

 TPQ HAR-6461 

Oversley 
Farm 

?hearth [295] Grimston ware Undiagnostic flint waste debitage 
from different raw material (three 
flakes and one blade) and one core. 

?Naked barley 
(Hordeum 
polystichum  
Shimwell 2007, 
25). 

TPQ Beta-
127175 

Oversley 
Farm 

?hearth [268] 92 sherds of early 
neolithic pot 

  TPQ Beta-
133362 

New Cowper 
Quarry 
 

Pit [130] early neolithic 

lugged"pot. 

 Probable sloe TPQ Beta-
207050 

Holbeck Park Probably 
treethrow[108] 

138 sherds of early 
neolithic Plain ware 
pottery. At least 12 
pots were identified 

111 utilized flint flakes and debitage, 
2 flakes tuff 1 comparable with 
Group XI axe, 1 “…is closely 
comparable to the Group VI 
petrographic group axes…” 
 
?stratigraphic TPQ rod microlith 

hulled wheat seed SUERC-10772 
SUERC-10773 
SUERC-10777 

Pike O’Stickle/ 
Thunacar 
Knott, 
Langdale 
  

-  several greenstone implements and 
chippings. 

 TPQ BM-281 
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Langdale 
Pikes, 
Thunacar 
Knott 
 

-  axe chippings  TPQ BM-676 

Thorn Crag, 
site 187, 

-  axe working factory floor  TPQ OxA-4212 

Stake Beck, 
Great 
Langdale 
 

-  axe production  TAQ OxA-2181 

Site 123, 
Harrison 
Combe 

-  Axe chipping floor  TPQ KIA-23485 

Harrison 
Stickle, 

-  axe–finishing flakes  BM-2625 
BM-2626 

Pike O’Stickle -  neolithic quarry  BM-2628 
BM-2627 
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Table 7.4. The raw output of the Order function used to compare of the appearance of key parameters from the north-west with calendar dates. 
The figures quoted are probabilities that parameter t1 (the first column) occurred before parameter t2 (the parameters indicated in the other 
columns), these are converted into percentages in the text by multiply by 100). 
 

Probability t1 <  t2 

t2 

t1 
SUERC
_10772 

SUERC
_10773 

SUERC
_10777 

first_Holbeck
_Park_conte
xt_107 

3800 cal 
BC 

(C_Date 

3800±1) 

3850 cal 
BC 

(C_Date 

3850±1) 

3900 cal 
BC 

(C_Date 

3900±1) 

SUERC_10772 0 0.6346 0.5029 0.29844 0.8793 0.5198 0.23275 

SUERC_10773 0.3654 0 0.373 0.22008 0.5738 0.4096 0.17122 

SUERC_10777 0.4971 0.627 0 0.29522 0.8603 0.5224 0.23113 

first_Holbeck_Park_context_107 0.7016 0.7799 0.7048 0 0.9853 0.8166 0.4745 

3800 cal BC (C_Date 3800±1) 0.1207 0.4262 0.13972 0.014692 0 0 0 

3850 cal BC (C_Date 3850±1) 0.4802 0.5904 0.4777 0.18341 1 0 0 

3900 cal BC (C_Date 3900±1) 0.7673 0.8288 0.7689 0.5255 1 1 0 
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CHAPTER EIGHT. WEST MIDLANDS TABLES  

 

Table 8.1. Radiocarbon results from the west midlands associated with early neolithic material culture. 

Laboratory 
no. 

Material Context 
 

14
C age 

(BP) 
! 

13 
C 

(‰) 

!
15

 N 

(‰) 
 
C:N 
ratio 

Calibrated 
date range 
(95% 
confidence) 

Posterior 
density 
estimate  
(95% 
probability 
unless 
otherwise 
stated) 

Wellington Quarry pits 
SO4998747013!

OxA-
12570 

Corylus avellana 
nutshell 
 
Single entity AMS 

Sample <3852/1> from pit  [3853]. Single fill 
in feature.  Circular pit, with bag-shaped 
profile and concave base. Flint (including 
leaf-shaped arrowheads), an axe flake, bone 
(including pig bone), carinated and open, 
quartz- and organic-tempered pottery, 
occasionally with fluted rims, and fragments 
of quartzite pebble were recovered from the 
fill.  Plant remains including emmer, barley, 
fat hen, and dandelion seeds were 
recovered. Conjoining sherds (including a 
lugged bowl) were recovered from pit [3853] 
and [3855] (Jackson & Miller 2004). 
 
The result dates pit infilling, and deposition 
material culture.  

4762±31 -22.8 3640-3380 
cal BC 

3640–3520 cal 
BC 

OxA-
12547 

Triticum sp.  
 
Single entity AMS 

Sample <3852/2> from pit  [3853]. Single fill 
in feature.  Circular pit, with bag-shaped 
profile and concave base. Flint (including 
leaf-shaped arrowheads), an axe flake, bone 
(including pig bone), carinated, quartz- and 
organic-tempered pottery, occasionally with 

4850±31 -24.5 3700-3530 
cal BC 

3710–3630 cal 
BC (84.0% 
probable, or 
3580–3530 cal 
BC 11.5% 
probable) 
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fluted rims, and fragments of quartzite 
pebble were recovered from the fill.  Plant 
remains including emmer, barley, fat hen, 
and dandelion seeds were recovered. 
Conjoining sherds (including a lugged bowl) 
were recovered from pit [3853] and [3855] 
(Jackson & Miller 2004). 
 
TPQ pit infilling (inconsistent with other 
result from feature; T’=4.029; T’5%=3.8; 

"=1) and deposition material culture. Dates 

presence of wheat on the site.  

OxA-
12568!

Corylus avellana 
nutshell 
 
Single entity AMS!

Sample <3854/1> from pit [3855]. Single fill 
in feature. Slightly irregular circular pit. Fill 
produced flint, stone axe fragment, stone 
smoothers, fragments of quartzite pebble, 
bone, fired clay and carinated, quartz- and 
organic-tempered pottery, occasionally with 
fluted rims. Conjoining sherds (including a 
lugged bowl) were recovered from pit [3853] 
and [3855].  Plant remains included einkorn, 
emmer, free-threshing wheat, barley, berry 
grass, chickweed, and fat hen (Jackson & 
Miller 2004). 
 
The result dates pit infilling, and deposition 
material culture.  The consistency of this and 
OxA-12569 may suggest related processes 
of infilling.!

4823±32! -24.4! 3660-3530 
cal BC!

3600–3520 cal 
BC (80.6% 
probable, or 
3660–3620 cal 
BC 14.8% 
probable)!

OxA-
12569!

Triticum sp. 
 
Single entity AMS!

Sample <3854/2> from pit [3855].  Single fill 
in feature. Slightly irregular circular pit. Fill 
produced flint, stone axe fragment, stone 
smoothers, fragments of quartzite pebble, 
bone, fired clay and carinated, quartz- and 
organic-tempered pottery, occasionally with 
fluted rims. Conjoining sherds (including a 
lugged bowl) were recovered from pit [3853] 

4810±33! -23.5! 3660-3520 
cal BC!

3600–3520 cal 
BC (83.6% 
probable, or 
3650–3620 cal 
BC 11.8% 
probable)!
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Beta-
245652!

Corylus avellana 
nutshell!

A pit containing Plain ware and charred 
hazel nutshells was excavated in a recently 
evaluated area of Wellington Quarry 
(Jackson 2010 pers.comm.). 
 
The result dates pit infilling, and deposition 
material culture.!

4730±40! "! 3640–3370 
cal BC!

3640–3510 cal 
BC!

Moreton Camp 
SO50304730 

Wk-12257 Wood charcoal A pit  (1.15m wide, 0.05–0.2m deep) fill 
(context 2406), identified through trenching, 
contained a small assemblage of worked 
flint, a fragment of polished stone axe and 
eight sherds of undiagnostic pottery (Bapty 
2007). 
 
Also recovered on the site were a reworked 

5100±79 -
25.0±0.2  
 

3780–3520 
cal BC 

4060–3690 cal 
BC 

and [3855].  Plant remains included einkorn, 
emmer, free-threshing wheat, barley, berry 
grass, chickweed, and fat hen (Jackson & 
Miller 2004). 
 
The result dates pit infilling, and deposition 
material culture. Dates presence of wheat at 
the site.  The consistency of this and OxA-
12568 may suggest related processes of 
infilling.!
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Causeway Farm, Hereford 
SO5052039335 

       

Wk-9688 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity!

Sample <3>, context (6001) from pit 
(6000/6001). Pit contained 40% charred 
inclusions including hazel nutshell, emmer, 
wheat grains, an emmer spikelet, apple pips, 
part of an apple fruit body, and weed seeds 
(Monckton 2001).  
 
Within the fill were 34 sherds of early 
neolithic pottery (defined by Gibson (2001) 
as with “…no sign of a well-defined 
carination, but the fabric and rim suggest 
and open shouldered bowl.”), two flint blades 
and two waste flakes. The pottery was hand-
formed, quartz-tempered, with organic 

4868±63! -

25.9±0.2!

3800–3500 
cal BC!

4000–3520 cal 
BC!

fragment of a polished stone axe, a small 
assemblage of flint and a sherd of quartz- 
tempered pottery (Griffin & Jackson 2003). 
 
The result provides a terminus post quem for 
the infilling of the pit and deposition of the 
assemblage. 
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Wormington Farm flat burial 
SP05083681 

Wk-15335 Homo sapiens bone Human skeleton, flexed on its left side, 
apparently the primary deposit in the grave. 
Later hulled wheat grains  (demonstrated by 
14

C dating) and iron age pottery were 
recovered from deposits higher up the fill 
sequence, either as a result of slumping or 
disturbance in antiquity (Coleman et al. 
2006). 
 
Dates the death of the individual, and the 
neolithic ‘flat burial’ tradition. 

4747±48 - 3650–3370 
cal BC 

3640–3490 cal 
BC (77.1% 
probable, or 
3460–3380 cal 
BC 18.3% 
probable) 

inclusions and a grass- or vegetable-wiped 
finish.  
 
Terminus post quem for pit infilling, and 
deposition of pottery and wheat grains.!
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Hill Croft Field 
SO54054995 

!

GrA-
32095 
  

Corylus sp. 
charcoal 

Intervention through ditch terminal, feature 
4, context 30. Basal fill of ditch. In situ silt 
matrix contained sherds probably from one 
pot (early neolithic round-bottomed, quartz-
tempered decorated bowl, though not 
defined by Allen (in Dorling 2007) as ‘Plain 
bowl’), human and animal bone, snail shells 
and bone. Sealed by backfill. TAQ enclosure 
ditch digging (Dorling 2007).  
 
Dates deposition of the pottery and bone.  

4895±49 -26.11 3780–3540 
cal BC 

3760–3630 cal 
BC (91.1% 
probable, or 
3570–3530 cal 
BC 4.3% 
probable) 

OxA-
16022 

Prunus sp. charcoal Intervention through ditch terminal, feature 
4, context 30. Basal fill of ditch. In situ silt 
matrix contained sherds probably from one 
pot (early neolithic round-bottomed, quartz-
tempered decorated bowl, though not 
defined by Allen (2007) as ‘Plain bowl’), 
human and animal bone, snail shells and 
bone. Sealed by backfill. TAQ enclosure 
ditch digging (Dorling 2007). Dates 
deposition of the pottery and bone. 

4762±37 -26.0 3640–3380 
cal BC 

3640–3500 cal 
BC 

OxA-
15867 

Homo sapiens right 
femur  

Intervention through ditch terminal, feature 
4, context 30. Basal fill of ditch. In situ silt 
matrix contained sherds probably from one 
pot (early neolithic round-bottomed, quartz-
tempered decorated bowl, though not 
defined by Allen (in Dorling 2007) as ‘Plain 
bowl’), human and animal bone, snail shells 
and bone. Sealed by backfill. TAQ enclosure 
ditch digging (Dorling 2007).  
 
Dates deposition of the pottery and bone. 

4911±29 -19.5 3760–3640 
cal BC 

3720–3640 cal 
BC 
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GrA-
31963 

Bos sp. right distal 
femur 

Intervention through ditch terminal, feature 
4, context 30. Basal fill of ditch. In situ silt 
matrix contained sherds probably from one 
pot (early neolithic round-bottomed, quartz-
tempered decorated bowl, though not 
defined by Allen (in Dorling 2007) as ‘Plain 
bowl’), human and animal bone, snail shells 
and bone. Sealed by backfill. TAQ enclosure 
ditch digging (Dorling 2007).  
 
“All species identified were those of 
domesticated animals indicating farming 
practices rather than subsistence of hunting 
and gathering” (Kausmally & Western 2007, 
117; my emphasis).  
 
Dates ditch infilling and deposition pottery 
and bone. Dates presence of probable 
domestic cattle at the site. 

4970±35 -22.47 3930–3650 
cal BC 

3760–3640 cal 
BC 

GrA-
32096 

Quercus sp. 
sapwood charcoal 

Intervention through ditch terminal, feature 
4, context 23. Charcoal deposit, not burnt in 
situ, overlying backfill sealing context 30. 
TAQ digging of ditch and deposition of 
primary assemblage.  (Dorling 2007). 

4585±35 -23.88 3500–3130 
cal BC 

3510–3430 cal 
BC (81.9% 
probable, or 
3380–3340 cal 
BC 13.5% 
probable) 

OxA-
16023 

Quercus sp. 
sapwood charcoal 

Intervention through ditch terminal, feature 
4, context 23. Charcoal deposit, not burnt in 
situ, overlying backfill sealing context 30.  
TAQ digging of ditch and deposition of 
primary assemblage (Dorling 2007). 

4568±35 -23.3 3490–3110 
cal BC 

3510–3440 cal 
BC (78.3% 
probable, or 
3380–3330 cal 
BC 17.1% 
probable) 

Shenstone linear feature, site 13, M6 Toll 
Area centred on  SK1108005780 

!
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NZA-
25056 

Quercus sp. 
sapwood 

One of two early neolithic pits on site 13 
about 1m apart. This pit [133089] produced 
hazel nutshells, charcoal, 37 quartz-
tempered early undecorated neolithic bowl 
sherds (though these are not defined by 
Allen (2008) as ‘Plain bowl’ specifically), 
barley, emmer/spelt, and indet. cereals 
(Powell 2008; Allen 2008).  
 
The result is statistically inconsistent with the 
other short-lived result from the feature 
(NZA-25898). This result provides a 
terminus post quem for pit infilling and 
deposition of material culture. This earlier 
result potentially represents material residual 
from earlier activity on the site.  

5004±30 - 3940–3700 
cal BC 

3940–3860 cal 
BC (27.9% 
probable, or 
3820–3700 cal 
BC 67.5% 
probable) 

NZA-
25898 

Hordeum vulgare 
grain 

One of two early neolithic pits on site 13 
about 1m apart. This pit [133089] produced 
hazel nutshells charcoal, 37 quartz-
tempered early undecorated neolithic bowl 
sherds (though these are not defined by 
Allen (2008) as ‘Plain bowl’ specifically), 
barley, emmer/spelt, and indet. cereals 
(Powell 2008; Allen 2008).  
 
This result dates infilling of the feature, 
deposition of the material, and estimates the 
presence of barley on the site.  

4846±30 - 3700–3530 
cal BC 

3700–3630 cal 
BC (74.6% 
probable, or 
3580–3530 cal 
BC 20.8% 
probable) 

Warwick Bus Station 
SP2799165008 
 

SUERC-
24750 

Corylus avellana 
nutshell 

Hazel nutshell from pit 232, context 175. Fill 
also contained 22 sherds representing at 
least 3 vessels. Two decorated rim sherds 
conjoined with sherds from the overlying fill 
164. Thirteen sherds are heavily abraded. 
Decoration includes incised strokes, and 

4790± 
35 

-23.4 ‰ 3650–3510 
cal BC 

3650–3510 cal 
BC  
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sherds are classed as Mildenhall ware by 
Woodward (2009), consistent with material 
from all three central Warwick excavations. 
The deposit also contained microdebitage 
consistent with flint working (Bevan 2009). 
 
The result dates the infilling of the feature 
and deposition of the assemblage. The 
results from the bus station pits are 
statistically consistent (T’0.3; T’5%=3.8; 
"=1). 

SUERC-
24752 

Corylus avellana 
nutshell 

Hazel nutshell from pit 233, context 177. The 
pit also underlay deposit 164. Context 177 
contained 19 sherds, including three plain 
rim sherds (two of which conjoined; 
Woodward 2009, does not explicitly mention 
decorated sherds from this context, but 
describes all the sherds as ‘Mildenhall’ in her 
discussion). Most of the pottery was 
moderately abraded. Five moderately 
abraded sherds were recovered from 
deposit 164, three of which were decorated 
conjoining rim sherds, which also conjoined 
with material from pit 232 (Woodward 2009). 
Context 177 contained an early neolithic 
small-blade core (Bevan 2009; Palmer pers. 
comm. 2009). 
 
The result dates the infilling of the feature 
and deposition of the assemblage. The 
results from the bus station pits are 
statistically consistent (T’0.3; T’5%=3.8; "). 

4815±35 -25.0 ‰ 3660–3520 
cal BC 

3660–3520 cal 
BC 

Bromfield 
SO4850877515 

!

HAR-3968 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Material recovered from base of pit [F247], 
one of two early pits on the site, contained 
an ‘abundance’ of unweathered ‘early 
neolithic pottery’ (Stanford 1982) from 3 or 4 
vessels, a flint flake, and a charred plant 

4680±80 - 3650–3130 
cal BC 

3640–3360 cal 
BC 
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assemblage including Triticum sp., Hordeum 
sp., and Veronica hederifolia (ivy speedwell), 
as well as hazel nutshells and charcoal 
(Stanford 1982).  
 
This result provides a terminus post quem 
for the infilling of the pit and deposition of the 
charred plant material and early neolithic 
pottery. 

Meole Brace 
SJ490100 

!

OxA-4206 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 
(includes Quercus 
sp. “stem” Gale in 
Hughes 1995, 18). 

Pit [F10] context (1013). One of a cluster of 
7 pits, forming an L-shape. Contained 
sherds from at least two vessels of Mortlake 
ware (Hughes 1995), though sherds from 
one of these vessels were described as 
“extremely worn” (Woodward in Hughes 
1995, 13). 
 
Terminus post quem for the infilling of the 
pit, and the deposition of the pottery.  

4570±58 - 3510–3090 
cal BC 

3630–3600 cal 
BC 

!

 

Table 8.2. Pits from Warwick city centre which have produced early neolithic, or potentially early neolithic material culture.  

WARHER 
NUMBER 

NGR Intervention type Archaeology encountered 
 

Sources 

1989 
 

SP 
279648 

Market Street 
Excavation and 
evaluation  
 

33 shallow pits were sampled during several phases of intervention. These 
produced flints, and pottery; a flint scatter was also excavated. “Immediately 
above the natural sandstone was a sandy layer containing flint flakes, cores 
and Neolithic sherds similar to Windmill Hill-Abingdon types. Some twenty 
shallow pits, none more than 18 ins. deep, were found cutting from this layer 
in to the natural — these also yielded Neolithic pottery, flints, and in one 
instance carbonised hazel nuts.” (Farr & Taylor 1966 15–6). 
 

Farr & 
Taylor 
1966, 15–6; 
Farr & 
Taylor 1967 
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1985; 
6062 

 

SP 
281648 

Brook Street 
Excavation 
 
 

“More than 30 shallow pits containing early Neolithic flints and pottery were 
found, together with a number of small post-holes which may represent a 
rectangular building. Evidence is thus gradually accumulating for the 
existence of a settlement of some size and importance on the Warwick hilltop 
in early Neolithic times. There was also a fine ‘Beaker-type’ arrowhead.” 
(Taylor & Farr 1968, 5).   

Taylor & 
Farr 1968   

? SP280650 Brook Street 
?Excavation 

“Further small pits containing neolithic material were found, confirming 
intensive use of the Brook Street area in neolithic times” (Farr & Taylor 1969, 
15). 

Farr & 
Taylor 1969 

6064 
 

SP28 64 Brook Street 
Excavation sampled 
residual earlier 
neolithic material 
 
 

Nine neolithic sherds and 15 flints were recovered during the excavation of a 
later site; no features were excavated in association with this material. 

Cracknell & 
Bishop 
1992 
 
 

6063 SP280649 23 Brook Street 
Excavation 

Two small pits were excavated and produced earlier neolithic pottery of the 
same type as sampled at WAR1989.  

Farr & 
Taylor 1967 

10239 SP28 64 25-33 Brook St, 
‘Salvage’ excavation 

Mildenhall pottery representing at least two vessels was recovered along with 
medieval deposits, which were suggested by the excavators to have 
truncated earlier prehistoric deposits. 

Cracknell & 
Bishop 
1973 

8127 SP 28 64 25-33 Brook St, 
Excavation sampled 
residual earlier 
neolithic material 

Six neolithic sherds and four flint flakes were recovered during excavation of 
a site dominated by later deposits: assumed to be redeposited from earlier 
activity at the site.  

Cracknell & 
Bishop 
1973 

?  Brook Street 
“next to 
Congregational 
Chapel” (Farr & Taylor 
1967, 24) 
Excavation 

“Various small medieval pits were revealed also a Neolithic feature containing 
one sherd of typical pottery. Extensive cellars on the road frontage can be 
presumed to have destroyed any early structural remains.” (Farr & Taylor 
1967) 

Farr & 
Taylor 1967 
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Table 8.3. The raw output of the Order function used to compare of the appearance of key parameters in the north-west. The figures quoted are 
probabilities that parameter t1 (the first column) occurred before parameter t2 (the parameters indicated in the other columns), these are converted 
into percentages in the text by multiply by 100. A key to the parameters is located below. 
 
Parameter key 

1 C_Date -3650±1; 2 C_Date -3600±1; 3 first_3853; 4 first_3855; 5 NZA_25898; 6 Wk_15335; 7 firstAllContext30neolithic; 8 LastContext30; 9 

first_wellington; 10 firstContext23_TAQ_Hill_Croft_use; 11 first_West_Midlands_pits; 12 first_non_pit_WM_neo; 13 latest_event_wellington_pits 
 

Probability t1 <t2 

 t2 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

1 0 1 1 0.9951 0.8812 0.9992 0.00069
2 

0.998 0.995 1 0.8142 0.9993 1 

2 0 0 0.9069 0.8828 0.5422 0.8478 0 0.5972 0.8185 1 0.3844 0.8453 0.9616 

3 0.00002
5 

0.0931 0 0.4279 0.3227 0.6035 0 0.29568 0.3498 0.998
5 

0.1261
7 

0.6027 0.675 

4 0.00494
2 

0.1171
8 

0.5721 0 0.3892 0.6419 0.00010
8 

0.3429 0.413 1 0.1556
9 

0.64 0.7596 

5 0.11884 0.4578 0.6773 0.6108 0 0.7551 0.00587
5 

0.5675 0.5691 1 0.3513 0.7533 0.8038 

6 0.0008 0.1522
3 

0.3965 0.3581 0.2449 0 0.00003
3 

0.25973 0.3117
4 

0.861
1 

0.1323
5 

0.4885 0.49 

7 0.9993 1 1 0.9999 0.9941 1 0 1 0.9999 1 0.9865 1 1 

8 0.00200
8 

0.4028 0.7043 0.6571 0.4325 0.7403 0.00004
2 

0 0.597 0.983
3 

0.2714
1 

0.7349 0.8062 

9 0.00503
3 

0.1814
8 

0.6502 0.587 0.4309 0.6883 0.00009
2 

0.403 0 1 0.2037
6 

0.6851 0.8106 

1
0 

0 0 0.00145
8 

0 0 0.1389
4 

0 0.01666
7 

0 0 0 0.1095
6 

0.00717
5 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
t

1 

1
1 

0.18583 0.6156 0.8738 0.8443 0.6487 0.8677 0.01350
8 

0.7286 0.7962 1 0 0.867 0.9456 
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1
2 

0.00073
3 

0.1546
7 

0.3973 0.36 0.2466
9 

0.5115 0.00002
5 

0.26514 0.3148
6 

0.890
4 

0.1330
1 

0 0.4922  

1
3 

0 0.0383
9 

0.325 0.2404
1 

0.1962
5 

0.51 0 0.19385 0.1894
3 

0.992
8 

0.0543
6 

0.5078 0 

 
Table 8.4. A summary of the density of data associated with early neolithic portable material culture from the west midlands. Of the available data, 
the estimates for early neolithic pot may be most representative.  

Portable 
material 
currency 
typology 

Prior ‘dating’ portable 
material culture  

Prior providing 
TPQ for portable 
material culture 

Prior 
providing 
TAQ for 
portable 
material 
culture 

Total results 
associated 
with portable 
material 
culture 

Number of sites from 
which data produced 

Number of results 
‘dating’ material 
culture /number of 
sites 
 
(low ratios with large 
numbers of sites 
(column to left) will 
be more 
representative) 

- a b c d e f 

Pig 1 1 - - 1 1 

Early neolithic 
pot 

8 4 - 12 7 1.43 

Mortlake ware - 1 - - 1 1 

Domesticated 
cereals/flax 

3 2 - 5 4 1 

Domesticated 
cattle 

1 - - - 1 1 

Polished flint 
axes 

3 2 - 5 1 5 
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Table 8.5. Associations of early neolithic portable material culture from the west midlands with posterior density estimates. 
 

Site Archaeological 
feature 
 

Pottery Lithics Selected ecofacts 
14

C parameters 
associated with 
material culture 

Meole Brace 
 

Pit [F10] context 
(1013) 

Mortlake ware   TPQ OxA-4206 

Bromfield 
 

Pit [F247] “Early neolithic pottery’  Flint flake Triticum sp. 
Hordeum sp. 

TPQ HAR-3968 

Pit 232, context 
175 
 

Mildenhall ware Microdebitage consistent 
with flint working 

 SUERC-24750 Warwick Bus 
Station 
 

Pit 233, context 
177 
 

Mildenhall ware Early neolithic small-blade 
core 

 SUERC-24752 

M6 pit [133089] Pit [133089] Early undecorated 
neolithic bowl sherds 

 Barley, emmer/spelt 
wheat 

TPQ NZA-25056 
NZA-25898 

Hill Croft Farm 
 

Feature 4, context 
30 

Early neolithic round-
bottomed, quartz-
tempered decorated 
bowl. 
 
 

 Domesticated cattle 
bone (GrA-31963).  
Human bone (OxA-
15867) 

GrA-31963 
OxA-15867 
GrA-32095 
OxA-16022 

Causeway 
Farm, Hereford 
 

Context (6001) 
from pit 
(6000/6001). 

Early neolithic pottery — 
probably open 
shouldered bowl. 
 

Two flint blades Emmer wheat TPQ Wk-9688 

Moreton Camp 
 

Pit fill (2406) Eight undiagnostic 
pottery sherds  
 

Fragment polished stone 
axe 

 TPQ Wk-12257 

A pit Plain ware   Beta-245652 Wellington 
quarry 

Pit [3855] Carinated, quartz and 
organic-tempered 
pottery 
 

Flint, stone axe fragment, 
stone smoothers, fragments 
of quartzite pebble 

Wheat grain (OxA-
12569).  
Einkorn, emmer, and 
free-threshing wheat, 

OxA-12569 
OxA-12568 
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 barley 

 Pit [3853] Carinated, quartz and 
organic-tempered 
pottery. 
 

Leaf-shaped arrowheads 
Axe flake 

Wheat grain (OxA-
12547) 
Pig bone 
Emmer, barley, fat 
hen, and dandelion 
seeds 

OxA-12547 (date 
for wheat grain; 
TPQ for 
everything else) 
OxA-12570 

 
 

Table 8.6. The raw output of the Order function used to compare of the appearance of early neolithic portable material culture from the west 
midlands. The figures quoted are probabilities that parameter t1 (the first column) occurred before parameter t2 (the parameters indicated in the 
other columns), these are converted into percentages in the text by multiply by 100). The posteriors were generated in fig. 8.23–4.  

Probability t1 <t2 

t2  
 
 
 first_shortlived_Wmaxe First_WMshortlived_cereal GrA_31963 First_Wmpot OxA_12570 

1 

first_shortlived_Wmaxe 

0.22062 0.001117 0.10732 0.7328 

2 
First_WMshortlived_cereal 

0 0.04165 0.4351 0.8857 

3 
GrA_31963 

0.9584 0 0.9512 1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
t1 

4 

First_Wmpot 

0.5649 0.04885 0 0.9716 

!
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CHAPTER NINE TABLES 
 

Table 9.1. The raw output of the Order function used to compare parameters associated with mesolithic material culture (scalene and rod 
microliths) in England and Wales (fig. 9.3). The figures quoted are probabilities that parameter t1 (the first column) occurred before parameter t2 
(the parameters indicated in the other columns), these are converted into percentages in the text by multiply by 100.  

Probability t1 <  t2 
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M_N 0 0.40
9 

0.184
07 

0 0.0000
3 

0.0000
89 

0.0069
3 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

End_rods 0.59
1 

0 0.265
11 

0.0000
02 

0.0000
64 

0.0001
41 

0.0102
76 

0 0 0 0.0000
01 

0 0 

Beta_189652 0.81
59 

0.73
49 

0 0.0000
09 

0.0002
32 

0.0004
12 

0.0187
01 

0 0 0 0.0000
03 

0 0 

Beta_189653 1 1 1 0 0.5721 0.5638 0.5156 0.0000
49 

0 0 0.0002
66 

0 0 

deposit_rod_core 1 0.99
99 

0.999
8 

0.4279 0 0.487 0.452 0.0000
26 

0 0 0.0002
27 

0 0 

deposition_rod_microliths 0.99
99 

0.99
99 

0.999
6 

0.4362 0.513 0 0.4556 0.0000
09 

0 0 0.0002
14 

0 0 

OxA_1412 0.99
31 

0.98
97 

0.981
3 

0.4844 0.548 0.5444 0 0.0000
65 

0 0 0.0002
64 

0 0 

last_later_scalenes 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.9999 0 0.170
45 

0.43
61 

0.0041
97 

0.041
14 

0 

UB_4052 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.8296 0 0.75
79 

0.0061
35 

0.139
36 

0.0000
38 

OxA_6298 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.5639 0.242
06 

0 0.0046
11 

0.060
62 

0.0000
06 

last_M1_scalenes 1 1 1 0.9997 0.9998 0.9998 0.9997 0.9958 0.993
9 

0.99
54 

0 0.987
6 

0.1220
9 

use_of_occupation_horizon_c 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.9589 0.860 0.93 0.0123 0 0.0010
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ontext_328 6 94 72 59 

estimate_mesolithic_use_GC
W 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.8779 0.998
9 

0 
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Table 9.2. The raw output of the Order function used to compare of the appearance of parameters associated with rod microliths from England 
and Wales (fig. 9.5). The figures quoted are probabilities that parameter t1 (the first column) occurred before parameter t2 (the parameters 

indicated in the other columns), these are converted into percentages in the text by multiply by 100. C_Date parameters are used to estimate the 

probability that parameters occur before or after 4100 BC and 4000 BC. 

Probability t1 <  t2 

t1 t2 

 -4000 -4100 Beta_189652 Beta_189653 deposit_rod_core deposition_rod_microliths OxA_1412 

-4000 0 0 1 0.10845 0.11678 0.08695 0.20286 

-4100 1 0 1 0.6927 0.842 0.8757 0.6868 

Beta_189652 0 0 0 0.000008 0.00035 0.000517 0.018833 

Beta_189653 0.8916 0.30731 1 0 0.5748 0.5671 0.5184 

deposit_rod_core 0.8832 0.158 0.9997 0.4252 0 0.4881 0.451 

Deposition_rod_microliths 0.9131 0.12435 0.9995 0.4329 0.512 0 0.4558 

OxA_1412 0.7971 0.31325 0.9812 0.4816 0.549 0.5442 0 

 

Table 9.3. The raw output of the Order function used to compare of the appearance of selected parameters associated with late mesolithic and 
early neolithic material culture in England and Wales (fig. 9.8). The figures quoted are probabilities that parameter t1 (the first column) occurred 
before parameter t2 (the parameters indicated in the other columns), these are converted into percentages in the text by multiply by 100.  

Probability t1 <  t2 

t2 t1 

OxA_1412 StartSouthWa
les_neolithic 

M_N Start_Y_H_ea
rly_neo 

deposition_ro
d_microliths 

start south 
Wessex 

OxA_1412 0 0.982 0.9928 0.9935 0.5415 0.9416 

StartSouthWa
les_neolithic 

0.01799 0 0.4602 0.3909 0.013285 0.27583 

M_N 0.007194 0.5398 0 0.5 0.000104 0.3435 

Start_Y_H_ea
rly_neo 

0.006542 0.6091 0.5 0 0.00208 0.3216 

deposition_ro
d_microliths 

0.4585 0.9867 0.9999 0.9979 0 0.9512 

start south 
Wessex 

0.05839 0.7242 0.6565 0.6784 0.04877 0 
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Table 9.4. Output from regional currency models produced in this thesis estimating the start of the neolithic in different regions. Parameters are 
shown in fig. 9.10. That caption indicates how the parameters were calculated. 

Figure 
 

Dated event Parameter name Date range 

fig. 9.10 The start of neolithic activity in 
the east midlands 

Start_EM_neo 3990–3800 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 
3920–3820 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

fig. 9.10 The start of neolithic activity in 
Yorkshire and Humberside 

Y_H_early_neo 3920–3710 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 
3840–3740 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

fig. 9.10 The start of neolithic activity in 
the north-east 

Start_NE neo 3760–3660 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 
3760–3660 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

fig. 9.10 The first neolithic activity from 
Holbeck Park 

first_Holbeck_Park_context_107 3960–3810 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 
3940–3860 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

fig. 9.10 The start of neolithic activity in 
the west midlands 

Start_WM 3810–3540 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 
3710–3560 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

fig. 9.10; appendix C The start of neolithic activity in 
north Wales 

StartNorthWales_neolithic 4140–3680 cal BC (95.4% 
probable;3880–3710 cal BC 68.2% 
probable) 

fig. 9.10; appendix C The start of neolithic activity in 
south Wales 

StartSouthWales_neolithic 3960–3670 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 
3830–3690 cal BC 68.2% probable) 
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Table 9.5. The raw output of the Order function used to compare key parameters associated with late mesolithic or early neolithic activity in 
England, Ireland, Wales, and Scotland (fig. 9.13). The figures quoted are probabilities that parameter t1 (the first column) occurred before 
parameter t2 (the parameters indicated in the other columns), these are converted into percentages in the text by multiply by 100. A key to the 
parameters is located below. A key below explains the parameters. 
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Key to table 9.4 

Table 9.4 
number 

Parameter name in fig. 9.13 
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1 M_N 

2 Beta_189652 

3 Beta_189653 

4 deposition_rod_microlith 

5 deposition_rod_core 

6 OxA_1412 

7 start Thames estuary 

8 start Sussex Neolithic 

9 start Costwold Neolithic 

10 first_Holbeck_Park_context_107 

11 Start_EM_neo 

12 start NE Scotland 

13 start S Scotland 

14 start Neolithic settlement 

15 start upper Thames Neolithic 

16 start middle Thames Neolithic 

17 Start_Y_H_early_neo 

18 start south Wessex 

19 start north Wessex 

20 StartNorthWales_neolithic 

21 StartSouthWales_neolithic 

22 start Irish Neolithic (model 3) 

23 start Irish Neolithic (model 2) (not shown in fig. 9.13; Cooney et al. 2011, 12.54; 12.57) 

24 start_eastern_Neolithic 

25 Start_NE_neo 

26 first_shortlived_Cumbria_axe_factory 

27 Start_WM 
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Table 9.6. Ways of describing model output. The second column is a text interpretation of the posterior density estimates shown in fig. 9.14 at 
68.2% probability. Posterior density estimates rounding out to the decades “90–70” are described as falling in the “early” part of that century. 
Posterior density estimates rounding out to “60–40” are described as falling in the “mid” part of that century. Posterior density estimates rounded 
out to “30–0” are described as falling in the “late” part of that century.  
 
In the third column a separate probability has been calculated that a posterior density falls into a specific date range. These have been calculated 
using the order function and the C_Date function. The probability that an event occurred before a point in time is calculated using the posterior 

density estimate for the region shown in fig. 9.14 and a C_Date (e.g. 3800 BC). The probability that the event occurred before another C_Date 
(e.g. 3900 BC) is then calculated. The probability that the posterior density estmate occurred in the date range between 3900–3800 cal BC is the 
first probability (before 3800 BC) minus the second probability (before 3900 BC). For example, it is 100% probable that start Thames estuary (fig. 
9.14) occurs before 3950 cal BC. It is also 44.6% probable that start Thames estuary occurs before 4100 cal BC. The probability that start Thames 
estuary occurs between 4100–3950 is 100%-44.6%; it is 55.4% probable that start Thames estuary occurred in 4100–3950 cal BC. I have 
calculated as precise ranges as possible at probabilities over 60%. 
 
 

Region Text description of  
posterior density estimate  
(fig. 9.14; 68.2% probability) 

Century specific range 
(probability) 

Thames estuary mid 42
nd

–late 41
st
  98.1% probable pre 4000 cal BC 

East midlands late 40
th
–late 39

th
  3900–3800 cal BC  

62.9% 

Sussex early 40
th
–mid 39

th
  4000–3850 cal BC 

 76.6% 

Cotswolds early 40
th
–early 39

th
  4000–3900 cal BC 

70.6% 

North-west England mid 41
st
–early 39

th
 

 
(First Holbeck Park: 
mid 40

th
–mid 39

th
) 

4050–3900 cal BC 
64.8% 
 
(First Holbeck Park: 
3950–3850 cal BC 
78.3%) 

South Wessex late 40
th
–late 38

th
 3900–3700 cal BC 

63.0% 
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North-east Scotland mid 39
th
–early 38

th
  3850–3750 cal BC 

66.6% 

Upper Thames valley mid 39
th
–early 38

th
  3850–3750 cal BC 

73.1% 

South-west England mid 39
th
–mid 38

th
  3850–3750 cal BC 

73.2% 

Yorkshire & Humberside mid 39
th
–mid 38

th
  3850–3750 cal BC 

74.7% 

Southern Scotland late 39
th
–early 38

th
  3850–3750 cal BC 

98.9% 

Ireland (model 3) late 39
th
–mid 38

th
  3800–3750 cal BC 

64.2 % 

North Wales early 39
th
–late 38

th
  3850–3700 cal BC 

62.8% 

Middle Thames Valley late 39
th
–late 38

th
  3800–3700 cal BC 

75.7% 

Eastern England early 38
th
–late 38

th
  3800–3700 cal BC 

77.9% 

South Wales late 39
th
–early 37

th
  3850–3700 cal BC 

75.6% 

North-east England late 38
th
–early 37

th
 3750–3650 cal BC  

94.9% 

West midlands late 38
th
–mid 36

th
  3750–3600 cal BC 

68.0% 

 
Table 9.7. Results from the models shown in fig. 9.15a–h calculating the currency of Carinated bowl pottery in England and Scotland.  

Figure 
 

Dated event Parameter name Date range 
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fig. 
9.15b 

The start of Carinated bowl use in southern 
England 

Start S England CB 4180–3970 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 4080–
3990 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

fig. 
9.15b–c 

The start of Carinated bowl use in the midlands 
and north of England 

Start N_M England CB 3810–3720 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3790–
3740 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

fig. 
9.15e–h 

The start of Carinated bowl use in Scotland Start ScotlandCB 3820–3730 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3810–
3760 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

fig. 
9.15f–g 

The first use of Carinated bowl appears in 
south Scotland 

FirstSouthScotlandCB 3810–3730 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3800–
3750 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

fig. 
9.15h 

The first use of Carinated bowl appears in 
north-east Scotland 

FirstNEScotlandCB 3810–3720 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3790–
3740 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

fig. 
9.15e 

The first modified Carinated bowl in Scotland FirstModifiedSouthScotlandCB 3800–3680 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3780–
3710 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

fig. 
9.15c 

The first Carinated bowl use in the east 
midlands 

firstEastMidlandsCB 3790–3710 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3780–
3720 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

fig. 
9.15b 

The first Carinated bowl use in Yorkshire and 
Humberside 

firstY_H_CB 3790–3660 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3770–
3690 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

fig. 
9.15c 

The first Carinated bowl use in north-east 
England 

firstNorthEastCB 3800–3700 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3780–
3720 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

fig. 
9.15c 

The first Carinated bowl use in the west 
midlands of England 

firstWestMidlandsCB 3700–3560 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3660–
3620 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

fig. 
9.15a 

The end of Carinated bowl use in southern 
England 

End S England CB 3720–3450 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3690–
3570 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

fig. 
9.15a 

The end Carinated bowl use in the midlands 
and north of England 

End N England CB 3620–3490 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3600–
3520 cal BC 68.2% probable) 
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fig. 
9.15a 

The end of Carinated bowl use in Scotland 
south of the Great Glen 

End Scotland CB 3630–3570 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3630–
3600 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

 
Table 9.8. Results from the models shown in fig. 9.16a–e calculating the currency of Plain bowl pottery in England and Wales. 

Figure 
 

Dated event Parameter name Date range 

fig. 9.16a The start of Plain bowl use in south 
England 

Start S England Plain bowl 4000–3710 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 
3860–3730 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

fig. 9.16a The start of Plain bowl use in the 
midlands and north of England 

Start N_M Plain bowl 3990–3800 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 
3920–3820 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

fig. 9.16a The start of Plain bowl use in Wales Start Wales PlainBowl 4090–3680 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 
3850–3700 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

fig. 9.16b The first use of Plain bowl in the 
east midlands 

firstEM_PlainBowl 3940–3740 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 
3880–3780 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

fig. 9.16b The first use of Plain bowl in 
Yorkshire and Humberside 

firstYH PlainWare 3650–3520 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 
3640–3560 cal BC 68.2% probable) 
 

fig. 9.16c The first use of Plain bowl in the 
north-west of England 

firstNW Plain bowl 3930–3790 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 
3890–3800 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

fig. 9.16e The first use of Plain bowl in the 
west midlands 

firstWM Plain bowl 3700–3560 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 
3700–3620 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

fig. 9.16a The end of Plain bowl in south 
England 

End S England Plain bowl 3380–2960 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 
3340–3140 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

fig. 9.16a The end of Plain bowl use in the 
north and midlands of England 

End N_M Plain bowl 3510–3320 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 
3500–3370 cal BC 68.2% probable) 
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fig. 9.16a The end of Plain bowl use in Wales End Wales PlainBowl 3630–3310 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 
3620–3520 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

 
 
Table 9.9. Results from the models shown in fig. 9.17a–g calculating the currency of north-west axes and leaf-shaped arrowheads in England. 
 

Figure 
 

Dated event Parameter name Date range 

fig. 9.17d The first dated event associated 
with group XI axe use in England 
and Wales 

FirstGXI 3960–3810 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 
3950–3870 cal BC) 

fig. 9.17a The start of group VI axe use in 
south England 

Start south GVI 3800–3520 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 
3650–3530 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

fig. 9.17c The start of group VI axe use in the 
midlands and north of England 

Start north GVI 4060–3800 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 
3980–3860 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

fig. 9.17c The first dated event associated 
with group VI axe use in the east 
midlands 

FirstEMAxe 3930–3700 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 
3910–3870 cal BC 13.2% probable, or 
3810–3720 cal BC 55.0% probable) 

fig. 9.17c The first dated event associated 
with group VI axe use in Yorkshire 
and Humberside 

FirstYHAxe 3540–3340 cal BC (87.5% probable, or 
3630–3580 cal BC 7.9% probable; or 
3520–3360 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

fig. 9.17c The first dated event associated 
with group VI axe use in the west 
midlands 

FirstWMAxe 3700–3540 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 
3660–3620 cal BC 53.5% probable, or 
3600–3570 cal BC 14.7% probable) 

fig. 9.17c The first dated event associated 
with group VI axe use in the north-
west 

FirstNWAxe 3950–3800 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 
3940–3830 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

fig. 9.17c The first dated event associated 
with axe extraction in the north-west 

FirstGroupVIExtraction 3760–3560 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 
3690–3610 cal BC 68.2% probable) 
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fig. 9.17g The start of leaf-shaped arrowhead 
use in the midlands and north of 
England. 

Start leaf_shaped arrowheads 3950–3700 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 
3820–3720 cal BC (68.2% probable) 

g. 9.17g The end of leaf-shaped arrowhead 
use in the midlands and north of 
England. 

End leaf_shaped arrowheads 3580–3190 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 
3530–3340 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

 
 
Table 9.10. Results from the models shown in fig. 9.18a–d calculating the currency of cereals in England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland as a 
whole. 
 

Figure 
 

Dated event Parameter name Date range 

9.18c–d The start of cereal grain exploitation 
use in the neolithic 

Start Early neolithic cereals 3890–3780 cal BC (95.4% probable; 
3850–3790 cal BC 68.2% probable) 
 

fig. 9.18c–d The end of cereal grain exploitation 
as modelled in fig. 9.18a–d 

End Early neolithic cereals 3320–3210 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 
3310–3250 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

 
Table 9.11. Results from the models shown in fig. 9.19a–i calculating the currency of cereal grains in different regions of England, Wales, 
Scotland and Ireland individually.  

Figure 
 

Dated event Parameter name Date range 

fig. 9.19a The start of cereal use in southern 
England 

Start S England cereal 3970–3740 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 
3880–3770 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

fig. 9.19a The start of cereal use in the 
midlands and north of England 

Start M_N England cereal 3950–3740 cal BC 95.4% probable; or 
3880–3790 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

fig. 9.19a The start of the use of cereals in 
Scotland 
 

Start ScotlandCereal 3870–3690 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 
3810–3720 cal BC 68.2% probable) 
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fig. 9.19a The start of the use of cereals in 
Ireland 
 

Start Ireland cereal 3830–3640 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 
3730–3650 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

fig. 9.19a The start of the use of cereals in the 
Isle of Man, at Billown 

Start Isle of Man cereal 4080–3530 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 
3850–3650 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

fig. 9.19a A cereal from Llandegai KIA-31087 3770–3630 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 
3710–3650 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

fig. 9.19h Start parameter; cereal grain model 
programmed to end in 3110 BC 

StartGrain3110calBC 3890–3780 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 
3850–3790 cal BC 68.2% probable) 

fig. 9.19i Start parameter; cereal grain model 
programmed to end in 2900 BC 

StartGrain2900calBC 3870–3770 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 
3840–3790 cal BC) 
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APPENDIX EM1: EAST MIDLANDS RADIOCARBON RESULTS WITH UNCERTAIN CULTURAL AFFINITY 

 

Results discussed here are presented in table EM1. These are a selection of the results 

considered for inclusion in the model presented in chapter four. The results were not 

included as they are not regarded as well associated with diagnostic late mesolithic or 

early neolithic material culture relevant to this project (see chapter three). Some of the 

results, specifically those from caves are discussed with regard to the regional neolithic 

currency models, in chapter nine. 

  

Caves with mortuary deposits of uncertain cultural affinity 

Several caves from the Peak District have produced material that has been dated to the 

4th millennium cal BC. A full discussion of English and Welsh cave chronology of the 5th 

and 4th millennia is included in appendix A.  

 

As outlined in chapter three, a fourth millennium radiocarbon result is not enough to 

imply the presence of people using neolithic material culture. People using mesolithic 

material culture have been present in caves, and much earlier on their activities had 

included depositing skeletal remains in caves (e.g. Schulting 2005). Unfortunately 

processes at work in caves, including human and animal disturbance to deposits, and in 

some cases the excavation of material culture from these deposits, mean that 

associations between radiocarbon results and material culture are often poorly 

understood. Unusually, the east midlands includes one, rare example of a cave site, 

Markland Grips, where I argue there are more robust reasons to associate 

archaeologically diagnostic neolithic material culture and practices with short-lived, 

single-entity radiocarbon data (see appendix A for a discussion of cave results).  

 

MOTHER GRUNDY’S PARLOUR, DERBYSHIRE SK53587426 

Radiometric measurements from Mother Grundy’s Parlour include a 4th millennium cal 

BC result (table EM1; Chamberlain & Williams 2001) as well as other data (appendix 
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A). Dated material from the site was human bone recovered from 19th century 

excavation in the cave.  One of the results, on a juvenile bone sample, produced a 

calibrated intercept range of 3640–3120 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 3520–3350 cal 

BC 68.2% confidence; OxA-2350; table EM1). This material was not associated with 

any demonstrably mesolithic or neolithic material culture. The cave was used during a 

number of periods in prehistory, so the 4th millennium cave presence could (unless we 

consider burial in caves as, by its nature, neolithic) represent late mesolithic activity. 

Because the nature of the material culture associations with the dated events is poorly 

understood, the Mother Grundy’s Parlour results are of limited use in the interpretation 

of the mesolithic–neolithic transition. A full discussion of the chronology of this and other 

cave sites is presented in appendix A.  

 

ROBIN HOOD’S CAVE, DERBYSHIRE SK53417419 

Several radiocarbon results exist for Robin Hood’s Cave. Two of these, on human 

remains, are from the period relevant to this project (Hedges et al. 1998; Charles & 

Jacobi 1994; table EM1). One 4th millennium result derived from disturbed contexts 

which the excavator interpreted as late-glacial (OxA-1807; 3960–3370 cal BC 95.4% 

confidence; or 3780–3520 cal BC 68.2% confidence).  The other 4th millennium result 

(OxA-7386; 3950–3670 cal BC 95.4% confidence; or 3910–3710 cal BC 68.2% 

confidence) derives from the western entrance of the cave. The results are statistically 

consistent (T’=1.0; T’5%=3.8; !=1), and could indicate that these remains represent a 

phase of early to mid 4th millennium activity (Chamberlain 1996). However, the dated 

samples were neither related to each other, nor to any diagnostic material culture. They 

cannot be used to inform the model of the mesolithic–neolithic transition in the east 

midlands (cf. appendix A; chapter nine).  

 

Unassociated human remains 

STAYTHORPE POWER STATION, NOTTINGHAMSHIRE SK765535 
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Human remains recovered from find spot 5, at Staythorpe Power Station, produced the 

result 5720–5560 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 5670–5620 cal BC 68.2% confidence; 

Beta-144016). The dated material, a length of adult human femur (Chamberlain in 

Davies 1999, 7), was not associated with any diagnostic material culture. The bone 

collagen indicates terrestrial protein sources (Richards in Davies 1999, 8). The result is 

not associated with diagnostic late mesolithic material culture and is not included in the 

regional site currency model. 

 

The stable isotope result is important given Richards & Hedges’ (1999) and Schulting’s 

(1998) interpretations of mesolithic diet and subsistence (cf. Milner et al. 2004). 

 

LANGFORD HUMAN REMAINS, NOTTINGHAMSHIRE SK8100061000 

A human pelvis was recovered from gravels at Langford (Garton et al. 1997). The pelvis 

showed evidence of arthritis. A flint tip was embedded in the pelvis. The skeletal 

remains are not associated with diagnostic material culture, and so the result on it 

(Beta-158370) has not been included in the regional site currency model. 

 

A fish-trap from Leicestershire 

HEMINGTON FIELDS, LEICESTERSHIRE SK4568330247 

Amongst other features, nine posts and a wattle panel were excavated at Hemington 

Fields (Clay & Salisbury 1990, 290). The posts were interpreted as part of a fish-trap or 

fish-weir. A single date was produced on part of the wattle panel. The dated material 

was identified as buckthorn wood with a maximum inbuilt offset of 56 years. Using the 

maximum offset, this result calibrates to 3650–3360 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 

3640–3370 cal BC 68.2% confidence; HAR-8508). No diagnostic material culture was 

recovered associated with the fish-trap. Initially the fish-trap was thought to be 

associated with a Norman mill, or bronze age post alignment on the site. The 

radiocarbon date was the first indication of an earlier prehistoric phase of activity. 

Another radiocarbon result was produced on ash wood from a palaeochannel on the 
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site. The result, though early prehistoric (4320–3820 cal BC, 95.4% confidence; or 

4230–3960 cal BC 68.2% confidence; HAR-8223), cannot be demonstrated to be 

anthropogenic or associated with diagnostic material culture.  

 

Neither of the results from the site presented here is associated with diagnostic material 

culture and cannot be used to inform the regional transition model. 

 

Material from pits not associated with diagnostic material cultural  

WILLINGTON, DERBYSHIRE SK2847627774 

A single radiocarbon result was produced on unspeciated charcoal from ‘hearth-pit’ 

[F55] excavated at Willington (Wheeler 1979, 83–84). The pit was superficially similar to 

another from the site [F56], from which iron age material was recovered. Pit [F55] 

probably also represents iron age activity. The hearths in [F55] and [F56] were 

constructed on top of partially silted pits. “The pit beneath F56…was roughly oval, 

intersecting with small pits to the south…No artefacts were found in its lower 

filling…Large cone-shaped clay blocks…had been set side by side in the scorched 

hollow…On these blocks had been placed three or four pottery vessels, broken in situ, 

and spread over the hearth…” (Wheeler 1979, 83; my emphasis). The unspeciated 

charcoal from [F55] provides a terminus post quem for the infilling of 5350–4710 cal BC 

(95.4% confidence; or 5220–4840 cal BC 68.2% confidence; HAR-956). 

 

The area from which these features were excavated did not yield any earlier prehistoric 

material, though the ‘group A’ postpits found on another part of the site contained 

Grimston ware (Manby in Wheeler 1979, 146) and flints. Some of the postpits in this 

area might suggest evidence of pairing or structural relationships (Wheeler 1979, figure 

3; e.g. [F34] and [F31]; [F15] and [F16]).  

 

LIFFS LOW, DERBYSHIRE SK1512657591 
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A single neolithic burial in a cist, and a later bronze age cairn, are located at Liffs Low. 

The site was partially excavated by Bateman (1848, 43), and more recently by Barnatt 

(1996a). An interesting range of material culture recovered from the site included 

polished flint axe heads, boar tusks, an antler macehead and an unusual pot. This 

vessel was double-shouldered vessel with whipped cord ‘maggot’ decoration on the 

portion from the lower shoulder (reminiscent of Mortlake ware), and incised stab and 

drag decoration on the upper portion. This vessel appears to have been recovered from 

the primary burial cist by Bateman (1848, 43).  

 

Barnatt’s excavations demonstrated pre-barrow activity consisting of pits and 

stakeholes. A primary circular, earthen barrow was probably associated with the oval, 

stone-lined cist excavated by Bateman (Barnatt 1996a, 122). Subsequently, an upper 

earthen barrow was constructed, and the plan of the barrow enlarged.  

 

Four radiocarbon results were produced on charcoal recovered from Liffs Low (Hedges 

et al. 1991b; Barnatt 1996a, 121).  The dated materials do not have functional 

associations with the deposits from which they were recovered. One sample was 

recovered from a pit underlying the barrow (OxA-2290). Another result was recovered 

from the old ground surface sealed by the primary barrow (OxA-2291). The remaining 

two samples were charcoal recovered from later phases of the barrow mound (OxA-

2345; -2355).  

 

The four results have potential old wood offsets, and therefore provide termini post quos 

for uncertain archaeological events. One interpretation could suggest that the results 

derive from material residual from pre-barrow activity, possibly associated with the 

phase of activity represented by the pit and ground surface sealed by the barrow.  

 

The results are not statistically consistent (T’=18.2; T’5%=7.8; !=3), indicating that the 

results probably measure multiple ‘radiocarbon events’. The materials recovered from 
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pre-barrow horizons are statistically consistent (OxA-2290 and -2291; T’1.8; T’5%=3.8; 

!=1). The materials recovered from the later mound body are not statistically consistent 

(OxA-2345 and -2355; T’=9.8; T’5%=3.8; !=1). OxA-2355 produces a much earlier 

result than the other three results. Excluding OxA-2355, the other results are statistically 

consistent (OxA-2290, -2291 and -2345; T’=1.9; T’5%=6.0; !=2). The different age 

material could derive from old wood offsets, or dates on short-lived material from 

multiple archaeological events or phases of activity.  

 

A possible interpretation of the results is that OxA-2355 was produced on charcoals of 

significantly different ages from the other dated results, as a result of an old wood offset. 

The other, consistent results could be interpreted as accurately dating some pre-barrow 

activity, but given the uncertain nature of the dated material this cannot be established 

with any degree of confidence.  

 

The latest result, 3800–3380 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 3710–3530 cal BC 68.2% 

confidence; OxA-2291), provides the most relevant terminus post quem for the 

construction of the barrow mound and possibly material underlying the barrow. 

Unfortunately, because the pre-barrow activity is not well associated with any diagnostic 

artefacts, this result cannot be used in the mesolithic or neolithic currency model.  

 

ALDWINCLE, NORTHAMPTONSHIRE SP99638031 

Aldwincle enclosure consists of two concentric ditches. Within the inner ditch were three 

slots forming a rectilinear structure, postholes and pits (Jackson 1976; figure 4). 

Jackson (1976, 24) suggested the slots related to a primary mortuary phase. Three 

sherds of Plain pottery were recovered from pit [F3] within the inner ditch. Two adult 

male inhumations and an antler pick were recovered from between two large central 

postpits. The monument sequence was interpreted as pit [F3], then the post-built 

mortuary structure, then later ditches.  
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A single radiocarbon date was produced on charcoal of uncertain species and maturity, 

from the inner mortuary ditch, providing a terminus post quem for the ditch infilling, of 

3520–3020 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 3490–3110 cal BC 68.2% confidence; HAR-

1411; Jackson 1977, 183). No diagnostic mesolithic/neolithic material culture was 

recovered from the feature. It is possible that the various features represented at the 

site represent sequential activity phases rather than a single short-lived phase. It is 

possible that later mortuary activity (possibly associated with the ditched enclosure and 

mound rather than the pits) augmented an early neolithic pit site.  

 

GRENDON QUARRY, NORTHAMPTONSHIRE SP873617 

A ‘neolithic’ mortuary enclosure excavated at Grendon Quarry (Gibson & McCormick 

1985) included a three-sided rectangular mortuary façade, and a fourth post-built side. 

Within the enclosure ditch were five postholes and later linear features. Three 

radiocarbon dates on charcoals including oak are termini post quos for features within 

the complex. A terminus post quem on mature oak charcoal for the infilling of one 

posthole is 3960–3540 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 68.2% confidence; HAR-1498). 

Two results derive from ditch circuits which were interpreted as part of the same 

enclosure ditch (HAR-1495; HAR-1497).  

 

Sherds from some 37 Grimston ware vessels, Mildenhall-style ware and later forms 

were recovered from the site (Gibson & McCormick 1985, 52–4). From the publication, it 

is not possible to attribute sherds (or lithics) to features, so the radiocarbon results 

cannot be associated with demonstrably neolithic material culture. Neither the palisade, 

nor the enclosure ditch, nor posthole F63 (the features from which earlier 4th millennium 

radiocarbon results were produced) are listed as containing early neolithic pottery 

(Gibson & McCormick 1985, 37–8). The skeletal remains were not used for the 

radiocarbon results, and I suggest that the case for early neolithic mortuary activity at 

Grendon is not conclusive.  
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In such a reading, Grendon (and the Aldwincle and Tansor monuments) may represent 

early neolithic pit digging and deposition traditions, though the classification of these 

sites as early neolithic mortuary monuments may be unwarranted. Palimpsests could 

derive from the superimposition of later monuments on pit features, suggesting that 

these places could have been marked in some way, through oral histories, and possibly 

physically. The marking of pit deposits in some way that is not archaeologically visible 

could also explain the placement of barrows over (earlier) neolithic pits.  

 

KIRKBY-ON-BAIN, LINCOLNSHIRE TF238617 

In the very last stages of my research I was allowed access to a report on the site, 

which provides some details of neolithic material culture (Meadows et al. 2004). 

Previously I had only been able to access the plant macrofossil report (Rackham pers. 

comm. 2009), which indicated that some diagnostic domesticated plant macrofossils 

from the site may have been redeposited. I had therefore suggested the association 

with diagnostic neolithic material culture was not robust. I have still not been able to 

access the full material culture reports from the site. 

 

Negative features representing several phases of activity were excavated as part of a 

quarry extension at Grange Farm, Kirkby-on-Bain. Interventions took the form of test-

pitting, evaluation trenching, and seven open area excavations. 

 

Features included a large enclosure, at least 150m long, with at least one entrance. A 

smaller enclosure on a different alignment was also recorded. Three post-built 

structures, along with pits, gullies and postholes, were identified. 221 sherds of neolithic 

pottery of Mildenhall ware, Peterborough ware and Beakers, were recovered. 

Mesolithic, neolithic, and early bronze age lithics were also recovered. 

 

Later features on the site included a possible Saxon ditch, medieval ditches, and ridge 

and furrow. 
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I have synthesised the details of the artefact associations available to me in table 

EM1.1, and include a short narrative here.  The data in table EM1.1 excludes 

radiocarbon results on modern, medieval, Roman, and later prehistoric plant 

macrofossils. Initially all the samples selected for dating were tentatively identified as 

neolithic, although in some cases radiocarbon was employed to test this assumption 

(Meadows et al. 2004; Rackham et al. 2004). An archive report for the site has not been 

completed because the archaeological unit responsible (Lindsey Archaeology) ceased 

trading. Initially, it was thought that the site represented a single-phase concentration of 

neolithic activity. After the production of the radiocarbon results, it became apparent that 

some of the later charred material was present in deposits also containing neolithic 

artefacts. These results demonstrated that the site included a palimpsest of activity, and 

that not all the features phased to the neolithic represented undisturbed in situ neolithic 

activity. 

 

Twenty-two radiocarbon measurements were made on twelve features. These sampled 

structure 1 and pits and fences interpreted as associated with it, postholes from 

structure 3, and other pits on the site. An initial batch of eight measurements (OxA-

9425–30, -9437, -9438), were followed by other measurements.  

 

Results from structure 1, the fence line, and from pit 220 fall in the fourth millennium; it 

is possible these results represent a single short-lived phase of activity (T’=14.4; 

T’5%=16.9; !=9; OxA-9425, -9426, -9437, -9438, -9427, -9428, -9429, -9430, -11555, -

11556). Two results each were produced on postholes (PH652 OxA-9425, -9426; 

PH654 OxA-9437, -9438) from structure 1, and two samples each were produced from 

postholes forming fence 1 (PH662 OxA-9427; PH660 OxA-9430). These features may 

represent the same structure. Two samples were produced on pit [220] c35m north of 

the structure.  These results are all statistically consistent (T’=14.5; T’5%=16.9; !=9). 
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Two results, from posthole [662], are statistically inconsistent (T’=4.0; T’5%=3.8; !=1), 

indicating that the earlier result may be residual within the context. The earlier result 

(OxA-9428, -9427) from posthole [662] is included in the model shown in fig. EM1.1 as 

a terminus post quem for the infilling of the pit. Features [660] and [662] produced 

pottery sherds, which Meadows et al. (2004) class as neolithic. !

 

Other results indicate activity in the late 8th millennium, early 5th millennium, 1st 

millennium AD, and medieval periods. While features may have been in close proximity 

in plan, they represent temporally wide-ranging activity. At least some early results from 

the site were produced on material with complex taphonomies: an early result from pit 

[798] (OxA-11484; 8085±55BP, 7180–6830 cal BC 95.4% confidence) appears 

inconsistent with the later neolithic potsherd Meadows et al. (2004) report from the 

feature, and another, modern result from the feature (OxA-11485; cal AD 1650–1950).  

 

Of the dated deposits that produced 4th millennium results, pit [220] contained a charred 

cereal grain (as well as pottery and lithics which may be neolithic). Other features which 

are phased as neolithic and contained cereal grains, chaff or indeterminate cereal grain 

fragments are pit fills (228), (235), (236), (240), (224), and postholes (696), (663), (761), 

(661), and (655). The density of these cereal remains in all these contexts is low — at 

the greatest 2.5 cereal remain items per litre (in pit context (236) phased as “early 

neolithic”), which could be in keeping with neolithic densities as summarised by Moffett 

et al. (1989) and Robinson (2000).  

 

Rackham et al. (2004, 1) regard the in situ nature of charred remains from ‘neolithic’ 

features as problematic — “[g]iven the extremely low density of identified charred plant 

remains in the samples apart from hazel nutshells…the radiocarbon results create 

something of a dilemma and the security of the identified seeds and cereal fragments 

must be suspect.” Rackham et al. (2004, 13) conclude that “[n]one of the cereal 

identified can be confidently assigned to the Neolithic period but the barley and bread 
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type wheat are consistent with previous [neolithic] finds”. Because of this conclusion 

and the unavailability of any of the artefact reports, these results have not been included 

in the currency model. This may be an overly cautious interpretation. The proximity of 

the site to the features excavated at Tattershall Thorpe (some 2km to the south along 

the Bain) might suggest that there is a poorly understood early neolithic presence at this 

part of the Bain. 

 

When modelled as described here, the 4th millennium results from the site have good 

agreement (Amodel=84.4%; A’c=60). The first dated event from the phase of activity as 

presented in fig. EM1.1 is estimated as 3380–3130 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3380–

3330 cal BC 24.3% probable, or 3250–3140 cal BC 43.8% probable; FirstKNS; fig. 

EM1.1). The last dated event from this phase of activity is estimated as 3240–3050 cal 

BC (87.8% probable, or 3340–3260 cal BC 7.7% probable; or 3200–3090 cal BC 68.2% 

probable; LastKNS; fig. EM1.1). The total duration of activity from this phase is 

estimated as 0–260 years (95.4% probable; or 0–130 years 68.2% probable; duration 

KNS; fig. EM1.2).  

 

Evidence from treethrows of uncertain cultural affinity  

IRTHLINGBOROUGH, STANWICK SP9671 

!

Several treethrows from Raunds produced material for radiocarbon results. SRR-3606 

(table EM1) dates the presence of alder or birch roots in a palaeochannel fill, in 4230–

3800 cal BC (95.4% confidence; 4050–3960 cal BC 68.2% confidence). 

  

One treethrow (F62126), produced 97 lithics including flakes, blades and chips, a 

backed blade, a piercer, a denticulate, scrapers, a possible burin and a possible 

microburin. Some material had been burnt. Twelve pieces were worn. Some of the 

flakes and blades refitted, suggesting that least some of the assemblage represented a 

knapping event, deposited in situ (Healy et al.  2007, 51). The lithics from the throw 

“…did not contain any diagnostic tool types, but the technological attributes of the 
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associated microblades prove its Mesolithic affinity…” (Ballin forthcoming, 512). A result 

on charcoal of short-lived species from the treethrow was dated to 4340–3990 cal BC 

95.4% confidence; or 4340–4054 cal BC 62.8% confidence; OxA-3057).  

 

In this thesis, it is the presence of microliths which are regarded as the diagnostic 

evidence for mesolithic activity. This assemblage is interpreted using these stringent 

criteria result, and the result is therefore is not included as demonstrable evidence for 

mesolithic activity. If the charcoal derived from the tree stump this result could date 

clearance, though it is equally possible that the result represents the formation of the 

assemblage in situ after the tree-felling. The result could be associated with the 

production or deposition of the lithic assemblage, but this association may not be 

robust.  

 

Treethrow F62113 appeared to have been burnt out and contained a flint flake and a 

burnt broad blade (Healy et al. 2007, 52). An indeterminate cereal grain derived from 

the charcoal assemblage (context 62114; Campbell forthcoming, 653, table SS4.20). 

The assemblage is classified as “…dated to the transition between the late Mesolithic 

and early Neolithic…” (Ballin forthcoming, 525). However, this appears to have been 

undertaken on the basis of the chronology rather than the diagnostic material culture — 

the feature is only listed as containing a flake and a blade. The burning of the tree 

probably occurred in 3650–3340 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 3540–3360 cal BC 

68.2% probable; OxA-3058), which could also be an accurate date for tree clearance. 

The result may provide a terminus post quem for the date of indeterminate neolithic 

cereals in the context — however “[t]aken as a whole, the assemblage might be seen as 

the scattered remains of crop processing debris…although it is uncertain when this 

occurred or whether the assemblage represents a single phase of activity” (Campbell 

forthcoming 653). Given the uncertainty associating the cereal grain with the 

radiocarbon result, this estimate has not been included in the currency model for 

cereals. 
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A final treethrow (F62126) did not contain diagnostic material culture, but charcoal from 

it was dated to 5310–4840 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 5220–4940 cal BC 68.2% 

confidence; OxA-3059). 

 

An enigmatic round barrow 

LONGSTONE EDGE, DERBYSHIRE SK20887341 

Two round barrows at Longstone Edge, Derbyshire, were investigated by EH as 

monuments at risk (unpublished data EH scientific dating file). Barrow II had been 

investigated by Bateman, but Barrow I had not been excavated. Barrow I comprised a 

central rock-cut grave underlying a stone mound, and a concentric kerb. Deposits from 

within the kerb outline included small human bones and crushed or larger fragments of 

human bone associated with neolithic pottery. A cremation deposit (5136), underlying 

the mound and associated with a Food Vessel, produced a charred plant assemblage. 

Two statistically inconsistent radiocarbon results on charred hazelnut shell from this 

deposit provided termini post quos of 6460–6260 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 6440–

6380 cal BC 68.2% confidence) and 7590–7480 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or7580–

7520 cal BC 68.2% confidence) for the overlying mound. Results on human bone from 

the area within the cairn included OxA-13447 (3660–3540 cal BC 95.4% confidence; or 

3660–3630 cal BC 68.2% confidence), while another result (OxA-14086) on human 

skeletal remains underlying the monument produced an early 3rd millennium date range. 

 

The chronology of activity associated with the barrow is poorly understood. While 

association with a mortuary monument might indicate ‘neolithic’ activity, the two results 

on charred remains apparently associated with the Food Vessel cremation are millennia 

too early for such material culture traditions. Further results on material from the pre-

barrow mortuary phase are of significantly different ages (OxA-14086, -13447). None of 

the radiocarbon results appears well associated with diagnostic material culture and for 
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this reason the results from under the barrow have not been included in the currency 

model. 

 

A tree-thow 

BURTON LATIMER, NORTHAMPTONSHIRE ?NGR 

Excavation at Latimer Park by Foundations Archaeology identified three phases of 

negative features (Foundations Archaeology 1999a). The first phase comprised a 

number of treethrows. 

 

A single radiocarbon result (GrA-14014) was produced on a ‘charcoal sample in soil 

matrix’ (Walker 1999) from probable treethrow [172].  It is unclear whether the charcoal 

was separated from the soil matrix prior to measurement, or the sample comprised bulk 

soil. No material culture appears to have been recovered from this or any of the other 

treethrows.  

 

The result provides a terminus post quem for the infilling of the treehole, and possibly 

the fall of the tree, of 4900–4700 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 4840–4720 cal BC 

68.2% confidence; GrA-14014). There is no demonstrably anthropogenic activity 

associated with this result and it has not been included in the regional currency model.  

 

Plant macrofossils of uncertain anthropogenic origin 

WOLLA BANK, LINCOLNSHIRE TF553762 

Two radiocarbon results were produced on Wolla Bank submerged forest, one on alder 

and one on oak (Clapham et al. 1996; Hedges et al. 1996, 410). The result on alder 

might indicate the establishment of an alder carr in the area. The final inundation would 

occur after the terminus post quem for the date of death of the oak tree of 3780–3520 

cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 3710–3630 cal BC 68.2% confidence; OxA-5965) and 

before the establishment of the alder carr; a terminus ante quem for the establishment 
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of the carr is 3370–3010 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 3360–3090 cal BC 68.2% 

confidence; OxA-5966). 

 

ANDERBY CREEK, LINCOLNSHIRE TF558750 

Two radiocarbon results were produced on oak wood from Anderby Creek submerged 

forest (OxA-5963, -5964; Clapham et al. 1996; Hedges et al. 1996, 410). The last dated 

event presumably provides a terminus post quem for the inundation of the wood of 

3370–2920 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 3350–3020 cal BC 68.2% confidence; OxA-

5963).   

 

LANGFORD LOWFIELDS QUARRY, NOTTINGHAMSHIRE SK8100061000 

Six samples produced a cross-match for dendrochronological measurements from the 

Langford Lowfields Quarry. One of the sequences, ‘Langford 1’, produced a tree-ring 

chronology spanning 4232–4021 BC. The timber was not associated with any 

diagnostic material culture (Hillam 1996).  

 

ASH HILL, LINCOLNSHIRE TF2085196040 

A sample on human skeletal remains of uncertain taphonomy produced the range 

1280–1640 cal AD (94.5% confidence; or 1320–1460 cal AD 68.2% confidence; HAR-

6399), and is not related to any prehistoric activity from the site (see main text; Phillips 

& Probert 1989a).   

 

LOW TOYNTON, LINCOLNSHIRE TF275713  

 A single result on charcoal of uncertain maturity was produced on the fill of a ‘neolithic’ 

hearth from Low Toynton (HAR-8531; 390–660 cal AD 95.4% confidence; or 420–610 

cal AD 68.2% confidence; Walker et al. 1991b). The hearth was ‘associated’ with 

pottery and animal bones; the later prehistoric result indicates some post-depositional 

mixing or redeposition of dated material.  
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NEWTON CLIFFS, LINCOLNSHIRE SK8252472769 

A single result was produced on charcoal of uncertain maturity and hazel nutshells 

(HAR-6505; Walker & Otlet 1988; Garton 1983) from a post-hole, which was part of a 

roughly trapezoidal structure. A pit with late Beaker pottery was located in the area of 

the structure, as was a distribution of mesolithic flint knapping. The result provides a 

terminus post quem for the infilling of the post-hole of 3010–2350 cal BC (95.4% 

confidence; or 2890–2490 cal BC 68.2% confidence; HAR-6505).  

 

UNSTONE, DERBYSHIRE SK372770 

Rescue excavation at Unstone I produced 4066 flints, the majority of which were 

recovered from an area of c120m2 (Myers 2007, 5; Myers 2000a, 17). The lithic scatters 

have been reported as of ‘mesolithic’ date (Courtney 1977). A number of negative 

features were excavated from the site, and it was inferred that these were potentially 

‘mesolithic’ (Ataman 1978). Clusters of material suggested two distinct phases, of 

mesolithic and later prehistoric activity. Charred cereal grains were recovered from post-

holes that were regarded as associated with the mesolithic flint work (Metcalf pers. 

comm. 2009). Unspeciated charcoal, recovered from a hearth close to the post-holes, 

was used to produce a radiocarbon measurement (HAR-3339). The result is too late for 

the mesolithic activity at the site. It is possible that suitable material for radiocarbon 

dating exists from other, earlier prehistoric, stratified deposits, and should be measured 

by multiple, single entity, short-lived radiocarbon results well associated with the 

mesolithic activity as a matter of course. 

 

TANSOR, NORTHAMPTONSHIRE TL05709017 

As noted in chapter four, two results not well associated with neolithic material culture 

were produced on features from Tansor. A terminus post quem for the small, central pit 

is 2210–1740 (cal BC 95.4% confidence; or 2130–1880 cal BC 68.2% confidence; Beta-

84659). A result from the stratigraphically later enclosing ditch must be residual 
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(Chapman 1997, 11; Beta-84662; 5650–5270 cal BC, 95.4% confidence; or 5630–5480 

cal BC 68.2% confidence).  

 

TATTERSHALL THORPE, LINCOLNSHIRE TF237608 

Results were produced on material from Tattershall Thorpe. In foundation trench [18] 

were several postholes were excavated. No demonstrably neolithic material culture was 

recovered from these features. HAR-4639 provides a terminus post quem for the infilling 

of post (18), one of an alignment of at least five posts set in a foundation trench (18).  

 

From upper levels of an iron age ditch 1km to the south-west of the site, HAR-4313 

provides a terminus post quem for the infilling of the ditch, and the result is residual from 

uncertain activity on the site (Chowne et al. 1993).  

 

From an environmental trench a peat layer underlay another deposit containing sherds 

of neolithic and bronze age pottery and flint. A sample of elm provides a stratigraphic 

terminus post quem for the overlying layer, but may be of uncertain association with the 

material culture overlying it (HAR-5220). 

 

SPROXTON BARROW, LEICESTERSHIRE SK867278 

A result (HAR-3133) was produced on oak charcoal of uncertain maturity. This was 

recovered from a small pit sealed below the original ground surface underlying the 

bronze age barrow. The result provides a terminus post quem for the barrow, and the pit 

infilling, but is not associated with diagnostic late mesolithic or early neolithic material 

culture (Clay 1981). 
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Fig. EM1.1. Posterior density estimates from features that may include in situ neolithic material culture and have produced 4th 

millennium radiocarbon results. Because I have not been able to access the material culture reports, these results are not 

included in the regional currency model. The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the 

brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. EM1.2. The duration of activity which may be associated with neolithic activity at Kirkby-on-Bain (as calculated in fig. EM1.1). 

The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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APPENDIX EM1 TABLES 

 

Table EM1. Fifth and fourth millennia radiocarbon results which cannot be demonstrably associated with material culture, and other results of 
interest to chapter four. 

Laboratory no. Material! Context!
14

C age (BP)! ! 
13 

C 

(‰) 

!
15

 N (‰) 

C:N ratio!

Calibrated date 
range (95% 
confidence)!

Aldwincle, Northamptonshire 
SP99638031!

HAR-1411 
 
 

Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity. 
 
Excess identified 
as Quercus sp. 
(probably all 
heartwood) or 
unidentified (Gale 
1998). 

Charcoal from 300mm from bottom of inner ditch 
of mortuary enclosure. 
 
Provides TPQ of uncertain offset for the infilling of 
the ditch. No certain association with any 
diagnostic material culture (Jackson 1976; 1977; 
Otlet & Walker 1979).  

4560±70 -27.2 3520–3029 cal 
BC 

Tansor Crossroads, Northamptonshire 
TL05709017!

Beta-84662 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Wood charcoal from primary silts of enclosing ditch 
F25.  
 
TPQ formation soil horizon. An early soil horizon 
on the site contained a mesolithic flint scatter 
(Chapman 1997), with which this result has 
uncertain relationship. No association with any 
early neolithic material culture. 

6620±60 - 5650–5470 cal 
BC 

Beta-84659 Quercus sp. 
heartwood 

Charcoal from mature timber from small pit F152 in 
central area  (Chapman 1997). 
 
TPQ infilling pit. No association with any early 
neolithic material culture. 

3610±90 - 2210–1740 cal 
BC 

Tattershall Thorpe, Lincolnshire 
TF237608!
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HAR-4639 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 
deriving from a 
post burnt in situ 

Post (18) burnt in situ, one of an alignment of at 
least five posts set in a foundation trench (18).  
 
No apparent association with any diagnostic 
material culture. TPQ use of post ?structure 
(Chowne et al. 1993). 

5820±60 -25.9 4830–4530 cal 
BC 

HAR-4313 ? From upper levels of an iron age ditch 1km to the 
south!west of the site. 

 
Interpreted as residual material, of uncertain 
relationship with any archaeological event 
(Chowne et al. 1993). 

5200±110 - 4330–3760 cal 
BC 

HAR-5220 Ulnus sp. wood From environmental trench adjacent to the river; 
from peat layer 10B below current water table. 
Sherds of neolithic and bronze age pottery and 
flints were found in a buried soil above this layer. 
 
Stratigraphic TPQ overlying material culture 
(Chowne et al. 1993), uncertain association with 
any early neolithic material culture. 

4450±80 -29.6 3370–2900 cal 
BC  

Irthlingborough Island, Northamptonshire 
SP965720!

SRR-3606 
 

Betula sp. or 
Alnus glutinosa 

 

Birch or alder roots growing into top of river 
gravels, overlain by finer alluvium (Healy et al. 

2007).  

 
Dates environmental succession at this site,  
uncertain association with any demonstrably 

anthropogenic activity. 

5195±65 
 

-28.9 
 

4230–3800 cal 
BC 
 

Grendon Quarry, Northamptonshire 
SP873617!

HAR-1495 Quercus sp. 

charcoal 

Charcoals from postholes of F37W (palisade 
trench), within ring ditch V (Gibson & McCormick 
1985). The posts were interpreted as part of the 

same enclosure as F35 (see HAR-1497). 
 
TPQ of uncertain offset for infilling. No association 

4280±70 - 3090–2680 cal 

BC 
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with any diagnostic material culture, though the 
ditch could be suggested as remains of possible 

long-barrow or square-barrow. 

HAR-1497 Quercus sp. and 
Prunus spinosa 
sp. charcoal 

 

Charcoal including mature oak, and blackthorn 
twigs, from ring ditch V, F35 below heavy gravel 
tips in enclosure ditch (Gibson & McCormick 
1985). Interpreted as part of the same enclosure 

as F37W (see HAR-1495). 

 
TPQ deposit formation. No association with any 
diagnostic material culture, though suggested as 

remains of possible long!barrow or 

square!barrow. 

4700±130 -24.9 3720–3090 cal 

BC 

HAR-1498 Quercus sp. 
charcoal 

Charcoal including mature oak, from ring ditch V, 
one of five postholes (Gibson & McCormick 1985). 
This postpit F63 enclosed in ditch F35. 
 
TPQ infilling post-pit.  No established association 
with any diagnostic material culture, though 
suggested as remains of possible long barrow or 
square barrow. 

4950±80  -26.5 4000–3540 cal 
BC 

Hemington Fields, Derbyshire  
SK 4568330247!

HAR-8508 Rhamnus sp. 
wood with bark 
and 56 rings 

AML 872586, from one of nine posts associated 
with wattle panel, assumed to be part of fish weir. 
Dates fish weir (Clay & Salisbury 1990; Walker et 
al. 1991a; Sailsbury 1981). The material with bark 
would provide an accurate result for the date of the 
formation of the wattle. There is some inbuilt offset 
in the date 56 years (though the proportion of 
material off different ages is uncertain).  

4720±70 -25.3 3650–3360 cal 
BC 

Sproxton barrow, Leicestershire 
SK867278!

HAR-3133 
 

Quercus sp. 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

AML-790551, from small pit sealed below the 
original ground surface, cut by ring ditch, earliest 
feature on the site of bronze age round barrow.  
 

5170±90 
 

-25.7±1.0 
 

4240–3770 cal 
BC 
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TPQ infilling pit. TPQ formation barrow. No 
associated diagnostic material culture (Clay 1981).  

Mother Gundy’s Parlour, Derbyshire 
SK53587426!

OxA-2350 Homo sapiens 
bone 

Human juvenile right ilium, P.3243. A museum 
specimen Jacobi (1991) tentatively identified as 
part of the assemblage of ‘fragments of four 
human skeletons, all belonging to children and 
youths’ found by Dawkins & Mello and listed as 
from Creswell.  
 
Dates the death of the individual. Not well 
associated with any material culture.  

4640±70 -23.1 3640–3120 cal 
BC 

Robin Hood’s Cave, Derbyshire  
SK53417419!

OxA-1807 Homo sapiens 
bone 

Human lumbar vertebra RH69, E tip 68, from 
excavations in previously investigated deposits 
outside west entrance of Robin Hood’s Cave. 

Cranial and post!cranial material representing at 

least two individuals was recovered from disturbed 
contexts in 1969. The range of anatomical parts 
suggests former existence of burials. Late glacial 
deposits in this area — suggests mixed age 
assemblage (Jacobi 1991). OxA-7386 also derives 
from this location.  
 
Dates death of individual. Not demonstrably 
associated with any material culture. 

4870±120 -21.0 3960–3370 cal 
BC 

OxA-7386 Homo sapiens 
bone 

Partial human frontal bone, found in 1969 by J. B. 
Campbell in square D3, layer OB, of excavation in 
front of the western entrance to Robin Hood's 
Cave. OxA-1807 was produced on a lumbar 
vertebra from this location (Jacobi 1991). Both 
these results produced on skeletal material 
redeposited to this location from the Mello and 
Dawkins excavation (Jacobi 1998).  
 

5000±40 -20.5 3950–3670 cal 
BC 
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Dates death of individual. Not demonstrably 
associated with any material culture. 

Staythorpe power station, Nottinghamshire 
SK 765 535!

Beta-142214 Reeds Reeds from peat recovered from trench 8 sampling 
column from palaeochannel/oxbow B (Davies 
1999). 

6180±80 -25.0 5320–4930 cal 
BC 

Beta-142215 Wood Wood recovered from trench 8 sampling column 
recovered from palaeochannel/oxbow B (Davies 
1999). 

6070±60 -25.0 5210–4800 cal 
BC 

Beta-142218 Wood Wood recovered from borrow pit 2, 
palaeochannel/oxbow C approximately 100m east 
of samples STAY8 and STAY9 (Davies 1999). 

6040±70 -25.0 5210–4780 cal 
BC 

Beta-144016 Homo sapiens 
femur 

Human femur recovered from borrow pit 2, 
palaeochannel/oxbow C, find spot 5 (Davies 
1999). 
 
The bone appears to have been post-mortally 
broken. The association of the find with the two 
palaeochannels apparently open on the site is 
uncertain. 

6790±40 -20.5 5740–5620 cal 
BC 

Langford, Nottinghamshire 
SK8100061000!

Beta-158370 Homo sapiens 
pelvis 

Arthritic male pelvis in which was identified a flint 
tip complete with bending fragment from the 
gravels at Langford. 

4780±40 - 3650–3380 cal 
BC 

Langford Lowfields Quarry, Nottinghamshire 
SK8100061000!

Dendrochronological 
date on ‘Langford 1’ 

Six samples  Dates death of tree. Uncertain association with 
anthropogenic activity. 

4232–4021 BC  Letter from J. 
Hillam to A. 
Howard seen in 
Nottingham 
SMR. 

Willington, Derbyshire 
SK2847627774!

HAR-956 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 

Charcoal from hearth pit F55, believed to be iron 
age (Wheeler 1979). The pit was superficially 

6110±130 -25.1 5350–4710 cal 
BC 
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uncertain maturity 
 

similar to F56, from which early iron age material 
culture was recovered. On this basis this feature 
was also attributed to the iron age, though no 
artefacts were recovered from it.  
 
TPQ infilling pit. No diagnostic material culture 
from this feature, though other early neolithic 
activity manifest in other parts of the site. 

Liffs Low, Derbyshire 
SK1512657591!

OxA-2290 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Charcoal, from pre-barrow pit, SF 50, at Liffs Low, 
Hartington (Hedges et al. 1991b; Barnatt 1996a). 
 
Bateman revealed a rich suite of later neolithic 
artefacts, and further (poorly documented) 
excavations in the 1930s unearthed Beaker 
pottery, a polished pendant and at least three 
skeletons. This date and OxA-2291, -2354 and -
2355 may be residual from the pre-barrow neolithic 
activity indicated by several Plain bowl sherds 
found within earthen part of the barrow. The 
uncertain nature of the dated material (the 
possibility of an inbuilt age offset) means that the 
result cannot demonstrably be associated with the 
early neolithic activity indicated at the site.  
 
Provides a TPQ of uncertain duration for the 
infilling of the pit and pre-barrow activity. 

5000±80 -26.6 3970–3640 cal 
BC 

OxA-2354 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Charcoal SF 28 from later phases of barrow at 
Liffs Low, Hartington (see OxA-2291; Hedges et al. 
1991b; Barnatt 1996a). 
 
Assumed to be residual charcoal from the pre-
barrow activity, uncertain relationship of 
'radiocarbon event' with specific features or 
archaeological events. 
 

4960±70 -31.2 3960–3630 cal 
BC 
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OxA-2355 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Charcoal SF 35, from later phases of barrow (see 
OxA-2291; Hedges et al. 1991b; Barnatt 1996a). 
 
Assumed to be residual charcoal from the pre-
barrow activity, uncertain relationship with specific 
features or archaeological events.  

5270±70 -31.9 4330–3950 cal 
BC 

OxA-2291 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Charcoal SF 48 from OGS directly under capping 
of primary barrow at Liffs Low (see OxA-2291; 
Hedges et al. 1991b; Barnatt 1996a). 
 
Assumed to be residual from early activity: 
provides a TPQ for the upcast of the later bronze 
age barrow. Of uncertain relationship with other 
pre-barrow activity.  

4850±80 -25.7 3800–3380 cal 
BC 

Kirlby-on-Bain, Lincolnshire 
TF238617!

OxA-9425 Corylus avellana 
nutshell 

Fill of posthole 652, part of structure 1. One of a 
row of postholes on the east of structure 1, on a 
similar alignment to fence line. Part of same 
alignment as posthole 654. 

4498±38 -24.4±0.3 3600–3020 cal 
BC 

OxA-9426 Corylus avellana 
nutshell 
 

Fill of posthole 652, part of structure 1. One of a 
row of postholes on the east of structure 1, on a 
similar alignment to fence line. Part of same 
alignment as posthole 654. 

4490±40 -24.4±0.3 3360–3020 cal 
BC 

OxA-9437 Corylus avellana 
nutshell 
 

Fill of pit 654, part of structure 1. One of a row of 
postholes on the east of structure 1, on a similar 
alignment to fence line. Part of same alignment as 
posthole 652. 

4600± 40 -24.7±0.3 3500–3130 cal 
BC 

OxA-9438 Corylus avellana 
nutshell 

Fill of pit 654, part of structure 1. One of a row of 
postholes on the east of structure 1, on a similar 
alignment to fence line. Part of same alignment as 
posthole 652. 

4515± 40 -23.1±0.3 3370–3030 cal 
BC 

OxA-9427 Corylus avellana 
nutshell 

Fill of pit 662, part of fence line possibly associated 
with structure 1.  The pit contained fire cracked 
limestone which may be associated with flint 
preparation. 

4462± 39 -24.8±0.3 3350–2940 cal 
BC 

OxA-9428 Corylus avellana Fill of pit 662, part of fence line possibly associated 4572±39 -24.3±0.3 3500–3110 cal 
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nutshell with structure 1.  The pit contained fire cracked 
limestone which may be associated with flint 
preparation (many of the flints were thermally 
treated). 

BC 

OxA-9429 Corylus avellana 
nutshell 

Fill of feature 660, part of fence line possible 
associated with structure 1.  One of two parallel 
lines of postholes in the area of structure 1. 

4448 ± 39 -27.5 3340–2920 cal 
BC 

OxA-9430 Corylus avellana 
nutshell 

Fill of feature 660, part of fence line possible 
associated with structure 1.  One of two parallel 
lines of postholes in the area of structure 1. 

4533 ± 38 -25.8±0.3 3370–3090 cal 
BC 

OxA-11556 Corylus avellana 
nutshell 

Fill of pit 220. 4537 ± 39 -20.1±0.3 3370–3090 cal 
BC 

OxA-11555 Corylus avellana 
nutshell 

Fill of pit 220. 4576 ± 40  -21.1±0.3 3500–3110 cal 
BC 

OxA-11486 Corylus avellana 
nutshell 

Fill of pit 115, area 1. 7045 ± 45 -24.4±0.3 6020–5840 cal 
BC 

OxA-11487 Corylus avellana 
nutshell 

Fill of pit 115, area 1. 7010 ± 50 -25.8±0.3 6010–5750 cal 
BC 

OxA-11484 Corylus avellana 
nutshell 

Material from fill of pit 798. 8085 ± 55 -24.7±0.3 7180–6830 cal 
BC 

OxA-11485 Heather/ling twig Material from fill of pit 798. 170±34 -25.5±0.3 Cal AD 1660–
1950 

Latimer Park, Burton Latimer, Northamptonshire 
?NGR 

GrA-14014 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity, 
submitted in a soil 
matrix. 

Treethrow [172] contained burnt red flecks and 
charcoal (Foundation Archaeology 1999a).  
 
Uncertain if only charcoal dated or if measurement 
included soil matrix. Either way uncertain 
relationship with any archaeological ‘event’. 
 
No association with any diagnostic material culture 
or indeed anthropogenic activity. 

5910±40 -30.1 4900–4700 cal 
BC  

Longstone Edge, Derbyshire 
SK20887341 

OxA-13393 Corylus avellana Hazel nutshell fragment from cremation deposit 7519±40 -22.4 6460–6260 cal 
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nutshell associated with Food vessel immediately predating 
round barrow I. Too early for the pottery and this 
project. 

BC 

OxA-13447 Homo sapiens 
bone 

Proximal end of right human ulna. From pre-
barrow I mortuary deposits. Not well associated 
with diagnostic early neolithic material culture 
given the mixed deposits from underlying the 
barrow. 

4832±31 -20.8 
9.0 
3.2 

3660–3540 cal 
BC 

OxA-14086 Homo sapiens 
bone 

Human bone from pre-barrow I mortuary deposits. 
Not well associated with diagnostic early neolithic 
material culture given the mixed deposits from 
underlying the barrow. 

4283±32 -22.1 
11.7 
3.2 

2930–2880 cal 
BC 

Wolla Bank, Lincolnshire 
TF553762 

OxA-5966 Alnus sp. wood Wood from 0–4.5cm in monolith from submerged 
forest at Wolla Bank (Hedges et al. 1996). 
Uncertain association with any diagnostic material 
culture. 

4500±55 -24.9 3370–3010 cal 
BC 

Anderby Creek, Lincolnshire 
TF558750 
 

OxA-5963 Quercus sp. wood Wood stump 32, from submerged forest at 
Anderby Creek, Lincolnshire. The macrofossil 
remains are interpreted as indicating growth and 
decay over several centuries. The youngest dates 
(this and OxA-5966) indicate the time at which the 
forest finally died as a result of waterlogging 
(Hedges et al. 1996). Uncertain association with 
any diagnostic material culture. 

4480±55 

 

-28.0 3370–2920 cal 
BC 

OxA-5964 Quercus sp. wood Wood stump 34 from submerged forest.  The 
macrofossil remains are interpreted as indicating 
growth and decay over several centuries. The 
youngest dates (OxA-5963 and OxA-5966) 
indicate the time at which the forest finally died as 
a result of waterlogging (Hedges et al. 1996). 
Uncertain association with any diagnostic material 
culture. 

4625±55 -28.0 3630–3130 cal 
BC 
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OxA-5966 Quercus sp. wood Wood stump 8 from submerged forest.  The 
macrofossil remains are interpreted as indicating 
growth and decay over several centuries. The 
youngest dates (OxA-5963 and OxA-5966) 
indicate the time at which the forest finally died as 
a result of waterlogging (Hedges et al. 1996). 
Uncertain association with any diagnostic material 
culture. 

4865±65 -24.9 3780–3520 cal 
BC 

Ash Hill long barrow, Lincolnshire 
TF2085196040 

HAR-6399 Homo sapiens 
bone 

Three pieces of human femur from one of the 
more complete skeletons from inhumations in 
north-west of mound terminal. 
 
Dates death of individual (Phillips & Thomas 
1989a). Too late for the purposes of this thesis. 

1090±70 -22.7 cal AD 770–
1120 

Low Toynton, Bain Valley, Lincolnshire 
TF275713 

HAR-8531 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity. 
Excess identified 
as Quercus sp. 
sapwood and 
heartwood, 
Prunus sp., knot 
weed, 
 Corylus sp., 
Pomoideae, 
Sambucus sp., 
and unidentified. 

Charcoal AML 872568, LTO 7861 from fill of 
neolithic hearth, associated with pottery and 
animal bone. Was hoped sample would date 
neolithic activity in area and compare with 
Tattershall Thorpe dates (Walker et al. 1991b). 
 
TPQ for the infilling of the 'neolithic' hearth. 

1530±70 
 

-26.8 cal AD 390–
660 
 

Newton Cliffs, Lincolnshire 
SK8252472769 

HAR-6505 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 
and Corylus 

Charcoal and hazel nutshells from middle layer in 
fill of small feature (15) probably posthole (Walker 
& Otlet 1988; Garton 1983). One of nine in a rough 
trapezoidal setting or structure. Pit 11 was possibly 

4130±120 -25.3 3010–2350 cal 
BC 
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avellana nutshell associated with Beaker pottery and mesolithic flint 
knapping area coincided with posthole setting.  
 
TPQ infilling posthole. Uncertain relationship of 
date with structure. 

Unstone, Derbyshire 
SK82524727769 

HAR-3339 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

U77C2F48, charcoal from a hearth close to 
postholes which contained carbonised grain. 

1980±150 -26.6 390–380 cal 
BC 

!
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APPENDIX EM2: LISMORE FIELDS RADIOCARBON DATA 

 

Introduction 

An English Heritage monograph reporting the results discussed here is 

forthcoming (Bayliss pers. comm. 2009; Garton 1991, 11–15; 19). 

 

In 2009, 25 radiocarbon measurements had been commissioned from Belfast, 

Oxford, and Harwell (table 4.1). Additional samples have been submitted by 

English Heritage (J. Meadows pers. comm. 2009). One of these results may be 

an incorrect laboratory number (UB-3379), two samples probably failed (UB-

3291, -3292), and results on peat are not relevant to the period discussed here 

(table EM1). 

 

Material dated at Belfast includes seven dates produced on ‘charcoal’ of 

uncertain species and maturity. The nature of the dated material for the other 

three samples is unknown.  

 

A variety of short-lived (though not single entity) material was dated at Oxford, 

including wheat grains (OxA-2434, -2438), flax seeds (OxA-2436), short-lived 

charcoals (OxA-2437, -2438, -2435), charcoals of uncertain species and maturity 

(OxA-2433) and ‘peat’ (OxA-1976–8; OxA-2300–2). 

 

The single result produced by Harwell is on charcoal of uncertain species and 

maturity (HAR-6500).  

 

Excess charcoal from some of the samples was identified (English Heritage 

scientific dating file), allowing an assessment of inbuilt offsets in some dated 

material. 

 

Material culture associations are noted from reports (Garton pers. comm. 2009), 

and are therefore subject to final revision in the forthcoming publication. 
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The Lismore Fields samples and sequences 

Building I (fig. 4.6) 

Building I is a post-and-slot-built structure. The features form a rectangular plan, 

the longitudinal axis of which is aligned south-east — north-west. Building I is 

located in the far eastern extent of the excavation undertaken in 1985. The 

northernmost longtitudinal post alignment comprises ten postpits. Postpit [0138] 

is located at the eastern end of the structure and produced material for the 

radiocarbon result UB-3290.  

 

Material for OxA-2434 [0110] and OxA-2438 [0103] derived from features from 

the eastern end of the eastern side of building I. UB-3290 [0138] was produced 

on material from the northern section of post alignments from the western end of 

building I. OxA-2437 [0015] was produced on material from the south-western 

end of the western side of building I. OxA-2434 [0089] was produced on material 

from postpit [0089], from the eastern end of the western part of building I.  

 

The southernmost longtitudinal post alignment comprises perhaps 12 features 

(fig. 4.6). Dividing the space between the two longitudinal alignments are six 

transverse alignments of postpits. These features have been suggested as gable 

ends, and divides in the internal space (fig. 4.7). It is possible to suggest 

alternative interpretations. ‘Building I’ could comprise two broadly symmetrical 

sub-square ‘cells’, which are each divided in half by a single central, transverse 

post-and-slot alignment. In this reading, the proximity of the two structures could 

reflect a structure re-built in two phases, or two contemporaneous structures. If 

the two structures were contemporaneous, it could be that both buildings were 

entered through a central aisle, with opposing central entrances on the 

transverse walls of this shared aisle. 

 

At the eastern corner of building I, the postholes form an ‘L’-shape plan. The 

posts may represent some form of structural elaboration. Further postholes on 
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the eastern transverse alignment also suggest a possible porch, or other 

architectural detailing. Similar ‘double’ postholes at the middle of the western 

‘cell’ in building I might indicate architectural elaboration. 

 

Building II 

Garton’s (1991) building II was located on the eastern side of the excavation. The 

structure comprises a sub-square group of features apparently divided by two 

central postpits. The plan and dimensions of building II are superficially 

reminiscent of each of the two ‘cell’ structures forming ‘building I’. UB-3289 dated 

material from one of the building II [0275] postpits. This postpit, one of two pairs, 

could define an architectural feature such as a porch. OxA-2435 was produced 

on material from postpit  [0238], located on the northern side of building II. 

 

East-west post alignment, and circular postpit alignment including [0149] 

A linear post alignment runs east-west across the site. Eight excavated postholes 

can be attributed to this alignment. Five of the features showed evidence for 

postpipes. The features were significant; the largest feature, sub-oval pit [0224] 

was c1.25m x c0.75m (dated by UB-3293). The other postpits are smaller, more 

circular in plan, and c1m in diameter. Postpit [0311], in the large east-west 

alignment, was dated by UB-3379. This postpit was located at the eastern-most 

extent of the alignment revealed by excavation. 

 

One of the postpits from the east-west post alignment may form part of a north-

south post alignment running beyond the northern extent of excavation. The 

east-west post alignment underlies at least two substantial circular feature 

groups. Pit [0224] (dated by UB-3292), in the east-west post alignment, is cut by 

one of the circular postpit alignments. One of the pits, [0149], in this circular 

postpit alignment produced material that was dated by UB-3294.  The 

westernmost postpit of the east-west linear post alignment is cut by a ring ditch.  

 

Pit features 
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OxA-2433 dated another pit [0055]. This pit, together with [0064], was one of a 

possible pair of pits. These features were located to the south-west of the 

eastern part of building I. 

 

UB-3295 was produced on material from the fill of a pit [0266]. Pit [0266] cut pit 

[0270], which also produced material for dating (UB-3297). Pit [0270] contained 

Carinated bowl and a group VI axe fragment. The fill of the pit dated by UB-3295 

was similar to another ten excavated in 1984. UB-3296 dated pit [316], which 

contained Plain bowl pottery and flakes of struck quartz and cereal grains. UB-

3277 dated charred material recovered from a rich charcoal layer in pit [0021], 

which also contained a sherd of shouldered bowl. Pit [0021] was located in 

proximity to building I, and was interpreted as associated with it.  

 

It is not possible to attribute UB-3379 to a feature, and it is uncertain what 

material was dated. This result is not included in the dating report produced from 

the site (Garton pers. comm. 2009) and the result has not been included in the 

model (see main text). 

 

Ecofacts from Lismore 

The preservation of bone on the site was poor and radiocarbon results are not 

associated with faunal remains. Palynological analysis is forthcoming (Garton 

pers. comm. 2009), and radiocarbon results from pollen cores include a 6th 

millennium result and a mid 4th millennium result (table 4.1).  

 

Lismore is nationally important because of its early neolithic plant macrofossil 

assemblage. Fifty-eight early neolithic features were sampled for charred plant 

remains (Garton pers. comm. 2009). Some of these features had large numbers 

of cereal grains. Glume bases were also recovered. Some features produced a 

range of species including emmer, ‘probable’ spelt, free-threshing wheat, and 

barley. Other plant remains recovered included hazel nutshells, crab apple and 

flax.  
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The sample from [0105] produced nearly 800 grains of emmer, probable spelt, 

free-threshing wheats and indeterminate grains (Garton pers. comm. 2009). 

Hazel nutshell and glume bases were also recovered. This might produce a ratio 

of c22 cereal grains/litre.  

 

Twenty-five flax seeds were recovered from [0184]. Twenty wild apple seeds, as 

well as one whole fruit and fragments of possible fruit, were recovered from 

[0188]. Forty-two grams of hazel nutshell were recovered from [110]. A ball of 

fused seeds of flax was recovered from [0110], which was sampled by OxA-

2436. 

 

The size of the cereal assemblage from Lismore is rare in Britain and has 

implications for interpretations of sedentism and the symbolic significance of 

“houses”. Other early neolithic sites with sizeable cereal grain assemblages 

include Balbridie post-and-slot-built structure (which was also burnt down) and 

Hambledon Hill causewayed enclosure (see main text for discussion on Aston). 

Early neolithic cereals are more usually recovered, in this part of the world, in the 

order of 0.25 grains per litre (e.g. Hall & Huntley 2007, 277). My provisional 

estimate for the density from samples like that from [0105] is almost 100 times 

this figure.  

 

Cereal grain assemblages recovered archaeologically would only be a proportion 

of those recovered from cultivation (Robinson 2000, 86), even on the scale of the 

very small-scale midden or ‘garden’ cultivation proposed as possible for the 

neolithic (Guttman 2005; Bogaard & Jones 2007, 361). The scale of the Lismore 

assemblage is important and further archaeobotanical analysis is eagerly 

awaited. 

 

The Lismore assemblage is also striking because of the range of wheat species 

reported (Garton pers. comm. 2009); while emmer is often recovered, spelt and 
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free-threshing wheat are much rarer in this period (McLaren 2000). Spelt is 

suggested in neolithic features from  the north of England at Coupland (Huntley 

in Waddington 2009a) and Whitton (van der Veen 1985), though only 

provisionally identified in the south of England at Hembury (Helbaek 1953).  

 

Early neolithic pottery assemblage 

At least seven Carinated bowls were recovered from postholes from building I 

[0103], [0065], [0098], [0137], and [0128] (Garton pers. comm. 2009). 

Shouldered bowls were recovered from postholes [0106] and [0096] in building I. 

Fine-walled bowl pottery was recovered from posthole [0063] in building I. Thick-

walled bowl pottery was recovered from [0093] in building I. A ‘wide-hooked rim 

bowl’ was recovered from postholes [0103], [0087] and slot [0112] in building I. 

Indeterminate bowl pottery was recovered from building I postholes [0132], 

[0137], [0101], [0133], and [0132]. Pit [0021], possibly associated with building I, 

contained shouldered bowl.  

 

Postpits [0270] and [0266] contained Carinated bowl. Posthole [0033] and 

stakehole [0268] contained indeterminate bowl fragments. Postpits [0270], 

[0266], [0316], [0196] and [0170] contained indeterminate pottery. A fine-walled 

vessel was recovered from pits [0270] and [0266].  

 

Model and results: Lismore Fields 

A model of the radiocarbon results available for Lismore Fields is presented in 

fig. 4.2). The prior data for this model are derived from the archaeological 

interpretative phases produced by the excavator (e.g. Garton 1991) and 

described above. These phases are: 

• a phase of digging of pits which do not seem to have had a structural 

function, 

• the construction and use of building I,  

• the construction and use of building II,  
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• the construction of the linear post alignment, and the stratigraphically 

related ring ditches and circular post alignment.  

 

Model considerations 

Relationships between features? 

The model expresses no prior knowledge of the relationships between the 

different phases; it is possible that these different phases could overlap (and all 

be related), or be sequential (and represent successive types of archaeological 

activity).  

 

Old wood? 

Two results are significantly earlier than others from the site, HAR-6500 and UB-

3294. HAR-6500 could date the context from which it was recovered. The excess 

material was identified as short-lived species or unidentified material. However, 

given the current assemblage of radiocarbon results, this can be visually 

suggested as an Outlier (Bronk Ramsey 2009b), which may not be associated 

with early neolithic activity. UB-3294 produced a similarly early result on 

unspeciated charcoal. This result appears to have been produced on charcoal 

from multiple contexts. The result is presented as an Outlier in the model 

because there is uncertain association between this and any archaeological 

event. 

 

Several dates have been included in the model as termini post quos (UB-3295, -

3378, -3293, -3297, OxA-2433), to reflect possible inbuilt ‘old wood’ age offsets 

(UB-3295 was produced on slow-grown oak charcoal). The other results from the 

site are presented as if they date the contexts from which they were recovered — 

the nature of the dated material means that they have potential for limited in-built 

offsets. 

 

East-west pit alignment 
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UB-3378 was identified as either oak of 10 years or more than 20 years and 

might provide a terminus post quem for the date of the post. Another of the posts 

from this east-west alignment was dated. The material dated from this post, UB-

3293, was interpreted as the possible outer edge of a charred oak post — 

conceivably a short-lived date for the post. These two results are statistically 

consistent (T’=0.0; T’5%=3.8; !=1), indicating that they could represent the same 

point in time. Because of the consistency of UB-3378 and -3293, and the 

archaeological interpretation that UB-3293 represents the outer edge of an oak 

post, it is possible that both measurements sample the death/felling of the oak 

trees. A conservative approach has been taken here and both are presented as 

termini post quos. 

 

The results on material from building II (T’=0.3; T’5%=3.8; !=1; UB-3289, OxA-

2435) are statistically consistent, supporting the interpretation based on the 

nature of the short-lived dated material that they estimate infilling of the features 

without significant inbuilt offset. 

The result on pit [0021] (UB-3377), suggested to be associated with the 

occupation of building I, is cross-referenced into the Phase ‘Use building I’. The 

similar nature of the material from this pit and the material from the westernmost 

part of building I led the excavator to suggest that this feature and building I were 

probably contemporaneous (Garton pers. comm. 2009). The sample was not 

single entity, but may not include significant offset. The charcoals include fast 

grown oak (with an offset of c15+ years), hazel (with minimum age offsets of 5 

and 15 years) and rowan (12 year offset). The results from building I and the 

result from pit [0021] are statistically consistent, supporting this interpretation 

(T’=10.7; T’5%=11.1; !=5; OxA-2434, -2436, -2437, -2438, UB-3277, -3290).  

 

Chronology of Lismore structures 
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The OxCal 4.1 CQL2 keywords and brackets define the model exactly (fig. 

EM2.1). The Lismore site model presented here has good agreement 

(Amodel=117.1%; fig. EM2.1). 

 

The start of activity sampled here as ‘use building I’ is estimated as 3840–3650 

cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3790–3690 cal BC 68.2% probable; first building I; 

fig. 4.2). The end of activity associated with building I is 3670–3310 cal BC 

(95.4% probable; or 3640–3480 cal BC 68.2% probable; End building I; fig. 4.2).  

 

The exact taphonomy of many of the samples from Building I is uncertain; they 

are most probably associated with the use of the structure (Reynolds 1995), 

though some of the samples may derive from materials from timbers which 

formed the structure of the building (e.g. OxA-2438). If the results predominantly 

sample the use of the building, there may be an offset between the construction 

of the structure building I and the estimates presented here. 

 

The duration of use of building I is estimated as is 0–360 years (95.4% probable; 

or 60–250 years 68.2% probable; duration building I; fig. 4.3). All the 

determinations currently available for building I are statistically consistent (T’=2.5; 

T’5%=9.5; !=4; OxA-2434, -2436, -2437, -2438, UB-3290), and could be of the 

same actual age. 

 

The use of building II began 3650–3390 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3640–3490 

cal BC 68.2% probable; first building II; fig. 4.2). 

 

Given the density of pit features on the site, the chronology of pit digging is 

relatively poorly sampled by demonstrably short-lived samples. Excluding HAR-

6500, the remaining results are statistically consistent (T’=0.7; T’5%=7.8; !=3; 

UB-3296, -3377, -3297, -3295), indicating that the activity sampled from this 

phase could derive from the same short period of activity.  
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Both the results from the ring ditch and the circular post alignment were 

produced on bulk charcoal that appears to include an inbuilt age offset (i.e. old 

wood). This means that it is not possible to produce a demonstrably accurate 

chronology for these features.  

 

INVESTIGATION AND INTERPRETATION OF NEOLITHIC POST-AND-SLOT-BUILT 

STRUCTURES 

The post-and-slot-built structures represented at Lismore suggest the presence 

of neolithic populations that were well-integrated with early neolithic practices in 

other parts of Britain. Within Darvill’s (1996) ‘houses’, post-and-slot-built 

structures of the type excavated at Lismore, form a distinctive class. Structures 

with superficial similarities to the Lismore are located at Balbridie, Aberdeenshire 

(Fairweather & Ralston 1993); Crathes, Aberdeenshire (Murray et al. 2009); 

Claish, Stirlingshire (Barclay et al. 2002); White Horse Stone, Kent (Hayden 

2006); Llandegai, Gwynedd (Kenny 2008a; appendix C); Yarnton, Oxfordshire 

(Hey & Barclay 2007) and possibly Pilgrim’s Stone, Kent (Hayden 2006). Smyth 

(pers. comm. 2010) has demonstrated that the recognition of post-built structures 

in Ireland correlates with the rise in commercial archaeology. The rise in 

recognition of post-and-slot-built structures in Britain probably results from 

commercial techniques. 

 

Most striking are the similarities of these structures’ plans. It is arguable that 

these similar plans reflect similar methods of construction, and perhaps 

decorative or aesthetic considerations — specifically adjunct postholes which 

could form porches, or other forms of elaboration. At White Horse Stone, Hayden 

(2006, 33) noted “[t]he corners of the building seem to have been marked by 

multiple postholes: three at the north-western and south-western corners and two 

at the north-east corner. There were a larger number of postholes, mostly rather 

small, at the south-eastern corner, but it is unclear how many of these should 

really be regarded as corner posts rather than part of the framework supporting 

the wall.” The pattern of multiple postholes might be replicated in the south-
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eastern corner of building I, Lismore Fields. Other similarities include the 

concentration of postholes in the middle of the transverse sides of the cells in 

Lismore structures I and II, and Yarnton site 7.  

 

The process of construction by a population together of a ‘right-built’ house (Gell 

1992b, 60) might have been as important a statement of cultural identity as the 

practices that went on within them (Bradley 2007, 353). This process of building 

might include the ‘closure’ of structures; there is evidence to suggest that the 

features comprising building II were deliberately closed or backfilled (Garton 

pers. comm.).  

 

Apparent spatial differences in the use of the structure at White Horse Stone 

have been recorded (Hayden 2006, 44). This structure may share the double 

cell, with central corridor construction, suggested at Lismore Fields (see fig. 4.6). 

At Site 7, Yarnton, specific use of the structure may also have occurred; a human 

cremation had been placed in the top of a deep pit accompanied by a wooden 

container, at the east end of this structure. A result on this was estimated at 

3660-3530 cal BC (95.4% confidence; Hey pers. comm. 2010; Hey et al. 2003, 

83). 

 

Anthropologically informed examples (e.g. Bourdieu 1979; Reuter 2002; Lane 

1998) of disparate relationships with the built environment have formed the point 

of departure for a critique of the term ‘house’, with its implied notions of 

‘domestic’ life (Thomas 1996b). Such an interpretation is in contrast to the 

longhouses of the earlier, continental LBK, which are often interpreted as 

primarily ‘domestic’ structures (Last 1996). Thomas (1999; 2008, 70) has argued 

that the relative absence of ‘house’ structures and associated finds, especially of 

cereals in Britain, in contrast to Ireland, indicates a distinctly regional nature of 

the early neolithic presence Britain. 
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Early neolithic post-and-slot-built structures appear to be highly culturally-specific 

structures, which were constructed in line with aesthetic concerns and as 

containers for specific practices. These structures are distinct from the much 

earlier, mesolithic structure from the study area (e.g. Waddington 2007). Dated 

examples of these neolithic structures are rare in Britain; while these structures 

appear as a well established tradition, we do not understand the currency of 

these structures’ use very well (chapter nine). 
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Fig. EM2.1. Chronological model for Lismore Fields. The constraints active on the model are 
indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). The structure is the 
same as shown in fig. 4.2. 
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APPENDIX EM3: WHITWELL RADIOCARBON DATES 

 

Introduction and sampling  

The radiocarbon chronology of the site was complicated by on-site conservation 

of skeletal remains with PVA (Marshall et al. undated), problems with the pre-

treatment processing of samples (Bronk Ramsey et al. 2000; Bronk Ramsey et 

al. 2004a), and graphitisation (Bronk Ramsey et al. 2002).  

 

Samples OxA-4176, -4177 and 4326 were processed using the method of ion 

exchange (Bronk Ramsey & Hedges 1989) in an attempt to remove the PVA-

derived contaminants. However, Hedges & Pettitt (1999) demonstrated that this 

method was not entirely effective at removing contamination: 0.2% contamination 

concentrations could still be present in high collagen-yielding samples — the 

effect being proportionally greater in samples yielding lower percentages of 

collagen. As the original collagen yields from these three samples were low 

(OxA-4176=5.6mg; OxA-4177=2.2mg; OxA-4326=10.7mg) these results were 

regarded as potentially still contaminated. Repeat processing (extracting collagen 

using ultrafiltration at Oxford) produced much larger yields, and measurements 

from Oxford and Groningen with good agreement  (SK659: GrA-27515; OxA-

14495; and SK982: GrA-27515; OxA-14495 are statistically consistent T’=0.6; 

T’5%=3.8; !=1 and T’=1.1; T’5%=3.8; !=1, respectively). Given this consistency, 

it is these results which are regarded as more reliable and are presented here 

(Marshall pers. comm. 2010). The other results may have still been subject to 

contaminants derived from the burial environment, but are regarded as more 

reliable than the PVA contaminated results.  

 

Whitwell sample associations 

Some of the skeletal remains from the linear mortuary structure were 

stratigraphically related in a sequence of deposits that underlay and overlay a 

stone slab. Skeletal remains from burial 659, below the stone slab, were dated by 

OxA-14493 and GrA-27519. These results estimated the same event (the 
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death of this individual), and are not statistically independent likelihoods. These 

estimates have been combined prior to calibration. Skeletal elements used for 

the MNI (therefore certain not to be from the same skeleton, and thus 

independent likelihoods for the individuals’ deaths), were produced on other 

remains from under the stone slab (OxA-12764, -12134, -12765, -12135, and 

GrA-22564).  

 

Two results were produced on skeletal material recovered from above the stone 

slabs (OxA-12766, -12767).  

 

A pit sealed by slabs of limestone at the eastern end of the linear mortuary area 

containing the multiple skeletal remains produced a small amount of charred 

plant remains.  Replicate measurements on two samples from this feature 

(SP42a and SP42b) of Corylus sp. nutshell (SP42a; OxA-9648 and OxA-10215; 

SP42b; OxA-9649 and OxA-10216) are statistically consistent (T’=0.0; T’5%=3.8; 

!=1; and T’=0.3; T’5%=3.8; !=1).  

 

A number of stratigraphically unrelated burials were excavated from within the 

body of the mound. Human bone was concentrated centrally and to the west of 

the linear mortuary area. Adjacent, and to the north of this concentration, were 

further bone deposits whose relative position, although not sealed by slabs, 

suggested that they were also part of the early phase of activity (i.e. occurring as 

part of the same phase of activity as the people whose remains were deposited 

below the stone slabs). Measurements on stratigraphically unrelated bone were 

GrA-22551, OxA-12133, -12760, -12761 and -12762. Multiple results were 

produced on skeleton 982 (GrA-27515; OxA-14495).  

 

Within the passage leading to the linear mortuary deposit containing the multiple 

human remains were two shallow circular features approximately 0.2m in depth 

and 0.3m in diameter. They were filled with a mixture of burnt limestone, 

charcoal, and silt clays.  As the features did not contain large fragments of 
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charred wood but small fragments, including hazel nuts, it is suggested by 

Marshall et al. that these features do not represent the burnt remnants of 

structural supports for the large mortuary structure, but the gradual accumulation 

of material mixed with passage deposits as part of ritual activity. Replicate 

measurements on a fragment of carbonised Corylus sp. shell (OxA-9646 and 

OxA-10214) from sample SP187a are not statistically consistent (T’=4.5; 

T’5%=3.8; !=1) although those from SP187b are (OxA-9647 and OxA-10219; 

T’=0.2; T’5%=3.8; !=1). OxA-10214 is presented as a terminus post quem for 

formation of this scoop. The location of these features must have been 

established after the establishment of the mortuary deposits — after the first 

stage of the trapezoidal structure and the multiple burial deposit, and the after the 

single mortuary deposit (Vyner pers. comm. 2010). Results from the passage are 

constrained to occur after the establishment of the two linear mortuary deposits 

(fig. 4.16).  

 

A single mortuary deposit in a different mortuary structure from the multiple 

mortuary deposit was sampled by multiple statistically consistent results (OxA-

12763, -14494, GrA-27513; T’=2.8; T’5%=6.0; !=2). 

 

Whitwell radiocarbon model results 

The stratigraphy and relationships described here are presented in fig. EM3.1. 

The brackets and CQL2 keywords describe the model exactly. This model is a 

modified version of that presented in the archive report of Marshall et al. 

(undated). The model presented here has good agreement (Amodel=79.3%; fig. 

EM3.1). 
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Fig. EM3.1. Chronological model for Whitwell. The constraints active on the model are indicated 
by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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APPENDIX EM4: GIANTS’ HILLS 2 RADIOCARBON DATES 

 

Sample association 

Fourteen radiocarbon results exist for the Giants’ Hills 2 mortuary structure 

(Evans & Simpson 1991, 40; table 4.1). Two results were produced on two posts 

from the façade trench (OxA-641 and -642; these results are statistically 

inconsistent T’=7.5; 5%=3.8; !=1). OxA-641 was produced on unspeciated 

charcoal of uncertain maturity and is incorporated in the model as a terminus 

post quem for the façade. Burning of the façade or short-lived material from the 

structure itself is dated by OxA-642.  

 

Two results were produced on oak samples from the mortuary structure northern 

postpit (CAR-821 and -822). These two samples were charcoal recovered from 

the post-cast. The post had rotted in situ or been removed, and the quantity of 

charcoal indicated that the post had not been burnt down. The excavators 

suggested the charcoal derived from practices associated with felling or 

processing and represented the outer layers of the post — though they 

acknowledge the charcoal could derive from a completely different source (Evans 

& Simpson 1991, 41), including as material residual on the site. These results are 

statistically consistent, supporting the interpretation that the material may derive 

from the same post (T’=1.0; T’5%=3.8; !=1), but the nature of the dated material 

means the results may include an inbuilt offset. They are incorporated into the 

models as termini post quos. 

 

The digging of the ditch was dated through the finds of two antler picks recovered 

from the primary fill of the western ditch (HAR-1869 and -1850; these results are 

not statistically consistent: T’=11.9; T’5%=3.8; !=1). An antler pick recovered 

from the mound, probably relating to ditch digging was dated (CAR-819). At the 

east end of the mortuary structure, the ditch fill contained early neolithic material 

culture and material from later archaeological phases of activity (table 4.2). The 

east ditch’s excavation was dated by results on an antler pick (CAR-820). Of the 
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antler picks, HAR-1869 may be older than the others; the other picks are 

statistically consistent (HAR-1850, CAR-819, -820; T’=1.8; T’5%=6.0; !=2). 

Measurements were made on charcoal-rich upper deposits from the ditch fill 

sequence (CAR-818, -817, and -816) and a fragment of aurochs tibia (BM-2346) 

(see table 4.2). 

 

The excavation strategy employed assumed equivalence between fills in different 

interventions, e.g. the primary fill (Layer 6) is present in all ditch sequence 

interventions; finds are not identified to contexts specific to each intervention 

(Evans & Simpson 1991, 6–7). This approach may over-simplify ditch infilling, as 

highlighted by the attributions of sherds of different material culture types from 

different interventions to ‘equivalent’ layers (table 4.2). In contrast, the 

radiocarbon results from the ditches (with the exception of the two antlers from 

the ‘west end’ ditch) were attributed to deposit and intervention.  

 

Plain ware was recovered from the façade trench, buried soil beneath the mound, 

the north postpit, the backfilled trench, and layer 5. Because the pottery is not 

recorded by intervention from the ditch fills, the charcoal results can only provide 

termini post quos for ditch infilling and material culture deposition in this feature. 

 

The antlers attributed to layer 6 of the ‘west end’ ditch, are not attributed to 

intervention, leading to the possibility that they were produced not from 

intervention ‘EE’, in the later extension of the mound, but from the ‘backfilled 

ditch’. Evans & Simpson (1991, 18) suggested the first ditch was backfilled fairly 

rapidly after opening, so while it may be that there is no very great interval 

between this and the later ditch/creation of the mound, this cannot be 

established. The association of the excavation of the ditch as a single 

archaeological event was not demonstrated by longitudinal ditch sectioning.  

 

Portable material culture 
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The shortlived result from the façade trench provides a date for the firing of the 

posts, or the date of death of the wood for the posts themselves. The result 

provides a terminus post quem for the incorporation of early neolithic Plain ware 

in the trench. Likewise, the termini post quos from the northern postpit estimate 

the date of deposition of Plain ware in the feature (Reynolds 1995). 

 

Radiocarbon model and agreement 

The associations described above have been included in a model presented in 

fig. EM4.1. The brackets and CQ2 language describe this model exactly. This 

model has good agreement (Amodel=95.1%; fig. EM4.1). 

 

Model considerations 

An estimate of the date of the construction of the façade trench or its firing1 is 

3960–3750 cal BC 95.4% probable; or 3880–3790 cal BC 68.2% probable; OxA-

642; fig. 4.20). The earlier part of this range is not constrained by any earlier 

activity, and the phase of activity associated with the façade trench is poorly 

sampled. The date of firing of the façade trench (OxA-642) may date deposition 

of the Plain ware and pig bone. A more conservative interpretation regards this 

as a terminus post quem, given the continued activity at the site. The result on 

oak wood from the façade provides a terminus post quem for its construction of 

4460–4050 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 4450–4420 cal BC 3.4%, or 4370–4230 

cal BC 60.4%, or 4200–4170 cal BC 4.4% probable; OxA-641; fig. 4.20).  

 

The façade trench was infilled before the mound construction, but its position was 

evident to those who constructed the mound — that the façade trench’s 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
 The short-lived material measured by this result could be associated with either of these 

archaeological events. Given that the other charcoals recovered from the trench were oak, it 

might be that this Crataegus sp. wood is associated with brushwood from the firing. It might be 

that there was an offset between the construction of the façade trench (for which we would then 

not have a demonstrably accurate estimate for construction, the other estimate being produced 

on oak), and its firing.  
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“…position was clearly visible when this event [mound construction] took place is 

shown by the fact that the axial line of four stakeholes to the east is precisely at 

the mid-point of the façade” (Evans & Simpson 1991, 14).  

 

Evans & Simpson (1991, 14) suggest the mortuary structure was associated with 

the façade trench based on the radiocarbon dates from the northern postpit 

(CAR-821, -822). These were produced on oak charcoal, and cannot be 

demonstrated to be functionally associated with the posts from the pits. The 

results could therefore be on residual material from the site, or on oak heartwood, 

or both. There is potential for offset between these radiocarbon events, and the 

archaeological event of the post construction. They have been included as 

termini post quos in the model.  

 

The burial structure has been presented in the model associated with the later 

mound construction, as has the mortuary deposit. This supports interpretation 

presented by Evans & Simpson (1991, 14) that the burial structure, mortuary 

deposit, and barrow comprised associated activities. 

 

The mortuary remains may not date the context from which they were recovered. 

As there are signs that the material may have been exposed elsewhere, these 

results have been included as termini post quos.  

 

It is possible that the ‘old’ antler sampled by HAR-1869 was associated with the 

stratigraphically earliest activity on the site, the façade trench. 

 

The later prehistoric activity from the site — that is, the results from the ditch fill 

layers 5 and 6 — is not included in the currency model shown in fig. 4.20, but is 

shown here in fig. EM4.2. 
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Fig. EM4.1. The chronological model for Giants’ Hills 2. The constraints active on the model are 
indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b).   
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Fig. EM4.2. The Interval between the accurate date from the façade and the first date associated with ditch digging.  
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APPENDIX EM5: RAUNDS RADIOCARBON SAMPLES 

 

RAUNDS LONG BARROW, NORTHAMPTONSHIRE 

The excavation of Raunds long barrow revealed a monument that had been 

modified over the course of its lifecycle (fig. 4.23–24). Ten earlier prehistoric 

radiocarbon results were produced from features associated with the long 

barrow. No material associated with the construction of the barrow was 

radiocarbon dated.  

 

Sample association 

The constituent phases of barrow construction were defined as: a pre-barrow pit, 

the construction of the mound, post-barrow activity and stratigraphically unrelated 

activity. The long barrow consisted of a butt-ended timber façade. Palisade 

trenches flanked the mound on its longitudinal sides. After the façade trench 

construction, a palisade had been raised in the trench. There was some evidence 

for a fence being cut into these longitudinal palisade trenches. A small, stone 

lined cist was located at the distal end of the barrow. Originally this cist and a 

‘pre-barrow’ pit were phased as primary barrow features (Bradley in Harding & 

Healy 2007, 76). Post-excavation analysis gave cause to re-examine this aspect 

of the phasing.  

Two results were produced on fragments of one human long bone from the cist. 

These results were statistically consistent (T’=0.0; T’5%=3.8; !=1; OxA-5632, -

5633) and a weighted mean was produced prior to calibration. The taphonomies 

of the material from the cist, and the phasing of the cist to the primary phase of 

barrow activity, are ambiguous. The cist comprised a linear trench lined with 

limestone blocks. The opening to the south-west appeared to have been left 

open at the very ‘back’ of the long barrow mound (Bradley in Harding & Healy 

2007, 76). This means that material could be put into, and removed from, the cist 

after the construction of the mound. While the cist could be a primary feature, 

there is no reason to suggest that the material in it pre-dates the mound 

construction. The taphonomy of the skeletal material is potentially even more 
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complicated —the skeletal material dated from the cist included weathered 

material. It is possible that the material in the cist derived from ‘circulated’ 

material, material excarnated, or otherwise processed. Deposition in the cist may 

have occurred as part of some secondary burial rite — it cannot be certain that 

these elements were deposited ‘fresh’ after death, into the context from which 

they were recovered archaeologically. 

 

The relationship of the results from the cist is very poorly understood — they 

could be stratigraphically later than the construction of the façade trench and the 

establishment of the long barrow. These results provide termini post quos for 

activity at the mound in the model presented in fig. 4.11b. 

A number of results were produced from context 226 (OxA-6405, -6406, -3003, -

3001, -3002) within the long barrow ditch fills. Oak chips included material with 

sapwood (OxA-6405, -6406), and the outer rings of oak wood with the residue of 

sapwood (OxA-3003) and represent woodworking associated with the monument 

construction. This result dates the use of a stone or flint axe in the ditch.  

The results produced on the oak sapwood, and the result from OxA-3001, all 

derive from context (226). Excluding OxA-3002, the results from (266) are all 

statistically consistent (T’=7.2; T’5%=7.8; !=3; OxA-6405, -6406, -3003, -3001), 

which would support the interpretation that the material was put ‘fresh’ into 

context (226). OxA-3002 is too young for the rest of the results from this context 

and included in the model as an Outlier because the other activity sampled 

from this context appears consistent and well associated with mound 

construction. The taphonomy of the sample for OxA-3002 is poorly understood 

(see below; fig. EM5.2). 

Growing into the southern barrow ditch fill F303 were root clusters of alder (Alnus 

glutinosa; OxA-6404 and -6403; T’=0.5; T’5%=3.8; !=1).  These determinations 

provide termini ante quos for the infilling of the ditch, but they do not constrain 

the earlier results and have not been included in the currency model.  
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Radiocarbon results 

In the model presented in fig. EM5.1, results are grouped into three types: 

material from the cist, material from the infilling of the ditch associated with 

neolithic activity, and the later results on the alder roots. This model has good 

agreement (Amodel=108.9%; fig. EM5.2), and it is this site model that is used for 

the regional currency model. 

 

The chronological precision afforded from this model is not as constrained as 

those for the turf and long mounds from the site. The chronology of the various 

primary features of the long barrow are not constrained by results associated 

with their construction, or features accurately pre-dating this activity (the central 

pit is shown to be stratigraphically misattributed by radiocarbon and material 

culture). The chronology of this monument is perhaps the least robust of all the 

Raunds monuments, but the early neolithic woodworking in ditch context (226), 

sampled by OxA-6405, -6406, 3003, -3001 is well-understood. It is highly 

probable that a much more punctuated series of activity comprises the site 

chronology.  

 

STANWICK LONG MOUND AND QUARRY PITS, NORTHAMPTONSHIRE 

Thirteen radiocarbon results were produced on Stanwick long mound and quarry 

pits (fig. 4.25–6).  

 

Sample association 

Stratigraphically, the earliest element possibly associated with the mound was a 

pit sealed by the mound body (Chapman et al. in Harding & Healy 2007, 54–64; 

see fig. 4.25–6). The pit, F5488, contained at least one fragment of neolithic 

bowl pottery. The oak charcoal dated (UB-3329) from this feature provides a 

terminus post quem for the infilling of the pit and deposition of the pottery. This 

result also provides a terminus post quem for the construction of the western and 

central parts of the overlying mound. 
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OxA-7952, -7941, -7942 are listed in the publication as produced from pit F5484, 

underlying the mound body. These results are much later than the other 

premound activity. They would have poor stratigraphic agreement with their 

position in the model. These results are statistically consistent (T’=0.5; T’5%=6.0; 

!=2), indicating they could represent the same point in time. This area of the 

mound is listed as disturbed (see Healy et al. 2007, 41). It is suggested that this 

feature was mis-phased, and these results have been excluded from the analysis 

using the Outlier function (fig. EM5.3). 

 

Another pre-mound feature was the small pit F2339. From this were recovered 

two grains of hulled wheat, one grain of free-threshing wheat and a grain of rye. 

The excavator suggested that these were medieval intrusions (cf. Harding & 

Healy 2007, 54).   

 

From the mound body was recovered a fragment of oak sapwood. The 

taphonomy of the sample, which was dated (OxA-7940), is uncertain. It provides 

a terminus post quem for the features cut into the mound.  

 

Samples for radiocarbon were recovered from charred plant remains deposited 

on top of the mound. UB-3313 sampled a plank. Gullies were cut into the top of 

the mound. UB-3417 was produced on material from the west-end of the gully. 

UB-3324 and -3320 were produced on material from stakes cut into gully F938. 

From gully F938 oak sapwood was used to produce OxA-7439 and -7951. All 

these results are statistically inconsistent (T’=284.132; T’5%=9.5; !=4). The 

results on the charcoal fragments used for measurements UB-3313 and UB-3417 

may include inbuilt offsets and are included in the model as termini post quos for 

post-mound activity. The results on the oak sapwood from gully F938 are 

statistically consistent (UB-7939, -7951; T’=3.2;T’5%=3.8;!=1). Results on the 

stakes driven into gully F938 are statistically inconsistent (UB-3324; -3320; 

T’=32.303; T’5%=3.8; !=1).  
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Near the mound are quarry-pits. From the primary layer of pit F5263 were 

produced two radiocarbon dates (OxA-7944, -7943; these results are statistically 

consistent; T’=0.1; T’5%=3.8; !=1). 

 

Radiocarbon results discussion 

Harding & Healy (2007) estimated the construction of the mound by using the 

short-lived result from the mound body (OxA-7940) as a terminus post quos for 

mound construction (fig. EM5.3). Harding & Healy (2007) constrained the mound 

construction by using the planks deposited on the mound surface and the gullies 

cut round the top of the mound as termini ante quos (UB-3313, -3324, -320; OxA-

7939, -7951). In Harding & Healy’s model (2007) the result from the mound body 

(OxA-7940) and the results from overlying the mound are highly informative — 

responsible for an early estimate for mound construction (fig. EM5.3). At the 

same time, the results on material overlying the mound seem to indicate a 

number of phases of use ranging over a thousand years. Healy & Bayliss (Healy 

et al. 2011b) seem now to row back from this position, and acknowledge this 

monument’s chronology is problematic.  

 

The model I employ notes these (Healy et al. 2011) concerns. I use results UB-

3329 and OxA-7940 as termini post quos for the mound formation because of the 

nature of the dated material. Excluding the results on material overlying the 

mound, which are modeled as termini post quos because of the nature of the 

dated material (UB-3313, -3417), there are two statistically consistent early 

results from gully F938 (OxA-7951, -7939; T’=3.2; T’5%=3.8; !=1) and two later 

results on stakes driven into this gully (UB-3320, -3324). Healy et al. (2011) 

suggest that the conventional results from the gully (UB-3324, -3320) could 

include material from later reuse of the monument — which includes migration 

period activity. These results are included in the model as Outlier parameters, 

because of the uncertain nature of the dated events. While Plain and Mildenhall 
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wares are recovered from long mound contexts, the identifiable sherds do not 

derive from the contexts which produced OxA-7951 or OxA-7939.  

 

The monument’s chronology is relatively poorly understood, with the taphonomy 

of dated samples, and monument matrix subject to some interpretative concerns; 

the posterior density estimates should be treated with caution, though it is argued 

that the oak sapwood in gully F938 is an accurate estimate for the use of the 

monument. 

 

The long mound model presented here has good agreement (Amodel=108%; fig. 

EM5.3) — though this relies on four results being excluded because they show 

poor agreement with their expected stratigraphic position. 
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Fig. EM5.1. An initial Raunds long barrow site chronological model — note the poor agreement of 

the result, OxA-3002, with its stratigraphic position. The constraints active on the model are 

indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. EM5.2. The Raunds long barrow site chronological model used in the east midlands neoltihic 

currency model. The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the 

brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. EM5.3. Results from F5484 (OxA-7941, -7942, -7952) are presented as Outlier 

parameters because they appear too late for their stratigraphic position. 
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APPENDIX EM6: WILLINGTON FURTHER CONSIDERATION 

 

Results from Willington Quarry include some produced on material recovered 

form treethrows. Interpretation of treethrows is complex. Treethrow fills may be 

constituted by material deposited in the area of the tree before it falls, and after 

the tree falls. 

 

It is instructive, in terms of landscape use, to compare zone 6 results to data 

underlying the burnt mound in zone 2. Marshall et al. (2009) correctly excluded 

the early residual ‘neolithic’ results from their burnt mound chronological model 

— but they do not explore the implications of these data for early activity on the 

gravel ‘island’. OxA-14481 accurately dates Plain bowl use. The association of 

the other two results with archaeological activity underlying the burnt mound, is 

uncertain; they could be associated with the use of Peterborough, Mildenhall or 

Plain ware recovered from this deposit. The deposit could represent multiple 

archaeological events, or a relatively temporally constrained early use of the 

location.  

 

I suggest that the three early results, underlying the burnt mound, may represent 

an archaeological phase, indicating poorly-understood early neolithic activity on 

the gravel ridge apex. This began 3670–3630 cal BC (16.1% probable, or 3650–

3640 cal BC 5.3% probable, or 3570–3530 cal BC 62.9% probable; first zone 2; 

fig. 4.35)2.  

 

The graph (fig. 4.35) illustrates the similarity of the posterior density estimates for 

the starts and ends of zones 2 and 6, as sampled by the poorly-understood 

phases presented here. The material sampled from the zone 6 treethrows, and 

underlying the zone 2 burnt mound, has similar chronological currency. The mid-

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2
These posterior density estimates should come with health-warnings; the events they sample 

are poorly understood. The resultant estimates can only be uncertainly speculated on. I would not 
even think about the results in such a way were it not that all the material dated was short-lived 
single entity samples, one of which is demonstrably neolithic as it was produced on the residue of 
a Plain ware vessel.  
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4th millennium cal BC temporal clustering could indicate a place to which people 

came back repeatedly over some years, occupying slightly different areas.  

 

A slightly more complex depositional history could also be possible. Garrow et al. 

(2005) have recently discussed the degree of potsherd abrasion in early neolithic 

pits, in terms of ‘pre-pit contexts’, and explored possible evidence for middening. 

Lamdin-Whymark (2008, 56–7) also addresses the processes of assemblage 

formation. In the case of Willington, the treethrow assemblages might have 

formed in pre-throw contexts (which could account for the range of material, and 

examples of abrasion).  

 

Beamish (2009, 39) describes the lowest pre-burnt mound deposit as “…filling 

various subsoil hollows and containing sherds of an Early Neolithic bowl, some 

Mildenhall and Peterborough Wares, with some of the latter showing abrasion…” 

Overlying this group 2550/02 is “…mid/light orangey-grey sandy clay with 

discrete patches of intense charcoal…” (Beamish 2009, 39), representing “…a 

phase of middle Neolithic activity in this specific location…” (Beamish 2009, 83).  

 

Beamish (2009, 27) suggested later neolithic spreads on the gravel ‘island’, such 

as 2504, were middens. I suggest groups 2550/01 or 2550/02 may be the oldest 

evidence of middening on the site. There are some similarities with the ‘middens’ 

suggested at the Eton rowing lake. Eton is located in the middle reaches of the 

Thames. Here the middens are “…the most striking [features] and arguably 

contain the earliest deposits. They occurred in the silted hollows of former 

channels” (Allen et al. 2003, 85). Several ‘middens’ were located on the site, all 

much bigger than the c6m diameter spreads of group 2550 recorded at 

Willington3. A range of pottery was recovered at Eton, including Carinated bowl, 

and ‘Decorated bowl’, though the majority was Plain ware (Allen et al. 2003, 89; 

Allen & Welsh 1998; Allen 2005).  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3
 At Eton, area 6, 0.2m deep, 200mx25m at most; in area 10, 600m

2
 and 0.15m deep. 
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At Willington, the lowest stratigraphic deposits in group 2550 had been later on 

dug into, and material redeposited. This occurred at least for the preparation of 

the much later burnt mound, but I also suggest could have occurred in the early 

neolithic — for which stratigraphic evidence is speculative. I suggest pit [1894], 

which cut the lower spreads (groups 2550/01 and 2550/02), could represent 

neolithic removal of earlier midden deposits for some purpose. Such a narrative 

cannot be demonstrated by the presence of material culture, nor chronological 

data, but the stratigraphic sequence could support such interpretation.  

 

Given the chronological consistency of results from zones 2 and 6, it is possible 

that the material in zone 6 treethrows could derive from the lowest deposits in 

group 2550, zone 2. Pottery and lithic refitting programmes between zone 6 

material and group 2550 material would provide an interesting means to explore 

this tentative suggestion. At Eton, Allen (2005, 91) noted the “…density of finds 

within the treethrow holes was just as great as that of the surface middens, and 

the composition and utilisation of the lithic assemblage of both types of deposit 

was very similar”, though Lamdin-Whymark (2008, 56–7) is more circumspect 

about relationships between midden deposits and treethrow deposits. In East 

Anglia, Evans et al. (1999, 248) explicitly suggested that “…the sheer quantity of 

material within features like the treethrows, set against such a low density 

surface scatter, would argue for the removal and redeposition of surface 

middens.” At Willington, alluviation and burnt mound construction arguably 

preserved early neolithic ‘midden’ deposits, though they were not explicitly 

defined as such by the excavator. 

 

The location of the burnt mound on top of the proposed early neolithic midden 

could in part be the result of the raised height of the apex of the gravel ridge 

derived from midden make-up. Continued activity on the site might have resulted 

from tangible changes that neolithic people started making to the Willington 

landscape. The exact nature of the timespan between ‘midden’ formation and 

deposition in features is poorly understood. 
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APPENDIX EM7: BRIAR HILL RADIOCARBON DATA 

 

Briar Hill sample associations 

Twenty-four radiocarbon measurements were produced on material from Briar 

Hill. John Meadows (2003) recently reviewed this chronometric data. Healy et al. 

(2011) also present Bayesian models of the site. The dated samples from Briar 

Hill were all charcoals (Walker & Otlet 1985). Some of the material had 

considerable in-built old wood offsets.  

 

Five of the results were produced on the small counter (see table 4.1). Problems 

with the measurement of samples in the mini-counter system have subsequently 

been noted for this period, though it is unclear whether the Briar Hill samples 

were affected (Otlet et al. 1983). Several results were produced on samples that 

were smaller than the preferred size; this could have affected their 

measurements.  

 

The taphonomy of all of the dated materials and their relationships with the 

deposits from which they were recovered are far from certain. Bamford (1985, 

40) outlined her sampling policy, which was only to date material from definite 

dumps or accumulations of charred remains, not from sparse flecks of 

(potentially residual) charcoal. However, none of the dated material had a 

functional association with its depositional context (Waterbolk 1971). As shall be 

seen from the discussion of the results below, the poor understanding of the 

association of the dated materials with the deposits from which they were 

recovered, limits the chronological interpretation of the site.  

 

Briar Hill samples 

Five dates were produced on charcoals from fills from the inner spiral arm ditch 

(HAR-5216, -5125, -5271, -4092).  
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Two results were produced on material from features closely associated with the 

outer ditch or its fill. One result was produced on material from the ditch fill (HAR-

2282). One result was produced on material from the fill of a large post-pit cut by 

later fills of the outer ditch (HAR-4072). Bamford suggested that the post pit 219 

was associated with an entrance way into the enclosure, and that this might be 

earlier than the outer ditch circuit (Bamford 1985, 35).  

 

Ten measurements were produced on material derived from the inner ditch 

(HAR-4071, -4075, -5217, -4066, -4089, -4067, -4073, -2284 and -2389, -4110). 

Two of the results from the middle ditch were measurements from the same 

material, and a weighted mean is taken prior to calibration (HAR-2284/2389). 

The majority of the middle ditch results were recovered from the very eastern 

side of the enclosure (from features 302, 251, 192 and 199), immediately to the 

south of the features that Bamford postulated as an entrance. 

 

Features 302, 251 and 192 were a series of intercutting segments of pits and 

post-holes, within which were further features. Issues with the recording of these 

features, and indeed other important relationships on the site, make 

interpretation challenging, but several stratigraphic relationships are evident from 

the sections.  

 

Features 303 (HAR-4073) and 228A (HAR-4067) are cut into fills in ditch 

segment 251/192 (Bamford, 1985; fig 8.2). HAR-4066 was derived from a layer 

within a pit that cut the layer from which HAR-5217 was recovered (Bamford 

1985; fig 11.2). Bamford suggests two results from the second recut of the 

middle ditch are part of the same phase (HAR-2284/2389 and -4110). Bamford 

suggests that there is a relationship between the fourth and fifth recuts of a 

section of the middle ditch (i.e. the parent deposit of HAR-4071 is 

stratigraphically earlier than that of -4075). A single result from a fill of the middle 

ditch cannot be related to any of the others presented here (HAR-4089). The 

complexity of these relationships suggested by Bamford and the nature of the 
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dated material, mean that I have simplified these relationships as outlined in fig. 

4.42.  

 

A single result exists from the features that perhaps express the key relationship 

from the site. HAR-3208 derives from feature 52. The cut of this feature occurs 

either within feature 39, 38 or 37. This is the segment of ditch where the inner 

circuit and the middle circuit overlie one another — but because of the 

excavation strategy this result cannot be used with any degree of confidence to 

explore the ordering of the circuits’ excavation.  

 

Three results were produced from features within the causewayed enclosure. 

One of these features was a three-sided rectangular structure (HAR-2607). 

Stakes or posts cut the ditches of these gullies. The fills of these features yielded 

finds including Grooved ware and an isosceles triangle microlith.  

 

A number of features from this area of the site are phased to the later neolithic 

because of their proximity to the structure, and are dated by HAR-2625 and -

4057. 

 

Material from later activity including bronze age cremations (HAR-4058 and -

4065), and a Saxon grubenhaus (HAR-223) was also dated.  

 

Briar Hill: results and interpretations 

Currently the middle ditch provides arguably the best understood chronological 

data from the site. Sufficient data exist, and show structure, to suggest that the 

earliest aspects of it do not originate from old wood. 

 

Discussion 

The measurements presented here are difficult to interpret. Because there is no 

functional relationship between the dated materials and any of the deposits from 

which they were recovered, the stratigraphic integrity of all the results might be 
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questioned. Because many of the features have been recut, and because 

material culture demonstrates continued activity at the site, it is possible that 

dated material was redeposited. The apparent consistency of the results from the 

inner ditch final recut suggests that they may accurately estimate this phase of 

activity. 
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APPENDIX YH1: YORKSHIRE AND HUMBERSIDE RADIOCARBON RESULTS WITH 

UNCERTAIN CULTURAL AFFINITY 

 

Some of the radiocarbon dates of considered, but not included in the models, for 

the mesolithic or neolithic in chapter five are discussed here (table YH1.1). The 

results for caves from the region are presented, and discussed with reference to 

other data from caves in appendix A. 

 

EASINGTON, HUMBERSIDE TA40871807 

Two stages of radiocarbon dating were undertaken on material from Easington 

barrow (Faulkner 2006; Mackey 1998). Radiocarbon measurements sampled 

activity associated with the barrow, and features underlying it, and negative 

features from outside the plan of the barrow mound.  

 

Eight post structure  

Three results were produced on material from two postholes from an eight  post 

structure outside the barrow plan (OxA-10981-10982, -10983). All the results are 

significantly different from each other.  The earlier results (OxA-10981-10982, 

which are too late for this project) may sample residual material on the site, and 

the latest result (1190–920 cal BC 95.4% confidence; 1120–1000 cal BC 68.2% 

confidence; OxA-10983) may estimate the use of the eight-post structure, though 

this interpretation is speculative. 

 

Pre-barrow mound activity 
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In the first stage of radiocarbon dating, three results sampled pre-barrow activity. 

Two results, which are statistically consistent, may be associated with hearth 1 

(Beta-108829, BM-268; T’=0.1; T’5%=3.8; !=1). If these results were produced 

on short-lived material, they may represent the same archaeological ‘event’. The 

result most probably associated with hearth use (EH scientific dating file 

describes this result as ‘over’ the hearth, whereas charcoal for the other result is 

described as ‘near’ the hearth), calibrated to 3210–2500 cal BC (95.4% 

confidence; 3340–2870 cal BC 68.2% confidence; BM-268). The other result 

from this phase of dating, must be residual from earlier activity. It provides a 

terminus post quem for the mound formation of 3930–3640 cal BC (95.4% 

probable confidence; 3790–3650 cal BC 68.2% confidence; Beta-108149). 

 

In the second stage of radiocarbon dating, two results from posthole S60 

underlying the barrow were statistically inconsistent (T’=25.3; T’5%=3.8; !=1; 

OxA-10984, -10985). The later result probably provides the more reliable date 

range for a terminus post quem for the pre-barrow posthole infilling after 3370–

3020 cal BC (95.4% confidence; 3350–3090 cal BC 68.2% confidence; OxA-

10984).  

 

The range of radiocarbon results from both the pre-barrow activity and the 8-post 

structure is marked. It appears that multiple archaeological events resulted in 

charcoal in and around the mound.  

 

None of the results is explicitly described as associated with early neolithic 

material culture, though unpublished correspondence in the EH dating file makes 

reference to “…a dense scatter of pottery and worked flint…mostly of the mid-

Neolithic tradition…” (‘Summary report’ from Rodney Mackey dated June 1998).  

 

I have not been able to trace further details beyond a 2006 Current Archaeology 

summary that makes reference to “…a cobble-filled pit and a hearth surrounded 

by pottery and flint…related to much earlier Neolithic occupation.” Because it has 
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not been possible to associate any of the early 4th millennium results with 

diagnostic early neolithic material culture, and because the range of results 

indicates residual material on the site, these results have not been included in 

the regional currency model. 

 

FLIXTON SCHOOL, NORTH YORKSHIRE TA0354081050  

A single result of 4450–4260 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 4360–4330 cal BC 

68.2% confidence; Beta-104487) was produced on a ‘large mammal skull’ 

associated with an old ground surface and early mesolithic flints (Housley pers. 

comm.  2009).  The result from Flixton School is erroneously young for the lithic 

assemblage (Housley pers. comm.  2009). Housley notes that the dated bone 

collagen appears to be contaminated with humic or fluvic acids. This result is not 

discussed further here.  

 

SPROATLEY BOG, HUMBERSIDE TA205347 

 

Gilbertson (1984) recovered two bog oaks from Sproatley Bog. Axe marks were 

identified on each of these samples. One result is 5480–5050 cal BC (95.4% 

confidence; or 5370–5210 cal BC 68.2% confidence; HAR-6626). The other 

result is 5480–5050 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 5370–5210 cal BC 68.2% 

confidence; HAR-6627). These have not been identified as specific to a 

diagnostic tool type, and are therefore not discussed any further here.  

 

BROKEN BOW, WEST YORKSHIRE IN THE VICINITY OF SE188462 

A radiocarbon result was produced on wood recovered from near a human 

skeleton excavated from Broken Bow Quarry. The result is cited in a West 

Yorkshire Archaeology Service (undated) report as 3720–3640 cal BC (95.4% 

confidence; or 3710–3650 cal BC 68.2% confidence; no laboratory reference; 

4910±25). No association with diagnostic material culture was presented in the 

report, and this result is not discussed further here.  
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WETWANG SLACK, HUMBERSIDE SE94055985 

Numerous radiocarbon results were produced with the intention to investigating 

the Beaker and iron age activity at Wetwang Slack (Hardiman et al. 1992). HAR-

8538 (3360–2940 cal BC 95.4% confidence) was produced on comminuted 

Corylus sp. charcoal from a pit which contained Grooved ware, a single scraper, 

and a flake. HAR-8543 (5670±160, 4730–4350 cal BC 95.4% confidence) was 

produced on unspeciated charcoal of uncertain maturity from a pit containing 

early iron age pottery. These results are not well associated with early prehistoric 

material culture and are not discussed further here. 

 

NOSTERFIELD, NORTH YORKSHIRE SE2813779840 

A radiocarbon result (AA-51419) was produced on a ‘sediment sample’ from 

Nosterfield Quarry. The sample was produced from a pit F216 which was part of 

a double pit alignment along the south-west of the site (Copp  & Toop 2005). The 

dated material cannot be well associated with any archaeological event, and the 

resultant date range (5650–5470 cal BC 95.4% confidence; or 5630–5490 cal 

BC) has not been included in this thesis. The interpretation that this was unique 

late mesolithic pit alignment is not necessarily supported by the radiocarbon 

result because the nature of the dated material is poorly understood. 

 

FOX COVERT, HUMBERSIDE TA09846577 

Greenwell’s (1877) campaign of excavation sampled numerous barrows, 

producing a huge range of material culture (e.g. fig. YH1.1). One he investigated 

was Fox Covert round barrow. Six burials from the old ground surface and 

mound were recovered. Pre-mound features included pits and a burnt deposit 

associated with a neolithic bowl. An assemblage of 128 neolithic sherds 

assemblage exists (Gibson & Bayliss 2010), though no skeletal material 

survived.  

 

Two results, produced on charred residues on early neolithic pottery from the 

ground surface underlying the barrow (Gibson & Bayliss 2010), are anomalously 
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young (table YH1.1). These results are not discussed further here (cf. Gibson & 

Bayliss 2010 for further discussion). 

 

SCABBA WOOD, SOUTH YORKSHIRE SE52690196 

A result on a skeleton from Scabba Wood rockshelter is the only conclusive 

evidence of middle 4th millennium activity from this site that I could discover. The 

date of death of the individual sampled at Scabba Wood is 3500–3140 cal BC 

(95.4% confidence; UB-3629). Pottery from the site was initially interpreted as 

early bronze age. The lithics are described as “a few worked flints” and late 

neolithic transverse arrowheads (Chadwick & Robbins 1998). At least two 

individuals, but possibly as many as seven, were represented at the site. The 

results are not demonstrably associated with early neolithic activity and the result 

is not included in the currency model.  

 

Yorkshire caves 

A number of radiocarbon results have been produced on human skeletal material 

from Yorkshire caves. Some of these results include results that fall into the 

period of study of this project. The results derive from the work of Stephany 

Leach (Leach 2008), Tom Lord (Lord et al. 2007, 687), and Tim Taylor (pers. 

comm. 2009; Taylor 2011). English Heritage commissioned dietary stable isotope 

measurements to supplement Leach’s data, from excess collagen produced for 

radiocarbon analysis (see appendix A).  

 

Chamberlain (1996; fig. YH1.2) suggests that there was an increase in 

deposition of human remains in caves by people using neolithic material culture. 

Human remains deposited in caves are often not well associated with diagnostic 

material culture are uncertain, though deposition of earlier mesolithic human 

remains in caves is not unknown (Schulting 2005); both late mesolithic and early 

neolithic material culture is recovered from caves in Yorkshire (Chamberlain & 

Williams 2001). None of the results from Yorkshire and Humberside is directly 

associated with diagnostic material culture, and they are not used in the regional 
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currency models (see appendix A; chapter nine for full discussion of early 4th 

millennium cave chronology). 

 

I have not been able to find 5th millennium results from the region (Chamberlain 

1999). Fourth millennium results on human skeletal remains from caves in 

Yorkshire and Humberside can be presented in a Phase to calculate the start of 

the tradition (appendix A; fig. YH1.3). An estimate for the start of deposition of 

post-glacial human remains in caves in Yorkshire and Humberside is 4110–3800 

cal BC (95.4% probable; or 4000–3850 cal BC 68.2% probable; Start 4th mill YH 

caves; fig. YH1.3).  

 

Results from the preferred model (M_N; fig. 5.22a) for the end of the mesolithic, 

and the start of the neolithic (Start Y_H early neo; fig. 5.34a) can be compared 

with an estimate for the start of depositon of human skeletal remains in caves in 

Yorkshire and Humberside (Start 4th mill YH caves; fig. YH1.4). From these 

posterior density estimates it is 94.4% probable that the start of deposition of 

human skeletal remains occurred before the start of the neolithic (fig. YH1.4), 

and 90.3% probable that the start of deposition of human skeletal remains 

occurred before the end of the mesolithic as conceived in the preferred model 

(fig. YH1.4). In Yorkshire and Humberside, traditions of deposition of human 

remains occurred in the 4th millennium, before the start of the neolithic, but there 

is no evidence currently that late mesolithic people were depositing human 

skeletal remains in caves in the 5th millennium cal BC. These results are further 

discussed in appendix A; chapter nine. 
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Figure YH1.1. Neolithic leaf-shaped arrowheads from Cowlam VII round barrow excavated by 
Greenwell (from Greenwell collection at the British Museum. BB VII Cowlam accession number 
1879, 12-9, 552, 556, 557; cf. Kinnes & Longworth 1985, 56–7).  
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Fig. YH1.2. Chamberlain’s interpretation of the available cave data is that deposition of human skeletal material significantly increased in the 
‘neolithic’ (1996; with permission). 
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Fig. YH1.3. An initial model of 4
th
 millennium results on human skeletal remains from Yorkshire and Humberside (there being no extant 5

th
 

millennium evidence). The data in phase ‘TT’ have just be made public as coming from Kinsey Cave (Tim Taylor pers. comm. 2009; Taylor 2011); 
appendix A; chapter nine. 
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Fig. YH1.4. Comparison of the start of cave burial in the 4
th
 millennium cal BC with the estimates discussed in the main text for the end of the 

mesolithic and start of the neolithic in Yorkshire and Humberside.  
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Table YH1.1. Fifth and fourth millennia radiocarbon results which cannot be demonstrably associated with material culture, and other results of 
interest to chapter five.  

!

Laboratory 
no. 

Material! Context!
14

C age 
(BP)!

! 
13 

C 

(‰) 

!
15

 N 

(‰) 
C:N ratio!

Calibrated 
date range 
(95% 
confidence)!

Fox Covert 
TA09846577 

OxA-17141 Charred residue 1 (Gibson & Bayliss 2010) 1627±29 -29.9 cal AD 350–
540 

OxA-17142 Charred residue 2 (A) (Gibson & Bayliss 2010) 4466±37 -28.4 3350–3010 cal 
BC 

Wetwang Slack  

SE94055985 

HAR-8538 Corylus sp. charcoal A pit which contained Grooved ware, a single scraper, 
and a flake. 

4490±90 -27.7 3360–2940 cal 
BC 

HAR-8543 Unspeciated charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

A pit containing early iron age pottery. 5670±160 -27.5 4730–4350 cal 
BC 

Sproatley bog 
TA205347 
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HAR-6626 Wood (previously 
waterlogged, remaining 
subsample of small slivers 
now dried out, Quercus sp. 
heartwood 0.12g, unidentified 
13.19g RG 2000) 

Bog oaks found in a depth of peat at c5m. One showed 
signs of having been chopped apart c2m from root bole.  
 
TPQ working with axe, the marks of which are not 
described as diagnostic (Gilbertson 1984). 

6310±80 -25.6 5480–5050 cal 
BC 

HAR-6627 Wood (previously 
waterlogged, remaining 
subsample of small slivers 
now dried out Quercus sp, 
heartwood 9.78g, unidentified 
27.62g RG 2000) 

Bog oaks found in a depth of peat at c5m. One showed 
signs of having been chopped apart c2m from root bole.  
 
TPQ working with axe, the marks of which are not 
described as diagnostic (Gilbertson 1984). 

6300±80 -26.1 5480–5050 cal 
BC 

Easington 
TA40871807 

BM-268 Unspeciated charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Charcoal over hearth 1. 4354±165 - 3510–2500 cal 
BC 

Beta-
108829 

Unspeciated charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Charcoal near hearth 1. 4290±100 - 3330–2620 cal 
BC 

Beta-
108149 

Unspeciated charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Charcoal from posthole. 4950±50 - 3930–3640 cal 
BC 

OxA-10981 Charcoal (excess IDed as 
?Corylus avellana less than 
5g RG 2001) 

Upper fill of the northwest posthole (125) of an oblong, 8-
post-built structure lying just beyond the edge of the 
original burial mound. Sealed beneath c0.25m of silty 
clay; probably alluvium or estuarine alluvium. Posthole is 
cut into boulder clay nature and filled with similar but less 
compact material. Samples (see OxA-10982) both came 
from the uppermost 0.20m of the fill.  
 
The results are interpreted as TPQ for infilling (EH 
scientific dating file). 

4081±37 -24.4 2860–2490 cal 
BC 
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OxA-10982 Charcoal (excess IDed as 
?Corylus avellana less than 
5g RG 2001) 
 

Upper fill of the northwest corner posthole (125) of an 
oblong, 8-post-built structure lying just beyond the edge 
of the original burial mound. Sealed beneath c0.25m of 
silty clay; probably alluvium or estuarine alluvium. 
Posthole is cut into boulder clay nature and filled with 
similar but less compact material.  Samples (see OxA-
10981) both came from the uppermost 0.20m of the fill.  
 
The results are interpreted as TPQ for infilling (EH  
scientific dating file). 

4360±37 -24.6 
 

3100–2890 cal 
BC 

OxA-10983 Charcoal (excess IDed as 
?Corylus avellana less than 
5g RG 2001) 
 

Fill of posthole (107) from west-side of the 8 post 
structure, lying just beneath 0.25m of silty clay.  
 
TPQ infilling posthole (EH scientific dating file).  

2868±34 -24.3 1190–920 cal 
BC 

OxA-10984 Charcoal (Pomoideae less 
than 5g RG 2001) 

Fill of small posthole (160) sealed beneath c0.75m of 
disturbed clay barrow mound. This context also dated by 
OxA-10985. 
 
TPQ infilling posthole (EH scientific dating file). 

4500±40 -26.1 3370–3020 cal 
BC  

OxA-10985 Charcoal (Corylus avellana 
less than 5g RG 2001) 

Fill of small posthole (160) sealed beneath c0.75m of 
disturbed clay barrow mound. This context also dated by 
OxA-10984.  
 
TPQ for the infilling of the posthole (EH scientific dating 
file). 

4871±39 -24.6 3710–3540 cal 
BC 

Broken Brow  
“In the vicinity of SE188462” (WY HER; J. Dodds pers. comm. 2009) 

Unrecorded Unrecorded ‘Associated wood’ of uncertain species and maturity 4910±125 - 3970–3370 cal 
BC 

Scabba Wood 
SE52690196  
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UB-3629 Homo sapiens bone  
 

Bone recovered from rock shelter. Uncertain association 
with any material culture from the multi-period site.  
 
Date of death. 

4590±30 -

21.6±0.2 

3500–3140 cal 
BC 

Nosterfield Quarry 
SE2813779840 

AA-51419 Sediment From pit F216 one of a double pit alignment.  
 
?TPQ infilling. 

6625±60 -26.0 5650–5470 cal 
BC 

Thaw Head Cave 
SD710759 

OxA-14264 Homo sapiens bone 
 

Young female skeletal remains from Thaw Head cave, 
associated with ?neonate.  
 
Date of death (Leach 2008). 

5040±31 -21.0 
9.8 3.2  

3940–3780 cal 
BC 

Sewell’s Cave 
SD78476658 

OxA-13537 
 

Homo sapiens bone 
 

Middle-aged adult male cranium and mandible from 
Sewell’s Cave.  
 
Date of death (Leach 2008). 

5002±33 -21.3 
10.0 
3.2 

3940–3700 cal 
BC 

Jubilee Cave 
SD819635 

OxA-14262 Homo sapiens bone Middle-age adult male skeletal remains from Jubilee 
Cave.  
 
Date of death (Leach 2008). 

4836±31 -20.9 
10.3 
3.2 

3660–3530 cal 
BC 
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Cave Ha 3 
SD78906624 

OxA-13539  
  

Homo sapiens bone 
 
 

Mature adult male skeletal remains from Cave Ha 3.  
 
Date of death (Leach 2008). 

4808±32 -21.0 
10.5 3.2 

3660–3520 cal 
BC 

OxA-14266  Homo sapiens bone 
 

Infant c 2 years skeletal remains from Cave Ha 3.  
 
Date of death (Leach 2008). 

4595±40 -22.0 
13.7 
3.3 

3500–3130 cal 
BC 

Lesser Kelco Cave 
SD80986467 

OxA-13538  Homo sapiens bone 
 

Adult male cranium from Lower Kelco Cave.  
 
Date of death (Leach 2008). 

4801±31 -21.4 
10.9 
3.2 

3650–3520 cal 
BC 

Kinsey Cave 
SD804657 

OxA-14799 Homo sapiens bone 
 

Human mandible from within Kinsey Cave. 
 
Date of death. 

5074±36 - 3970–3770 cal 
BC 

SUERC-
10518 

Homo sapiens bone  
 
 

F004 human left distal tibia. 
 
Date of death. 

4820±40 -21.4 8.7 
 
 

3660–3520 cal 
BC 

OxA-15790 Homo sapiens bone  
 

F227 human left patella. 
 
Date of death. 

4472±33 -20.8 
11.3 
 

3350–3020 cal 
BC 

OxA-15791 Homo sapiens bone  
 

F005 human right distal tibia. 
 
Date of death. 

5086±35 -20.5 9.9 
 

3970–3790 cal 
BC 
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Flixton School 
TA041796 

Beta-
104487 

Bone 
 

Collagen from large mammal skull. Lowest find in ‘OG’; 
associated with early mesolithic flints. 
 
Housley (forthcoming) notes that the material appears to 
be contaminated by humic/fluvic acids, and the resultant 
date too young. 

5490±40 -26.6 4450–4260 cal 
BC 

!
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APPENDIX YH2: RADIOCARBON DATA FROM MARCH HILL, MARSDEN MOOR, WEST 

YORKSHIRE  

 

The March Hill samples and sequence 

The most recent dating programme sampled hearths excavated from three 

trenches on the moors on March Hill by West Yorkshire Archaeology Services 

(trench A, B and C (on Lominot)). The location of the hearth sampled by Switsur 

& West (1975) is uncertain; it may have been in the proximity of the recently 

excavated West Yorkshire Archaeology Services trench A (Spikins pers. comm. 

2009). The material dated by Switsur & West (1975) has a potential ‘old wood’ 

offset.  

 

The dated materials are listed in table 5.1. With the exception of the ‘peat’ results 

(produced on chemical fractions of the pre-treated ‘peat’ material), the recent 

results are bulk short-lived plant macrofossils (‘UB-’ sample prefix), or single 

entity short-lived plant macrofossils (‘OxA-’ prefix).  

 

March Hill sample associations 

Deposits from hearth 1, trench B were sampled by seven radiocarbon results. 

This hearth had good association with rod microlith production. From it were 

recovered a rod microlith; a partially burnt core and knapping debris surrounding 

the hearth; and a core recovered from the hearth. Two distinct burning events 

superimposed one on the other, were recorded in the field. It is not now certain 

whether both burning events were sampled by the radiocarbon assemblage, and 

if so, which results sample which phase (see below). The results from this hearth 

date the deposition of the core, which was partially burnt in situ.  

 

The assemblage from trench B is dominated by the 14 rod microliths. Conneller 

states that “…one angle burin was present and two core-scrapers, while 9 pieces 

displayed retouch…” (undated b). Her observations on other aspects of the 

assemblage are prescient: 
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“The absence of other microlith forms is significant. It has been suggested 

(Jacobi 1976, Switzur and Jacobi 1979), that this is a characteristic of 

sites belonging to the very latest part of the Mesolithic. Such sites also 

lack black chert, being characterised by glossy black, to honey coloured to 

speckled grey…and tending to occur at higher elevations than sites on 

which a mixture of scalene triangles, rods and other geometric forms are 

present. Since these are all also attributes of trench B, it seems 

reasonable to suggest that this site may have been occupied at a later 

date than trench A”. 

 

The association of trench B results with different firings is important, because 

stratified between the two burnt deposits was a medium-sized flint core 

(Conneller undated b). “…[T]he core was burnt more heavily on the uppermost 

side, suggesting an episode of burning occurred above it, after its deposition” 

(Conneller undated b, original emphasis).  

 

It is not recorded from which phase of hearth-use the rod was recovered. It is not 

recorded whether the rod was recovered on-site or in the laboratory micro-

excavation. The microlith was burnt, indicating it was probably deposited during 

one of the phases of burning. Conneller (pers. comm. 2009) confirms that the 

core recovered from the hearth was of a size and material consistent with the rod 

recovered from the hearth: “[o]ne burnt piece of a rod microlith and the range of 

raw materials present indicates that the hearth is likely to be associated with flint 

scatter recovered in trench B, which is distinguished by a number of rod 

microliths…” (Conneller undated b). The production of lithic industries at the site 

would be much better understood if the rod microlith could be assigned to either 

the upper or lower firing of the hearth, and the radiocarbon dates could be 

attributed categorically to these firings.  

 

Trench A material culture consisted of 49 scalene triangle elements; seven 

elements of crescent microliths; five elements of rod microliths, two small 
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isosceles triangles; and one ‘convex’ base piece (Conneller undated a). 1734 

pieces larger than 5mm were recovered, including five refitting groups. Conneller 

(undated b) observed one core “…was probably brought to March Hill from 

somewhere near Ribblesdale…west of the Pennines…”.  

 

In trench A, hearth 4 contained a range of very burnt flint, though the lithics could 

not be related to a specific technology. The dates from hearth 4 are directly 

associated with the apparent processing of large quantities of flint with fire. There 

is no indication of the purpose of this burnt flint.  

 

In trench A, hearths 1 and 2 are at the centre of a distribution of refitting later 

mesolithic lithics. The distribution of the lithic scatter around the hearths might 

suggest that the use of these hearths is contemporaneous with the knapping 

activity.  

 

Trench A, hearth 3 contained a scalene triangle, and was surrounded by a 

scalene microlith assemblage. The interpretation is that the use of the hearth is 

associated with the scalene production.   

 

Only the results from hearth 3 are included in currency models for portable 

material culture (scalene triangles), because the associations between the other 

radiocarbon samples and the material culture are less robust. 

 

March Hill sample integrity 

Trench A 

The replicate samples from the following features are statistically consistent — 

the dated events from the features could represent the same archaeological 

events: 

 

• Stakehole 10: (OxA-9645, OxA-9644, OxA-10210, OxA-10211; T’=1.1, 

T’5%=7.8, !=3). 
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• Trench A, hearth 4 (OxA-6299, OxA-6300; T’=0.2, T’5%=3.8, !=1). 

• Trench A, hearth 3 (UB-4052, OxA-6298; T’=1.3, T’5%=3.8, !=1). 

• Trench A, hearth 2 (UB-4051, OxA-6297; T’=0.1, T’5%=3.8, !=1). 

• Trench A, hearth 1 (OxA-6296, UB-4050; T’=0.3, T’5%=3.8, !=1). 

 

A mixture of bulk and single entity samples was selected from the hearths in 

trench A to achieve the optimum precision available at the time of measurement 

(Bayliss pers. comm. 2009). The bulk samples, though all identified as short-lived 

material, could therefore ‘mix’ a number of archaeological events.  These results, 

combined with the short-lived single entity results, mean that there is potential for 

duplicate measurements on material from the same organism. If this were the 

case, the resultant likelihoods would no longer be independent, and it would be 

more appropriate to combine the results prior to calibration. In initial runs of the 

model, weighted means were produced for each feature to account for this 

potential relatedness. However, I decided that as this interpretation was highly 

informative (i.e. it is not known categorically that the results from each feature 

were related), a more circumspect interpretation should be adopted, and the 

measurements included as independent radiocarbon results.  

 

Trench B 

The seven results from hearth 1, in trench B are not statistically consistent: 

 

• Trench B, hearth 1 (UB-4053, OxA-6301, OxA-6302, OxA-6304, OxA-

6306, OxA-6303, OxA-6305; T’=13.3, T’5%=12.6, !=6).  

 

The statistical inconsistency of these results indicates that these measurements 

do not measure the same ‘radiocarbon event’. A number of explanations could 

support such an observation. The most probable, given the field observation that 

the hearth was fired at least twice, seems that the measurements sample short-

lived material associated with different archaeological events. 
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Fig. YH2.1 presents the results from this hearth on the calibration curve. It is 

evident that two later results fall on a distinct part of the calibration curve. I 

suggest that these two results may sample a second phase of activity. The 

measurements for each of the two speculative phases that I suggest are 

statistically consistent: 

 

• Trench B, hearth 1 earlier phase (UB-4053, OxA-6301, OxA-6302, OxA-

6303, OxA-6305, T’=2.3, T’5%=9.5, !=4). 

• Trench B, hearth 1 later phase (OxA-6304, OxA-6306, T’=0.0, T’5%=3.8). 

 

There is no archival evidence to support this interpretation, and the pattern could 

be a result of the calibration curve. As noted, this interpretation is highly 

informative and cannot be substantiated because the archive does not relate the 

dated samples to the different hearth phases, and has not therefore been 

included in the currency model.  

 

The original field-interpretation of the peat was that it pre-dated the mesolithic 

activity. The dated material was sampled at some distance from the features, and 

no stratigraphic relationship was observed between the peat and these features 

(Spikins 1998). It is evident from the results presented here that the peat 

sampled by these radiocarbon results formed after the mesolithic activity. These 

results are included in neither the site model nor the currency model (table 5.1). 

 

Results: the features and peat profile 

The site model has good agreement (Amodel=116.1%, A’c=60%; Bronk Ramsey 

1995; fig. YH2.2).  

 

Interpretation of the results from the features   

All the results from trench A, and that produced by Switsur & West (1975), are 

statistically consistent (T’=9.9, T’5%=18.3, !=10). The four fires could have been 

lit at the same point in time. If the hearths were contemporaneous it might 
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suggest that sizeable numbers of people met or were in transit together over the 

moors. A simplistic reading might be one hearth equating to one group of, say, 

four individuals. Such a band could include closely related kin from the same 

descent group, hunting or collecting parties, and so on.  

 

Equally, it is possible that the place was revisited, say on a seasonal basis, and 

one or more hearths were fired as part of persistent visits to the site. At the 

longest, this activity represented a duration of 0–130 years (95.4% probable; fig. 

YH2.3). It is most probable, however, that the activity represented by the trench 

A hearths occurred in under three generations in 0–60 years (68.2% probable; 

duration TrA hearths; fig. YH2.3), if a generation is estimated at 25 years (see 

chapter nine). 

 

The trench A results are insufficiently precisely dated to refine the chronology 

further. The calibrated radiocarbon results centre on a relatively steep part of the 

calibration curve, but are bracketed by ‘micro-plateaux’ (fig. 5.29). Insufficient 

results and, crucially, informative prior information (such as stratigraphic 

relationships; Bayliss et al. 2007b) exist to constrain the posterior density 

estimates further. Inferring actual contemporaneity of archaeological events (in 

terms such as the physical interaction of people at the same point in time and 

space) or sequential activity, such as people’s periodic revisitation of the same 

area (as illustrated through the direct relationship between firing episodes of the 

hearth in trench B) is not currently possible. Such interpretation will almost 

certainly need to be revised from portable material culture evidence, such as the 

refitting of pieces from individual hearths, for which there does not appear to be 

evidence at March Hill trench A (Spikins 2002, 35). 
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Fig. YH2.1. The posterior density estimates from trench B hearth 1 (as modelled in fig. YH2.2) on 
the calibration curve. 
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Fig. YH2.2. Site model March Hill. The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 
keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. YH2.3. Duration of activity associated with the use of March Hill trench A hearths.!
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APPENDIX YH3: SEWERBY COTTAGE RADIOCARBON DATA  

 

The excavation monograph produced for Sewerby Cottage identified six neolithic 

structures (Fenton-Thomas 2009, 145). Stratigraphically, the earliest element of 

this phase is an alignment of large posts (Fenton-Thomas 2009, 145: phase 1a), 

which formed group D1 and group D7. The groups were 8.5m apart, and 

interpreted as an ‘alignment’ rather than a roofed structure (Fenton-Thomas 

2009, 146).  

 

Later, a trapezoidal structure, D2, followed these post alignments (Fenton-

Thomas 2009, 148). A terminus post quem for the fill of a posthole from the 

trapezoidal structure was produced (OxA-11603).  Few artefacts were recovered 

from the postholes, and no floor deposits or occupation material were recovered.  

 

Subsequently, a series of post-built alignments and structures were constructed 

at the site. A dump or spread of material was laid over these structures. Material 

from a stratigraphically later deposit than the trapezoidal structure was dated 

(OxA-11606, -11605). The burnt deposit dated by OxA-11606 and OxA-11605 

contained a well-preserved emmer grain, a possible emmer grain, and a 

probable domesticated pea (Pisum sativum; Huntley 2001). The results from this 

deposit are statistically consistent (T’=0.5. T’5%=3.8, !=1; OxA-11606; OxA-

11605). 

 

The layer has been suggested as midden material, which might have been 

cultivated (Fenton-Thomas 2009, 145). Activity on the site continued, and 

included more dumping of deposits (phase 1b), in an area demarcated by a 

fence alignment.  

 

Evidence for diagnostic mesolithic or neolithic material from the earliest dated 

features. There was a “…total lack of pottery associated with any phase 1a [the 

trapezoidal structure and post alignments, which] was also a big difference when 
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compared with most other neolithic monumental structures, including those 

rectangular buildings from Scotland…” (Fenton-Thomas 2009, 147).  

 

To make interpretation more challenging, the dated ecofacts from the deposit 

(OxA-11605, -11606) overlying the trapezoidal structure D2 produced earlier 

results than the result from a post-hole forming part of structure D2 (OxA-11603). 

Because the results from the overlying burnt deposit are statistically consistent, 

and because the posthole which comprised trapezoidal structure D2 was not well 

sealed, the result from the D2 posthole (OxA-11603) was suggested to be 

intrusive by Bayliss et al. (in Fenton-Thomas 2009, 441) and not to date the 

deposit from which it was recovered. The earliest in situ contexts from this area 

are probably the overlying dumped deposits, which date to the 35th century cal 

BC (OxA-11605, -11606). These results provide termini ante quos for the 

trapezoidal structure and post alignments D2, D1 and D7.  

 

Other features from the site have dates better associated with diagnostic earlier 

neolithic material culture. A number of groups of pits were located to the north of 

the excavation area. Group 7 pits were associated with Ebbsfleet pottery. Group 

6 comprised four pits that contained earlier neolithic pottery. The four pits formed 

a triangle, in plan, round a central post-pit [3878] (see main text).  
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APPENDIX YH4: WHITEGROUNDS, NORTH YORKSHIRE 

 

At least two phases of skeletal remains were deposited at Whitegrounds: a linear 

mortuary assemblage and a central burial. Four results (HAR-5580, -5318) were 

produced on material from the entrance grave, including two true replicates 

(HAR-4931, -5506). Unfortunately, it is not possible to associate the dated 

human bone samples from the entrance grave with particular, recorded skeletal 

elements. 

 

A later inhumation was inserted as a central grave. The central grave contained a 

jet slider, and a waisted, Seamer type, flint axe  (Sheridan & Davies 1996). Two 

results were made on the skeletal material from the central grave (HAR-4932, -

5507). Unpublished correspondence in the English Heritage dating file indicates 

that the results are true replicates  (dating the death of the individual; T’=1.8, 

T’5%=3.8, !=1) and have been combined prior to calibration. 

 

The samples from the entrance grave are not statistically consistent (HAR-4931, 

-5507; T’8.1, T’5%=3.8, !=1). HAR-4931 is later than the statistically consistent 

dates from the stratigraphically later central grave (HAR-4932, -5507). HAR-4931 

appears to be anomalous. An original laboratory comment indicates that the 

skeletal material from which HAR-4931 was produced had been glued, providing 

a potential explanation of a source for the anomalous date. This result has been 

included as an Outlier in the following model. The earliest result from the 

entrance grave, HAR-5506, is also much earlier than the other dates from this 

phase. There is no stratigraphic evidence for phased internment of material in the 

passage, though it is possible that the passage of the entrance grave was open 

for some time.  

 

The model expressing the relationships presented here has good agreement 

(Amodel=98.1%; A’c=60.0%; Bronk Ramsey 1995; fig. YH4.1).  
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Whitegrounds: interpretation of the results from the features 

The association of the diagnostic early neolithic Grimston ware with the dated 

events from the passage grave is uncertain. Deposition of the pottery is currently 

best understood as occurring between 3920–3630 cal BC (94.0% probable or 

3570–3540 cal BC 1.4% probable; or 3810–3660 68.2%; first Burythorpe 

entrance grave; figure 5.34d) and 3640–3350 cal BC (95.4%; or 3640–3580 cal 

BC 19.6% probable, or 3540–3540 cal BC 48.6%; Burythorpe entrance grave, 

TAQ deposition Grimston ware; figure 5.34d). The last dated event provides a 

short-offset terminus ante quem for the deposition of Grimston ware in the 

passage grave, and has been used in the portable material culture currency 

model as such.
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Fig. YH4.1. The Burythorpe site model. The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 

2009b). 
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APPENDIX YH5: SEAMER MOOR BARROWS, IRONTON MOOR, NORTH YORKSHIRE 

TA00028640; TA01968617 

 

Several barrows are located on Seamer Moor. It seems probable that the barrow 

excavated in 1960 by Vatcher was located north of East Field (TA00028640), on 

the slopes above East Ayton, and that Manby’s barrow was just to the east of 

Seamer Moor Lane (TA01968617). 

 

Vatcher’s work on East Ayton round barrow is poorly reported (Callow et al. 

1965, 157; Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 1961, 345). This may be the 

barrow excavated by Simpson in 1960 (Simpson 1961, source cited on 

PastScape website. I have not been able to consult the reference1). Vatcher’s 

work produced a radiocarbon result on a sample of oak charcoal, recovered from 

an old ground surface, sealed by a collapsed stone wall. This is probably the 

same barrow as that excavated by Lord Conyngham in 1849; he recovered 

important material culture, including “…three flint axes and a flint adze, five 

lozenge-shaped arrowheads, a polished flint knife and two flakes, an antler 

'macehead' and two boar-tusk blades” (fig. 5.44). Conyngham’s ‘pit’ assemblage 

includes material culture of a range of probable ages, including early neolithic 

material culture. 

 

Kinnes (1979) describes a monument which may be the same as this, that 

produced Grimston ware pottery, evidence for burning, a mortuary enclosure, 

and a forecourt to the east of the site. The second phase of Kinnes’ (1979) 

monument comprised a ‘crematorium’ deposit, the deposition of the remains of 

several individuals, and the enclosure by posts and a dry-stone wall. After this a 

cairn was thrown up, and later, inhumations inserted into the monument (Kinnes 

1979, 10).  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
 From the Seamer barrow excavated by Simpson (Seamer I; see Kinnes 1979, 10) were 

recovered a complete neolithic bowl, and sherds of another bowl associated with a crouched 
inhumation. The mortuary structure was defined by six post settings and a dry-stone walled 
mortuary structure. A transverse pit or slot divided the area of burnt material (Kinnes 1979, 10).  
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The figure cited by Manby et al. (2003b, 45) of the Vatcher excavations is the 

only published data I have come across for the excavations (fig. 5.45).  

 

Stratigraphically Vatcher’s sample would appear to provide a terminus post quem 

for later phases of activity associated with the barrow (Callow et al. 1963, 157). If 

the result was produced from the same barrow as that identified by Kinnes 

(1979), the result may also provide a terminus post quem for the deposition of 

Grimston ware and other portable material culture. 

 

The results from the barrow excavated by Brewster have more certain 

association (Brewster & Finney 1995). Brewster’s barrow is located at 

TA01968617 (Hardiman et al. 1992). Underlying Brewster’s Seamer Moor round 

barrow were a number of pits, including a central grave pit, and a hearth. From 

the barrow mound were recovered Grimston ware and Towthorpe ware (Manby 

in Brewster & Finney 1995, 42). One of the results provides a terminus post 

quem for the firing of the hearth (HAR-8785). A second result originates from a 

charcoal sample from the shallow ‘grave’ pit (HAR-8786). Both these results 

have uncertain relationships with each other. They may provide termini post quos 

for the Grimston ware reported to have been excavated by Brewster from the 

barrow mound (Manby in Brewster & Finney 1995, 42).  

 

Discussion 

The number of mortuary monuments in this location, with an apparent marked 

regional variation in form (expressed through the post and dry-stone mortuary 

structures), might suggest important diversity in early neolithic Yorkshire and 

Humberside monument activity. Superficially, this interpretation might be 

supported by the statistical consistency of the results from Vatcher’s and 

Brewster’s excavations (T’=4.6; T’5%=6.0; !=2; NPL-73; HAR-8785, -8786). 

Unfortunately our understandings of these measurements are compromised by 

the presence of oak in the samples. 
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Jan Harding’s (1996, 67) assertion that “…the earliest dated round barrows are 

from eastern Yorkshire. Their chronological primacy  [i.e. occurring before long 

barrows] is illustrated by three sites which have produced a series of dates which 

range between about 3900BC to 3600BC…” cannot be substantiated on the 

currently available data, because of the potential inbuilt age-offsets. 

 

!
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APPENDIX YH6: MESOLITHIC SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

 

The model presented in fig. YH6.1 investigates the sensitivity of the rod currency 

model to the latest South Haw result (Beta-18952). While this result has 

acceptable agreement (fig. 5.22a; Beta-18952 A=93%) with other results well 

associated with rod microliths, it is statistically significantly later than the other 

result apparently associated with rods from South Haw (Beta-189653; T’=21.116; 

T’5%=3.8; !=1). Attempts to contact the commissioner of the radiocarbon dates 

(Dr Richard Chatterton) have so far proved unsuccessful. If it is assumed that the 

unambiguous association outlined between the rod industry and radiocarbon 

results is robust (Chatterton 2007), Beta-18952 might indicate a multiphase rod 

site.  

 

In order to qualify understandings of the impact of this result on the model for rod 

microlith currency in Yorkshire and Humberside, a model was produced which 

presented Beta-18952 as an Outlier (fig. YH6.1). The rest of the model is the 

same as that presented in fig. 5.22a. A comparison of key parameters from this 

model, with key parameters from the currency model, is presented in fig. 5.50. 

The most conservative (and arguably archaeologically unrepresentative) 

estimate for the end of the mesolithic is 4050–3910 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 

4040–3970 cal BC; lastallrods model 2; fig. YH6.1). Further discussion of these 

models is presented in the main body of the text.
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Fig. YH6.1. Sensitivity analysis of the rod model for Yorkshire and Humberside excluding the later result from South Haw (Beta-18952; all other 
considerations the same as presented in fig. 5.22a-b). The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets 
(Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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NB. 

After completion of this chapter, while double-checking my data prior to 

submission, I realised I had omitted a result on a red deer antler from the 

Grindale barrow I Bridlington, Humberside (TA1497043).  

 

The monument comprised two concentric ditches surrounding a central mound, 

under which was located a central pit (Manby 1980). The pit was the only feature 

underlying the mound. From its upper fill, the only material culture recovered 

from the feature comprised a weathered bone fragment and 14 flint flakes. 

Charcoal flecked this deposit. The inner ditch was ascribed to ‘Phase 1’ of the 

monument. Overlying the primary silts, an upper fill included a charcoal layer. 

Radiocarbon results produced on unspeciated charcoals of uncertain maturity 

provide termini post quos for the formation of the upper ‘Phase 2’ fill (HAR-266; 

3510–2910 cal BC 95.4% confidence; or 3370–3020 cal BC 68.2% confidence; 

HAR-267; 3520–2880 cal BC 95.4% confidence; or 3370–2920 cal BC 68.2% 

confidence). Deposited on the base of the ditch, a large fragment of red deer 

antler was used to produced the result HAR-269  (3970–3370 cal BC 95.4% 

confidence; or 3900–3540 cal BC 68.2% confidence). This result dates activity on 

the site, probably relating to the excavation of ditches.  
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APPENDIX NE1: NORTH-EAST RADIOCARBON RESULTS WITH UNCERTAIN CULTURAL 

AFFINITY 

 

Results discussed here are presented in table NE1. These are a selection of the 

results considered for inclusion in the model presented in chapter six. The 

results were not included as they are not regarded as well associated with 

diagnostic late mesolithic or early neolithic material culture relevant to this project 

(see chapter three).  

 
LINDISFARNE, NORTHUMBERLAND NU1255041993 

A single result (Beta-96036) was produced on a bulk soil sample with charcoal 

flecks from a post-hole excavated on Lindisfarne (The Archaeology Practice 

1996). No demonstrably neolithic or mesolithic material culture was recovered 

from the feature. The result is not discussed further here, and is not used for the 

currency model.  

 

HAREHAUGH HILLFORT, NORTHUMBERLAND NY96959980 

A single result (Beta-96128) was produced on unspeciated charcoal of unknown 

maturity recovered from Harehaugh hillfort (Waddington et al. 1998). The sample 

was excavated from a deposit sealed by the hillfort rampart. The sample was 

dated to provide a terminus post quem for the formation of the bank. The result is 

not well associated with any archaeological event and is not used for the 

currency model.   

 

CHATTON SANDYFORD, NORTHUMBERLAND NU100266 

A single radiocarbon determination was produced on charcoal of unspeciated 

material recovered from a pit underlying a cairn (Jobey 1968). The result was not 

associated with any diagnostic material culture, which only provides a terminus 

post quem for the infilling of the pit. The result is not discussed further here.  
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CARR HOUSE SANDS, TEES NZ519313 

A long history of research at Carr House sands has produced a number of 

radiocarbon dates recently summarised by Waughman (2005). Three of these 

are relevant to this project.  

 

Carr House Sands burial 

Downey and Mellars excavated a male human skeleton on the beach at Carr 

House Sands in February 1972 (TEE789 full monument record; Waughman 

2005). The skeleton was crouched on its side, with the right half missing, 

possibly as a result of erosion by the sea. Five flint flakes and some birch 

branches were found within 1m of the body. These were interpreted as being 

associated with the skeleton. The flint flakes might have represented the waste 

products from the final stages of axe working (TEE789 file: unpublished note on 

Durham University Seminar; 7_3_1975). This cannot be verified, as the flakes 

were subsequently lost (TEE789 file). A radiocarbon date produced on the 

human bone (Hv-5220) dates the death of the individual to 3640–3350 cal BC 

(95.4% confidence; or 3630–3360 68.2% confidence). This result could also date 

the manufacture of the flakes, though without further information, the lithic 

technology is not regarded as diagnostic.  

 

Carr House Sands wattle hurdle or fish trap 

A section of wattle was excavated from the beach at Carr House Sands (Huntley 

1997). The hurdle was 3.4m x 0.8m, and constructed of hazel rods and sails 

(Huntley 1997). Two statistically consistent dates (T’= 0.1, T’5%=3.8, !=1; GU-

5435, -5436) were made on samples of hazel rods could represent the same 

point in time. The short-lived nature of the dated material, and the dated 

materials’ clear association suggest that it is appropriate to combine the 

probability distributions. A weighted mean of the two results dates the panel to 

3770–3630 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 3710–3640 cal BC 68.2% confidence). 

Unfortunately, the presence of a wattle hurdle, which might be part of a fish trap, 
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is diagnostic of neither mesolithic nor neolithic life. These results cannot be used 

in the regional model of transition.  

 

COPT HILL, TYNE AND WEAR NZ35344922 

Greenwell originally excavated Copt Hill round cairn in 1877 (Young, 1985, 7). In 

1914 C. T. Trechmann provided the first formal interpretation of the site; the most 

recent review is by Young (1985). Trenchmann describes a primary burial 

deposit which comprised disarticulated skeletal remains, in a collapsed and burnt 

mortuary structure. At either end of these skeletal deposits was an ‘oblong’ hole, 

which Trechmann regarded as evidence of flues in this ‘crematorium’ barrow. 

Recently Young (1985, 11) has suggested that the ‘flues’ formed part of a 

wooden mortuary structure.  

 

The Friends of Copt Hill Society and Durham University undertook a recent 

research excavation at the site. The 2003 season recorded 20 negative features 

(Harding 2003). These included two possible natural hollows, and pits and 

postholes. Five of the pits in Trench 2 are reported by the excavators to show a 

linear alignment. One of these pits, 204, had a deep, vertically sloping cut of 

>0.80m. It contained two fills; the upper deposit of silty clay contained abundant 

charcoal. The 2004 season recovered 50 flints including a single platform core 

and a crested blade attributed to the late mesolithic/early neolithic  

(TYN2004/131; 100). From this context, a single radiocarbon date was produced 

on unspeciated charcoal (A. F. Harding 2008 pers. comm). 

 

The result provides a terminus post quem for the infilling of the posthole of 5750–

5630 (cal BC 95.4% confidence; or 5730–5660 cal BC 68.2% confidence; GrN-

28092). No material culture was recovered from this feature, and this result 

cannot be used in the regional currency model.  
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SOUTH SHIELDS ROMAN FORT, TYNE AND WEAR NZ3649567905 

In 1992–94 and 1999, excavation of the South Shields Roman fort uncovered a 

prehistoric site of potential significance, given the low-visibility of mesolithic and 

neolithic remains in the area (Hodgson et al. 2001). Lithics from the mesolithic, 

neolithic, and the bronze age point to a range of different activities at the site, at 

different points in time. As well as the material culture uncovered by recent 

excavations, a number of artefacts was recovered in earlier excavations at the 

site. These included mesolithic and neolithic flints, a polished stone axe, and 

later prehistoric and Roman finds (Croom in Hodgson et al. 2001, 78).  

 

Stratigraphically the earliest phase of activity was a pit, which was cut by a 

segmented ditch. The ditch was flat-bottomed and measured some 8.5 x 4.1m, 

with a maximum depth of 0.5m. A second length of scoop or shallow ditch was 

situated c6.4m from the south-west terminal of the first scope. This was up to 

0.53m deep, and measured 5.4m wide; a 5m length of this feature extended into 

the excavated area (Hodgson et al. 2001, 66). After infilling, this feature was 

recut, although the recut was narrower at 2m. Between the ditch terminals, two 

small pits were excavated. No material culture or ecofacts suitable for dating 

were recovered from these earliest features. All these features were filled by soil 

horizon 2122B. Subsequently pits were excavated and structures were built in 

this part of the site.  

 

A component of this later phase was a trench, 22280, which may represent the 

foundation trench of a structure. The excavators reported three “circular 

depressions” in the base of the trench (Hodgson et al. 2001, 70). These features 

might be the remains of timbers, and support this impression of a structural 

group. A number of pits and possible stakeholes are located in the vicinity of this 

feature.  

 

About 1m south of feature 22280, pit 22243 was excavated. This contained 

charcoal, which was sampled for radiocarbon dating (GU-9174). To the south of 
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trench 22280, a posthole with an obvious postpipe was recorded (feature 22295). 

To the north-east of the main group, pit 22208 produced 19 flakes and flint from 

the same core, and was interpreted as a discrete knapping event (Hodgson et al. 

2001, 74). Pit 22208 was cut by another pit 22235, from which charcoal was 

recovered for radiocarbon dating (GU-9173).  

 

The two results provide termini post quos for the activity associated with these 

features and neither result is well associated with diagnostic late mesolithic or 

early neolithic material culture. These results have not been used in the currency 

model. 

 

QUARRY FARM, COUNTY DURHAM NZ445140 

I have been only able to find a single result producing a date range for the period 

of interest of this thesis from Durham HER. A result was produced on a short-

lived birch twig from Quarry Farm, Ingleby Barwick (English Heritage scientific 

dating file). The twig was recovered from peat underlying a layer of burnt 

cobbles. The sample was recovered from a Romano-British pit, and interpreted 

as residual. This result is not discussed further here. 

 

WHITTON HILL, NOTHUMBERLAND NT93253452 

Excavation by Miket (1985) investigated a penannular ring ditch with a large 

causeway to the southern side. The ditch cut an iron stained deposit (“W”) that 

contained charcoal.  A cremation pit from the centre of the ditch contained the 

remains of at least 23 people, while other pits from within the monument may 

have held posts.  Unspeciated charcoal from the burnt deposit W provides a 

terminus post quem for the monument of 4230–3530 cal BC (95.4% confidence; 

BM-2030R), but is not associated with diagnostic early neolithic material culture. 

Later radiocarbon results were produced on other charcoals from the ditch fill. 

The result is not included in the regional currency model. 

 

CALLALY MOOR, NORTHUMBERLAND NU05910771 
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Charcoal from burnt spread beneath an apparent clearance cairn 5 (62) on 

Callaly Moor provides a terminus post quem for the cairn of 4690–4350 cal BC  

(95.4% probable; OxA-2623). The deposit is not well associated with any 

archaeological event and is not included in the currency model OxA-2623 

(Hedges et al. 1991a). 

 

OLD YEAVERING HENGE, NOTHUMBERLAND NT92853043 

Old Yeavering henge had two causeways. Outside the western entrance, a grave 

pit contained evidence for an inhumation, but no other material culture. North of 

the grave, an irregular, bowl-shaped pit measured 80cm x 62cm, and 30cm 

deep. The pit had evidence of animal disturbance to its edges. The levels 

contained “…carbonised nut remains. Below this was a layer mainly composed of 

burnt material; this yielded a radiocarbon date…[3940–3380 cal BC 95.4% 

confidence; HAR-3063] This was clearly not a post-pit, but rather domestic” 

(Harding 1981, 122). 

 

Some 6m outside the eastern entrance of the henge was a grave and an 

irregular depression. Sixty-five sherds of Grimston ware pottery were recovered 

from this area, but its disturbed nature made precise interpretation impossible, 

and it does not appear to be a deliberately excavated pit (Hope-Taylor 1977; 

Waddington 2005). The eastern entrance area does, however, produce evidence 

for early Neolithic domestic activity on the site, and the date from the western pit 

could apply to the eastern. 

 

The henge had been extensively remodelled in the Saxon period. The result was 

not included in the currency model as not demonstrably associated with neolithic 

material culture (Harding 1981). 

 

NEWTON ?NGR 

Two stakeholes were excavated in test pits, which were dug through a 

transitional surface lithic scatter on a low gravel 'island' within an alluviated 
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floodplain (Waddington pers. comm. 2011; Passmore & Waddington 2009). The 

lithic scatter is not more specifically identified as either late mesolithic or early 

neolithic, and it is not clear how closely associated the stakeholes are with the 

transitional activity. Two results, produced on oak charcoal from the stakeholes, 

provide termini post quos for their infilling (3940–3650 cal BC 95.4% confidence 

OxA-10696; 3650–3380 cal BC 94.5% confidence OxA-10697). These have not 

been included in the regional currency model, because of their uncertain 

association with either mesolithic or neolithic activity.  

 

LANTON QUARRY, NOTHUMBERLAND NT95503110 

A Lanton Quarry (Waddington 2009b) a pit was excavated in an area which 

produced evidence for neolithic occupation or a late bronze age post-built 

structure. A radiocarbon result on hazel nutshell provided a terminus post quem 

for the infilling of the pit (after 3620–3350 cal BC 95.4% confidence; Beta-

231340), which does not appear to have included diagnostic early neolithic 

material culture (Waddington 2009b). Because of the multi-period nature of the 

site, and the absence of diagnostic material culture from the feature, it has not 

been included in the regional site currency model.   
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Appendix NE1. Table 1.1. Selected results on material not associated with demonstrable ‘mesolithic’ or ‘neolithic material culture. 

 
Laboratory 
no. 

Material and 
method 

Context 
 

14
C age 

(bp) 
! 

13 
C 

(‰) 

!
15

 N 

(‰) 
 
C:N 
ratio 

Calibrated date 
range (95% 
confidence) 

Lindisfarne 

NU1255041993 

Beta-
96036 

Bulk soil with 
charcoal flecks 
 

Soil from the context (313) <LMG 96 313 A>. No definite 
association between the result and any demonstrable event. 
The lab report states the sample required special handling 
due to low carbon content (The Archaeological Practice 
unpublished 1996).  

4770±70 -25.0 3700–3370 cal 
BC 

Harehaugh hillfort 
NY96959980 

Beta-
96128 

Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
unknown maturity  

Well-sealed burnt horizon below outer ?iron age rampart, 
though there might have been earlier earthwork underlying 
this (Waddington pers. comm 2009).  
 
TPQ rampart, highly uncertain association with earlier activity 
(Waddington et al.1998). 

4440±60 - 3360–2910 cal 
BC 

Chatton Sandyford 
NU100266 

GaK-1507 Unspeciated 
charcoal 
 

Recovered from a pit, underlying a cairn.  
 
TPQ for infilling posthole (Jobey 1968). 

4840±90 - 3800–3370 cal 
BC 
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Carr House Sands 
NZ519313 

Hv-5220 Homo sapiens 
skeleton 
 

Human skeleton from profile WH-4.  
 
Date of death  (Waughman 2005). 

4680±60 - 3640–3350 cal 
BC 

GU-5435 Waterlogged 
wood (hazel rods) 
part of wattle 
panel 

HCH 94/1, wattle panel from foreshore.  
 
Date of construction of panel, and associated ?fishtrap  
(Waughman 2005). 

4900 ±60 -27.8 3780–3640 cal 
BC 

GU-5436 Waterlogged 
wood (hazel rods) 
part of wattle 
panel 

HCH 94/2, wattle panel from foreshore. 
 
Date of construction of panel, and associated ?fishtrap  
(Waughman 2005). 

4880 ±60 -28.4 3780–3630 cal 
BC 

Copt Hill 
NZ35344922 

GrN-
28092  

Unspeciated 
charcoal  
 

A small piece of charcoal was recovered from a small pit 
[204] east of the Copt Hill round barrow in A. F. Harding’s 
Trench 2. The pit apparently forms part of an alignment, and 
there might have been evidence of a postpipe.  
 
TPQ for the posthole (A. F. Harding pers. comm. 2009, 
Harding 2003). 

6810±40 - 5750–5630 cal 
BC  

South Shields Roman fort 
NZ3649567905 

GU-9174 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Context (22242), pit [22243], near the possible structure. 
TPQ for the filling of the pit, ?TAQ for phase I, the earliest 
activity at the site. Phase I comprised a number of negative 
features, including the pits, a segmented ditch and 
stakeholes. 

4400±80 - 3360–2880 cal 
BC 
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GU-9173 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Context (22234), Pit [22235], near the possible shelter. TPQ 
for the filling of the pit, ?TAQ for phase I, the earliest activity 
at the site. Phase I comprised a number of negative features, 
including the pits, a segmented ditch and stakeholes. 

4560±60 - 3500–3090 cal 
BC 

Quarry Farm, Ingleby Barwick 
NZ445140 

GrA-
35010 

Betula sp. twig 
 

Sample 6, [347], twig, from peat, sealed by burnt cobbles. 
Sample recovered from 1 of 5 pits, the other pits Romano-
British, and this regarded as residual (English Heritage 
unpublished data). 

6055±40 -23.8 5060–4840 cal 
BC 

Whitton Hill 
NT93253452 

BM-2203R Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Charcoal from burnt deposit “W”. At the western edge, the 
deposit had been cut by a pennanular ditch. The result is not 
indicated as associated with any material culture. 

5040±130 BM-
2033= -
26.0 

4230–3530 cal 
BC 

Callaly Moor 
NU05910771 

OxA-2623 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Charcoal from burnt spread beneath apparent clearance 
cairn 5 (62) on Callaly Moor. Uncertain whether the deposit 
results from anthropogenic activity (Hedges et al. 1991a). 

5660±70 -26.2 4690–4350 cal 
BC 

Old Yeavering henge 
NT92853043 

HAR-3063 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Pit 80cm x 62cm. Animal disturbance to edges. 31cm deep, 
bowl-shaped, upper levels contained “…carbonised nut 
remains. Below this was a layer mainly composed of burnt 
material; this yielded a radiocarbon date…(HAR-3063). This 
was clearly not a post-pit, but rather domestic.” (Harding 
1981, 122).   

4890±90 - 3940–3380 cal 
BC 
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Not included in the currency model as not demonstrably 
associated with neolithic material culture (Harding 1981).  

Newton 
?NGR 

OxA-
10696 

Quercus sp. 
charcoal 

From stakeholes found at the base of a test pit through a 
mesolithic/neolithic surface lithic scatter on a low, but slightly 
upstanding, gravel 'island' within an alluviated floodplain. 
(Waddington pers. comm 2011)  

4975±45 - 3940–3650 cal 
BC 

OxA-
10697 

Quercus sp. 
charcoal 

From stakeholes found at the base of a test pit through a 
mesolithic/neolithic surface lithic scatter on a low, but slightly 
upstanding, gravel 'island' within an alluviated floodplain. 
(Waddington pers. comm 2011) 

4780±45 - 3650–3380 cal 
BC 

Lanton Quarry 
NT95503110 

Beta-
231340 

Corylus avellana 
nutshell 

Pit fill. Pit may be associated with evidence for post-built 
structure, or neolithic occupation evidence (Waddington 
2009b).  

4640±40 - 3620–3350 cal 
BC 
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APPENDIX NE2: COUPLANDS RADIOCARBON DATA 

 

Three phases of features were excavated at the enclosure or ‘hengiform’ 

monument at Couplands (Waddington 2009a). An evaluation trench sampled 

three small pits or hearths, the enclosure ditch terminals and the droveway linear 

ditches. The three burning pits/hearths were regarded by Waddington (2009a) as 

earlier than the ‘henge’.  

 

Two dates were made on material from each of the two of the pits — material 

from context (19) from pit [1] and context (27) from pit [3]. One result was 

produced on material from context (21), pit [2]1.  

 

Material used for measurements was short-lived, single entity plant macrofossils. 

Importantly, “[a]ll three pits had experienced in situ burning as evidenced by the 

heat-fused and fire-reddened gravel around their edges, and the high charred 

content of their fill” (Waddington 2009a).  

 

No material was available to precisely date the digging of the 

hengiform/enclosure ditch. A date was produced on short-lived material from a 

secondary fill. This material is interpreted as provides a terminus ante quem for 

the digging of the ditch.  

 

Four radiocarbon results were produced on material from the western droveway 

ditch deposit 65. Two results were produced on unspeciated charcoal of 

uncertain maturity (Beta-96129, -96130) and two on short-lived material (OxA-

10637, -10636). All these results are statistically consistent (T’=3.9; T’5%=7.8; 

                                                
1
 Please note that there are discrepancies between the numbering in the text of the publication, 

the table and the figure displaying the calibrated results. The results from pit 1 and 3 appear to 
have been mixed up. For example, in the figure, results OxA-6832, -10763 are shown originating 
from ‘Pit 1’. In the table these results are shown as produced from ‘Pit 3’. In the text the results 
from ‘Pit 3’ are described as consistent — the results shown in the table from ‘Pit 3’ are 
inconsistent. The attributions used in the tables are employed in this project i.e. results from pit 3 
(27) are OxA-6832, -10763 (inconsistent), results from pit 1 (19) are OxA-10638, -10692 
(consistent). 
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!=3) indicating that they might represent the same point in time — possibly the in 

situ burning event resulting in the “…surrounding gravel [being] fire-reddened 

and fused as a result of heating, and the dark burnt fill was contained within the 

area of burning. The deposit was not mixed or contained within other material 

and was not simply part of a backfill deposit but rather a discrete deposit…” 

(Waddington 2009a; my emphasis).  

 

Waddington (2009a; my emphasis) has argued that “…[t]his deposit was sealed 

by the upper fill of the ‘droveway’ ditch (context 13) and therefore appears to 

predate, or be contemporary with, the construction of the west ‘droveway’ 

ditch…” Edwards (2009; 2007) has questioned this interpretation2. Despite 

Edwards’ objections, I believe the consistency of the results, and the stratification 

(fig. 6.7; fig. 6.9) supports Waddington’s interpretations: that these results may 

accurately date the formation of the deposit from which they originated. As it is, 

the results from these features are of significance in interpretations of the 

regional neolithic (see discussion chapter 6). 

 

The results from Couplands have good agreement when presented as outlined 

here (Amodel=82.6%; fig. NE2.1).  

 

The firing of pit [1] occurred in 3780–3650 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3760–

3740 cal BC, or 3720–3660 cal BC 68.2% probable; first pit 1; fig. NE2.1). The 

                                                
2
 Edward’s critique of the droveway deposits is included here for the reader’s benefit: 

Edwards 2009, 271: 
“These dates are described as originating from charcoal in a ‘sealed’ context in the base of the 
western droveway ditch (Waddington 1996b, 11; 1998, 23). Whilst there are no section drawings 
published for this excavation, photographs are available (Mercer 1997, 93-94), from which it is 
difficult to state that these contexts were definitively ‘sealed’, although it is accepted that a more 
informed interpretation may be possible upon the full publication of the site. The photographs 
reveal typical ditch stratigraphy, with no evidence for any features that would inhibit the action of 
animals, particularly worms, or prevent the downward leaching of material through fluvial action. 
Thus these contexts cannot provide the required terminus ante quem for the construction of the 
ditch. Charcoal is obviously viable dating evidence, yet if the burning that created this charcoal 
was not in-situ, and nothing is reported to this effect, then the possibility remains that it represents 
earlier, residual activity. Such material could become included in the fill by a number of 
processes: the ditch could be cut through earlier deposits; the remnants of such activity could 
have silted into the ditch from the land surface; or earlier material could be incorporated into 
backfill taken from sources other than ditch spoil.”  
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result on the hazel nutshell from pit [2], and estimate for the deposition of the 

pottery assemblage (including the Carinated bowls) and the barley and emmer 

wheat is 3910–3650 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3830–3690 cal BC 68.2% 

probable; OxA-6833; fig. NE2.1). From pit [3], an accurate date range for its 

infilling is suggested as 3920–3650 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3850–3770 cal 

BC 35.9% probable, or 3750–3700 cal BC 32.3% probable; OxA-6832; fig. 

NE2.1).  

 

The formation of deposit 65, infill of the droveway, and deposition of shouldered 

bowl pottery and emmer wheat in the context, is estimated as occurring in 3780–

3650 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3760–3740 cal BC 5.4% probable, or 3720–

3660 cal BC 62.8% probable; first context 65; fig.  NE2.1).  

 

At some point before 1900–1600 cal BC (Beta-117294; 95.4% confidence), the 

enclosure ditch was dug.  

 

From the model presented here, the first dated event associated with early 

neolithic activity occurred in 3930–3670 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3850–3700 

cal BC 68.2% probable; first Couplands neolithic activity; fig. NE2.2). The 

duration of activity sampled in fig. NE2.2 is estimated as occurring over 0–270 

years (95.4% probable; or 20–190 years 68.2% probable; duration Couplands; 

fig. NE2.2).  

 

It is over 80% probable that each of the two results on single entity, short-lived 

plant remains from pits 2 and 3 produced earlier ranges than the result from pit 1 

(table NE2.1). The results included in the model for Couplands (fig. NE2.2) from 

pits 2 and 3 are statistically consistent, indicating that these results probably 

accurately estimate the radiocarbon events in question.
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Fig. NE2.1. A site chronology model for Couplands. The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets 
(Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. NE2.2. The duration of activity as sampled at neolithic Couplands. The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords 
and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 

 

 
Table NE2.1. The order of posterior density estimates calculated in fig. NE2.1.  

Probability t1 < t2 

t2 t1 
first pit 1 OxA-6833 OxA-6832 

first pit 1 0 0.18565 0.15224 

OxA-6833 0.8144 0 0.443 

OxA-6832 0.8478 0.557 0 
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APPENDIX NE3: THIRLINGS RADIOCARBON DATA 

 

The first Thirlings radiocarbon measurements were produced on bulk charcoal. 

Subsequently single entity AMS results, and those on cremated bone were 

produced (Hamilton et al. in Miket & Edwards 2009). There are some slight 

inconsistencies between the published narrative (Miket & Edwards 2009) and the 

narrative in the published radiocarbon model (Hamilton et al. in Miket & Edwards 

2009)3, which I suggest arise because of sporadic periods of post-excavation 

analysis, in which phasing and inter-feature associations were reworked and 

developed. Probably also because of this extended gestation, HAR-877 (Miket 

1976), appears to have been overlooked in the publication model (Hamilton et al. 

in Miket & Edwards 2009). 

  

Materials from five pits containing early neolithic material culture were 

radiocarbon dated. Material from F366 produced results OxA-16102 and HAR-

844. Pit F366 contained three distinct fills. Carinated bowl, from at least 12 

vessels, was present in all the fills (Miket & Edwards 2009). The pit is perhaps 

atypical of early neolithic examples. Its plan is irregular. Its widest dimensions are 

some 2.8m x 2.9m (fig. 6.11). The infilling of this pit seems to be related to pit 

F369; conjoining sherds were recovered from each feature. Pit F369 had a more 

typical early neolithic plan — circular and some 40cm in diameter. The pit 

produced sherds from at least three Carinated bowls. Pit F369 may be related to 

three other pits, the features forming a possible ‘trapezoidal’ 4-post structure. 

One of these potentially related features was pit F403, from which a single sherd 

                                                
3
 For example according to Hamilton et al.  (in Miket & Edwards 2009, 34) OxA-16164 and -

16104 derive from a possible ‘trapezoidal structure’.  
 
According to the main text of publications from the site, these results originate from pits F644 and 
F643 respectively, which do not seem to be part of a contemporaneous structure. F644 is 
described as an ‘earlier neolithic pit’ containing Carinated bowl (at least it is grouped as such in 
the narrative list of features (Edwards 2009)). It is however shown on a plan, as part of the ‘later 
neolithic pit group 2’ (Miket & Edwards 2009). F643 is described as a pit containing middle 
neolithic Impressed ware sherds; in a plan it is shown some 7m to the north-east of the alignment 
in which F644 is located. Nowhere in the text are these features suggested as contemporary or 
related as part of a structure.  
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was recovered. To the north-west of these features, pit F644 contained a sherd 

of pottery, and hazel nutshell from it produced the result OxA-16104. 

 

Less certainly ‘early neolithic’, pit F430 appeared to form part of a circular postpit 

alignment from the centre of the site. Indeterminate charcoal from this feature 

produced the result HAR-6659. Miket & Edwards (2009) tentatively suggest that 

the presence of charred deposits in all of the pits in this ‘structure’ might indicate 

the charred assemblage was in situ. 

 

Edwards’ (2009, 139) analyses of variability in patterns in neolithic material 

culture distribution have implications for the development of the site. He 

suggested that in both the earlier and middle neolithic, pits marked by posts were 

more likely to have pottery in them, than pits in which no post-pipe was visible 

(fig. 6.11). There is no apparent patterning from the presence of Carinated (early 

neolithic) and Impressed (middle neolithic) sherds across the site (Miket & 

Edwards 2009). To paraphrase Miket & Edwards (2009), despite the long history 

of activity on the site and the complexity evident within individual pits, the site 

itself remained almost “totally unstructured” as it developed throughout the 

neolithic. This interpretation, of course, rests on the validity of the current 

understanding of time-transgressive development in pottery traditions. 

 

Thirlings radiocarbon model 

Seven results were produced on material from pit fills (HAR-1118, -1450, -1451, -

6659, -6658; OxA-16100, -16102). The features were phased according to their 

location in plan and the associated material culture (Miket & Edwards 2009; 

Hamilton et al. in Miket & Edwards 2009). Other features were associated in plan 

on the interpretation by Miket & Edwards (2009).  

 

Considerations of contentious ‘?early neolithic’ radiocarbon data 

OxA-16104, -16164 
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According to the published report (Miket & Edwards 2009) OxA-16104 and OxA-

16164 do not derive from the same trapezoidal structure (pace Hamilton et al. in 

Miket & Edwards 2009). OxA-16104 was produced on hazel nutshell from pit 

[F644], a feature that contained a postpipe. The fill also contained a single sherd 

of early neolithic pottery. The result dates the infilling of the postpit, and the 

deposition of the early neolithic pottery. OxA-16164 was produced n material 

from a pit containing later neolithic Impressed ware.  

 

OxA-16102, HAR-844 

Two statistically inconsistent results were produced on material from pit F366 

(OxA-16102, HAR-844; T’=66.891; T’5%=3.8; !=1). HAR-844 (7050–5470 cal BC 

95.4% confidence; 6460–5710 cal BC 68.2% confidence) was produced on a 

bulk charcoal sample, including oak charcoal, and provides a terminus post 

quem for the feature infilling. OxA-16102, produced on charred hazel nutshell, 

dates the deposition of a Carinated bowl assemblage representing at least 12 

vessels, and pit infilling (3360–3090 cal BC 94.5% probable, or 3050–3030 cal 

BC 0.9% probable; or 3340–3100 cal BC 68.2% probable; OxA-16102; NE3.1). 

This result is late for Carinated bowl, which is considered an early neolithic type, 

whatever chronological scheme is employed (Cleal 2004). This result may 

indicate some intrusive material (which archaeologically cannot be explained 

easily, though there is later neolithic material on the site), which is not associated 

with the use or deposition of the Carinated bowl. Alternatively, the result could 

demonstrate the longevity of Carinated bowl traditions, or that the true 

radiocarbon age is outside the quoted range.  

 

It is possible that Carinated bowl was in use in this later part of the 4th 

millennium, but other processes may be responsible for the presence of the 

pottery in the feature. The publication text supports this interpretation, stating that 

“…Feature 366 included a clay lining containing embedded pottery fragments 

that had, presumably, been stored elsewhere for this very purpose…” (Miket & 

Edwards 2009; my emphasis). The pottery in this feature could be redeposited. 
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This raises a number of questions which are beyond the scope of this study; 

what was the nature of this pre-pit context? How was it marked, memorialised, or 

in other ways remembered? More intangibly, why was it appropriate much later 

on to redeposit this material? In any of these scenarios, the later result may well 

date the deposition of the assemblage, but probably does not estimate the initial 

use of the Carinated bowl.  

 

Concerns with the association of OxA-16102 with early neolithic material culture 

are underlined by the nature of the feature. The east-west section indicates the 

western part of the feature was 72cm deep— the base of the feature rises up to 

the level of the sub-soil at the eastern end. Other ‘isolated’ pits listed as ‘early 

neolithic’ in Miket & Edwards (2009) have an average depth of c200mm (fig. 

NE3.2; table 6.3). Pit F366 is much deeper and bigger in plan than any other 

feature on the site. On other sites, early neolithic pits tend to survive as shallow 

features (90% of those looked at by Garrow (2006, 34) were <50 cm), with small 

diameters (c20–40cm), bell-shaped or straight sided, typically two fills, and are 

circular or sub-circular in plan. F366 is of an unusual form for an ‘early neolithic 

pit’.  

 

The section indicates that three deposits filled the feature (fig. NE3.2); the 

presence of tip lines is consistent with material added from the east end to the 

west of the feature. I suggest that this evidence, together with the depth of the 

feature, is concurrent with the backfilling of the feature after the removal of a 

post. The asymmetrical plan comprises a more regular circular south-western 

end to the feature. I suggest that this is where a post might have stood. The 

postulated tip lines could result from the redeposition of material immediately 

back in the feature. This would be consistent with the excavator’s observation 

that, because of the co-mingled conjoining sherds through the fills, the feature 

was infilled as part of a single event (Miket & Edwards 2009).  
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When the feature might have held a post is difficult to assess. Edwards (2009, 

138) states “[t]here may be a slight trend towards a greater quantity of pots in 

post-marked compared to unmarked pits. This trend is more evident in the 

number of sherds deposited, although it is during the Earlier Neolithic that this 

difference is most pronounced.” I suggest that as part of later back-filling 

process, later charred material might have been introduced to the feature.  

 

The result OxA-16102 has been included in the model as using the Outlier 

parameter.  

 

OxA-16100 

Later neolithic pottery was present in pit F1275 (Miket & Edwards 2009). The 

feature also produced an early 4th millennium radiocarbon result (OxA-16100). I 

interpret this result as produced on material redeposited in the feature (Miket & 

Edwards 2009; fig. NE3.1). The pit was one of Group 3 (Miket & Edwards 2009), 

of which F1235 (containing Carinated bowl) was also a constituent.  

 

OxA-16101, -16103 

Two results were produced on postholes from a post alignment (OxA-16101, -

16103). These results are not statistically consistent (T’=94.858; T’5%=3.8; !=1). 

The earlier result, OxA-16101, derives from a posthole, F587, containing early 

neolithic pottery. The later result, OxA-16103, was produced on material from 

posthole F648, which contained no material culture. OxA-16101 was interpreted  

as an accurate result for the infilling of the post-hole and deposition of the early 

neolithic pottery. OxA-16103 might demonstrate the presence of earlier residual 

material in a later feature, or intrusive later material in an earlier feature — either 

way, the presence of material of significantly different ages cannot be easily 

interpreted with regards to the chronology of features, which were associated in 

plan. This result from the feature without material culture (OxA-16103) has been 

included in the model using the Outlier function. 
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Results and interpretation 

The results are presented in fig. NE3.1. Because features are related primarily in 

plan as part of phases of activity and the radiocarbon assemblage is limited, the 

posterior density estimates are relatively unconstrained.  

 

F366 

Neither of the results from F366 are demonstrably associated with the deposition 

of Carinated bowl in the feature: there is evidence of pre-pit storage, later ‘re-

excavation’ of the feature, and HAR-844 probably has an in-built age offset. 

HAR-844 provides a terminus post quem for some deposition event of 7050–

5400 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 6460–5710 cal BC 68.2% probable; fig. 

NE3.1). I do not regard OxA-16102 as demonstrably associated with early 

neolithic activity, but it may provide a terminus post quem possibly for the re-

excavation of the feature of 3360–3090 cal BC 94.5% probable, or 3050–3030 

cal BC 0.9% probable; or 3340–3100 cal BC 68.2% probable; OxA-16102; 

NE3.1). 

 

HAR-877  

This result provides a terminus post quem for some form of activity from 

Thirlings. The result is not noted in the recent publication report (Hamilton et al. 

in Miket & Edwards 2009), though the result would appear to provide a terminus 

post quem for the deposition of Grimston ware (Miket 1976).  

 

OxA-16164 

A result on cremated bone from pit [F643] may date the deposition of later 

neolithic Impressed pot (Miket & Edwards 2009). The result is not included in the 

site currency model as it is not well associated with early neolithic material 

culture, and the result is too late for the purposes of this project.  

 

Post alignment 
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OxA-16101 provides an estimate for the date of cremated material, and the 

placement of Carinated bowl in posthole F587 in 3810–3650 cal BC (93.4% 

probable, or 3900–3880 cal BC 2.0% probable; or 3780–3700 cal BC 68.2% 

probable; fig. NE3.1). The other result, OxA-16103, is suggested as an Outlier 

from early neolithic activity (3360–3090 94.4% cal BC probable, or 3050–3030 

cal BC 1.0% probable; or 3340–3100 cal BC 68.2% probable; OxA-16103; fig. 

NE3.1). 

 

Pit F430 

Pit F430 is part of a circular post-pit structure. From the published excavation 

report (Miket & Edwards 2009) it is unclear exactly whether any material culture 

derived from this feature, though a sherd of Carinated bowl may have been 

recovered from proximal feature F429. Pit F430 is not certainly ‘early neolithic’, 

and the result HAR-6659 is not included in neolithic currency model (fig. NE3.1). 

As Miket & Edwards note (2009)  “[i]t is…reasonable to pose the question as to 

whether both charcoal and pottery are residual within a structure of Anglo-Saxon 

rather than Neolithic date…”  

 

F644 and F369 

OxA-16104 provides an estimate for the infilling of postpit F644, and deposition 

of hazel nutshell and Carinated bowl in 3770–3640 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 

3710–3650 cal BC 68.2% probable; OxA-16104; fig. 6.6a).  

 

The result on unspeciated charcoal from F369 provides a terminus post quem, 

for feature infilling and deposition of Carinated bowl after 4330–3790 cal BC 

(95.4% probable; or 4230–3950 cal BC 68.2% probable; HAR-1118; fig. 6.6a).  
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Fig. NE3.1. A site chronology model for Thirlings. The constraints active on the model are 
indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. NE3.2. The section and plan of pit F366 (redrawn from Edwards 2009). 
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APPENDIX NE4: LOFTUS STREET HOUSE LONG CAIRN RADIOCARBON DATA  

 

Samples and method 

Fourteen radiocarbon dates exist from Loftus Street House long cairn (fig. 6.6b; 

Vyner 1984). Several results were subject to revision by the British Museum 

(Bowman 1990). All the measurements were produced on charcoal of uncertain 

maturity. BM-1967R, BM-1969N and BM-2007N were identified as Quercus spp. 

 

Reassessment of the excess charcoal from the British Museum archives was 

financed by English Heritage (Challinor pers. comm. 2009)4. This has allowed a 

Bayesian model to be built. This model is speculative, because the exact nature 

of the dated material was not identified. In this model, results from which there 

was excess charcoal identified as with “possibly some oak sapwood” (Challinor 

pers. comm. 2009) was included as if the results accurately dated the formation 

of their parent contexts (i.e. there was no inbuilt age offset). Results from 

samples of which the excess charcoal included mature Quercus spp. (Challinor 

pers. comm. 2009) were included in the model as termini post quos.  

 

After assessment of the prior information from the charcoal analysis, four results 

were identified which may represent measurements on short-lived samples (BM-

2014R, -1969N, -1968R, -1966R). Of these, three results originate from the 

mortuary structure (BM-1969R, -1968R, -1966R), and one derives from feature 

110, from the façade trench (BM-2014R). These four results are statistically 

consistent  (T’=0.1; T’5%=7.8; !=3), which might support the interpretation that 

the results were made on short-lived material. 

 

Sample associations 

Mesolithic lithics were present on the site but not well associated with any 

feature. Stratigraphically, the earliest features are the pits [123], [125] and [116] 

                                                
4
 Thanks to Blaise Vyner for permission to have the samples identified; Janet Ambers for access 

to archives; table NE4.1 
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which Vyner (1984, 185) suggests as ‘neolithic’ and associated with the earliest 

phase of the mortuary structure. These pits appear to reflect the plan of the 

subsequent cairn.  

 

Charcoal (used for measurements BM-2011R, -2012R) derived from feature 

[105], which was described by Vyner (1984, 184) as “…an upcast bank…” which 

underlay the barrow.  

 

After the stratigraphically early activity on the site came the construction of the 

façade trench (BM-2013R; BM-2014R), including its central proximal pit (BM-

2061N). The dated material is suggested as timbers associated with the façade 

or material deposited in the proximal pit at its construction. As such, the results 

provide termini post quos, or in the case of BM-2014R, a date, for the presence 

of Cairnated bowl and polished axe fragments in the upper fill of the façade 

trench (Vyner pers. comm. 2008). This phase represents the best-understood, 

earliest activity from the site, and is the earliest demonstrably neolithic presence 

on the site.  

 

After the façade trench, a mortuary structure was constructed to the west. This 

structure comprised roughly the same dimensions as the early, pre-façade trench 

pits, and could indicate this was not the first demarcation of space or structure on 

the site. Three pits define the linear mortuary deposit, which consisted of 

considerable quantities of human bone. The major postholes from the mortuary 

structure might have been augmented with hurdle work. The structure was fired 

at some point — demonstrated by the charred wooden and burnt skeletal 

remains, and burnt clay and stones surrounding the structure (Vyner 1984, 161). 

Charcoal samples were dated from the wooden mortuary structure (BM-1967R, -

1969N). Two results were produced on charcoal from plank, which was part of 

the mortuary structure (BM-1968R, -1966R). This marks the end of the phase of 

demonstrably ‘neolithic’ activity on the site. After the destruction of the wooden 

structure, the area was covered with a trapezoidal stone cairn. 
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A rectangular kerbed enclosure was built at the western end of what was the 

cairn. There is evidence for paved areas within the enclosure. The relationship of 

this structure with the mortuary structure is unknown; Vyner (1984, 161) 

suggested it was contemporary with the mortuary structure, but the absence of 

evidence of burning on the kerbed enclosure, might indicate it was constructed 

after the firing of the wooden mortuary structure. A charcoal sample recovered 

underlying the kerbed enclosure was dated (BM-2060R). This result cannot be 

demonstrably associated with the earlier wooden mortuary monument, nor can 

the enclosure be associated with other early neolithic material culture.  

 

Three results were produced on charcoal derived from the interface between the 

neolithic phase, and the subsequent round cairn deposits (BM-2009R, BM-

2007N and BM-2008R). Stratigraphically, these results provide termini post quos 

for the creation of the round cairn. The activity is considerably later than the early 

neolithic activity, and even were the results associated with this phase 

demonstrably short-lived, they would not constrain the earlier activity. A single 

determination BM-2010R cannot currently be phased (Vyner pers. comm. 2009) 

and is not related to the other results.  

Sample integrity 

All the samples from the early neolithic phase of activity are statistically 

consistent (T’=4.0, T’5%=15.5, !=8; i.e. all the results shown in fig. 6.6b not just 

those included because they are suggested as produced on short-lived material).  

 

Groups of samples from related features are consistent. Samples from the 

façade trench are statistically consistent: 

• BM-2013R; BM-2014R and BM-2016; T’=2.8, T’5%=6.0, !=2.  

Samples from the old ground surface are statistically consistent: 

• BM-2011R and BM-2012R; T’=0.0, T’5%=6.0, !=1.  

Samples from the mortuary structure are statistically consistent: 
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• All samples from the mortuary structure — BM-1967R; BM-1969R; BM-

1968R and BM-1966R; T’=0.1, T’5%=7.8, !=3.  

• Samples from plank 3 — BM-1968R and BM-1966R; T’=0.0, T’5%=3.8, 

!=1. 

• The results from the interface between the neolithic phase and the bronze 

age are not statistically consistent (BM-2009R; BM-2007N and BM-2008R; 

T’=33.76, T’5%=6.0, !=2). This indicates that they sample significantly 

different radiocarbon events. 

 

Dated events 

While the identification of sapwood in some of the excess material might indicate 

the results were produced on short-lived material, the bulk nature of the 

measurements means that there is still potential that the measurements have 

sampled multiple radiocarbon events — i.e. wood of different ages. The model 

presented here is highly tentative, and should be treated with due caution. If the 

model presented is in anyway accurate, it is testimony to the excellent 

stratigraphic narrative presented in Vyner (1984) and the long-term storage of 

accessible ecofactual archives. Though none of the dated material can be 

unequivocally demonstrated to have been short-lived, the statistical consistency 

between all the results associated with the early neolithic activity may provide 

some confidence that the results sample a relatively restricted archaeological 

‘event’ (which must be understood as the monument’s construction, rather than 

use, as no skeletal elements were dated). The relatively precise posterior density 

estimates derive from the shape of the calibration curve. 

 

Street House model  

For the purposes of this analysis, the results are recognised as forming two 

sequential phases of activity; activity relating to the early neolithic, and later 

activity. The stratigraphic model derives from the prior information presented 

above. 
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Samples including possible ‘old wood’ are results BM-2013R, -2061N, -2011R, -

2012R and -1967R. Samples from the early neolithic phase with possible 

sapwood were BM-2014R, -1969N, -1968R, -1966R. The majority of the results 

associated with the later activity potentially include an inbuilt offset — BM-2060R, 

-2010R, -2009R, -2007N. Only one result from the later activity has possible 

sapwood (BM-2008R).  

 

Results  

The results presented in model two have good agreement (Amodel=93.9%; fig. 

NE4.1). The first dated event from the early neolithic phase is 3870–3650 cal BC 

(95.4% probable; or 3790–3680 cal BC 68.2% probable; first Street House 

neolithic; fig. NE4.1). The last dated event from this phase is 3750–3620 cal BC 

(86.6% probable, or 3590–3530 cal BC 8.8% probable; or 3700–3630 cal BC 

68.2% probable; last Street House neolithic; fig. NE4.1). The early neolithic 

activity presented here went on for 0–220 years (95.4% probable; most probably 

10–120 years 68.2% probable; span neolithic; fig. NE4.2).  

 

It is most probable that the monument was first constructed in the 38th century cal 

BC or the first quarter of the 37th century cal BC. It is most probable that the early 

neolithic activity sampled by the assemblage ended in the 37th century cal BC. 

 

Interpretation of the results from the features at Street House 

The first estimate derived from the mortuary site at Street House Loftus, provides 

an estimate for the only dated neolithic mortuary structure in the north-east of 

England. The early neolithic part of the model is included in that presented in fig. 

6.6b. The Boundary parameter (3660–1830 cal BC 95.4% probable; or 3630–

2470 cal BC 68.2% probable; silting; NE4.1) defining the end of the early 

neolithic phase of activity, and the start of activity associated with the round 

cairn, is imprecise because the later cairn was constructed after the firing of the 

early neolithic mortuary structure and there is only one result (based on 

Challinor’s assessment) which may be short-lived. 
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The result from the façade trench which probably dates its use, probably 

estimates the deposition of Carinated bowl and polished stone axes in the upper 

fill of this feature in 3870–3650 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3790–3680 cal BC 

68.2% probable; BM-2014R; fig. NE4.1).  
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Fig. NE4.1. The Street House long cairn Bayesian statistical model. The model uses the 
relationships outlined by Vyner (1984) and the analysis of the nature of the excess charcoal by 
(Challinor 2008 pers. comm.). The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 
keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. NE4.2. The duration of activity calculated for neolithic activity at Street House long cairn. The constraints active on the model are indicated by 
the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 

 

 

 

Table NE4.1 Charcoal identifications from Street House samples. 

   

Lab 

number 

Sample 

no 

Context  Taxa Assessment of 
short-lived 
status  

Sample association 

BM-
1969N 

57 Vertical post Quercus sp.  Possibly some 
oak sapwood 

Ref 57, charcoal from vertical post 10, from neolithic 
mortuary structure/house. New determination of BM-

1969. ?dates construction mortuary house (Vyner 1984). 

BM-
1968R 

33 Plank 3 Quercus sp.  Possibly some 
oak sapwood 

Ref 33, charcoal from plank 3 quad 22, from neolithic 
mortuary structure/house. Revision of BM 1968. ?dates 

construction mortuary house (Vyner 1984). 

BM-

1966R 

30 Plank 3 Quercus sp.  Possibly some 

oak sapwood 

Ref 30, charcoal from plank 3, quad 26, from neolithic 
mortuary structure/house. Revision of BM-1966. ?dates 

construction mortuary house (Vyner 1984). 
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BM-
1967R 

56 Vertical post 
9 

Quercus sp.   Ref 56, charcoal from vertical post 9, from neolithic 
mortuary structure/house. Revision of BM-1967. ?dates 

construction mortuary house (Vyner 1984). 

BM-

2060R 

SF 111 Feature 92 
under N kerb 

stones 39 

  Ref 111, charcoal from feature [92] underlying BA cairn, 
TPQ for pit infilling, uncertain relationship with activity 
associated with mortuary structure. Revision of BM-2060 

(Vyner 1984). 

BM-
2010R 

 116 Quercus sp. h-w  +++; 
Prunus 
sp.(spinosa/padus type) 

+ 

Prunus short-
lived 

Charcoal from feature [116], pit in centre of mortuary 
enclosure at Street House Farm. Revision of BM-2010,  
does not adhere to excavator’s expectation of site 

phasing. ?dates infilling pit (Vyner 1984). 

BM-
2009R 

 Base 31, 
interface 46 

Quercus sp. 
indeterminate maturity 

+++; Prunus sp. +  

Prunus short-
lived 

Ref 111, charcoal from base of feature [31]/interface 46; 
between BA cairn and neolithic mound. Revision of BM-
2009. ?dates BA cairn construction, uncertain 
relationship earlier activity because of absence of 

speciation (Vyner 1984). 

BM-
2014R 

 110 Quercus, incl h-w + prob 
s-w ++++ 

Possibly some 
oak sapwood 

Charcoal from feature [110], south section of façade 
trench. Revision of BM-2014. ?dates façade trench 

infilling (Vyner 1984). 

BM-
2013R 

 111 Quercus sp. h-w ++++  Charcoal from feature [111], south section of façade 
trench. Revision of BM-2013. TPQ façade trench infilling 

(Vyner 1984). 

BM-
2008R 

 Feature 46 Quercus sp. some h-w 
and poss s-w ++++ 

Possibly some 
oak sapwood 

Charcoal from feature [46], interface between BA cairn 
and neolithic mound. Revision of BM-2008 (Vyner 1984). 

?dates deposit formation 

BM-

2012R 

SF150 105 Quercus sp. some h-w 

or indet maturity +++ 

 Ref 150, charcoal from feature [105], OGS under clay 
mound probably represents a clearance phase or ritual 
activity prior to construction of the mortuary structure. 
Revision of BM-2012. TPQ activity associated with old 
ground surface (Vyner 1984). 

BM-
2007N 

85 F38 Quercus sp., incl h-w  
++++ 

 Ref 85, charcoal from interface between BA cairn and 
neolithic mound. New determination of BM-2007. TPQ 
BA cairn construction, uncertain relationship earlier 
activity, because of potential ‘old wood’ offset (Vyner 
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1984). 

BM-

2011R 

SF144 105 Quercus sp. incl h-w  

+++ 

 Ref 144, charcoal from feature [105], OGS under clay 
mound, probably represents a clearance phase or ritual 
activity prior to construction of the mortuary structure. 
Revision of BM-2011. TPQ activity associated with old 
ground surface (Vyner 1984). 

BM-
2061N 

 99 FT24 Quercus sp., incl h-w  
1000+ 

 Charcoal from largest timber on site found in situ in 
feature [99], a proximal pit, c1m in diameter. New 

determination of BM-2061. TPQ infilling pit (Vyner 1984). 

 

!
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APPENDIX NW1: NORTH-WEST RADIOCARBON RESULTS WITH UNCERTAIN CULTURAL 

AFFINITY  

 

Results discussed here are presented in table NW1. These are a selection of the 

results considered for inclusion in the model presented in chapter seven. The 

results were not included as they are not regarded as well associated with 

diagnostic late mesolithic or early neolithic material culture relevant to this project 

(see chapter three).  

 

WILLIAMSON’S MOSS, CUMBRIA SD085919 

Ten radiocarbon results were produced on samples recovered during Clive 

Bonsall’s work at Williamson’s Moss, Eskmeals (Bonsall et al. 1986; table 

NW1.1). Over 35 flint scatters were recorded during the ‘Eskmeals project’ 

(Bonsall et al.1986). Excavated features at Williamson’s Moss included a hearth, 

two possible stake-holes and five pits. Further hearths were excavated during 

test pitting. More than 34,000 pieces of worked flint, chert and tuff, including over 

600 ‘finished tools’ were excavated (Bonsall et al. 1986, 12).  

 

From within an infilled palaeochannel, wooden ‘structures’ of horizontally-laid 

branches were recorded. The excavator regarded these as structures of 

anthropogenic origin. Adjacent to this area was a stone surface. Stratigraphically 

later than the infilled palaeochannel was a sequence of three, superimposed 

deposits, which were interpreted as hearths, and excavated in test pits (Bonsall 

et al. 1986).  

 

Two radiocarbon results were produced on birch wood from the laid surface from 

‘structure 1’ (UB-2545, -2546). These short-lived samples date the construction 

of the structure, or the formation of the wood deposit. A result on oak timber 

provides a terminus post quem for the formation of the assemblage.  
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Three results were produced on birch wood from ‘structure 2’ and provide short-

lived estimates of its construction or the assemblage formation (UB-2712, -2713; 

GU-1664).  

 

A single date was produced on unspeciated charcoal of uncertain maturity from a 

hearth overlying ‘structure 5’ (UB-2715). This structure was at a higher level in 

the alluvial sequence than structures 1 and 2. The result is a terminus post quem 

for the hearth firing, and possibly the ‘use’ of structure 5.  

 

Three dates were produced on unspeciated charcoal of uncertain maturity from 

the hearths sequence excavated in test pits (UB-2711, -2568; BM-1396).  

 

Unfortunately, while multi-period lithic implements, including mesolithic material, 

were recovered from the area, none could be categorically related to the use of 

the structures (Bonsall pers. comm. 2009). Because no culturally diagnostic 

material culture can be associated with the Williamson’s Moss structures, the 

results cannot be used to model the mesolithic–neolithic transition in the region. 

All the results on the short-lived material from ‘structures’ 1 and 2 are statistically 

consistent (T’5; T’5%=9.5; !=4), and they could be of the same radiocarbon age.  

 

The lowest hearth in the stratigraphic sequence produced a terminus post quem 

for firing of 4140–3360 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 3920–3530 cal BC 68.2% 

confidence; UB-2711). Unfortunately neither this feature, nor the later hearths in 

the sequence, can be associated with any diagnostic material culture and the 

results are not included in the regional currency model. 

 

MONKS MOORS, CUMBRIA SD089925 

Two dates were produced on charcoals from a hearth excavated at Monks Moors 

(Bonsall et al. 1986). These results are also not associated with categorically late 

mesolithic or early neolithic material culture. The later result may provide the 
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most relevant terminus post quem for the firing of the hearth of 5970–5400 

(95.4% confidence; or 5820–5540 cal BC 68.2% confidence; BM-1216). 

 

DRIGG, CUMBRIA SD059968 

A single result was produced on willow charcoal from Drigg (English Heritage 

scientific dating file). The result dates to the first half of the 5th millennium. I have 

not been able to find any further details about the nature of the activity sampled 

or the site generally (following a search of the NMR and the HERs). The result is 

not discussed further below. 

 

SOUTHWORTH HALL FARM, CHESHIRE SJ623941  

Trenching at Southworth Hall Farm by Liverpool Museum Field Archaeology Unit 

exposed pits, post-holes, gullies, and lithic scatters representing earlier 

prehistoric and Romano-British activity. Features [2160] and [2161] were two 

probable pits, located in the vicinity of deposit [2155].  

 

Deposit [2155] was interpreted as a buried soil, with features cut into this deposit 

interpreted as ard marks (Cowell pers. comm. 2008). The nature of the soil 

conditions on the site made interpretation of the relationships between these ard 

marks and the pits challenging: “…differences in soil texture and colour are very 

slight and subtle and can make confident interpetations difficult” (Cowell 

forthcoming, 5).  

 

Cowell (forthcoming) tentatively suggested pits [2160] and [2161] were cut after 

the ard marks were made; the “…relationships between the pit [2160] and the ard 

marks in layer [2155] are not absolutely clear. There is no stratigraphic link 

between them, but allowing for the extremely subtle nature of the evidence, the 

ard marks do not appear to have disturbed the pit fill [2159]…” (Cowell 

forthcoming, 5; my emphasis). No diagnostic material culture was recovered from 

pit [2160], though it produced a range of charred plant material, including hazel 

nutshell fragments, an alder cone axis, and charred weed seeds including 
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blackberry and small legumes (Cowell forthcoming, 5). Two radiocarbon 

measurements were made on hazel nutshell samples from this pit (OxA-13138, -

13139).  

 

Some 100m south of these features, two intercutting pits were recorded. The 

initial test pitting only sampled one of these features, and it was recorded and 

interpreted as a ‘ditch’. These pits produced four sherds of probably later 

prehistoric pottery. Pit [2026] cut pit [2028]. The assemblage from pit [2028] 

included charcoal, metal, invertebrate eggs, undifferentiated cereals, and hazel 

nutshell fragments. Two fragments of hazel nutshell from this deposit were dated 

(OxA-13078, -13079). 

 

A transitional mesolithic–neolithic lithic industry was recovered in the vicinity of 

the pits sampled for radiocarbon dating. 

 

The two hazel nutshells results from pit [2160] were statistically inconsistent 

(T’=7.5%; T’5%=3.8; !=1; OxA-13138, -13139). The later result dates the infilling 

of the pit and deposition of the charred assemblage in 3700–3540 cal BC (95.4% 

confidence; or 3690–3570 cal BC 68.2% confidence cal BC; OxA-13078). The 

other result calibrates to 4080–3200 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 3890–3470 

cal BC 68.2% confidence; OxA-1319). The results sample two burning ‘events’, 

which are not associated with diagnostic material culture.  
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Two results from pit [2028] were also statistically inconsistent (T’=15.1; 

T’5%=3.8, !=1; OxA-13078, -13079). The earlier result provides a terminus post 

quem for infilling after 4050–3350 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 3940–3520 cal 

BC 68.2% confidence; OxA-13139). The later of these calibrated dates the pit 

infilling to 3710–3530 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 3660–3630 cal BC 68.2% 

confidence; OxA-13078).  

 

There is evidence of disturbance to pit [2028]: 

i. it was truncated by later prehistoric pit [2026] (which contained occasional 

cereal grains), 

ii. ‘modern’ plant macrofossil contaminates were recovered,  

iii. ‘metal’ was recovered. 

 

The results sample two burning ‘events’, in the earlier 4th millennium. It is 

possible that either one of these may be associated with the presence of cereals 

at Southworth, or that the assemblage includes later charred plant remains. The 

evidence of disturbance to feature [2028] means that the interpretation of the 

results as estimates for the deposition of the cereal grains may not be robust. 

These results have not been included in the site currency model because of 

concerns with the taphonomy (underlined by the statistical inconsistency of the 

results from feature [2028]). This is a cautious approach, which may in time 

prove too conservative; it is possible that OxA-13139 and OxA-13078 represent 

the same phase of archaeological activity as they are statistically consistent 

(T’=0.0; T’5%=3.8; !=1).  

  

The chronology from Southworth is challenging, because of the demanding 

archaeology, evidence for disturbance, and multiple archaeological features, 

which may represent ephemeral and transitory earlier prehistoric activity. Single 

entity measurements on the cereal grains from pit [2028] would inform the 

narrative of early neolithic activity at Southworth.  
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TATTON PARK SJ7581 

Four radiocarbon results were produced on plant macrofossil from Tatton Park 

(Higham & Cane 1999). Multiphase features were excavated at the site and 

produced two radiocarbon results which fall into the range relevant to this thesis. 

HAR-5146 was produced on unspeciated charcoal of uncertain maturity. It was 

recovered on material from a pit, which also produced 6-row hulled barley. The 

result provides a terminus post quem for infilling of 3370–2930 cal BC (95.4% 

confidence). This result could be associated with neolithic activity on the site, 

though the presence of later activity in the vicinity and the uncertain nature of the 

dated material mean this result was not well associated with diagnostic early 

neolithic material culture. 

 

HAR-4495 was produced on unspeciated charcoal of uncertain maturity from a 

posthole of the migration period ‘Building J’. Evidence for earlier prehistoric 

activity in the vicinity includes a scatter of flints, and flint flake and core recovered 

from the fill of two postholes. However, the fill from which material for HAR-4495 

was recovered did not produce diagnostic late mesolithic or early neolithic 

material culture and the result is interpreted as residual.   

 

CARLISLE AIRPORT, CUMBRIA NY4754460654 

The now defunct Carlisle Archaeology Unit undertook excavation work in 

advance of Carlisle airport. An evaluation was undertaken in 1995, with 

excavation in 1996. As with several of their projects relevant to this study, full 

publication of the results has not occurred (Flynn 1998). Only a brief note in 
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PAST exists for the evaluation1, and an unpublished report (Reeves & Wigfield 

undated2) exists for the excavation.  

 

A radiocarbon result (OxA-6180) on unspeciated charcoal of uncertain maturity 

was generated as part of the evaluation assessment (Reeves & Wigfield 

undated, 3). The only chronological indicators recovered from the evaluation 

were “…three sherds of decorated pottery thought to be of late neolithic or early 

bronze age date…” (Flynn 1998).  

 

The excavation area was located through evaluation trail trenching. It appears 

that the report lodged with Cumbria HER details the results of the excavation 

only; unfortunately the plans and figures cited in the report do not accompany it. 

A number of pits sampled in the excavation could indicate earlier prehistoric 

activity (e.g. features 70, 71, 253, 268, 106, 398, 148). Finds from this phase of 

work were limited, and identified as a few sherds of late neolithic/early bronze 

age pot, two microlith fragments and a scraper.  

 

Multi-phase features were sampled in the evaluation. Some features were 

identified as ‘cooking pits’, whilst ‘ritual’ activity was interpreted from the 

presence of large stones (Flynn 1998). The result is not identified as associated 

with any feature, though it seems most possible that it derives from material 

produced from a pit. If so, the result may provide a terminus post quem for its 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
 This note is quoted here: 

 
“The full extent of the site was not established, but the main concentration of features cover an 
area of 40m by 16m with the long axis oriented NE/SW. This alignment respects that of an 
eroded hollow….the palimpsest of postholes, pits, and shallow scoops appeared to respect the 
alignment of [a] putative path…Enigmatic traces of ‘ritual’ activity may be represented by a 
number of large stones. Two had been buried in pits in recent times…Two other stones, not 
following the same alignment, appeared to be in situ. They were carefully laid in pits, with their flat 
upper surfaces protruding only  0.1m above the natural subsoil, and packed in with stones and 
redeposited subsoil…” (Flynn 1998). 
2
 The copy I have seen in the HER is undated, and without a front cover (Mackintosh pers. comm. 

2010). In Railton (2009) the report “Reeves, J. and Wigfield, N., 2000. Report on an 
archaeological excavation at Crosby Airport, Carlisle. Carlisle Archaeology Limited: Carlisle”, is 
cited. I assume that this is the same report as that lodged with Cumbria HER. !
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infilling (3650–3380 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 3640–3520 cal BC 68.2% 

confidence; OxA-6180). The result is not included in the regional currency model. 

 

COCKLAKES, CUMBRIA NY345551 

Carlisle Archaeology Unit evaluated several areas at Cocklakes in advance of 

quarrying. They identified several archaeological phases and features including 

pits, linear features and a sub-rectangular structure. Some of the pits contained 

burnt redeposited fills, including charcoal and fire cracked stone. At least one of 

these features was interpreted as a hearth, and was cut by the sub-rectangular 

structure, with which it could have been associated. The Archaeological Practice 

is currently in the process of producing an archive report (Rushworth pers. 

comm. 2009). No categorically neolithic finds were recovered (Rushworth pers. 

comm. 2009). Two 4th millennium radiocarbon date ranges were produced on 

material from the site.  

 

Hearth C174 (?context C176), produced statistically consistent radiocarbon 

results from the earlier 4th millennium cal BC (T’=0.0; T’5%=3.8; !=1; Beta-

164109, -164110), which provide termini post quos for the feature’s infilling. No 

early neolithic material culture was recovered from the feature, or seemingly the 

area (Rushworth pers. comm. 2009). Initial interpretation suggested the feature 

represented a “…single, isolated event…” (Rushworth pers. comm. 2009), a 

number of undated pits, ditches and postholes could conceivably be of the same 

— poorly understood — archaeological phase. The results are not included in the 

regional currency model. 

 

PLASKETLANDS, CUMBRIA NY097463  

North east of New Cowper Farm, cropmarks have been identified at Plasketlands 

by Bewley (1993). The site comprised a sub-oval ditched enclosure and a 

rectilinear alignment of seven postpits running perpendicular to the ditched 

enclosure (cf. Whittle 1991b). Bewley excavated a section through part of the 

ditch and several of the pits.  
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Three radiocarbon results were produced on material recovered by Bewley 

(1993). The results were made on charcoal from the postpits. One date was 

produced on unspeciated charcoal from postpit [4] context (20). Two dates were 

produced on unspeciated charcoal from postpit [5] contexts (16) and (17). 

Stratigraphically, the pits were regarded as one phase of activity (Bewley 1993, 

10) though the section available from one of the features might suggest evidence 

for a re-cut (Bewley 1993, 8). Potential old-wood offsets mean that these results 

can only be regarded as termini post quos for the features’ infilling. If the pits 

were all infilled as part of the same phase of activity, the latest result, from post-

pit [5], might provide the most relevant terminus post quem for the phase of 

3710–3300 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 3650–3520 68.2% confidence; GU-

2571). The other terminus post quem result for the infilling of post-pit [5] is 4040–

3710 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 3970–3790 cal BC 68.2% confidence; GU-

2572). A terminus post quem for the infilling of post-pit [4] is 4040–3710 cal BC 

(95.4% confidence; or 3970–3790 cal BC 68.2% confidence; GU-2572).  

 

While the site is assumed to be neolithic on the basis of the identification of a 

palisaded enclosure (Bewley 1993; Whittle 1991b), the absence of diagnostic 

early neolithic material culture and the limited usefulness of the results (which 

can serve only as termini post quos) mean that the site has not been included in 

the regional early neolithic currency model.  

 

HIGHTOWN, MERSEYSIDE SD2959602865 

Four radiocarbon results were produced on waterlogged timbers comprising a 

‘structure’ on the foreshore at Hightown (Cowell 2008, 20–26). The timbers may 

represent a laid horizontal structure, which extended for 4 x 1.4m. Though 183 

pieces of wood were assessed for signs of working, only one (Beta-119009), 

which had a faceted point, was demonstrably anthropogenic. Three other timbers 

showed faint traces of a single facet. One other was gnawed by a beaver at one 

end, and two pieces were partly charred (Cowell, 2008, 25).  
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Three results were produced on short-lived, single entity samples. Two were 

made on horizontal timbers (Beta-119020; -119008). One result was produced 

on the stake (Beta-119009) that was driven through the horizontal layers. One 

result was produced on peat some way away from the timbers (Beta-119012) 

and of uncertain relationship with them. 

 

The two measurements from the laid timbers are statistically consistent (T’=1.7; 

T’5%=3.8; !=1; Beta-119020; -119008), meaning that these results could be of 

the same actual age, and date the laid timbers to 3920–3660 cal BC (95.4% 

confidence; or 3800–3690 cal BC 68.2% confidence). The definitively 

anthropogenic stake dates to 3350–2910 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 3280–

2970 cal BC 68.2% confidence; Beta-119009). The result on the peat dates to 

3680–3370 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 3620–3410 cal BC 68.2% confidence; 

Beta-119007). The definitive anthropogenic activity is too late for this thesis, 

cannot be associated with any diagnostic material culture and is not included in 

the regional currency model.  

 

WICKS POINT, HIGHTOWN ANTLERS, MERSEYSIDE ?NGR 

Red deer antlers were recovered from a hoofprint-bearing layer at Wicks Point 

(Roberts & Worsley 2008). No demonstrable anthropogenic activity was identified 

at the site; the antlers date to 3330–3020 cal BC (95.4% confidence; OxA-9130) 

and are not discussed further here.  

 

BLUNDELL AVENUE, MERSEYSIDE ?NGR 

Two optically stimulated luminescence dates were produced on sediment from 

Wicks Point, Blundell Avenue. It is uncertain how the samples were processed 

(Schwenniger pers. comm. 2009). The upper deposit (OxL-1528a; 8060–5260 

BC 95.4% confidence; or 7360–5960 BC 68.2% confidence) contained human 

and red deer footprints. The lower deposit was dated to 6950–4550 BC (95.4% 

confidence; or 6350–5150 BC 68.2% confidence; OxL-1528b). Neither deposit 
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was associated with diagnostic material culture and the results are not included 

in the currency model.  

 

PRESTON DOCKS/RIBBLE RIVER, LANCASHIRE ?NGR 

Four radiocarbon dates produced on human skeletal material recovered from 

Preston Docks, Lancashire (Turner et al. 2002) produced ranges relevant to the 

period of study of this thesis. The results cannot be associated with diagnostic 

material culture and so cannot be used to inform understanding of the 

mesolithic–neolithic transition.  

 

EHENSIDE TARN NY006067 

Three radiocarbon results have been produced on wood samples from Ehenside 

Tarn. One of these was a sample of material included in Arnold & Libby’s (1951) 

seminal radiocarbon publication in Science. Material for radiocarbon dates from 

Ehenside comes from Darbishire’s (1874) excavation (C-462; Arnold & Libby 

1951), Rev. S. Pinhorne’s 1869 work (Barker & Mackey 1961; BM-68), and 

“…unpublished excavations by S. Piggott and D. Walker…” (Godwin & Willis 

1960; Q-303). In all cases the material is known to have originated from the Tarn, 

but the association with diagnostic material culture is uncertain. The material 

used for BM-68 is described as a “wood implement” (Barker & Mackey 1961), 

from an uncertain location. The Arnold & Libby (1951) measurement was 

produced on “charred wood” from the neolithic “A” prehistoric settlement. The 

Cambridge measurement was produced on “…part of a stake driven through the 

occupation platform…” which may represent the neolithic “A” culture (Godwin & 

Willis 1960). None of the material was identified to species level and all therefore 

could include inbuilt-offsets. None of the samples’ taphonomies or association 

with neolithic material culture can be robustly demonstrated, and the results are 

not included in the regional currency model. 

 

RESULTS APPARENTLY ASSOCIATED WITH EARLIER PREHISTORIC MATERIAL CULTURE, 

BUT NOT OF THIS PERIOD 
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DITTON BROOK, MERSEYSIDE SJ47208545 

Two dates were produced on charcoal-rich deposits from a treethrow or hollow at 

Ditton Brook. Surrounding the hollow a lithic assemblage containing blades and 

microliths was recovered (deposit 15) (Cowell 2000, 15–16).  Deposit 15 

appeared to continue into the hollow (Cowell 2000, 13) and was interpreted as a 

possible working spread. Two radiocarbon results were made on bulk, 

unspeciated charcoal, one from the charcoal-rich layer within the hollow, and one 

from the area surrounding it (OxA-3680, -3681). The results are statistically 

consistent (T’=0.0; T’5%=3.8; !=1), but date to the post-Roman period, and 

indicate that a mixed, intrusive element is present in the charred assemblage. 

 

DUNGEON GHYLL, CUMBRIA NY27980727 

At Dungeon Ghyll (Bradley & Edmonds 1993), a measurement thought to be 

associated with axe production, yielded a mid 1st millennium cal AD 

measurement (OxA-2178; cal AD 250-560 95.4% confidence; or cal AD 410–420 

68.2% confidence). The dated material must be evidence of re-deposition of 

flaking debris after later Romano-British activity or a natural burning event
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Table NW1.1. Material not well associated with diagnostic material culture 

Laboratory 
no. 

Material and method Context 
14

C age 
(BP) 

! 
13 

C 
(‰) 

!
15

 N 

(‰) 
 
C:N 
ratio 

Calibrated date 
range (95% 
confidence) 

Plasketlands  
NY097463 

GU-2571 Unspeciated bulk 
charcoal, of 
uncertain maturity 
 

Context (17) fill of postpit [5]. Stratigraphically underlies (16), 
overlies what might be interpreted from the section, as primary 
silting in post-pit [5] (Bewley 1993, 8).  
 
TPQ of infilling of pit. 

4810±60 - 3710–3230 cal 
BC 

GU-2573 Unspeciated 
charcoal, of 
uncertain maturity 
 

Context (16) fill of postpit [5]. Overlies (17), appears either to be 
part of the packing of a post (Bewley 1993, 8), section could 
indicate recut.  
 
TPQ of infilling of pit. 

4940±90 - 3960–3530 cal 
BC 

GU-2572 Unspeciated 
charcoal, of 
uncertain maturity 

Context (20) apparent post"pipe in postpit [4], fill contained 

more charcoal than other post-pits.  
 
TPQ infilling of pit (Bewley 1993). 

5090±60 - 4040–3710 cal 
BC 

Carlisle Airport 
NY4754460654 

OxA-6180 Unspeciated 
charcoal, of 
uncertain maturity 

Sample CBA S 3 (Flynn 1998). 
 
TPQ infilling small pit or posthole. 

4645±60 -25.5 3630–3140 cal 
BC 
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Ditton Brook 
SJ47208545 

OxA-3680 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Context (15) charcoal from base of hollow or tree–throw (15). 
 
TPQ for formation of deposit in hollow (Cowell 2000).  

1350±80 
BP 

-25.6 550–880 cal AD 

OxA-3681 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Context (141), charcoal from deposit just outside hollow, same 
as context (15) (Cowell 2000). 
 
TPQ for formation of deposit in hollow (Cowell 2000). 

1350±70 
BP 

-25.2 570–810 cal AD 

Hightown 
SD2959602865 

Beta-119010 Corylus sp. wood Sample <168>, direct date on branches comprising part of laid 
horizontal structure. 
 
Dates death of tree and formation of structure or deposit 
(Cowell pers. comm. 2008). 

4910±60 - 3810–3630 cal 
BC (88.2% 
probable) 

Beta-119008 Betula sp. wood 
  

Sample <11>, direct date on branches comprising part of laid 
horizontal structure.  
 
Dates death of tree and formation of structure or deposit 
(Cowell pers. comm. 2008). 

5020±60 - 3970–3650 cal 
BC 
 

Beta-119009  Alnus sp. wood 
 

Sample <13>, direct date on branch with worked point driven 
into ground to >1m depth, in the area of less well preserved 
structure.  
 
Date of anthropogenic modification of structure (Cowell pers. 
comm. 2008). 

4430±80 - 3370–2890 cal 
BC 
 

Beta-119007  Betula sp. wood 
 

Date on wood extracted from peat in vicinity of structure; 
uncertain association with structure.  
 
?dates peat formation (Cowell pers. comm.. 2008). 

4750±80 - 3700–3360 cal 
BC  
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Formby 
SD268063 

Beta-119012  Betula sp. charcoal 
 

Direct date on wood from buried forest, 56.02.  
 
?dates peat formation (Cowell pers. comm. 2008). 

4270±60 - 3020–2690 cal 
BC 
 

 Beta-119013  Osmunda regalis 
charcoal 

Direct date on wood from buried forest, 56.03. 
  
?dates peat formation (Cowell pers. comm. 2008). 

4310±50 - 3090–2870 cal 
BC 
 

Beta-119011  Betula sp. charcoal 
 

Direct date on wood from buried forest, 56.01. 
 
?dates peat formation (Cowell pers. comm. 2008). 

1180±50 - Cal AD 680–
990 

CAL  

Beta-47662 Peat Dates peat formation (Cowell pers. comm. 2008). 3230±80  - 1610–1420 cal 
BC 

Hightown, Wicks Point 

OxA-9130  Cervus elaphus 
antlers 
 

Complete red deer antlers from hoofprint bearing stratum. 
 
Dates presence of deer (Roberts & Worsley 2008). 

4450±45  - 3330–3020 cal 
BC 

Blundell Avenue, Sefton 

OXL 1528b, 
measured 
1997 

Sediment -30 cm, lower sediment  (Schwenniger pers. comm. 2009; 
Roberts & Worsley 2008). 
 
Dates sediment formation. 

5750±600 - 8070–5270 BC 
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OXL 1528a, 
measured 
1997 

Sediment -10cm, upper sediment, human and red deer footprints located 
at this level, uncertain association (Schwenniger pers. comm. 
2009; Roberts & Worsley 2008). 
 
Dates sediment formation. 

6660±700 - 6970–4570 BC 

?Preston Docks/River Ribble 

OxA-7415  Homo sapiens 
 

Sample 1997.70.4.  
 
Date of death (Turner et al. 2002).  

4625±45 -21.3 3520–3340 cal 
BC 

OxA-7417  Homo sapiens Sample 1997.70.11.  
 
Date of death, ante–mortal trauma suggested (Turner et al. 
2002). 

4640±45 -21.5 3630–3340 cal 
BC 

OxA-7419  Homo sapiens 
 

Sample 1997.70.17.  
 
Date of death, ante–mortal trauma suggested (Turner et al. 
2002). 

4835±55 -21.0 3660–3530 cal 
BC 

OxA-7420  Homo sapiens Sample 1997.70.19.  
 
Date of death (Turner et al. 2002). 

4965±55 -21.1 3950–3640 cal 
BC 

Drigg  
SD04509860 

HAR-5712 Wood, Salix sp.  
 

Sample 356-001. AML 8312001, from Mesolithic site at Drigg. 
Excavated 1983 by J Bennett. “Dr Bennett then head of the 
central excavation unit”.  
 
Uncertain association with any archaeological event. 

5870±90 -27.7 4900–4670 cal 
BC 

Williamson’s Moss, Eskmeals 
SD0846 9174 
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UB-2544  Quercus sp. timber  
 

Area E1, Quercus sp. timber lattice from ‘structure’ 1.  
 
TPQ for lattice of ‘structure’ 1 (Bonsall et al. 1986).  

6015±75 - 5210–4720 cal 
BC 

UB-2545 Birch  
 

Area E1, Birch bark fragments from brush wood covering of 
structure 1.  
 
Dates material comprising structure 1 (Bonsall et al. 1986). 

5555±40 - 4460–4330 cal 
BC 

UB-2546 Birch bark 
fragments 
 

Area E1. Birch bark fragments. Part of decayed brushwood 
covering of structure 1.  
 
Dates material comprising structure 1 (Bonsall et al. 1986). 

5650±50 - 4600–4360 cal 
BC 

UB-2712 Birch bark 
fragments 
 

Area F. Part of bark floor on buried land surface. One of three 
samples from two areas of bark flooring associated with 
structure 2.  
 
Dates material comprising structure 2 (Bonsall et al. 1986). 

5520±85 - 4540–4230 cal 
BC 

UB-2713 Birch bark 
fragments 
 

[F53]. Area F. Part of bark floor on buried land surface. One of 
three samples from two areas of bark flooring associated with 
Structure 2.  
 
Dates material comprising structure 2 (Bonsall et al.1986). 

5480±90 - 4500–4060 cal 
BC 

GU-1664 Birch bark 
fragments 
 

[F80]. Area F. Part of bark floor on buried land surface. One of 
three samples from two areas of bark flooring associated with 
Structure 2.  
 
Dates material comprising structure 2 (Bonsall et al.1986). 

5500±70 - 4470–4230 cal 
BC 

UB-2715 Unidentified 
charcoal, of 
uncertain maturity 
 

Area E2. A hearth overlying structure 5, a structure at a higher 
level than the other structures within the channel sequence. 
The structure comprised fragments of a bark layer. On top of 
the bark layer a small, but clearly defined hearth consisted an 
oval concentration of charcoal and heat shattered stones.  
 
TPQ firing hearth (Bonsall et al.1986). 

3840±80 - 2030–1610 cal 
BC 
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UB-2711 Unidentified 
charcoal, of 
uncertain maturity 
 

Area F. Charcoal from hearth in alluvial sediments overlying 
buried land surface. Lowest hearth within alluvial sequence. No 
stratigraphic relationships with structures in palaeochannel.  
 
TPQ firing hearth (Bonsall et al.1986). 

4925±165 - 4050–3360 cal 
BC 

BM-1396 Unidentified 
charcoal, of 
uncertain maturity 
 

Area B. Charcoal from hearth in alluvial sediments overlying 
buried land surface. Middle hearth within alluvial sequence. No 
stratigraphic relationships with structures in palaeochannel.  
 
TPQ firing hearth (Bonsall et al. 1986). 

3756±104 -26.0 2480–1890 cal 
BC 

UB-2568 Unidentified 
charcoal, of 
uncertain maturity 
 

Test pit AP36. Charcoal from hearth in alluvial sediments 
overlying buried land surface. Upper hearth within alluvial 
sequence. No stratigraphic relationships with structures in 
palaeochannel.  
 
TPQ firing hearth (Bonsall et al. 1986). 

3665±40 - 2200–1930 cal 
BC 

Monks Moors 1, Eskmeals  
SD089925 

  BM-1216 Unidentified 
charcoal, of 
uncertain maturity 
 

Charcoal from a hearth at Monks Moors.  
 
TPQ for the hearth.  

6750±155 -25.7 5990–5390 cal 
BC 

Q-1356 
 
Uncertain 
dating 
method 

Unidentified 
charcoal, of 
uncertain maturity 
 

Charcoal from a hearth at Monks Moors.  
 
TPQ for the hearth. 

7380±370 - 7140–5610 cal 
BC 

Dungeon Ghyll, Great Langdale 
NY2903006577 

OxA-2178 
 

Short-lived 
ericaceous charcoal 
 

Deposit of charcoal, sealed by a small tip of flaking debris. 
 
Stratigraphically a TPQ small tip flaking debris. Evidence of 

re"deposition of flaking debris after later, Roman activity 

1640±70 -27.3 Cal AD 240–
570 

CAL A 
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(Bradley & Edmonds 1988) 

Cocklakes 
NY345551 

Beta-164109 Charred material, 
unspeciated 
?charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 
 

Deposit (176), in hearth [C174]. This appears to be a single 
isolated ‘neolithic’ feature.  
 
TPQ for the last firing of the hearth (Rushworth pers. comm. 
2009). 

4780±40 -25.2 
 

3650–3380 cal 
BC 

Beta-164110 Charred material, 
unspeciated 
?charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 
 

Deposit (176), in hearth [C174]. This appears to be a single 
isolated ‘neolithic’ feature.  
 
TPQ for the last firing of the hearth (Rushworth pers. comm. 
2009). 

4770±40 -25.2 
 

3650–3380 cal 
BC 

Southworth Hall Farm 
SJ623941 

OxA-13078  Charred hazel 
nutshell 
 

Charred material derived from the fill (2027) of pit [2028], 
sample <243A>. Statistically inconsistent with other short-lived 
charred material from the pit (OxA-13079).  
 
May date infilling pit and presence of cereals, but there is 
evidence of disturbance to the feature — it is cut by another 
feature, modern plant macrofossils, and metal were recovered. 

4855± 34 -22.0 3710–3530 cal 
BC 

OxA-13079 Charred hazel 
nutshell 
 

Charred material derived from the fill (2027) of pit [2028], 
sample <243B>.  
 
TPQ for the infilling of the pit. Statistically inconsistent with 
other short-lived charred material from the pit (OxA-13078).  

5042±34 -25.2 3960–3710 cal 
BC 

OxA-13138 Charred hazel 
nutshell 
 

Charred material derived from the fill (2159) of pit [2160], 
sample <251B>. Statistically inconsistent with other short-lived 
charred material from the pit (OxA-13138). Stratigraphically, pit 

5500±140 -27.1 4690–3990 cal 
BC 
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possibly later than ard marks surrounding it (Cowell pers. 
comm. 2009).  
 
May date feature infilling and may provide TAQ for ard marks. 

OxA-13139 Charred hazel 
nutshell 
 

Charred material derived from the fill (2159) of pit [2160]. 
Statistically inconsistent with other short-lived charred material 
from the pit (OxA-13139).  
 
TPQ for the infilling of the pit. 

4890±170 -29.5 4050–3350 cal 
BC 

Ehenside Tarn  
NY006067 

BM-68 
 

Wood  A “wood implement” (Barker & Mackey 1961), from an uncertain 
location collected by Rev. S. Pinhorne.  
 
TPQ for implement, uncertain association with neolithic material 
culture. 

3530±150 - 2290–1500 cal 
BC 

C-462 
 

Charred wood Arnold & Libby’s (1951) measurement was produced on 
“charred wood” which may have been associated with the 
neolithic “A” prehistoric settlement.  
 
TPQ for implement, uncertain association with neolithic material 
culture. 

4964±300 - 4450–3010 cal 
BC 

Wood stake  
 

“…part of a stake driven through the occupation platform…” 
which may represent the neolithic “A” culture.  
 
TPQ for implement, uncertain association with neolithic material 
culture.  

4051±115 - 2900–2290 cal 
BC 

Q-303 
 

Wood stake  
 

“…part of a stake driven through the occupation platform…” 
which may represent the neolithic “A” culture.  
 
TPQ for implement, uncertain association with neolithic material 
culture.  

4125±115 - 2930–2360 cal 
BC  
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Tatton 
SJ7581 

HAR-5146 

!

!

Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Pit TV82.81. From this feature were recovered grains of 6-row 
hulled barley, seeds of sun spurge, black bindweed fruit, dock 
nutlets, oak charcoal and charred bone.  
 
TPQ infilling and deposition material culture.  

4490±60 - 3370–2930 cal 
BC 

HAR-5716 ?sediment A posthole from the arc of a post-circle. The entire fill of the 
posthole was provided to the laboratory for radiocarbon dating. 
The posthole is not listed as associated with diagnostic material 
culture.  
 
TPQ infilling posthole. 

3560±100 - 2200–1640 cal 
BC 

HAR-5714 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

A substantial deposit of charcoal from one of three hearths, 
which did not produce any diagnostic material culture.  
 
TPQ hearth. 

?4310±100 - 3340–2630 cal 
BC 

HAR-4495 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Charcoal from a posthole with the floor plan of building J, 
migration period ‘long-house’.  
 
TPQ infilling posthole. 

4540±70 - 3500–3020 ca 
BC 
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APPENDIX NW2: RADIOCARBON DATE FROM OVERSLEY FARM 

 

Introduction 

Groups of features excavated at Oversley Farm included ‘structures’ 1 and 2. 

These were presented as early and later neolithic strucutres(Garner 2007). The 

features that comprise structures 1 and 2 are superimposed directly on top of 

each other. Deposit 84 is show in plan in both phases, though it is 

stratigraphically later than features which comprise structure 1 and 2 (Garner 

2007, 17); a concordance of features from the two structures has been produced 

from the publication and is shown in table NW2.1. Also in this area a 

stratigraphically unrelated feature (351), and to the west-north-west of these 

structures post-setting (436) and hearth (229), are defined as early neolithic. 

 

I suggest the interpretation of two structures may be an over-rationalisation of a 

complex palimpsest of activity.  

 

Site reporting 

Interpretation of the Oversley Farm publication is compromised because of 

internal contradictions. Some specialist reports do not mention material culture 

described in the main stratigraphic narrative. For example, according to Garner 

(2007, 15), hearth 268 (context 92) contained “…patches of charcoal, fragments 

of heat-fractured stone and occasional sherds of pottery…” Shimwell (in Garner 

2007, 25) lists no plant macrofossils in this context.  

 

Garner (2007, 16) lists post-setting 436 (context 21; Beta-133364) as containing 

a single sherd of pottery. Allen (2007, 18) makes no mention of pot from this 

deposit. Garner (2007, 16) noted hearth 229 (context 230; Beta-127172) 

contained “…ceramic and lithic artefacts…”. Neither class of material culture is 

recorded by Allen (2007, 18) or Wenban-Smith (2007, 20). In addition, plant 

macrofossils are not reported by context, and there is no distinction in the text 

between wood charcoals, seeds or other macrofossils.  
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Radiocarbon data 

Five radiocarbon dates were produced on material from deposits phased as 

‘neolithic’ from Oversley Farm. Because of problems elucidating the nature of the 

dated material and associating the dated material with diagnostic material culture 

(as outlined above), interpretation of these dates is challenging3.  

 

The nature of the two ‘structures’ at the site 

Features classed as comprising neolithic structures 1 and 2 include two slots, a 

series of pits/postpits and postholes. Some these features were disturbed by an 

animal burrow. The slots roughly define a group of pits and postholes. Without 

the slots, interpretation would be limited to a series of pits and postholes, which 

contained early and later material culture. The phasing of the slots is therefore 

vital to interpretation. 

 

Slot 312 runs south-west – north-east and is phased to the early neolithic 

(Garner 2007, 13). No material was apparently recovered from this slot. Running 

perpendicular to slot 312 was slot 308. Slot 308 was phased to the early 

neolithic. Slot 308 contained at least 11 fills. Fill 317 (above the substantial 

secondary fill 318) contained 10 sherds of neolithic pottery, nine of which may be 

early neolithic (Allen 2007, 18). Fills overlying this contained a further seven 

sherds, which were of a neolithic ‘type’. Within the area defined by the two slots, 

multiple pits and hearths were located, including ‘hearths’ 295 and 268 (see 

below).  

 

The sections through slot 308 show a complex fill sequence including silts, iron 

pans, a pit/posthole filled with gravel and a ‘recut’ for structure 2. In contrast the 

supposedly contemporary slot 312 is recorded as comprising two fills: sand/silt 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3 I have had access to the site assessment reports from the curator, Matt Wheeler. This does not 
make clear a) the nature of the dated material, or b) provide further details of the charred plant 
remains, lithics and pot reports. 
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?packing and a charcoal-rich central fill which may represents timbers which 

rotted or were burnt in situ.  

 

The pottery in slot 308 is described as “neolithic” and included a possible sherd 

of Peterborough ware (Allen 2007, 18). Excepting the hearths 295 and 268, slot 

308 is the only feature associated with ‘structure’ 1, which is listed in publication 

as containing diagnostic early neolithic material culture (Garner 2007, 13–15; 

features 310, 351). I suggest the complex fill sequence in slot 308, and evidence 

for pottery in the upper fills might suggest the material has been redeposited. I do 

not believe there is sufficient evidence to suggest that this  feature or the other 

slot are associated with early neolithic activity, and therefore that the evidence for 

an early neolithic structure is not well established. The later slots may have been 

misassociated with the early neolithic features 295 and 268. 

 

I also suggest that there may be some ambiguity in the identification of features 

295 and 268 as hearths; neither is recorded as displaying evidence for in situ 

burning. The flint from 295 is not described as heat-affected — “the 

debitage…was of a good quality grey flint…” (Wenban-Smith 2007, 22). Though 

the pottery “…sat in a very dark sand-silt matrix, which contained a high 

percentage of charcoal…” (Garner 2007, 13), this does not demonstrate in situ 

burning, or the use of the feature as a hearth. Garner (2007, 15) suggests that 

the “…pottery [has] been deliberately used to form an insulating lining for heat-

retention…while the charcoal, burnt animal bone, and heat-fractured stone also 

support use of the pit for cooking purposes.” The use of pottery as insulation for a 

hearth seems unlikely to me. Given the absence of evidence for burning, I 

suggest the assemblage may have been buried in a pit, not burnt in a hearth. 

The same argument can be applied to ‘hearth’ 268, the fill of which comprised 

dark sand-silt, with patches of charcoal, heat fractured stone, and pottery (Garner 

2007, 13), but no evidence for in situ burning. 
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The presence of a pair of early neolithic pits would contribute to the pattern of 

multiple pit features observed in other parts of England. The location of later 

neolithic features in the vicinity might suggest, as in other locations across the 

country, like Thirlings and (as I argue) at Tansor, Grendon and Aldwincle, that 

early neolithic features were physically marked with posts or otherwise 

memorialised. 

 

From the publication report it is also unclear how best to interpret post-setting 

436. It is not clear from the publication if the deposit (21) of post-setting 436 from 

which material for Beta-127174 was produced contained pottery. While Beta-

127174 may be a terminus post quem for the deposition of ?later neolithic 

pottery, this cannot be elucidated with any degree of robustness from the 

publication. Beta-127174 is not therefore included in the site currency model.
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Table NW2.1. Oversley Farm neolithic feature concordance. 
Feature 
number 

Structure 
number 

Phase Interpretation 
14

C 
date 
(68.2% 
cal BC) 

Material culture  Pottery or other 
chronometrically 
diagnostic material 

Comment Dated material, 
‘archaeological 
event’ 

310 1 Early Post-setting  Charcoal    

312 1 Early Construction-
trench 

 Charcoal     

295 1 Early Hearth 3960–
3710  

Garner 2007, 12–
3: (303) pottery, 
burnt bone & 
stone, lithics 
(Beta-127175). 

Grimston ware 
earlier neolithic 
pottery, granite 
tempered, friable 
fabric, minimum 
eight vessels. 
 
Six blades (including 
refits) from a 
pyramidal core, and 
other tools and 
waste. 

Is this a hearth? There 
is no mention of in situ 
burning. 

Hordeum 
polystichum, 
Bromus sp., 
Polygonum 
aviculare, 
Spergula 
arvensis 
 
?short-lived 
material, dates 
deposition of 
pottery and 
lithics? 

274 ? ? ?  ?    

268 1 Early Hearth 3960–
3710 

Charcoal  (Beta-
133362). 

Early neolithic 
granite tempered 
pottery; at least two 
vessels (two types of 
fabric represented). 
 
?Grimston ware (see 

Is this a hearth? There 
is no mention of in situ 
burning.  
 
The shape in plan 
(Garner 2007, 13) could 
represent more than 

?????  
 
No CPR 
recorded from 
this context in the 
specialist report 
(Shimwell in 
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Allen 2007, 20). one cut. There is no 
longitudinal section. 
The transverse section 
(Garner 2007, 14; 
figure 14) shows a 
change in the profile of 
‘hearth’ 268 which 
could be indicative of 
another recut from the 
south-west; the shape 
in plan could represent 
two intercutting sub-
circular negative 
features. 

Garner 2007, 
25). 

283 ? ? ?  ?    

350 ? ? ?  ?    

84 2 Later Deposit  Charcoal, pottery, 
similar to fills 90, 
96, 313, 335 of 
other phase 1b 
features. 

Granite-tempered 
middle to late 
neolithic. 

  

288 ? ? ?  ?    

308 1 Early Construction-
trench 

 Garner 2007, 12: 
charcoal, (317) 
pottery, lithics. 

Lower fill: granite 
and quartz-tempered 
probably early 
neolithic ?Grimston 
ware (see Allen 
2007, 20), a sherd of 
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probable Fengate 
ware. 
 
Upper fills (840) 
and (286): middle to 
late neolithic sherds 
classed as “…of 
Neolithic type” (Allen 
2007, 18). 

90 2 Later Post-setting  None noted    

267 2 Later Hearth 3020–
2870 

Charcoal, pottery 
(Beta-127174), 
identical in 
character to 
hearth 268 

“The pottery appears 
to be Neolithic, but 
with volcanic-
tempering it is more 
like the material from 
later phases” (Allen 
2007, 18).  

 ????? no CPR 
recorded from 
this context in the 
specialist report 
(Shimwell in 
Garner 2007, 
25). 

313 2 Later Post-setting  Charcoal, cut by 
84? 

   

320 2 Later Hearth  Charcoal, context 
similar to 84 

   

336 2 Later Post-setting  Cut into the earlier 
wall of 
construction-
trench 308, 
charcoal, pottery. 
Apparently same 
plan as deposit 84 

Middle to late 
neolithic granite-
tempered pottery. 
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436 1 Early Post-setting 3500–
3110 

“…triangular-
shaped cut with a 
series of three 
rounded hollows 
at the base, each 
of which was 
0.25m in depth” 
(Garner 2007, 16) 
— i.e. three pits or 
postholes (cf. 
Edwards 2009, 
130). 
 
Secondary fill 
consistent of 
charcoal lenses 
and a single sherd 
of pottery (Beta-
133364). 
 
 

Are these potentially 
three posts all dug 
together? Or is an 
original feature recut 
several times? 
 
The fills listed in the 
discussion of 
features are not 
listed as containing 
pottery or lithics in 
the specialist 
reports. 
 
No evidence that this 
is associated with 
earliest activity, 
other than proximity 
to pit 229 (which 
also does not have 
its pottery or lithics 
described in the 
publication). 

Corylus avellana 
?charcoal 
 
?TPQ 
?association with 
pottery and lithics. 

3500–3110 

229 1 Early Hearth 3710–
3450 

Charcoal, 
ceramics, lithics. 
Upper fill (Beta-
127172) 

The fills listed in the 
discussion of 
features are not 
listed as containing 
pottery or lithics in 
the specialist 
reports. 
 
No demonstrable 
evidence from the 
material culture 
published that this 
feature is associated 
with early neolithic 

Spergula arvensis, 
polygonum cf. 
lapathifolium, Corylus 
avellana (?charcoal), 
Betula sp., Salix sp. 
 
??short-lived material, 
? date TPQ deposition, 
?association with 
pottery (?what pot???) 
and lithics ?lithics 
pot???) 

229 
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activity. 

!
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APPENDIX WM1: WEST MIDLANDS RADIOCARBON RESULTS WITH UNCERTAIN CULTURAL 

AFFINITY 

 

Results discussed here are presented in table WM1. These are a selection of the 

results considered for inclusion in the model presented in chapter eight. The 

results were not included as they are not regarded as well associated with 

diagnostic late mesolithic or early neolithic material culture relevant to this project 

(see chapter three).  

 

Caves with mortuary remains of uncertain cultural affinity 

Several caves in the west midlands have evidence of earlier prehistoric 

occupation. A few of these have 4th millennium radiocarbon results. Unfortunately 

these often have evidence for mesolithic, neolithic and other material culture and 

poor association between radiocarbon results and diagnostic material culture 

(see appendix A for a fuller discussion).  

 

MADAWG ROCKSHELTER, HEREFORDSHIRE SO5470015300 

A scalene triangle was recovered from the infilling of a hollow in the Madawg 

Rockshelter. Two results (OxA-6081, -6082) potentially associated with this 

artefact are too old for the purposes of this study, and are discussed in appendix 

A. 

 

KING ARTHUR’S CAVE, HEREFORDSHIRE SO54581558 

A single result of 3640–3340 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 3630–3360 cal BC 

68.2% confidence; OxA-5863) was produced on material from King Arthur’s 

Cave. It was not well associated with any diagnostic early neolithic material 

culture (appendix A). 

 

Material from pits not associated with diagnostic material cultural  

CHURCH LAWFORD, LING HALL QUARRY AREA Y, WARWICKSHIRE SP4460073300 
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Two radiocarbon dates have been produced on oak charcoal derived from an 

?iron age pit alignment. No further details about the deposits or the nature of the 

dated material are currently available (cf. Palmer 2006).  The two measurements 

are not statistically consistent. Neither appears to be associated with late 

mesolithic or early neolithic material culture and the results are not included in 

the regional currency model (T’=90.0; T’5%=3.8; !=1; SUERC-24740 3010–2880 

cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 2920–2890 cal BC 68.2% confidence; SUERC-

24741 3650–3380 cal BC 95.4% confidence; or 3640–3520 cal BC 68.2% 

confidence).  

 

AREA D, CHURCH LAWFORD, WARWICKSHIRE SP4459173292 

Warwickshire Museums Field Services were responsible for the excavation of a 

Transco gas pipeline in 1999. Three concentrations of neolithic features were 

excavated as part of the project (Palmer 2000, 16). In area C, a single pit [203] 

contained early neolithic pottery, whilst another two contained Peterborough 

ware, and yet others bronze age material. A number of undated pits were also 

present in the area.  

 

Area D was targeted because crop marks indicated a trapezoidal enclosure, a 

rectilinear enclosure and two possible hut circles (fig. 8.13).  A trench sampling 

the southern side of the trapezoidal enclosure [304] was opened. The ditch was 

2.15–2.6m wide, 0.6–0.8m deep. Possible evidence for a bank was preserved on 

the inner edge of the ditch.  

 

In the eastern section of the ditch, from the fill (304/3) a single sherd of early 

neolithic pottery was recovered (D5, SF 69; Palmer 2000, 27). Over the earliest 

fills, deposit groups (304/5, 304/2, 304/9) were encountered in various 

interventions. A shallow scoop in the centre of one of these contained the 

charcoal rich deposit 304/8. Two statistically inconsistent (T’=10.3; T’5%=3.8; 

!=1; SUERC-3385, and Wk-14819) radiocarbon results were produced on 

Corylus/Alnus charcoal from deposit (304/8). The later of these (SUERC-3385) 
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may date the formation of the deposit to 3370–3030 cal BC (95.4% confidence; 

or 3360–3100 cal BC 68.2% confidence; SUERC-3385). This was overlain in 

most of the interventions by a brown sandy deposit, which contained Mortlake 

ware, and in places, Grooved ware. The ditch contained a later neolithic flint 

assemblage (Palmer 2000). The later result (SUERC-3385) provides a terminus 

post quem for the deposition of Mortlake and Grooved ware. 

 

A number of pits were located within, and surrounding, the trapezoidal enclosure. 

Four of the pits [319], [320], [324], [325] inside the enclosure, contained early 

neolithic pottery. One pit contained what the excavator interpreted as residual 

Peterborough ware. The pottery was ‘almost certainly residual’ in features [324] 

and [325] (Palmer 2000, 29), because of Grooved Ware and Urn sherds also 

recovered from these features. Other pits contained later pottery styles. Pits [319] 

and [320] have been suggested by the excavator as possibly be part a pit 

alignment (Palmer 2000, 31).  

 

Of the pits which contained early neolithic pottery two pits [325] and [320] had 

sub-oval plans, while two of the pits have rectangular plans ([324] and [319]). It is 

possible that these similarities in plan suggest pairs of posts. 

 

Only 56 items of flint were recovered from early features on the site. This 

assemblage included a later neolithic blade core from deposit (304/2). A 

retouched blade and flake were recovered from the early neolithic pit [319]. In 

contrast, the pit with the redeposited early neolithic pottery [324] contained 202 

pieces of flint, including two retouched blades, one fabricator, and two scrapers.  

 

Gibson (in Palmer 2000, 50) identified 12 fabric groups represented by early 

neolithic vessels from area C. Early neolithic pottery at site D, was represented 

by six vessels from the base of the enclosure ditch (304), the pits [320, 324, 325], 

and a furrow [303].  
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The chronology of the enclosure ditch is difficult to establish with the current 

data. An identification of this feature as early neolithic, would rest on the single 

early sherd from the base of the ditch fill. Given the potential for truncation of 

early neolithic pits in the vicinity, and the indication from the radiocarbon results 

of a feature which may incorporate residual material culture into its fill, this is not 

sufficient. The suggestion of early neolithic activity associated with pits [319] and 

[320] is more robust, but provides no chronometric data for this project. The 

results from the enclosure are not included in the regional currency model. 

 

BROMFIELD, SHROPSHIRE SO4850877515 

Excavation at Broomfield revealed a ring ditch, with a central inhumation 

containing La Tène I brooch (Stanford 1982). The ring ditch cut a pit [F6], from 

which a charcoal sample of uncertain maturity, provides a terminus post quem for 

feature’s infilling after 3630–2940 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 3500–3100 cal 

BC 68.2% confidence; OxA-4207). No diagnostic material culture was recovered 

from the feature. The result is not include in the regional site currency model.!

 

GOBOWEN, SHROPSHIRE SJ3018533184 

Gobowen is 30km north-west of Meole Brace, located at c110mOD. The site is 

the location of Wat’s Dyke. The site is on the line of the modern A5, which runs 

north-south through the Marches. The uplands rise to the west to over 350m on 

Carreg-y-big (c4.5km east of Gobowen) — here and on Cynynion (c6.2km south) 

are standing stones; c5.4km west is the tumulus/cairn Orsedd Wen. 

 

During work on Wat’s Dyke, a migration period linear ditch and bank feature, four 

sub-oval pits were excavated under the bank (Hayes & Malim 2008). Two of the 

pits, [2025] and [2027], contained burnt bone and charcoal. Pit [2025] also 

contained a fragment of hazel nutshell, a section of polished stone axe probably 

from Langdale (Hayes pers. comm. 2009) and two bifacial bladelets. A worked 

lithic point with broken tip, probably from a bifacial blade, was recovered from the 

environmental sample residue (Hayes pers. comm. 2009). Pit [2027] contained 
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worked flint and charred hazel nutshells. Pit [2022] contained charcoals. 

Radiocarbon measurements from pits [2025], [2027], and [2022] were 

commissioned, but the material from [2022] contained insufficient carbon. 

Statistically consistent (T’=2.0; T’5%=3.8; !=1; SUERC-12827, -12828) 

measurements on charred hazel nutshells from pit [2025] and [2027] were made. 

 

The hazel nutshell measured from pit [2025] produced the calibrated result 

5220–4950 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 5210–5000 cal BC 68.2% confidence; 

SUERC-12827). All other things being equal, this result would be regarded as a 

date for pit infilling and for the deposition of the worked stone axe fragment, 

bifacial bladelets, and the worked lithic blade tip. The hazel nutshell measured 

from pit [2027] produced the range 5060–4840 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 

5010–4930 cal BC 68.2% confidence; SUERC-12828). No diagnostic material 

culture was recovered from pit [2027] and the result can only date its infilling.  

 

If the result from pit [2025] was contemporary with the deposition of the stone 

axe, this would provide nationally unprecedented evidence for the early use of 

‘neolithic’ material culture. Given that the results from this site would be outliers 

from the rest of the available chronology for neolithic pit deposition, I suggest it is 

more probable that the hazel nutshells in these features are residual. The small 

size of the charred assemblage from pit [2025] could support this interpretation 

(the flot only c8ml, with only a single fragment of hazel nutshell recovered; Hayes 

pers. comm. 2009). 

 

Running counter to this argument is the statistical consistency of this and the 

[2027] result; it seems fortuitous that residual hazel nutshells should be backfilled 

in both pits, recovered in archaeological excavation and dated. This could result 

from neolithic practices for selection of material to deposit in pits. If culturally 

‘appropriate’ material selected by neolithic people to fill these pits resulted from 

some mesolithic activity, such incorporation could occur. Perhaps the material 

was selected because it derived from some landscape feature which motivated 
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both the neolithic and the earlier activity. The results are not included in the 

regional site currency model.  

 

MEOLE BRACE, SHROPSHIRE SJ490100 

Unspeciated charcoal of uncertain maturity from pit [F8] excavated at Meole 

Brace (Hughes 1995) was radiocarbon dated. The pit contained late bronze age 

pottery, burnt bone and charcoal flecks. A terminus post quem for pit infilling and 

deposition of the late bronze age pottery and other material culture is 3660–3350 

cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 3640–3370 cal BC 68.2% confidence; OxA-4205). 

 

To the east of the “L”-shaped pit cluster was a ring ditch. The “U”-shaped cut was 

filled with two deposits for most of the circuit (Hughes 1995). From these fills was 

recovered a “…small quantity of abraded coarse pottery fragments…” probably 

from bronze age urns (Hughes 1995, 9). A primary fill underlying these produced 

unspeciated charcoal that provides a terminus post quem for ditch infilling and 

material culture deposition of 3630–2910 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 3490–

3030 cal BC 68.2% confidence; OxA-4204). 

 

All the radiocarbon dates from the site are statistically consistent (T’=2.8; 

T’5%=6.0; !=2; OxA-4204, -4205, -4206; see main text), but the nature of the 

dated material, and the multiphase nature of the site, mean that these results 

cannot be inferred to represent the same archaeological event. Only one of the 

results (OxA-4206) from the site is associated with early neolithic material 

culture. The others could have inbuilt offsets, and their recovery from features 

which contained later material culture means that they cannot all be used as 

termini post quos in the regional site or portable material culture currency 

models. Results OxA-4204, -4205 are not included in the regional currency 

model. 

 

BARFORD, ALDERHAM FARM (SITE A, HENGE), WARWICKSHIRE SP289629 
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The excavations at Barford site A, revealed a ring ditch that contained a 

hengiform pit enclosure, and several other pits and stakeholes. In pit [3], just 

within the northern hengiform alignment (Oswald, 1969, 10), had been deposited 

a charred oak-wood object with one round edge. The north-eastern side of the 

object formed a straight line, suggesting that the artefact might have been cut 

before placement in the pit (cf. Oswald 1969, plate 2).  The object was 1–2 

inches thick, and resemble a platter. Oswald (1969, 11) observed that 

“[w]hitening of the sand immediately below suggested heat, and conceivably the 

object was smouldering when buried…”  

 

A single radiocarbon date on the object provides a terminus post quem for its 

deposition after 3330–2880 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 3090–2900 cal BC 

68.2% confidence; Birm-7). The result is not included in the regional site currency 

model. 
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Table WM1. Radiocarbon results unassociated with demonstrably mesolithic or neolithic material culture 

Laboratory 
number 

Material Context 
14

C age 
(BP) 

! 
13 

C (‰) 

!
15

 N (‰) 

 

Calibrated date 
range (95% 
confidence) 

Madawg Rockshelter 
SO 547 153!

OxA-6081 Charred Prunus spinosa 
seeds 

OxA-6081 and -6082 came from charred deposits within 
sealed shallow depression c 30cm deep, near the middle 
of the rockshelter (Barton 1995; Hedges et al.1998).  
 
A diagnostically late mesolithic burnt narrow scalene 
triangle was recovered within the same 2cm spit as OxA-
6081. 
 
Dates early presence of Holocene sloe. 

8710±70 -26.2 8160–7580 cal 
BC 

OxA-6082 Corylus avellana nutshell OxA-6081 and -6082 came from charred deposits within 
sealed shallow depression c 30cm deep, near the middle 
of the rockshelter  (Barton 1995; Hedges et al.1998).  
 
A diagnostically late mesolithic burnt narrow scalene 
triangle was recovered within the same 2cm spit as OxA-
6081. 

6655±65 -25.4 5680–5480 cal 
BC 

OxA-6113 Corylus avellana nutshell This sample came from an adjacent area of the 
rockshelter, in a layer containing later mesolithic 
artefacts, a few cm directly above a concentration of 
pierced cowrie (Trivia monacha) shells  (Barton 1995; 
Hedges et al.1998).  

8930±70 -25.9 8290–7820 cal 
BC 

King Arthur’s Cave 
SO5431015738!

OxA-5863 Homo sapiens phalanx 
bone 

Human bone from Victorian spoil tip deposits outside 
King Arthur's Cave, Herefordshire, England (Hedges et 
al. 1997).  
 

4670±60 -21.3 3640–3340 cal 
BC 
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Dates death of individual. 

Church Lawford, Ling Hall Quarry Area Y 
SP4460073300 

!

SUERC-
24740 

Quercus sp. charcoal Oak charcoal from iron age pit alignment. Uncertain 
association with any archaeological event (Palmer 2006). 

4305±35 
 

-24.6 
‰ 
 

3010–2880 cal 
BC 

SUERC-
24741 

Quercus sp. charcoal Oak charcoal from iron age pit alignment. Uncertain 
association with any archaeological event (Palmer 2006). 

4775±35 
 

-24.5 ‰ 3650–3380 cal 
BC 

Newbold gas pipeline, Church Lawford (Transco pipeline 1999 Area D) 
SP4459173292 

!

Wk-14819 
 

Alnus/Corylus charcoal Fill 304/8/1 a charcoal-rich deposit, in north-west — 
south-east  aligned enclosure ditch. Result is not 
statistically consistent with another shortlived result from 

the fill (SUERC-3385; T’=10.3; T’5%=3.8; "=1).  

 
TPQ infilling ditch. 

4834±88 - 3800–3370 cal 
BC 

SUERC-
3385 
 

Alnus/Corylus charcoal Fill 304/8/1, a charcoal-rich deposit, in north-west — 
south-east aligned enclosure ditch. Result is not 
statistically consistent with another shortlived result from 

the fill (SUERC-3385; T’=10.3; T’5%=3.8; "=1).   

 
TPQ infilling ditch and possibly deposition of Mortlake 
and Grooved ware pottery. 

4520±45 - 3370–3030 cal 
BC 

Meole Brace 
SJ4896709997!
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OxA-4204 Unspeciated charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 
(charcoal does not seem 
to have been identified) 

Ring-ditch [F1] (1020) contained an early bronze age 
pottery assemblage. Charcoal from primary fill of ring 
ditch (see OxA-4204–4206; Hughes 1995). 
 
TPQ for the infilling of the feature, and the deposition of 
the pottery.   

4535±100 -25.1 3630–2910 cal 
BC 

OxA-4205 Unspeciated charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 
(includes Quercus sp. 
“stem”, Gale in Hughes 
1995, 18) 

Pit [F8] (1024) contained fragments of burnt bone, 
pebbles and late bronze age pottery (Hughes 1995). 
 
TPQ for the infilling of the feature, and the deposition of 
the pottery. 

4715±80 -24.2 3660–3350 cal 
BC 

Bromfield 
SO485775!

OxA-4207 Unspeciated charcoal of 
uncertain maturity (wood 
sample 55) 

Sample from pit pre-dating ring ditch [B10], which is 
dated to the iron age by a La Tene I brooch and other 
metal artefacts from a central inhumation (Oswald 1969). 
 
TPQ for the infilling of the pit.  

4570±95 -24.2 3630–2940 cal 
BC 

Barford, Alderham Farm (Site A, Henge) 
SP289629!

BIRM-7 Unspecified wood charcoal Fill of pit [3], a large feature north of the hengiform. It 
contained no diagnostic material culture (Oswald 1969). 

4366±64 
 

-25.0 
assumed 

3330–2880 cal 
BC 

Gobowen 
SJ3018533184!

SUERC-
12827 

Corylus avellana nutshell 
(uncertain whether single 
entity) 

Pit fill (2024), [2025] was well-humified mid-brown silty 
clay. It contained a hazel nutshell, 3 worked stone 
fragments (including two bifacial bladelets and polished 
or flaked stone axe fragment), and a point with broken tip 
and proximal end (probably from a bifacial blade; Hayes 
pers. comm. 2009). 

6130±35 - 5220-4950 cal 
BC 
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Statistically consistent with (SUERC-12828) should date 
infilling feature and deposition material culture. The 
presence of neolithic material culture at this date would 
be completely nationally atypical, and it is suggested that 
the dated material was redeposited.  

SUERC-
12828 

Corylus avellana nutshell 
(uncertain whether single 
entity) 

Pit fill (2024), [2025] was well-humified mid-brown silty 
clay. It contained a hazel nutshell, 3 worked stone 
fragments (including two bifacial bladelets and polished 
or flaked stone axe fragment), and a point with broken tip 
and proximal end (probably from a bifacial blade; Hayes 
pers. comm. 2009). 
 
Statistically consistent with (SUERC-12827) should date 
infilling feature and deposition material culture. The 
presence of neolithic material culture at this date would 
be completely nationally atypical, and it is suggested that 
the dated material was redeposited. 

6060±35 - 5960–4840 cal 
BC 
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APPENDIX WM2: HILL CROFT FIELD RADIOCARBON DATA 

 

An alternative model for radiocarbon results from Hill Croft Field are presented 

here, in contrast to the site currency model shown in fig. 8.3b. The model 

presented in this appendix is used to investigate the chronology of the portable 

material culture from the site. This model investigates the chronology of 

radiocarbon results, which may be associated with an early phase of activity 

which is not well-represented by the chronology of the enclosure. This model 

presents the results from context 30 as part of a phase of activity that preceded 

activity associated with the later infilling of the enclosure ditch. This model is 

used to investigate the difference between the last dated event associated with 

material deposited in context 30 and the first dated event associated with 

material deposited in context 23. This model is informed by the presence of early 

neolithic material culture on the site which is earlier than the material deposited in 

context 23, and which may have a complex taphonomy and cannot be 

categorically demonstrated to be in situ.  

 

The OxCal 4.1 CQL2 keywords and brackets define the model exactly (fig. 

WM2.1). The model presented here has good agreement (Amodel=103.5%; fig. 

WM2.1). This model estimates the interval between the last dated event on 

material culture recovered from context 30 and the first activity associated with 

context 23 as 20–310 years (93.8% probable, or 380–430 years 1.6% probable; 

or 90–280 years 68.2% probable; Interval neolithic_start enclosure; fig. WM2.1; 

fig. WM2.2). This model also allows the calculation of the interval between the 

death of the cow measured by GrA-31963 (the first activity from context 30) and 

the first activity associated with context 23. This interval is estimated as 170–450 

years (95.4% probable, or 500–560 years 68.2% probable; or 190–270 cal BC 

26.7% probable, or 310–410 years 41.5% probable; Interval start neolithic_start 

enclosure; fig. WM2.1; fig. WM2.2). 

 

The posterior density estimate on the early cow bone is used in the portable 
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material culture currency model discussed in the main text.  

 

Hill Croft Field discussion 

In 1954, Piggott (figure 1) could present 13 causewayed enclosures. In 2001, 

Oswald et al. (xii) listed c85 candidates, including examples in Scotland, northern 

Ireland, the Isle of Man, and Anglesey. Though ‘typical’ causewayed enclosures 

are interrupted ditch systems, Oswald et al. (2001) testify to the range of early 

neolithic enclosure forms. Material culture from these sites shows complex 

deposition practices (Pollard 2001; Thomas 1999, 38; Whittle et al. 1999). Both in 

scale in plan, and in artefact recovery, ditched enclosures with causeways have 

been seen as defining features in the early neolithic in southern Britain (Whittle et 

al. 2011b; Oswald et al. 2001). 

 

Even at Hill Croft Field, where evidence is limited, practices seem likely to have 

been more complex than ‘simple’ refuse deposition. Deliberate backfill of context 

029 (Dorling 2007), within the ditch terminal, speaks of conscious processes 

being undertaken. More intriguingly, the Hill Croft Field ditch is demarcated by an 

extant hedge-line (fig. 8.10), which suggests the enclosure’s continued 

importance, or at least the survival of an earthwork, into times of landscape 

division. A larger scale location map (fig. WM2.3) may indicate further complex 

relationships; beyond the excavated ditch’s confines, extant roads and field 

system are concentric to the enclosure (NG square 50 54). These features could 

indicate other ditches or landscape divisions related to the one recently 

excavated (Dorling 2007, figure 14) though the field boundaries and road also 

respect the hill contours.  

 

The small sample of ditch excavated on Hill Croft means both the finds, and 

evidence for features are difficult to effectively contextualise (Dorling 2007). The 

cropmark is approximately 175m north-south and 168m east-west, suggesting an 

estimated minimum circumference of 528m. The excavation only sampled c6m of 

ditch (less than 3m longtitudinal length of each terminal — figure estimated from 
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scale in Dorling 2007, figure 18; fig. 8.11).  The recent excavation sampled 

therefore c1.1% of the ditch. The excavation sample has not demonstrated the 

monument to be continuous or excluded the possibility of more complex 

construction. For example, perhaps this is a ‘partial causeway’ construction 

technique, perhaps not apparent in cropmarks, or similar to the ‘beaded’ ditch 

dug at Bury Hill (Bedwin 1981). The ditch is only visible for 36% of its circuit 

(Dorling 2007). It is entirely possible other causeways are yet to be identified.  

 

Posited neolithic ‘causewayed enclosures’ from Wales, identified from aerial 

photography, at Norton and Corntown, both appear as fairly continuous ditches, 

and may provide parallels for Hill Croft Field (Burrow et al. 2001). Mercer (1980) 

cites continuous ditched English western examples at Crickley Hill (second 

enclosure), Gloucestershire; Dinedor Hill, Dorstone and Sharpstones in the west 

midlands. To this may be added Longstones Field, Wiltshire (though only one 

terminus was located and the monument is later; Gillings et al. 2008). Bapty 

(2007, 175) suggests such examples, including Hill Croft Field, should be 

differentiated from “classic causewayed” enclosures. Perhaps it is better to see 

examples like Hill Croft as continua of traditions rather than part of a narrowly 

defined canon (Thomas 1999, 80; Edmonds 1993, 107).  

 

Hill Croft Field’s single ditched enclosure, as perhaps at Dorstone, may reflect 

regional concerns, but as Oswald et al.’s (2001, 70) distribution map of single-

ditched enclosures demonstrates, there may be wider parallels with practices 

across the country. As Darvill & Thomas (2001, 10; my emphasis) note of Bury 

Hill1  “…such enclosures existed within well-established groups of classic 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
 A small continuously ditched enclosure in Sussex, superficially very similar, though smaller than 

Hill Croft. Bury Hill comprised a single causewayed entrance dated to the earlier neolithic. A 
devoted, chalk-cut ditch, producing lithics including laurel leaf-shaped arrowheads, a flaked axe, 
pottery including probable Plain bowls (Bedwin 1981, 82), faunal remains including wolf, dog, 

deer, pig and sheep/goat. Statistically consistent radiocarbon results (T’=0.9; T’5%=3.8; !=1; 

HAR-3595 4570±80BP, HAR-3596 4680±80BP) on two antler picks recovered from the bottom of 

the ditch probably date the feature’s excavation. These results are probably later than the earlier 
activity represented by context 30 at Croft Hill, but could be part of the same broad phase of 
activity represented by context 23, if not contemporaneous with it.  
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causewayed enclosures…simple ditched enclosures probably represent the 

single biggest group of…features in northwest Europe.”  
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Fig. WM2.1. The alternative model for Hill Croft Field, which might indicate pre-enclosure 
neolithic activity on the site reflected by portable material culture. This model uses the result on 
domesticated cow bone together with the statistically consistent results from context 30 to explore 
the chronology of possible pre-enclosure neolithic activity on the site. The earlier results may 
have complex taphonomies, and a conservative interpretation has been employed in the main 
regional site currency model. The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 
keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). The parameter produced on the cow bone is 
used in the portable material culture currency model discussed in the main part of the text. 
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Fig. WM2.2. The durations from the alternative model for Hill Croft Field (fig. WM2.1), which might indicate pre-enclosure neolithic activity on the 
site.  The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 

 
 
 
Fig. WM2.3. The wider Hill Croft Field landscape may indicate other features (reproduced from Dorling 2007). 
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APPENDIX WM3: THE CONTEXT OF WORMINGTON FLAT GRAVE 

 

The morphology, absence of material culture and location in plan of the 

Wormington flat grave meant it was assumed to be later prehistoric (Gilmore 

2006). In the west midlands, Beaker ‘flat’ burials without evidence for mounds or 

ring-ditches are located at Wellington and Aymestrey (Garwood 2007b). In the 

east midlands later flat burials are found infrequently. A Beaker flat burial was 

located at Warmington (Chapman undated). In Berkshire, a later neolithic flat 

grave was located near the Drayton cursus (Moore 1986, 100), and a Beaker 

grave located in the Lamborn complex (Richards 1986).  

 

The early neolithic flat burial at Wormington is the only known example from the 

west midlands. At Yabsley, a radiocarbon measurement on oak sapwood, 

apparently part of the grave structure, dates an earliest neolithic inhumation 

(Coles et al. 2008; 4230–3980 cal BC 95.4% confidence; 4160–4000 cal BC 

68.2% confidence; KIA-20157; 5252±28BP). Charred plant remains from the 

grave fill included a glume of emmer wheat, mallow seeds, hazel nutshell, and 

hawthorn stones. Case (1986, 26) describes a crouched adult female inhumation 

with ‘Abingdon’ ware, within a ring-ditch, at Newnham Murren, Wallingford. At 

Pangbourne, Piggott (1954, 48) lists a female inhumation accompanied with 

deer-antler, pig and deer bone, and a large ‘Abingdon’ ware pot.  

 

On the Berkshire Downs, three grave-pits at Park Farm were located near a 

natural mound — which suggested a ‘ghost barrow’ (Richards 1986). The mid-4th 

millennium burials may have been covered with a sarsen cairn, and were not 

accompanied by neolithic material. At Barrow Hills, Radley, three 

unaccompanied mid-4th millennium crouched inhumations were located in close 

proximity (Barclay & Halpin 1999).  
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Kinnes (1979; appendix 2) lists flat burials south-east of the west midlands at 

Sutton Courtenay and Cassington. At Eton, later neolithic inhumations were 

located close to middens (Allen & Walsh 1998; Allen et al. 2003).  

 

The Yabsley example demonstrates that the tradition of single inhumations was 

present nationally in the earliest neolithic: pottery from the site included a ‘classic’ 

Carinated bowl sherd, apparently placed in proximity to the skull. While the 

Wormington example is not unique, it appears as part of a poorly understood 

tradition for which there are early neolithic parallels across southern England. 

The tradition is almost certainly under-represented in the archaeological record, 

because of the absence of grave goods or markers. In the range of earlier 4th 

millennium cal BC manipulation of human bodies (King 2001), flat grave 

inhumations are forms that seem superficially most accessible to contemporary 

Britons; skeletal processing appears minimal, the body is articulated and so on. 

However, even such ‘accessible’ forms are more complex than they immediately 

appear, with the considerable ‘empty space’ in the Yabsley burial (Coles et al. 

2008, 217) possibly containing organic material culture. 
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APPENDIX A 

HUMAN REMAINS FROM CAVES WHICH MAY BE ASSOCIATED WITH LATE MESOLITHIC OR 

EARLY NEOLITHIC ACTIVITY 

 

Introduction  

This appendix reviews the evidence for the disposal of 5th or 4th millennium 

human remains in England and Wales in caves, rock-shelters and fissures. 

Chamberlain (1996) has suggested that human skeletal remains in caves reflect 

the appearance of neolithic lifeways. The data examined here suggest that the 

earliest evidence for 5th or 4th millennium deposition of human skeletal remains in 

caves may have occurred in some regions before the earliest regional evidence 

that we currently have for neolithic material culture or practices. The earliest 

evidence for 5th or 4th millennium human skeletal remains from caves may not 

follow the pattern of appearance of the earliest regional evidence for the 

neolithic.  

 

This appendix also presents evidence for palaeodiet and aspects of population 

dynamics derived from human carbon and nitrogen stable isotopes from five 

cave sites in the Yorkshire dales. Some implications for human demographics in 

this period are suggested.  

 

Mesolithic and neolithic human remains in England and Wales 

Earlier mesolithic human skeletal remains are infrequently recovered from 

apparently intentionally deposited contexts (at Oronsay, Meiklejohn et al. 2005; 

and Aveline’s Hole, Marshall & van der Plicht 2005; Schulting & Richards 2002b; 

Schulting 2011), and rarely as isolated finds, for example at Staythorpe power 

station (Davies 1999; appendix EM1).  

 

The appearance of 4th millennium burial monuments has been seen as part of a 

fundamental change in human cultural practices associated with the use of 
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neolithic material culture (Thomas 1999, 223–4; Parker Pearson 1999, 204; 

Pollard 1997, 50).  

 

There are contrasts between the frequency of the recovery of ‘mesolithic’ and 

‘neolithic’ human remains, the locations from which these remains are recovered 

(King 2001, 324), and the treatment of these remains, including various forms of 

neolithic monumentalisation that occurred. These contrasts may indicate more 

complex pictures than simple binary differences between people who buried their 

dead, and people who did not (King 2001, 326); mesolithic people in some parts 

of the country did apparently deliberately deposit human skeletal remains 

(Schulting 2005; cf. Warren 2007); neolithic people treated human remains in a 

variety of ways.  

 

In many cases the identification of human remains in caves as ‘neolithic’ occurs 

because of the apparent ‘synchronity’ between the appearance of the neolithic 

material culture and a large number of human remains deposited in caves. The 

posterior density estimates for the beginning of neolithic activity in the regions of 

Britain allow a re-evaluation of the appearance of 5th or 4th millennium human 

remains in caves. 

 

Cave ‘burial’ in the neolithic 

Distributions of ‘neolithic’ human skeletal material from caves have been 

discussed from south Wales, Derbyshire and Yorkshire (Schulting & Richards 

2002b; Chamberlain 1996). Dowd produced a recent review of Irish examples 

(2008). The most complete gazetteer on cave material in the Yorkshire region is 

by Chamberlain (2002). Chamberlain & Williams (2000; 2001) discuss English 

and Welsh sites.  
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King (2004) lists 100 ‘cave’1 sites from Britain and Ireland from which human 

remains from ‘10 000BP- c4000 BP’ have been recovered (ADS special 

collections: Living with the Dead: http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/specColl/lwtd/". 

Of these, 28 are classed as ‘mesolithic’ and 71 as ‘neolithic’. When King 

completed his survey in 2004, 49 of these sites had radiocarbon dates 

associated with them. Of these, selected sites classed as ‘mesolithic’ or early 

‘neolithic’ are listed in table A1.1 (fig. A1.1, A1.2). Data are discussed here if 

they were produced on human skeletal remains from the transition period, or 

might be associated with diagnostic late mesolithic or early neolithic material 

culture. They were included in the models presented below if the association with 

diagnostic material culture was interpreted as robust.  

 

Early prehistoric human skeletal material from caves ranges from highly 

fragmentary skeletal remains of uncertain taphonomy, such as from Sewell’s 

cave, Yorkshire and Humberside, and material indicative of deliberate in situ 

inhumations, such as at Jubilee Cave, Yorkshire and Humberside (Leach 2008). 

Dowd (2008, 306) interpreted the fragmentary remains from the Irish record as 

consistent with excarnation or ‘token deposition’ practices, and argues that there 

is “…a marked concentration of Irish cave dates between 3600 and 3400 BC, 

essentially around the transition between the early and middle neolithic”. 

Inhumations are only known from two Irish sites — from Annagh, Co. Limerick, 

and Kilgreany, Co. Waterford. Superficial similarities can be suggested between 

the social identities of the people buried at Kilgreany Cave, Co. Waterford and 

that at Jubilee Cave, Yorkshire and Humberside; burials at these sites were of 

mature adult males (two over 55 years) (Dowd 2008, 310; Leach 2008). Perhaps 

it was particularly appropriate for these individuals to be buried in caves.  

 

Burnt human remains that might be mesolithic or neolithic were recovered from 

Paviland Cave, Gower. Cremated material recovered from Thaw Head Cave 

could be neolithic, though given the range of later neolithic and bronze age finds, 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
 ‘Caves’ are taken to include fissures, rock-shelters and cave (Chamberlain 1996). 
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the cremated bone might be associated with later activity. Human cremations 

from Ash Tree Cave, Derbyshire, might represent mesolithic activity, given the 

early post-glacial faunal remains and lithic technology. The cremated remains 

from Elbolton Pot, Yorkshire and Humberside, could result from neolithic or later 

activity because of the presence of Peterborough ware and early bronze age 

pottery at the site. 

 

Neolithic material culture in caves 

The potential for post-depositional disturbance further confuses the association 

of early neolithic material culture (or other period material culture) with skeletal 

remains. Dowd (2008, 311) sums up the neolithic material culture of Irish caves 

thus: “stone axes, pottery and lithics (mainly scrapers) are occasional but not 

frequent finds; beads – in the form of perforated shells and perforated animal 

teeth – have turned up at some sites; and fossils, quartz crystals and animal 

bones may also be of significance”.  

 

Evidence from English and Welsh cave sites appears to support this 

interpretation. Stratified deposits of diagnostic early neolithic well associated with 

human skeletal remains are extremely rare. The most common neolithic material 

from British caves appears to be flint flakes and scrapers (King 2004).  

 

‘Early neolithic’ pottery has been recovered from Cheshire Wood Cave, Falcon 

Low Cave, Old Hannah’s Hole (Staffordshire); Markland Grips, Treak Cave, 

Fissure Cave, Rains Cave (Derbyshire); Elbolton Pot, King Alfred’s Cave, Fox 

Holes Cave (North Yorkshire); Bridged Pot Shelter (Somerset); Broken Cavern 

(Devon), Potter’s Cave, and Little Hoyle Cave (Pembrokeshire); and Rhos Isaf 

(Denbighshire; Chamberlain & Williams 2000; 2001). 
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Pottery from all cave sites seems rare, but possible parallels for the deposits of 

pottery from Markland Grip (Jacobi 1996) are found at Kilgreany Cave, Ireland 

(Herity 1982, 265, 372; Sheridan 1995, 8).  

 

Polished stone axes or axe fragments have been recovered from Selside Cave, 

Lesser Kelcoe Cave, Fox Hole Cave (North Yorkshire); Ravenscliffe Cave, 

Harborough Cave, Fissure Cave (Derbyshire); Kendrick’s Cave (Conwy); Dog 

Holes (Lancashire); Sun Hole (Somerset); Three Holes Cave (Devon); and Upper 

Kendrick’s Cave (Conwy) (Chamberlain & Williams 2000, 2001). 

 

Leaf-shaped arrowheads were recovered from Darfur Ridge Cave, Sevenways 

Cave, Wetton Mill Rock Shelter (Staffordshire); Ravenscliffe Cave, Harborough 

Cave (Derbyshire); Outlook Cave (Somerset); Ogof-y-Benglog (Pembrokeshire); 

Backwell Cave (Avon); King Arthur’s Cave (Herefordshire); Sun Hole Cave 

(Somerset); Three Holes Cave (Devon); and Ogof Colomendy (Denbighshire) 

(Chamberlain & Williams 2000; 2001). 

 

The importance of association between diagnostic material and 

radiocarbon results from caves 

Cave sites often contain multi-period material. Simply the presence in a cave, of 

neolithic material culture, human skeletal remains and 4th millennium radiocarbon 

results, are not sufficient to demonstrate early neolithic deposition of human 

remains at the site. If people using mesolithic material culture were still present in 

a regions, early 4th millennium skeletal remains could represent a mesolithic 

individual. Caves are not sealed archaeological deposits. More often than not, 

there is a dearth of early neolithic material from sites with 4th millennium 

radiocarbon results suspected to be neolithic. Dowd (2008, 311) interprets the 

rarity of early neolithic material culture in some caves from Ireland as part of a 

deliberate strategy of cave use in this period, which “…tends to support the idea 

of depositing token quantities of human bones in caves rather than intact burials”.  
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Remains of domesticated animals are relatively frequently found from caves (in 

comparison with negative features for example). Cattle remains have been 

recovered from Cave Ha 3 and Broken Cavern in England. When direct 

radiocarbon measurements have been produced on domesticated animals from 

caves, the results are sufficient to demonstrate the presence of these species in 

the area, though the nature of the taphonomy must be considered on a case-by-

case basis. (This scenario is not appropriate in Irish contexts; see chapter nine; 

Woodman et al. 1999; Cooney et al. 2011a). 

 

Caves which have produced 5th or 4th radiocarbon data on human skeletal 

remains or associated with diagnostic late mesolithic or early neolithic material 

culture are discussed below. 

 

Cave sites in Wales 

FOEL FAWR CAVE, CARMARTHENSHIRE SN734188 

Three radiocarbon dates were produced on aurochs bones recovered from Foel 

Fawr Cave. The material was not that used to estimate an MNI, and therefore, it 

is possible that the skeletal elements derive from the same individual. The 

possibility that the same individual has been sampled could be supported by the 

statistically consistent radiocarbon results on the auroch bones (BM-1809R, BM-

1810R, BM-1903R; T’=0.5%; T’5%=6.0; !=2; Bowman et al. 1990; Burleigh et al. 

1982). If these bones all represented the same individual, or they represented 

individuals who all died at the same time, a weighted mean would estimate this 

event as 4490–4040 cal BC (95.4 % probable; or 4450–4420 cal BC 5.3%, or 

4400–4220 cal BC 53.5% probable, or 4200–4170 cal BC 0.9% probable, or 

4130–4120 cal BC 0.9% probable, or 4100–4080 cal BC 2.0% probable). No 

diagnostic material culture was associated with these bones, so the results 

cannot be used in the Wales mesolithic–neolithic currency model.  

 

NANNA’S CAVE, PEMBROKESHIRE SS14589698  
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The excavation of deposits in Nanna’s Cave, was part of a wider programme of 

work on upper palaeolithic and mesolithic deposits in Wales (Lacaille & Grimes 

1956; 1961). Interest in the region’s caves had been ongoing since Buckland’s 

time (Lacaille & Grimes 1956, 95). Material indicative of several phases of 

occupation was recovered from Nanna’s Cave, including earlier and later 

mesolithic lithic industries. Several rock falls appear to have sealed cave 

deposits. From an early phase of excavation Lacaille & Grimes (1956, 97) report 

“…the unmistakable refuse of past human occupation composed of potsherds, 

animal bones and utilized red deer antler ground to a point, stone rubbers, fish 

bones, and quantities of shells of seashore molluscs…”.  

 

‘Neolithic A type’ bowl was recovered (Lacaille & Grimes 1961, 36–7) from 

confused layers directly above deposits containing “only worked flints of pre-

neolithic type”. 

 

Also recovered from the cave were human remains. These included an adult 

female skull, and bones of two individuals cemented together by a stalagmite, 

and encrusted with fragments of mussel, limpet and cockles shells. From the 

overburden came more recent finds, including an Edward I penny.  

 

Other finds from the cave included domesticated cattle bones, and a Canid tooth, 

which Leach (1916; 1917) interpreted as domesticated. Leach also excavated 

microliths including geometric examples, and a ‘limpet scoop’ or end-worn 

pebble.  

 

A more recent excavation produced early neolithic pottery, a patinated microlith 

and glacial material culture. Skeletal remains including bones from two humans, 

cattle, and sheep/goat (van Nedervelde & Davies 1977, 24).  
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From the reports considered for this project it is not possible to categorically 

associate any of the human remains with diagnostic material culture, not least 

because of the complex stratigraphy. 

 

Two results were produced on human skeletal material. These results are 

statistically consistent (T=0.4, T’5%=3.8, !=1; OxA-7739, -7740), and therefore 

could represent the same archaeological event. The results indicate the 

individuals died in the second half of the 4th millennium cal BC, at 3500–3100 cal 

BC (95.4% probable; or 3370–3130 cal BC 68.2% confidence; OxA-7739) and 

3370–3030 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3360–3100 cal BC 68.2% confidence; 

OxA-7740).  

 

Because of the difficulties associating the results with diagnostic material culture, 

these results do not in themselves indicate the presence of neolithic people on 

the site (cf. Schulting & Richards 2002b).  

 

OGOF-Y-BENGLOG, PEMBROKESHIRE SS14709688 

A single 4th millennium result was produced on human skeletal remains 

recovered from the cave site Ogof-y-Benlog. Other results from the cave on 

human skeletal remains indicate a much earlier presence at the site (OxA-7690, -

7691, -7741, -7742). The only artifactual evidence from the site is a leaf-shaped 

arrowhead. The skeletal remains were “probably” (Archaeology in Wales 1969, 

14) associated with the arrowhead, which was recovered above the skeletal 

remains. The association of the measurement produced on the skeleton and the 

neolithic material culture is not robust, but the result may be accurate for the 

currency of the leaf-shaped arrowhead. The result on the skeleton produced a 

calibrated date range of 3630–3350 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3520–3360 cal 

BC 68.2% probable; OxA-7743).  

 

RED FESCUE HOLE, GLAMORGAN SS42668678 
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I have only been able to consult a note on the excavation of Red Fescue Hole 

(Davies 1986a). From this it is apparent from that human remains which may 

represent an inhumation were excavated, along with what was interpreted as 

midden material comprising skeletal remains of ox, sheep/goat and badger, and 

limpet and mussel shells (Davies 1986a, 34). No other material culture was 

apparent. 

 

The result on the human bone OxA-10649 (Schulting & Richards 2002b) is not 

well associated with either ‘mesolithic’ or ‘neolithic’ presence at the site, unless 

this classification is based on the assumption that any form of ‘burial’ represents 

‘neolithic’ activity. In any case, the result may have been effected by ultrafilter-

derived contamination (Bayliss et al. 2007b), and may not provide an accurate in 

vivo radiocarbon measurement for the sample; the result has not therefore been 

included in the model presented below.  

 

SPURGE HOLE, GLAMORGAN SS54688730 

A single radiocarbon measurement was produced on a mature (35–45 years), 

robust, human male recovered from Spurge Hole Cave (Davies 1986b, 34). The 

remains appeared to have been buried as an inhumation, in a supine position, 

with some skeletal elements partially articulated. The burial appeared to be 

demarcated by long boulders on the side nearest the cave entrance. The cave 

was constricted, and the burial superficially reminiscent of the shelf-like 

arrangement of the burial described at Jubilee Cave (see below).  

 

The Spurge Hole result produced the range 3900–3370 cal BC (95.4% 

confidence; or 3700–3520 cal BC 68.2% confidence; OxA-3815; Schulting & 

Richards 2002b). The remains derived from the site are not demonstrably 

neolithic, unless we make the a priori assumption that terrestrial stable isotope 

signal indicates a neolithic way of life, or that cave burial was an exclusively 

neolithic tradition.  
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PRIORY FARM, DYFED SM976019 

A range of material has been recovered from the Priory Farm Cave. Law (1907) 

recovered bronze age implements of national importance in the Principality. More 

recently Grimes (1933) highlighted an earlier component of the site, including 

glacial lithic and faunal elements. Grimes (1933, 97) categorised lithics including 

two microliths described as a small battered-back point and a ‘rod’.  

 

The skeletal remains included “…several human beings and about a dozen 

species of mammals…” (Cowley 1933, 99). None of this material can be directly 

associated with any of the material culture. A result, OxA-10647 (Schulting & 

Richards 2002b), may have been effected by ultrafilter-derived contamination 

(Bayliss et al. 2007b), and may not provide an accurate in vivo radiocarbon 

measurement for the sample; the result has not therefore been included in the 

model presented below. 

 

KENDRICK’S CAVERN, GWYNEDD SH78008284 

Recovered from Kendrick’s Cave, was an important palaeolithic assemblage, 

including modified teeth and lithics. A small polished stone axe probably 

originated from the site (Sieveking 1971, 232). Radiocarbon dates produced on 

material assumed to derive from the site have been published (Gillespie et al. 

1985). A single result, which produces an early range (4050–3780 cal BC 95.4% 

confidence; or 3990–3810 cal BC 68.2% confidence; OxA-6145; Richards & 

Hedges (1999, 895)) was produced on a human left femur. Given that there is 

ambiguity about material culture attributed to the site, not least the polished stone 

axe (Sieveking 1971, 232), the association between the result and ‘neolithic’ 

activity may not be robust. 

 

This is an early result for human remains from caves in Wales. As will be seen 

below, this result could be slightly earlier than any other 5th or 4th millennium 

results from human skeletal remains from caves in Wales. The (limited) available 

information about the sample does not indicate that it was contaminated by 
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conservation products such as PVA (Gillespie et al. 1985). It should be noted that 

this measurement was produced using ion exchange, which sometimes 

produced chronologically early outliers (cf. Hedges & Law 1989; Law & Hedges 

1989; Bayliss pers. comm. 2011). This said, the result is in broad agreement with 

other results from Wales, and in these terms cannot be suggested as a 

significantly early chronological outlier. The occasional issues with ion exchange 

pretreatment mean that this result would benefit from replication or further 

analysis.  

 

PAVILAND: FOX HOLE CAVE, GOWER SS43738588 

Data from Fox Hole Cave was published as part of a joint project reviewing the 

Paviland caves complex (Aldhouse-Green 2000; Aldhouse-Green & Pettitt 1998). 

Excavation was carried out in a trench in the cave mouth (Aldhouse-Green 2000, 

14). Though excavated to modern standards, disturbance to the deposits, not 

least a collapsed badger set, means that the interpretation of the archaeology is 

not straightforward. The deposit sequence comprises a humic scree (layer 2) 

overlying a soliflucted scree (layer 3). ‘Modern’ material was recovered from layer 

2. Earlier mesolithic artefacts were recovered from layer 2 and 3, together with 

burnt bone and faunal remains (Aldhouse-Green 2000, 16). The excavators 

identified a possible hearth at the base of these deposits. From the faunal 

assemblage, layer 3 was interpreted as late glacial, while the excavators 

suggested that the overlying layer 2 might have formed in the mesolithic. 

 

Eight radiocarbon results were produced from this cave. Two dates were 

produced on human skeletal material from layer 3 (OxA-8318, 3710–3520 cal BC 

95.4% confidence; or 3660–3540 cal BC 68.2% confidence, human phalanx, 

layer 3; and OxA-8410, 4240–3100 cal BC; 95.4% confidence; or 3960–3380 cal 

BC 68.2% confidence, burnt bone fragments, layer 3). Late glacial fauna from 

this layer produced earlier radiocarbon results (OxA-8311–8313; Aldhouse-

Green 2000). The age ranges of material from layer 3 indicate some degree of 

mixing. 
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The burnt bone used for OxA-8410 means that this result may not measure an in 

vivo radiocarbon signal (the heat affected collagen means that the dated material 

might be more susceptible to diagenesis); the result is therefore included as an 

Outlier in the following assessment.  

 

Layer 2 produced two radiocarbon measurements on human remains which are 

significantly different (OxA-8315, 3900–3640 cal BC 95.4% confidence; or 3780–

3650 cal BC 68.2% confidence; OxA-8316, 5750–5620 cal BC 95.4% 

confidence; or 5730–5630 cal BC 68.2% confidence). 

 

One radiocarbon date was made on a human tooth from layer 1 (OxA-8317, 

3520–3340 cal BC 95.4% confidence; or 3500–3360 cal BC 68.2% confidence). 

 

GOP CAVE, CLWYD SJ08648008  

Three radiocarbon dates have been produced on human skeletal material 

excavated from Gop Cave (Dawkins 1901; Schulting & Gonzalez 2008).  

 

A range of pleistocene fauna was recovered from the cave. Dawkins (1901, 331) 

reported that some 14 humans were recovered from the total excavation of the 

cave. He observed that the burials were crouched, with some apparently oriented 

with each other, so that the long bones lay parallel. He also reported a 

rectangular chamber defined by rubble walls. From the cave were recovered 

pottery (probably Beaker), two jet ‘sliders’, and some polished flint flakes. An 

animal assemblage included domesticated and wild fauna. 

 

Two results, OxA-10645 and OxA-10646, were produced on mandibles, and one, 

OxA-10644, on a human cranium. Unfortunately, the results presented here may 

have been effected by ultrafilter-derived contamination (Bayliss et al. 2007b), and 

may not provide accurate in vivo radiocarbon measurements for the samples; the 

results have not been included in the model presented below. 
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CATHOLE CAVE, GLAMORGAN SS53779002 

Cathole Cave is in close proximity to the neolithic long cairn at Parc-le-Breos 

Cwm (cf. Whittle et al. 2011b). A sherd of Beaker was recovered from Cathole 

Cave (Gibson 1982, 130). A socketed axe and some flint flakes are also reported 

from the site. A single radiocarbon measurement, OxA-11023, has been 

generated on a human mandible (Richards et al. 2003b), which may have been 

affected by ultrafilter-derived contamination (Bayliss et al. 2007b). This may not 

provide an accurate in vivo radiocarbon measurement for the sample; the result 

has not therefore been included in the model presented below. 

 

LITTLE HOYLE CAVE, DYFED SS111999    

Four radiocarbon results have been generated from material excavated from 

Little Hoyle Cave (OxA-3303, 3304, -3305, -3306). All the dated samples were 

human mandibles, meaning that the results are independent likelihoods of the 

dates of death of the four individuals (Hedges et al. 1993).   

 

Little Hoyle Cave has four entrances, and a ‘chimney’ connecting the chambers 

with the overlying land surface (Green 1986, 99). The cave has a long history of 

excavation. Pleistocene, Roman and post-Roman material culture has been 

recovered from within the cave, while iron age and medieval material was 

recovered from the ridge (Green 1986, 106). According to Green (in Hedges et 

al. 1993, 151) “[e]xcavations on the ridge have produced two stakeholes with 

neolithic “Abingdon style” pottery and a scatter of flintwork. The occupation is 

undated but may now be seen as broadly coeval with this deposit of human 

remains”.  

 

The radiocarbon results all appear to derive from human remains recovered 

during 19th century excavations inside the ‘chimney’ (Hedges et al. 1993, 151). 

The human remains from the cave represented “around 17” individuals (Hedges 

et al. 1993, 151). The results are all statistically consistent, indicating that they 
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could represent the same archaeological event (OxA-3303–3306; T’=6.9; 

T’5%=7.8; !=3). Diagnostic neolithic material culture was found on the ridge 

above the cave, and it might be possible to outline a number of processes by 

which neolithic human skeletal material might have got into the cave. However, 

the association between the diagnostic neolithic material culture found on the 

ridge above and the human skeletal remains recovered from within the cave may 

not be robust.  

 

South-west English cave sites 

HAY WOOD CAVE, SOMERSET ST34005825 

OxA-5844 (3800–3380 cal BC 95.4% confidence; 3700–3540 cal BC 68.2% 

confidence) measured human skeletal material from a neolithic ‘cairn’ within Hay 

Wood Cave. The upper layer of the mound contained Romano-British and iron 

age pottery, while neolithic and mesolithic flints were also found (Hedges et al. 

1997). From this information, the association of the dated human skeletal 

material with diagnostic ‘neolithic’ material culture may not robust.  

 

PICKEN’S HOLE, SOMERSET ST396550  

Dating work at Picken’s Hole confirmed the pleistocene origins of some of the 

material from the site (Hedges et al. 1997). A single result on a human tooth 

produced a 4th millennium cal BC date range (3700–3380 cal BC 95.4% 

confidence; or 3650–3520 cal BC 68.2% confidence; OxA-5865). This material 

was expected to be of similar pleistocene age to the rest of the assemblage; the 

later skeletal element was not well associated with late mesolithic or early 

neolithic material culture. 

 

TORNEWTON CAVE, DEVON SX81726733 

A human tooth was recovered from a breccia deposit in Tornewton Cave, which 

contained pleistocene fauna and an upper palaeolithic point. A radiocarbon 

measurement was produced on the human tooth (OxA-5864; 3640–3350 cal BC 

95.4% confidence; or 3630–3360 cal BC 68.2% confidence; Hedges et al. 1997). 
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The result was expected to be consistent with the other material culture from the 

deposit. No mesolithic or neolithic material was noted as recovered from the 

cave. 

 

KITLEY BOB’S CAVE, DEVON SX57395124 

A single radiocarbon result was produced on bone recovered from Bob’s Cave, 

part of the Kitley complex. No early neolithic or late mesolithic material culture 

was recovered from the site, indeed deposits associated with the dated bone had 

produced glacial material. The resultant radiocarbon range of 3980–3650 cal BC 

(95.4% confidence; or 3960–3710 cal BC 68.2% confidence; Chamberlain 1996; 

Hedges et al. 1998) cannot be demonstrably proven to be ‘mesolithic’ or 

‘neolithic’. 

 

BROKEN CAVERN, DEVON SX81506748    

Six 5th or 4th millennium cal BC radiocarbon results were produced on material 

from Broken Cavern. A range of material was also recovered from the cave, 

including early neolithic pottery, stone axes, leaf-shaped arrowheads, bronze age 

pottery, flints, antler and bone and Romano-British material. Three dates were 

produced on a horizon that was rich in flints and Hembury ware pottery (Hedges 

et al. 1996). One result was produced on a sheep molar (OxA-3205), one result 

(OxA-3207) was produced on a juvenile cow tooth. These species are 

domesticates, and therefore indicative of neolithic activity or later groups using 

domesticates. Another result was produced on a human tooth from this layer 

(OxA-3206).  

 

The results from the layer containing Hembury ware are statistically consistent 

(OxA-3205–3207; T’=1.2; T’5%=6.0; !=2), and could represent the same point in 

time. Certainly the estimates on the cow tooth of 3980-3640 cal BC (95.4% 

confidence; or 3950-3700 cal BC 68.2% confidence; OxA-3207) and on the 

sheep molar of 3960-3520 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 3800-3520 cal BC 
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68.2% confidence; OxA-3205) must in themselves be indicative of neolithic 

activity in the area at this time. 

 

Two other post-glacial bone results were derived from the site. OxA-6953 (on 

adder, Vipera berus), OxA-44996 (on bank vole) and OxA-6954 (on slowworm, 

Anguis fragilis) cannot be used to give inform on mesolithic or neolithic activity at 

the site (Hedges et al. 1998). 

 

THREE HOLES CAVE, DEVON SX814675 

Six radiocarbon dates have been produced on material excavated from Three 

Holes Cave in the 1950s (Rosenfeld 1964; Hedges et al. 1996). Five 6th and 4th 

millennium cal BC results (Roberts 1996) were produced on faunal material from 

excavations conducted in 1989–1992 at the site.2  

 

Glacial fauna and lithics and a series of radiocarbon dates (Hedges et al. 1996) 

attest to early use of the site. A much later result on a human bone recovered in 

the 19th century also indicates activity in the later prehistoric period (OxA-3210; 

Hedges et al. 1996). Holocene deposits located outside the cave entrance were 

excavated as part of the recent work (Roberts 1996). There is no indication of 

association of these deposits with those excavated as part of Rosenfeld’s earlier 

work (see below).  

 

The most recent excavation uncovered in situ later mesolithic deposits, including 

an assemblage of beach pebble derived microliths, a pebble rubber, and 32 

perforated marine shells (Roberts 1996, 201). The microlithic assemblage 

included scalene triangles and rods. Faunal remains from these levels are 

“unambiguously” associated with later mesolithic activity (Roberts 1996, 202), 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2
 These were a plastron fragment from a European pond turtle (Emys orbicularis; 3640–3120 cal 

BC 95.4% confidence; or 3520–3360 cal BC 68.2% confidence OxA-3889), red deer bones 
(Cervus elaphus; OxA-4491, 5480–5070 cal BC 95.4% confidence; or 5380–5220 cal BC 68.2% 
confidence; OxA-4492, 5300–4840 cal BC 95.4% confidence; or 5210–4940 cal BC 68.2% 
confidence), and aurochs bones (OxA-4493, 3990–3690 cal BC 95.4% confidence, or 3960–3770 
cal BC 68.2% confidence, OxA-4495, 3970–3650 cal BC 68.2% confidence, or 3950–3700 cal BC 
68.2% confidence). 
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and include burnt and cut-marked material. It is unclear if material directly 

associated with the microlithic evidence was dated (Roberts 1996, 202).  

 

The association of the dated material with the neolithic activity is also uncertain. 

The aurochs teeth derive from “…the charcoal rich Neolithic horizon at Three 

Holes Cave…” (Berridge in Roberts 1996, 203), though it is not apparent on what 

basis the horizon was attributed to the ‘neolithic’ (Roberts 1996). It seems 

possible that this identification was made on the basis of the 4th millennium 

results on the aurochs (OxA-4493: 3990–3690 cal BC 95.4% confidence; or 

3960–3770 cal BC 68.2% confidence; OxA-4495: 3970–3650 cal BC 95.4% 

confidence; or 3950–3700 cal BC 68.2% confidence). Two dates produced on 

the red deer from the most recent excavation are just statistically inconsistent at 

95.4% (OxA-4491 and -4492; T’=3.9; T’5%=3.8; !=1), indicating that they 

represent different points in time. Two results on aurochs bones are statistically 

consistent (T’=03; T’5%=3.8; !=1; OxA-4493, -4495). From the published report it 

is not possible to associate these results with the ‘occupation’ horizons (Roberts 

1996), and they cannot be demonstrably linked to anthropogenic activity of any 

kind.  

 

The 1950s excavations are reported by Rosenfeld (1964). This work produced a 

terminus post quem (I-549: 3650-2570 cal BC 95.4% confidence; or 3500-2890 

cal BC 68.2% confidence) on unspeciated bulk charcoal of uncertain maturity. 

The charcoal was recovered from near a ‘wall’ which defined an area within a 

talus deposit (Rosenfeld 1964, 11; figures 2 and 3). The section drawing and 

interpretation by Rosenfeld suggests that these deposits derived from mesolithic 

or neolithic occupation activity, though she notes some potential movement 

through the talus of diagnostic mesolithic and neolithic artefacts. Revetted behind 

the wall were two horizons. The upper layer 5 produced dispersed charcoal, 

calcined bone, fire-cracked stone and flints. The faunal remains from this layer 

include deer, pig, ox, sheep/goat, mussels, pierced cowries and periwinkle. 
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Microliths, a few fragments of pottery, lozenge-shaped arrowhead and a 

fractured leaf-shaped point were also recovered (Rosenfeld 1964, 7–8). 

 

Underlying layer 5, layer 6 contained less charcoal, a few fragments of pottery, 

and a similar lithic industry to layer 5. Sheep/goat bones were found in both 

layers 5 and 6. Rosenfeld (1964, 11) suggested that the presence of neolithic 

domesticates, pottery, and lithics in the lower layer 6 derived from post-

depositional slumping within the deposit. She suggested that the presence of at 

least 5 microliths (Rosenfeld 1964, figure 4) in the neolithic layer was evidence 

that people continued to use mesolithic technology into the neolithic. 

 

Result I-549 provides a terminus post quem of 3650–2570 cal BC (95.4% 

confidence; or 3500–2890 cal BC 68.2% confidence) for some poorly-understood 

human activity in the cave. The association with the microliths and pottery is not 

robust. 

 

Midland cave sites 

MARKLAND GRIP, DERBYSHIRE SK510751  

The dates from this site have been included in chapter four model (fig. 4.11a-e). 

To summarise, dry stone walling across the grip fissure, and dividing the area 

within the cave, may indicate the cave represents a ‘sealed context’. Four sherds 

of pottery had been pushed into the cave wall behind the area where human 

skeletal remains were deposited. Material from the fissure may represent a single 

phase of deposition.  

 

MOTHER GRUNDY’S PARLOUR, DERBYSHIRE SK536743 

Selected radiocarbon measurements from Mother Grundy’s Parlour are 

presented in table A1.1 (e.g. Hedges et al. 1994; Jenkinson 1984). The cave 

deposits have experienced considerable post-depositional disturbance, including 

disturbance from modern interventions, which are recorded from the 1870s 

onwards (Dawkins & Mello 1879; Armstrong 1925; Jenkinson 1984, 20–35).  
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Two results (Q-553 and Q-554) were produced on unspeciated plant 

macrofossils. These results might include ‘old wood’ and therefore only provide 

termini post quos for activity (table A1.1). Three radiocarbon results (OxA-3394, 

-3396 and -3397) were produced on charred hazel nutshells. The statistically 

inconsistent results on the charred hazel nutshells emphasise that these 

probably do not represent a discrete archaeological event (T’=7.9, T’5%=6.0, 

!=2; OxA-3394, -3396, -3397).  

 

Bovid remains (OxA-3395 and -3399) from the site were also dated. From a large 

mammal bone from the site a flint or chert projectile was recovered (OxA-3453). 

Unfortunately the 9th–early 8th millennium result is too early to be relevant to this 

project (Jenkinson 1984).  

 

Human skeletal remains were dated by OxA-2350 and -2351. OxA-2350 

produced a 4th millennium result, while OxA-2351 dates to the 3rd millennium. 

 

The deaths of the Bovids and humans are not associated with any other 

archaeological activity beyond the presence of these species. These results are 

not statistically consistent (T’=126.7, T’5%=6.0, !=2; OxA-3395, -3399, -3453) 

and emphasise that cave use was probably complex, and included deposition of 

human remains into the third millennium (OxA-2351; Gowlett et al. 1986b, 216). 

The potentially neolithic human dates discussed here are not associated with 

diagnostic material culture.  

 

ROBIN HOOD’S CAVE, DERBYSHIRE SK534742 

A number of radiocarbon results exist for Robin Hood’s Cave. Two of these, on 

human remains, could be relevant to this thesis (Hedges et al. 1998; Charles & 

Jacobi 1994). One result was produced on material derived from disturbed 

contexts that the excavator interpreted as late glacial (OxA-1807; 3960–3370 cal 

BC 95.4% confidence; or 3780–3520 cal BC 68.2% confidence).  The other result 
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(OxA-7386; 3950–3670 cal BC 95.4% confidence; or 3910–3710 cal BC 68.2% 

confidence) derives from the cave’s western entrance. These two results are 

statistically consistent (T’=1.0; T’5%=3.8; !=1) and could be interpreted as 

evidence of a phase of ‘neolithic’ cave burial (cf. Chamberlain 1996). However, 

the dated samples were related neither one with the other stratigraphically, nor 

with any diagnostic material culture. The results could represent early neolithic 

activity in the cave, but it is also possible that they represent latest mesolithic 

activity in the region.  

 

CARSINGTON PASTURE CAVE, DERBYSHIRE SK24155368  

Carsington is one of a series of recently excavated caves; the detail of data from 

this site is significantly better in comparison to many other cave sites 

(Chamberlain 2001b). Carsington illustrates the potential data that might have 

existed at other cave sites, and the human and faunal remains which may have 

been lost from other sites.  

 

The Carsington system consists of three chambers (Chamberlain 1999). 

Evidence for lead mining, Roman finds and prehistoric pottery have been 

recovered from the entrance chamber. A range of faunal material, including wild 

and domesticated species, as well as a human MNI of 20 individuals was 

recovered from the cave. One hundred and fifteen human skeletal elements were 

recovered from the second chamber (Chamberlain 1999). Domestic species 

recovered included cattle, pig, dog, horse, sheep, and goat. Wild species 

included roe and reed deer, aurochs, badger, red fox, a possible wolf, and two 

brown bears (Paxton 1999 cited by Chamberlain 2001b). Some skeletal remains 

were encrusted by speleothem. Artefacts included a bone point, a modified antler 

and a flint flake (Chamberlain 2001b).  

 

OxA-9936 was produced on aurochs bone recovered from between the second 

and third chambers. OxA-9930 was produced on a cut-marked human femur. 

Chamberlain (2001b) notes this as evidence for disarticulation of the body at the 
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knees. A third result, OxA-12093 (4220–3780 cal BC 95.4% confidence; or 

4040–3810 cal BC 68.2% confidence) was a duplicate sample to replace a date 

produced in 2003 on an aurochs humerus (Edwards et al. submitted) because 

the earlier results may have been affected by ultrafilter-derived contamination 

(Bayliss et al. 2007b).  

 

OxA-12093, produced on an aurochs bone, dates to the late 5th or early 4th 

millennium, but is not enough to argue for mesolithic or neolithic activity at the 

site. 

 

OSSOM’S CRAG CAVE, STAFFORDSHIRE SK095557 

At least five radiocarbon dates have been produced on material from Ossom’s 

Crag. Results from the site’s faunal assemblage sampled late glacial of reindeer 

(OxA-631, -632) and later prehistoric cattle (OxA-629).  

 

Two post-glacial results could be relevant to this thesis. One result (OxA-630; 

3800-3380 cal BC 95.4% confidence; or 3710-3530 cal BC 68.2% confidence) 

was produced on a fragment of human ulna. Had it not been for the radiocarbon 

results, the human skeletal material would have been regarded as glacial 

(Gowlett et al. 1986b, 119). The ulna originated from layer CVIII (Bramwell et al. 

1987, 29), which included late glacial faunal material. The origin of the 4th 

millennium human skeletal material in the late glacial deposit was unclear to the 

excavators3, though they suggested “deliberate burial” (Bramwell et al. 1987, 29) 

as a default scenario, because “…there are instances recorded elsewhere in the 

area of neolithic people burying parts of corpses or groups of bones in caves…”.  

 

The other result of interest to this thesis (BM-2128R; 4940-2900 cal BC 95.4% 

confidence; or 4370-3380 cal BC 68.2% confidence), was produced on a femur 

of an indeterminate species, from context O.VIII.3 (Jacobi 1987, 89). While the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3
 The authors did note (Bramwell et al. 1987, 26-7) that burrowing animal bones had been 

recovered from the cave. 
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lithic assemblage indicates both late glacial and early post-glacial activity in the 

cave, no lithics suggest a ‘neolithic’ phase. Roman and later pottery are cited in 

the site publications (e.g. Bramwell et al. 1987; Scott 1986). Chamberlain & 

Williams (2001) state that prehistoric pottery was recovered from the cave.  

 

The two post-glacial results discussed are statistically consistent (BM-2128R , 

OxA-630; T’=0.4; T’5%=3.8; !=1), but these results are not well associated with 

demonstrably mesolithic or neolithic activity. 

 

KING ARTHUR’S CAVE, HEREFORDSHIRE SO54581558  

A fragment of human phalanx recovered from the spoil tips of Victorian 

excavations at King Arthur’s Cave was dated (Hedges et al. 1997, 445). The 

material was regarded as Romano-British because of finds recovered from the 

site. The date of 3640-3340 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 3630-3360 cal BC 

68.2% confidence; OxA-5863) cannot be taken to imply demonstrably neolithic 

activity.  

 

FOX HOLE CAVE, DERBYSHIRE SK09986617 

Two radiocarbon dates were produced on material from Fox Hole Cave 

(Chamberlain 2001a).  A range of faunal remains, human remains, pottery 

(including Peterborough ware, Grooved ware, and Beakers) and Romano-British 

artefacts were recovered from the site. Fox Hole Cave also produced flint 

microliths, a group VI axe and a barbed-and-tanged arrowhead. The radiocarbon 

results were produced on material from layer C1, from the main passage in Fox 

Hole Cave (Chamberlain 2001a). This layer produced the majority of the human 

remains from the cave. The layer, a clay deposit, also contained wild and 

domesticated fauna, charcoal, the group VI polished stone axe and fragments of 

Peterborough ware. Mesolithic and palaeolithic material was recovered from 

underlying this layer (Bramwell 1971, 5). 
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Two dates from layer C1 (OxA-9929; OxA-9805) were both produced on human 

bone, but may have been effect by ultrafilter-derived contamination (Bayliss et al. 

2007b), and may not provide an accurate in vivo radiocarbon measurement for 

the sample; the results have not therefore been included in the model presented 

below.  

 

Yorkshire cave sites 

Radiocarbon measurements from several Yorkshire cave sites are discussed 

here in more detail. Stable nitrogen and stable carbon isotope data were 

produced for this thesis on excess collagen from several results on human 

skeletal remains from Yorkshire. These measurements were made on excess 

collagen from Leach’s (2008) radiocarbon measurements (table A1.1). The 

stable isotope measurements were produced to ensure that no diet-derived offset 

influenced the radiocarbon results. Interpretation of the taphonomy and 

pathology from these cave sites is taken from Leach (2008).  

 

Several of the caves which produced dated remains discussed here are in close 

proximity to each other, grouped within a 12 mile radius close to Settle and 

Ingleton in the Yorkshire Dales (fig. A1.2).  

 

THAW HEAD CAVE, YORKSHIRE SD71057590  

Thaw Head Cave is located on a scar between the rivers Twiss and Doe, to the 

north of the concentration of Yorkshire caves discussed here. Excavation of the 

cave occurred under modern conditions (Gilks 1995). Access to the site was 

extremely restricted; a scree slope gives on to the constricted entrance. The 

remains of a young woman and an infant were recovered towards the back of the 

cave. Material culture recovered from the site included Grooved ware, Beakers, a 

flint scraper, flint plano-convex knife, a bronze pin and a range of faunal remains.   
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The female recovered from the cave was estimated to be 17–18 years old at 

death (Leach 2008, 48). A peri-mortem fracture on the lower left leg would be 

consistent with a fall (possibly a cause of death) or damage to the body 

immediately after death. The infant was recovered from the vicinity of the 

woman’s thoracic and pelvic cavity, and so child-birth or associated medical 

conditions might be another possible cause of death. A result on the female 

produced the calibrated date range 3940–3780 cal BC (95.4% confidence; OxA-

14264).  

 

SEWELL’S CAVE, YORKSHIRE SD78476658 

Sewell’s Cave may be better described as a rock shelter. It is located at the 

western extent of the cave Ha complex. The cave Ha complex has been the site 

of excavation since at least the late 19th century (Hughes 1874) and the site was 

excavated in the 1930s (Raistrick 1936). The remains of at least four individuals 

were recovered from the site, including one adult male, a young child and an 

infant. The remains were recovered from the back of the cave. Leach (2008, 46) 

suggested that the human material was likely to have been transported to the 

cave as skeletal elements, based on the fragmentary nature of the material. 

Finds recovered included worked flint, leaf-shaped arrowheads, Peterborough 

ware and Beaker fragments, as well as Romano British artefacts.  

 

The adult male from Sewell’s Cave was estimated as 25–45 years old at death 

(Leach 2008). This individual produced a calibrated radiocarbon date range of 

3940–3700 cal BC (95.4% confidence; OxA-13537). 

 

CAVE HA 3, YORKSHIRE SD78906624 

One of the Ha cave complex, Cave Ha 3, is a medium-sized rock shelter, with a 

long gentle curve into the cliff face. The shelter contains relit tufa, as well as 

active formations; some of the skeletal remains from the site were covered in the 

material (Leach 2008, 38). The skeletal remains of at least one adult and several 

infants were recovered from the cave. The remains of a large hearth, animal 
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bones (mostly domesticated cattle) and two flint scrapers were recovered from 

the site.  

 

Radiocarbon dates were produced on two individuals from Cave Ha 3 — on 

remains from a child c2 years old at death, and a mature adult male, 40–55 years 

old at death.  

 

The three juveniles recovered from the cave were excavated from a natural 

recess in the far wall of the shelter. Tufa, which had formed over these 

individuals, suggests that the skeletal remains had been placed on the recess 

fleshed and were in situ. The infant dated to 3500–3130 cal BC (95.4% 

confidence; 3490–3350 cal BC 68.2% confidence: OxA-14266).  

 

The adult dated by radiocarbon displayed pathologies consistent with an active 

life-style. A lesion on the mandible would have been manifest as some degree of 

facial disfigurement and would have caused the individual discomfort (Leach 

2008, 47). The left tibia of this individual had been processed while the bone was 

still fresh. The bone had been split longitudinally to open the inner medullary 

cavity (Leach 2008, 48). No other processing was noted, and the tufa sealing a 

foot of the body suggests that at least this portion of the body had been whole at 

the time of deposition. 

 

The result on the adult produced the date range 3660-3520 cal BC (95.4% 

confidence OxA-13539).  

 

LESSER KELCO CAVE, YORKSHIRE SD81016465 

Located at the eastern end of the cave Ha complex is Lesser Kelco Cave. Only 

20th century excavations have been recorded at the site, perhaps because of the 

restricted access to the cave. The chamber opens up at the end of 8m of 

restricted access (Simpson 1950). Two phases of excavation are recorded at the 

site between 1928 and 1936 (Simpson 1950; Jackson 1962). Artefacts from a 
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number of periods were recovered, including Peterbough ware, a flint tool and 

polished stone axe, and Romano British material culture (Simpson 1950; 

Jackson 1962).  

 

The disarticualted skeletal remains of at least five adults were excavated. An 

adult male cranium was used to produce the radiocarbon date 3650-3520 cal BC 

(95.4% confidence; 3640–3530 cal BC 68.2% confidence: OxA-13538).  

 

JUBILEE CAVE, YORKSHIRE SD83766551 

Numerous excavations have occurred at Jubilee Cave, though published data is 

limited (Leach pers. comm. 2009). The cave comprises a complex of chambers. 

Material culture recovered from the site included microliths, Peterborough ware, 

Romano-British material and domesticated faunal skeletal remains.  

 

Fragments of human remains were recovered from the fissure-like corridor, and 

from under a rock shelf, which might be suggested as a deliberate, in situ burial. 

The remains came from a robust male who was 40–50 years old at death (Leach 

2008). Considerable evidence for an active lifestyle identified from the skeletal 

pathology must have resulted in reduced mobility and considerable discomfort 

(Leach 2008). A radiocarbon result on the adult male produced the calibrated 

date range 3660–3530 cal BC (95.4% confidence; 3650–3630 cal BC 68.2% 

confidence: OxA-14262).  

 

KINSEY CAVE, YORKSHIRE SD80406569 

Kinsey Cave is located at the head of a dry valley defined by limestone cliffs, on 

the Giggleswick scar. The cave comprises a single main chamber; talus formed 

from the overhanging cliff blocked the cave mouth (Lord et al. 2007). Excavation 

at Kinsey Cave occurred in the first quarter of the 20th century (Jackson & 

Mattinson 1932). More recently, excavation in 2005 (Taylor 2011) was conducted 

to explore the impact of animal disturbance on archaeological deposits in the 

cave. Diagnostic early prehistoric material culture from the site is limited to a 
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neolithic blade fragment (Taylor 2011, 82); no neolithic pottery is known from the 

site. Bronze age and Romano-British material has been recovered from the site. 

 

Lord et al. (2007) produced a radiocarbon result on a human mandible excavated 

in the early 20th century (Jackson & Mattinson 1932) from deposits inside the 

cave mouth.4 Ten radiocarbon results were produced on material excavated in 

the 2005 season (Taylor 2011). Of these, three measurements produced 4th 

millennium date ranges; the other measurements produced younger results. 

Taylor (2011, 81) observes that “…OxA-14798, OxA-14799… and the right tibia 

dated [by]…OxA-15791…are of the same radiocarbon age (T’= 0.6, T’5%= 6.0, ! 

= 2)…”.  

 

OxA-15791 and SUERC-10518 were produced on human tibia recovered from 

the entrance to the cave, and could represent the same individual (Taylor 2011, 

142). OxA-15790 was produced on a human patella from ‘Inclusion 2’, a deposit 

including anthropogenic material dated to the bronze age. The fourth millennium 

radiocarbon results cannot be robustly associated with late mesolithic or early 

neolithic material culture.  

 

STABLE ISOTOPE DATA FROM THE LEACH (2008) YORKSHIRE RADIOCARBON 

ASSEMBLAGE 

Stable isotope methods 

Excess collagen from the Leach (2008; table A1.1) AMS results were measured 

for stable carbon and nitrogen isotope analysis. The method and pre-treatment 

are outlined in Privat et al. (2002 and references therein). Two aliquots were 

measured for each sample. The results from these assays had replicate machine 

error of under ±0.2 per mil (Ditchfield pers. comm. 2009). The results of these 

stable isotope analyses are plotted in fig. A1.2.  Taylor (2011; fig. A1.2) has 

recently generated other stable isotope data on other Yorkshire cave sites. Fig. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4
 Taylor (2011) quotes another result, OxA-14798, which was probably produced as part of this 

work, but which does not appear to have been otherwise published, and which I only became 
aware of after completion of this appendix.  
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A1.2 also presents a number of 5th or 4th millennia faunal stable isotope data 

derived from the Oxford database (Hedges pers. comm. 2007) and some modern 

marine references (Schulting & Richards 2002b). 

 

Yorkshire cave stable isotope interpretation 

The cave data from Yorkshire and the Humber plot in the terrestrial human 

dietary range (fig. A1.2; Ambrose 1993). The cave data are shown in fig. A1.3 

along with data from humans from two early neolithic burial monuments 

(Hazleton, Hedges et al. 2008; Coldrum, Wysocki et al. forthcoming). The results 

from Coldrum and Hazleton, and the Yorkshire cave data presented here, are 

consistent with an emerging pattern of generally elevated nitrogen values for 

early ‘neolithic’ humans (Hedges et al. 2008). The Hazleton data were interpreted 

as “…indicating that all the individuals consumed a significant amount of animal 

protein on a regular basis…” (Hedges et al.  2008, 121–122). The radiocarbon 

results on these results do not appear to include diet-derived offsets. 

 

The excess collagen from measurement OxA-14266 is markedly enriched with 

"
15N relative to the rest of the humans. The bone dated by OxA-14266 was 

identified as an infant of c2 years of age at death. It is suggested that this infant’s 

stable isotope signal displays a ‘suckling signal’ — the infant’s nitrogen stable 

isotopes have been shifted up a trophic level because it is sourcing its dietary 

protein from its mother’s milk. This can be a source of infant mortality (fig. A1.5; 

Jay 2009). The only other stable isotope value from Cave Ha 3 is significantly 

different in age from result OxA-14266 (T’=17.2, T’5%=3.8, !=1; OxA-13539), 

and is male; therefore it cannot be used to indicate an intra-population trophic 

level effect. This said, there is just over 3‰ "15N difference between the later 

male isotope evidence and OxA-14266 and from the same cave (the value 

routinely cited as trophic level enrichment).  

 

Evidence for a ‘weaning effect’ or trophic level enrichment associated with 

suckling is not well known in British neolithic populations. The juveniles from 
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Hazleton exhibited no significant differences from the adult population, and so 

Hedges et al. (2008) did not infer a dietary offset specific to them. Richards et al. 

(2003a) suggested a suckling signal from Çatal Höyük; these data are plotted in 

fig. A1.4. Not all of the under two population from Richards et al. (2003a) appear 

enriched in "15N, though the most elevated "15N of the under two year Çatal 

Höyük population is comparable with the OxA-14266 nitrogen data.  

 

Bayesian models of human remains from caves  

The deposition of human remains at caves in England and Wales took many 

forms in the 4th millennium cal BC. It is not possible to attribute most of the dated 

remains to either ‘neolithic’ or ‘mesolithic’ populations, because of a lack of 

association between dated material and ‘mesolithic’ or ‘neolithic’ material culture. 

 

I suggest that from the sample examined here, only radiocarbon data from 

Broken Cave, Devon, and the Markland Grip ‘sepulchral’ cave (chapter 4) can 

be well associated with early neolithic material culture. Results from Broken Cave 

were produced on neolithic domesticates, and estimate cattle and sheep 

presence at the site.  

 

The results on human, sheep and cow remains from Broken Cavern are 

statistically consistent (OxA-3205–7: T’=1.2;T’5%=6.0; !=2), indicating that they 

could represent the same archaeological event.  

 

Results well associated with neolithic activity from Broken Cavern and Markland 

Grip are shown in fig. A1.6. This model excludes the results from Broken Cavern 

produced on non-domestic faunal remains (OxA-6953, -6954, -4496), but 

includes the result on a human bone, because it is statistically consistent with the 

neolithic sheep molar and cow bone. This model had good agreement 

(Amodel=103%; fig. A1.6).  
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The first dated event associated with demonstrably neolithic use of caves in 

England and Wales is estimated as 3930–3640 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 

3800–3660 cal BC 68.2% probable; FirstNeoCave; fig. A1.6). The last dated 

event from this sample is 3690–3380 cal BC 95.4% probable; or 3650–3510 cal 

BC 68.2% probable; LastNeoCave; fig. A1.6). The duration of activity sampled at 

these two sites went on for 0–430 years (95.4% probable; or 20–280 years 

68.2% probable; fig. A1.7). It is 92.8% probable that neolithic activity at Broken 

Cave (3930–3640 cal BC 95.4% probable; or 3800–3660 cal BC 68.2% probable; 

SWCavefirstNeo; fig. A1.8; table A1.3) occurred before neolithic activity at 

Markland Grip (3750–3490 cal BC 95.4% probable; or 3700–3580 cal BC 68.2% 

probable; MidlandsCavefirstNeo; fig. A1.8). There was an interval of 0–310 

years (95.4% probable; or 20–190 years; Interval_SWCave_MidlandsCave; fig. 

A1.9) between the activity at Broken Cave and that at Markland Grip. 

 

The structure of a model showing neolithic radiocarbon results from caves (in 

blue), and 5th–4th millennium results produced on human or ?human bone from 

other caves is shown in fig. A1.10. Results which may include ultrafilter-derived 

offsets are included in the model as Outlier parameters and shown in 

turquoise. Details of parts of the model are shown in fig. A1.11a-b. This model 

had good agreement (Amodel=100; fig. A1.11a-b). Key parameters from these 

models are shown in fig. A1.12.  

 

The first 5th or 4th millennium human recovered from a Yorkshire and Humberside 

cave died in 3960–3800 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3950–3850 cal BC 68.2% 

probable; firstYHHuman; fig. A1.11b). The first 5th or 4th millennium human 

recovered from a cave in Wales died in 3980–3710 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 

3900–3760 cal BC 68.2% probable; firstWCHuman; fig. A1.11a). The first 5th or 

4th millennium human recovered from a cave in the midlands died in 3950–3690 

cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3900–3880 cal BC 5.8% probable, or 3810–3700 cal 

BC 62.4% probable; firstMCHuman; fig. A1.11b). The first 5th or 4th millennium 

human recovered from a cave in the south-west died in 3930–3650 cal BC 
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(95.4% probable; or 3820–3690 cal BC 68.2% probable; firstSWHuman; fig. 

A1.11a).  

 

From this sample of data, it is most probable that the earliest 5th or 4th skeletal 

remains from a cave occurred in Yorkshire and Humberside. It is 73.9% probable 

(table A1.3) that firstYHHuman (fig. A1.11b) occurred before human skeletal 

remains were deposited in caves in Wales (firstWCHuman; fig. A1.11a). It is 

85.4% probable (table A1.3) that firstYHHuman (fig. A1.11b) occurred before 

human skeletal remains were deposited in caves in the midlands (firstMCHuman; 

fig. A1.11b). It is 89.3% probable (table A1.3) that firstYHHuman (fig. A1.11b) 

occurred before human skeletal remains were deposited in caves in the south-

west (firstSWHuman; fig. A1.11a).  

 

After human skeletal remains deposited in caves in Yorkshire and Humberside, it 

is most probable that human skeletal remains were then deposited in caves in 

Wales. It is 70.5% probable (table A1.3) that firstWCHuman (fig. A1.11a) 

occurred before firstMCHuman (fig. A1.11b), and 75.6% probable (table A1.3) 

that firstWCHuman (fig. A1.11a) occurred before firstSWHuman (fig. A1.11a). 

After this, human skeletal remains are found in caves in the midlands and south-

west. If this impression is accurate, it represents trending in cultural practices that 

do not obviously follow linear geographic routes — i.e. the trend does not appear 

to spread north-south, or east-west.  

 

Fig. A1.13 shows posterior density estimates for the first dated events 

associated with the deposition of human skeletal remains in caves, and the 

estimate for the end of late mesolithic activity and the estimate for the start of 

neolithic activity from Yorkshire and Humberside. It is 89.0% probable (table 

A1.3) that the first estimate for human skeletal remains from caves in Yorkshire 

and Humberside (firstYHHuman; fig. A1.13) occurred before the estimate 

produced in chapter five for the start of neolithic practices in Yorkshire and 

Humberside (Start_Y_H_early_neo; fig. A1.13). It is 81.3% probable (table A1.3) 
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that the first estimate for human skeletal remains from caves in Yorkshire and 

Humberside (firstYHHuman; fig. A1.13) occurred before the estimate produced 

in chapter five for the end of mesolithic activity in Yorkshire and Humberside 

(M_N; fig. A1.13).  

 

It not very probable (11.0% probable; table A1.3) that the estimate for evidence 

for neolithic practices in Yorkshire and Humber (Start_Y_H_early_neo; fig. 

A1.13) occurred before the first evidence for the deposition of human skeletal 

remains in caves in Yorkshire and Humberside (firstYHHuman; fig. A1.13). If 

deposition of human skeletal remains in caves was the result of neolithic activity, 

these depositions represent the earliest neolithic activity from the region for 

which we currently have evidence. In contrast, the first dated material associated 

with human skeletal remains from caves in Yorkshire and Humberside 

(firstYHHuman; fig. A1.13) most probably (81.3%; table A1.3) occurred before 

the end of the mesolithic in Yorkshire and Humberside (M_N; fig. A1.13). In 

terms of chronology alone, it is possible that the deposition of human remains in 

caves in Yorkshire represents the practices of people who also used mesolithic 

material culture.  

 

Fig. A1.14 shows parameters estimating the first dated event associated with the 

deposition of human skeletal remains in caves and estimates for the start of the 

neolithic. In regions outside Yorkshire and Humberside (fig. A1.13), it is probable 

that neolithic activity is earlier than evidence for deposition of human skeletal 

remains in caves. It is 84.2% probable (table A1.3) that Start_EM_neo (fig. 

A1.14) occurred before firstMCHuman (fig. A1.14). It is 73.5% probable (table 

A1.3) that start Neolithic settlement (fig. A1.14) occurred before firstSWHuman 

(fig. A1.14). In Wales, it is 56.2% probable (table A1.3) that firstWCHuman (fig. 

A1.14) occurred before StartNorthWales_neolithic (fig. A1.14).  

   

Summary 
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From the current data sample, it is apparent that in Yorkshire and Humberside, 

people’s remains were most probably being deposited in caves before the start of 

the neolithic, and before the end of the regional mesolithic. This was probably 

after the appearance of neolithic material culture and practices in other parts of 

the country (fig. A1.15). The tradition of depositing human skeletal remains in 

caves first appears in the caves of the Yorkshire dales. This tradition may then 

appear in Wales, followed by the midlands and south-west. The pattern of 

appearance of human skeletal remains in caves, if part of a related tradition, may 

indicate movement against the pattern of appearance of early neolithic material 

culture and practices (cf. Whittle et al. 2011b; chapter nine).  

 

The patterns reported here would benefit from further data, including 

replacement measurements on samples which may have been affected by the 

ultrafilter issue. More data would help flesh-out the picture of early prehistoric 

deposition of human skeletal remains in caves. It remains to be seen whether 

these practices can be classed as related traditions or more localised responses 

to patterns of change evident in these regions. 
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APPENDIX A FIGURES 
 
Fig. A1.1. Cave sites producing dates that fall into the 5

th
 millennium or before the 34

th
 century 

cal BC. 

Site name

1 Nanna’s Cave

2 Ogof-y-Benglog

3 Red Fescue Hole

4 Spurge Hole

5 Priory Farm

66 Kendrick’s Cavern

7 Fox Hole Cave

8 Gop Cave

9 Cathole Cave

10 Little Hoyle Cave

11 Hay Wood Cave

12 Picken’s Hole

13 Tornewton Cave

14 Kitley Bob’s Cave

15 Broken Cavern

1616 Three Holes Cave

17 Mother Grundy’s Parlour

18 Markland Grip

19 Robin Hood’s Cave

20 Carsington Pasture Cave

21 Ossom’s Crag Cave

22 King Arthur’s Cave

23 Madawg Rockshelter

24 Fox Hole Cave

25 Thaw Head Cave

2626 Cave Ha 3

27 Sewell’s Cave

28 Thaw Head Cave

29 Lesser Kelco Cave
30 Jubilee Cave
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Figure A1.2. Stable isotopes from recent work on the Yorkshire caves. 5
th
 and 4

th
 millennia animal data are derived from the Oxford database 

(Hedges pers. comm. 2007), and from modern marine examples (Schulting & Richards 2002a). Errors for the Leach data generated as part of this 
thesis are detailed in the text.  
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Figure A1.3. Stable isotopes from recent work on the Yorkshire caves (Taylor 2011) and early neolithic populations from Coldrum (Wysocki et al. 

forthcoming) and Hazleton (Hedges et al. 2008). Error terms are found in the relevant publication or for the Leach data detailed in the text. 
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Figure A1.4. Early neolithic human populations from England (fig. A1.3). Data for under 2 year suckling infants, over 2 year weaned infants, and 
adults from Çatal Höyük are taken from Richards (et al. 2003b). Error terms are found in the relevant publication or for the Leach data detailed in 
the text. 
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Figure A1.5. !
15

N enrichment in infants as a result of the suckling signal, and the consequential decrease associated with weaning effect 

(reproduced from Katenberg & Pfeiffer 1995). The !
15

N data is from Prospect Hill cemetery, Newmarket, Ontario. The points illustrate the range of 

variation in infant !
15

N values and the curve reflects the drop in !
15

N around one year of age.  
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Fig. 1. 615N from the Prospect Hill Cemetery, Newmarket, Ontario, for individuals ages birth to 3 

years. The individual data points illustrate the range of variation in infant 615N values and the curve 
reflects the drop in 6I5N around 1 year of age. Reproduced from Katzenberg and Pfeiffer, 1995. 

were breast-fed and when other foods were 
introduced into the diet. This information 
was compared to nitrogen isotope ratios on 
the same skeletal sample. Herring and col- 
leagues (submitted) conclude that the intro- 
duction of alternative foods to breast milk 
within a sufficiently unsanitary environ- 
ment resulted in a detectable rise in cumula- 
tive infant mortality by 5 months of age even 
though breast milk remained the main 
source of protein in the infant diet until 
about 14 months of age. 

Table 3 and Figure 2 illustrate the pat- 
terns of 615N values in three of the samples 
discussed above. The MacPherson proto-his- 
toric site (Katzenberg et al., 1993) is a small 
sample of only 29 individuals. The larger 
samples from two historic cemeteries, Pros- 
pect Hill from Newmarket, Ontario (Kat- 
zenberg and Pfeiffer, 1995) and St. Thomas’ 
Church from Belleville, Ontario (Herring 
et al., submitted), illustrate the early in- 
crease, then gradual decrease in Sl5N values 
with age. 

Studies by Schurr (submitted) and Her- 
ring and colleagues (submitted) indicate 
that it is the introduction of other foods into 
the diet in a sufficiently poor environment, 
and not the cessation of nursing per se that 

is associated with increased infant mortality. 
This is in agreement with demographic in- 
formation such as that of Knodel and Kint- 
ner (1977) and suggests that the immunolog- 
ical benefits of nursing do not necessarily 
protect the infant from environmental path- 
ogens once infants are no longer nursing ex- 
clusively. In addition, the immune status of 
the infant may vary due to variation in the 
health status of the mother. In the prenatal 
period, transfer of IgG is related to IgG levels 
in the mother. After birth, the passive immu- 
nity obtained in utero declines but is supple- 
mented by the various antimicrobial factors 
in breast milk which include: “cellular com- 
ponents such as T and B lymphocytes, mac- 
rophages, and neutrophils; immunoglobins 
IgA, IgD, IgE, IgG and IgM; and other ele- 
ments such as complement, interferon, iron- 
binding proteins, lysozyme, bifidus factor 
and antistaphylococcal factor,’ (Popkin et al., 
1986, page 41). (See also, Lawrence, 1994; 
Mestecky et al., 1991; Wilkinson, 1981.) The 
availability of these factors to the infant is 
related to the immune status of the mother. 
With respect to development of the infant 
immune response, there appears to be a pe- 
riod between 4 to 6 months when immuno- 
globin levels are low (Popkin et al., 1986). 
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Fig. A1.6. Posterior density estimates associated with demonstrably neolithic material from caves (shown in blue). A result on statistically 
consistent human skeletal material from Broken Cavern is also suggested here as neolithic. The constraints active on the model are indicated by 
the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. A1.7. Duration of activity associated with demonstrably neolithic material from cave sites (fig. A1.6). Constraints active on the model are 
indicated by the CQL2 and brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 

 
 
 
Fig. A1.8. Selected posterior density estimates calculated from the model shown in fig. A1.6.  
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Fig. A1.9. Interval between the first neolithic event from south western and midlands caves, calculated from the parameters shown in fig. A1.8 
(Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. A1.10. The structure for a currency model of 5–4
th
 millennium results on human skeletal 

remains and demonstrably neolithic results from cave sites in England and Wales. The 
constraints active Component sections are shown in fig. A1.11a-b. 
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Fig. A1.11a. Probability distributions of results produced on human skeletal material and 
demonstrably neolithic material culture (shown in blue) from English and Welsh caves. The model 
structure is shown in fig. A1.10. Results in turquoise may have been subject to ultrafilter-derived 
contamination and are not included in the model (Bayliss et al. 2007c). The constraints active on 
the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets. Component sections are 
indicated in the model. 
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Fig. A1.11b. Probability distributions of results produced on human skeletal material and 
demonstrably neolithic material culture (shown in blue) from English and Welsh caves. Results in 
turquoise may have been subject to ultrafilter-derived contamination and are not included in the 
model (Bayliss et al. 2007c). The model structure is shown in fig. A1.10. The constraints active 
on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets. Component sections are 
indicated in the model. 
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Fig. A1.12. Key parameters from model for human skeletal remains and demonstrably neolithic material culture from caves calculated in the 
model shown in fig. A1.11a-b.  
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Fig. A1.13. Comparison of the key parameters on early prehistoric human remains from caves, the regional end of mesolithic activity, and the 
regional start of neolithic activity from Yorkshire and Humberside (calculated in the model shown in fig. 5.22a-b, fig. 5.28; fig. A1.11b).  
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Fig. A1.14. Key parameters estimating the first dated event associated with the deposition of 
human remains in caves (fig. A1.11a-b) are shown in red. Estimates for the start of regional 
neolithic activity are shown in black. The parameter for north Wales is calculated in appendix C; 
fig. C1.9a-b; the estimate start Neolithic settlement in the south-west is calculated in Whittle et al. 

(2011b, fig. 10.30); the calculation the start of Yorkshire and Humberside neolithic activity is 
shown in fig. 5.34a-e; the estimate for the start of the east midlands neolithic is shown in fig. 
4.11a-e. The end of late mesolithic activity in Yorkshire and Humberside M_N is shown in blue, 
and estimated in fig. 5.22a-b.  
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Fig. A1.15. Key parameters estimating the first dated event associated with the deposition of 
human remains in caves (fig. A1.11a-b), and the start of regional neolithic activity (the parameter 
from the Yorkshire and Humberside is calculated in fig. 5.34a-b; the east midlands in fig. 4.11a-e 
the north-west in fig. 7.3; the north-east in fig. 6.6a-c; the west midlands in fig. 8.3a-b). 
Parameters from regions outside this thesis are taken from Whittle et al. 2011b (fig. 14.54 and 
calculated in models shown in fig. 14.49 (the Thames estuary), fig. 5.32–3 (Sussex), fig. 6.50 and 
fig. 6.47–8 (eastern England), fig. 14.50 (the middle Thames valley), fig. 14.51 (the upper 
Thames valley), fig. 14.52 (north Wessex), fig. 3.30–1 (north Wiltshire), fig. 14.53 (south 
Wessex), fig. 9.29–30 (the Cotswolds), and fig. 10.30 (the south-west)). NB. Parameter start 

Neolithic settlement refers to the start of neolithic activity in the south-west of England. The 
estimate for the end of mesolithic activity in Yorkshire and Humberside (M_N) derives from fig. 
5.22a-b. OxA_1412 is a posterior estimating the latest mesolithic activity for which there is 
evidence from Wales, as detailed in appendix C; fig. C.1.8. Parameters from human remains 
from caves are shown in red, immediately above the relevant first regional estimate for the start of 
the neolithic. Mesolithic parameters are shown in blue, neolithic parameters are shown in black. 
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APPENDIX A TABLES 

 

Table A1.1. 5
th
 and 4

th
 millennium cal BC radiocarbon dates from caves, rock shelters and fissures from England and Wales.  

 

Site 
NGR 

Laboratory 
no. 

Material Context!
 

14
C age 

(BP) 
! 

13 
C (‰) 

!
15

 N (‰) 

C:N ratio 

Source note 

Broken 
Cavern  
SX 8150 

6748 

OxA-3205 Sheep, molar BRKFA 602. The results OxA-3205–7 
were presented as deriving from a 
neolithic occupation horizon in the 
cave, which also produced Hembury 
ware and flint. 
 
Dates diagnostic neolithic activity at 
the site. 

4930± 90 -21.8 Hedges et al. 
1996 

Broken 
Cavern  
SX 8150 

6748 

OxA-3206 ?Homo sapiens 
bone  tooth 

BRKF 513. The results OxA-3205–7 
were presented as deriving from a 
neolithic occupation horizon in the 
cave, which also produced Hembury 
ware and flint. 
 
Dates the death of a human who is 
probably associated with the neolithic 
activity at the site.  

4885± 90 -21.0 Chamberlain 
1996; Hedges 
et al. 1996 

Broken 
Cavern  
SX 8150 

6748 

OxA-3207 Cow juvenile 
tooth 

BRKFA 665. The results OxA-3205–7 
were presented as deriving from a 
neolithic occupation horizon in the 
cave, which also produced Hembury 
ware and flint. 
 
Dates diagnostic neolithic activity at 
the site. 

5015± 80 -21.0 Hedges et al. 
1996 

Broken 
Cavern  
SX 8150 

6748 

OxA-6953 Vipera berus 
bone 

BRK409. Adder bone. Dates death of 
animal, but not well associated with 
diagnostic material culture.  

4540± 65 -23.2 Hedges et al. 
1998 
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Broken 
Cavern  
SX 8150 

6748 

OxA-6954 Anguis fragilis 
bone 

BRK525. Slow worm bone. Dates 
death of animal, but not well-associted 
with diagnostic material culture. 

4430± 60 -20.7 Hedges et al. 
1996 

Broken 
Cavern  
SX 8150 

6748 

OxA-4496 Clethrionomys 
glareolus jaws 

BRKSA 151. Dates the presence of a 
bank vole to investigate the 
‘Pleistocene’ development of the site.  
 
Not well associated with diagnostic 
mesolithic or neolithic activity at the 
site.  

5770± 75 -20.3 Hedges et al. 
1998 

Carsington 
Pasture 
Cave  
SK 2415 

5368 

OxA-
12093 

Aurochs 
humerus 

Dates death of the auroch.  
 
Not well associated with dimagnostic 
material culture. Replacement for 
OxA-9936 (ultrafilter effected sample). 

5936± 34 - Chamberlain 
2001b 

Carsington 
Pasture 
Cave  
SK 2415 

5368 

OxA-9930 Cut-marked  
Homo sapiens 
bone femur 

CPC-98-314. Sample could be subject 
to ultrafilter derived contamination 
(Bronk Ramsey et al. 2004; Bayliss et 
al. 2007b). 

3980± 60 -20.6 Chamberlain 
2001b 

Carsington 
Pasture 
Cave  
SK 2415 

5368 

OxA-9936 Aurochs bone CPC-98-1000. Sample could be 
subject to ultrafilter derived 
contamination (Bronk Ramsey et al. 
2004; Bayliss et al. 2007b). Sample 
with drawn by ORAU. 

5145± 70 -23.1 Chamberlain 
2001b 

Cat Hole 
Cave  
SS 5377 

9002 

OxA-
11023 

Homo sapiens 
bone mandible 

Sample could be subject to ultrafilter 
derived contamination (Bronk Ramsey 
et al. 2004; Bayliss et al. 2007b). 

4645± 40 -20.8  
8.0 
(average for 
population) 

Schulting 
forthcoming 

Cave Ha 3  
SD 
78906624 

OxA-
14266  

Homo sapiens 
bone 
 
 

Infant c 2years skeletal remains from 
cave Ha 3. 
 
Dates death of individual, not well 
associated with any diagnostic 
material culture.  

4595±40 -22.0  
13.7 
3.3 
 

Leach 2008 
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Cave Ha 3 
SD 
78906624 

OxA-
13539  
  

Homo sapiens 
bone  

Mature adult male skeletal remains 
from cave Ha 3. 
 
Dates death of individual, not well 
associated with any diagnostic 
material culture. 

4808±32 -21.0  
10.5  
3.2 
 

Leach 2008 

Kinsey 
Cave 
SD 8040 
6569 

SUERC-
10518 

Homo sapiens 
bone  
 
 

F004 human left distal tibia. 
 
Dates death of individual, not well 
associated with any diagnostic 
material culture. 

4820±40 -21.4  
8.7 
 
 

Taylor 2011 

Kinsey 
Cave 
SD 8040 
6569 

OxA-
15790 

Homo sapiens 
bone  
 

F227 human left patella. 
 
Dates death of individual, not well 
associated with any diagnostic 
material culture. 

4472±33 -20.8  
11.3 
 

Taylor 2011 

Kinsey 
Cave 
SD 8040 
6569 

OxA-
15791 

Homo sapiens 
bone  
 

F005 human right distal tibia. 
 
Dates death of individual, not well 
associated with any diagnostic 
material culture. 

5086±35 -20.5  
9.9 
 

Taylor 2011 

Foel Fawr 
Cave 
SN734188 

BM-1809R Aurochs bone Bone (aurochs, tibia). Sample 2. 
Collagen from samples of bone and 
horn core of Bos primigenius from 
floor of bone chamber. 
 
Corrected measurement dates death 
of aurochs. Uncertain association with 
diagnostic anthropogenic material 
culture. 

5470±130 BM-1809= -
22.8 

Bowman et al. 
1990 

Foel Fawr 
Cave 
SN734188 

BM-1810R Aurochs bone Bone (aurochs, horn core). Sample 1. 
Fragment of horn core of Bos 
primigenius from floor of bone 
chamber. 
 
Corrected measurement dates death 
of aurochs. Uncertain association with 

5440±160 BM-1810= -
22.8 

Bowman et al. 
1990 
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diagnostic anthropogenic material 
culture.. 

Foel Fawr 
Cave 
SN734188 

BM-1903R Aurochs bone Bone (?aurochs, long bone). Sample 
3. Fragmentary long bone of ungulate, 
probably Bos primigenius from floor of 
bone chamber. 
 
Corrected measurement dates death 
of aurochs. Uncertain association with 
diagnostic anthropogenic material 
culture. 

5330±370 BM-1903= -
22.9 

Bowman et al. 
1990 

Fox Hole 
Cave  
SK 

09986617 

OxA-9929  Tibia (2) Homo 
sapiens bone  
 

Sample could be subject to ultrafilter 
derived contamination (Bronk Ramsey 
et al. 2004; Bayliss et al. 2007b). 

5485± 75 -21.4 Chamberlain 
2001a 

Fox Hole 
Cave  
SK 

09986617 

OxA-9805  Humerus (1) 
Homo sapiens 
bone  
 

Sample could be subject to ultrafilter 
derived contamination (Bronk Ramsey 
et al. 2004; Bayliss et al. 2007b). 

5185± 60  -20.6 Chamberlain 
2001a 

Gop Cave  
SJ 0864 

8008 

OxA-
10646 

Homo sapiens  
mandible 

47.97/103. Sample could be subject to 
ultrafilter derived contamination (Bronk 
Ramsey et al. 2004; Bayliss et al. 
2007b). 

4570± 45 -20.5 
10.1 

Schulting & 
Gonzalez 2007 

Gop Cave  
SJ 0864 

8008 

OxA-
10644 

Homo sapiens  
cranium 

19.259. Sample could be subject to 
ultrafilter derived contamination (Bronk 
Ramsey et al. 2004; Bayliss et al. 
2007b). 

4350± 40 19.6 
11.0 

Schulting & 
Gonzalez 2007 

Gop Cave  
SJ 0864 

8008 

OxA-
10645 

Homo sapiens  
mandible 

47.97/96. Sample could be subject to 
ultrafilter derived contamination (Bronk 
Ramsey et al. 2004; Bayliss et al. 
2007b). 

4840± 40 -20.3 
9.2 

Schulting & 
Gonzalez 2007 

Hay Wood 
Cave  
ST 
34005825 

OxA-5844 ?Homo sapiens  
cervical vertebra 

Ind. IV.  2 2 10 (AX/77/94).  
 
Sample derived from sediment 
forming a mound under the cave 

4860±65 -20.8 Hedges et al. 
1997 
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overhang. The upper layer contained 
Romano-British and Iron Age pottery. 
Underlying this was an assemblage of 
human bone including the remains of 
10 skulls within a cairn of large stones. 
Neolithic and late mesolithic lithics 
were also recovered. The result dates 
the death of the individual, but is not 
well associated with any diagnostic 
material culture. 

Jubilee 
Cave  
SD 
819635 

OxA-
14262 

Homo sapiens  
bone  

Middle-age adult male skeletal 
remains from Jubilee Cave. 
 
Dates death of individual, not well 
associated with diagnostic material 
culture.  

4836±31 -20.9  
10.3 
3.2 
 

Leach 2008 

Kendrick's 
Cave  
SH 7800 

8284 

OxA-6145 Homo sapiens  
left femur 

Cat. 058.  5140± 65 -20.1 Richards & 
Hedges 1999 

King 
Arthur's 
Cave  
SO 
54581558 

OxA-5863 Homo sapiens  
phalanx 

Human skeletal material recovered 
from a Victorian spoil heap outside the 
cave. Human skeletal material 
excavated in the Victorian period was 
attributed to Romano-British activity 
on the basis of other material from the 
cave. Upper palaeolithic material 
artefacts were also recovered from 
this site.  
 
The result dates the death of the 
individual but is poorly associated with 
any diagnostic material culture.  

4670± 60 -21.3 Hedges et al. 
1997 

Kinsey 
Cave  
SD 8040 
6569 

OxA-
14799 

Homo sapiens  
bone 
 

Human mandible from within Kinsey 
Cave. 
 
The result dates the death of the 

5074±36 – Lord et al. 2007 
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individual but is poorly associated with 
any diagnostic material culture. 

Kitley 
Bob's 
Cave  
SX 5739 

5124 

OxA-4983 Homo sapiens  
femur 

Dates death of individual who was 
recovered from a layer which also 
produced late upper palaeolithic 
artefacts and fauna.  

5035± 70 -20.3 Chamberlain 
1996; Hedges 
et al. 1998 

Lesser 
Kelcoe 
Cave  
SD 
80986467 

OxA-
13538  

Homo sapiens  
bone 
 

Adult male cranium from Lower 
Kelcoe Cave.  
 
Date of death (Leach 2008), not well 
associated with diagnostic material 
culture.  

4801±31 -21.4  
10.9 
3.2 
 

Leach 2008 

Little 
Hoyle 
Cave  
SS 

111999 

OxA-3304 ?Homo sapiens  
mandible 

1983.2376/2. One of four individuals 
selected from an assemblage 
representing c17 from the cave. The 
remains were excavated from the infill 
of a shaft or chimney connecting the 
cave to the ridge above. On the ridge 
above the cave excavation have 
produced Abingdon ware and flint. 
 
The result dates the death of the 
individual. 

4930± 80 -21.2 Hedges et al. 
1993 

Little 
Hoyle 
Cave 
 SS 

111999 

OxA-3306 ?Homo sapiens  
mandible 

1983.2435/9. One of four individuals 
selected from an assemblage 
representing c17 from the cave. The 
remains were excavated from the infill 
of a shaft or chimney connecting the 
cave to the ridge above. On the ridge 
above the cave excavation have 
produced Abingdon ware and flint. 
 
The result dates the death of the 
individual. 

4880± 90 -20.4 Hedges et al. 
1993 
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Little 
Hoyle 
Cave  
SS 

111999 

OxA-3305 ?Homo sapiens  
mandible 

1983.2376/11. One of four individuals 
selected from an assemblage 
representing c17 from the cave. The 
remains were excavated from the infill 
of a shaft or chimney connecting the 
cave to the ridge above. On the ridge 
above the cave excavation have 
produced Abingdon ware and flint. 
 
The result dates the death of the 
individual. 

4750± 75 -19.9 Hedges et al. 
1993 

Little 
Hoyle 
Cave  
SS 

111999 

OxA-3303 ?Homo sapiens  
mandible 

1983.2375/5. One of four individuals 
selected from an assemblage 
representing c17 from the cave. The 
remains were excavated from the infill 
of a shaft or chimney connecting the 
cave to the ridge above. On the ridge 
above the cave excavation have 
produced Abingdon ware and flint. 
 
The result dates the death of the 
individual.  

4660± 80 -19.4 Hedges et al. 
1993 

Markland 
Grips  
SK 510 
751  

OxA-4447 Homo sapiens 
bone 

Human right mandible from sparse 
remains of up to 5 adults and juveniles 
recovered in 1924 from this small 
cave, the entrance of which had been 
walled across. Internally it had been 
crossed by a second wall and the jaws 
were excavated from behind this. Four 
small neolithic Plain bowl fragments 
were in a crevice behind the bones. 

4760±90 -21.1 Jacobi 1996 

Markland 
Grips  
SK 510 
751  

OxA-4448 Homo sapiens 
bone 

Human right mandible one of the 
remains of 5 adults and juveniles 
recovered in 1924 from this small 
cave, the entrance of which had been 
walled across. Internally it had been 
crossed by a second wall and the jaws 

4740±90 -21.6 Jacobi 1996 
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were excavated from behind this. Four 
small neolithic Plain bowl fragments 
were in a crevice behind the bones. 

Mother 
Grundy’s 
Parlour  
SK 536 
743  

Q-553 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain 
maturity 

Charcoal from layer C, from the talus 
slope at the front of the cave. The 
talus produced late glacial fauna and 
Creswellian material culture from this 
layer. Charcoal was partially picked 
out and partially sieved from the soil. 
Material for Q-553 and -554 was 
recovered from the ‘upper and lower 
halves of Layer C’ and two 
measurements made on the material.  
 
Provides TPQ for activity of uncertain 
nature.  

6915±140 – Godwin & Willis 
1962 

Mother 
Grundy’s 
Parlour  
SK 536 
743  

Q-554 Unspeciated 
plant 
macrofossils 

From layer C, from the talus slope at 
the front of the cave. The talus 
produced late glacial fauna and 
Creswellian material culture from this 
layer. Charcoal was partially picked 
out and partially sieved from the soil. 
Material for Q-553 and -554 was 
recovered from the ‘upper and lower 
halves of Layer C’ and two 
measurements made on the material.  
 
Provides TPQ for activity of uncertain 
nature. 

6705±140 – Godwin & Willis 
1962 

Mother 
Grundy’s 
Parlour  
SK 536 
743  

OxA-3394 Charred hazel 
nutshells 
(Corylus 
avellana) 

Museum specimens, from context E 
IV, B from scree deposits outside 
Mother Grundy’s Parlour. All samples 
in this series are from layer B, the 
overlying layer C or the interface 
between the two. 

8730±95 -27.4 Jacobi 1994 
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Mother 
Grundy’s 
Parlour 
SK 536 
743  

OxA-3395 Bovid charred 
(unmodified) 
phalange 

Bone, id as bovid charred 
(unmodified) phalange, E II, C, from 
scree deposits outside Mother 
Grundy's Parlour. All samples in this 
series are from layer B, the overlying 
layer C, or the interface (B/C) between 
the two.  
 
The charred bone may not provide a 
robust estimate for the date of death 
of the animal.  

8480±95 -22.5 Jacobi 1994 

Mother 
Grundy’s 
Parlour  
SK 536 
743  

OxA-3397 Charred hazel 
nutshells 
(Corylus 
avellana) 

Charred hazel nutshells from context 
E IV B/C from scree deposits outside 
Mother Grundy’s Parlour. All samples 
from this series are from layer B, the 
overlying layer C or the intereface B/C 
between the two. 

8900±90 -27.7 Jacobi 1994 

Mother 
Grundy’s 
Parlour  
SK 536 
743  

OxA-3399 Tooth ID as 
Bovid pre molar, 
unmodified 

From layer F IV, B from scree deposits 
outside Mother Grundy’s Parlour.  

9910±90 -18.9 Jacobi 1994 

Mother 
Grundy’s 
Parlour  
SK 536 
743  

OxA-3396 Charred hazel 
nutshells 
(Corylus 
avellana) 

Charred hazel nutshells from context 
E-F XIV-XIV, C from scree deposits 
outside Mother Grundy’s Parlour. All 
samples in this series are from layer 
B, the overlying layer C or the 
interface BB/C between the two. 

8500±110 -27.5 Jacobi 1994 

Mother 
Grundy’s 
Parlour  
SK 536 
743  

OxA-3453 Bone ID as rib 
of large 
mammal 

With embedded flint or chert projectile 
from layer E_F II-IV, B from scree 
deposits outside Mother Grundy’s 
Parlour.  

8960±95 -18.3 Jacobi 1994 

Mother 
Grundy’s 
Parlour  
SK 536 

OxA-2350 Homo sapiens 
bone 

Human juvenile right ilium, P.3243. A 
museum specimen tentatively 
identified as more of the ‘fragments of 
four human skeletons, all belonging to 

4640±70 -23.1 Jacobi 1998; 
Jacobi 1991 
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743  children and youths’ found by Dawkins 
and Mello and listed as from Creswell.  

Mother 
Grundy’s 
Parlour  
SK 536 
743  

OxA-2351 Homo sapiens 
bone 

Human juvenile left ilium P 3243 ?from 
Mother Grundy’s Parlour. Ilium is of 
child age 6-8 years. A museum 
specimen tentatively identified as 
more of the ‘fragments of four human 
skeletons, all belonging to children 
and youths’ found by Dawkins and 
Mello and listed as from Creswell. 

3790±70 -22.4 Jacobi 1998; 
Jacobi 1991 

Nanna's 
Cave  
SS 1458 
9698 

OxA-7739 Homo sapiens 
bone 

91.9H/4. Human skeletal remains, 
selected to date the presence of 
mesolithic people in caves. Samples 
were selected on the basis that 
mesolithic implements were recovered 
from multi-period deposits.  
 
Dates death of individual, not well 
associated with diagnostic material 
culture.   

4560± 45 - 21.1 Bronk Ramsey 
et al. 2000 

Nanna's 
Cave  
SS 1458 
9698 

OxA-7740 Homo sapiens 
bone 

NC2 63.335/6 I. I. Human skeletal 
remains, selected to date the 
presence of mesolithic people in 
caves. Samples were selected on the 
basis that mesolithic implements were 
recovered from multi-period deposits.  
 
Dates death of individual, not well 
associated with diagnostic material 
culture. 

4520± 45 - 2 I .2 Bronk Ramsey 
et al. 2000 

Ogof-y-
Benglog  
SS 1470 
9688 

OxA-7743 Homo sapiens 
bone 

88.71H/2. Human skeletal remains, 
selected to date the presence of 
mesolithic people in caves. Samples 
were selected on the basis that 
mesolithic implements were recovered 

4660± 45 - 19.8 Bronk Ramsey 
et al. 2000 
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from multi-period deposits.  
 
Dates death of individual, not well 
associated with diagnostic material 
culture. 

Ossom's 
Crag Cave  
SK 

095557 

BM-2128R Femur of 
indeterminate 
species 

O.VIII.3. Corrected measurement 
dates death of animal.  
 
Uncertain association with diagnostic 
anthropogenic material culture. 

5120± 
430 

– Jacobi 1987, 89 

Ossom's 
Crag Cave  
SK 

095557 

OxA-630 Proximal 
fragment Homo 
sapiens right 
ulna 

O.VIII.3. Material dated to investigate 
Pleistocene presence at the site.  
 
Dates death of individual. 

4860± 80 – Gowlett et al. 
1986, a 

Paviland 
Cave: Fox 
Hole  
SS 4373 

8588 

OxA-8315 ?Homo sapiens 
phalange 

Layer 2.  
 
Dates death of individual, not well 
associated with diagnostic material 
culture.  

4940± 45 -20.3 
8.6 

Pettitt 2000 

Paviland 
Cave: Fox 
Hole  
SS 4373 

8588 

OxA-8410 Burnt bone 
fragments 

Layer 3.  
 
May not provide a robust date of death 
of the individual.  

4900± 
220 

– Pettitt 2000 

Paviland 
Cave: Fox 
Hole  
SS 4373 

8588 

OxA-8318 ?Homo sapiens 
phalange 

Layer 3. 
 
Dates death of individual, not well 
associated with diagnostic material 
culture. 

4840± 45 -20.3 
9.1 

Pettitt 2000 

Paviland 
Cave: Fox 
Hole  
SS 4373 

8588 

OxA-8317 ?Homo sapiens 
tooth 

Layer 1. 
 
Dates death of individual, not well 
associated with diagnostic material 
culture. 

4625± 40 -20.6 
9.7 

Pettitt 2000 
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Paviland 
Cave: Fox 
Hole  
SS 4373 

8588 

OxA-8316 ?Homo sapiens 
tooth 

Layer 2. 
 
Dates death of individual, not well 
associated with diagnostic material 
culture. 

6785± 50 – Pettitt 2000 

Picken’s 
Hole  
ST 
396550 

OxA-5865 ?Homo sapiens 
tooth 

Layer 3, from this derived Middle 
Devensian fauna. 
 
Based on the cave stratigraphy and 
faunal remains recovered from the 
cave this result was expected to date 
earlier. The result dates the death of 
the individual, but is not associated 
with any diagnostic mesolithic or 
neolithic material culture.  

4800±55 -20.7 Hedges et al. 
1997 

Priory 
Farm  
SM 976 

019 

OxA-
10647 

Homo sapiens 
mandible 

09.18/101.4.  
 
Sample could be subject to ultrafilter 
derived contamination (Bronk Ramsey 
et al. 2004; Bayliss et al. 2007b). 

4950± 45 -20.6 
9.2 

Schulting & 
Richards 2002b 

Red 
Fescue 
Hole  
SS 4266 

8678 

OxA-
10649 

Homo sapiens 
fibula 

2001.5H/4.  
 
Sample could be subject to ultrafilter 
derived contamination (Bronk Ramsey 
et al. 2004; Bayliss et al. 2007b). 

4880± 40 -19.9 
10.1 

Schulting & 
Richards 2002b 

Robin 
Hood’s 
Cave  
SK 534 
742  

OxA-1807 Homo sapiens 
bone 

Human lumbar vertebra RH69, E tip 
68, from excavations in previously 
investigated deposits outside west 
entrance of Robin Hood’s Cave. 

Cranial and post"cranial material 

representing at least 2 individuals was 
recovered from disturbed contexts in 
1969. The range of anatomical parts 
suggests former existence of burials. 
An adult parietal was recovered in 
1969 from seeming late glacial 
deposits in this area-suggests mixed 

4870±120 -21.0 Jacobi 1998; 
Jacobi 1991 
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age assemblage. 
 
Bone was pretreated as outlined in 
Law & Hedges (1989) and Hedges et 
al. (1989a). 

Robin 
Hood’s 
Cave  
SK 534 
742  

OxA-7386 Homo sapiens 
bone 

Partial human frontal bone, found in 
1969 by J. B. Campbell in square D3, 
layer OB, of excavation in front of the 
western entrance to Robin Hood 
Cave. Mello (1877,580) had previously 
recorded human bones from outside 
this entrance, and material 
representing at least two individuals 
was recovered by Campbell from the 
spoil of this excavation.  
 
Dates death of individual, not well 
associated with diagnostic material 
culture 

5000±40 -20.5 Jacobi 1998;  
Jacobi 1991 

Sewell’s 
Cave  
SD 
78476658 

OxA-
13537 

Homo sapiens 
bone 

Middle age adult male cranium and 
mandible form Sewell’s Cave.  
 
Dates death of individual not well 
associated with diagnostic material 
culture. 

5002±33 -21.3  
10.0  
3.2 
 
 

Leach 2008 

Spurge 
Hole  
SS 5468 

8730 

OxA-3815 Homo sapiens 
bone femur 

 4830± 
100 

-21.3 
 

Aldhouse-
Green et al. 
1996; probably 
as in Hedges et 
al. 1996 
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Thaw 
Head 
Cave  
SD 7105 
7590 

OxA-
14264 

Homo sapiens 
bone female 
femur 

Young female skeletal remains from 
Thaw Head cave.  
 
Dates death of individual. Not well 
associated with diagnostic material 
culture.  

5040±31 -21.0  
9.8  
3.2 

Leach 2008 

Three 
Holes 
Cave  
SX814 

675 

OxA-4491  Cervus elaphus 
radius 

THRFA 1181. 
 
Dates death of red deer. Not well 
associated with any diagnostic 
material culture. 

6330± 75 -21.7 Hedges et al. 
1996 

Three 
Holes 
Cave  
SX814 

675 

OxA-4492 Cervus elaphus 
cubo-navicular 

THRFA 890.  
 
Dates death of red deer. Not well 
associated with any diagnostic 
material culture. 

6120± 75 -21.5 Hedges et al. 
1996 

Three 
Holes 
Cave  
SX814 

675 

OxA-4493 Bos primigenius 
upper left 
premolar 

THRFA 1088. 
 
Dates death of aurochs. Not well 
associated with any diagnostic 
material culture. 

5060± 70 -22.1 Hedges et al. 
1996 

Three 
Holes 
Cave  
SX814 

675 

OxA-4495 Bos primigenius 
molar 

THRFA 1186. 
 
Dates death of aurochs. Not well 
associated with any diagnostic 
material culture. 

5010± 70 -21.3 Hedges et al. 
1996 

Three 
Holes 
Cave  
SX814 

675 

OxA-3889 Emys orbicularis 
plastron 
fragment 

THRFA 797.  
 
Dates death of freshwater turtle. Not 
well associated with any diagnostic 
material culture. 

4650± 70 -21.3 Hedges et al. 
1996 

Three 
Holes 
Cave  
SX814 

675 

I-549 Unspeciated 
bulk charcoal of 
uncertain 
maturity 

Bulk charcoal sample measured by 
GPC. The sample is reported by the 
excavator as processed with acid and 
base only and may therefore, if this is 
correct, be to young (Rosenfeld 1964).  

4450± 
200 

– Rosenfeld 1964 
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Tornewton 
Cave  
SX 
81726733 

OxA-5864 ?Homo sapiens 
tooth 

From ‘Reindeer Stratum’ in cave, 
containing broken ‘Creswell’ or 
‘Cheddar’ point, and pleistocene 
fauna. 
 
The result dates the death of the 
individual but is not well associated 
with any mesolithic or neolithic 
material culture.  

4680±60 -21.3 Hedges et al. 
1997 
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Table A1.2. Summary of the stable isotope data generated for this thesis on excess ‘collagen’ 
from the Leach (2008) radiocarbon results. The Leach data are compared with the average of the 
populations from two neolithic monuments, Coldrum (Wysocki et al. forthcoming) and Hazleton 
(Hedges et al. 2008). 

Site Average !
15

N Average !
13

C 

Hazleton 9.2 -20.8 

Coldrum 10.5 -20.8 

Leach adults 10.3 -21.1 

Leach infant 13.7 -22.0 
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Table A1.3. The raw output of the Order function used to compare the first dated event associated with deposition of human skeletal remains or 
neolithic material culture in cave, and early parameters associated with the appearance of regional neolithic material culture and practices, and in 
Yorkshire and Humberside, the latest mesolithic evidence. The figures quoted are probabilities that parameter t1 (the first column) occurred before 
parameter t2 (the parameters indicated in the other columns). 
 
 

Probability t1 < t2 

t1 t2 

 firstSW
Human 

firstYH
Human 

firstWC
Human 

firstMC
Human 

Start_Y_H_
early_neo 

M_
N 

Start_E
M_neo 

StartNorthWal
es_neolithic 

start 
Neolit
hic 
settle
ment 

MidlandsCa
vefirstNeo 

SWCavef
irstNeo 

firstSWHuman 0 0.10656 0.2445 0.4347 0.3403 0.42
61 

0.11309 0.3197 0.265
1 

0.963 0.6042 

firstYHHuman 0.8934 0 0.7385 0.8536 0.8902 0.81
28 

0.5263 0.7216 0.827
1 

0.9992 0.9155 

firstWCHuman 0.7555 0.26152 0 0.7046 0.6767 0.61
78 

0.26942 0.5615 0.573
1 

0.9944 0.8141 

firstMCHuman 0.5653 0.14639 0.29541 0 0.3969 0.47
94 

0.15812 0.3747 0.315
7 

0.9782 0.6667 

Start_Y_H_ear
ly_neo 

0.6597 0.10976 0.3233 0.6031 0 0.49
94 

0.11452 0.4477 0.372
7 

0.9923 0.7478 

M_N 0.5739 0.18715 0.3822 0.5206 0.5006 0 0.20665 0.4202 0.431
6 

0.8841 0.6337 

Start_EM_neo 0.8869 0.4738 0.7306 0.8419 0.8855 0.79
33 

0 0.7157 0.818
6 

0.9991 0.9107 

StartNorthWal
es_neolithic 

0.6803 0.27838 0.4385 0.6253 0.5523 0.57
98 

0.28432 0 0.471 0.9878 0.7567 

start Neolithic 
settlement 

0.7349 0.17291 0.4269 0.6843 0.6273 0.56
84 

0.18144 0.529 0 0.996 0.8038 

MidlandsCavef
irstNeo 

0.03702 0.00084
6 

0.00561 0.02178
7 

0.007731 0.11
588 

0.00090
4 

0.01216 0.003
985 

0 0.07189 

SWCavefirstN
eo 

0.3958 0.08453 0.18594 0.3333 0.2522 0.36
63 

0.0893 0.24325 0.196
23 

0.9281 0 
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APPENDIX B 

MARCH HILL AND SOUTH HAW MESOLITHIC MICROLITH TYPOLOGIES IN CONTEXT 

 

Abstract 

In order to better contextualise the results from March Hill and South Haw, 

radiocarbon data from England and Wales associated with scalene 

microtriangles and rod microliths are discussed below. Evidence for early and 

later mesolithic use of scalene triangles, and later mesolithic use of rods is 

presented.  

 

Introduction 

Evidence for mesolithic occupation in England is limited — the majority derives 

from surface collected lithic scatters (English Heritage 2000) — stratified 

deposits, or material from features, are significantly rarer.  

 

Radiocarbon samples which originate from features or deposits which are 

associated with scalene or rod microliths are presented here. The data sample 

derived is not claimed to be representative of all sites with radiocarbon dates and 

scalene or rod microliths, but represents an initial data collection exercise from 

the Archaeological Data Service Radiocarbon database and from sites which 

were brought to my attention. 

 

There are numerous sites with 7th, 6th, and 5th millennium radiocarbon results but 

without diagnostic material culture. Radiocarbon results from these sites have not 

been included in this sample. For the purposes of this evaluation, several results 

from sites that produced microliths have not been included in the model. These 

include High Rocks (Money 1960; 1962), Stratford’s Yard (Stainton 1989, 6), and 

Misbourne viaduct (Farley 2009). Concerns with taphonomy and association 

means analysis of the chronology of these sites was beyond the scope of this 

thesis. 
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Sites with assemblages of microliths dominated by scalene triangles 

BROOMHILL, BRAISHFIELD, HAMPSHIRE SU38492610 

Results from Broomhill were produced on material from several features, though 

the majority sampled ‘pit’ 3 — a large occupation hollow, which contained 

postholes, stakeholes and a hearth. The feature was surrounded by postholes 

and stakeholes, and was interpreted as a house. Results were produced on 

charcoals from lower horizons within the feature, from upper horizons within the 

feature and from charred Corylus avellana nutshell (Q-1191) overlying the 

feature. The hazel nutshells used for Q-1191 may represent an in situ deposit — 

“…at a depth of 0.94m over 200 carbonised hazelnut shells were recovered” 

(O’Malley & Jacobi 1978, 21). A result on charcoal was produced from a hearth in 

another feature, pit II, which was smaller than pit III. An initial model of the site 

chronology was produced which treated all the results as if they have been 

produced on short-lived material (fig. B1.1). 

 

The results from the site are not statistically consistent. Some of the results may 

have been produced on material with an “old wood” inbuilt offset. The results 

which are listed as produced on material from the base of pit 3 are statistically 

consistent (T’=1.3; T’5%=6.0; !=2; Q-1192, -1528, -1383). They are also earlier 

than the result on short-lived material (Q-1191) overlying the feature; these 

results may therefore have been produced on short-lived material and represent 

in situ activity in the feature. This said, the large error terms on these data mean 

they may give the impression of contemporaneity, when they actually represent 

activity that occurred over a period of some time. The inconsistency of all the 

results from pit 3 (Q-1192, -1528, 1460; T’=23.6; T’5%=7.8; !=3), may indicate a 

more complex history of deposition within the feature, and/or that some of the 

results were produced on material with inbuilt offsets. 

 

If the results from the site were all produced on short-lived material (fig. B1.1), 

the duration of activity would represent 1740–2540 years (95.4% probable; or 

1900–2280 years 68.2% probable; duration Broomhill; fig. B1.2). If the results 
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from pit 3 were produced on short-lived material they would represent activity 

over 520–1440 years (95.4% probable; or 790–1220 years 68.2% probable; 

duration pit 3; fig. B1.2). If the results from the lower fill of pit 3 were produced on 

short-lived material they represented a duration of activity of 20–770 years 

(95.4% probable; or 110–490 years 68.2% probable; duration lower pit 3; fig. 

B1.2).  

 

The ambiguous nature of most of the dated material means that it is more 

appropriate to treat all of the results (excepting Q-1191) as termini post quos (fig. 

B1.3). If the last result from a feature provides the most accurate terminus post 

quem for its infilling, a tentative estimate for the deposition of rods and scalene 

triangles is Q-1460 in 7040–6420 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 6760–6450 cal BC 

68.2% probable; fig. B1.3).  

 

O’Malley (1978) observed that “…rhomboids and trapezoids…were absent from 

the occupation level of pit 3 and were found only in its upper levels…”. 

Deposition of these lithics appears to have occurred after the occupation level in 

pit 3 (the results for which may all be termini post quos) but before the result on 

charred hazel nutshell overlying pit 3. An estimate for these microliths’ deposition 

could be suggested as 6700–5860 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 6460–6040 cal 

BC 68.2% probable; Possible deposition rhomboids and trapezoids; fig. B1.3). 

 

From ‘pit’ 2, a hearth produced charcoal of uncertain maturity provides a 

terminus post quem for activity in 5730–5300 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 5630–

5380 cal BC 68.2% probable; Q-1128; fig. B1.3). This may also provide a 

terminus post quem for a tranchet axe, 15 rod microliths, a medium tranchet 

adze, and red and yellow ochre which were recovered from the feature. 

 

M1 WIDENING SCHEME, HARPENDEN, HERTFORDSHIRE TL09271485 

Excavation on the M1 Junction 9 uncovered a cluster of pits and four gullies. 

Thirteen of the features contained diagnostic lithics — ten were regarded as 
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mesolithic, and three were regarded as neolithic. The features discussed here 

([2064], [2090], [2094], [2096], [2100], [2110], [2316]) were located within the 

main concentration of pits. 

 

Six radiocarbon results commissioned by Oxford Archaeology were produced on 

charred plant macrofossils from pits containing mesolithic lithic assemblages 

(Griffiths et al. forthcoming b). Some of the features also contained fragmentary 

pottery and cereal grains — which may reflect disturbance to the features. Five of 

the results from these features produced statistically consistent 6th millennium 

results (T’=1.9; T’5%=9.5; !=4; NZA-32800, -32690, -32691, -32689, -32692). 

However, a number of caveats to interpretation exist.  

 

Pit [2094] 

A single result (NZA-32690; 5230–4930 cal BC, 95.4% confidence; or 5210–4990 

cal BC 68.2% confidence) was produced on charred hazel nutshell from [2094]. 

The feature contained hazel nutshell, modern root fragments, and a few 

indeterminate cereal grains. A Jacobi (1978b) type 7a2 scalene microtriangle was 

recovered from context (2093). The result is tentatively interpreted as a date for 

pit infilling and deposition of the scalene microlith. The cereal grain is suggested 

to be the result of later disturbance.  

 

 Pit [2316] 

A single result (NZA-32692; 5220–4930 cal BC, 95.4% confidence; or 5210–4990 

cal BC 68.2% confidence) on charred hazel nutshell was produced from pit 

[2316]. The pit contained a few possible grains of spelt wheat, and indeterminate 

wheat seeds, as well a scalene microtriangle (Jacobi 1978b, type 7a2). The 

result is tentatively interpreted as a date for pit infilling and deposition of the 

scalene microlith. Again, the cereal grain is suggested to be the result from later 

disturbance. 

 

Pit [2096]  
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A single result (NZA-32691; 5310–5000 cal BC, 95.4% confidence; or 5230–5060 

cal BC 68.2% confidence) was generated on charred hazel nutshell from pit 

[2096]. The feature contained hazel nutshell and indeterminate cereal grains. 

Fifty-six worked flints including blades and narrow flakes were recovered from 

the feature. The result is tentatively interpreted as a date for pit infilling and 

deposition of the worked flint, including the blades and narrow flakes. 

 

Gully [2196]  

From gully [2196] a single result (NZA-32689; 5220–4850 cal BC, 95.4% 

confidence; or 5210–4940 cal BC 68.2% confidence) was produced on hazel 

nutshell. The gully contained a small charcoal assemblage and a small scalene 

triangle (Jacobi 1978b, type 7a2). The result is tentatively interpreted as a date 

for the gully infilling and deposition of the scalene microlith. 

 

Pit [2064]  

Pit [2064] contained a burnt scalene triangle. Two results were produced from the 

pit (NZA-32800, -33911). These results are both recorded to have been produced 

on spelt wheat macrofossil fragments. Other charred plant remains included 

indeterminate wheat glume bases, and hazel nutshells. The first result (NZA-

32800; 6147±55), supposedly produced on a charred wheat seed, dated to 

5290–4940 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 5220–5000 cal BC 68.2% confidence).  

 

A 6th millennium cal BC radiocarbon result on domesticated cereals would have 

been internationally important. To investigate this, another result was 

commissioned on an indeterminate ‘wheat glume base1’ from the same sample 

as the original ‘spelt grain’ result. This second result produced the range cal AD 

50–230 (95.4% confidence; or cal AD 70–140 68.2% confidence NZA-33911; 

1883±30BP). It is suggested that a charred hazel nutshell resulting from activity 

associated with scalene triangle use was accidentally dated, rather than the 

                                                
1
 This is how the dated sample was identified on the sample submission form. It seems unlikely 

that an AMS date could be generated on a single glume base. 
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cereal grain recorded on the sample submission form. The presence of 6th 

millennium spelt on the site is discounted. Result NZA-32800 is poorly 

understood, but might be tentatively understood as a date for pit infilling and 

deposition of the scalene microlith, within a feature which was, at some later 

point disturbed.  

 

M1 Junction 9 radiocarbon assemblage interpretation 

The 6th millennium radiocarbon results may date the microlith use on the site; the 

microliths were fresh and the results are statistically consistent. If this is the case 

however, intrusive material has been incorporated into several features. Mixing 

during sampling, or movement of cereals through root voids could account for 

these mixed charred plant remain assemblages. These explanations are far from 

satisfactory. The number of features which contain apparently post-mesolithic 

ecofacts means that one or all of these mechanisms must have occurred several 

times. The features were not recorded in plan or section, which only makes 

interpretation more challenging.  

 

The information on the sample submission form that NZA-32800 (5290–4940 cal 

BC 95.4% confidence; or 5220–5000 cal BC 68.2% confidence) was produced 

on spelt wheat is unfortunate, and further complicates interpretation, though the 

Romano-British result on spelt also from the feature (NZA-33911; 1883±30; cal 

AD 50–230 95.4% confidence; or cal AD 70–140 68.2% confidence) does 

something to resolve the chronology of this feature. 

 

A model of the earlier prehistoric results which may be associated with the 

mesolithic material culture from Junction 9 chronology has been produced (fig. 

B1.4). The first dated event associated with mesolithic presence on the site, 

probably including deposition of scalene triangles in pits, may be estimated as 

5230–5020 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 5220–5110 cal BC 64.1% probable, or 

5080–5070 cal BC 4.1% probable; Start Junction 9 mesolithic; fig. B1.4). The 

last dated event sampled from this phase may be estimated as 5190–4950 cal 
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BC (95.4% probable; or 5130–4990 cal BC; End Junction 9 mesolithic; fig. B1.4). 

This phase went on for 0–210 years; or 0–110 years; duration Junction 9 

mesolithic; fig. B1.5).  

 

The 6th millennium results are tentatively presented here as estimates for the 

currency of the microlith assemblage, but subsequent work should take due 

account of the numerous taphonomic concerns outlined here.  

 

WINDMILL FARM, LANDEWEDNACK, CORNWALL SW693152 

A number of features — which might have represented hearths or middens — 

were excavated at Windmill Farm (Smith 1984). Some 885 classifiable microliths 

were recovered. The assemblage was dominated by scalenes, with convex-

backed pieces next most frequent, followed by lanceolates, and straight-backed 

and obliquely-backed pieces (Smith 1984).  

 

Radiocarbon results from features on the site were produced on unspeciated 

charcoal of uncertain maturity, which may provide termini post quos for the use 

and deposition of the lithic assemblage, including the scalene triangles. 

 

POLDOWRIAN, CORNWALL SW74851690 

Mesolithic occupation at Poldowrian was indicated by a large assemblage of 

microliths (Smith & Harris 1982). No features were classified as mesolithic, 

though neolithic features were located. A radiocarbon date (HAR-4568) was 

produced on charred hazel nutshells recovered from a buried horizon, layer 2, 

overlying these neolithic features. The material used for this radiocarbon result is 

not from a discrete context, and its association with any archaeological event is 

poorly understood. The result has been included in the model using the Outlier 

function (HAR-4568; fig. B1.6b). 

 

WAWCOTT SITES 

Several mesolithic sites have been identified at Wawcott, Berkshire. The sites are 
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located on a gently sloping gravel terrace on the north of the Kennet  

 

WAWCOTT III, BERKSHIRE SU400679 

At Warcott III, a lithic assemblage that was dominated by scalene triangles was 

recovered from pit 2. The pit “…was clearly dug, and silted up during the 

Mesolithic…” (Froom 1976, 160). It was associated with evidence for mesolithic 

activity preserved in Horizons E–F. The pit 2 assemblage also included microlith 

points, crescents, and rectangles (Froom 1976, 160). Horizons E–F contained a 

“moderate obliquely blunted point”, scalene and isosceles traingles (Froom 1976, 

161). A result on unspeciated charcoal or “carbonaceous material” (Froom 1976, 

160) of uncertain maturity provides a terminus post quem for the pit infilling and 

the deposition of the scalene triangle microlith-dominated assemblage (BM-767; 

fig. B1.6b). 

 

WAWCOTT XXIII, BERKSHIRE SU410674 

A hearth or pit excavated at Wawcott XXIII, was associated with a mesolithic flint 

industry which included scalene triangles. Other microlith forms, including 

crescents and rods, were present at the site, which  “…seems to represent a 

single phase or industrial tradition if not occupation. No very significant features 

were identified save a 3 ft pit…” (Froom 1972b, 5). A radiocarbon result on 

unspeciated charcoal of uncertain maturity from a hearth, which is assumed to be 

the one described above (Burleigh et al. 1976), provides a terminus post quem 

for activity at the site, probably including the use of the scalene microlith 

dominated assemblage (BM-826; fig. B1.6b).  

 

WAWCOTT I, BERKSHIRE SU389676 

At Wawcott I, evidence of mesolithic occupation included 112 microliths of 

geometric and non-geometric forms (Froom 1972a). Features included a 

mesolithic pit ‘dwelling’, within which were a hearth and associated postholes. 

Unspeciated charcoal of uncertain maturity from the hearth provides a terminus 

post quem for its firing and probably for the use of the lithic assemblage, which 
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included rods, micro-rhomboids, and scalene triangles (BM-449; fig. B1.6). 

 

LIGHTMARSH FARM, WORCESTERSHIRE SO790771 

A microlith-dominated assemblage, was excavated from a treethrow or a pit at 

Lightmarsh Farm. The substantial lithic assemblage was noted to have 

typological affinities with the later mesolithic narrow blade industries (Jackson et 

al. 1996). The microliths are characterized as a distinctive industry with needle-

like tips, with some examples of hybrid forms of backed points/scalene triangles.  

 

A result (OxA-4327; fig. B1.6a) on charred hazel nutshells (Hedges et al. 1994) 

from the feature may date the pit or treethrow’s infilling and assemblage 

deposition. Jackson et al. (1996) suggest the result may represent a trend 

towards miniaturisation and geometrication at an early date, though they were 

cautious about associating the ‘later’ mesolithic assemblage with the radiocarbon 

date.  

 

BRYN NEWYDD Cave, PRESTATYN SJ060820 

Bryn Newydd Cave produced a lithic assemblage sealed by tufa. The lithic 

assemblage included forms transitional between the early and late mesolithic 

(Burrow 2006, 7). Scalene triangles dominated the site, though obliquely blunted 

points, and microburins were also present.  Two fragments of charred hazel 

nutshell were picked out from a box of black chert debitage collected by F. Gilbert 

Smith (Jacobi 2005). Later prehistoric (including neolithic) and Romano-British 

activity was represented at the cave. Sealing of the lithic assemblage by tufa, 

means these results should not be too young, though they may be termini post 

quos for the form. The consistency of the results (T’=0.0; T’5%=3.8; !=1; OxA-

2268, -2269) suggests they accurately date archaeological activity, which may 

include deposition of the scalene assemblage. David & Walker (2004, 317) 

observe that the scalenes from the site are both larger and simpler than from 

other sites. They suggest that the Bryn Newydd examples are an early example 

of the form (fig. B1.6a). 
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TOLPITTS LANE, HERTFORDSHIRE TQ086945 

The lithic assemblage from Tolpitts Lane included later mesolithic microlith forms. 

Small scalene triangles from the site “…are usually unmodified on the longest 

edge and where modification is present this is restricted to the base of the 

piece…” (Jacobi 2005). Other lithics included waste and cores, and several thick 

rod-like pieces. Some of these were recovered from a scoop (Switsur & Jacobi 

1979, 57), which also produced unspeciated charcoal of uncertain maturity that 

was used for a radiocarbon date (Q-1147). This result provides a terminus post 

quem for the infilling of the scoop and the deposition of the lithic assemblage 

described here (fig. B1.6a). Another result from the site (Q-1099) which was 

produced on ‘scattered charcoal and nutshells’, is poorly associated with any 

archaeological event and is included in the currency model (fig. B1.6a) using the 

Outlier function. BM-1676R (table B1.1) cannot be associated with diagnostic 

material culture and therefore is not included in the model shown in fig. B1.6a–b. 

 

FILPOKE BEACON, COUNTY DURHAM NZ475375 

Coupland (1925; Jacobi 1976) excavated an assemblage of microliths on the 

coast at Filpoke Beacon. Jacobi (1976) facilitated a radiocarbon measurement on 

hazel nutshells from the site. Jacobi (1976) noted the unusual nature of the rod 

and scalene tools; except “…for four pieces…[obliquely blunted points] and a pair 

of isosceles triangles…the rest of the microliths are without parallel in Early 

[mesolithic] assemblages…” (Jacobi 1976, 71–2).  

 

Young (2007, 21–2) summarises Coupland’s work on the site (the original 

(Coupland 1948) privately printed report being very difficult to obtain). Young 

notes that Coupland was “fairly meticulous” in his recording, and described five 

layers: topsoil; and a layer of sand; compacted sand and soil, with flints and a 

few fragments of hazel nutshell; a black layer comprising mostly hazel nutshell, 

and flint finds; a layer of flint and burnt bone which included “…cattle, pig, small 

mammals and a bird…”. These deposits overlay glacio-fluvial sand (Young 2007, 
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22).  

 

Hazel nutshell and flints were recorded from both the black layer and the 

overlying layer of sand and compacted sand and soil.  These two deposits could 

represent separate discrete ‘archaeological events’ or could be associated with 

the same phase of activity. The association of the microliths with the dated 

material cannot be established with any certainty. The result (Q-1474) is 

presented here in a more conservative way, as a terminus post quem for these 

microlith types (Young 2007, 22; fig. B1.6a).  

 

YORKSHIRE AND HUMBERSIDE SCALENE SITES 

Posterior density estimates for the use of scalenes triangles from Yorkshire and 

Humberside have been calculated in chapter five. Results from these sites are 

included in the model outlined in fig. B1.6b using the associations described in 

chapter five. 

 

WALES SCALENE SITES 

Posterior density estimates are calculated for the deposition of scalene 

microtriangles from several sites in Wales in appendix C. Posteriors from Nab 

Head II (OxA_861; fig. C1.7), Goldcliff East 

(use_of_occupation_horizon_context_328) and Goldcliff West 

(estimate_mesolithic_use_GCW; fig. C1.7) are included in the scalene currency 

model presented here. Posterior density estimates which may be associated with 

midden D at Prestatyn 

(alternative_end_of_midden_use_date_microlith_deposition; fig. C1.6 and 

inital_end_of_midden_use_date_microlith_deposition; fig. C1.5) are not included 

in the currency model, but are presented as Outlier parameters (see appendix 

C) because the association of these parameters with diagnostic late mesolithic 

material culture is not regarded as robust. 

 

Sites with assemblages of microliths including rod microliths 
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Radiocarbon dates associated with rod microliths are presented in a model 

shown in fig B1.8 and table B1.2.  

 

LYDSTEP, PEMBROKE SS093982  

Pig remains from Lydstep probably date the use of the rod microliths which they 

were recovered in association with (OxA-1412; fig. B1.8). The site is described in 

detail in appendix C.  

 

FIR TREE FIELD SHAFT, DORSET SU00171467 

Results from the Fir Tree Field shaft sample a sequence of activity, and bracket a 

deposit that produced rod microliths (fig. 2.2b). An estimate for the deposition of 

these microliths is provided by this sequence (fig. B1.9).  

 

The Fir Tree Field shaft is a swallowhole, which was recognised as a cropmark 

and excavated by Allen & Green (1998). A weathering cone 9.5m in diameter and 

3m deep had formed on top of the swallowhole, which had a depth in excess of 

25.2m. Activity in the weathering cone had occurred from the late mesolithic until 

the Beaker period. Neolithic material culture, including Plain bowl and 

Peterborough ware, was recovered from the cone. In the vicinity of the cone, a 

series of anthropogenic features were located, including two circular posthole 

alignments and six negative features.  

 

Seventeen radiocarbon results were produced on material from the sequence, 

with the majority of these concentrated on the weathering cone, rather than the 

swallowhole shaft. Details of the radiocarbon dates are given in table B1.3. The 

results are presented in a model that uses prior information derived from the 

order of the depth of the deposits (for the swallowhole) and based on the 

stratigraphic sequence of the deposits within the weathering cone (Allen & Green 

1998, 32). This model includes one result (OxA-8008) as an Outlier because 

the result is too late for its stratigraphic position (Allen & Green 1998, 31). This 

model has good agreement (Amodel=82.7%) 
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“The lower 2m of the weathering cone comprised a series of grey silts (layers 6–

7b…) the base of which produced an enigmatic group of seven microliths which 

were found so close together as to enable the excavator to suggest that they 

may have entered the shaft in a hafted state…five…are of rod form…” (Green  & 

Allen 1997, 126). The deposition of these microliths is estimated using the Date 

function in Phase ‘layer 7’ could have occurred in 4160–3980 cal BC (95.4% 

probable; or 4100–4010 cal BC 68.2% probable; deposition rod microliths; fig. 

B1.9).  

 

This model makes the assumption that the microliths were deposited in 

association with activity in layer 7 a–b (sampled by OxA-7987, -8000, and 

underlain by OxA-80112; Allen & Green 1998, 32, fig. 6, table 1; Green & Allen 

1997, 126).3 If mesolithic activity is represented by layer 7, and neolithic activity 

by layer 6 (Green & Allen 1997, 126; paragraph 4), the interval between these 

phases of occupation can be calculated.  

 

There was an interval of 0–90 years (95.4% probable; or 0–40 years 68.2% 

probable; mesolithic–neolithic interval?; fig. B1.10) between the mesolithic and 

neolithic activity represented at Fir Tree Field shaft. The stratification in the cone, 

suggests, however, that there was at least some interval. The posterior density 

estimate calculated the model presented in fig. B1.9, deposition rod microliths, is 

used in the rod microlith currency model presented in fig. B1.7.  

 

WAKEFORDS COPSE, HAMPSHIRE SU72780914 

                                                
2
 It is important to note that a slightly earlier estimate for microlith deposition is produced if the 

estimate is produced underlying the layer 7 results (and maintaining the other structure shown in 
fig. B1.9). In this scenario, an estimate for deposition is 4180–4020 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 
4130–4050 cal BC 68.2% probable). The model presented here assumes that the late mesolithic 
activity is better represented by the data from layer 7, as Green  & Allen (1997, 126) seem to 
imply.  
3
 With regard to other material culture of interest to the main body of this thesis, the deposition of 

Plain bowl occurs in layer L6a (Allen & Green 1998, 32), and is estimated by this model in 4070–
3960 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 4030–3970 cal BC 68.2% probable; OxA-7981; fig. B1.9), 
which is also the date of deposition of pig bone in the weathering cone.   
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Eleven pits containing mesolithic material culture were partially excavated at 

Wakefords Copse. Pits 1–7 were located in close proximity.  

 

Pit 8 was 3 x 1.75m, ovoid in plan, and 0.65m deep. A complex fill sequence of 

the feature included two stratified hearths, or areas of burning, represented by 

charcoal mixed with sand. The upper hearth was superimposed on the primary 

silts (while the lower hearth appears directly situated on the pit’s base).  

 

Microliths from the site comprised two rods, and a possibly rod or backed blade. 

No microliths were recovered from pit 8, but microburins and cores (indicating 

microlith production) were recovered from the primary fill and layer 2 of pit 8. The 

dated hearth overlay these deposits. Bradley & Lewis (1974) state that the site as 

a whole may be broadly contemporary. If occupation in the pit were related, the 

unspeciated charcoal of uncertain maturity from the pit could provide a terminus 

post quem for the production and use of rod microliths from the site.  

 

YORKSHIRE AND HUMBERSIDE ROD SITES 

Posterior density estimates for the use of rod microlith from Yorkshire and 

Humberside have been calculated in chapter five. Results from these sites are 

included in the model outlined in fig. B1.8 using the associations described in 

chapter five. 

 

SITES WITH ROD MICROLITHS AND SCALENE TRIANGLES 

A number of sites discussed above produced rod microliths and scalene 

triangles. These sites are Wawcott I, Wawcott XXIII, Lydstep, Tolpitts Lane and 

Filpoke Beacon. The results have been included in the rod microlith model using 

the same assessment of sample associations. Posterior density estimates from 

the tentative site model for Broomhill (fig. B1.3) are used for the rod and scalene 

triangle currency models.  

 

The scalene triangle currency model   
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The model presenting the prior information outlined above has good agreement 

(Amodel=100.0%; fig. B1.6a–b). The first dated event from this sample of data 

associated with scalenes triangles is 8210–7710 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 

8170–8120 cal BC 8.0% probable, or 8000–7760 cal BC 43.9% probable; first 

early scalenes; fig. B1.6a). The last dated event associated with scalene 

triangles is estimated as 4340–3790 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 4240–3960 cal 

BC 68.2% probable; LastLaterScalene; fig. B1.11).  

 

During initial data processing, it seemed that two temporal foci of data associated 

with scalene triangles existed. The data was accordingly presented in two groups 

to facilitate investigation of this pattern (fig. B1.6a–b). 4  The last dated event 

associated with the early phase of scalene use is 7040–6430 cal BC (95.4% 

probable; or 6770–6460 cal BC 68.2% probable; LastAllEarlyScalenes; fig. 

B1.10). The first dated event associated with later scalene use is 5460–5120 cal 

BC (95.4% probable; or 5360–5190 cal BC 68.2% probable; first later scalenes; 

fig. B1.6a). The two groups of data are shown on the calibration curve (fig. 

B1.13).  

 

There may be further structure within the data. The early radiocarbon results 

which may provide accurate date ranges for the use of scalene microliths (Q-

1474; OxA-4327, -2268; -2269; from Filpoke Beacon, Lightmarsh Farm, and Bryn 

Newydd respectively) are statistically consistent (T’=0.7; T’5%=7.8; !=3), and 

could represent the same point in time. The results from these sites most 

probably place scalene use in the first half of the 8th millennium cal BC.  

 

Of the later data associated with scalene use, the data suggested here as 

producing potentially accurate date ranges for the deposition of scalene triangles 

(the data from the M1 and March Hill Carr) are not statistically consistent (OxA-

6298, UB-4052, NZA-32800, -32689, -32690, -32691, -32692; T’134.0; 

                                                
4
 This data organisation allows further analysis of the data; it does not represent prior information 

in the model structure.   
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T’5%=12.6; !=6), though the results from each site are internally statistically 

consistent (March Hill results: OxA-6298, UB-4052; T’=1.3; T’5%=3.8; !=1. M1 

results: NZA-32800, -32689, -32690, -32691, -32692; T’=1.9; T’5%=9.5; !=4).  

 

The duration represented by the dates from March Hill Carr and the M1, which 

may provide accurate ranges for rod microlith use, is estimated as 510–890 

years (95.4% probable; or 600–790 years 68.2% probable; duration later 

scalenes; fig. B1.12).  

 

The rod microlith currency model   

The rod microlith currency model has good agreement (A model =101.0; fig. B1.8). 

 

The first dated event associated with rod microlith use is estimated as 4240–

4010 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 4160–4040 cal BC 68.2% probable; fig. B1.8). 

The last dated event associated with rod microlith use is estimated as 3960–

3730 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3960–3860 cal BC 68.2% probable; 

LastLateRods; fig. B1.14). 

 

The most precise estimates from the later phase of rod microlith use — those 

from Fir Tree Field shaft and March Hill — are similar. The estimate for Fir Tree 

Field Shaft is 4160–3980 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 4100–4010 cal BC 68.2% 

probable; deposition_rod_microliths; fig. B1.15). The estimate for March Hill is 

4190–3970 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 4110–4000 cal BC 68.2% probable; 

deposit_rod_core; fig. B1.15). At Fir Tree Field in Dorset, and March Hill Top in 

the Pennines, rod microliths were being made or deposited, most probably in the 

41st century cal BC. Of the dates well associated with rod microliths, the later 

result from South Haws is later than the rest. The other dates well associated 

with rods overlap at the 68.2% probability range (fig. B1.15; see chapter nine).  

 

Concluding comments 

The current evidence from the early microlith use indicates that the last dated 
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event associated with early scalene use (LastLaterScalene; fig. B1.16) probably 

(90.0% probability) occurred before the last dated event associated with early rod 

use (LastLateRods; fig. B1.16). The first later rods parameter overlaps with the 

estimate LastLaterScalene at 68.2% probability (fig. B1.16). LastLateRods most 

probably occurred after all the other parameters associated with microlith use. It 

is 90.0% probable that LastLaterScalene occurred before LastLateRods (fig. 

B1.16). 

 

Data structure 

The intervals between the groups of data associated with early and late scalene 

and rod phases could be the result of an unrepresentative data sample — it is 

possible that these forms were in continuous use from the start of the mesolithic, 

and that the data does not sample this. Data well associated with microlith forms 

are rare. At the time of going to print, a site producing scalene triangles and other 

microliths, and with radiocarbon results between the early and late data 

presented here, was brought to my attention at at Falmer Community stadium 

(Stevenson 2011).  
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APPENDIX B FIGURES 

 

Fig. B1.1 Broomhill, model 1. Distributions in blue may include an inbuilt ‘old wood’ offset — though when modelled as if these 
results were short-lived, the results have good agreement with their stratigraphic position. The constraints active on the model are 

indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009a). 
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Fig. B1.2. The duration of activity from phases modelled in Broomhill model 1 (fig. B1.1). The constraints active on the model are 

indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009a).
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Fig. B1.3 Broomhill model 2. All the results which may include inbuilt ‘old wood’ offsets (shown in blue) are presented as termini post 

quos. An estimate for the deposition of rhomboids and trapezoids is calculated. The constraints active on the model are indicated by 
the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009a). 
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Fig. B1.4. 6th millennium radiocarbon results from the M1 widening, junction 9 site (excluding later results). The constraints active on 

the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009a). 
 

 
Fig. B1.5. The duration of activity from the M1 model (fig. B1.4). The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 

keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009a). 
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Fig. B1.6a. Probability distributions for results associated with early scalene microliths. 

Distributions in magenta are included using the Outlier function (see text). The 

constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets 

(Bronk Ramsey 2009a). 
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Fig. B1.6b. Probability distributions for results associated with later scalene microliths. 

Distributions in magenta are included using the Outlier function (see text). The 

constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets 

(Bronk Ramsey 2009a). The Start scalene parameter is shown in fig. B1.6a. The Wales 
parameters are calculated in appendix C (fig. C1.2; C1.4; C1.6; C1.7; C1.8). 
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Fig. B1.7. The section for Filpoke Beacon reconstructed by Jacobi (1976) and 
some of the lithics. 
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Fig. B1.8. Probability distributions for results associated with rod microliths. Distributions 

in magenta are included using the Outlier function (see text). The constraints active 

on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 

2009a). 
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Fig. B1.9. The Fir Tree Field shaft model. The magenta result is an Outlier (see text). Constraints active on the model are 

indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009a). 
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Fig. B1.10. The Interval between the mesolithic layers and the neolithic layers calculated in the Fir Tree Field shaft model (fig. 

B1.8). The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009a). 
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Fig. B1.11. Last scalene calculation model. Calculations for the last dated events associated with early and late microliths (using 

posterior density estimates calculated in fig. B1.6a–b). The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and 
the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009a).  
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Fig. B1.12. Duration of activity from phases modelled in the scalene model 1 (fig. B1.6a-b). The constraints active on the model are 

indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009a). 
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Fig. B1.13. Probability distributions associated with scalene microliths calculated in the 

model shown in fig. B1.6a–b on the calibration curve. Distributions in magenta are 

included using the Outlier function (see text). 
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Fig. B1.14. Last rod calculation model. Calculations for the last dated events associated with early and late microliths (using 

posterior density estimates calculated in fig. B1.7). The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the 
brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009a).
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Fig. B1.15. Probability distributions of later results which are well associated with rod microliths calculated in the model shown in fig. 

B1.7. The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009a).  
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Fig. B1.16. The first and last dated events associated with the earlier group of scalenes (first_early_scalenes fig. B1.6a; 

LastAllEarlyScalenes fig. B1.11), with the later group of scalenes (first_later_scalenes fig. B1.6b; LastLaterScalene fig. B1.11), and 
with rod microliths (first_later_rods fig. B1.8; LastLateRods B1.14).  
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APPENDIX B TABLES 
 
Table B1.1. Radiocarbon dates from scalene-dominated sites (the posteriors included here are derive from the scalene currency model (fig. B1.6a–b), not the site 
models for March Hill Carr, Broomhill, or the M1 widening).  

Site Laboratory code Material Context and sample 
Description 

!
13

C 
14

C age 
BP 

Calibrated 
date range 

Preferred 
posterior 

density 
estimate (cal 
BC/AD) 

March Hill 
Carr 

UB-4052 Corylus avellana 
charcoal 
 

Hazel charcoal sample located within hearth 
TrA H3, an oval pit. Contains a scalene 
triangle microlith, and is surrounded by a 
scalene triangle assemblage.  
The association suggests hearth date 

contemporary with scalene production.  
 
Dates firing of hearth; ?date of scalene 
manufacture (English Heritage unpublished 
data; chapter five). 

-
26.8±0.2 

 

5796±29 4730–
4540 cal 
BC 

4720–4610 
cal BC 

March Hill 
Carr 

OxA-6298 Corylus avellana 
charcoal 

 

Hazel charcoal sample located within hearth 
TrA H3, an oval pit. Contains a scalene 

triangle microlith, and is surrounded by a 
scalene triangle assemblage.  
The association suggests hearth date 
contemporary with scalene production.  
 
Dates firing of hearth; ?date of scalene 
manufacture (English Heritage unpublished 
data; chapter five). 

-24.6 5745±35 4710–
4490 cal 

BC 

4720–4600 
cal BC 

Dan 
Clough 
 

GrN-12278 Quercus sp. 
charcoal 
 
 

The date material came from the floor of a 
definite hearth with a flagged floor; scalene 
triangles were recovered from the site.  
TPQ firing of hearth, and ?use of scalenes 
(Smith!Deenen unpublished; chapter five). 

 5750±50 4720–
4460 cal 
BC 

4720–4480 
cal BC 

Dean 
Clough 
 
 

Q-1299 Bulk charcoal Charcoal from a hearth, collected from 3 
squares of the excavation area (Stonehouse 
1986, 8). 
 
The site produced 932 flints,13 were identified 
as scalene triangles. Microburins and cores 
were also recovered. 109 conjoining pieces 

- 5645±140 4800–
4230 cal 
BC 

4840–4230 
cal BC 
(95.2% 
probable) 
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were identified, and knapping debris suggests 
in situ working (chapter five).  
 
?TPQ firing of hearth, and flint working. 

Windmill 
Farm 

HAR-4626 Charcoal A number of features produced a lithic 
assemblage including scalene triangles, 

lanceolate, straight-backed and obliquely 
backed pieces. 
Date is ?TPQ for burning, and lithic 
assemblage, which included scalenes (Smith 
1984, 179). 

- 6160±150 5480–
4720 cal 

BC 

5470–4740 
cal BC 

Windmill 
Farm 

HAR-5567 Charcoal A number of features produced a lithic 
assemblage including scalene triangles, 

lanceolate, straight-backed and obliquely 
backed pieces. 
 
Date is ?TPQ for burning, and lithic 
assemblage, which included scalenes (Smith 
1984, 179). 

- 5920±180 5300–
4360 cal 

BC 

5290–4440 
cal BC 

(94.9% 
probable) 

Windmill 
Farm 

HAR-5568 Charcoal, mainly 
Quercus sp. 

A number of features produced a lithic 
assemblage including scalene triangles, 

lanceolate, straight-backed and obliquely 
backed pieces. 
 
Date is ?TPQ for burning, and lithic 
assemblage, which included scalenes (Smith 
1984, 179). 

-24.5 5510±150 4690–
3990 cal 

BC 

4700–4040 
cal BC 

Poldowrian HAR-4568 Corylus avellana 

nutshell 

The site produced lancelate, convex-backed 

microliths, and fewer scalene triangles 
The result is a bulked sample of hazel nutshell 
from across the buried soil, level 2. The site 
was occupied subsequently, and the 
association of this result with any 
archaeological event is uncertain. 

- 6450±110 5620–

5210 cal 
BC 

5620–5210 

cal BC 

Lominot IV 
 

Q-1189 ? ?A scalene dominated assemblage not fully 
reported by Switsur & Jacobi (1975). 

 
TPQ uncertain activity, ?scalenes (Switsur & 
Jacobi 1975; chapter six).  

- 5610±120 4720–
4240 cal 

BC 

4730–4230 
cal BC 

(95.2% 
probable) 
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Wawcott III 
 

BM-767 Charcoal-
carbonaceous 
material, 
including hazel 
nutshells 

 

Base of pit 2-associated with a dominance of 
scalenes over isosceles forms on site 
chronology. 
 
TPQ infilling pit, and deposition numerous 

mesolithic flints in-  
Including microlith points, triangles, crescents, 
and rectangles, distinct  
from Thatcham industries (Froom 1976, 160). 

- 6120±134 

 

5370–
4710 cal 
BC 

5360–4720 
cal BC 

Wawcott 
XXIII 

BM-826 Charcoal 
 

Hearth associated with mesolithic flint industry 
including scalene triangles similar to that of 
Wawcott III. 

 
“The site seems to represent a single phase 
or industrial tradition if not occupation. No 
very significant features were identified save a 
3 ft pit…” (Froom 1972b, 5). The microliths 
are very small <30mm long, the commonest 
form being scalenes. Clark’s type C, 
crescents and rods were present, though 

blades were rare. 
 
?TPQ infilling pit, ?deposition scalenes and 
other material culture (Froom 1976, 164). 

- 6079±113 5310–
4710 cal 
BC 

5290–4720 
cal BC 

Wawcott I 
 

BM-449 Charcoal of 
uncertain 
maturity 

Charcoal from hearth in undisturbed 
mesolithic pit ‘dwelling’, associated with the 
feature were postholes. 112 microliths were 
recovered, representing geometric and non-

geometric forms, including Clark’s forms A Ia, 
B I, C, and D. 
 
TPQ hearth firing, and ?TPQ depositions of 
late mesolithic microlith assemblage, including 
rods, micro-rhomboids, and scalene triangles. 

- 5260±130 4360–
3780 cal 
BC 

4370–3800 
cal BC 

Lightmarsh 
Farm 

OxA-4327 Corylus avellana 
nutshell 

 

A Mellars Type A microlith-dominated 
assemblage from a treethrow or pit containing 

a substantial lithic assemblage with 
typological affinities with the later mesolithic 
narrow blade industries (Jackson et al. 1996). 
The microliths are characterized as a 
distinctive industry with needle-like tips, and 

-25.2 8800±80 8240–
7610 cal 

BC 

8200–7610 
cal BC 
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some examples of hybrid forms of backed 
points/scalene triangles. Jackson et al. (1996) 
suggest the result may represent a trend 
towards miniaturisation and geometrication at 
an early date. 

 
Dates infilling of feature and deposition of 
material including microliths. 

Bryn 
Newydd, 
Prestatyn 

OxA-2268 Corylus avellana 
nutshell 
 

Two fragments of charred hazel nut shell 
picked out from within a box of black chert 
debitage collected by F. Gilbert Smith from a 
small site sealed by tufa, from which site 

comes group of microliths in the form of 
scalene triangles. Scalenes dominated, 
though obliquely blunted points and 
microburins were also present. 
 
Later prehistoric (including neolithic) and 
Romano-British activity was represented at 
the cave. Sealing of the site by tufa means 

these results should not be too young, though 
they may be termini post quos. 
 
?Dates use of scalene microliths. 

-23.5 8700±100 8210–
7570 cal 
BC 

8100–7570 
cal BC 
(91.8% 
probable) 

Bryn 
Newydd, 
Prestatyn 

OxA-2269 Corylus avellana 
nutshell 
 

Two fragments of charred hazel nut shell 
picked out from within a box of black chert 
debitage collected by F. Gilbert Smith from a 
small site sealed by tufa, from which site 

comes group of microliths in the form of 
scalene triangles. Scalenes dominated, 
though obliquely blunted points, and 
microburins were also present. 
 
Later prehistoric (including neolithic) and 
Romano-British activity was represented at 
the cave. Sealing of the site by tufa, means 

these results should not be too young, though 
they may be termini post quos. 
 
?Dates use of scalene microliths. 

-23.6 8730±90 

 

8210–
7580 cal 
BC 

8010–7580 
cal BC 
(89.0% 
probable)  
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Tolpitts 
Lane 

Q-1147 Charcoal The collection includes small scalene triangles 
“…that…are usually unmodified on the 
longest edge and where modification is 
present this is restricted to the base of the 
piece…” (Jacobi 2005), as well as much 

waste and cores, several thick-rod like pieces, 
and the small scalene triangles. 
 
TPQ infilling scoop containing lithic 
assemblage noted here.  

- 8260±120 7580–
7040 cal 
BC 

7570–7040 
cal BC  

Tolpitts 
Lane 

Q-1099 Scattered 
charcoal and 

nutshells 
 

 “Associated” with later microlith shapes and a 
wide range of non-microlithic equipment. 

 
Uncertain how the result is associated with 
material culture typologies. 

- 6330±80 

-21.4 

5480–
5070 cal 

BC 

5480–5200 
cal BC (87.% 

probable, or 
5170–5070 
cal BC 7.9% 
probable) 

Tolpits 
Lane 
TQ 
076942 

BM-1676R Bos primigenius 
fifth lumbar 
vertebra 

Recovered from peaty deposits overlying 
Pleistocene gravel terraces for Colne river. 
Associated with part of frontal bone and left 
horn core.  Cut-marks round base resulting 

from skinning or removal of horn  
with flint tools.  Not well associated with 
diagnostic material culture and not included in 
model. 

-21.4 5540±110 

BM-

1676=-
21.4% 

- - 

M1 
widening 

NZA-32800 Probably Corylus 
avellana nutshell 
(see Griffiths et 

al. 2010) 

Pit contained lightly burnt scalene 
microtriangle (Jacobi 1978b). Feature 
contained specialized ‘geometric’ microliths — 

micro-‘tranchets’. Another result recorded as 
produced on a spelt glume base from this 
feature produced a Romano-British result (see 
Griffiths et al. 2010). 
 
?dates infilling feature and deposition material 
culture. 

-18.6 6147±55 5290–
4940 cal 
BC 

5220–5000 
cal BC 

M1 

widening 

NZA-32690 Corylus avellana 

nutshell 

Fill of pit [2094]. No functional association with 

deposit — ?dates infilling of pit, deposition of 
a scalene microlith (Jacobi type 7a2), hazel 
nutshell, and indeterminate cereal grains.  

-26.7 6142±55 5230–

4930 cal 
BC 

5220–4990 

cal BC 
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M1 
widening 

NZA-32691 Corylus avellana 
nutshell 

Fill of pit [2096]. No functional association with 
deposit — ?dates infilling of pit, deposition of 
hazel nutshell, indeterminate cereal grains, 56 
worked flints, including blades and narrow 
flakes. 

-26.4 6201±50 5310–
5000 cal 
BC 

5220–5010 
cal BC 

M1 
widening 

NZA-32689 Corylus avellana 
nutshell 

Fill of gully [2196]. No functional association 
with deposit — ?dates infilling of pit, and 
deposition of small charcoal and a scalene 
triangle (Jacobi type 7a2). 

-27 6108±55 5220–
4850 cal 
BC 

5210–4980 
cal BC 

M1 
widening 

NZA-32692 Corylus avellana 
nutshell 

Fill of pit [2316]. No functional association with 
deposit — ?dates infilling of pit, deposition of 
charred hazel nutshell, possible grains of spelt 
wheat, indeterminate wheat seeds, and a 

scalene microtriangle (Jacobi type 7a2). 

-25.1 6125±50 5220–
4930 cal 
BC 

5210–4990 
cal BC 

Broomhill Q-1192  Charcoal of 
uncertain 
maturity 

Site produced over 2000 microliths, the bulk 
(80%) of which are rods and scalenes. Site 
also produced Horsham points (O’Malley & 
Jacobi 1978). 
 
Base of pit III. Deposits in pit 3 contained 
carbonised hazel nutshell fragments. “…the 

microlithic component from this pit, with only 
rare ‘obliquely blunted point and an absence 
of ‘Hollow-based’ forms, finds its closest 
parallels in north British ‘Narrow Blade’ sites 
of the mid-seventh millennium…” (O’Malley & 
Bradley 1978, 34). 
 
?TPQ mesolithic occupation of the dwelling 

structure pit 3. ?TPQ deposition material 
culture.  

- 8540±150  7680–
7490 cal 
BC 

- 

Broomhill Q-1528  Charcoal of 
uncertain 
maturity 

Site produced over 2000 microliths, the bulk 
(80%) of which are rods and scalenes. Site 
also produced Horsham points (O’Malley & 
Jacobi 1978). 
 

Base of pit III. Deposits in pit 3 contained 
carbonised hazel nutshell fragments. “…the 
microlithic component from this pit, with only 
rare ‘obliquely blunted point and an absence 
of ‘Hollow-based’ forms, finds its closest 

- 8515±150  7960–
7180 cal 
BC 

- 
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parallels in north British ‘Narrow Blade’ sites 
of the mid-seventh millennium…” (O’Malley & 
Jacobi 1978, 34).  
 
?TPQ mesolithic occupation of the dwelling 

structure pit 3. ?TPQ deposition material 
culture. 

Broomhill Q-1383 Charcoal of 
uncertain 
maturity 

Site produced over 2000 microliths, the bulk 
(80%) of which are rods and scalenes. Site 
also produced Horsham points (O’Malley & 
Jacobi 1978). 
 

Base of pit III. Deposits in pit 3 contained 
carbonised hazel nutshell fragments. “…the 
microlithic component from this pit, with only 
rare ‘obliquely blunted point and an absence 
of ‘Hollow-based’ forms, finds its closest 
parallels in north British ‘Narrow Blade’ sites 
of the mid-seventh millennium…” (O’Malley & 
Jacobi 1978, 34).  

 
?TPQ mesolithic occupation of the dwelling 
structure pit 3. ?TPQ deposition material 
culture. 

- 8315±150  7600–
7180 cal 
BC 

- 

Broomhill Q-1460  
 
In the scalene 
currency model 

the parameter 
calculated from 
the site model: 
Q-1460, is used 
 

Charcoal of 
uncertain 
maturity 

Site produced over 2000 microliths, the bulk 
(80%) of which are rods and scalenes. Site 
also produced Horsham points (O’Malley & 
Jacobi 1978). 

 
Top infill pit III. Deposits in pit 3 contained 
carbonised hazel nutshell fragments. “…the 
microlithic component from this pit, with only 
rare ‘obliquely blunted point and an absence 
of ‘Hollow-based’ forms, finds its closest 
parallels in north British ‘Narrow Blade’ sites 
of the mid-seventh millennium…” (O’Malley &  

Jacobi 1978, 34).  
 
?TPQ mesolithic occupation of the dwelling 
structure pit 3. ?TPQ deposition material 
culture. 

- 7750±120  7040–
6410 cal 
BC 

Q-1460: 
 
7040–6430 
cal BC 
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Broomhill Q-1191  Corylus avellana 
nutshell 

Site produced over 2000 microliths, the bulk 
(80%) of which are rods and scalenes. Site 
also produced Horsham points (O’Malley & 
Jacobi 1978). 
 

Above pit III — from transect 21/28 at a depth 
of 0.94m. Deposits in pit 3 contained 
carbonised hazel nutshell fragments. “…the 
microlithic component from this pit, with only 
rare ‘obliquely blunted point and an absence 
of ‘Hollow-based’ forms, finds its closest 
parallels in north British ‘Narrow Blade’ sites 
of the mid-seventh millennium…” (O’Malley & 

Bradley 1978, 34).  
 
?TPQ mesolithic occupation of the dwelling 
structure pit 3. ?TPQ deposition material 
culture. 

- 7220±120 6380–
5880 cal 
BC 

- 

Broomhill Q-1128 Charcoal of 
uncertain 

maturity 

Site produced a range of over 2000 microliths 
including scalene (class 7) and rods (class 5). 

Other microliths included micro-rhomboids 
and trapezoids, which were only found in the 
upper levels of pit 3.  
 
Pit II hearth, the pit also contained a posthole. 
A tranchet axe was implanted vertically in the 
clay base of the hearth. The pit also contained 
a 4cm long blunted back blade, and 185 
microliths. Fifteen of these were class B 

recovered at 1.5m. a tranchet adze, a 
sandstone ochre pestle, and ochre were also 
recovered from the pit. 
 
TPQ firing of hearth. ?TPQ deposition 
material culture. 

- 6535±125 5710–
5300 cal 

BC 

5720–5300 
cal BC 

Filpoke 

Beacon 

Q-1474 Corylus avellana 

nutshells 

Hazel nutshells formed a black band, from 

this, or just above it, were possible obliquely 
blunted points, rod and scalene triangles. 
 
“…there is no doubt as to the association of 
the shells with the artifacts…Except for four 

- 8760±140 8280–

7540 cal 
BC 

8220–7580 

cal BC 
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pieces…[obliquely blunted points] and a pair 
of isosceles triangles…all the rest of the 
microliths are without parallel in Early 
[mesolithic] assemblages…1–25 and 30 are 
narrow ‘rod-like’ forms, 28 and 29 rods 

blunted down both sides and 37 to 53 the 
narrow scalene triangles which we have 
selected as diagnostic for this techno-
complex…” (Jacobi 1976, 71–2).  

 
 

 
Table B1.2. Radiocarbon dates from rod dominated sites or features which produced rods (the posteriors included here are derived from the rod currency model 
(fig. B1.8), not the site models for March Hill top or Fir Tree shaft). Sites included in models for both scalenes and rod microliths, where the association of the 
radiocarbon date and the rod microliths are the same as for the scalene microliths, are discussed above (table B1.2).  
 

Site Laboratory 
code 

Context and sample Material Description !
13

C 
14

C age 
BP 

Calibrated 
date range 

Preferred 
posterior 
density 
estimate 

(cal BC/AD) 

Rocher 
Moss 
South 

Q-1190  A hearth in the 
eastwards extension of 
Rocher Moss south 1. 
Site produced 35 rod 
microliths, but no 
scalenes. It seems 

probable that this was 
submitted for dating by 
Jacobi.  
 

Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain 
maturity 

TPQ firing hearth and ?associated 
rod microlith use (Switsur & Jacobi 
1975). 

- 5830±100 5000–
4400 cal 
BC 

5000–4440 
cal BC 
(94.9% 
probable) 

Dunford 
Bridge 'B' 

Q-799  Charred wood from 
23cm depth in hearth 
associated with rod-
type microliths at 

Dunford Bridge site B 
 

Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain 
maturity 

TPQ firing of hearth and deposition 
of the rod-type microliths (Switsur & 
West 1975). Collected by Radley 
1963. 

- 5380±80 4360–
3990 cal 
BC 

5000–4160 
cal BC 
(53.5% 
probable, or 

4130–4070 
cal BC 
14.7% 
probable) 
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Lydstep OxA-1412 Associated with rod 
microliths 

Pig bone Dates death of the pig, and ?use of 
the microliths, which Jacobi (1980, 
175) describes as rods, which were 
found immediately below the neck of 
the pig. 

-
21.0 

5300±100 4350–
3950 cal 
BC  

4350–3950 
cal BC 
 

Wakefords 
Copse 

HAR-233  Charcoal Charcoal from pit 8. Eleven 
mesolithic pits were located in 
rescue excavation. Pits 1–7 were 
located in close proximity. Pit 8 was 
3x1.75m, ovoid in plan, and 0.65m 
deep. A complex fill sequence of the 
feature included two stratified 

hearths or areas of burning, 
represented by charcoal mixed with 
sand.    
 
The radiocarbon sample derived 
from the upper hearth which was 
superimposed on the primary silts. 
Microliths from the site comprised 

two rods, and possible a rod or 
backed blade. No microliths were 
recovered from pit 8, but burins were 
recovered from pit 8 primary fill, and 
cores were recovered from the 
primary fill, and the layer (2) 
underlying the dated hearth. Bradley 
& Lewis (1974) state that the 
assemblage from this feature cannot 

be differentiated, and that the site as 
a whole may be broadly 
contemporary.  
 
TPQ firing of hearth. The result may 
provide a TPQ for the rod microliths 
from the other features on the site.  

-
26.1 

5680±120 4800–
4330 cal 
BC 

4800–4320 
cal BC 
(95.0% 
probable) 

South 
Haw 
 

Beta-
189652 

A hearth associated 
with rod only microlith 
industry (Chatterton 
2003). 
 

Betula sp. 
charcoal 

Dates firing of hearth and production 
of rod microliths.  
 

- 5010±40 
-27.1 

3950–
3700 cal 
BC 

3950–3700 
cal BC 
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South 
Haw 
 

Beta-
189653 

A second hearth 
associated with rod 
only microlith industry 
(Chatterton 2003). 

Betula sp. 
charcoal 

Dates firing of hearth and production 
of rod microliths.  
 

- 5270±40 
-26.8 

4240–
3970 cal 
BC 

4240–3980 
cal BC 

Tolpitts 
Lane 

Q-1147  Charcoal The collection includes small 
scalene triangles “…that…are 

usually unmodified on the longest 
edge and where modification is 
present this is restricted to the base 
of the piece…” (Jacobi 2005), as 
well as much waste and cores, 
several thick-rod like pieces, and the 
small scalene triangles. 
 

TPQ infilling scoop containing lithic 
assemblage noted here.  

- 8260±120 7580–
7040 cal 

BC 

7570–7040 
cal BC 

Filpoke 
Beacon 

Q-1474  Corylus 
avellana 
nutshells 

Hazel nutshells formed a black 
band. From this, and/or just above it, 
were possible obliquely blunted 
points, rod and scalene triangles. 
 

“…there is no doubt as to the 
association of the shells with the 
artifacts…Except for four 
pieces…[obliquely blunted points] 
and a pair of isosceles triangles…all 
the rest of the microliths are without 
parallel in Early [mesolithic] 
assemblages…1–25 and 30 are 
narrow ‘rod-like’ forms, 28 and 29 

rods blunted down both sides and 
37 to 53 the narrow scalene 
triangles which we have selected as 
diagnostic for this techno-
complex…” (Jacobi 1976, 71–2).  

- 8760±140 8280–
7540 cal 
BC 

8220–7550 
cal BC  

Wawcott 
XXIII 

BM-826 Hearth associated with 
mesolithic flint industry 

including scalene 
triangles similar to that 
of Wawcott III 

Charcoal 
 

“The site seems to represent a 
single phase or industrial tradition if 

not occupation. No very significant 
features were identified save a 3 ft 
pit…” (Froom 1972b, 5). The 
microliths are very small <30mm 

- 6079±113 5310–
4710 cal 

BC 

5300–4730 
cal BC 
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long, the commonest form being 
scalenes, crescents and rods were 
present, though blades were rare. 
 
?TPQ infilling pit, ?deposition 

scalenes and other material culture 
(Froom 1976, 164). 
 

Wawcott I 
 

BM-449 Charcoal from hearth 
in undisturbed 
mesolithic pit 
‘dwelling’, associated 

with the feature were 
postholes. 112 
microliths were 
recovered, 
representing geometric 
and non-geometric 
forms, including 
Clark’s forms A Ia, B I, 

C, and D 

Charcoal of 
uncertain 
maturity 

TPQ hearth firing, and ?TPQ 
depositons late mesolithic microlith 
assemblage, including rods, micro-
rhomboids, and scalene triangles. 

- 5260±130 4360–
3780 cal 
BC 

5300–4730 
cal BC 
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Table B1.3. Radiocarbon dates from Fir Tree Field shaft. Posterior density estimates are taken from the model defined in fig. B1.9.  

Allen & Green UI Laboratory code Location and 
material culture 
association 

Material 
14

C age BP Calibrated date 
range 

Preferred posterior 
density estimate (cal 
BC/AD) 

20 OxA-7985 La2 (sample 1) 
Beaker chalk dump 

Pig femur 3775±45 2350–2030 cal BC 2470–2120 cal BC 

19 OxA-8006 L4 (sample 2) 
Beaker and 
Peterborough ware 
pot 

Sheep/goat tibia 4410±40 3330–2910 cal BC 3100–2910 cal BC 

18 OxA-8007 L5 (sample 3) turf 
with Peterborough 

only 

Corylus charcoal 4405±40 3320–2910 cal BC 3130–2940 cal BC 
(65.4% probable, or 

3340–3210 cal BC 
26.1% probable, or 
3190–3150 cal BC 
3.9% probable) 

17 OxA-8008 L5 (sample 4) base 
of turf 

Dog/wolf humerus 3915±40 2550–2280 cal BC - 

16 OxA-7986 Layer 5 (sample 5) 
in turf occupation 
layer 

Aurochs vertebrae 4490±45 3370–3020 cal BC 3360–3030 cal BC 

15 - L5 (sample 6) 
skinned jaw in turf 
occupation 

Cow (domesticated) 
mandible (sample 
failed) 

- - - 

14 - L6 (sample 7) in 
Peterborough ware 

occupation layer 

Sheep tooth (sample 
failed) 

- - - 

13 OxA-7981 L6a (sample 8) Plain 
bowl layer 

Pig femur 5250±50 4240–3960 cal BC 4070–3950 cal BC 

12 OxA-8009 L6b (sample 9) near Clematis roots 5045±45 3970–3700 cal BC 3960–3710 cal BC 
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  hearth     

11 OxA-8010 L6b (sample 10) 
hearth 

Fraxinus 5150±45 4050–3800 cal BC  4040–3910 cal BC 
(66.9% probable, or 
3880–3800 cal BC 
28.5% probable) 

10 OxA-8000 L7 (sample 11) ’on 
section drawing’ 

Bos ?primigenius 
scapula 

5300±70 4330–3960 cal BC 4160–3990 cal BC 

9 OxA-7987 L7 (sample 12) base 

of grey silts 
?mesolithic 

Red deer scapula 5275±50 4250–3970 cal BC 4160–3990 cal BC  

8 OxA-8011 L8 (sample 13) 
below mesolithic 

rods 

Corylus 5355±45 4340–4040 cal BC 4200–4050 cal BC 

Shaft. 7 OxA-7988 

-3.05m (sample 14) 

primary rubble 

Red deer metatarsal 5310±45 4320–3990 cal BC 4220–4070 cal BC 

Shaft.  6 OxA-8012 

-3.50m (sample 15) 
below lens 1 

Corylus  5315±45 4330–3990 cal BC 4230–4100 cal BC 

Shaft.  5 OxA-7989 

c-5m (sample 16) 

Red deer metatarsal 5220±50 4230–3950 cal BC 4240–4120 cal BC 
(A=45.0%, 
A’c=60.0%) 

4 OxA-7990 -5.2m (sample 17) 
roe deer 

Roe deer metatarsal 5385±65 4360–4040 cal BC  4320–4160 cal BC 

3 OxA-8013 -6.5m (sample 18) 
patch of charcoal 

Corylus 5335±65 4340–4980 cal BC 4340–4190 cal BC 

2 OxA-7991 -7m (Sample 19) roe 
deer 2 

Roe deer right 
radius 

5335±50 4330–4000 cal BC 4450–4260 cal BC 

1 - c-9.5m (sample 20) 
lens 10 

Pinus - - - 
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APPENDIX C 

THE TRANSITIONAL ARCHAEOLOGY OF WALES 

 

Introduction  

This appendix reviews evidence for late mesolithic material culture associated 

with radiocarbon dates. It reviews and models early neolithic radiocarbon dates 

from north Wales. In addition, the model from Bayliss et al. (2011d, fig. 11.10–1 

and fig. 11.15) for south Wales and the Marches is recalculated to exclude 

duplicate sites analysed in this thesis in chapter eight. Data from the English 

west midlands sites (Hill Croft Field, Bromfield, Wellington Quarry) have been 

excluded. Data and model structure from sites in Wales (Parc-le-Breos Cwm, 

Gwernvale, Penywyrlod, Pipton, Ty Isaf, Careg Coetan, Trostey, Plas 

Gogerddan, Llandysul, Coygan Camp, Lower Luggy, Sarn-y-Bryn-Caled and 

Banc Du) have been included from Bayliss et al. (2011d; fig. 11.10–1 and 11.15).  

 

Site models from Bayliss et al. (2011d) and additional data for north Wales from 

Burrow (pers. comm. 2009) have been divided between ‘south Wales’ and ‘north 

Wales’ (fig. C1.1). This division was made to facilitate data handling. National 

grid reference squares SH and SJ are defined here as ‘north Wales’ with SM, 

SN, SO, SS and ST constituting ‘south Wales’. Data included in Bayliss et al. 

(2011d) are not discussed in the text but are included in tables C1.2–3.  

 

In addition, results not well associated with later mesolithic or early neolithic 

material culture receive some discussion at the end of this appendix and results 

from these sites are included in table C1.3. Sites mentioned in the text are 

shown in fig. C1.1.  

 

The aim of this appendix is to provide a chronological context for the early 

neolithic results from the north-west of England (chapter seven) and west 

midlands of England (chapter eight). The same criteria have been applied to 

data modelling as in the main part of the thesis, but the nature of the data 
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presented is significantly different — the HERs held by the Welsh Trusts have 

not been systematically searched.  

 

The sites presented in this appendix are not discussed to the same level of detail 

as in the main body of the thesis. This is because the results presented here are 

modelled only to provide a context for results from the west of England, and to 

facilitate discussion of the results from the main body of the thesis, within their 

regional setting.  

 

RADIOCARBON RESULTS ASSOCIATED WITH MESOLITHIC MATERIAL CULTURE FROM 

WALES 

Data discussed in this section are listed in table C1.1a, table C1.1b, and table 

C1.1c.  

 

South Wales 

GOLDCLIFF WEST SITE W, NEWPORT ST362820 

Work addressing landscape change and late mesolithic and early neolithic 

population visibility has been undertaken on the south Wales coast by Bell (2007; 

Bell et al. 2000). These projects have sought to contextualise the mesolithic finds 

located along the coast in their environmental and temporal settings. The recent 

work has focused on locations identified by earlier studies (cf. Bell 2007, 19). A 

number of sites have been investigated (including Goldcliff East, below), and 

detailed palaeoenvironmental sampling undertaken.  

 

At Goldcliff West, a range of prehistoric and Roman features has been recorded 

in the inter-tidal zone. Excavation at the West site sampled an old land surface 

on which was located a lithic assemblage, animal and fish bones. The site was 

overlain by estuarine sediments and peat.  

 

Six radiocarbon results have been produced on material associated with 

mesolithic occupation deposits from the Goldcliff West site. One result (GU-2759) 
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was produced on unspeciated charcoal of uncertain maturity from a previous 

excavation (Bell et al. 2000). This result may provide a terminus post quem for 

context 1202, which was sampled by more recent work by Bell et al. (2000).  

 

From the more recent work (Bell et al. 2000), three results were produced on 

material recovered from mesolithic horizon 1202 — one was produced on 

charcoal of uncertain maturity, providing a terminus post quem for the deposit 

formation (SWAN-28). OxA-6683 was produced on a cut-marked red deer bone. 

OxA-6682 was produced on hazel nutshells from the top of deposit 1202. These 

short-lived results are not statistically consistent (T’=150.3; T’5%=3.8; !=1), 

potentially indicating more than one phase of later mesolithic activity at the site. 

The two samples on unspeciated charcoal are also significantly different in age 

from the result produced on the deer bone (T’=11.9; T’5%=6.0; !=2; SWAN-28, 

GU-2759, OxA-6683). 

 

From deposit 1202 came 633 lithics including 15 retouched tools. Of these, three 

were microliths and one a scalene triangle, one bilaterally backed blade, one a 

broken tip, two end scrapers and ten retouched flakes (Barton 2000, 40). Context 

1202 is described as the main artefact horizon, though material was also 

recovered from just above this. Faunal remains from horizon 1202 included red 

deer, wild pig, wolf, roe deer and otter bones. Importantly, the presence of 

?domesticated dogs on the site might be suggested by their post-mortem 

treatment and physiology; the Canid material showed no signs of butchery or 

burning, unlike the other large mammals from the site, and the archaeological 

Canid bones from the site are smaller than contemporary wolf bones. The site 

was regarded as generally undisturbed (Bell et al. 2000, 61).  

 

The dated short-lived material from context 1202 produced both the earliest and 

latest results from the deposit. The earliest result, on a cut-marked deer bone, 

indicates anthropogenic activity on the site in 5800–5530 cal BC (95.4% 

confidence; or 5730–5620 cal BC 68.2% confidence; OxA-6683). The latest 
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result (4440–4040 cal BC 95.4% confidence; or 4350–4170 cal BC 68.2% 

confidence; OxA-6682) samples a charred hazel nutshell from the occupation 

horizon. A series of radiocarbon results on peat overlying deposit 1202 provides 

termini ante quos for the mesolithic activity on the site. These are presented in 

the model using the relative depths of the results in a Sequence. A Boundary 

parameter is used to differentiate changes in the lithology (Bronk Ramsey 

2008a). Two results for which levels are not recorded in the publication (on CD; 

Bell et al. 2000) are included in the model using the Outlier function. 

 

In the model presented here (fig. C1.2; table C1.1b), the late result (OxA-6682) 

from context 1202 is presented using the Outlier function. OxA-6682 is later 

than the overlying peat sequence which overlies context 1202. The resulting 

model has good agreement (A model =102.9; fig. C1.1).  

 

The inconsistency of OxA-6683 with the later measurements on unspeciated 

charcoal (SWAN-28, GU-2759), which if anything should be too old, 

demonstrates that the chronology of the mesolithic occupation may currently be 

poorly sampled. The radiocarbon chronology suggests that there is potential for 

more than one phase of mesolithic activity on the site, perhaps reflecting Bell et 

al.’s (2000, 62) suggestion that the location functioned as a persistent place 

(Barton et al. 1995). There may, however, be some tension between this 

suggestion and the limited lithic evidence excavated by Bell et al. (2000, 63), 

which might suggest a fairly ephemeral presence.  

 

An estimate for mesolithic activity at the site is provided by the model presented 

in fig. C1.2. It must be emphasised that the most robust part of this model is 

regarded as the peat sequence — the mesolithic activity is poorly sampled, and 

should be supported by further single entity, short-lived, well associated 

radiocarbon results. I suggest mesolithic activity may currently be best 

understood as occurring at the site in 5450–4950 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 

5390–5130 cal BC 68.2% probable; estimate mesolithic use GCW; fig. C1.2).  
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GOLDCLIFF EAST SITE J, NEWPORT ST374819 

Goldcliff East is located on the inter-tidal mud flats and peat shelves of the 

Severn Estuary. Mesolithic material culture, later prehistoric artefacts and 

medieval and later evidence have been recovered from the site. A history of lithic 

collecting at Goldcliff East revealed a concentration of mesolithic activity at this 

point in the estuary (Bell 2007, 19). Excavation in the area has recently 

discovered human and animal tracks, as well as concentrations of lithics, bone 

and charcoal in two areas on the old land surfaces (Bell et al. 2000, 23). 

Extensive environmental evidence, including peat deposits and submerged forest 

tree stumps, was also preserved overlying the old land surface on the Goldcliff 

East site.  

 

Two radiocarbon results were produced on material from context 328, site J, 

Goldcliff East (fig. C1.3). Material culture recovered from the site included a cut-

marked bone, deer and aurochs bones, heat-shattered stones and flint flakes. 

Clusters in the lithic debitage, cores and hammerstones (Bell 2007, 77) suggest 

that at least some material within the occupation horizon is in situ and has not 

been redeposited. Thirteen microliths and a microburin indicate that some 

microlith production occurred at the site.  

 

A concentration of charcoal was noted on the occupation horizon (328). Two 

radiocarbon results were produced on pieces of worked wood, which might 

represent hand-tools, from this horizon. The dated pieces of worked wood were 

Quercus sp. and unidentified wood (OxA-15549, -15550). The dated artefacts 

were small round wood pieces which might have been made on short-lived wood. 

These results are statistically consistent (T’=0.0; T’5%=3.8; !=1), which might 

support the interpretation that they date the formation of the deposit from which 

they were recovered. A more conservative interpretation has been used here, 

which regards the results as termini post quos for the formation of the occupation 

horizon (328).  
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Everywhere on the site, the occupation horizon underlay peat which formed on 

top of it. Two groups of radiocarbon results were made on sequences through 

this peat, by the pollen monolith 5640  (Bell 2007, 73), and by the radiocarbon 

sequence in test pit box J (OxA-12355, -13932, -13520, -13933, -12356, -13934; 

Bell 2007, 71). The earliest result from either peat sequence would provide a 

terminus ante quem for the mesolithic occupation. A model of these results has 

been produced (fig. C1.3; Amodel=102.9). This model uses the wiggle-match (cf. 

Millard 2008 and references therein for an accessible introduction to wiggle-

matching; table C1.1c) model of the submerged tree (Nayling & Manning 2007, 

101) to constrain the results from the upper part of the peat sequence.  The 

results from the peat sequence are included using the relative depths of the 

samples as prior information within a Sequence. A single result (OxA-12356) 

had poor agreement with its relative stratigraphic position in initial runs of the 

model, and has been included in the model using the Outlier function. The 

First dated event from this sequence provides a terminus ante quem for 

mesolithic activity.  

 

The parameter early peat formation (fig. C1.4) can be used together with the 

termini post quos from the occupation horizon, to estimate the date of mesolithic 

activity at the site, and the Interval between the mesolithic activity and peat 

formation (fig. C1.4).  

 

An estimate for the mesolithic activity is 4840–4590 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 

4820–4690 cal BC 68.2% probable; use of occupation horizon context 328; fig. 

C1.4). An estimate for the interval between this and the earliest peat formation is 

0–180 years (95.4% probable; or 0–70 years 68.2% probable; interval peat 

formation; fig. C1.5).  

 

The estimate for mesolithic activity may also apply as an estimate for the use and 

discard of the lithic assemblage which includes 443 flakes, 48 blades or 
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bladelets, cores, chips and shatter, and six micro-scalene triangles, two oblique 

points, and a crescent microlith (Barton 2007, 109–12). The consistency of the 

radiocarbon results (though they are not demonstrably short-lived) and the 

“securely stratified” lithic assemblage, which includes concentrations of cores 

and refitting by-products (Barton 2007, 111; 113), might give this interpretation 

some credibility.  

 

The relatively short interval between the mesolithic presence on the site, and the 

evidence for silting and peat formation leaves open the possibility that the hunter-

gatherer-fishers who generated the lithic assemblage recovered from context 

328, were aware of important changes in the environment of this area. The 

formation of a much wetter, non-habitable environment could have (just) 

occurred in the lifespans of two individuals.  

 

NAB HEAD, PEMBROKESHIRE SM791110 

Mesolithic and possibly later material culture has been recovered from Nab 

Head. The area is roughly 100m by 35m. At least two mesolithic concentrations 

are located here (David 1989). The later mesolithic site (Nab Head II) produced a 

scalene triangle-dominated lithic assemblage (scalenes represented 66% of the 

narrow blade microliths), notable quantities of convex-backed pieces and 

denticulates. The site is famous for the bevelled ‘limpet scoops’ recovered from 

it. Four ground stone axes or adzes from the site suggest these artefacts may 

have been present in Britain in the mesolithic. This identification of mesolithic 

ground stone axes is unique in mainland Britain (cf. Costa et al. 2005).  

 

At Nab Head II, four radiocarbon results were produced on unidentified charcoal 

(OxA-860), oak charcoal (OxA-1497, -1498) and Prunus sp. charcoal (OxA-861). 

Excepting OxA-861, the other three results have potential inbuilt offsets. OxA-

860 was recovered from a pit and provides a terminus post quem for its infilling 

after 6430–6030 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 6370–6090 cal BC 68.2% 

confidence). OxA-861 was produced on charcoal recovered from a burnt soil, 
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thought to represent a hearth (David in Gowlett et al. 1987, 128). The hearth 

firing may have occurred in 5370–4930 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 5310–5040 

cal BC 68.2% confidence; OxA-861).  

 

The two results on oak charcoal may provide termini post quos for uncertain 

forms of archaeological activity at the site after 7310–6700 cal BC (95.4% 

confidence; or 7130–6860 cal BC 68.2% confidence; OxA-1497) and after 3960–

3540 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 3900–3650 cal BC 68.2% confidence; OxA-

1498). It is not clear what material culture these results are associated with 

(David in Hedges et al. 1989b, 217), and they could indicate that the site has a 

complex, multi-period history of activity. 

 

From the results which can be associated with archaeological contexts, the short-

lived result OxA-860 may estimate later mesolithic activity, including the scalene 

microtriangle production on the site. The other radiocarbon results may indicate 

the site was a location of repeated mesolithic, and later, activity.  

 

LYDSTEP, PEMBROKESHIRE SS093982 

One of the most tantalising groups of remains from late mesolithic Wales was 

recovered from Lydstep. In 1918 Leach excavated two rod microliths (one broken 

into two pieces; Jacobi 1980, 174) from the site. Immediately above the lithics 

was the skeleton of a pig, and sealing the pig remains was a tree-trunk. Jacobi’s 

(1980, 175) interpretation was that the lithics were the remains of an implement, 

probably an arrowhead, which had lodged in the pig’s flesh, with the animal 

either killed by this and fossilised under the tree, or killed by the tree, whilst the 

lithics were still impaled in its flesh.  

 

A radiocarbon result produced on the pig bone (4350–3950 cal BC 95.4% 

confidence; or 4250–3990 cal BC 68.2% confidence; OxA-14112) probably 

provides a date for the presence of rod microliths in south-west Wales.  
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North Wales 

PRESTATYN MIDDENS, DENBIGHSHIRE SJ069832 

Radiocarbon results were produced from four middens excavated by Clwyd-

Powys Archaeological Trust on Nant Hall Road, Prestatyn (cf. Whittle et al. 

2011c). Material dated from the middens included unspeciated charcoal of 

uncertain maturity and peat in stratigraphic association with the middens.  

 

The nature of the dated material and the possibility of reworking through the 

middens mean that these features’ chronologies are not well established. Almost 

all of the results (excepting two results on peat) were produced on unspeciated 

charcoal of uncertain maturity, which are best interpreted as termini post quos. 

To further cloud interpretation, diagnostic material culture is relatively rare from 

any of the features. Material culture found in the area has included some 

mesolithic material, but the majority appears to be neolithic, including six 

fragments of polished stone axes (Thomas & Britnell 2007a–b).  

 

Midden B 

A single radiocarbon result was produced on unspeciated bulk charcoal of 

uncertain maturity from the predominantly cockle midden at site B (CAR-1356). 

This result provides a terminus post quem for some form of archaeological 

activity at the site after 4000–3370 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 3650–3380 cal 

BC 68.2% confidence).  

 

Midden C 

Midden C predominantly comprised cockle shells; the only artefacts recorded 

from the midden are two flakes (Thomas & Britnell 2007b, 271). The midden 

overlay a palaeochannel (Bell 2007, 273, fig. 20.7). Four radiocarbon results 

were produced on unspeciated charcoal of uncertain maturity and peat. Only two 

results, the result on the charcoal from the bottom of the midden, and the result 

on the lowest peat, fall into the time frame of study for this thesis. The result on 

charcoal derived from the bottom layer of the midden provides a terminus post 
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quem for the rest of the midden formation after 3930–3520 cal BC (95.4% 

confidence; or 3760–3630 cal BC 68.2% confidence; CAR-1355). The onset of 

peat formation is estimated as 3960–3630 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 3900–

3650 cal BC 68.2% confidence; CAR-1426). Importantly (see below), the “…dark 

peat (context 4) [which underlay midden C] and probably the midden itself, 

formed…in the top of this palaeochannel, which appears to be the same as the 

palaeochannel…which overlies the shell midden identified in Site D” (Thomas & 

Britnell 2007b, 272).  

 

Midden D 

Three results were produced on unspeciated charcoal of uncertain maturity, 

associated with the midden excavated at site D. CAR-1424 derived from charcoal 

from a palaeosol underlying the midden. The result provides a stratigraphic 

terminus post quem for the formation of the feature of 4460–4070 cal BC (95.4% 

confidence; or 4370–4250 cal BC 68.2% confidence).  

 

Another result associated with the midden was produced on bulk charcoal from 

two areas (Thomas & Britnell 2007b, 273). The nature of the dated event 

sampled by result 4330–3950 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 4240–3980 cal BC 

68.2% confidence; CAR-1423) is poorly understood and not well associated with 

any archaeological event.  

 

The stratigraphically latest result from midden D derives from a layer of peaty 

clay directly above the northern part of the midden. The result from this layer, on 

unspeciated charcoal of uncertain maturity provides a terminus post quem for its 

formation after 3930–3530 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 3770–3640 cal BC 

68.2% confidence; CAR-1421). It was from this layer, overlying the midden, that 

the only diagnostic material culture was recovered. A single microlith was 

identified as a Jacobi (1978b) form 7a2 or scalene microtriangle (Healey 2007, 

301). The stratigraphic integrity of this material is not well established. It is 

possible that the tool was dropped in situ at the point when the middens were last 
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used. However, later material culture, and radiocarbon dates, from the fill of a 

treethrow metres away from the midden, demonstrate that the location was 

subject to later use, and material might have been reworked.   

 

As noted above, the palaeochannel sampled at midden C overlies the midden at 

D, and the earliest date from the palaeochannel in C could provide a terminus 

ante quem for the midden in D. If the microlith is regarded as in situ, the posterior 

density estimate from the first date on the peat at C can be used to calculate an 

estimate for the deposition of this microlith. This event is estimated as occurring 

in 3900–3550 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3790–3650 al BC 68.2% probable; end 

of midden use_date microlith deposition; fig. C1.6).  

 

There is some evidence of disturbance to the midden (Thomas & Britnell 2007b, 

274), and the formation of the upper deposit 17. If the scalene triangles were 

associated with the midden use, rather than the layer overlying it, a revised 

estimate can be produced using the last result from the midden as a terminus 

post quem (fig. C1.7). This would estimate scalene microtriangle deposition in 

4220–3640 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 4050–3720 cal BC 68.2% probable; 

alternative end midden use_date microlith deposition; fig. C1.7). I suggest, given 

the paucity of material culture, that neither of these results may be regarded as 

robustly associated with either the scalene microlith use or deposition.  

 

Midden E 

Midden E, a small shell midden, comprised two distinct layers. The lower layer 

was formed of highly fragmented mussel shells, with occasional periwinkle and 

cockle shells. The layer above this showed signs of post-depositional mixing, and 

comprised fewer shells, the majority of which were mussels. Both results from 

the upper and lower layers were made on unspeciated charcoal, and no 

diagnostic material culture was associated with either layer. The formation of the 

lower layer occurred after 4540–4240 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 4460–4330 
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cal BC 68.2% confidence; CAR-1420). The upper layer formed after 4050–3700 

cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 3980–3790 cal BC 68.2% confidence; CAR-1422).  

 

Discussion of the Prestatyn middens 

If the midden assemblages at Prestatyn could be demonstrated to date to the 

time of the mesolithic–neolithic transition they would be important sites for 

regional models (chapter two). However, the lack of diagnostic mesolithic or 

neolithic material culture makes it is difficult to robustly associate the midden 

activity with specific cultural traditions.  

 

Discussion of the chronology of the later mesolithic material culture in 

Wales 

Of the radiocarbon data from Wales discussed here (fig. C1.8), the posterior 

density estimates (use_of_occupation_horizon_context_328) for the occupation 

at Goldcliff East (which includes the formation of the scalene-rich assemblage) 

and the result on the Lydstep pig (associated with rod microliths) may be the 

most robust. Of the sample presented here, no radiocarbon data are well 

associated with diagnostic late mesolithic material culture from north Wales.  

 

The data from Goldcliff West are difficult to interpret, and the site may require 

additional radiocarbon results on short-lived material demonstrably associated 

with anthropogenic activity. An estimate for late mesolithic activity has been 

produced (5450–4950 cal BC 95.4% probable; or 5390–5130 cal BC 68.2% 

probable; estimate mesolithic use GCW; fig. C1.8), but the site may reflect 

repeated mesolithic exploitation, which is not well represented from the available 

chronometric data. The posterior density estimate produced for the mesolithic 

presence at Goldcliff West overlaps with what may be the only accurate date 

range for late mesolithic activity at Nab Head II (5370–4930 cal BC 95.4% 

probable; or 5300–5050 cal BC 68.2% probable; OxA-861; fig. C1.8). It is 67.3% 

probable that estimate mesolithic use GCW occurred before OxA-861 (fig. C1.8). 

The Nab Head sites would benefit from additional radiocarbon results well 
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associated with diagnostic material culture. Both these results may indicate that 

scalene triangles were being used at these south Wales sites, most probably in 

the last three centuries of the 6th millennium cal BC.  

 

The more robust posterior density estimate from the Goldcliff East occupation 

deposit 328 (4840–4580 cal BC 95.4% probable; 4810–4680 cal BC; 

use_of_occupation_horizon_context_328; fig. C1.8), which contained scalenes, 

is later than those from Goldcliff West and Nab II. 

 

The posterior density estimate for the deposit in Prestatyn midden D, from which 

a scalene triangle was recovered, is later again (3870–3530 cal BC 95.4% 

probable; or 3780–3630 cal BC 68.% probable; end of midden use_date microlith 

deposition; fig. C1.8). The two alternative posterior density estimates from the 

Prestatyn midden D are both later than the results which probably have better 

association with scalene triangles (appendix B). From the short-lived results 

associated with scalene triangles from March Hill, the M1, and Goldcliff East and 

West it is estimated that they were last used Wales in 4710–4560 cal BC (95.4% 

probable; or 4700–4610 cal BC 68.2% probable; last later scalenes; fig. B1.6b).  

 

Excluding the results from Prestatyn midden D, the last short-lived event 

associated with any late mesolithic material culture derives from the Lydstep pig, 

and estimates rod microlith use in 4450–3790 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 4320–

3980 cal BC 68.2% probable; OxA-1412; fig. C1.8).  

 

RADIOCARBON RESULTS ASSOCIATED WITH NEOLITHIC MATERIAL CULTURE FROM NORTH 

WALES 

The results well associated with early neolithic material culture from Wales are 

shown in figs C1.9a–d. The dates are listed in table C1.2. The interpretations 

underpinning this model are discussed below.  

 

North Wales pits and post-and-slot-built structures 
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CASTELLIOR, ISLE OF ANGLESEY SH541739 

A single radiocarbon date was produced on unspeciated charcoal of uncertain 

maturity recovered from a pit at Castellior. The pit also contained a lozenge-

shaped arrowhead (Muckle & Longley 2004). The result provides a terminus post 

quem for infilling and deposition of the arrowhead after 3790–3500 cal BC (cal 

BC 91.7% probable, or 3430–3380 cal BC 3.7% probable; or 3710–3620 cal BC 

42.6% probable, or 3590–3520 cal BC 25.6% probable; CAR-1545; fig. C1.9a).  

 

GLYN, ISLE OF ANGLESEY SH515813 

A small pit excavated at Glyn produced Peterborough ware (Redknap 1996, 59). 

Unspeciated charcoal of uncertain maturity produced a terminus post quem for 

the infilling of the feature and deposition of the Peterborough ware after 3380–

3100 cal BC (86.4% probable, or 3500–3450 cal BC 9.0% probable; or 3490–

3470 cal BC 4.6% probable, or 3380–3260 cal BC 34.9% probable, or 3240–

3120 cal BC 38.8% probable 28.8% probable; Beta-90547; fig. C1.9a).  

 

LLANDEGAI, GWYNEDD SH595712 

A chronological model for the Llandegai sites is presented in Marshall et al. 

(2008; Kenney 2008a–c). The model presented in fig. C1.9b derives from 

Marshall et al.’s (2008) work, though with some slight amendments. 

Measurements from four feature types produced earlier 4th millennium dates, 

some of which were associated with neolithic material culture. These were: 

• The early neolithic post-and-slot-built structure and pit [1339] recently 

excavated by Gwynedd Archaeological Trust. 

• The early neolithic post-and-slot-built structure B1 excavated in the 1960s 

(Lynch & Musson 2001). 

• A group of pits containing neolithic pottery typologies, including 

Peterborough ware, or related with these by spatial proximity. 

• A number of earthfast ‘ovens’ or fire pits. 

 

The early neolithic Parc Bryn Cegin post-and-slot-built structure  
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The early neolithic building (fig. C.1.11) excavated by Gwynedd Archaeological 

Trust in 2006 and 2007 comprised eight postholes defining the main aisle of the 

structure. The walls were defined by a series of small postholes, with slots 

attesting to internal divisions. Sherds of early neolithic Carinated bowl and flint 

were recovered from several of the postholes. Ten short-lived samples were 

produced on material from five postholes. The repeat measurements were all 

statistically consistent.  

 

• Cut 1339 (KIA-31081 & KIA-31082; T’=3.8; !=1; T’5%=3.8) 

• Cut 1532 (KIA-30433 & KIA-30434; T’=0.4; !=1; T’5%=3.8) 

• Cut 1691 (KIA-30437 & KIA31087; T’=0.0; !=1; T’5%=3.8) 

• Cut 1406 (KIA-31084 & KIA-31085; T’=5.3; !=1; T’5%=3.8) 

 

Replicate measurements on alkali and humic fractions from a piece of oak 

charcoal from one posthole [1613] were statistically consistent (T’=0.3; T’5%=3.8; 

!=1, KIA-30436a, -30436b), indicating confidence in the measurement process, 

and allowing a weighted mean to be calculated. This result has a potential inbuilt 

age offset, and has been presented as a terminus post quem for the posthole 

infilling. 

 

With the exception of the measurement on the oak charcoal (which has a 

potential inbuilt age offset), and KIA-31080, the results from the early neolithic 

building and associated pits are statistically consistent (T’=19.4; !=11; 

T’5%=19.7; KIA-31086, -30432, -30435, -31083, -31084, -31085, -31081, -

31082, -30437, -31087, -30433, -30434) meaning that these measurements 

could all represent the same archaeological event. KIA-31080 appears to be 

slightly earlier than all the other short-lived results from the building. This 

inconsistency might suggest that the building was occupied over a period of time 

(Reynolds 1995) or some material residual on the site was incorporated into the 

posthole.  
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The first dated event associated with the early neolithic Parc Bryn Cegin 

structure is estimated as 3770–3670 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3740–3690 cal 

BC 68.2% probable; first Parc Bryn structure; fig. C1.9b). The last dated event 

associated with this structure is estimated as 3630–3560 cal BC (89.1% 

probable, or 3520–3470 cal BC 6.3% probable; or 3630–3600 cal BC 68.2% 

probable; last Parc Bryn structure; fig. C1.9b). The duration of activity as 

sampled by the results represented here is estimated as 50–180 years (89.7% 

probable, or 220–290 years 5.7% probable; or 70–140 years 68.2% probable; 

duration Parc Bryn occupation; fig. C1.10).  

 

Early neolithic pit [1619] 

Pit [1619] was located to the east of the early neolithic structure at Parc Bryn 

Cegin. This large pit contained a charcoal-rich fill and a broken Graig Lywd stone 

axe. Two results were produced on single entity, short-lived material from this 

feature. These results are not statistically consistent (KIA-31089, -31088; 

T’=47.3; T’5%=3.8; !=1). The older result provides a terminus post quem for 

infilling in 3790–3650 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3770–3660 cal BC 68.2% 

probable; KIA-31089; fig. C1.9b).  

 

Pit [3146]  

Pit [3146] contained early neolithic pottery. The two results on short-lived single 

entity material (NZA-26689, KIA-30440) from this feature were statistically 

consistent (T’=1.9; T’5%=3.8; !=1), and estimate the deposition and infilling of 

the pit (fig. C1.9b; 3660–3540 cal BC 94.5% probable; or 3650–3620 cal BC 

68.2% probable; NZA-26689. 3650–3560 cal BC 95.1% probable; or 3640–3600 

cal BC 68.2% probable; KIA-30440).  

 

Earthfast ovens 

Three earth-cut ovens or fire pits from the site produced results in the same 

period as the early neolithic structure. Diagnostic early neolithic material culture 

does not seem to have been recovered from the features which produced these 
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results (e.g. NZA-26837, -26838, -26839, -26832, -26830, -26835; cf. Marshall et 

al. 2008; table C1.3). Other earthfast ovens are contemporary with later burnt 

mound activity on the site, and it is suggested that the early results may have 

been produced on residual material on the site. These results have not been 

included in the currency model of the early neolithic from Wales, because of the 

uncertain association with early neolithic material culture.  

 

The early neolithic Llandegai building 

Four results were produced on charred plant remains from the Llandegai building 

excavated in the 1960s. The structure comprises a superficially similar layout to 

that excavated in the 2000s; it comprised a central aisle of substantial postholes, 

with smaller posts flanking either side of this aisle (fig. C1.11). The dated 

charcoal from this structure all derives from postholes. Three measurements 

were made on samples including oak or mature charcoals and these results are 

regarded as termini post quos for the construction of the structure (NPL-223, 

GrN-26824, -26823). A single result produced on charred hazel nutshell 

presumably derives from occupation within the structure (GrA-20012). The 

construction of the building probably occurred at some time between the dates 

provided on the ‘old wood’ from the timbers, and the estimate of the occupation 

indicated by the result on the charred hazel nutshell. As presented in fig. C1.9b, 

the construction of house B1, excavated at Llandegai in the 1960s, occurred in 

3790–3530 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3740–3630 cal BC 58.5% probable, or 

3590–3550 cal BC 9.7% probable; Construct house B1; fig. C1.9b).  

 

North Wales monuments 

TREFIGNATH, ISLE OF ANGLESEY SH259805 

Sherds from at least eight early neolithic vessels apparently including Carinated 

and Plain bowl. were excavated from a buried soil underlying the western 

chamber of the Trefignath burial cairn (Smith & Lynch 1987, 74).  
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Unspeciated charcoal of uncertain maturity from this layer produced a 

radiocarbon date (HAR-3932). The potential for old wood offset means this result 

provides a terminus post quem for the formation of the cairn and deposition of 

early neolithic pottery after 3980–3690 cal BC (95.4% probability; or 3950–3780 

cal BC 68.2% probable; HAR-3932; fig. C1.9a).  

 

FOUR CROSSES, POWYS SJ275192 

Numerous radiocarbon dates were generated from several monuments 

excavated in the vicinity of Four Crosses (Warrilow et al. 1986). The results all 

appear to have been generated on unspeciated charcoal of uncertain maturity 

and serve as termini post quos.  

 

At site five, a large central burial pit was located in the middle of a ring ditch. 

Within the burial pit was a badly decayed crouched burial, a small pear-shaped 

stone, the upper jaw of a ?calf, and other fragments of bone. From within the 

grave cut were recovered crushed remains of a small, round-bottomed neolithic 

bowl, which had been placed in front of the head. At each end of the grave cut, 

two slots had been cut. These were steep-sided, sub-rectangular in plan and flat 

bottomed. Charcoal overlay the northern of these slots. The slots appear as if cut 

for timbers. Mortlake ware was recovered from the stabilised surface infilling the 

ditch one and could be associated with the burial.  

 

The site had later been reused; two other ditches and a second grave were cut. 

From the second ditch, a possible plain Beaker sherd, a fragment of a small 

bronze age vessel, and another body sherd were recovered.  

 

Charcoal from the first grave was radiocarbon dated and provides a terminus 

post quem for burial and possible deposition of the small, round-bottomed 

neolithic bowl, and other material culture after 3360–2960 cal BC (95.4% 

probable; or 3350–3150 cal BC 61.1% probable, or 3110–3070 cal BC 7.1% 

probable; CAR-670; fig. C1.9a).  
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North Wales axe factories 

GRAIG LWYD AXE FACTORY, CONWY SH718755 

Two radiocarbon results exist from deposits containing axe working debris from 

Graig Lwyd axe factory (Willams & Davidson 1998). Both results were produced 

on unspeciated charcoal of uncertain maturity and may provide termini post quos 

for the axe working. Given the mobility of the scree deposits, and the problems 

associating ecofacts with evidence for axe working (chapter seven), both these 

results might be regarded with caution.   

 

From within the quarry, a layer of mixed scree (630) underlay a layer (616) 

containing a scatter of small struck flakes (Willams & Davidson 1998, 11). A 

result on material from 630 suggests axe working may have occurred after 3340–

3210 cal BC (42.8% probable, or 3180–3160 cal BC 1.9% probable, or 3120–

2920 cal BC 50.8% probable; or 3330–3230 cal BC 36.0% probable, or 3100–

3010 cal BC 32.3% probable; Beta-125805; fig. C1.9a). 

 

On the Graig Lwyd outcrop, unspeciated charcoal of uncertain maturity provides 

a terminus post quem for a cairn in 4340–3980 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 

4310–4300 cal BC 0.9% probable, or 4260–4040 cal BC 67.3% probable; 

SWAN-142; fig. C1.9a). Also underlying the cairn was a deposit of fresh flakes, 

including axe trimming and shaping flakes. An axe rough-out was also found 

beneath the main body of the cairn c0.7m south-east of these flakes. The 

terminus post quem for the cairn may also provide a terminus post quem for axe 

working from this deposit (Williams & Davidson 1998, 19).  

 

Discussion of the neolithic data from Wales 

As modelled here, the first dated event associated with neolithic material culture 

from north Wales is estimated as 4140–3680 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3880–

3710 cal BC 68.2% probable; StartNorthWales_neolithic; fig. C1.12). From the 

modified Bayliss et al. (2011d) model the start of neolithic activity in south Wales 
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is estimated as 3970–3670 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3830–3690 cal BC 68.2% 

probable; StartSouthWales_neolithic; fig. C1.12). It is slightly more probable 

(65.0%) that the parameter associated with the start of neolithic activity in north 

Wales (StartNorthWales_neolithic) occurred before the start of neolithic activity in 

south Wales (StartSouthWales_neolithic; fig. C1.4). However, the posterior 

density estimate from north Wales is relatively imprecise so the estimate may not 

actually represent activity which was earlier than that for the start of neolithic 

activity in south Wales.  

 

The post-and-slot-built structure recently excavated at Llandegai was in use in 

the 38th century cal BC or the first quarter of the 37th century cal BC (3770–3670 

cal BC 95.4% probable; or 3740–3690 cal BC 68.2% probable; 

first_Parc_Bryn_structure; fig. C1.13). There are not robust date estimates for 

neolithic north Wales pits. The first dated event associated with neolithic south 

Wales pits occurred in 3850–3630 cal BC (95.4% probable; or 3760–3660 cal BC 

68.2% probable; first south welsh pits; fig. C1.13). The first dated event 

associated with south Wales tombs is estimated as 3810–3640 cal BC (95.4% 

probable; or 3740–3660 cal BC 68.2% probable; firstTombSouthWales; fig. 

C1.13). The ordering of these events cannot be refined (table C1.4) given the 

current precision available (fig. C1.13). 

 

There is an interval between the last mesolithic evidence from Wales (the result 

on the Lydstep pig; OxA-1412; fig. C1.14) and the first neolithic evidence 

(StartSouthWales_neolithic and StartNorthWales_neolithic; fig. C1. 14) of 0–570 

years (95.4% probable; or 130–470 years 68.2% probable; Wales meso_neo 

interval; fig. C1.15).  

 

These posterior density estimates are used to discuss the chronology of late 

mesolithic material culture, and the appearance of early neolithic material culture 

in the surrounding regions in chapter nine. 
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4TH
 OR 5TH

 MILLENNIUM RADIOCARBON RESULTS FROM NORTH WALES POORLY 

ASSOCIATED WITH DIAGNOSTIC MATERIAL CULTURE 

Data discussed here are listed in table C1.3. 

 

BRENIG, SITE 53, DENBIGHSHIRE SH983572 

Several radiocarbon results were produced from sites at Brenig (Lynch 1993). In 

the synthetic publication text, these are only quoted with adjusted results (Allen 

1993). Unfortunately many of these results are not featured on the Harwell 

datelists; recalibrating the ranges has been beyond the scope of this thesis. The 

results included in the text are discussed here. 

 

Results that feature on Harwell datelists 

Pit complex BG53: F19 

Pit complex BG53, F19 comprised at least seven superimposed fire pits or 

hearths. The excavator suggested that each fire was extinguished with a layer of 

redeposited subsoil and then a new fire laid, producing a pattern of alternating 

deposits of charcoal and clean clay. When the pit was completely infilled, a new 

feature was dug (Allen 1993, 22). Material culture recovered from the features 

included burnt stone, one backed flint blade and six flints (Allen 1993, 18). A 

radiocarbon result was produced from the “lower part of the fire pit” and provides 

a terminus post quem for infilling after 6400–5990 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 

6250–6050 cal BC 68.2% confidence; HAR-1135). This result is too early for the 

purposes of this project, and is not well associated with diagnostic late mesolithic 

or early neolithic material culture. 

 

A result (HAR-1434) provides a terminus post quem for the infilling of a posthole 

[100] on the edge of the mesolithic occupation and near two bronze age 

monuments. The posthole produced packing stones and a flint flake, and the 

result provides a terminus post quem for infilling and undiagnostic activity after 

3960–3090 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 3710–3360 cal BC 68.2% confidence). 
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An oval pit [28] with scorched sides produced nine chert chips and three flints. A 

radiocarbon result provides a terminus post quem for infilling after 4230–3690 cal 

BC (95.4% confidence; or 4040–3790 cal BC 68.2% confidence; HAR-1436). The 

pit may have been associated with stakeholes, and other features in the area. 

The pit does not seem to have produced diagnostic material culture.  

 

Across the valley, another result (HAR-656; 6590–6240 cal BC 95.4% 

confidence; or 6470–6240 cal BC 68.2% confidence; 7560±80BP), was produced 

on unspeciated charcoal from the pit from the site Brenig 40. The feature did not 

produce any material culture but the site produced a geometric industry sealed 

under a bronze age cairn, with which it may be associated.  

 

REDBERTH, PEMBROKESHIRE SN082038 

Four radiocarbon results were produced on hazel charcoal from various features 

at Redberth. An unworked piece of chert and a residual piece of Roman pottery 

were the only artefacts recovered from the site (Page 2001).  

 

Results were produced on charcoal from postholes from two post alignments 

(Wk-10158, -10159). Charcoal from the second fill of an irregularly shaped pit 

was dated (Wk-10153), as was material from one of a number of burnt spreads 

to the east of the site (Wk-10156). Later charcoals from other features on the site 

were also dated. None of the dated material is associated with diagnostic 

mesolithic or neolithic activity.  

 

MELLTEYRN UCHAF PITS, GWYNEDD SH235330  

Two small pits or postholes were excavated at Mellteyrn Uchaf, one inside and 

one outside the ?later enclosure ditch. No diagnostic material culture was 

recovered from either of the features (Kelly 1992, 58). A radiocarbon result 

(CAR-1359) was produced on unspeciated charcoal flecks of uncertain maturity 
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recovered from the features ([182] and [154]). The result is not well associated 

with any archaeological event.  

 

MOEL Y GAER, FLINTSHIRE SJ211691 

A radiocarbon date was produced on unspeciated charcoal of uncertain maturity 

from the fill of a gully near a flint knapping floor. No stratigraphic relationship 

between the knapping and the gully is reported. The radiocarbon date provides a 

terminus post quem for uncertain activity after 3800–3640 cal BC (95.4% 

confidence; or 3780–3660 cal BC 68.2% confidence; SRR-497; Guilbert 1975).  

 

MOEL-Y-GERDDI, GWYNEDD SH61663170 

Within the palisaded enclosure at Moel-y-Gerddi, a pear-shaped pit was located 

just outside the plan of an iron age roundhouse (Kelly 1988). The pit [41] was 

stratigraphically earlier than the roundhouse. Two statistically consistent (T’=0.2; 

T’5%=3.8; !=1) radiocarbon results were produced on unspeciated charcoal of 

uncertain maturity recovered from the feature (CAR-397: 3630–3030 cal BC 

95.4% confidence; or 3500–3120 cal BC 68.2% confidence, CAR-527: 3500–

3020 cal BC 95.4% confidence; or 3370–3100 cal BC 68.2% confidence). They 

provide termini post quos for its infilling. Nearby a stone-lined hearth [48] 

produced a neolithic steep-edged knife (Kelly 1988, 107). A radiocarbon date 

produced on unspeciated charcoal of uncertain maturity provides a terminus post 

quem for pit [48] infilling which is too late for this project (CAR-528: 2870–2340 

cal BC 95.4% confidence; or 2840–2470 cal BC 68.2% confidence).  

 

From two terminal pits at the west entrance of palisade, charcoal was recovered 

and produced a radiocarbon result (CAR-525: 3660–3360 cal BC 95.4% 

confidence; or 3640–3380 cal BC 68.2% confidence). Charcoal from the two pits 

from the east entrance to the palisade produced a much later result (CAR-526: 

710–40 cal BC 95.4% confidence; or 400–190 cal BC 68.2% confidence). The 

later result probably provides a more robust terminus post quem for the 

enclosure ditch infilling. 
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None of the results from the site is well associated with demonstrably in situ early 

neolithic activity, and are therefore not included in the currency model.  

 

LITTLE ORME QUARRY, CONWY SH819824 

A radiocarbon result was produced on the human skeletal remains recovered 

from the Little Orme Quarry shaft (Gregory et al. 2000). A range of material 

culture from different periods was recovered from the shaft, but the individual 

discussed here cannot be demonstrated to be associated with either mesolithic 

or neolithic finds. The individual was probably female and c54–63 years at death. 

The skeletal remains date to 3640–3360 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 3640–

3370 cal BC 68.2% confidence; Beta-87306).  

 

FFRONDDYRYS, CARMARTHENSHIRE SO160598 

Features excavated at Fronddyrys produced neolithic pottery and axe flakes. A 

radiocarbon result was produced on unspeciated charcoal of uncertain maturity 

(HAR-1330) from one of the trenches. There is no robust association between 

the result and diagnostic neolithic material culture, and the result is not included 

in the model.  

 

Prunus avium and Frangula alnus charcoal recovered from a hearth associated 

with Mortlake ware produced the date 4450–4250 cal BC (95.4% confidence; or 

4360–4270 cal BC 68.2% confidence; BM-2953). This result is interpreted as 

residual from mesolithic activity at the site (Gibson & Kinnes 1997). 

 

CAPEL EITHIN, ISLE OF ANGLESEY SH489727 

Capel Eithin Hill has evidence for neolithic, bronze age and medieval activity 

(White & Smith 1999). A bronze age cairn was the site of a recent excavation. 

Later neolithic and early bronze age material culture was recovered from feature 

group 78. A bag-shaped pit [593] near the group contained Collared urn or 

Peterborough ware (White & Smith 1999, 34). Deposits A, B, and fill of stakehole 
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K were part of feature group 78. Unspeciated charcoals from these deposits were 

used for three radiocarbon measurements (CAR-480 layer A, -797 stakehole K, -

618 layer B).  

 

The radiocarbon results all provide termini post quos for the deposits from which 

they were recovered. Layer A formed after 4520–4230 cal BC (95.4% 

confidence; or 4460–4320 cal BC 68.2% confidence; CAR-480). The formation of 

the pit fill (layer B) and deposition of pottery occurred after 4370–3960 cal BC 

(95.4% confidence; or 4340–4040 cal BC 68.2% confidence; CAR-618). CAR-

481 from pit 83, underlying the cairn, provides a terminus post quem for pit 

infilling, and deposition of a denticulate and ‘Woodlands’ Grooved ware (4740±80 

BP; 3660–3360 cal BC 95.4% confidence; or 3640–3370 cal BC 68.2% 

confidence; CAR-481). Stakehole K was infilled after 5630–5310 cal BC (95.4% 

confidence; or 5540–5370 cal BC 68.2% confidence; CAR-797). 

 

PRESTATYN SKELETON, PRESTATYN, DENBIGHSHIRE SJ0682 

A single radiocarbon result was produced on a human skeleton recovered from 

the surface of a boulder clay deposit at Prestatyn (3710–3540 cal BC 95.4% 

confidence; or 3700–3640 cal BC 68.2% confidence; OxA-16606). The stable 

isotopes analysed from this individual have been argued to suggest a marine 

diet, and therefore a mesolithic individual (cf. Schulting & Gonzalez 2007; cf. 

Milner et al. 2004; chapter two). Stable isotopes alone may not be regarded as 

diagnostic of mesolithic or neolithic lifeways. This result has therefore not been 

included in the Wales currency model.  

 

GLYN, LLANBEDRGOCH, ISLE OF ANGLESEY SH515813 

At the early medieval site of Glyn, several features which are presented as 

prehistoric have been excavated. Also recovered from the site are lithics and 

neolithic pottery. Radiocarbon results on unknown material of uncertain maturity 

have been dated. The association between the dated event and any 
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archaeological event is not clear from the published data; further analysis is 

awaited (Burrow 2006, 118). 
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APPENDIX C FIGURES 
 
Fig. C1.1. Sites with radiocarbon dates associated with late mesolithic or early neolithic material 
culture. Data are taken from Bayliss et al. (2011d) and from Burrow (pers. comm. 2009). To 
investigate the appearance of neolithic practices data are modelling in regions defined as north 
Wales and south Wales along an NGR grid line. 
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Fig C1.2. Probability distributions from Goldcliff West. Magenta distributions are results which are 

suggested to be Outliers based on informal assessment of their poor agreement with their 
position in the model (see text). The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 
keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. C1.3. The trench plan of Goldcliff East site J, with sections (redrawn from Bell 2007). The sections are all at the same scale. The mesolithic 
occupation horizon (328), is shown in green. Everywhere the peat (shown in the sections in black) is stratigraphically later than this mesolithic 
occupation horizon — and the radiocarbon dates from the peat provide termini ante quos for the mesolithic occupation activity. 
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Fig. C1.4. Probability distributions from Goldcliff East. Magenta distributions are results which are 

suggested to be Outliers based on informal assessment of their poor agreement with their 
position in the model (see text). The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 
keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b).  
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Fig. C1.5. Interval between the estimate for the mesolithic occupation at site J and the 
formation of peat on the site. The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 
keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b) and are the same as shown in fig. C1.4. 
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Fig. C1.6. An initial model of the radiocarbon dates associated with the Prestatyn middens. The 
constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk 
Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. C1.7. An alternative model of the results associated with the Prestatyn midden D, the 
structure for the other models are the same as in fig. C1.6. The constraints active on the model 
are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig.  C1.8. Posterior density estimates associated with late mesolithic material culture derived from the models shown above (estimate mesolithic 

use GCW fig. C1.2; use of occupation horizon context 328 fig. C1.4); OxA-1412 and OxA-861 have been calibrated and saved as Prior files to 
allow them to be shown in this figure (table C1.1). The initial and alternative posterior density estimates from the material culture-poor midden D, 
Prestatyn, are shown in magenta (fig. C1.5–6).  
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Fig. C1.9a. Probability distributions well associated with early neolithic material culture from north 
Wales. Details of the model are shown in fig. C1.9b; the south Wales model is shown in fig. 
C1.9c–d. The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the 
brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. C1.9b. Probability distributions well associated with early neolithic material culture from north 
Wales. Details of the model are shown in fig. C1.9a; the south Wales model is shown in fig. 
C1.9c–d. The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the 
brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. C1.9c. Probability distributions well associated with early neolithic material culture from south 
Wales. Details of the model are shown in fig. C1.9d; the north Wales model is shown in fig. 
C1.9a–b. The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the 
brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. C1.9d. Probability distributions well associated with early neolithic material culture from 
south Wales. Details of the model are shown in fig. C1.9c; the north Wales model is shown in fig. 
C1.9a–b. The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the 
brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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Fig. C1.10. The duration of activity calculated in the model shown in fig. C1.9b. The constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 
keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b).  
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Fig. C.1.11. Plan of the post-and-slot-built early neolithic structure recently excavated at Llandegai (redrawn from Kenny 2008b). Features shaded 
in blue produced early neolithic material culture and early 4

th
 millennium radiocarbon results. These and other features shaded in purple are 

suggested as structural features associated with the building. Areas shaded in grey were burnt patches. Grey dotted lines represent treethrows or 
hollows. Grey dashed lines represent periglacial features.  
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Fig. C1.12. Posterior density estimates for the start of neolithic activity in north and south Wales (calculated in the models shown in fig. C1.8a–d).   

 
Fig C1.13. Key posterior density estimates for neolithic events in Wales — the first event from Llandegai, the first estimate associated with pits 
from the Principality, the first dated event associated with funerary monuments form the north and south, and the first dated event from other north 
Wales monuments (calculated in the models shown in fig. C1.9a–d). 
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Fig. C1.14. A model calculating the Interval between the last dated event associated with mesolithic activity in Wales (the result on the Lydstep 
pig, shown in fig. C1.8) and the first dated event associated with neolithic material culture (calculated in the model shown in fig. C1.9a–d). The 
constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets (Bronk Ramsey 2009b).  

 
 

Fig. C1.15. The Interval between the last dated event robustly associated with mesolithic activity in Wales (the result on the Lydstep pig, 

shown in fig. C1.8) and the first dated event associated with neolithic material culture (calculated in the model shown in fig. C1.9a–d). The 
constraints active on the model are indicated by the CQL2 keywords and the brackets shown in fig. C1.14 (Bronk Ramsey 2009b). 
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APPENDIX C TABLES 
 
Table C1.1a. Selected pre-4

th
 millennium radiocarbon dates which may be associated with mesolithic material culture. 

Laboratory 
no. 

Material Context 
14

C age 
(BP) 

!
13

C 
(‰) 
!

15
N 

(‰) 
C:N 
ratio 

Calibrated date 
range 
(95%confidence) 

Posterior 
density estimate 
at 95% 
probability 
unless 
otherwise stated 

Prestatyn middens 
SJ070832  
(posterior density estimates are taken from the model shown in fig. C1.6) 

CAR-1355 Charcoal Associated with two cockle shell middens 
(Thomas & Britnell 2007b). Midden from site C, 
bottom layer of midden. 

4890±80 - 3930–3520 cal BC 3950–3630 cal 
BC 

CAR-1356 Charcoal 
14

C samples “have been obtained from the 
mussel shell middens excavated in 1992…” 

(Thomas & Britnell 2007b). ‘Shell midden’ site B. 

4700±70 - 3650–3350 cal BC 3700–3370 cal 
BC 

CAR-1423 Charcoal 
14

C  samples “have been obtained from the 
mussel shell middens excavated in 1992…” 
(Thomas & Britnell 2007b). Context 21, shell 

midden site D. 

5270±80 - 4330–3950 cal BC 4330–3950 cal 
BC 

CAR-1420 Charcoal 
14

C samples “have been obtained from the 
mussel shell middens excavated in 1992…” 
(Thomas & Britnell 2007b). Context 105, lower 
layer shell midden site E 

5530±80 - 4540–4240 cal BC 4550–4230 cal 
BC (95.1%) 

CAR-1483 Peat 35-7cm shell midden site C. 4340±70 - 3310–2870 cal BC 3130–2860 cal 
BC (84.4%) 

CAR-1482 Peat 18-20cm shell midden C. 2980±60 - 1410–1010 cal BC 1400–1040 cal 
BC 
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CAR-1419 Wood Context 11, base of tree-throw, site D. 4330±70 - 3270–2870 cal BC 3130–2860 cal 
BC (84.8%) 

CAR-1418 Charcoal Context 16, tree-throw pit site D. 4210±70 - 2930–2580 cal BC 2930–2570 cal 
BC (95.2%) 

CAR-1424 Charcoal Context 24, soil layer just below midden, site D. 5470±80 - 4460–4070 cal BC 4470–4050 cal 
BC 

CAR-1421 Wood Context 17, layer over midden site D. This layer 
also contained the only categorical ‘late 
mesolithic’ material (the others being generic 
‘late mesolithic-early neolithic’), microlithic 
number 8 (Healey 2007, 301). The microlith has 

the form of a ‘scalene triangle’. 

4910±70 - 3930–3530 cal BC 3950–3640 cal 
BC 

CAR-1426 Peat Peat from the lowest part of the sequence.  4960±80 - 3960–3630 cal BC 3780–3510 cal 
BC (94.5%) 

CAR-1422 Charcoal  
14

C samples “have been obtained from the 
mussel shell middens excavated in 1992…” 

(Thomas & Britnell 2007b). 

5110±80 - 4050–3700 cal BC 4060–3700 cal 
BC (94.3%) 

Goldcliff West 
ST3807682205 

OxA-6683 Cervus elaphus 

bone 

From occupation layer (1202), from which other 
results were produced and associated with 

mesolithic material culture.  

6760±80 -22.2 5800–5530 cal BC 5800–5510 cal 
BC 

OxA-6682 Corylus avellana 
?nutshells 

From top of occupation layer (1202), from which 
other results were produced and associated with 

mesolithic material culture. 

 

5415±75 -23.3 4440–4040 cal BC 4380–4040 cal 
BC 
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The interface of layer (1202) and the overlying 
clay suggests that there has only been slight 

erosion and reworking at this junction. 

SWAN-28 Charcoal From occupation layer (1202), from which other 
results were produced and associated with 

mesolithic material culture. 

 - 5540–5220 cal BC 5550–5230 cal 
BC 

GU-2759 Charcoal From occupation layer, which may be the same 
as (1202). Produced from Lillie’s excavations 

(Bell et al. 2000). 

6430±80 - 5540–5220 cal BC 5560–5290 cal 
BC 

CAR-1501 ?peat/??charcoal Test pit 15, context (1200), associated with early 
stages of peat inception (Bell 2000, 36). 

Overlies mesolithic occupation layer (1202). 

 

?dates/??TPQ peat inception. 

5920±80 - 5000–4600 cal BC 4950–4580 cal 
BC 

GrN-24143 ?peat/??charcoal Pollen monolith 1722. Overlies mesolithic 
occupation layer (1202). 

 

?dates/??TPQ peat inception. 

5820±50 - 4800–4540 cal BC 4790–4540 cal 
BC 

Lydstep 
SS093982 

OxA-1412 Pig bone Dates death of pig (see appendix c). 5300±100 -21.0 4350–3950 cal BC - 

Goldcliff East 
ST374819 

OxA-
15549 

Worked wood, 
unidentified 
species 

9199, Goldcliff J. Context 328 from palaeosol  
containing abundant late mesolithic assemblage 
(almost all flint rather than chert), including 
geometric microliths, bones of deer, aurochs, 

5934±39 - 4940–4710 cal BC 4900–4720 cal 
BC 
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pig, and a small amount of fish bone (Bell 2007, 
68, 109–112, table 8.11, figs 6.8, 6.16) 
 
TPQ deposit formation.  

OxA-
15550 

Worked piece of 
Quercus 

9224, Goldcliff J. Context 331/327 at interface of 
estuarine clay (331) overlying palaeosol (328) 
and overlying upper peat (327), both containing 
technologically Mesolithic lithics (mainly chert in 
331, flint in 327; Bell 2007, 69, 112, table 8.11, 
figs 6.8, 6.16) 
 
TPQ deposit formation. 

5930±37 - 4910–4710 cal BC 4900–4720 cal 
BC 

CAR-
14023 

Charcoal Context 327, monolith 5640, 26cm. 4978±27 - 3910–3660 cal BC
  

3810–3660 cal 
BC (91.7%) 

The Nab Head II, Pembrokeshire 
SM7911 

OxA-860 Unidentified 
charcoal fragments 

Context 106. Charcoal from hearth in 
concentration of later mesolithic artefacts, 
including numerous geometric microliths, in 0.10 
m deep zone at base of soil profile (David 1989, 
245–51; Gowlett et al. 1987). 

7360±90 - 6430–6030 cal BC - 

OxA-861 Single fragment of 
Prunus sp. 
charcoal 

D9 NW, shallow pit area in concentration of later 
mesolithic artefacts, including numerous 
geometric microliths, at base of soil profile 
(David 1989, 245–51; Gowlett et al. 1987). 

6210±90 - 5370–4930 cal BC - 

OxA-1497     Single fragment of 
Quercus charcoal 

NH II 86 01. From about 4.5m south-west of 
OxA-861 (Hedges et al. 1989b). 

8070±80 !26.0   7310–6700 cal BC - 

OxA-1498     Single fragment of 
Quercus charcoal 

NH II 86 02. From a 2m x 2m test trench 14 m 
north of main excavation trench at the Nab 
Head Site II. Finds came from a very shallow 
soil (0.15–0.20 m) with a concentration of late 
mesolithic flintwork, including bladelet cores, 

4950±80 !26.0   3960–3540 cal BC - 
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scalene triangles and debitage, some of which 
refits, as well as bevelled pebbles (Hedges et al. 
1989b). 

 
Table C1.1b. Radiocarbon dates from the Goldcliff West peat sequence from test pit 15 (from appendices CD accompanying Bell et al. 2000).  
 

Lab 
number Result Error term 

Sampled 
peat (cm) Sample details 

Posterior density estimate at 95% 
probability unless otherwise stated 

CAR-1501 5930 80 

My 
calculation 
from mOD 
153 

Monolith 2099. Pit 15, base of fenwood peat, 
c 0.58 m OD 

4950–4580 cal BC 

SWAN-236 5720 80 141-143 
Monolith 2099. Pit 15, base of fen peat, 141-
143cm 

4730–4450 cal BC 

SWAN-235 5660 80 121-123 Monolith 2099. Pit 15, fen peat, 121-123cm 

4610–4340 cal BC 

SWAN-234 5190 80 101-103 Monolith 2099. Pit 15, fen peat, 101-103cm 

4240–3800 cal BC 

CAR-1500 4900 80 ? 
Monolith 2099. Pit 15, base of raised bog 
peat 

3830–3530 cal BC (86.7%) 

SWAN-233 4520 80 61-63 
Monolith 2099. Pit 15, raised bog peat, 
?heather, 61-63cm 

3380–3030 cal BC (90.2%) 

GrN-24144 4440 45 49-51 Monolith 2099, Pit 15, 49-51cm 

3190–2920 cal BC (82.7%) 
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SWAN-232 3780 70 19-21 
Monolith 2099. Pit 15, raised bog peat, 19-21 
cm 

2480–2110 cal BC (92.9%) 

CAR-1449 3640 60 ? ? 

2200–1870 cal BC (95.1%) 

  
 
Table C1.1c. Radiocarbon dates from the Goldcliff East test pit J peat sequence and the wiggle match from Goldcliff tree 8 
 

Lab number Dated material Result Depth cmOD Posterior 
density 
estimate at 
95% probability 
unless 
otherwise 
stated 

Test peat J peat sequence 

OxA-13934 Carex 5730±33 91 4680–4460 cal 
BC 

OxA-12356 Reed peat 5749±23 82 - 

OxA-13922 Rubus seeds 5439±22 50 4350–4250 cal 
BC 

OxA-13520 Alnus catkin 5213±23 41 4050–3970 cal 
BC 

OxA-13932 Peat/wood 5138±31 34 4000–3930 cal 
BC 

OxA-12355 Charcoal (good agreement with sequence suggests no inbuilt offset) 5061±21 4 3960–3900 cal 
BC 

Goldcliff tree 8 wiggle match 

Lab number Dated material Result Posterior density estimate at 95% 
probability unless otherwise stated 

Hd-23728 Quercus sp. ring 40–50 5292±20 4090–4060 cal BC 

Hd-23725 Quercus sp. ring 80–90 5230±16 4050–4020 cal BC  
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Hd-23722 Quercus sp. ring 110–120 5245±14 4020–3990 cal BC 

Hd-23726 Quercus sp. ring 140–150 5183±19 4000–3960 cal BC 

Hd-23719 Quercus sp. ring 170–180 5073±13 3960–3930 cal BC 
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Table C1.2. Data considered well associated with early neolithic material culture from Wales.  
 

Laboratory 
no. 

Material Context 
14

C age 
(BP) 

!
13

C 
(‰) 
!

15
N 

(‰) 
C:N 
ratio 

Calibrated date 
range 
(95%confidence) 

Posterior 
density 
estimate at 
95% probability 
unless 
otherwise 
stated 

Parc le Breos long cairn 
SS53738982 
 

OxA-6492 Bone (human, adult 
?male, left 
humerus) 

From the passage (Whittle & Wysocki 1998, 
148). 

4805±55 -21.3 3770–3520 cal BC 3660–3490 cal 
BC (86.4%) 

OxA-6488 Bone (human, adult 
?male, left 
humerus) 

From the south-west chamber (Whittle & 
Wysocki 1998, 148). 

4780±60 -20.7 3640–360 cal BC 3660–3490 cal 
BC (77.0%) 

OxA-6487 Bone (human, adult 
?male, left 
humerus) 

From the south-east chamber (Whittle & 
Wysocki 1998, 148). 

4685±65 -21.2 3640–3350 cal BC 3640–3360 cal 
BC  

OxA-6490 Bone (human, adult 
?male, left 
humerus) 

From the north-west chamber (Whittle & 
Wysocki 1998, 148). 

4660±60 -21.2 3640–3340 cal BC 3540–3350 cal 
BC (83.2%) 

OxA-6489 Bone (human, adult 
?male, left 
humerus) 

From south-west chamber (Hedges et al. 1998, 
445). 

4445±60 -21.3 3360–2910 cal BC 370–3210 cal 
BC (83.4%) 

OxA-6496 Bone (human, 
adult, left humerus) 

From the south-east chamber (Whittle & 
Wysocki 1998, 148). 

4850±65 -21.5 3770–3520 cal BC 3710–3500 cal 
BC (90.4%) 
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OxA-6491 Bone (human, 
adult, left humerus) 

 From the north-west chamber (Whittle & 
Wysocki 1998, 148). 

4710±60 -21.2 3640–3360 cal BC 3640–3370 cal 
BC 

OxA-6494 Bone  (human, 
adult, left humerus) 

From north-east chamber (Hedges et al. 1998, 
445). 

4645±60 -21.4 3630–3140 cal BC 3540–3340 cal 
BC (86.8%) 

OxA-6641 Bone (human, adult 
left humerus) 

From the south-east chamber (Whittle & 
Wysocki 1998). 

4690±55 -20.4 3640–3350 cal BC 3630–3360 cal 
BC 

OxA-6493 Bone (human, adult 
left humerus) 

From the north-east chamber (Whittle & 
Wysocki 1998). 

4875±5 -21.8 3780–3530 cal BC 3710–3510 cal 
BC 

Pipton 
SO160372 

OxA-
14396 

Human adult left 
ulna 

Entrance to passage I. 4653±34 -18.7 3620–3350 cal BC 3530–3360 cal 
BC (93.2%) 

OxA-
12083 

Human adult right 
mandible 

Inner passage chamber I. 4601±33 -20.3 3500–3190 cal BC 3510–3430 cal 
BC (80.3%) 

OxA-
14254 

Human skull 
fragment 

Under floor slabs in south annex of chamber I. 4742±34 -20.5 3640–3370 cal BC 3640–3490 cal 
BC (84.5%) 

OxA-
14251 

Human right femur Group C chamber II. 4866±32 -20.4 3710–3540 cal BC 3710–3630 cal 
BC (90.6%) 

OxA-
14252 

Human right femur Group D chamber II. 4906±33 -20.6 3770–3540 cal BC 3710–3630 cal 
BC  
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OxA-
14253 

Cattle horn core Forecourt. 4658±33 -21.3 3630–3360 cal BC 3530–3360 cal 
BC (92.6%) 

Ty Isaf  
SO182290 

OxA-
12055 

Human cranium Compartment C of rotunda, upper level. 4529±31 -20.4 3370–3090 cal BC 3370–3110 cal 
BC 

OxA-
14248 

Human cranium Compartment C of rotunda, upper level. 4202±31 -20.5 2900–2670 cal BC - 

OxA-
14393 

Human cranium Compartment C of rotunda, upper level. 4523±35 -18.9 3370–3090 cal BC 3370–3100 cal 
BC 

OxA-
14250 

Human cranium Compartment C of rotunda, upper level. 4082±30 -20.8 2860–2490 cal BC - 

OxA-
14394 

Human adult right 
humerus 

Passage of rotunda. 4658±32 -18.9 3620–3360 cal BC 3520–3360 cal 
BC 

OxA-
14249 

Human adult right 
humerus 

Passage of rotunda. 4545±50 -20.6 

OxA-
14395 

Human adult right 
humerus 

From the same context as OxA-14249. 4552±35 -19.5 

3370–3100 cal BC 
 
(T’=0.0; T;5%=3.8; 

!=1) 

3370–3110 cal 
BC 

Carreg Coetan 
SN060394 
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CAR-391 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Charcoal from old ground surface sealed 
beneath mound material, ante dating erection of 
mound.  
 

4560±80  
 

-28.2  
 

3620–3020 cal BC 3530–3090 cal 
BC (94.9%) 

CAR-392 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Charcoal from area of burning, Area F36, 
sealed beneath stone kerb, ante dating erection 
of kerb. 

4830±80  
 

-27.8 3780–3370 cal BC 3790–3490 cal 
BC (84.8%) 

CAR-393 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Charcoal from within material of mound, dating 
construction of mound.  
 

4470±80  
 

-26. 8 3490–2900 cal BC 3980–3690 cal 
BC 

CAR-394 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Charcoal from socket hole F44 of chamber 
upright. 

4700±80 -27.6 3650–3340 cal BC 3660–3340 cal 
BC 

Castellior 
SH541739 

CAR-1545 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

CAT 38, sample SO16. Charcoal recovered 
from grey clay at base of pit 008. Context 41. Pit 
also contained broken lozenge-shaped 
arrowhead.  
 
TPQ infilling pit and deposition of arrowhead. 

4850±70 - 3780–3380 cal BC 3790–3500 cal 
BC (91.7%) 

Coygan Camp 

SN2752408659 

NPL-132 Hazel nutshells Hazelnut shells, partly charred from Pit C XIX.  
 
A polished stone axe of group VIII is from 
Coygan Camp (Wainwright 1967, appendix 2), 
where it was found close to a pit containing 
neolithic pottery. 
 
“…a shallow flat-bottomed pit which contained 

5000±95 -25.0 4000–3630 cal BC 3890–3630 cal 
BC (91.8%) 
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potsherds, flints, fragments of animal bone and 
charred hazelnut shells. The 24 sherds from the 
pit came from a single vessel a wide-mouthed 
bowl of thick, black fabric with a heavy everted 
rim. The eight flints include a triangular 
arrowhead and a utilized blade. The bone 
fragments have been identified as being of 
sheep and cattle…The contents of the pit 
appear to be sealed, there were no later 
intrusions and the contents can be regarded as 
uncontaminated” (Wainwright 1967, 14). 
 
The fauna is suggested as domesticated as 
there “…is no visible difference between the 
bones of these animals and those of later 
periods” (Westley 1967).  
 
Dates pit infilling and deposition material 
culture. 

Cwm Meudwy, Llandysul 
SN40234188 

Beta-
185680 

Corylus avellana 
charcoal 

Pit 113. One grain of oat was recovered from 
the pit, also contained sherds from at least two 
early neolithic bowls.  
 
Dates infilling feature and deposition material 
culture.  

4870±50 - 3760–3530 cal BC 3760–3620 cal 
BC (80.2%) 

Beta-
185679 

Corylus avellana 
charcoal 

Pit 50 containing sherds of at least five early 
neolithic vessels. Contained oats, hazelnut 
shells, indeterminate cereals, a few possible 
Triticum dicoccum, a free-threshing wheat, and 
a few barley grains.  
 
Dates infilling feature and deposition material 
culture.   

4840±40 - 3700–3530 cal BC 3710–3630 cal 
BC (57.6%, or 
3600–3520 cal 
BC 37.8%) 
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Glyn, Llanbedrgoch 
SH515813 

Beta-
90547 

Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Small pit produced ‘whipped cord’ 
Petereborough type bowl (Redknap 1996, 59).  
 
TPQ pit infilling and Peterborough ware 
deposition.  

4560±50 - 3500–3090 cal BC 3380–3090 cal 
BC (86.6%) 

Graig Lwyd axe factory 
SH718755 

Beta-
1285805 

Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

From lowest layer of scree (630) (Williams & 
Davidson 1998, 11). 630 comprised medium to 
large scree, above which a jumbled layer 616 
included more tabular fragments and a 
scattering of small struck flakes.  
 
The dated result possibly provides a 
stratigraphic TPQ for the layers, which may 
contain axe working fragments. 

4400±40 - 3320–2910 cal BC 3340–3210 cal 
BC (41.6%, or 
3120–2920 cal 
BC) 

SWAN-142 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

From layer below cairn. Context contained axe 
working debris and a roughout axe (Williams & 
Davidson 1998, 19).  
 
Possibly a TPQ for axe working (Williams & 
Davidson 1998, 19).  

5330±90 - 4350–3960 cal BC 4340–3980 cal 
BC 

Gwernvale 
SO211192 

CAR-113 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Pit F68. Pre neolithic cairn. Flint and pot 
(including Shouldered bowl. 21 sherds with 
confidence from one vessel) from this feature 
and from north-south bedding trench beneath 
north horn of cairn.  

5050±75 -26.0 3990–3650 cal BC 3980–3660 cal 
BC 
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TPQ pre-cairn activity, including infilling pit and 
deposition material culture.  

CAR-114 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Charcoal from various depths in pit F58 outside 
chamber 2. Antedates closure of cairn. Pit 
contained Peterborough ware bowl, sherds of 
which conjoined with material in CAR-116. 
 
TPQ infilling pit and deposition material culture, 
?TPQ use of monument.  

4390±70 -26.2 3350–2880 cal BC - 

CAR-116 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Charcoal from various depths in pit F47 outside 
chamber 2. Antedates closure of cairn. Pit 
contained sherds of same Peterborough vessel 
represented in F58. 
 
TPQ infilling pit and deposition material culture, 
?TPQ use of monument.  

4590±75 -25.8 3630–3090 cal BC - 

CAR-118 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Charcoal from oval pit or hearth F308 beneath 
outer revetment wall of long cairn. Pit did not 
contain any artefacts.  
 
TPQ cairn construction. 

6895±80 -26.4 5990–5630 cal BC - 

Llandegai -House B1 
SH595712 

NPL-223 Fragments of 
mature Quercus sp. 
charcoal 

B73, posthole number 9. 

 

TPQ infilling posthole. 

5240±150 - 4370–3700 cal BC 4360–3710 cal 
BC 

GrN-26824 Charcoal (45g) 
large pieces which 
were part of the 
core of the Quercus 

sp. post 

B98, posthole number 12. 

 

TPQ infilling posthole. 

5055±25 - 3960–3780 cal BC 3960–3760 cal 
BC 
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GrN-26823 Charcoal (60g), 38 
pieces of Quercus 
sp., 3 pieces too 
incinerated but 
probably Quercus 

sp. 

B77, posthole number 2. 

 

TPQ infilling posthole. 

5040±30 - 3960–3710 cal BC 3960–3760 cal 
BC 

GrA-20012 Charred Corylus 
avellana nutshell 

B72, posthole number 5. 

 

Dates infilling of posthole. 

4860±50 - 3720–3530 cal BC 3720–3520 cal 
BC 

Llandegai early neolithic house and pit 
SH595712 

KIA-31080 Charred hazel 
nutshell 

1290: fill of small internal posthole. Cut number 
1291. Contained a flint flake and cereal grains. 

4832±32 - 3660–3530 cal BC 3710–3620 cal 
BC (91.5%) 

KIA-31081 Charred hazelnut 

shell 

Deposit 1340. Fill of small internal pit, cut 
number 1339. Contained tiny fragments of burnt 
bone. May have been a pit dug associated with 
the use of the building. 

 

Dates infilling posthole (statistically consistent 

with KIA-31082; T’=3.8; T’5%=3.8; !=1). 

4952±29 - 3800–3650 cal BC 3750–3650 cal 
BC 

KIA-31082 Charred hazelnut 
shell 

Deposit 1340. Fill of small internal pit, cut 
number 1339. Contained tiny fragments of burnt 
bone. May have been a pit dug associated with 

the use of the building. 

 

Dates infilling posthole (statistically consistent 

with KIA-31081; T’=3.8; T’5%=3.8; !=1). 

4871±30 - 3710–3630 cal BC 3710–3630 cal 
BC 

KIA-31083 Charred hazelnut 
shell 

Deposit 1369. Upper fill of small internal 
posthole, cut number 1370. A postpipe was 
evident and from the feature were recovered 

4993±29 - 3940–3700 cal BC 3760–3650 cal 
BC 
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cereal grains. 

 

Dates infilling posthole. 

KIA-31086 Charred wheat 

grain 

Deposit 1445. Charcoal-rich fill in post-trench, 
cut number 1404, contained at least three 
concentrations of stone, which may have served 
as packing or postpads. Contained two flint 
flakes, including one which was polished. 

Contained a charred blackberry pip. 

 

Dates infilling posthole. 

4912±29 - 3770–3640 cal BC 3720–3640 cal 
BC 

KIA-31084 Charred hazelnut 
shell 

Deposit 1389. Post-packing deposit in one of 
the central postholes, cut number 1406. 
Contained two pieces of Graig Lwyd stone 
axes, charred hazel nutshells, a few poorly 
preserved cereal grains, cleavers, unidentifiable 
burnt animal bone, a burnt leaf-shaped 

arrowhead, and early neolithic pottery.  

 

Dates infilling posthole statistically inconsistent 

with KIA-31804). 

4899±29 - 3710–3640 cal BC 3710–3640 cal 
BC 

KIA-31085 Charred hazelnut 
shell 

Deposit 1405. Fill of postpipe in one of the 
central postholes, cut number 1406. Contained 
two pieces of Graig Lwyd stone axes, charred 
hazel nutshells, a few poorly preserved cereal 
grains, cleavers, unidentifiable burnt animal 
bone, a burnt leaf-shaped arrowhead, and early 
neolithic pottery. 

 

TPQ infilling posthole (statistically inconsistent 

with KIA-31804). 

4989±26 - 3910–3700 cal BC 3810–3700 cal 
BC (86.9%) 
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KIA-30432 Charred hazelnut 
shell 

Deposit 1486. Upper fill of E gable end 
posthole. Possibly deposited after the post was 

removed, cut number 1483. Contained cleavers. 

 

Dates infilling posthole. 

4903±42 - 3780–3630 cal BC 3730–3630 cal 
BC 

KIA-30433 Charred hazelnut 
shell 

Deposit 1522. Fill of postpipe in one of the 
central postholes, cut number 1532. Contained 
three flakes of Graig Lwyd stone, one was 
polished, some poorly preserved cereals, early 
neolithic pottery and some tiny amounts of burnt 

bone. 

 

Dates infilling of posthole (consistent with KIA-

30434; T’=0.4; T’5%=3.8; !=1). 

4899±29 - 3710–3640 cal BC 3710–3640 cal 
BC 

KIA-30434 Charred emmer 
wheat grain 

Deposit 1522. Fill of postpipe in one of the 
central postholes, cut number 1532. Contained 
three flakes of Graig Lwyd stone, one was 
polished, some poorly preserved cereals, early 
neolithic pottery and some tiny amounts of burnt 

bone. 

 

Dates presence of emmer grain on the site.  

Dates infilling of posthole (consistent with KIA-

30433; T’=0.4; T’5%=3.8; !=1). 

4924±30 - 3780–3630 cal BC 3730–3640 cal 
BC 

KIA-30435 Charred hazelnut 
shell 

Deposit 1571. Secondary fill of posthole on 
south wall, cut number 1572. Charcoal rich 

deposit seemed to line the cut. 

 

Dates infilling posthole. 

4958±30 - 3800–3650 cal BC 3950–3790 cal 
BC 

KIA-
30436a 

Oak charcoal (alkali 
residue) 

Deposit 1614. Fill of postpipe in posthole on 
south wall, cut number 1613. Charcoal rich fill. 

 

TPQ infilling posthole. 

5071±29 - Weighted mean 

(5060±23; T’=0.3; 

T’5%=3.8; !=1) 

 

3950–3790 cal 
BC 
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KIA-
30436b 

Oak charcoal 
(humic acids) 

Deposit 1614. Fill of postpipe in posthole on 
south wall, cut number 1613. Charcoal rich fill. 

 

TPQ infilling posthole. 

5045±35  3960–3780 cal BC  

KIA-31088 Charred hazelnut 
shell 

Deposit 1631. Fill of charcoal-rich large pit, 
contained broken stone axe, cut number 1619. 
Oval pit contained several fills, including 
charcoal-rich fill with heat shattered stone, early 
neolithic pottery, burnt flint flake, quartz crystal 

and butt end of polished axe. 

 

Dates infilling of posthole and deposition of 
material culture (inconsistent with KIA-31089; 

T’=47.3; T’5%=3.8; !=1). 

4630±31 - 3520–3350 cal BC 3640–3590 cal 
BC (90.1%) 

KIA-31089 Charred hazelnut 
shell 

Deposit 1631. Fill of charcoal-rich large pit, 
contained broken stone axe, cut number 1619. 
Oval pit contained several fills, including 
charcoal-rich fill with heat shattered stone, early 
neolithic pottery, burnt flint flake, quartz crystal 

and butt end of polished axe. 

 

TPQ infilling of posthole and deposition of 
material culture (inconsistent with KIA-31088; 
T’=47.3; T’5%=3.8; !=1). 

4946±34 - 3800–3650 cal BC 3790–3650 cal 
BC 

KIA-30437 Oak charcoal Deposit 1709. Material deposited into top of 
west end gable posthole after post removed, cut 

number 1691. 

 

Dates infilling posthole.  

4908±30 - 3760–3640 cal BC 3720–3640 cal 
BC 

KIA-31087 Charred cereal 

grain 

Deposit 1723. Post-packing deposit in west 
gable end posthole, cut number 1691. The 
packing included a concentration of charcoal, 
seven sherds of pottery, a heavily burnt 
scrapers, other flint flakes, and some rock 

4905±34 - 3780–3640 cal BC 3720–3640 cal 
BC 
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crystal chips. Contained emmer wheat, barley, 

and naked wheat.  

 

Dates infilling posthole. 

NZA-
26689 

Hazelnut charcoal Deposit 3145. Lower fill of pit with early neolithic 
pot, cut 3146. Pit group VII. Pit contained 
charred plant remains, a sherd of pottery and 
several fragments, quartz flakes, and a rod-

shaped fragment of rock crystal.  

 

Dates infilling pit and deposition material culture 
(consistent with KIA-30440; T’=1.9; T’5%=3.8; 

!=1). 

4797±30 - 3650–3520 cal BC 3660–3540 cal 
BC 

KIA-30440 Wood charcoal, 
<10 years, species 

not identifiable 

Deposit 3144. Upper fill of pit, cut 3146. Pit 
group VII. Pit contained charred plant remains, 
a sherd of pottery and several fragments, quartz 
flakes, and a rod-shaped fragment of rock 

crystal. 

 

Dates infilling pit and deposition material culture 
(consistent with NZA-26689; T’=1.9; T’5%=3.8; 

!=1). 

4724±44 - 3640–3370 cal BC 3650–3560 cal 
BC 

Lower Luggy long barrow 
SJ20080184 

BM-2954 Outer rings of the 
oak post visible in 
the northern 

section of trench 1 

Trenches 1 and 2 were transverse interventions 
in the south-eastern most ditch section of the U-
shaped ditch that defined the Lower Luggy long 

barrow.  

 

No chronological diagnostic material culture 

was recovered from either trench.  

 

4830±45 - 3700–3520 cal BC 3710–3520 cal 
BC 
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Dates long barrow palisade.  

BM-2955 Outer rings of a 
burnt post from 

trench 2 

Trenches 1 and 2 were transverse interventions 
in the south-eastern most ditch section of the U-
shaped ditch that defined the Lower Luggy long 
barrow.  

 

No chronological diagnostic material culture 

was recovered from either trench.  

 

Dates long barrow palisade/façade trench. 

4710±40 - 3640–3370 cal BC 3640–3370 cal 
BC 

Lower Luggy enclosure 
SJ20050190 

Beta-
206283 

Corylus ?charcoal Ditch F100SW. Material from the middle silts, of 
the south-western extent of the enclosure ditch, 
from which was also recovered a sherd of 

Carinated bowl.  

 

This result and the Carinated bowl are 
suggested to be residual, while consistent 
results from material from the ditch floor (Beta-
177037, -206282) is suggested as a more 

accurate estimate for the ditch’s earliest use. 

4980±40 - 3940–3650 cal BC 3810–3550 cal 
BC (80.7%) 

Beta-
177037 

Corylus ?charcoal Floor of ditch F100SW, the south-western 
extent of the enclosure ditch. The terminal of 
this ditch produced a substantial charcoal 
deposit on the floor of the ditch, immediately 
below the primary silts. This comprised hazel 
twigs. The deposit seems to have been 

deliberately placed in this position.  

 

4760±50 - 3650–3370 cal BC 3650–3490 cal 
BC (74.9%) 
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This and Beta-206282 probably relate to the 
same archaeological event and provide a 
terminus post quem for the infilling of the ditch. 
Because of their stratigraphic position, the 
apparent placed deposit, and the short-lived 
nature of the dated material, it may be that the 
deposit was made very soon after the ditch’s 
excavation, and in radiocarbon terms dates this 

event.  

Beta-
206282 

Corylus ?charcoal Floor of ditch F100SW, the south-western 
extent of the enclosure ditch. The terminal of 
this ditch produced a substantial charcoal 
deposit on the floor of the ditch, immediately 
below the primary silts. This comprised hazel 
twigs. The deposit seems to have been 
deliberately placed in this position.  

 

This and Beta-177037 probably relate to the 
same archaeological event and provide a 
terminus post quem for the infilling of the ditch. 
Because of their stratigraphic position, the 
apparent placed deposit, and the short-lived 
nature of the dated material, it may be that the 
deposit was made very soon after the ditch’s 
excavation, and in radiocarbon terms dates this 

event. 

4690±40 - 3640–3360 cal BC 3540–3360 cal 
BC (80.5%) 

Penywyrlod 
SO151316 

HAR-674 ?human bone A sample of minor and broken bones recovered 
from chamber NE II.  

 

The result may provide a date for use of the 
site, and is more certainly a TPQ, for latest use 
of the site. Included in the model as ‘R_Date’, 

4970±80 -21.5 3960–3630 cal BC 3960–3640 cal 
BC 
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as even if produced on bulked human bone, if 
its associated with tomb use, the result is 

unlikely to be too old. 

Sarn-y-Bryn-Caled 
SJ217048 

OxA-3997 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 

uncertain maturity 

A patch of small fragments of charcoal was 
immediately above the loose initial silting of the 
cursus eastern ditch section. No flint or pottery 
was recovered from the section through the 

cursus (Gibson 1994).  

 

The stratigraphic position of the material would 
provide a terminus post quem for the infilling of 

the cursus ditch.   

4960±70 !25.2 3960–3630 cal BC 3950–3640 cal 
BC 

Trefignath 
SH259805 

HAR-3932 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 

uncertain maturity 

Context 12, sample 8, ‘antedates the 
construction of the earliest, western chamber’, 

directly sealed by cairn material. 

 

TPQ for the early neolithic pottery deposition 

and cairn construction.  

5050±70 - 3990–3660 cal BC 4980–3690 cal 
BC 

Trostrey 
SO359044 

GU-2559
  

 

Unspeciated 
charcoal of 

uncertain maturity 

Hearth in flint-working area including leaf 
arrowheads (Mein 1996, 65). 

 

TPQ for hearth firing and depositon material 

culture. 

4820±80 - 3770–3370 cal BC 3770–3490 cal 
BC (82.3%) 
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GU-4414
  

Unspeciated 
charcoal of 

uncertain maturity 

From a firepit (Mein 1992, 11). Pyre 1. Later 
series of firings in linear hearth seen as pyre 
and including pottery described as Grimston 

Ware (Mein 1996, 65; 2003b, 67). 

 

TPQ for hearth firing and deposition material 
culture. 

4930±70 - 3940–3540 cal BC 3950–3630 cal 
BC (93.7%) 

Beta-
184103 

‘Twigs’ (Mein 
2003b, 65) 

Recovered from the land surface immediately 
below stone kerbed mound. Short-lived material 
provides a stratigraphic terminus post quem for 

the formation of the mound. 

?not cited - 3980-3790 cal BC  - 

Beta-
173357  

 

Charcoal. Undated 
remainder mainly 
scrubby and short-
lived, identified by 

Rowena Gale 

Context contained flint tools (Mein 2003a, 108). 
From pyre 3 (Mein 2003a, 107) suggested to 

relate to the neolithic mortuary monuments. 

 

TPQ for pyre. 

4800±90 - 3770–3360 cal BC - 

Beta-
169094 

Unspeciated 
charcoal of 

uncertain maturity 

From base of massive post (C 476) (Mein 
2003a, 108), suggested to relate to the neolithic 

mortuary monuments. 

 

TPQ for post infilling. 

5050±50 

 

- 3970–3700 cal BC - 

GU-2624
  

 

Unspeciated 
charcoal of 

uncertain maturity 

From the later series of firings in a linear hearth 
(Mein 1996, 64) 

 

TPQ for firing, ?uncertain association with 

neolithic activity. 

5340±60 - 4340–3990 cal BC - 

Four Crosses Powys 
SJ275192 

CAR-670 Charcoal ?Quercus 
sp. (Warrilow et al. 

1986, 64).  

A burial pit containing a crouched inhumation, 
and two further inhumations in slots at the head 
and feet of the first burial. The pit also contained 
an atypical Ebbsfleet bowl, a pear-shaped 

4440±70 - 3370–2900 cal BC  3370–2960 cal 
BC 
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stone, and the upper jaw of a calf.  

 

Dates neolithic grave use. 

Plas Gogerddan 
SN62648351 

CAR-994 Unidentified 
charcoal 

Pit 206, containing charred emmer wheat, 
barley, chaff, apple pips and fragments, 
hazelnut shells. No artefacts (Murphy 1992, 7, 
24–26). 
 
TPQ firing and deposition material culture. 

4700±80 - 3640–3340 cal BC 3660–3340 cal 
BC 
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Table C1.3. Data considered but not well associated with early neolithic or late mesolithic material culture from Wales.  

Laboratory 
no. 

Material Context 
14

C age 
(BP) 

!
13

C 
(‰) 
!

15
N 

(‰) 
C:N 
ratio 

Calibrated date 
range (95.4% 
confidence) 

Llandegai earthfast ovens 

NZA-
26829 

Hazelnut shell Earthfast oven. Uncertain association with late mesolithic or early 
neolithic activity. 1087: main burnt stone fill. 

3271 ± 35 - 1630-1450 cal 
BC 

NZA-
26830 

Charcoal, probably 
hazel 

Earthfast oven. Uncertain association with late mesolithic or early 
neolithic activity. 1231: main burnt stone fill. 

3062 ± 35 - 1420-1210 cal 
BC 

NZA-
26831 

Hazel charcoal Earthfast oven. Uncertain association with late mesolithic or early 
neolithic activity. 1232: main burnt stone fill. 

3127 ± 35 - 1490-1310 cal 
BC 

NZA-
26839 

Hazelnut shell Earthfast oven. Uncertain association with late mesolithic or early 
neolithic activity. 1260: main burnt stone fill. 

5639 ± 40 - 4550-4360 cal 
BC 

NZA-

26832 

Hazelnut shell Earthfast oven. Uncertain association with late mesolithic or early 
neolithic activity. 1261: main burnt stone fill. 

4732 ± 40 - 3640-3370 cal 
BC 

NZA-
26833 

Hazel charcoal Earthfast oven. Uncertain association with late mesolithic or early 
neolithic activity. 1511: main burnt stone fill. 

2791 ± 35 - 1020-830 cal 
BC 
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NZA-
26834 

Hazel charcoal Earthfast oven. Uncertain association with late mesolithic or early 
neolithic activity. 1589: part of pit lining. 

2766 ± 35 - 1010-820 cal 
BC 

NZA-

26835 

Hazel charcoal Earthfast oven. Uncertain association with late mesolithic or early 
neolithic activity. 3132: primary fill. 

4870 ± 40 - 3710-3530 cal 
BC 

NZA-
26836 

Hazel charcoal Earthfast oven. Uncertain association with late mesolithic or early 
neolithic activity. 3315: main burnt stone fill. 

3313 ± 35 - 1690-1500 cal 
BC 

NZA-
26840 

Hazel charcoal Earthfast oven. Uncertain association with late mesolithic or early 
neolithic activity. 3315: main burnt stone fill. 

3647 ± 95 - 2290-1740 cal 
BC 

NZA-
26837 

Hazel charcoal Earthfast oven. Uncertain association with late mesolithic or early 
neolithic activity. 6051: main burnt stone fill. 

4949 ± 40 - 3900-3640 cal 
BC 

NZA-
26838 

Hazel charcoal Earthfast oven. Uncertain association with late mesolithic or early 
neolithic activity. 6052: lower fill, possible erosion deposit. 

4985 ± 40 - 3940-3650 cal 
BC 

Capel Eithin SH489727 
 

CAR-480 ?unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Layer a, underlay bronze age cairn, charcoal flecking. 5520±80 - 3940-3650 cal 
BC 

CAR-797 ?unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Stakehole k, contained no material culture.  6510±90 - 5630–5310 cal 
BC 

CAR-618 ?unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Layer b, underlay bronze age cairn, and filled some features, 
including pit 593, which contained later neolithic/early bronze age 
pottery. 

5350±100 - 4370–3960 cal 
BC 
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CAR-481 ?unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Pit 83. Contained Grooved ware.  4740±80 - 3660–3360 cal 
BC 

Brenig site 53 
SH983572 

HAR-1135 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Lower part of the fire pit complex F19 (a number of intercutting fire 
pits) from which the only retouched material produced was a backed 
blade. 
 
TPQ for infilling, but too early for this project 

7300±100 -29.4 6400–5990 cal 
BC 

HAR-1434 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Posthole [100] on the edge of the mesolithic occupation, and near 
two bronze age monuments. The posthole produced packing stones 
and a flint flake. 
 
TPQ infilling and deposition non-diagnostic material culture.  

4780±160 -25.9 3960–3090 cal 
BC 

HAR-1436 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Oval pit [28] with scorched sides produced nine chert chips and three 
flints.  
 
TPQ for infilling and deposition of non-diagnostic material culture.  

5120±100 -27.9 4230–3690 cal 
BC 

Brenig 40 
SH97785711 

HAR-656 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Pit on the other side of the valley from Brenig 53. Did not produce 
any material culture but the site produced a mesolithic geometric 
industry sealed under a bronze age cairn, with which it may be 
associated. 

7560±80 - 6590–6240 cal 
BC 

Ffronddyrys 
SO160598 

HAR-1330 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 
 

Charcoal sample from Pye’s (1976) cutting I. Uncertain relationship 
with the neolithic pottery, axe flakes and features excavated on the 
state. 
 

4530±260 - 3940–2490 cal 
BC 
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Bulk May provide TPQ neolithic material, but not well associated and not 
included in the model. 

BM-2953 Prunus avium and 
Frangula alnus 
charcoal 

Charcoal sample from a hearth associated with Mortlake pottery at 
Fronddyrys. 
 
Result too old for the ceramic style with which the charcoal appeared 
to be associated. It may be that material from the mesolithic phase 
represented at the site had become mixed with material from the 
neolithic occupation (Gibson & Kinnes 1997).  

5480±45 -24.0 4450–4250 cal 
BC 

Glyn, Llanbedrgoch 
SH515813 

Beta-
101536 

Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Radiocarbon result of unknown association with any material culture 
(Burrow 2006, 118). Not included in the model. 

4830±60 - 3710–3380 cal 
BC 

Lower Luggy enclosure 
SJ20050190 

Beta-
206284 

Corylus ?charcoal Deposit 5081, the fill of a large (1.35m diameter), sub-circular pit 
within the south-western extent of enclosure ditch, to the south of the 
enclosure. A small flint flake was recovered from the upper levels of 

the charcoal fill.  

 

Samples residual material on the site.  

7060±50 -  

GrA-29332 Cremated human 
bone 

Deposit 5090, from pit from within enclosure ditch, one of a group of 
several. Pit 5090 contained a human cremation. The result probably 

dates the cremation event. Not included in the model as too late. 

4280±45 - 3010–2870 cal 
BC 

Mellteyrn Uchaf, Sarn Mellteyrn  
SH235330 
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CAR-1359 Charcoal flecks 
combined from two 
features (182 and 

184) 

Two small pits or postholes were excavated, one inside and one 
outside the ?later enclosure ditch. They were sealed by the later back 
filling of the ditch. No diagnostic material culture was recovered from 

either of the features.  

 

The result cannot be well associated with any archaeological event.  

5240±70 - 4160–3940 cal 
BC 

Moel y Gaer 
SJ211691 

SRR-497 Unspeciated 
charcoal of 
uncertain maturity 

Charcoal, gully bounding flint-knapping floor. The nature of the dated 
material and the lithics are not known, nor are any further details 
about the stratigraphic relationships.  

 

The result cannot be well associated with any archaeological event. 

4944±40 - 3800–3640 cal 
BC 

Redberth 
SN082038 

Wk-10153 Corylus avellana 
charcoal 

<SR01-026>, (026), charcoal from the secondary fill of linear pit. No 
diagnostic material culture was recovered from the fill, and the extent 

of the feature in plan was irregular. 

 

Not well associated with early neolithic material culture.  

4656±67 - 3640–3130 cal 
BC 

Wk-10156 Corylus avellana 
charcoal 

<SR01-517>, (517), charcoal from a spread of burnt material located 
at the eastern end of the site. This spread (0.5m x 0.29m) was one of 
four very similar in size, though other much larger spreads were 

recorded in the same general area of the site.  

 

Not well associated with early neolithic material culture. 

4553±62 - 3500–3030 cal 
BC 

Wk-10158 Corylus avellana 

charcoal 

<SR01-537>, (537), charcoal from the fill (537) of a posthole [536]. 
This post-hole comprised one of the three which formed row [552], 
running along a north-northeast — south-southwest alignment. The 
postholes were c2m apparent and varied in size and form. They were 

4965±57 - 3950–3640 cal 
BC 
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all filled with grey silty clay and small angular stones. The charcoal 

contained in the fill included hazel and oak heartwood.  

 

Not well associated with early neolithic material culture. 

Wk-10159 Corylus avellana 
charcoal 

<SR01>-554, (554), charcoal form the fill (554) of a posthole [555]. 
The excavators suggested that this and post-hole 553 were part of an 

alignment which extended beyond the extent of excavation.  

 

Not well associated with early neolithic material culture. 

4791±57 - 3700–3370 cal 
BC 

Sarn-y-Bryn-Caled 
SJ217048 

BM-2829 Oak charcoal One of two postholes to the south of the Sarn-y-Bryn-Caled timber 
circle. The posthole was 1.2m diameter and 0.56 deep. The 
carbonised remains of an oak post, which may include an inbuilt age 

offset was dated.  

 

No material culture was recovered from the fill, and the feature 
cannot be included in the regional model of the mesolithic–neolithic 
transition. 

4740±35  - 3640–3370 cal 
BC 

BM-2819 Unspecaited 
charcoal of 

uncertain maturity 

Charcoal from the recut penannular ditch, associated with 
Peterborough ware, interpreted to be the same archaeological activity 
as sampled by BM-2820. The results are not statistically consistent, 
which might suggest a complex taphonomy or material or statistically 

significant different ages was dated (T’11.1; T’5%=3.8; !=1). No 

material culture was recovered from the fill, and the feature cannot be 

included in the regional model of the mesolithic–neolithic transition. 

4200±40 - 2900–2630 cal 
BC 

BM-2820 Unspecaited 
charcoal of 

uncertain maturity 

Charcoal from the recut penannular ditch, associated with 
Peterborough ware, interpreted to be the same archaeological activity 
as sampled by BM-2819. The results are not statistically consistent, 
which might suggest a complex taphonomy or material or statistically 

significant different ages was dated (T’11.1; T’5%=3.8; !=1). No 

material culture was recovered from the fill, and the feature cannot be 

4400±45 - 3330–2900 cal 
BC 
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included in the regional model of the mesolithic–neolithic transition. 

Little Orme Quarry 
SH81898250 

Beta-
87306 

Human bone A result was produced on the human skeletal remains recovered from 
the Great Orme Quarry shaft. A range of material culture from 
different periods was recovered from the shaft, and the individual 
discussed here cannot be demonstrated to be either ‘mesolithic’ or 
‘neolithic’. The individual was probably female and c 54–63 years at 

death. 

4720±50 - 3640–3360 cal 
BC 

Moel-y-Gerddi 
SH61663170 

CAR-397 Unspecaited 
charcoal of 

uncertain maturity 

Possible evidence of early neolithic activity, though highly ephemeral, 
was derived from two pre-iron age pits. One of these, F41, a scoop or 
pit, contained charred weed seeds and produced two radiocarbon 
results on unspeciated charcoal (CAR-397, -527). The other 
contained a neolithic steep-edged knife (Kelly 1988, 107), and 
produced a radiocarbon date on unspeciated charcoal (CAR-528). 
The two results from pit F41 are statistically consistent (T’=0.2; 

T’5%=3.8; !=1), indicating that if the samples were produced on 

short-lived materials these could represent the same point in time.  

 

??TPQ ‘neolithic’ pit infilling.  

4590±80 -27.5 3630–3030 cal 
BC 

CAR-527 Unspecaited 
charcoal of 

uncertain maturity 

Possibly evidence of early neolithic activity, though highly ephemeral 
was derived from two pre iron age pits. One of these, F41, a scoop or 
pit contained charred weed seeds and produced two radiocarbon 
results on unspeciated charcoal (CAR-397, -527). The other 
contained a neolithic steep-edged knife (Kelly 1988, 107), and 
produced a radiocarbon date on unspeciated charcoal (CAR-525). 
The two results from pit F41 are statistically consistent (T’=0.2; 

4540±70 -25.9 3500–3020 cal 
BC 
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T’5%=3.8; !=1), indicating that if the samples were produced on 

shortlived materials these could represent the same point in time.  

 

??TPQ ‘neolithic’ pit infilling. 

CAR-528 Unspecaited 
charcoal of 

uncertain maturity 

A stone lined hearth [48]. This feature contained a neolithic steep-
edged knife (Kelly 1988, 107), and produced a radiocarbon date on 

unspeciated charcoal (CAR-525).  

4030±80 -25.9 2880–2340 cal 
BC 

CAR-525 Unspecaited 
charcoal of 

uncertain maturity 

Bulk charcoal from the two termini pits in the western gap of the Meol 
y Gerddi palisade trench. Significantly older than the bulk result from 

the eastern termini pits (CAR-526). 

4760±70 -25.9 3660–3360 cal 
BC 

CAR-526 Unspecaited 
charcoal of 

uncertain maturity 

Bulk charcoal from the two terminal pits in the eastern gap of the 
Meol y Gerddi palisade trench. Not listed as containing diagnostic 
material culture, and significantly later than the bulk result from the 

western terminal pits (CAR-525). 

2250±110 -23.7 740–40 cal BC 

Prestatyn skeleton  
SJ0682 

OxA-
16606 

Human right femur Skeletal remains uncovered while excavating on Prestatyn High 
Street. 

 

Dates death of individual. 

4867±38 -19.4 
9.9 

3710–3540 cal 
BC 
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Table C1.4. The raw output of the Order function used to compare of the appearance of key parameters in Wales (C1.9a.–d). The figures quoted 
are probabilities that parameter t1 (the first column) occurred before parameter t2 (the parameters indicated in the other columns), these are 
converted into percentages in the text by multiply by 100. 

Probability t1 < t2 

 t2 

t1 StartNorthWa
les_neolithic 

StartSouthWa
les_neolithic. 

build_B
anc_Du 

build_Low
er_Luggy 

first_Parc_Br
yn_structure 

first_south_
welsh_pits 

firstLowerL
uggy_cairn 

firstTombS
outhWales 

Start_
Pipton 

Start
_PlB 

StartNorthWa
les_neolithic 

0 0.649 1 1 0.9318 0.8705 0.9986 0.9152 0.934
2 

0.97
07 

StartSouthWa
les_neolithic 

0.351 0 1 0.9999 0.8298 0.78 0.9952 0.8324 0.864
3 

0.94
12 

build_Banc_D
u 

0 0.000017 0 0.4549 0.000025 0.002079 0.23499 0.0008 0.002
367 

0.09
825 

build_Lower_
Luggy 

0.000008 0.000092 0.5452 0 0.000221 0.0031 0.27284 0.001438 0.003
829 

0.12
481 

first_Parc_Br
yn_structure 

0.06823 0.17017 1 0.9998 0 0.5378 0.9876 0.5919 0.667
4 

0.85
31 

first_south_w
elsh_pit 

0.12955 0.21998 0.9979 0.9969 0.4622 0 0.9588 0.5255 0.582
8 

0.79
86 

firstLowerLug
gy_cairn 

0.0014 0.004821 0.765 0.7272 0.012375 0.04118 0 0.03371 0.045
8 

0.26
928 

firstTombSout
hWales 

0.08482 0.16764 0.9992 0.9986 0.4081 0.4745 0.9663 0 0.565
9 

0.79
81 

Start_Pipton 0.06577 0.1357 0.9976 0.9962 0.3326 0.4172 0.9542 0.4341 0 0.76
26 

Start_PlB 0.029325 0.05885 0.9017 0.8752 0.14695 0.20141 0.7307 0.2019 0.237
4 

0 
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APPENDIX D 

FACSIMILES OF DOCUMENTS FROM THE ARMSTRONG ARCHIVE HELD IN SHEFFIELD 

MUSEUM 

 

A letter from Armstrong in Sheffield Museum archive, relating the 

discoveries from the Markland Grip sites: 

 

“14 Swaledale Rd 

Sheffield 

11/7/24 

 

My Dear Jackson 

 

I aught to have written you [illegible] this & sounded the joyful triumph over 

our Cresswell dig but every minute seems to have been crowded! We put in 

just over a week & I have had a Saturday afternoon since & escaped to get 

another this weekend. The results are outstanding! Mother Grundy has 

been lavish beyond my wildest dreams & the site gets richer, I think. Got 

between 30 & 40 perfect implements, lots of fine broken ones — some may 

re-fit yet, as others have done. Hundreds of flakes, two pieces of typical 

bone [?lance] points one being a bevel ended one of good form. Both are 

reindeer antler, I think. Best of all two engraved fragments have turned up. 

One a reindeer head & the other almost a complete drawing. ?[Bunhill] saw 

them last Saturday & says they are in the true Aurignacian style and 

technique!! What pleases me most of all is that the old mans find is 

confirmed!! Both pieces are small, and executed in clean cut lines. They are 

one highly mineralized, ?[glossy], ?[deer] bone, you know the kind. I believe 

Dawkin’s example is on similar bone but am not sure. Found a hearth & it is 

around this that the best things were. I have still one side of it to excavated. 
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The Grips are very promising. We had a man [illegible] cut about 14 trial 

holes. Found three which show promise. One a rock shelter gave 6 

superimposed layers of occupation all well defined. There were two flints on 

the second down & horse teeth, pig & a few other fragments. I did not try to 

do anything more than prove it & it awaits further work.  

 

*A most interesting find was a small grotto, sealed up & walled up as it 

proved. It was 8 feet long & [?2’’6’ or ?2’’–6’’] extreme width & contained the 

bones of four individuals evidently put there after removal of all flesh & 

hence not all present. Got some good long bones the back of one skull & 

three half lower jaws. 

 

[?Grifith] took them back with him & called to see Keith & [?Jansons]. Both 

say they are probably neolithic, maybe later, but are a squatting race of 

grain eaters. It is likely that they may be Celts from the camp which was just 

above. The whole thing seems almost like those Welsh caves Dawkins 

describes — Perthi Chwai (or some such jaw breaker!) You remember 

them. This we very carefully worked out.  

 

You will be sorry to hear that Lingwood upon whom I was relying for the 

drawings, died after a very brief illness [?just] before [illegible]. He was ill 

when I sent you finds & of course never did them. I have, in consequence, 

had to do them myself & got the last finished tonight & shall return them 

herewith. May I keep the [?quartsites] a little longer? Cannot get at them 

now until after I get home from Norfolk, where I go on the 19th. If you would 

like them returning I will send them & get them again later, if you want? 

 

Have been working & sizing the bones & teeth during every spare minute & 

intent to send you a batch exclusively from Mother Grundy & if you will write 

a brief report on them, I shall be very grateful. The intention is to publish in 

the next Anthropological Journal & they want at copy in Oct. at the latest.” 
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From a letter from Corinne Duhig, Department of Biological Anthropology, 

University of Cambridge. 21st August 1989, to Roger Jacobi. 

 

Museum accession number 1.5.136 — immature post-cranial material: 

 

“Markland Grips 

 

1.5.136 immature: 

left femur (c. 8 y) 

right femur (c. 9–10 y)” 

 

Museum accession number 1.5.137:  

 

“1.5.137 

left tibia 

right tibia” 

 

Duhig returned labels to Jacobi with the same letter. 

 

Label undated. 

 

The following label was in Armstrong’s own hand. Duhig interpreted it as 

originally associated with the skeletal remains, though it was not then attached to 

them: 

 

“From. Fissure in N. side of Markland Grips, nr. Cresswell, N. E. Derbyshire. 

Neolithic deposit of defleshed bones.  

A. Leslie Armstrong” 
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Label undated. 

 

An undated, and unsigned note in the archive appears to be a facsimile of 

another Armstrong label: 

 

“Basement 108 3.B.24 

 

A. L. A LABEL 

Pottery  

Top of layer in sepulchral grotto 

Markland Grips 

1924 

 

At very back  

2’–6 above skulls 

 

4 small undecorated Prehist body sherds.  

Much tufa on them. 

Dark grey – thin – sl. Burnish on exterior. 

?Thin-walled bowl — Neo?” 
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APPENDIX E 

SAMPLE PREPARATION AND PROCESSING 

 

Six hundred and three radiocarbon samples are presented in the thesis chapters and 

appendices. Data were analysed by 16 laboratories. These laboratories employed a 

variety of processing and measurement techniques. Introductions to recent issues 

concerning pretreatment, sample processing and measurement are provided by Bayliss 

et al. (2008) and Bayliss et al. (2011c). 

 

Samples with the prefix ‘Beta-’ were measured at Beta Analytic Ltd. Samples with the 

prefix ‘BM-’ were measured at the British Museum laboratory. ‘C-’ dates were measured 

at the Chicago facility, ‘CAR-’ results were measured at the Cardiff radiocarbon dating 

laboratory. ‘GaK-’ results were produced by the Gakushuin University radiocarbon 

laboratory. Results with the code ‘GrA-’  or ‘GrN-’  were measured at Groningen 

radiocarbon laboratory. The laboratory codes ‘SUERC-’  and ‘GU-’ refer to results from 

the Scottish Universities Environment Research Centre. Samples with the code !HAR-’  

were measured at Harwell radiocarbon facility. ‘Hv-’ samples were measured at the 

Hanover laboratory. The sample with the prefix ‘I-’ was measured at Teledyne Isotopes 

Ltd. Kiel University radiocarbon laboratory uses the prefix ‘KIA-’. Samples with the code 

‘NPL-’ were measured at the National Physical Laboratory. Rafter radiocarbon laboratory 

produces samples with the ‘NZA-’ code. Results identified with code ‘Q-’ were measured 

at Cambridge University radiocarbon dating research laboratory. Results from the 

University of Belfast radiocarbon laboratory are denoted by ‘UB-’. Samples with the code 

‘OxA-’ were measured at Oxford University radiocarbon accelerator unit. The code ‘Wk-’ 

indicates that a radiocarbon result was produced at Waikato University radiocarbon 

dating laboratory. 

 

Most results analysed in this project were produced at the Oxford Radiocarbon 

Accelerator Unit (n=288), while 93 data analysed in this project were produced at 

Harwell. Forty-four measurements presented here were produced by Beta Analytic Ltd, 

43 by the British Museum, 35 each at Scottish Environment Research Council 

radiocarbon facility and University of Belfast radiocarbon facility. Notable amongst the 

data presented are the result from the Chicago laboratory (C-462) from Ehenside Tarn 

— one of Arnold & Libby’s (1951) early radiocarbon results.  
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Oxford 

Pretreatment methods for plant macrofossils and charred residues adhering to pottery 

are outlined in Brock et al. (2010), with slight modifications outlined in Hedges et al. 

(1992a) and Hedges et al. (1989a). Bone samples at the laboratory have been 

pretreated as outlined in Gillespie et al. (1984; 1986), Hedges & Law (1989), Law & 

Hedges (1989), Bronk Ramsey et al. (2000a–b), Bronk Ramsey et al. (2004a) and Brock 

et al. (2007).  

 

Samples were combusted to carbon dioxide as outlined in Hedges et al. (1992b). 

Samples below OxA-6293 were dated using the gas ion source in the AMS (Gillespie et 

al. (1983, and references therein). Developments in the gas ion source are outlined in 

Bronk Ramsey & Hedges (1987; 1989; 1990). Samples in the range OxA-6293–11738 

were measured by using the hybrid carbon dioxide and graphite ion source on the 

second AMS machine (Bronk Ramsey & Hedges 1997). Increasingly samples at the 

laboratory were graphitised (Dee & Bronk Ramsey 2000). Samples from OxA-11739 use 

the current AMS machine (Bronk Ramsey et al. 2004b). 

 

Harwell 

Most samples at Harwell were measured by LSC (Otlet 1977; Otlet & Warchal 1978; 

Tamers 1965). In the 1980s some samples were measured using the miniature gas 

counter using GPC (Otlet & Warchal 1978; Otlet et al. 1983; 1986). 

 

Beta 

Samples dated at Beta may be AMS or LSC as described on their website 

(www.radiocarbon.com). 

 

British Museum 

The majority of samples relevant to this thesis from the British Museum were dated by 

LSC (Barker et al. 1969; 1971). Sample numbers above BM-2400 were dated as 

outlined in Ambers et al. (1987). A systematic offset was recognised which means that 

some results are too young (in the range BM-1980–84); results were recalculated or new 

results produced (Bowman et al. 1990; denoted by the ‘BM-…R’ or ‘BM-…N’ laboratory 

code).  
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A few samples (before the 1986) discussed here were measured by GPC. Sample 

processing for these measurements was described in Barker (1953) and Barker & 

Mackey (1961). Samples were pretreated using AAA (Mook & Waterbolk 1985). An 

organic fraction was extracted from bone samples using only an acid wash. Samples 

from this range were not corrected individually for fractionation, but error terms were 

increased to account for the ‘de Vries effect’ and a general fractionation error term was 

applied (Barker & Mackey 1961). 

 

Scottish Environment Research Council radiocarbon facility  

Samples with the ‘GU’ prefix were dated using LSC. Samples were prepared as outlined 

by Stenhouse & Baxter (1983), and measured as outlined in Noakes et al. (1965). 

 

Samples with the ‘SUERC’ prefix have been dated by AMS. Pretreatment is described 

by Stenhouse & Baxter (1983). Samples are graphitised as described by Vandeputte et 

al. (1996) and measured by AMS (Xu et al. 2004; Freeman et al. 2007) 

 

University of Belfast 

Samples before UB-2560 were measured by GPC. Samples were pretreated using AAA 

(Mook & Waterbolk 1985) or a modified Longin process for bone (Smith et al. 1970).  

 

The majority of samples discussed in this thesis (numbers after UB-2711), were 

measured by LSC as described by Pearson (1979). 

 

Godwin laboratory, Cambridge 

Early samples (in this thesis Q-303–554) at Cambridge were measured by GPC. 

Samples with later laboratory codes discussed in this thesis were measured by LSC 

according to the method outlined in Switsur (1994). 

 

Chicago facility 

Arnold & Libby (1951; Arnold & Libby 1949) produced radiocarbon dates by decay 

counting. 

 

Hanover 
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Results processed at Hanover were measured by GPC as detailed in Geyh (1967). 

 

Cardiff and Swansea radiocarbon dating laboratory 

Samples were measured by GPC, using the AAA (Mook & Waterbolk 1985) protocol for 

charred plant remains, and a modified Longin method for bones. Details of processing 

are outlined by Dresser (1985).  

 

Gakushuin University radiocarbon laboratory 

Samples produced by Gakushuin were measured by GPC as outlined in Kigoshi & Endo 

(1962; 1963). 

 

Groningen radiocarbon laboratory 

Samples from Groningen were processed according to Mook & Streurman (1983) using 

AAA (Mook & Waterbolk 1985) or the Longin (1971) method for bone. Samples with the 

prefix ‘GrN-‘ were measured by GPC. Samples with the laboratory code ‘GrA-‘ were 

graphitised as described by Aerts-Bijma et al. (1997) and measured using AMS (van der 

Plicht et al. 2000).  

 

Teledyne Isotopes Ltd 

The processing and measurement of a result by GPC at Teledyne Isotopes Ltd is 

outlined in Buckley et al. (1968).  

 

Kiel University radiocarbon laboratory 

Samples at Kiel are measured by AMS. Results presented here were pretreated as 

outlined in Grootes et al. (2004) and measured according to Nadeau et al. (1997; 1998). 

 

National Physical Laboratory 

Samples at NPL were processed by GPC according to Callow et al. (1963). Samples 

were corrected for fractionation and with an error term of ±80 for ‘de Vries effect’. 

 

Rafter radiocarbon laboratory 

Samples at Rafter were processed using AAA (Mook & Waterbolk 1985). Bone was 

processed by the method outlined by Longin (1971), or for cremated bone, the method 
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described by Lanting et al. (2011). Samples were graphitised by the methods of Slota et 

al. (1987), and measured by AMS as outlined in Zondervan et al. (2007). 

 

Waikato University radiocarbon dating laboratory 

Samples at Waikato can be measured by LSC or AMS. Sample preparation and 

measurement by LSC is described in Hogg et al. (1987), Higham & Hogg (1997) and 

Petchey & Higham (2000). Details of AMS measurement (using the same pretreatment 

protocols) are found at www.radiocarbondating.com. 
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Fig. E.1. The numbers of radiocarbon dates produced by different laboratories analysed in this project. The number of dates is 

shown on the x axis, and the laboratory codes on the right.  
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